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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political subdivision of 
the State ofldaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, . 
Defendants . 
Supreme Court Case No. 42053 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
JOHNA.BUSH 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
HONORABLE STEVEN HIPPLER 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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Date: 5/27/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 04:17 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CV-Pl-2012-16734 Current Judge: Steven Hippler 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, etal. 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, Steven Bonas, Tim Kukla, Steven Butler, Rodney Likes, City of Boise 
Date Code User Judge 
9/14/2012 NCPI CCMEYEAR New Case Filed - Personal Injury Ronald J. Wilper 
PETN CCMEYEAR Petition for Waiver or to Set bond Ronald J. Wilper 
AFFD CCMEYEAR Affidavit of Melene James Regarding lndigency Ronald J. Wilper 
9/17/2012 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Hearing Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC · DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Petition 10/01/2012 03:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) for Waiver of Bond 
10/1/2012 DCHH. DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Petition scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
10/01/2012 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: for Waiver of Bond-50 
10/2/2012 AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Melene James Re lndigency Ronald J. Wilper 
10/3/2012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Waiving Bond Ronald J. Wilper 
CDIS DCJOHNSI Civil Disposition entered for: Boise Police Ronald J. Wilper 
Department, Defendant; Bonas, Steven, 
Defendant; Butler, Steven, Defendant; Kukla, 
Tim, Defendant; Likes, Rodney, Defendant; 
James, Melene, Plaintiff. Filing date: 10/3/2012 
10/4/2012 COMP CCRANDJD Complaint Filed Ronald J. Wilper 
SMFI CCRANDJD (5) Summons Filed Ronald J. Wilper 
11/14/2012 ACCP · CCHOLMEE (5) Acceptance Of Service 11.9.12 Ronald J. Wilper 
11/29/2012 ANSW CCMEYEAR Answer to Comoplaint and Request for Jury Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
(S Muir for City of Boise City, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes) 
12/3/2012 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Status Conf. Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/08/2013 03:15 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) 
12/21/2012 NOTS CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
1/7/2013 HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Status scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
01/08/2013 03:15 PM: Hearing Vacated 
STIP MCBIEHKJ Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning Ronald J. Wilper 
1/22/2013 HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/16/2014 09:00 Steven Hippler 
AM) 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Steven Hippler 
04/08/2014 03:30 PM) 
ORDR DCABBOSM Order Setting Proceedings and Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
2/8/2013 NOTS CCWEEKKG Notice Of Service Discovery Documents Ronald J. Wilper 
3/27/2013 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
4/26/2013 NOTS CCVIDASL Notice Of Service of City Defendants Response Ronald J. Wilper 
to First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents 
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Date: 5/27/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 04:17 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CV-Pl-2012-16734 Current Judge: Steven Hippler 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, etal. 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, Steven Bonas, Tim Kukla, Steven Butler, Rodney Likes, City of Boise 
Date Code User Judge 
4/26/2013 NOTS CCVIDASL Notice Of Service of City Defendants Response Ronald J. Wilper 
to Second Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents 
5/21/2013 NOTS CCMEYEAR (2) Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
5/23/2013 NOTS CCOSBODK Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
6/6/2013 NOTS CCOSBODK Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
11/13/2013 CHRE DCABBOSM Change Assigned Judge: Reassignment Steven Hippler 
DCABBOSM Notice of Reassignment Steven Hippler 
DCABBOSM Notice of Reassignment Steven Hippler 
12/2/2013 MISC TCRUDZES Plaintiffs IRCP Rule 26(b) Expert Witness Steven Hippler 
Disclosure 
12/27/2013 MISC CCOSBODK Defendants Disclosure Of Expert Witnesses Steven Hippler 
1/7/2014 MOTN CCKHAMSA Motion For Summary Judgment Steven Hippler 
NOHG CCKHAMSA Notice Of Hearing Of Defendant's Motion For Steven Hippler 
Summary Judgment 
MEMO CCKHAMSA Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Motion Steven Hippler 
For Summary Judgment 
MISC CCKHAMSA Declaration Of Kelley K. Fleming Steven Hippler 
MISC CCKHAMSA Declaration Of Officer Randy Arthur Steven Hippler 
MISC CCKHAMSA Declaration Of Officer Steven Bonas Steven Hippler 
1/8/2014 HRSC CCKHAMSA Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Steven Hippler 
Judgment 02/06/2014 04:00 PM) 
1/16/2014 NOTC CCKINGAJ Notice of Telephonic Status Conference Steven Hippler 
HRSC CCKINGAJ Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Steven Hippler 
01/21/2014 02:30 PM) Telephonic 
1/21/2014 DCHH CCAMESLC Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Steven Hippler 
on 01/21/2014 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Valcich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 1 O 
CONT CCAMESLC Continued (Jury Trial 04/14/2014 09:00 AM) Steven Hippler 
CCAMESLC Amended Notice of Hearing Steven Hippler 
1/28/2014 CONT CCAMESLC Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment Steven Hippler 
02/19/2014 03:00 PM) 
1/31/2014 AFOS CCHOLMEE Affidavit Of Service 1.28.14 Steven Hippler 
2/5/2014 MOTN CCHEATJL Plaintiffs Motion In Limine Steven Hippler 
MEMO CCHEATJL Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs Motion In Steven Hippler 
Limine 
AFFD CCHEATJL Affidavit Of John A Bush In Opposition To Steven Hippler 
Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
MEMO CCHEATJL Plaintiffs Memorandum In Opposition To Steven Hippler 
Defendants' Mtion For Summary Judgment 
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Date: 5/27/2014 
Time: 04: 17 PM 
Page 3 of 4 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-Pl-2012-16734 Current Judge: Steven Hippler 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, etal. 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, Steven Bonas, Tim Kukla, Steven Butler, Rodney Likes, City of Boise 
Date Code User Judge 
2/5/2014 AFFD' CCHEATJL Affidavit Of Dan Montgomery Steven Hippler 
STMT CCHEATJL Plaintiff's Statement Of Disputed Facts Steven Hippler 
HRSC CCHEATJL Notice Of Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Steven Hippler 
02/19/2014 03:00 PM) 
2/12/2014 MEMO CCSWEECE Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Steven Hippler 
Limine 
REPL CCSWEECE Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants Steven Hippler 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
2/19/2014 DCHH CCAMESLC Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on Steven Hippler 
02/19/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Valcich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 100 
DCHH CCAMESLC Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Steven Hippler 
scheduled on 02/19/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Valcich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 100 
AFOS CCHOLMEE Affidavit Of Service 2.14.14 Steven Hippler 
3/4/2014 DEOP DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant's Steven Hippler 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
JDMT DCABBOSM Judgment Steven Hippler 
CDIS DCABBOSM Civil Disposition entered for: Boise Police Steven Hippler 
Department, Defendant; Bonas, Steven, 
Defendant; Butler, Steven, Defendant; City of 
Boise, Defendant; Kukla, Tim, Defendant; Likes, 
Rodney, Defendant; James, Melene, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 3/4/2014 
STAT DCABBOSM STATUS CHANGED: closed Steven Hippler 
3/18/2014 MOTN CCSWEECE Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant to Steven Hippler 
IRCP Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) 
MEMO· CCSWEECE Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Steven Hippler 
Reconsideration Pursuant to IRCP Rule 
11 (a)(2)(B) 
AFFD CCSWEECE Supplemental Affidavit of John A Bush in Support Steven Hippler 
of Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant 
to IRCP Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) 
4/2/2014 HRSC CCAMESLC Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/21/2014 03:00 Steven Hippler 
PM) 
STAT CCAMESLC STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Steven Hippler 
action 
NOTH CCAMESLC Notice Of Hearing Steven Hippler 
4/14/2014 RSPN CCMCLAPM Response Memorandum Opposing Plantiffs Steven Hippler 
Motion for Reconsideration 
4/15/2014 APSC CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Steven Hippler 
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Date: 5/27/2014 
Time: 04: 17 PM 
Page 4 of 4 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-Pl-2012-16734 Current Judge: Steven Hippler 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, etal. 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Melene James vs. Boise Police Department, Steven Bonas, Tim Kukla, Steven Butler, Rodney Likes, City of Boise 
Date Code User Judge 
4/15/2014 NOTA CCTHIEBJ NOTICE OF APPEAL Steven Hippler 
4/21/2014 DCHH CCAMESLC Hearing result for Status scheduled on Steven Hippler 
04/21/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Valsich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
5/6/2014 ORDR CCAMESLC Order Denying Motion for Reconsideration Steven Hippler 
STAT CCAMESLC STATUS CHANGED: closed Steven Hippler 
5/7/2014 MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion to Augment Clerk's Record on Appeal Steven Hippler 
5/15/2014 ORDR CCAMESLC Order Augmenting Clerk's Record on Appeal Steven Hippler 
5/27/2014 NOTC TCWEGEKE (2) Notice of Lodgment of Reporter's Transcript Steven Hippler 
on Appeal - Supreme Court No. 42053 
000006
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ORlGINAL 
David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO----w..:~·~I:___ 
A.M,_. ---"-1'1.~ Lf- : 
OCT O • ~.2012 
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH Clerk 
Sy JAMIE AANOALL ' 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY 
vs. ) TRIAL 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) Category: A 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) Fee: $96.00 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW the above-entitled Plaintiff, ·by and through her attorneys of 
record, Comstock & Bush, and as and for a claim for relief against the Defendant 
herein, complains ·and alleges as follows: 
I. 
PARTIES 
1. 
The Plaintiff Melene James, at the time of the events complained of herein, was 
and is a resident of the State of Idaho, Ada County. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
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'. 
2. 
Defendant City of Boise is a municipal corporation and political subdivision of the 
State of Idaho. 
3. 
Defendant Steven Bonas, at all times material hereto, was a duly appointed 
and acting officer employed by the City of Boise police department, Boise, Idaho, 
and was acting under color of state law and within the course and scope of such 
employment. 
4. 
Defendant Steve Butler, at all times material hereto, was a duly appointed 
and acting officer employed by the City of Boise police department, Boi~e. Idaho, 
and was acting under color of state law and within the course and scope of such 
employment. 
5. 
Defendant Tim Kukla, at all times material hereto, wa~ a duly appointed and 
acting officer employed by the City of Boise police department, Boise, Idaho, and was 
acting under color of state law and within the course and scope of such employment. 
6. 
Defendant Rodney Likes at all times material hereto, was a duly appointed 
and acting officer employed by the City of Boise police department, Boise, Idaho, 
and was acting under color of state law and within the course and scope of such 
employment. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
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7. 
The true names of Does I - X are unknown. Each Doe Defendant is responsible 
in some manner for the acts and omissions alleged herein, and each is the agent and 
. 
employee of the others. Plaintiff will move the Court to allow amendment when they 
become known. 
II. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
8. 
This action is for money damages that arises under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and the 
I 
Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and under 
the common law of the State of Idaho and Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, Chapter 9, 
Idaho Code. 
9. 
This Court has jurisdiction over claims pursued under the Idaho Tort Claims Act 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-914. 
10. 
This Court has jurisdiction over claims arising under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and the 
Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 
11. 
Venue is proper because the events giving rise to Plaintiff's cause of action 
commenced and occurred in Ada County, Idaho, and the majority of witnesses and the 
Defendants reside in or in close approximation to Ada County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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12. 
It is alleged that the Defendants, or some of them, unlawfully cited, searched and 
seized, assaulted, battered and used excessive and unreasonable force against Plaintiff, 
' 
violating her rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteen Amendments to the United States 
Constitution, and under Idaho common law. 
13. 
If is also alleged that Defendant officers, at the times relevant to the alleged 
incident, were acting under the color of the statutes, regulations, ordinances, policies, 
procedures, cu~toms, and usages of the City of Boise, the County of Ada, and the State of 
Idaho. 
14. 
Notice as required by the Idaho Tort Claims Act was timely provided to Defendants, 
and more than ninety (90) days has passed since such notice. 
15. 
T,his Court has subject matter jurisdiction in this action and the damages herein 
will be in excess of $10,000.00. 
Ill. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
16. 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates and realleges each and every preceding paragraph 
and incorporates the same by reference herein. 
17. 
In the early evening of Sunday, December 26, 2010, Plaintiff Melene James was 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
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• 
spending time with, her two daughters and preparing dinner when she was contacted by 
her neighbor and asked if she could repair his broken denture right away as he had an 
important meeting the next day. Ms. James graciously agreed to go to her lab and · 
•• + ... 
make the repair. She lived relatively close to the dental lab and decided to walk. Ms. 
. . 
• • I 
James shared lab space with Gene Vail, the owner of A & A Dental Laboratory. As 
such, sh·e had full permission to use the lab and had unlimited access and her own ·set 
of keys.; 
18. 
Around 6:00 p.m., · Ms. James entered the lab by using her key through the 
outside basement entrance which goes directly into the lab. She proceeded to make 
· the repair to the denture. After she completed the repair, the denture needed time to 
" . ... .. . 
process and cure so Ms. James decided to go outside to have a cigarette. When she 
' . . 
went outside, the door shut and locked behind her. At that point, the she realized her 
keys and cell phone were in her _lab coat which was inside. Ms. James was also 
concerned because the equipment she · was runn.ing could be a fire hazard if. left 
unattended. 
19. 
Ms. James remembered that iri or~er to ventilate the basement, sometimes one 
. ' 
of the basement windows was left unlocked At that point, in an attempt to gain entry to 
. ' -
the lab to shut her equipment off, she jumped down into the window well and t_ried to 
slide the window open. When doing this her hand slipped from the cold metal and her 
. ' 
elbow broke through the bottom third section of the single pane glass. Since she had 
. . 
accidently broken the window, Ms. J~mes decided to climb through the opening with the 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 5 
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intent C?f calling a window replacement company once she got inside and turned the 
equipment off. At that same time Ms. James was approached by an unidentified man 
who asked what she was doing and if she needed help. She told him she worked there, 
that she had locked herself out and needed to get back in to turn off the lab equipment. 
Ms. James did not know that the unidentified man then walked away and called the 
police to report a burglary. 
20. 
Ms. James then crawled through the window, finished her work with the dentures 
and turned off the equipment. Prior to leaving the laboratory, she entered the small 
basement bathroom to use it before she walked home. 
21. 
In response to the unidentified man's telephone call, Sergeant Tim Kukla and 
Officer Steve Butler arrived on the scene. Sergeant Tim Kukla then requested officer 
assistance and a K-9 unit. Officer Butler spoke with the unidentified man and then 
observed Ms. James downstairs in the lab holding a Steele Reserve in one hand and 
manipulating several dental instruments in the other which he described as a one edged 
weapon. and to other officers as a knife, but in reality, Ms. James was holding one of her 
dental tools. Meanwhile, the requested officer assistance arrived, along with Officer 
Steve Bonas, canine handler, and his police dog, Ruwa, all the while knowing the 
"suspect was downstairs. Officer Bonas made a decision that use of the police dog 
was the safest manner to search for the "suspect" and ordered paramedics to the 
scene. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 6 
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22. 
Once the paramedics where staged, Officer Bonas, along with an arrest team 
consisting of Sergeant Kukla, Officer Barber, Officer Rapp, Officer Butler and Officer 
Har~is, entered the main part of the building, which is a dentist's office separated from 
the dental lab. This entrance was a different entrance than the one used by Ms. James 
to enter the dental lab as the dental office was located above the dental lab and one of 
their employees had been contacted to help the police gain entry into the building. 
23. 
Officer Bonas announced the K-9 unit and after hearing no response released 
Ruwa into the dentists' office to search for Ms. James. After searching the upper floor 
and main dental office areas and finding nothing, the decision was made to search the 
basement dental lab where Ms. James had been observed working. 
24. 
Officer Bonas, from the top of a long stairway leading to the basement, 
announced their presence and then released Ruwa, the K-9, down the stairs to where 
Ms. James, having heard none of comma~ds, was seated using the toilet. Officer 
Bonas heard Ruwa bark and then gave the K-9 the command to bite. 
25. 
Seconds after ordering the bite command, Officer Bonas and the arrest team 
heard Ms. James screaming near the bottom of the stairs but out of their view. They 
proceeded down to the bottom of the stairs and saw Ms. James, who barely weighs 100 
pounds,· on the floor of the bathroom with Ruwa on top of her biting her. Her pants were 
still around her ankles as the attack dog bore down on her. The door to the bathroom 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 7 
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then slammed shut trapping the biting K-9 and Ms. James in the bathroom. 
26. 
Officer Bonas and the arrest team could hear Ruwa attacking Ms. James 
screaming inside the bathroom but because of the weight of the dog and small size of 
the bathroom, could not open the door .. Officer Rapp used his shield to open the door 
and saw Ruwa savagely biting into Ms. James' right arm. 
27. 
Officer Bonas commanded Ms. James to show him her hands but she was 
unable to do so as she was being savagely attacked by Ruwa. Officer Bonas then gave 
Ruwa the command to release at which time he observed Ms. James was not armed. 
The arrest team ha~dcuffed Ms. James, a female officer assisted in getting her panties 
and pants pulled . up, and the officers took her out of the building to the awaiting 
paramedics. Ms. James was then transported to St. Alphonsus E.R. to be treated for 
her injuries and the numerous dog bites. 
28. 
As a result of the completely uncalled for vicious police dog attack, Ms. James 
suffered from innumerable bite marks, puncture wounds and abrasions to her ear, face 
and extremities. She suffered from a right arm fracture, lower back lumbar fracture and 
punctured right ear drum. Ms. James had also inhaled her own vomit and developed 
pneumonia. 
29. 
Due to the savage attack and enumerable dog bites, Ms. James was placed on 
an antibiotic because of the high risk of infection associated with animal bites. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 8 
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However, in the weeks following the attack, Ms. James' arm became infected and 
seeped and oozed liquid out of the bite marks. The decision was made to place the Ms. 
James ~n Bactrim, a heavy dose antibiotic which she reacted poorly to. For months Ms. 
James was extremely ill and barely able to move while on the antibiotics. 
30. 
Ms. James still continues to suffer from the emotional and physical injuries she 
I 
suffered as a result of the vicious dog attack. She has permanent damage to her right 
hand, including scarring and numbness. She has permanent scarring and numbness to 
her righ~ arm, is unable to move all of her fingers, had lost dexterity and is unable to fully 
extend her elbow at the joint. 
31 . 
. Also as a result of the above described injuries caused by the needless use 
' 
of savage and excessive force, Ms. James has been and is in co~stant pain. 
Additionally, Ms. James was charged with malicious injury to property, called to defend 
herself in criminal court and all charges where understandably dropped. 
IV. 
VIOLATION OF THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT 
32. 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates and realleges each and every preceding paragraph 
and incorporates the same by reference herein. 
33. 
On December 26, 2010, the Defendant officers, intentionally, with deliberate 
indifference, unreasonably and without probable cause, unlawfully entered and 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 9 
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searched Ms. James' shared office/lab space, commanded the police K-9 called "Ruwa" 
' to bite Ms. James and seized, assaulted, battered and used excessive force against her 
in arresting her, bruising her badly, causing innumerable .bite marks, puncture wounds 
and abrasions to her ear, face and extremities, a right arm fracture, lower back lumbar 
fracture and punctured right ear drum, in violation of her rights under the Fourth, Fifth, 
and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and in violation of the 
laws of the State of Idaho. 
34. 
The Defendant officers' actions also constitute assault, battery, false arrest, 
wrongful imprisonment, and intentional infliction of emotional distress, and were 
reckless, willful, and/or wanton, and/or performed with malice and/or criminal intent 
within the meaning of Idaho Code §§ 6-904, 6-904A, 6-9048, and 6-904C. 
35. 
The Defendant officers' actions were reckless, willful, and/or wanton and were 
performed with malice and/criminal inteht and which constitute assault, battery, false 
arrest, wrongful imprisonment, and intentional infliction of emotion distress. 
36. 
The Defendants officers' actions were the proximate cause of the severe and 
permanent injuries sustained by Ms. James and the damages complained of herein. 
37. 
At all times relevant hereto, Defendants, acting through their employees, 
servants, agents, and/or officers owed a duty to the public and to Ms. James to properly 
train, supervise and control the police K-9, Ruwa. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL -10 
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38. 
That at said time and . place, Defendants, acting through their employees, 
' ' ' 
servants, agents and/or officers, negligently failed to train, supervise and control the · 1 
police K-9, Ruwa. 
39. 
That at said time and place, Defendants, acting through their employees, 
servants, agents and/or officers, breached their duty to the public by negligently failing 
train, supervise and control th~ police K-9, Ruwa and allowing Ruwa to reReate~ly bite 
Ms .. James, which led to her severe and permanent injuries. 
· 40. 
The negligent, intentional, unreasonable, careless, reckless and/or unlawful acts 
, , . 
" or omissions. of the Defendants were the proximate cause of the severe and permanent 
injuries sustained by Ms. James and the _damages complained of herein. 
V. 
VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983, . 
FOURTH, FIFTH AND FOURTEEN AMENDMENTS 
41. 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates and realleges each and every preceding paragraph 
. . 
and incorporates the same by reference herein. 
42. 
Upon information and belief, Defendants Bonas, Butler Kukla and Likes were 
acting in accordance with City of Boise police department policies or customs that 
resulted in the constitutional violations as set forth above. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 11 
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43. 
' That on December 26, 2010, the Defendant officers, intentionally, with deliberate 
indifference, unre~sonably and without just probable cause, unlawfully entered and 
searched Ms. James's shared office/lab space, commanded the police K-9 called 
"Ruwa" to bite Ms. James and seized, assaulted, battered and used excessive force 
against her in arresting her, bruising Ms. James badly, causing innumerable bite marks, 
puncture wounds and abrasions to her ear, face and. extremities, a right oblique distal 
ulnar/metadiaphyseal fracture, lower back fracture and punctured right ear drum, in 
violation of her rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 
States Constitution and in violation of the laws of the State of Idaho. 
44. 
The intentional, unreasonable, careless, reckless and/or unlawful acts or 
omissions of the Defendants were the proximate cause of the severe and permanent 
injuries sustained by Ms. James and the damages complained of herein. 
45. 
The actions of Defendant in arresting Ms. James as alleged above were 
performed w.ith and constitute an excessive force in violation of Ms. James' rights 
under the Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United 
States, and, were performed with deliberate indifference to her federal protected 
rights. : 
46. 
As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants' unlawful conduct as 
described above, Ms. James has suffered life-altering permanent damage that has yet to 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 12 
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be fully determined, including but not limited to constant pain, loss of full function of right 
arm, and a broken lower back. 
47. 
As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants' unlawful conduct and Ms. 
James' 'subsequent injuries des(?ribed above,, Ms: James has been deprived of the 
_ enjoyment of her life, ability to work and has suffered unspeakable physical, mental and 
emotion pain and anguish, and incurred medical expenses, all in monetary amounts to 
be proven at trial. 
48. 
Each of the aforesaid Defendants either actively used excessive force himself 
or observed it being used and were in a position to stop it but failed to do so, and knew, 
or should have known that excessive force was being used and inflicted upon Ms. 
James yet remained silent and did nothing to prevent or stop the excessive force. 
Consequently, each of the Defendants are individually and jointly and severally liable to 
_the Plaintiff, pursuant to U.S.C. Title 42 §§ 1983. 
VI. 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
49. 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates and realleges each and every preceding paragraph 
and incorporates the same by reference herein. 
50. 
The Defendants' conduct as alleged above and to be proven at trial was motivated 
by evil motive or intent, and/or exhibited reckless or callous indifference to Ms. James' 
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federally protected rights, and Ms. James is therefore entitled to an award of punitive 
damages pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 
VII. 
CAUSATION AND DAMAGES 
51. 
As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants' negligent acts and/or 
omissions complained of herein, Ms. James has incurred the following damages: 
1. Past and future physical and mental pain and suffering in an amount to be 
more readily ascertained at the time and place set for trial; 
2. Loss of enjoyment of life in an amount to be more readily ascertained at 
the time and place set for trial; 
3. Past medical care expenses for the care and treatment of the injuries 
sustained by Plaintiff Melene James in an amount to be more readily ascertained at the 
time and place set for trial and any future medical expenses reasonably likely to be 
incurred for the care and treatment of the injuries sustained by her in an amount to be 
more readily ascertained at the time and place set for trial; 
4. Past and future impairment to Plaintiff Melene James' capacity to perform 
every day activities in an amount to be determined at trial; 
5. Past and future wage loss and impairment to future earning capacity. 
6. Attorneys' fees and costs incurred herein; and 
J 
7. The total of the general and special damages sustained by Plaintiff, which 
will vastly exceed the sum of $10,000.00. 
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REQUEST FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' negligent acts and omissions 
complained of herein, Plaintiff has been compelled to retain attorneys to represent her 
• in this action. Plaintiff has retained the law firm of Comstock & Bush to represent her in 
this action and is entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and 12-121 and 42 U.S.C. § 1988. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury in accordance with the provisions of Rule 
38(b) of.the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WH~REFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant as follows: 
1. Past and future physical and mental pain and suffering in an amount to be 
more readily ascertained at the time and place set for trial; 
2. Loss of enjoyment of life in an amount to be more readily ascertained at 
the time· and place set for trial; 
3. Past medical care expenses for the care and treatment of the injuries 
sustained by Plaintiff Melene James in an amount to be more readily ascertained at the 
time and place set for trial and any future medical expenses reasonably likely to be 
incurred for the care and treatment of the injuries sustained by her in an amount to be 
more readily ascertained at the time and place set for trial; 
4. Past and future impairment to Plaintiff Melene James' capacity to perform 
every day activities in an amount to be determined at trial; 
5. Past and future wage loss and impairment to future earning capacity. 
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' I. 
. . 
6. For reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and 
7. For such other and further damages as may be given under all the 
circumstances of the case as may be just. 
. ~ 
DATED this_!£_ day of October, 2012. 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
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CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208) 384-3870 
Facsimile: (208) 384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
NO, FILED _ dro : 
AM---P.M-_ ..... :::J..,_...__._ 
NOV 2 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk 
8'J ANNAMARIE MEYER 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Ti~ Kukla, and Rodney Likes ORIGINAL 
•, . 
. IN TH~ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF'THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political subdivision of 
the State ofldaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, AND 
DOES 1-X, unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
AND REQUEST FOR JURY 
TRiAL 
COMES NOW, Defendants, City of Boise City, Steven Bonas, Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, 
and Rod~~y Likes (hereafter "City Defendants"), by and through counsel of record, Scott B. 
Muir, and in answer to Plaintiff's Complaint, admit, deny, and allege as follows: 
. 
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FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim against City Defendants upon which relief can 
be granted and should be dismissed, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6{ of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
qity Defendants deny each and every allegation o~ Plaintiffs Complaint not herein 
specifically and expressly admitted. Defendants reserve the right to amend ·this and any other 
answer or denial stated herein, once it has had an opportunity to complete discovery regarding 
the allegations contained in Plaintiffs Complaint. 
I. 
Answering paragraphs 9 and 10 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit 
jurisdiction is proper. 
II. 
Answering paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that venue is 
proper. 
III. 
Answering paragraph 2-6, and 14 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit the 
same. 
IV. 
Answering paragraphs 12, 33-36, 38-40, 43-48, 50, 51 paragraphs 1-7, and the Request 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants deny the same. 
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V. 
Answering paragraphs 1, 7-8, 13, 17-20, 28-30, of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants 
have insufficient information to admit or deny, therefore deny the same. 
VI. 
Answering paragraph 15 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that this Court 
has subject matter jurisdiction, but deny the remainder of paragraph 15. 
VII. 
Answering paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that Sergeant 
Tim Kukla and Officer Steve Butler arrived at the scene; that Sergeant Kukla requested officer 
assistance and a K-9 unit; that Officer Butler spoke to the complaining witness; that Officer 
Butler observed a female in the building with a Steele Reserve Malt liquor in her left hand and 
manipulating several' sharp dental instruments including a knife in her right hand; that after the 
requested officer assistance and K-9 unit arrived, K-9 Officer Steve Bonas determined that use of 
the police dog was the safest manner to search for the suspect. All other allegations in paragraph 
21 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
VIII. 
Answering paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that an arrest 
team consisting of Sergeant Tim Kukla, Officer Dan Barber, Officer Gene Rapp, Officer Steve 
Butler, and Officer Deidre Harr entered the building containing a dental office with a key 
obtained through an owner of the building. City Defendants have insufficient evidence to admit 
or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 22, and therefore deny the same. 
\ 
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IX. 
Answering paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that Officer 
Bonas made at least three K-9 announcements, heard no resp~nses to any of the K-9 
announcements, and the K-9 searched the upper floor of the building without finding a suspect. 
All other allegations in paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
X. 
Answering paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admitthat a third K-9 
announcement was made at the top of the stairway leading to the basement, and hearing no 
response to the announcement Officer Bonas released the K-9 to search the basement area; that 
Officer Bonas gave the bite command after the K-9 started barking. All other allegations in 
paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. ·, 
XI. 
j 
Answering paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that Officer 
Bonas and the arrest team heard a female screaming near the bottom of the stairs but out of their 
view; that the arr~st team proceeded to the bottom of the stairs; that they observed a door open 
several inches and Officer Bonas observed that it appeared Plaintiff was on the floor of a 
bathroom; that the door of the bathroom then shut completely. All other allegations contained in 
paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
XII. 
Answering paragraph 26 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that upon 
opening the door, Officer Bonas observed the K-9 biting the right arm of the suspect. All other 
allegations contained in paragraph 26 of the Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
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XIII. 
Answering paragraph 27 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that Plaintiff 
was commanded to show her hands; that Officer Bonas gave the K-9 the command to release and 
lay down, at which time he observed that Plaintiff was not armed; that Plaintiff was handcuffed; 
a female officer helped pull Plaintiffs pants up, and that she was escorted out of the building, 
treated by paramedics and then transported to St. Alphonsus Emergency Room for treatment. All 
other allegations contained in paragraph 27 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
XIV. 
Answering paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit the Ms. James 
was charged ~ith malicious injury to property, and the charge was ultimately dismissed. All 
other allegations contained in paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs Complaint are denied. 
xv. 
Answering paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint, the allegations state legal conclusions 
to which no response is required, but to the extent that a response may be required, City 
Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
XVI. 
Answering paragraph 42 of Plaintiffs Complaint, City Defendants admit that Officer 
Bonas, Sergeant Kukla, Officer Butler and Sergeant Likes were acting in accordance with City of 
Boise police department policies. All other allegations contained in paragraph 42 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint are denied. 
XVII. 
Answering paragraphs 16, 32, 41, and 49 of Plaintiffs Complaint that reallege prior 
allegations, City Defendants reassert their previous answers. 
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I 
XVIII. 
Plaintiff's Prayer for Relief, paragraphs 1 through 7, does not require a response, but to 
the extent it may, City Defendants deny Plaintiff's Prayer for Relief, paragraphs 1 through 7. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
City Defendants have not been able to engage in sufficient discovery to learn all of the 
facts and circumstances relating to the matters described in the Plaintiff's Complaint and 
therefore City Defendants request the Court to permit City Defendants to amend the Answer and 
assert additional affirmative defenses or abandon affirmative defenses once discovery has been 
I 
completed. 
1. That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by the Plaintiff's contributory 
or comparative negligence as set forth in Idaho Code§§ 6-801, et seq. 
2. That without admitting that any act or omission on the part of Defendants violated 
any right in Plaintiff, which Defendants deny, Defendants assert that the acts or omissions of 
Plaintiff were the sole proximate cause of any injury sustained by Plaintiff on December 26, 
2010, if any. 
3. That the Plaintiff is not the real party in interest as respect to some or all of the 
claims for damages, contrary to the provision of Rule 17 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4. That the Plaintiff has failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate her damages, 
if any. 
5. That the allegations contained in the Complaint do not rise to a level of a 
deprivation of rights which are protected by the Constitution or any of the legal provisions 
referred to in the complaint. 
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6. To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims, the liability, if any, of 
City Defendants, for any state law claims or causes of action is limited pursuant to the provisions 
of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. In asserting this defense, City Defendants are m no way 
conceding or admitting liability. 
7. To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims against City Defendants,. 
some or all of such claims are barred since they arise out of and/or stem from activities for which 
City Defendants are immune from liability by virtue of the provisions of the Idaho State Tort 
' . 
Claims Act. 
8. That some or all of City Defendants are immune from liability because the acts or 
omissions complained of, if any, were done by City Defendants in good faith, with honest, 
reasonable belief that such actions were necessary and lawful at the time they occurred. . 
9. That the Complaint fails to state a claim for relief against City Defendants entitling 
the Plaintiff to punitive damages. 
10. That City Defendants are immune from liability for punitive damages, if any, by 
state and federal law and/or court rulings. 
11. That some or all of the individually named Defendants are immune, or have 
qualified immunity, to the allegatiops contained in the Plaintiff's Complaint. 
12. That some or all of the acts or omissions complained of by the Plaintiff against the 
City did not arise as a result of, nor was there any custom, policy, procedure, agreement, or 
understanding which deprived the Plaintiff of any civil rights. 
13. All general immunities statutory or otherwise applicable. 
14. At all times relevant to the actions which form the basis of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint, the Defendants acted with a good faith belief that said actions, if any, were lawful, 
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and that their actions or omissions, if any, were without malice, with probable cause, and were 
justified and responsible under the circumstances. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
City Defendants, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby 
demand a trial by jury of the action for damages. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
City Defendants have been required to retain attorneys in order to defend this action and 
are entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees pursuant to state law and applicable Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for judgment against the Plaintiff as follows: 
1. That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiff take nothing 
under it. 
2. That City Defendants be awarded costs, including reasonable attorney fees 
pursuant to the applicable laws and Rules of Civil Procedure, including but not 
limited to those authorized by Idaho Code§§ 12-117, 12-121, 42 U.S.C. § 1988. 
3. That judgment be entered in favor of City Defendants on all claims for relief. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this 2'?~ day of November 2012. 
s~;?i~ 
Assistant City Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have on this 2tt.day of November 2012, served the 
foregoing document on all parties of counsel by U.S. Mail: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
~~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THI: STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ME:LENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CVP112w16734 
STIPULATION FOR SCHEOULlNG AND 
PLANNING 
s CITY OF BOISE CJ'li', a political subdivisk>n 
_ ::of the State of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
6 STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, RODNEY 
LIKES, 
7 Defendants, 
8 
9 
10 
II 
1. The parti1:1s hereby stipulate to th& following preferences for trial dates: (Please confer and 
complete. Co not attach ·unavailable dates".) 
(a) W k f W d d i:ioceml:)e:i: ll, :i!Ol3 2013/2014 ee o e nes ay, ___________ _. 
(b) Week of Wednesday, Atirn l.6, 2014 201312014 
12 
(c) Week of Wednesday, ~pi:il 23 • 2014 , 2013/2014 
*NOTE-All trials will be set no more 12 months from the filing of 
13 
14 the Complaint. 
IS 
16 2. 
17 
18 
19 
:zo 3. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
The Court's cierk wlll confinn dates Wittl counsel if preferences cannot be met. A pretrial 
conference will .be scheduled 7 to 15 days prior to trial. 
Parties estimate the catle wm take 7 days to try. 
Case to be tried as a: 
LJ Court Trial 
l.:) 12 person Jury Trial 
U 6 person Jury Tr1at 
Parties further stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
The last day to flle amendments to any pleading, or to join any additlonal partles, shall 
be 180 dG1.ya l:>ofore tX';l.al 
The adva11Cin9 party shall disclose all expert witnesses to be used at trial by 
·l50 day8 betore.trial 
The responding party shall disclose all rebuttal expert wttne:Mes to be used at trial by 
120 d&yo b•fore tri•l 
Notice of Status Conference/ Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4. 
8 s. 
9 
d. The last day for the initiation of any dlscoveiy (serving an interrogatory, requesting a 
document or noticing a deposition) shall be so &ys before c_r_iu_i ___ ...1 
8. The last day for filing molions for summary judgment shall be 
__ G_o_11_e1_Y0_~ .... =-=0_•_0 _t_ri_~_1 _, (must be at least 60 days prior to trial.) 
With respect to settlement procedure, the parties request that 
LJ The Court schedule a further Rule 16 Status Conference approximately 90 days prior 
to trial (on or about ______ ___,) to review and facilitate settlement 
possibilities with Counsel. 
l!..) No action by the Court is necessary at this time. The parties agree ta pursue 
settJement1 if and as appropriate, on their own. 
Toe PQrties reserve the right to amend this stfpuJQtion by agreement cf all parties, subject to 
Court approval, and each party reserves the right to seek amendment hemof by Court order. 
... , 
10 Any party may request a furth~r status conference for any purpose at any time. 
Counsel for P,Jain~(s): . . L . : . . _. . . . . . · · · . 
11 f..t.flH,/J _ 01111..C. ·::r' .., Date: I / J / ('> [I ( 'S l2 
13 Coun~:?a?~'); "Z;5. .· , 
14 ·~-«4 
15 
16 Counsel 1or other Parties: 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
26 
Notice of Status Conference/ Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning 
Date: 
·------
Date: L /2/; :1 
Date: ______ _ 
Date: 
·-------1 
Date:. _____ _ 
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CHRISlOPL-t(,; n ?lvH, ~liX 
Sf~HA;{Y f.EB'..lTT 
OEP'Jlf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision 
of the State ofldaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVPI 12-16734 
ORDER SETTING PROCEEDINGS 
AND TRIAL 
THE PARTIES, BY AND THROUGH THEIR ATTORNEYS, HAVING FILED A 
STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING ON JANUARY 7, 2013; 
ACCORDINGLY, THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULING ORDER IS ORDERED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
1) DESIGNATED TRIAL COUNSEL: 
Plaintiff: David E. Comstock of Law Office of Comstock & Bush 
Defendant: Scott B. Muir and Kelley K. Fleming of the Boise City Attorney's 
Office 
Each party to the action shall be represented at all pre-trial hearings by the attorney or 
party who is to conduct the trial or by co-counsel with full knowledge of the case and with 
authority to bind the party by stipulation. If any attorney has not been given such authority to 
bind the party by stipulation, the party shall be present or available at the pre-trial conference. 
2) TRIAL DATE: The jury trial of this action shall commence before this Court on 
April 16, 2014 at 9:00 o'clock a.m. 
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Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(l)(G), that an 
alternate judge may be assigned to preside over the trial or any other hearings in this case. The 
following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G. D. Carey 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. James C. Morfitt 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Gregory M. Culet 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
Hon. Linda Copple Trout 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt 
Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
Hon. Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
Hon. Michael McLaughlin 
Any sitting 4th District Judge 
Any sitting 5th District Judge 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under 
Rule 40(d)(l), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for disqualification without 
cause as to any alternate judge not later than ten (10) days after service of this notice. 
3) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties shall appear before this 
Court in chambers on April 8, 2014 at 3:30 o'clock p.m. for a final pre-trial conference. 
Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities, and all items set forth in Rules 16(a) 
through G), I.R.C.P. 
4) MOTIONS: All motions, including Motions in Limine and Motions for 
Summary Judgment, shall be heard no later than 60 days prior to trial. 
5) DISCOVERY CUT-OFF: The last day for the initiation of any discovery 
(serving an interrogatory, requesting a document or noticing a deposition) shall be 60 days prior 
to trial. 
6) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERTS: The advancing party's expert witnesses shall 
be disclosed no later than 150 days prior to trial. The responding party's expert witnesses shall 
be disclosed no later than 120 days prior to trial. All parties' disclosure as to experts, shall be 
in compliance with Rule 26(b)(4). An expert is defined under Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of 
Evidence. 
7) FILING OF AMENDMENTS: The last day to file amendments to any 
pleading, or to join any additional parties, shall be 180 days prior to trial. 
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8) ATTORNEYS CONFERENCE: Counsel for Plaintiff shall convene an 
attorneys conference two weeks prior to final pre-trial conference for the purposes of exchange 
and marking of all exhibits, exchange of all witness lists, the noting of any foundational 
objections to exhibits or witnesses, stipulate to uncontested facts, explore all settlement 
possibilities, and prepare a pre-trial stipulation pursuant to Rule 16( e ), LR. C.P ., which stipulation 
will be presented to this Court at the final pre-trial conference. 
9) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDA: Parties shall submit to the Court, no later than 
five (5) days before the final pre-trial conference, a pre-trial memoranda which will include the 
following: 
a. Elements of Plaintiffs case (Plaintiff); 
b. Defenses of Defendant's case (Defendant) 
c. Contested facts; 
d. Contested issues of law; 
e. Evidentiary issues 
f. Agreed or stipulated facts; and 
g. Memorandum of Points and Authorities on issues of law. 
10) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Each party shall submit all proposed jury instructions 
to the Court on or before April 8, 2014 at 3:30 p.m. 
11) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this Order shall subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including, but not limited to, costs and reasonable attorney 
fees, the dismissal with prejudice of Plaintiffs claim, or the striking of a Defendant's defenses. 
A party may be excused from strict compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon 
motion showing extraordinary circumstances. 
12) CONTINUANCES: If all parties request a continuance of the trial date, this 
Court will only consider a Motion to Continue if the motion is signed by all parties personally 
and their counsel. 
Dated: January 22, 2013 
RONALD J. wm ~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
I 
·....,, V 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on January :z;il._4.o 13 I mailed a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
David E. Comstock 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N Capitol Blvd, Ste 500 
POBox2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Scott B. Muir 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N Capitol Blvd 
PO Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
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OR\G\NAL : 
David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
•; :. ____ FIL~~'-t~~ 
DEC - 2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE RUDZINSKI 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S I.R.C.P. RULE 26(b) 
vs. ) EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and ·through her attorneys of record, Comstock & 
Bush, and pursuant to the Court's Scheduling Order and in accordance with the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby discloses her list of expert witnesses to be called at the 
trial of this case: 
1. Dan Montgomery 
P .0. Box 7 45039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
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A. Subject matter of expected testimony. 
Mr. Montgomery is a 52 year veteran police officer and retired Chief of Police. 
He is a police, public safety and security consultant who has been retained by Plaintiff. 
Mr. Montgomery will render opinions generally, and specifically as to this case, about 
the use of police canines as it relates to use of force, and police industry practices and 
standards. 
B. Substance of facts. 
Mr. Montgomery has been provided with the following: Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial; Answer to Complaint and Request for Jury Trial; photographs of the 
dental lab and surrounding area taken then evening of December 26, 201 O; City 
Defendants' Response to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents; Defendant produced documents and audio files Bates numbered 
BC000001-22, BC0000050-78 and BC0000104-1260; Deposition transcript of Daniel 
Barber; Deposition transcript of Steven Bonas; Deposition transcript of Steven Butler, 
Deposition transcript of Deidra Harr; Deposition transcript of Chris Davis; Deposition 
transcript of Melene James; Deposition transcript of Timothy Kukla; Deposition 
transcript of Rodney Likes; Deposition transcript of Chris Rogers; Deposition transcript 
of Douglas Schoenborn; the December 26/27, 2010 Emergency Room reports and 
notes for Melene James from St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; the Independent 
Medical Evaluation dated October 24, 2013 conducted by Dr. Robert Friedman; and 
IDAPA 11.11.01 - Rules of the Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training Counsel. 
Based upon that review, the factual record reveals that the Plaintiff, Melene 
James, worked at A&A Dental Lab located at 7337 Northview, Boise, Idaho, 83704. 
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\. 
That lab was in the basement of a dental office located at the same address. In the late 
afternoon of December 26, 2010, Ms. James went to the dental lab to work on a denture 
for a friend. Ms. James had been at her house, with family and friends, and she had 
' 
apparently been drinking. The dental office was closed and Ms. James entered the lab 
through a door that allowed direct access to the basement portion of the building. Ms. 
James had keys to the door which she used to enter the building. The dental lab was 
under lease and Ms. James worked with/for the tenant who operated the lab. Ms. 
James worked on the denture for a period of time and then went outside to smoke a 
cigarette. She left the equipment running in the lab. Once outside, she realized she 
had left her purse inside the lab and that her keys and her cell phone were thus locked 
inside and equipment was still operating. 
Ms. James has indicated that she and the owner of the dental lab, Gene Vail, 
would sometimes leave a window unlocked to ventilate the lab. She went to the 
northeast corner of the building and jumped down into a window well to check the 
window. While attempting to slide the window open, Ms. James' hand slipped and her 
elbow broke out the bottom third of the window. Ms. James then entered the lab 
through the broken window. 
A person across the street from the dental lab heard the glass breaking. This 
person has been identified as Jared Hendricks. Mr. Hendricks approached the area of 
where he heard the breaking glass and observed Ms. James in the window well, 
attempting to enter the building. Mr. Hendricks made contact with Ms. James and 
asked if she was all right. He noted that she appeared to be highly intoxicated or under 
the influence of drugs. He described her to dispatch as "totally out of it," and "lethargic." 
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Mr. Hendricks recalls that Ms. James told him she had locked herself out of the lab and 
she needed to get inside to get her keys. 
Mr. Hendricks called 911 and thereafter spoke·to police dispatch. He passed on 
what he had seen, including the fact that the person he observed appeared to be 
intoxicated or under the influence of drugs and stated that she had locked herself out of 
the building and was entering to get her keys. 
Several officers responded to Mr. Hendricks report which was sent out via 
dispatch. One of the first officers on the scene, Officer Butler, made contact with Mr. 
Hendricks. Mr. Hendricks repeated to Officer Butler what he had told dispatch, including 
the information that Ms. James indicated to him that she had locked herself out of the 
building and was entering to get her keys. Mr. Hendricks also recalls standing outside 
of the building with Officer Butler and observing Ms. James in the dental lab through the 
window. : 
The lights of the lab were on and remained on during the entire time of this 
incident. Ms. James was seen drinking a beer. Two other officers came to the window 
and Mr. Hendricks recalls them talking but he did not hear what they said. He then left 
and returned to the residence across the street. He was not contacted again until BPD 
conducted an internal investigation post event. Officer Butler did not record his 
conversation with Mr. Hendricks. 
Officer Butler stated in his report that he observed the suspect, Ms. James, 
through the window for a brief period of time and that she was holding a can of beer in 
one hand and manipulating several dental instruments, plus a knife, in the other. 
Officer Butler's written report is a little confusing because it is not clear what he meant 
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by manipulating dental instruments. According to Mr. Hendricks, two other officers were 
at the window area observing Ms. James as well but the record does not reflect that 
these officers ever documented their observations. 
It appears that Officer Butler communicated his observations via radio. However, 
rather than advising the officers that the suspect was seen manipulating, or handling 
dental instruments, Officer Butler appears to have only described the suspect as holding 
a knife. However, Officer Barber, another one of the responding officers, recalls 
speaking to Officer Butler and his impression was that Ms. James was holding some 
type of bladed dental instrument rather than a knife. 
Although there is inconsistent testimony as to who acted as the primary officer, 
Sergeant Kukla was on site and was the "supervising" officer on scene. Although Sgt. 
Kukla states in his deposition that he wasn't on scene to assist but merely as the 
supervisor on-scene, the record reveals that he was actively involved in the decisions 
being made at the scene. It also appears that Sgt. Kukla made the decision to request 
a canine unit within minutes of arriving on scene. 
The record reflects that eventually nine officers were on scene and that they had 
the building secured and under surveillance. As noted by several officers, there was no 
urgency to the situation because the building was secure and the person inside was not 
going anywhere. 
The officers made contact with the building owner, a dentist by the name of 
Carrick Brewster. Dr. Brewster made arrangements to have an assistant bring a key to 
the building. He also appeared on the scene as well. At one point, it appears that three 
people with keys were on scene, specifically, Dr. Brewster, the assistant, and a cleaning 
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lady. It is not clear if the cleaning lady was there to work or whether she had been 
called. 
Officer Barber is the person who apparently made contact with Dr. Brewster, the 
assistant and the cleaning lady. In interrogatory answers, BPD states that Officer 
Barber interviewed the cleaning lady and learned that there were other people, 
presumably not associated with Dr. Brewster's office, that worked in the building. One 
of those people included a lady who worked in the dental lab. The cleaning lady was 
starting to describe that person but, according to the interrogatory answer, Officer 
Barber stopped the conversation because Dr. Brewster indicated that no one had a right 
to enter the building by breaking a window. Officer Barber, in his narrative report, does 
not discuss the fact that there was information presented by the cleaning lady, and 
perhaps others, which indicated that other people, not employed by Dr. Brewster, had 
the right to be in the building. 
Officer Bonas, the canine officer, arrived on scene at approximately 6: 10 p.m. 
The record reflects that an entry team was assembled and entry made into the building 
at 6: 19 p.m. Based on that information, it would appear that the decision to deploy the 
canine was either made before Officer Bonas arrived or within 9 minutes after his 
arrival. While Officer Bonas, as the canine officer, is responsible to make the decision 
to deploy the canine, his decision is to be made under the totality of circumstances and 
it must be approved, if possible, by his supervisor and/or the incident commander. In 
this instance, the record suggests that when Officer Bonas arrived on scene, he was 
briefed by Officer Butler, Officer Barber, Sgt. Kukla and Lt. Schoenborn. There is no 
recording of their discussion which apparently led to the decision to deploy the canine. 
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The assembled entry team met at the main entrance to dental lab which is 
upstairs. It appears that the door was opened and a canine warning was issued. BPD 
policy is that a canine warning must be given, if possible, and that a reasonable time 
must be given thereafter for the suspect to respond. The record reflects that the canine 
warning was given at approximately 6:18 pm. (18:17:55). Entry was made 
approximately 90 seconds later. 
The reports of the officers involved do not indicate that there was any warning 
given as to use of the canine until just before the team made entry. In deposition, 
however, several officers testified that there were one or two PA announcements made 
about making entry with a canine. It is noteworthy that such announcements were not 
documented by the investigating officers. 
Once the team entered the building the upstairs portion was cleared. There is no 
indication that the officers found or noticed any evidence that would suggest that the 
upstairs had been burglarized. Officer Bonas then placed himself to the side of a 
stairwell leading to the basement. He made another canine announcement and then 
unleashed the dog and commanded him to the basement a few moments later. The 
team stayed upstairs so the canine was off leash and out of sight of the handler. 
A short time later, the dog began barking which signaled to Officer Bonas that he 
had located the smell of a human. Officer Bonas then gave the bite command from the 
top of the stair well. The audio reflects that within a few seconds of issuing the bite 
command, screams and cries could be heard from the basement. The officers 
descended and found that the dog was inside the bathroom with Ms. James and the 
door was closed. The officers had to get the door open and then several commands 
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were given to Ms. James to show her hands and only after she was able to do so was 
the canine given the command to stop biting. Ms. James was found partially clothed on 
the bathroom floor. She was thereafter handcuffed and assisted to an ambulance and 
taken to the hospital. 
The team continued to clear the basement although it is not clear if they 
continued to use the dog. The dental lab was inspected. The lights were still on. The 
record does not reflect that the alleged "weapon" or knife, held by Ms. James was 
identified or located. They did find an empty beer can and her purse which contained 
the completed denture that she had been working on. 
Although a citation for malicious injury to property was issued to Ms. James, the 
charges were dropped by the Prosecutor's Office. 
C. Substance of opinions. 
Based upon the factual record developed to date and given his training, 
education, and experience, Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify generally, and 
specifically as to this case, about the use of police canines as it relates to use of force. 
Mr. Montgomery's opinions will include the fact that canines can be a productive tool or 
option in certain types of police work but that use of canines is a use of force. While it is 
typically considered, in the industry, that canines are a form of less lethal force, and fall 
into a category of force involving the use of blunt objects like batons, or rubber bullets, 
bean bags or Tasers, canine use is different because it involves the puncturing and 
tearing of flesh, and the potential for broken bones and severed arteries. While not 
common, use of canines can result in fatalities. It is common, however, that use of 
canines will result in injury, sometimes very serious and severe injury. 
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Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the decision to deploy a canine to find 
or locate a person is a choice to use very significant force that, while being less lethal, it 
can become lethal. As a consequence, consistent with the best practices of the police 
industry, and consistent with proper practices and standards, the use of canines should 
be limited to those situations involving serious crimes where there are also serious and 
immediate risks to the safety and well-being of the officer. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the BPD does not follow the best 
practices in the police industry as respects their training and use of canines because 
they follow a find and bite policy. Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the best 
practices in the industry suggest that a find and alert policy is the better suited use of 
canines where interaction with human beings is anticipated and expected. Mr. 
Montgomery will testify as to industry standards, in that regard, based upon the 
publications and recommendations of the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
(I.A.C.P.) and United States Department of Justice, as well as personal experience, 
training and education. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify as to his opinions regarding the BPD's 
"Handler Controlled" policy. Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that there appears to 
be either inconsistency or confusion with the BPD because BPD represents that the 
canine policy is "handler controlled" which means that that canine is trained to bark or 
bite, depending on the command of the handler. That would appear to be consistent to 
the requirement of the Idaho POST standards. 
However, Officer Bonas testified that the handler controlled policy, as stated by 
BPD in interrogatories, was not the actual policy. Officer Bonas clearly believed and 
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understood that his dog was trained to find and bite without command. That is reflected 
by his testimony and the fact that if the dog is off leash and searching for a suspect, that 
dog is trained to bite whoever it finds, without command, even if that person is an 
innocent bystander. Pertinent to this case, for example, if the cleaning lady who 
appeared at the dental lab had actually been in the building working, before the dog was 
deployed, and had the dog found her, she would have been attacked by the canine. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that use of the find and bite policy is not 
consistent with the best practices in the police industry because, for example, there is 
significant risk that innocent persons will be injured. 
Mr. Montgomery is also expected to testify that the decision to deploy the canine 
in this particular case was not objectively reasonable when the totality of the 
circumstances are considered and that the officers involved ignored significant red flags 
that would and should have led them to a different decision. Mr. Montgomery is 
expected to testify that the officers rushed to a judgment that was incorrect and, 
thereafter, the decision making process was clouded by the incorrect assumptions that 
had been made. The officers improperly cut off the flow of information that would have 
led them to the proper decision and they otherwise failed to follow basic police practices 
regarding communication and assessment. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the officers either failed to consider or 
simply ignored numerous factors which include, but are not necessarily limited to: 
a) It is unusual for females to commit forced entry burglaries. 
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b) Ms. James was seen entering the building by Mr. Hendricks and actually 
communicated with Mr. Hendricks. People who are intent on burglarizing a 
building rarely continue the crime if they have been spotted and/or identified. 
c) The lights in the dental lab were on and the rest of the building was dark and 
that situation never changed during the entire time that the officers had the 
building under surveillance. Again, nighttime burglaries into office buildings 
which are closed for business typically do not involve lit rooms. Moreover, no 
officer observed any movement or lights, such as a moving flashlight, in any 
other part of the building. 
d) Ms. James was observed drinking beer and manipulating dental instruments 
in a dental lab. Burglars do not typically bring a beer with them and then 
interrupt their activity to stop and casually drink. 
e) The officers had information that the dental lab was operated by persons not 
associated with Dr. Brewster's dental practice. They were specifically advised 
that a female worked in the dental lab, which meant that people, other than 
Dr. Brewster, or his employees, had a right to be in the building. The fact that 
there was dental lab, unassociated with Dr. Brewster's dental practice, also 
meant that there was likely a lease or tenant relationship. 
f) The officers also had information that the "suspect" had advised Mr. 
Hendricks that she had locked herself out of the building and was going in to 
get her keys. Thus, the officers knew the suspect was female, a fact later 
confirmed by visual observation. When the cleaning lady indicated that there 
was a female that worked in the basement and she started to describe the 
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person, Officer Barber stopped the conversation and apparently refused or 
chose not to explore it further despite knowing that the person might very well 
be a tenant with a legal right to be in the dental lab. Police officers must 
gather information if they are to properly assess the totality of the 
circumstances. Here, Officer Barber purposefully chose to shut the flow of 
information off, based on the statements of Dr. Brewster. Not only did he shut 
the flow of information off, he found "humor'' in the Doctor's statements which, 
given the circumstances, seems entirely inappropriate given that the person 
in the building actually may have justifications for being there and for breaking 
the window. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the officers' decision to use force, 
rather than some other means to make contact with the suspect, was not reasonably 
objective, under the totality of circumstances present, nor consistent with BPD's own 
policies, nor industry standards as applied to all police officers and departments. BPD's 
policy regarding use of force identifies a number of criteria to be considered. For 
example, the officers are to consider the nature and extent of the threat posed by the 
suspect. Here, one justification for the use of force is that the suspect was seen with a -
"knife." However, the reports and the testimony of the officers are inconsistent in that 
regard. Officer Butler states that he observed the suspect with a beer in one hand and 
that she was manipulating several dental instruments and a knife in the other hand. 
Officer Barber, however, testified that he did not have the impression that the suspect 
had a knife. Rather, she was seen holding a tool. Officer Bonas testified that he was 
only given information that the suspect was seen "shattering" a window, which was not 
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true as no one saw how the window was broken, and that she had knife. Officer Bonas 
denies being told that the suspect stated that she was locked out and going in to get her 
keys. He also denies being told that the suspect was in a dental lab, may have been an 
employee of the dental lab, and was seen drinking a beer and manipulating dental 
instruments. 
Based on the totality of circumstances, Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that 
the suspect posed little threat to anyone given the above information. There is nothing 
in the record to suggest that the suspect was violent and the officers were at the 
location for close to an hour and never observed activity that would be consistent with 
someone actively burglarizing the business. While the officers all claim that the 
suspect was actively resisting arrest, if not actively hiding from the officers, the only 
uncontroverted evidence in the record suggests that a canine warning was issued 90 
seconds, or less, before the entry team accessed the upstairs portion of the building 
with the dog. The warning was made verbally, into the upstairs portion of the building, 
and there is no indication that a person in the dental lab, in the basement, could 
reasonably be expected to hear that warning. The second canine warning was made 
from the top of the stair well, again on the upper lever, and there is similarly no 
indication that a person in the lab, in the basement, could reasonably be expected to 
hear that warning. As to the PA announcements, it is unclear whether these 
announcements were actually made. No officer indicated that a PA announcement was 
made even though the reports were generated on the same evening of the incident. Mr. 
Hendricks, who was directly across the street and heard glass breaking, apparently did 
not hear PA announcements. There is no indication on any of the audio recordings that 
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a PA announcement was made nor does the CAD report identify or indicate that an 
officer was instructed or ordered to give a PA annol!ncement. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that there were other options available to 
the officers to make contact with the suspect, short of using force. Had they identified 
the person or persons who rented the dental lab, they could have obtained phone 
numbers for the tenants or for the lab itself and called those numbers. They could have 
asked Dr. Brewster for the phone number to the lab or for the name of the tenant. The 
officers could have dropped a communication device into the lab through the broken 
window and communicated with Ms. James in that manner. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to address the BPD policy regarding use of 
intermediate force and, whether under the totality of circumstances, it was objectively 
reasonable to utilize intermediate force. The BPD policy states that use of police 
canines is deemed an intermediate weapon that is permissible if an officer is faced with 
actual or threatened physical resistance. Despite the conclusions of the officers that 
Ms. James was resisting arrest, under the BPD's own definitions, her resistance, if any, 
could only be considered passive which would not justify the use of a canine as an 
intermediate weapon. That, however, is exactly what Officer Bonas used the canine for 
when he ordered that the dog attack Ms. James even though the dog was off leash and 
out of sight of Officer Bonas. 
BPD policy authorizes use of canines for building searches. Mr. Montgomery is 
expected to testify that the officers involved in this incident did not follow BPD policy. 
Canine use is authorized to find offenders who are hiding, or assist in the arrest or 
prevent the escape of a serious, violent offender, or protect officers or others from death 
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or serious injury. Mr. Montgomery has opinions that address whether or not it was a 
reasonably objective, given the known facts, or those which should have been known, 
to conclude that Ms. James was hiding in the building. Mr. Montgomery is expected to 
testify that the record does not support the conclusion that she was hiding in the 
building to avoid detection, nor is there any evidence which reasonably supports or 
suggests that she was a serious violent offender who posed a serious risk of harm to 
the officers, let alone an "immediate threat to the safety" of officers or others. The 
officers were advised that she was highly intoxicated or under the influence of drugs, 
and she was described by Mr. Hendricks as being "totally out of it," and "lethargic." 
BPD policy also requires, if a canine is to be used for a building search, that 
officers contact the building owner, if possible, to determine if there may be tenants in 
the building and to determine the building layout. The officers contacted the building 
owner and they were advised that there were tenants who occupied the dental lab, or at 
the very least, other persons who worked in the basement portion of the building. The 
officers failed, however, to investigate whether the person who entered the building was 
someone associated with the dental lab. BPD policy actually requires that the officers 
evacuate the building of tenants or workers from the building. However, that did not 
happen here, apparently because of what they were told by Dr. Brewster. That is not a 
reasonable or accepted police practice. 
BPD policy also states that if a canine search is being conducted on a multi- level 
building, canine warnings must be given on each level. The purpose of that requirement 
is the obvious problem that exists where a person may not hear a warning given from a 
different level. Here, Officer Bonas failed to follow BPD policies, and best practices, 
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because he did not issue a second warning on the basement level. Rather, he issued a 
second warning on the upper level, while standing or crouching to the side of the 
stairwell. Ms. James was likely in the bathroom, with the door closed, and she has 
testified that she did not hear any warnings. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify about the use and importance of digital 
recording devices as well as documentation and report writing by all participants. 
Industry standards and best practices dictate that in situations such as those presented 
on December 26, 2010, officers should document their investigation and, if they have 
the ability, record all interactions with witnesses and other communications. Here, 
many officers did not document or otherwise write reports. Based on the audio that 
does exist, it also appears that officers made the choice to turn off their recorders, in 
some instances, while they were talking to someone. Such actions are not consistent 
with industry standard or best practices as it leaves the officer or department open to 
criticism and inference that exculpatory information has been destroyed or covered up. 
Incident command should have required that all recording devices be turned on and left 
on and that all involved officers write a report. 
Mr. Montgomery is expected to testify that the actions of the officers were not 
consistent with law enforcement best practices which are well known and well 
established. He is expected to testify that the decision to use force, and the decision to 
deploy a canine, was flawed and not objectively reasonable under the circumstances. 
Law enforcement is charged with an obligation to protect innocent people and to not 
unnecessarily or unreasonably cause injury to suspects. Mr. Montgomery is expected 
to testify that law enforcement standards dictate that officers continually assess and 
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analyze the situation presented and that the information gathering process never stops. 
The officers involved had several different opportunities to change tactics, based on 
information received, but the decision to use a "bite" dog was made early in the process 
and as soon as that dog became available the deployment occurred without a 
reasonable or objective assessment of the known facts. The assessment process was 
further hindered by decisions to cut off the flow of information rather than explore 
obvious leads that would have allowed the officers to discovery that the individual in the 
basement was someone who worked in the dental lab and was there, that evening, 
working in the dental lab. 
D. Witness's credentials. 
See the curriculum vitae of Dan Montgomery, the list of publications he has 
authored within the previous ten years, a fee schedule, and a list of cases in which Mr. 
Montgomery has previously testified either by way of deposition or at trial, attached 
hereto as Exhibit "A." 
2. Robert H. Friedman, M.D. 
Idaho Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
600 N. Robbins Road, Suite 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
A. Subject matter of expected testimony. 
Dr. Friedman is a physician who has been retained by the Plaintiff and has 
reviewed the medical records for the subject incident. Dr. Friedman will render opinions 
to a reasonable degree of medical certainty regarding the causation of Melene James' 
injuries, the nature and extent of her injuries and her future prognosis. 
B. Substance of facts. 
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Dr. Friedman has evaluated Ms. James and has reviewed the following records: 
Ada County Paramedics (ACP 1-2); All Seasons Mental Health (ASM 1-6, 9-39, 40-67); 
Sean Hassinger, M.D. (Hassinger 1-8, 9A, 10-18); Kevin Hearon, D.C. (Hearon 1-13A); 
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center (SARMC 1-56, 66A, 67-290); St. Luke's 
Regional Medical Center (SLRMC 110-116, 132A); and Terry Reilly Health Services 
(TRHS 1-16, 18-52, 54-58, 60-65). 
C. Substance of opinions. 
Dr. Friedman is a physician who has reviewed the medical records and has 
completed an independent medical examination at the Plaintiff's request. A copy of his 
report is attached hereto as Exhibit "B." It is anticipated that Dr. Friedman will testify as 
to the opinions outlined in his report. Dr. Friedman will opine that the. subject accident 
caused severe and permanent damage to Ms. James's right upper extremity and that 
the medical treatment Ms. James underwent was medically reasonable and necessary. 
Dr. Friedman will also discuss any future medical treatment and/or physical therapy that 
the Plaintiff will need. Dr. Friedman will further discuss the implications that the 
Plaintiff's injuries have on her ability to 0.btain and maintain employment in her field of 
employment. 
D. Witness credentials. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" are the curriculum vitae of Robert H. Friedman, 
M.D., his fee schedule and list of deposition/trial testimony. 
3. . Mark Babson 
Rene Miller 
Ada County Paramedics 
P.O. Box 140209 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
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(208) 287-2950 
Mark Babson and Rene Miller are not retained experts. They are paramedics 
who treated Plaintiff following the subject accident of December 26, 2010, and have 
opinions regarding the nature and extent of Ms. James' injuries. Mark Babson and 
Rene Miller are expected to testify as to their care and treatment of Ms. James' 
symptoms and injuries following the subject accident as contained in the medical 
records from Ada County Paramedics and to the reasonableness of their treatment 
of Ms. James. Mark Babson and Rene Miller are also expected to testify that the 
medical expenses incurred for their treatment of Ms. James' injuries were both 
necessary and reasonable, and customary in amount. 
4. Lisa Nelson, M.D. 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Road 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
(208) 367-2101 
Dr. Nelson is not a retained expert. Dr. Nelson is an Emergency Room physician 
who treated Plaintiff immediately following the subject incident of December 26, 201 O. 
Dr. Nelson has opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' injures, the nature and 
extent of Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and treatment and prognosis. It 
is anticipated that Dr. Nelson will testify that on December 26, 2010, Ms. James' was 
transported to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center by paramedics after she was 
attacked by a police dog at while working at her dental lab. Dr. Nelson will further 
testify that Ms. James presented with hypoxia, likely aspiration versus community-
acquired pneumonia, dog bites and right forearm fractures. Dr. Nelson will testify that 
she provided wound care to Ms. James for the numerous dog bites, including 
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irrigations and infiltration with 0.25% Marcaine and debridement of multiple right 
forearm/wrist wounds using iris scissors and pickups. Dr. Nelson will further testify 
that x-rays of Ms. James' right arm and wrist revealed an oblique distal ulna fracture 
and chip off mid shaft radius for which she contacted and referred Ms. James to Dr. 
Sean Hassinger for orthopedic workup. Dr. Nelson will also testify that Ms. James 
was treated for the hypoxia and pneumonia with Rocephin, nebulized mist and 
oxygen. Dr. Nelson will testify that Ms. James was discharged after treatment the 
following day. It is anticipated that Dr. Nelson will testify as to her care and treatment 
of Ms. James' symptoms and injuries following the subject incident as contained in 
the medical records from Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center and to the 
reasonableness of her evaluation and treatment of Ms. James. Dr. Nelson is also 
expected to testify that the medical expenses incurred for treatment and evaluation of 
Ms. James' injuries were both necessary and reasonable and customary in amount. 
5. Peter Angelton, M.D. 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Road 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
(208) 367-2101 
Dr. Angelton is not a retained expert. Dr. Angelton is an Emergency Room 
physician who treated Plaintiff following the subject incident of December 26, 2010. Dr. 
Angelton has opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' injures, the nature and 
extent of Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and treatment and prognosis. It 
is anticipated that Dr. Angelton will testify as to his care and treatment of Ms. James' 
symptoms and injuries following the subject incident as contained in the medical 
records from Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center and to the reasonableness of 
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his evaluation and treatment of Ms. James. Dr. Angelton is also expected to testify 
that the medical expenses incurred for treatment and evaluation of Ms. James' 
injuries were both necessary and reasonable and customary in amount. 
6. John Casper, M.D. 
Kathryn Harris, P.A. 
All Seasons Mental Health 
8050 W Rifleman Street 
Boise, Idaho 83709 
(208) 321-0634 
Dr. Casper is not a retained expert. He is Ms. James' physician who has treated 
Ms. James prior to and following the subject accident of December 26, 2010, and has 
particularized knowledge as to her physical and mental wellbeing before and after 
the subject incident. Dr. Casper has opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' 
injuries, the nature and extent of Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and 
treatment, prognosis and future prognosis. It is anticipated Dr. Casper will testify 
regarding the effect the dog attack had on Ms. James' physical and mental wellbeing, 
including but not limited to increased levels of anxiety and frequency of panic attacks 
as well as the subsequent injuries she sustained. Dr. Casper will testify consistent with 
his medical file from All Seasons Mental Health. Dr. Casper is also expected to testify 
that the medical expenses incurred for their treatment of Ms. James' injuries were 
both necessary and reasonable, and customary in amount. Dr. Casper's opinions are 
based on his training, education, experience and treatment of the Plaintiff and he holds 
his opinions to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 
7. Sean M. Hassinger, M.D. 
Allied Orthopaedics 
7979 W. Rifleman Street 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
(208) 855-2410 
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Dr.. Hassinger is not a retained expert. Dr. Hassinger is a Board Certified 
Orthopedic Surgeon who treated Ms. James following the subject incident of December 
26, 2010. Dr. Hassinger has opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' injuries, 
the nature and extent of Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and treatment 
and prognosis. It is anticipated Dr. Hassinger will testify that he treated Ms. James two 
days after the subject dog attack for complaints of mild to moderate right upper 
extremity pain. Dr. Hassinger will testify that upon examination he noted several small 
puncture holes/open wounds from dog bite in Ms. James' right arm, which were clean 
with no signs of inflection. Dr. Hassinger will further testify that Ms. James was tender 
over the distal ulna for which he ordered x-rays that revealed an oblique non-displaced 
fracture of the right ulna. Dr. Hassinger will testify that he placed Ms. James in a short 
term splint, instructed her to change her wound bandages daily and was to see her back 
in one week for a follow up x-ray of her right wrist. 
Dr. Hassinger will testify that upon follow up, Ms. James has presented to the ER 
over the weekend because of increased pain which has since been improving. Dr. 
Hassinger will also testify that upon examination, Ms. James' wounds appeared to be 
healing with minimal erythema around some of the bite wounds but no signs of deep 
infection. Dr. Hassinger will testify that Ms. James' x-rays revealed that her ulnar 
fracture had maintained alignment and he instructed her to wash her wounds with soap 
and water, avoid lifting and to follow up with him in two weeks. 
Dr. Hassinger will further testify that upon follow-up in late January of 2011, Ms. 
James presented with significant loss of use of her right hand. He will testify that Ms. 
James complained of numbness along the ulnar side of her hand and difficulty with 
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gripping objects as well as loss of dexterity. Dr. Hassinger will testify that upon 
examination of Ms. James's right forearm, while the dog bite wounds were essentially 
healed, Ms. James experienced pain with pronation and supination and had a positive 
Fromet's sign, some mild atrophy of the first dorsal interosscus muscle and diminished 
light touch sensation in the ulnar nerve distribution. Dr. Hassinger will further testify that 
his assessment of Ms. James was right ulnar fracture with ulnar nerve neuropraxia. Dr. 
Hassinger informed Ms. James that the ulnar nerve neuropraxia should resolve, 
however, if she continued to have significant symptoms, he would consider referring her 
to a neurologist for a nerve conduction study. She was to follow up with him in four 
weeks. 
It is anticipated that Dr. Hassinger will testify that in late February of 2011, Ms. 
James presented to him with continued complaints of pain and diminished range of 
motion of her right hand and stiffness in her left elbow. Dr. Hassinger will testify that 
upon examination, Ms. James had decreased abduction of her right thumb and stiffness 
in her right elbow and ordered imaging of her right wrist and elbow. Dr. Hassinger will 
further testify that while the elbow imaging showed no fracture, no dislocation, and no 
loose body, the right wrist x-ray showed a delayed union of her right ulnar fracture and a 
small amount of callous formation. Dr. Hassinger will also testify that he recommended 
Ms. James attend occupational therapy for range of motion exercises to try and work 
out some of the adhesions in her forearm to regain motion in her hand. 
It is anticipated that Dr. Hassinger will testify consistent with his medical file from 
Allied Orthopaedics. Dr. Hassinger is also expected to testify that the medical 
expenses incurred for his treatment of Ms. James' injuries were both necessary and 
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reasonable, and customary in amount. Dr. Hassinger's opinions are based on his 
training, education, experience and treatment of the Plaintiff and he holds his opinions 
to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 
8. Kevin G. Hearon, D.C., CCEP, CCSP 
Boise Sports Chiropractic Clinic 
3314 N. Cole Road 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
(208) 377-9930 
Dr. Hearon is not a retained expert. Dr. Hearon is a chiropractor who treated 
Plaintiff Melene James following the subject incident of December 26, 2010. Dr. Hearon 
has opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' injuries, the nature and extent of 
Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and treatment and prognosis. It is 
expected that Dr. Hearon will testify that in April of 2011, Ms. James presented to him 
with complaints of right arm pain since December 26, 2010, which swells with activity; 
inability to straighten right arm and her right ulna was broken and still healing. Dr. 
Hearon will further testify that Ms. James complained of elbow pain when straightening 
her arm and hand pain with straightening her fingers and thumb. He will also testify that 
Ms. James complained of low back pain when standing for periods of time which feels 
better when n_ot standing, that also began following the dog attack in December 2010. 
Dr. Hearon will testify that upon examination and x-ray imaging her found that Ms. 
James suffered from 1) right distal ulnar fracture; 2) right elbow and wrist subluxation; 3) 
left L 1 transverse process fracture; 4) nerve root irritation due to misaligned vertebrae; 
and 5) hyperlordosis of sacral base which were mostly precipitated by the dog attack of 
December 26, 2010. It is anticipated that Dr. Hearon will testify consistent with his 
medical file from Boise Sports Chiropractic Clinic. Dr. Hearon is also expected to 
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testify that the medical expenses incurred for his treatment of Ms. James' injuries 
were both necessary and reasonable, and customary in amount. Dr. Hearon's opinions 
are based on his training, education, experience and treatment of the Plaintiff and he 
holds his opinions to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 
9. Brady G. Hamilton, P.A. 
David Snyderman, P.A. 
Terry Reilly Clinic 
P.O. Box9 
Nampa, Idaho 83653 
(208) 466-5359 
Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Snyderman are not retained experts. They are physician 
assistants at the Terry Reilly Clinic who treated Ms. James' prior to and following the 
subject accident of December 26, 2010, and have particularized knowledge as to her 
physical and mental wellbeing before and after the subject incident. Mr. Hamilton and 
Mr. Snyderman have opinions regarding the causation of Ms. James' injuries, the 
nature arid extent of Ms. James' injuries, and her subsequent care and treatment, 
prognosis. Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Snyderman will testify consistent with the medical file 
from Terry Reilly Clinic. Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Snyderman are also expected to testify 
that the medical expenses incurred for their treatment of Ms. James' injuries were 
both necessary and reasonable, and customary in amount. 
10. Gem State Radiology 
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
Timothy Hall, M.D. 
Vicken Garabedian, M.D. 
Dallas Peck, M.D. 
William Taylor, M.D. 
1755 Westgate Dr 
Boise, ID 83704 
(208) 472-8118 
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Dr. Hall, Dr. Garabedian, Dr. Peck and Dr. Taylor are not retained experts. 
They are radiologists with Gem State Radiology/Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center and interpreted the images conducted on Plaintiff Melene James 
administered at St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center following the subject incident of 
December 26, 2010. Dr. Hall, Dr. Garabedian, Dr. Peck and Dr. Taylor are expected to 
testify as to those matters contained within the St. Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center medical records. Dr. Hall, Dr. Garabedian, Dr. Peck and Dr. Taylor are also 
expected to testify that the medical expenses incurred for the evaluation of 
Plaintiff's injuries were necessary, reasonable and customary in amount. 
CAVEAT 
In addition, Plaintiff reserves the right to call as an expert witness any additional 
medical care providers identified in Plaintiff Melene James' medical records, medical 
care providers previously or subsequently disclosed to the Defendants in discovery, any 
individual named as a lay or an expert witness by Defendants herein and, in addition, 
reserves the right to amend, add to, supplement or delete from this designation of 
expert witnesses. 
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure in the event additional 
facts and information become known prior to trial that would necessitate Plaintiff to 
retain additional expert witnesses. Plaintiff also reserves the right to supplement this 
disclosure in the event the individuals identified herein become unavailable to testify at 
trial. 
It should be understood that the Plaintiff has made a good faith effort to set forth 
the substance of the opinions to which the above-named treating health care providers 
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..... ) 
and experts will testify. However, it is impossible to specifically set forth every opinion 
these individuals will express and the exact manner in which those opinions will be 
expressed. Plaintiff reserves the right to elicit from the above-named health care 
providers/experts, additional testimony and opinions from those individuals based upon 
information subsequently produced, information gleaned during depositions of 
Defendants' experts and any subsequent opinions or information developed by the 
above-named individuals from other sources. As it is anticipated that the Defendants 
will obtain the deposition testimony of the above-named health care providers/experts, 
this expert disclosure should not be assumed to be all inclusive in nature. Plaintiff also 
reserves the right to amend, modify, delete from or add to by supplementation, this 
disclosure as further information is developed through discovery. Plaintiff also reserves 
the right to name and call as expert witnesses any individuals identified by any party as 
expert witnesses and also reserve the right to obtain medical testimony from any other 
health care provider named or identified during the discovery process. 
I} rs/-
DATED this _v_ day of December, 2013. 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
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! 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this tt'fl day of December, 2013, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
D U.S. Mail 
~ Hand Delivery 
D Facsimile (208) 384-4454 
D Email 
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PROFESSIONAL POLICE & PUBLIC SAFETY CONSULTING, LLC 
52 Years of Professional Police Experience & Service 
Dan Montgomery, Chief of Police {Retired) 
Police Practices, Public Safety & Security Expert 
P.O. Box 745039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
dancommand@msn.com 
www .professlonalpollceconsulting.com 
303-888-7922 
CURRICULUM VITAE {Rev. 11-25-13) 
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL VALUES 
Professionals embody the elements of SPIRIT---Service, Pride, Integrity, Responsibility, 
Innovation and Teamwork. This means producing a quality service: taking pride in yourself 
and what you do; having impeccable integrity; being responsible and accepting 
responsibility for your decisions: being innovative; and being a team player. 
EDUCATION 
•:• Assoclate's Degree in Law Enforcement. West Valley Community College, 
Campbell, California, 1971. 
•!• Bachelor of Science Degree, Magna Cum Laude, in Law Enforcement. with an 
emphasis on Personnel Management. Metropolitan State College, Denver, 
Colorado, 1978. 
•!• Master's Degree in Criminal Justice Administration, with an emphasis on Public 
Administration. University of Colorado at Denver, 1982. 
TRAINING 
Extensive in-service and professional training with a variety of certifications and 
accomplishments, over a 52-year career in law enforcement: 
• Police Force Science Analyst Certification: Force Science Institute, Minnesota 
State University-Mankato. 
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• Police Instructor Certification: Management of In-Custody Deaths, Institute for the 
Prevention of In-Custody Deaths; 
• Police Firearms Expert and Master Ratings: Including seven years of competition 
shooting in Camp Perry-style bulls-eye, and in the California Police Combat 
Shooting Circuit. 
• Police Arrest Control: Including PPCT (pressure point control tactics), TASER, MACE, 
OC Spray, tear gas, crowd and riot control, police batons, and truncheon devices, 
. stop sticks, Police K-9's, etc. 
• Police Pursuit Driving: Including pursuit driving, PIT (precision immobilization 
technique), police motorcycle operation, and emergency vehicle operations 
(EVOC) at the California Highway Patrol Training Academy. 
• Police leadership: Police leadership, management, and supervision. 
Extensive and specialized training in a variety of criminal justice and police-related 
subjects including but not limited to the following: 
1. California Highway Patrol Academy: "Police Motorcycle and Emergency Vehicle 
Operations," Sacramento, California (1965). 
2. California Peace Officers Standards & Training Commission: "Police Supervision," 
Gavilan College, Gilroy, California (1969). 
3. State of Colorado: "Narcotics and Dangerous Drug Recognition and Tactical 
Intervention," Camp George West, Golden, Colorado (1973). 
4. State of California Specialized Training Institute: "Civil Emergency Preparedness," 
Camp San Luis Obispo, California (1977). 
5. Southern Police lnstttute: "Executive Management and Leadership," Louisville, 
Kentucky, (1978). 
6. New York University School of Medicine: "Forensic Pathology Investigation," New 
York, NY (1980}. 
7. Federal Bureau of Investigation; "Law Enforcement Executive Development," 
Quantico, Virginia (1987}. 
8. FEMA: "Executive Emergency Management" Emmetsburg, Maryland ( 1997). 
9. Calibre Press Officer Survival: Colorado Springs, Colorado ( 1999). 
10. FEMA, "Executive Emergency Management," Mt. Weather, Virginia (2002). 
11. Calibre Press Officer Survival: Anaheim, California, (2003}. 
12. Lorman Institute Panelist: "Defending Police and Sheriff Liability Claims," (2008). 
13. TASER International:" Use of Force, Risk Management and Legal Strategies," (2009). 
14. Tyco Electronics Guest Panelist: "10 Years Since Columbine, How Far Have We 
Come?" (2009}. 
15. Westminster Police Department: "Off-Duty Police Encounter Tactics." (2009). 
16. International Association of Chiefs of Police Conference: 2009 (and prior years}. 
17. Minnesota State University-Mankato, Force Science Institute: "Certified Force 
Science Analyst." (2010}. 
18. Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths: "Instructor Certification in the 
Management of Excited Delirium and In-Custody Deaths." (2010}. 
19. Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police Guest Panelist: "Police Chief Survival." 
(2011}. 
20. TASER X2 Weblnar :(2011). 
21. Lorman lnstttute: "Defending Police and Sheriff Liability Claims," (2011 }. 
22. Calibre Press Officer Survival:" Westminster, Colorado (2011 }. 
23. Martinelli & Associates, Justice & Forensic Consultants: "Lethal and Nonlethal Uses 
of Force," Dr. Ron Martinelli, Martinelli & Associates: Justice & Forensic Consultants, 
Inc. (2012). 
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24. TASER Axon Flex Weblnar: TASER International (2012). 
25. Americans for Effective Law Enforcement:" Lethal and Less-Lethal Force 
Conference," sponsored by AELE (2012) 
26. lnstHute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths: "Arrest-Related Deaths, Excited 
Delirium, and Sudden In-Custody Deaths Conference," sponsored by the Institute 
for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths (IPICD), (2013). 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
1. 1962 - 1964: Campus Police Officer, San Jose City College, San Jose, California 
(campus patrol). This program consisted of approximately 15 campus police 
officers. 
2. 1964 - 1971: Los Gatos Police Department, Los Gatos, California (patrol, traffic, 
investigations, and assistant canine instructor). California POST Certified (Basic, 
Intermediate and Supervisory). I attained the rank of police sergeant in 1968. Our 
department consisted of approximately 18 sworn personnel in 1964 and grew to 25 
in 1971. 
3. 1966 - 1971: Assistant Manager of Security and Loss Prevention for the Emporium 
Department Store, San Jose, California (part-time). 
4. 1971 - 1982: Lakewood Police Department, Lakewood, Colorado (patrol, SWAT, 
police canines, vice, narcotics and organized crime; investigations; research and 
development; training and recruiting; internal affairs; and staff inspection. 
Colorado POST Certified Police Officer; I attained the rank of police lieutenant in 
1972 and was promoted to the rank of police captain in 1973. Our department 
grew from 66 sworn personnel in 1971 to 183 in 1983 
5. 1978 - 1980: Instructor, Metropolitan State College, Department of Criminal Justice 
(taught, "police supervision" and the "police culture" on a part-time basis). 
6. 1982 - 2007: Chief of Police, Westminster Police Department, Westminster, 
Colorado (overall command of, and responsible for, patrol and traffic operations, 
SWAT, SET (Special Enforcement Team targeting street gangs and pattern 
criminals), police canines, criminal investigations, crime prevention, internal affairs, 
recruiting and training, media relations, criminalistics, property and evidence, 
police records, code enforcement and animal control) and liquor enforcement; 
Colorado POST Certified; Our department grew from 83 sworn personnel in 1983 to 
181 sworn in 2007. 
7. · 1999 to present: Newspaper Columnist. I have written numerous management 
and criminal justice-related articles and columns for the Westminster Window, the 
Rocky Mountain News, the Denver Post, the Colorado Municipalities Magazine, the 
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin and the Command Post. A complete listing of these 
articles and columns is available on request. 
8. 1985 to Present: Law Enforcement Consultant. Police Practices and Security/Public 
Safety Expert involved in a variety of civil, criminal and personnel-related cases and 
· situations. (See "Consulting Services" section below). 
9. 2010 (January to October): Interim Chief of Police, Town of Lochbuie, Colorado 
(overall command of police department operations and planning). Colorado 
POST Certified; Our department consisted of six sworn officers. 
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
1. Life member, International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). 
2. Past President and current member, Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police 
(CACP), and past chairman of the association's legislative and professional 
accreditation committees. 
3. Past President of the Denver Metropolitan Association of Chiefs of Police. 
4. Current member ... .National Tactical Officers' Association (NTOA). 
5. Current member, American Society of Industrial Security (ASIS). 
6. Current afflllatlons_with the Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths, Force 
Science Institute, Police One, the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), 
Americans for Effective Law Enforcement (AELE), TASA, and Expert Consulting 
Services of Colorado (ECS). 
7. Current member .. Retired Peace Officers of Colorado (RPOC). 
8. Past President, Westminster 71 O Rotary Club. 
9. Past President, Westminster DARE Foundation. 
10. Past Member, North Metro Drug Task Force Board of Directors and West Metro Drug 
Task Force Board of Directors. 
11. Past Member, Denver Metro Crimestoppers Board of Directors and the Westminster 
Public Safety Recognition Foundation Board of Directors. 
12. Past member, Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). 
13. Current member, FBI Law Enforcement Executive Development Association. 
14. Former member, Metropolitan State College Curriculum Development Advisory 
Council, Criminal Justice Department. 
15. Former member, Jefferson County District Attorney's Office, Adult Diversion Board 
of Directors. 
16. Two-time award recipient, Westminster 710 Rotary Club's, "Vocational Excellence 
Award," presented for maintaining high ethical business practices. 
17. Three-time award recipient, Denver Regional Council of Governments, "Innovation 
in Policing and Police Productivity Awards," for police productivity monitoring, the 
implementation of a police/citizen complaint review team program and a regional 
crisis intervention-training program for police officers. 
18. Honored by Colorado Congressman Mark Udall and the United States House of 
Representatives on June 13, 2007 (Volume 153 No. 95 of the Congressional 
Record), for, "leadership and fortitude," as well as, "four decades of public service 
and a "life-long commitment to public safety." 
19. Recipient of the Westminster Police Department's Medal of Meritorious Service for, 
"lifetime achievement in law enforcement (September, 2010). 
20. Current Certified Police Officer, State of Colorado. 
CONSULTING SERVICES 
I was a professional police officer, supervisor and administrator for 47 years, and served in 
five different police organizations. In August of 2007, I retired as the Chief of Police for the 
City of Westminster, Colorado, after having served in that capacity for 25 years. I have 
been directly involved in the criminal justice system for 52 years. 
I have also been self-employed for many years as a law enforcement consultant and 
expert witness in the areas of police practices as well as security/public safety practices, 
and after my retirement as chief of police, formed my own small company, "Professional 
Police Consulting, LLC." Currently, I specialize as a police practices expert in police 
administration, policies, procedures, tactics, training, conduct, behavior, and use of force. 
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I also specialize in consulting projects such as police internal affairs investigations, internal 
audits concerning the handling of property and evidence, grievances, and job suitability 
evaluations. I also specialize as a security/public safety practices expert involving 
premises liability issues, security policies, procedures, and practices; and public safety in 
general. 
I have provided a variety of consulting and expert services in the states of California, 
Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Utah, 
and Wyoming. 
HISTORICAL CONSULTATION WORKLOAD {1985-PRESENTI 
Since 1985, my workload distribution as a professional consultant and police practices 
expert is as follows: 
• Civil: Represented police/governmental entities 63 
• Civil: Represented citizens suing police/governmental entities 45 
• Personnel: Represented police officers 6 
• Personnel: Represented police management 6 
• Administrative: Internal affairs and administrative investigations 15 
• Administrative: Policy /procedure evaluations and audits 7 
• Criminal: Represented police officers 3 
• Criminal: Represented citizens 7 
• Security: Represented business establishments 18 
• Security: Represented citizens 9 
Total: 179 
COURT QUALIFICATIONS AS AN EXPERT WITNESS 
l . 1985: Jefferson County District Court: Police personnel management and 
administration (Defense Witness for Police Department}. 
"" 2. 1992: UnHea States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Defense Witness for Police Department). 
3. 2002: UnHed States District Court: Denver, Colorado: Police tactics and use of 
force (Defense Witness for Police Department) 
4. 2003: UnHed States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Defense Witness for Police Department) 
5. 2004: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics, use of force 
and affidavit preparation (Defense Witness for Sheriff's Department) 
6. 2004: City of Lafayette Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Defense Witness for Police Department) 
7. 2007: UnHed States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Witness for Citizen Plaintiff}} 
8. 2007: CHy of Sheridan, Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management 
and administration (Defense Witness for Police Department} J 
9. 2008: UnHed States District Court: Las Cruces, New Mexico; Police tactics, use of 
force and search warrant affidavit preparation. (Defense Witness for Police 
Department) 
10. 2008: La Plata County District Court: Durango, Colorado; Police tactics and policies 
(Witness for Citizen Plaintiff) 
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11. 2009: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
{Witness for Citizen Plaintiff) 
12. 2009: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Witness for former State Trooper) 
13. 2011: Denver County District Court: Denver, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety {Defense Witness for Nightclub) 
14. 2011: Denver County District Court: Denver,, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety {Defense Witness for Nightclub) 
15. 2012: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Witness for former State Patrol Captain)) 
16. 2012: United States District Court: Albuquerque, New Mexico (Daubert Motion); 
police practices and training (Witness for Deputy Sheriff) 
17. 2012: Loveland, Colorado Personnel Board: Police practices and police personnel 
administration (Witness for Police Officer) 
18. 2013: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado (Daubert Motion); Police 
practices and use of force(Witness for citizen plaintiffs) 
19. 2013: Denver County District Court: Denver, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety (Plaintiff's Witness) 
20. 2013: Lake County District Court: Leadville, Colorado; Police practices and 
excessive force (Defendant's Witness) 
21. 2013: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Witness for former State Patrol Captain) 
22. 2013: Mesa County District Court, Eagle County, Colorado: (Shreck Motion}; Police 
practices and use of force; (Defendant's Witness) 
23. 2013: Denver County District Court: (Schreck Motion}; Denver, Colorado; Security 
practices and public safety; (Defendant's Witness) 
24. 2013: Denver Career Service Authority: Police practices and use of force; (Witness 
for police officer) 
Daubert and Schreck Challenges 
• Daubert Motion (2012): "Plaintiff argues that Mr. Montgomery's testimony on 
general law-enforcement practices is helpful to the jury because it provides 
specialized knowledge about the law-enforcement context within which the 
alleged discrimination took place, and the Court agrees. Therefore, the Court 
holds that Mr. Montgomery's testimony is relevant to the extent that it is helpful to 
the jury to understand the specialized law-enforcement context of the events in 
question. 
With regard to reliability, Mr. Montgomery's qualifications involve primarily 
experience, and his experience is significant. He worked in various capacities 
within the law-enforcement community for forty-nine years, served as Chief of 
Police in Westminster, Colorado, for twenty-five, and was involved for significant 
periods in supervising the training of both lateral hires and new cadets. This, along 
with the other bases for expertise provided by Mr. Montgomery, is precisely the sort 
of experience which would qualify Mr. Montgomery to offer specialized 
knowledge and opinions on law-enforcement contexts, the area for which Plaintiff 
offers his expertise. Therefore the Court concludes that Mr. Montgomery is qualified 
to give opinions about general law-enforcement subjects and law-enforcement 
training procedures and techniques. 
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In the present inquiry, which involves the field of law enforcement training, little 
can be expected in the way of rigid formulas, error rates, testing, or involvement of 
the scientific community. Instead, the type of specialized knowledge achieved by 
Mr. Montgomery is the sort dependent upon experience involving years of trial 
and error, experience of slightly better and slightly worse results from different 
approaches, and common sense applied to broad knowledge and experience. 
Therefore, the sort of scientific certainty required for some experts' opinions is not 
necessary for Mr. Montgomery's opinions to prove helpful to the jury for purposes 
of Rule 702. That being the case, the bases given by Mr. Montgomery for his 
opinions, including primarily his extensive experience in the relevant fields, are 
sufficient to imbue his opinions with a level of reliability appropriate for their 
admissions. Accordingly, the Court holds that under the Daubert reliability 
analysis, Mr. Montgomery's opinions, to the extent that they are relevant, are 
sufficiently reliable to be admissible at trial." 1 
• Daubert Motion (2013): "Defendants do not challenge Montgomery's 
qualifications. Defendants acknowledge that Montgomery has been involved in 
law enforcement for fifty years, and was a police chief for twenty-five years. Thus, 
the Court has little difficulty concluding that Montgomery is qualified to serve as 
an expert witness on police procedures. 
The Court has reviewed Montgomery's expert report and deposition testimony and 
finds that it is sufficiently reliable so as to satisfy Rule 702's requirements. No one 
here disputes Montgomery's experience and training in the areas of police 
procedures and standards. Given Montgomery's significant experience in the field 
of law enforcement, the Court sees no reason to preclude his testimony about 
police standards and simply because it does not lend itself to application of the 
Daubert factors . 
. The Court acknowledges that there will be significant overlap between the legal 
authorities that form the basis for Montgomery's opinions and the Court's final jury 
instructions. However, the Court sees a distinction between Montgomery testifying 
about whether the degree of force was reasonable (which the Court will not 
permit) and whether the degree of force used was in compliance with well-
established modern police standards (which is permissible). 
The same (rationale in Zuche/), is true of Montgomery's proposed testimony 
regarding the appropriateness of the use of force in this case. Therefore, like the 
expert in Zuche/, Montgomery's proposed testimony on the use of force in this case 
is admissible. Having reviewed Montgomery's expert report and deposition 
testimony, the Court finds that the proposed testimony will not intrude on the 
province of the jury and will, instead, be helpful to the jury." 2 
• Schreck Motion: (2013): "Applying the principles set forth in People v. Schreck, 22 
P .3d 68,79 (Colo. 2001) and People v Ramirez, 155 P 3d 371, 378 (Colo. 2007), the 
Court finds that the proposed testimony of Mr. Montgomery (and Ms. Duffy) meets 
the criteria set forth in C.R.E. 401,401 and 702. Specifically, the objections noted in 
1 Eberle vs.Bernalillo County; Case No. 11-CV-141-WJ/WDS; William P. Johnson, Judge; United States 
District Court, District ofNew Mexico; May 16, 2012. 
2 Ortega et al. vs. City and County of Denver, etal; Case No. 11-CV-02394-WJM-CBS; Judge William 
Martinez, United States District Court, District of Colorado; February 25, 2013. 
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the within motion go to the weight, if any, the fact-finder may give to the 
proposed testimony and not it's admissibility. The Court finds that the testimony is 
relevant and probative of the issues related to Plaintiff's claimed damages. 
Further, while Defendant's implicitly raise the specter of the thoroughness or 
soundness of the analysis underlying this proposed testimony, the Court finds that 
the methodology is sufficiently reliable to warrant the presentation of this testimony 
to the jury. Defendant will have ample opportunity to challenge the opinions of 
·Mr.Montgomery (and Ms. Duffy) through vigorous and thorough cross-
examination. While the proposed testimony is certainly prejudicial to the defense, 
it's not unduly or unfairly prejudicial and the probative value of the proposed 
testimony outweighs any potential prejudice to the defendant. On that basis, 
Defendant, G4S Secure Solutions (USA) Inc. F/K/ A The Wackenhut Corporations 
Motion To Strike Plaintiff's Experts: Dan Montgomery (and Kala Duffy) is now 
DENIED." 3 
• Schreck Motion (2013): "First, the Court Concludes that Montgomery is generally 
qualified to provide an expert opinion regarding law enforcement practices by 
virtue of his extensive experience as a law enforcement officer and as a former 
police chief. In addition, Montgomery has disclosed the materials and authorities 
upon which he has relied in reaching his conclusion. The Court cannot conclude 
at this point that the materials used by Montgomery or his methods are unreliable 
as a matter of law because such an inquiry can only be made once the relevant 
evidence and testimony is presented at trial. In addition, the Court does not 
believe that allowing Montgomery to testify regarding the standards employed by 
outside police departments would confuse the jury or be unfairly prejudicial 
because it may be appropriate for Montgomery to discuss the similarities or 
differences that might exist between the standards employed by Eagle County 
and those applied in other jurisdictions. 
Such an issue could have some bearing on proving Bair's affirmative defense of 
comparative negligence if it is shown that the procedures applied in Eagle County 
are somehow deficient and that such deficiencies contributed in some way to 
Plaintiff's injuries. As such, the Court does not find at this juncture that 
Montgomery's opinions are speculative, unreliable, or unfairly prejudicial. IT IS 
FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Exclusion of Expert Dan 
Montgomery's testimony is denied." 4 
3 Liberty Mutual vs. Wackenhut Security; Case No. 2012CV1904; Judge Michael A. Martinez, Denver 
County District Court; April 29, 2013. 
4 Brownlee vs. Bair; Case No. 11CV4783; Judge Thomas M. Deister, Mesa County District Court; August 
12, 2013. 
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PROFESSIONAL POLICE & PUBLIC SAFETY CONSULTING, LLC 
52 Years of Professional Police Experience & Service 
Dan Montgomery, Chief of Police (Retired) 
Police Practices, Public Safety & Security Expert 
P.O. Box 745039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
dancommand@msn.com 
www .professionalpollceconsulting.com 
303-888-7922 
Deposition and Trial Testimony, 2010-YTD (Rev. 11-25-13) 
Note: This document only reflects the 28 cases in which I provided sworn testimony at 
deposltlon, trial or hearing for the time period noted above. It does not address the other 
53 cases I handled for clients during this same time period where no sworn testimony was 
required. 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 09-CV-9896-RPM 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force and unlawful arrest 
Plaintiff: Danvis Smith 
Defendant: Denver Police Department 
Client: Anthony Viorst, representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case No.10-CV-01187-RPM 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Wrongful termination/Constitutional rights violations 
Plaintiff: Former Sheriff's Department Sergeant Thomas McLallen 
Defendant: Pueblo County Sheriff's Department 
Client: Reid Elkus, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
1 
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Venue: United States District Court, New York; Case 07-CIV-8224 (JGK) 
(FM) (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Class action lawsuit involving approximately 25 plaintiffs and 74 
defendants concerning Fourth Amendment Violations by ICE and the 
Department of Homeland Security 
Plaintiff: Adriana Aguilar et al. 
Defendant: Department of Homeland Security, Immigrations & Customs Enforcement 
et al. 
Client: Aldo Badini, Esq., and Donna Gordon, Esq., representing the plaintiffs 
Venue: Denver County District Court, Case: 2008-CV-9204 (Trial) 
Type of Case: Civil; Premises liability & excessive force by nightclub security personnel 
Plaintiff: Janny Barizonte 
Defendant: Bouboulina's, dba Club Vinyl et al. 
Client: Lars Bergstrom, Esq. representing the defendant 
Venue: Denver County District Court, Case: 2010CV5306 (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Reported sexual assault by fellow nursing care employee 
Plaintiff: Deborah Flanagan 
Defendant: Life Care Centers of America, dba Villa Manor Nursing Home 
Client: Robert Leonard, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: Denver County District Court, Case: 09-CV-4962 (Trial) 
Type of Case: Civil; Premises liability; Customer severely injured during fight 
Plaintiff: T. Lawton Roberts 
Defendant: Laura Newman, dba Herb's Jazz & Blues 
Client: Ben Tracy, Esq., representing the defendant 
Venue: United States District Court, New Mexico; Case: 1:11-
CV-00141 (Deposition and Daubert Motion) 
Type of Case: Civil; Police academy sexual discrimination and harassment 
Plaintiff: Former Deputy Sheriff, Amelia Eberle 
Defendant: Bernalillo County Sheriff's Department et al. 
Client: Elizabeth Heaphy, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 10-CV-03177-
REB-KMT (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force involving a police shooting 
Plaintiff: Steven Bleck 
Defendant: Alamosa Police Department 
Client: Kyle Bachus, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
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Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 11-CV-00344-
LTB-BNB (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil: Military police vehicular pursuit resulting in a fatality 
Plaintiff: Jennifer Stroh 
Defendant: United States Government Military Police 
Client: Jay Murphy, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: State of Colorado Personnel Board; Case: 2011 G028 (Deposition and 
Hearing) 
Type of Case: Administrative; Discrimination based on sexual orientation 
Plaintiff: Colorado State Patrol 
Defendant; Former Colorado State Patrol Captain Brett Williams 
Client: Keith Shandalow, Esq., representing the defendant 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 11-CV-2394-
W JM-CBS (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force by police officers ("Denver Diner" incident) 
Plaintiff: Kristal Carrillo; Kelly Boren; Ana Ortega; Sharelle Thomas 
Defendant: Denver Police Department 
Client: Qusair Mohamedbhai, Esq., and Siddhartha Rathod, Esq., representing the 
plaintiffs 
Venue: City of Loveland, Colorado Personnel Board; Case: (Hearing) 
Type of Case: Administrative; Wrongful termination 
Plaintiff: Loveland Police Department 
Defendant:" Former Loveland Police Officer Ben Eisentraut 
Client: Eric James, Esq., representing the defendant 
Venue: United States District Court, Montana; Case: cv-09-76-RFC-RW A; 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive by police officers 
Plaintiff: Roger T. Segal, Trustee 
Defendant: Bozeman Police Department 
Client: Todd Shea, Esq. and Ryan Jackson, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 1:11-CV-02766-RPM 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force by police officers 
Plaintiff: Rickey Burrell 
Defendant: Aurora Police Department 
Client: Mari Newman, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
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Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; Case: 12-cv-00239-WYD-KLM 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Sexual assault on a 15-year old female student by male teacher 
Plaintiff: Janice Roe 
Defendant: Karval School District RE23 
Client: Thomas Marresse, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: Denver District Court; Case: 2012-cv-1300 (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Patron injured in nightclub by security personnel 
Plaintiff: Robert West 
Defendant: Maxim Nightclub, dba 1196 Inc. 
Client: Paul Gordon, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: Denver District Court; Case: 2012CV2211; (Deposition and Trial) 
Type of Case: Civil; Patron injured by security personnel 
Plaintiff: Leon Stor 
Defendant: Suite 200 Nightclub 
Client: Charles Welton, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Northern California; Case: CV-12-1613 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force by police officer and police canine, resulting in death 
Plaintiff: Estate of Jesse Porter 
Defendant: Hayward, California Police Department 
Client: Doris Cheng, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; 10-CV-00651-JLK (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Police Use of Excessive Force 
Plaintiff: James Moore 
Defendant: Denver Police Department 
Client: David Lane, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: Lake County District Court, Leadville, Colorado; 12CR51 (Motions 
Hearing) 
Type of Case: Criminal; Police Use of Excessive Force 
Plaintiff: People of the State of Colorado, Lake County 
Defendant: Travis Simmons 
Client: Alex Marsh, Esq., representing the defendant 
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Venue: State of Colorado Personnel Board; 2011 G028 (Hearing to Determine 
Front Pay Award (Hearing) 
Type of Case: Administrative; Discrimination based on sexual orientation 
Plaintiff: Colorado State Patrol 
Defendant: Former Colorado State Patrol Captain Brett Williams 
Client: Keith Shandalow, Esq., representing the defendant 
Venue: Mesa County District Court; 2011-CV-4783 (Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Traffic accident involving a motorist vs. deputy sheriff 
Plaintiff: John Brownlee 
Defendant: Jamison Bair 
Client: Kevin Ripplinger, Esq., representing the defendant 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; 12-CV-02735-RPM 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force and unlawful search 
Plaintiff: Paul Bauman 
Defendant: Cripple Creek Police Department and Teller County Sheriffs Department 
Client: Tiffany Drahota, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; 12-CV-00763-RPM-MJW 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Unlawful arrest 
Plaintiff: Randy Riggan 
Defendant: Glendale Police Department 
Client: Anthony Viorst, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; 12-CV-1856-MSK-BNB 
(Deposition) 
Type of Case: Civil; Excessive force resulting in an in-custody death 
Plaintiff: Estate of Alonzo Ashley 
Defendant: Denver Police Department 
Client: William Frankfurt, Esq., representing the plaintiff 
Venue: City and County of Denver Career Service Authority: P-2013-0006; 
(Hearing) 
Type of Case: Administrative; Disciplinary action appeal ref. use of force 
Plaintiff: Denver Police Department 
Defendant: Denver Police Officer Brian Marshall 
Client: Sean Olson, Esq., representing the defendant 
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Venue: United States District Court, Colorado; 13-CV-1300-MSK-MJW 
Type of Case: Civil; Lawsuit concerning legislative adoption of gun control bills in 2013 
Plaintiff: Sheriff John Cooke, et al. 
Defendant: Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper 
Client: Molly Moats, Esq., Colorado Attorney General's Office, representing the 
defendant 
Venue: United States District Court, Eastern New York; 10-Civ.-2262 
(DRH/ARL); Deposition 
Type of Case: Civil; Lawsuit involving First Amendment Rights of day laborer 
Plaintiff: 
Defendant: 
Client: 
congregations 
Centro de la Communidad Hispana de Locust Valley 
Town of Oyster Bay, New York 
Allen Levine, Esq., LatinoJustice PRLDEF, representing the defendants 
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PROFESSIONAL POLICE & PUBLIC SAFETY CONSULTING, LLC 
52 Years of Professional Police Experience & Service 
Dan Montgomery, Chief of Police (Retired) 
Police Practices, Public Safety and Security Expert 
P.O. Box 745039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
dancommand@msn.com 
303-888-7922 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE & MANAGEMENT PUBLICATIONS (Rev. 11-13-131 
Professional Publications 
1. "Police and the use of force," Colorado Municipalities Magazine, 2000. 
2. "Excessive force 101," FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, 2005. (See my website 
for link). 
3. "Ten tips for success and survival," Command Post Newsletter, 2008. 
4. "Police lawsuits-some thoughts for chiefs and sheriffs," Command Post 
Newsletter, 2009 
5. "It's called being involved," Police One Newsletter, 2011 
6. "Excessive Force," Tasanet Information Newsletter, 2011 
7. "Police Practices and Law Enforcement Accreditation," Command Post 
Newsletter, 2011. 
Newspaper Articles & Letters 
1. Bleeding heart brigade is alive and well (11-99) 
2. Gratitude from the inside (1-01) 
3. In memory of Leeora Rose (8-01) 
4. Judge properly ruled on big brother's behalf (11-00) 
S. Tattered cover views say News soft on crime (12-01) 
6. Watch your children well (1-00) 
7. Legislation gives criminals guns (1-00) 
8. Encouraging cooperation through force (2000) 
9. Buying a few good men (8-00) 
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10. Past choices impede applicants (8-00) 
11. The significance of perspective ((2000) 
12. The complaint department's open (2000) 
13. The trouble with covering the line (2000) 
14. Who would take the job (2000) 
15. Management's universal rights (2000) 
16. It's all the rage (2000) 
17. The right to manufacture drugs (2000) 
18. Give the critics a swat (2000) 
19. Rocky soft on crime (2000) 
20. Meth mania strikes metro ((2001) 
21. Police acting in good faith deserve protections oflaw (3-02) 
22. A salute to police officers (5-03) 
23. Toogood's behavior too bad (2003 est.) 
24. Behind the badge (7-03) 
25. Leave tactics to police ( 6-07) 
26. Tough to judge racial profiling (8-07) 
27. Profiling not reasonable (2007 est.) 
28. Who's really being profiled (2007 est.) 
29. A gain for safety (2007 est.) 
30. Supreme Court buckles down (2007 est.) 
31. Police in schools provide great service (8-07) 
32. Tasers and ACLU (8-07) 
33. Taser: The real charge (8-07) 
34. Taser demonstration a public service (9-07) 
35. Pursuits, political correctness (9-07) 
36. 10 tips for success and survival (12-07) 
37. A subtle form of intimidation (2-08) 
38. Media brutality (3-08) 
39. Biggest problem at convention? ACLU (6-08) 
40. Police force and the DNC (7-08) 
41. A show of force (7-08) 
42. How police will use any needed physical force during the Democratic 
convention (3-08) 
43. Justice for SWAT (10-08) 
44. Civil jury clears police in brutality case (La Point & DM) 10-08) 
45. Justice system worked well in DNC trials (12-08) 
46. Criminal justice system works well (1-09) 
47. Fruit of the poisonous tree now sweeter (1-09) 
48. Invading one's home turf (2-09) 
49. Police overzealous or just doing their jobs? ( 4-09) 
50. Happy birthday Leeora Rose (4-09) 
51. Robocop is back (7-09) 
52. King Barack and Sir Skippy (7-09) 
53. Racial profiling-here we go again (8-09) 
54. The Sign Police (9-09) 
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55. It isn't racial profiling in Arizona (5-10) 
56. It's not racial profiling,just good police work (5-10) 
· 57. Excessive force and the Denver Police Department (8-10) 
58. Fleeing in a car is now a "violent felony" (6-11) 
59. Guest Commentary (Denver Post): The best police practices (6-11) (See my 
website for link) 
60. Guest Commentary (Denver Post): Police practices and excessive force 101 
(7-11) (See my website for link) 
61. Police practices and professional accreditation (8-11) 
62. Police brutality and the "Cowboy Subculture" (8-12) (See my website for link) 
63. Vote no on Amendment 64 (11-12) 
64. Good Call Chief White (2-13) 
65. Police departments need regular evidence audits (6-13) 
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PROFESSIONAL POLICE CONSULTING, LLC 
52 Years of Professional Police Experience & Service 
Dan Montgomery, Chief of Police (Retired) 
Police Practices, Security, and Public Safety Expert 
P.O. Box 745039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
dancommand@msn.com 
www.professlonalpoliceconsultlng.com 
303-888-7922 
FEE SCHEDULE (Revised 10-17-13} 
Consultation & Retainer: There is no charge for the initial consultation, and a $2,500 
initial retainer is required, along with a signed engagement agreement, in order to secure 
Consultant's services. Any unused portion of the retainer will be returned to client. 
• Document and Deposition Review, Document and Report Preparation, 
Research, Investigation, Interviews, Meetings, Conferences and Consultations, 
Deposition Certification and Notarization: $175/Hr. 
• Deposition Preparation: $175/Hr. (Two-hour minimum). 
• Trial Preparation: $175/Hr. (Two-hour minimum) 
• Deposition and Trial Testimony: $350/Hr. (Four-hour minimum, portal to portal) 
• Travel Time: $87.50/Hr. (depositions and trials excluded) 
• In-Area Expenses:_ In-area, reasonable expenses where applicable, are to be 
reimbursed, and include but are not limited to meals, lodging, car rental, 
taxi/shuttle, parking, and professional services. 
• Out-of-Area Expenses: Out-of-area, reasonable expenses where applicable, are to 
be reimbursed and include but are not limited to meals, lodging, air fare, car rental, 
taxi/shuttle, parking and professional services. 
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October 24, 2013 
David Comstock 
Comstock and Bush 
199 N. Capitol Blvd1 Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise! ID 83701 
RE: JAMES, Melanie 
Dear Mr. Comstock: 
I had the pleasure of seeing Ms. Melanie James for an Independent 
Medical Examination. Prior to the examination, I reviewed with Ms. 
James that I would not her physician, we would not be establishing 
patient/physician relationship, nor was one being sought. I did 
review that as this was a medicolegal examination, any information 
that she provided to me today would be included in today's report, 
and that the report may be reviewed by nonmedical people. I also 
directed her that she was not to do any activity that might cause her 
further injury or damage, though I expected today's examination 
may cause her some increase in discomfort. 
Prior to the examination, Ms. James completed a new patient 
questionnaire, Beck's questionnaire, Oswestry Functional Test, and 
patient demographics. 
Ms. James reports that her chief complaint is pain using her thumb, 
wrist pain radiating up to the forearm and elbow. On her New 
Patient Questionnaire, she marks achy pain across her wrists, pins 
and needles circumferentially around the base of her thumb with 
achy pain from her thumb back into her forearm, and stabbing pain 
in her elbow. She rates her pain on a 0/1 O scale at the time of the 
examination as a 3/10, at best a 3/1 o, and at worst a 10/1 O. What 
makes it better is not using it. She reports that she had tried 
gabapentin but it was not helpful. She reports it is worse when she 
tries to hold anything. The tighter she tries to hold something, the 
worse the pain gets. She reports that it hurts straightening her 
elbow. Any vibration causes a deep ache from her fingers to her 
elbow. 
Boise Office 
600 N. Robbins Rd., Suite 300 Bois., Idaho 83702 
Ollice: (208) 4119-4018 fax: (208) 489·4015 
Uarkllan Office 
3651 E. Overland Rd. Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Ofli~; (208) 884·1333 Fax: (206) B84-0082 
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0n 12/26/10, she sustained 32 wounds in her arm and face due to a dog bite. She 
reports that she was making dinner with her daughter. A neighbor called and needed a 
tooth replaced in an appliance. She had worked as a dental assistant for 20 years, and 
was opening a new business for splints to open airways for sleep apnea with a partner. 
She reports that she had gone down to the shop to work on the appliance. She had 
locked herself out of the office. She was therefore outside, and was pulling open a 
window that was usually left unlocked. Apparently, her partner had closed it and locked 
It. She reports that she cracked out the glass. The neighbor came by and called the 
police. The police did come and talk to some witnesses. The officer watched while she 
was in the building. She reports that the officer did not knock. She was finishing her 
work and was in the bathroom. 
She reports they released a dog who caught her in the bathroom. It bit through her 
eardrum and she aspirated blood, and had a fracture on her bone. It chewed on her 
arm. She reports that she has heard the tapes and reviewed all of her screaming and 
them calling the dog off. She apparently rolled into the hall. A woman officer pulled her 
pants up in assistance. She had fractured her arm. She was placed in cuffs and taken 
via ambulance to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center. She reports that she has no 
memory of this until the police came to take her to jail. The doctor at the hospital told 
the police that she needed to stay overnight. Dr. Sean Hassinger then followed up with 
her after she ultimately went home. 
By 01/01/11, she had pus in her arm. She went to the emergency room. She was told 
that she did not have any gangrene, but was not able to move her thumb or digits four 
and five. She reports that she was never taken to jail but was given a court date. 
She reports that after the visit in the emergency room, she was treated with Bactrim, 
which made her Ill, and told that she has nerve damage. 
Dr. Hassinger told her that she had nerve damage that takes time to get better. She 
had no insurance. She was seen a couple of times, but could not afford any follow-up. 
She then followed at the Terry Reilly Clinic. She was told that they would wait and see. 
She was treated with physical therapy. She was told that she had bones out of place in 
her wrist, and was treated with water exercises and squeezing. 
She notes months later, in the fall of 2011, movement began. She failed dexterity tasks. 
She got a caregiver job, which she did for about one year, but she could not lift, etc. 
She then tried to return to work doing dental appliances. This is working for a friend. 
She notes that she cannot grip with her right hand. She has been attempting this for six 
months. She reports attempting to hold on to appliances and tools to do dental 
appliance work has not worked. The last six months, she has not gotten better. She 
reports that she is not working. She stopped about one month ago with the dental 
appliances. 
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She reports that from the court date standpoint, they had a "high level prosecutor," and 
a public defender. The owner was deposed and they dismissed all the charges. She 
reports that she has filed a tort claim. Apparently, there was an Internal investigation 
but there was no firing. 
Previous workup has included x·rays in January of 2011. She has been on medications 
including gabapentin in November of 2012 with no benefit. She has followed with Mr. 
Snyderman at Terry Reilly. She does follow with Dr. Casper at All Season's Mental 
Health, who did treat with the Neurontln. She has had physical therapy. Her last 
treatment was over one year ago. She reports that she has been faithful with the 
exercises that the physical therapist taught her. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: Significant for five pregnancies and three live births. 
PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: Tonsillectomy at age 5. On 04/04/12, she had a 
mastectomy for breast cancer on the left, with no chemo or radiation. She reports that 
she had a femoral hernia repair by Dr. Brown at St. Luke's Regional Medical Center ln 
November of 2012. 
CURRENT MEDICATIONS: 
1 . Levothyroxine 125 mcg day. 
2. Celexa 40 mg p.o. q. day. 
3. Clonazepam 1 mg as needed. 
4. Gabapentin before bed. 
5. Anastrozole 1 mg p.a. q. day for breast cancer suppression. 
ALLERGIES TO MEDICATIONS: BACTRIM with nausea and vomiting. 
FAMILY HISTORY: Significant for maternal family with thyroid difficulties. Paternal 
family history of diabetes, deceased of Ml. Siblings with thyroid disease. 
SOCIAL HISTORY: She does not use tobacco or alcohol. She denies a history of 
street drugs or being addicted to drugs. She lives with her 25·year·old daughter, who Is 
caring for her. She does have one son who developed diabetes at age 12. She has 
been a widow since 2001. She has one grandchild alive and well. She is presently on 
Medicaid since the diagnosis of her breast cancer. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: 15·system review of systems was reviewed with the patient 
and she noted muscle pain, decreased ability to perform dally activities, anxiety, 
depression and difficulty sleeping. She reports depression and difficulty sleeping are 
managed by Dr. Casper with Celexa and clonazepam. She began gabapentin 1 oo mg 
to started p.a. q. day, not tolerating the 300 mg because of sedation. 
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TESTING: She did complete a Beck's questionnaire, scoring a 34 total, indicating 
severe mood difficulties. Oswestry functional test: She reports arm and shoulder pain 
for about two to three years, since 12/26/1 O. 
Pain lntensl : 1 
Personal Care: 3 
5 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 
1 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: This is a left-handed woman who is fully cooperative with 
the examination. Height: 66. Weight: 124. Blood pressure: 100/60. Pulse: 60. 
Temperature: 97.8. 
Reflexes are 1 + at the biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis. They are 1 + at the knees. 
She can get up and down from a standard chair independently and ambulate. There is 
no loss of balance, gait or station. She has normal cervical spine range of motion, 
normal shoulder range of motion in abduction, flexion, internal and external rotation. 
She has normal elbow range of motion, although she tends to position her right elbow in 
a slight degree of ftexion. Functionally she has range of motion can demonstrate full 
extension. She has full suplnation and pronatlon. 
Examination of her left hand reveals prominence of the CMC. There is no tenderness of 
the joint, no tenderness at the wrist. There is no swelling, erythema or warmth. She 
does have minor changes of her PIP and DIP bilaterally consistent with osteoarthritis. 
On the left, she has healed wounds on her forearm. There is a rupture of the muscle 
fascia with evidence of herniation with flexion and extension of digits four and five only 
on the right. This is In the proximal forearm in the wrist extensor compartment. She 
has tenderness along the wrist joint. There is tenderness at the anatomical snuffbox. 
She has tenderness at the CMC on the right. She has a positive grind at the CMC on 
the right. She is able to open and close her hand fully. 
Manual muscle testing reveals normal strength in hand intrinsics, thumb extensor and 
key pinch, as well as wrist extensor and flexor. There is tenderness with resisted thumb 
extension. She has a positive Finkelsteln's test on the right only. This is not present on 
the left. There is a negative Tinel's over the median and ulnar nerve. 
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JAMES, Melanie 
Independent Medical Examination 
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IMPRESSION: 
PAGE: 006 OF 006 
1. Multiple dog bites with residual to the right upper extremity including 
herniation of extensor muscle belly, with pain on the finger extension, CMC 
and anatomical snuff pain box on the right. 
2. Non-injury related breast cancer. 
3. Non-injury related depression. 
4. Psychosocial stressors. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Ms. James has sustained a pennanent injury to her right upper extremity 
(non-dominant arm). She has symptoms with gripping, lifting, and carrying 
consistent with DeQuervain's Tenosynovitis, CMC degeneration, possible 
scaphoid bone injury, and muscle fascia herniations with bulging with 
contraction. 
2. Ms. James' has sustained significant difficulties as a result of the dog bites 
Including a worsening of her preexisting depression. She may very well have 
had Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, though she Is not describing such at this 
time, i.e. no nightmares and no physiologic reaction to discussing the issue. 
3. Ms. James is following with Terry Reilly Clinic. It would be appropriate for her 
to have x-rays of her wrist to document the extent of the CMC degeneration 
on the right as compared to her dominant left. as well as ruling out avascular 
necrosis and/or other damage to her mid-wrist bones. 
4. Ms. James is in continued need of aggressive depression management. This 
includes aggressive medication. Counseling should be considered. This is 
as a result of the exacerbation due to her multiple injuries, and limitations in 
her function. 
Thank you for allowing me to participate in this interesting woman's care. If I can be of 
any further assistance, please feel free to contact me. 
dman, M.O. 
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Office Address: 
Phone Number: 
EDUCATION: 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
ROBERT H. FRIEDMAN, M.D. 
600 North Robbins Road, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 837102 
208-489-4016 
University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
M.D. 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
S.S., Zoology 
POSTGRADUATE TRAINING: 
1978 - 1982 
1974 - 1978 
Internship/Residency: University of Michigan Hospitals 1982 - 1985 
Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 
HOSPITAL POSITIONS: 
University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
VA Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital, Boise, Idaho 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho 
St. Lukes Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho 
VA Medical Center, Boise, Idaho 
Mercy Medical Center, Nampa, Idaho 
Elmore Medical Center, Mountain Home, Idaho 
CURRENT PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES: 
Clinical Associate Professor of Washington 
Medical Director, Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital 
Medical Director, Pain Program, SRU and Pediatric Program 
MDA Clinic Medical Director 
Ameriben, Medical Director 
BOARD CERTIFICATION: 
Diplomate, National Board of Medical Examiners 
American Board of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 
American Board of Electrodiagnostic Medicine 
American Board of Quality Assurance and Utilization 
Review Physicians - ABQAURP 
Robert H. Friedman, M.D. 
1983 - 1988 
1985 - 1988 
1988 -
1988-
1988 -
1988 -
1995 - 2008 
2008-
1988 -
1998 - 2010 
1993 - 2010 
1990 -
2000-
1983 
1986 
1989 
1999 
Page 1 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
MEDICAL LICENSURE: 
Idaho 
Michigan 
Oregon 
Washington 
Arizona 
Montana 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
1988 - Active 
1982 - Active 
1994 - Active 
2007- Active 
2009- Active 
2011- Active 
Academy of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 
American Association of Neuromuscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine 
American Academy for Cerebral Palsy & Developmental Medicine 
American Medical Association 
Idaho Medical Association 
Ada County Medical Society 
Michigan State Medical Society 
Washtensaw County Medical Society 
Robert H. Friedman, M.D. 
1984-
1988 -
1986-
1980 -
1988 -
1988-
1982 -1988 
1982 -1988 
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PROVIDERS: 
Robert H Friedman, MD 
Nancy E Greenwald, MD 
Christian G Gussner, MD 
Mark J Harris, MD 
Monte H Moore, MD 
Barbara E Quattrone, MD 
Michael O Sant, MD 
Robert A Pollmann, PA 
Marshall E Gardner, PA-C 
SPECIALTY SERVICES: 
Pain & Physical Medicine 
Fluoroscopic Spine Injections 
Epidural Steroid Injections 
Nerve Blocks 
Radlofrequency Ablation 
Spinal Cord Stimulation 
Trigger Point Injections 
Intrathecal Pumps 
Muscuioskeletal Disorders 
Prosthetics / Orthotlcs 
Botulinum Injections 
Medication Management 
Acupuncture 
Electrodiagnostic Medicine 
Nerve Conduction Study 
Electromyography (EMG) 
Occupational Medicine 
Workers Compensation Injuries 
Independent Medical Exams 
Impairment Ratings 
Rehabilitation 
Inpatient/ Outpatient 
Stroke 
Orthopedic 
Traumatic Brain Injury 
Spinal Cord Injury 
Spasticlty Management 
Pediatrics 
Muscular Dystrophy Clinic 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
PO Box 1128 
Boise, ID 83701-1128 
www.ldahopmr.com 
Dr. Robert H. Friedman's Medical Testimonies 
As o(October 28, 2013 
07/18/2006 - Deposition - Babcock, Janice 
07/21/2006 -Deposition- Smith, Michael 
08/29/2006 - Court Appearance - Brown, Patrick 
09/06/2006 - Court Appearance - Roark, Jerry 
10/12/2006 - Deposition - Meyers, Janie 
10/27/2006 - Deposition - Campbell, Cynthia 
03/22/2007 - Deposition - Tilley, Steven 
05/15/2007 - Deposition - Fick, Joyce 
07/17/2007 - Deposition - Anderson, Holden 
07/19/2007 - Deposition - Williams, Kyle 
12/13/2007 - Court Appearance - Wilcox Jr., James 
06/30/2008 - Deposition - Zollman, James 
07/02/2008-Deposition-O'Neill, Patricia 
08/28/2008 - Deposition - Dolan, Rickey A 
09/24/2008 - Deposition - Perry, Charles 
10/24/2008 - Deposition - Louie, Gene 
10/28/2008 - Court Appearance - Spica, Stacey 
11/19/2008 - Court Appearance - Louie, Gene 
01/15/2009 - Deposition- Henkel, Shaelynn 
02/25/2009 - Deposition - Rodriguez, Esmearalda 
08/27/2009 - Deposition - Davis, Joshua 
09/03/2009 - Deposition - Sahagun, Antonio 
01/22/2010 - Deposition - Darrah, Marlin 
02/17/2010- Court Appearance- Grever, Kirby 
02/24/2010 - Deposition - Dennis, Frances 
04/07/2010 - Deposition - Ferrin, Val 
05/04/2010 - Deposition - Campbell, William 
06/08/2010 - Court Appearance -Tomlinson, James 
07/14/2010- Court Appearance-House, Sherrie L 
07/21/2010 - Deposition - Federko, Michael 
07/28/2010 - Court Appearance - Serf es, Grover 
10/14/2010 - Court Appearance - Roper, Doris 
12/08/2010 - Court Appearance - Dyana Daily-Magsig 
Boise Office 
600 N. Robbins Rd., Suite 300 Boise, Idaho 83702 
Office: (208) 489-4016 Fax: (208) 489-4015 
Meridian Office 
3551 E. overland Rd. Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Office: (208) 884-1333 Fax: (208) 884-3082 
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PROVIDERS: 
Robert H Friedman, MD 
Nancy E Greenwald, MD 
Christian G Gussner, MD 
Mark J Harris, MD 
Monte H Moore, MD 
Barbara E Quattrone, MD 
Michael O Sant, MD 
Robert A Pollmann, PA 
Marshall E Gardner, PA-C 
SPECIAL TY SERVICES: 
Pain & Physical Medicine 
Fluoroscopic Spine Injections 
Epidural Steroid Injections 
Nerve Blocks 
Radiofrequency Ablation 
Spinal Cord Stimulation 
Trigger Point Injections 
Intrathecal Pumps 
Musculoskeletal Disorders 
Prosthetics / Orthotlcs 
Botulinum Injections 
Medication Management 
Acupuncture 
Electrodiagnostlc Medicine 
Nerve Conduction Study 
Electromyography (EMG) 
Occupational Medicine 
Workers Compensation Injuries 
Independent Medical Exams 
Impairment Ratings 
Rehabilitation 
Inpatient / Outpatient 
Stroke 
Orthopedic 
Traumatic Brain Injury 
Spinal Cord Injury 
Spasticlty Management 
Pediatrics 
Muscular Dystrophy Clinic 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
PO Box 1128 
Boise, ID 83701-1128 
www.ldahopmr.com 
05/06/2011 - Deposition - Deidre Mason 
11/10/2011 - Deposition - Mark Stevens 
12/01/2011 -Deposition- Kelly Downing 
12/09/2011 - Deposition-Daniel Davis 
12/09/2011 - Deposition- William Hall 
02/02/2012 - Deposition- Liz Batcha 
03/01/2012 - Deposition - Joseph Gerdon 
03/08/2012 - Medical Testimony- Dale Ralls 
03/09/2012 - Medical Testimony- Dale Ralls 
03/27/2012-Medical Testimony-Julie Hart 
04/24/2012 - Deposition - Tayven Caplinger 
09/14/2012 - Medical Testimony- Theresa Moretto 
10/22/2022 - Medical Testimony - Robert Hall 
03/22/2013 - Deposition - Heather Schell 
04/04/2013 - Deposition-Calletana Fuentes 
04/25/2013 - Deposition - Patrick Woodington 
05/07/2013 - Deposition-Adam Croghan 
07/25/2013 - Deposition - Michael McHugh 
08/07/2013 - Court Testimony- Vickie Babbitt 
08/30/2013 - Deposition- Garrett Praest 
09/11/2013 - Deposition- Kelly Bassani 
10/15/2013 - Deposition - Kelly Bassani 
Boise Office 
600 N. Robbins Rd., Suite 300 Boise, Idaho 83702 
Office: (208) 489-4016 Fax: (208) 489-4015 
Meridian Office 
3551 E. Overland Rd. Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Office: (208) 884-1333 Fax: (208) 884-3 82 
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Approved 1/9/2013 
Service 
Retainer 
Court Appearance 
Deposition 
MeetinQ with Attorney 
Medical Record Review 
Report Preparation 
Telephone Consultation 
Telephone Consultation 
IDAHO PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION 
2013 Medical-Legal Fee Schedule Effective 2-1-13 
Code 
n/a 
99075 
99075,depo 
99075,mtQ 
99080 
99080 
99371 
99372 
Approved 
Charge 
3122 
1100 
781 
781 
527 
200 
605 
781 
Comments 
Applied towards other fees 
Per hour - reQuires Half day min of $4,000 
Per hour 
Per hour 
Per hour billed in 15 min increments 
Per paoe 
Per hour if scheduled in advance 
Per hour if unscheduled 
Impairment RatinQ Established patient 99455 484 Existing patient of provider doing impairment ratino 
New Pt Impairment Rating/lME Baseline 99456 1234 in addition time and amt med rec reviewed will be billed 
IME DAT A Point billed out by per point 100 Per point based on record volume; complexitv 
IME Prepayment amount 99456 1234 may include additional medical record fees 
IME Panel Chairman Fee 99456 866 In addition to the IME fee 
Travel per hour for leQal meetinQs 605 Includes travel Time to airport & flioht time 
IME No Show NSIME 1125 Late Notice Cancel or No Show I I 
All Medical Legal fees will be prepaid one week prior to the scheduled physician time. Any pre-paid fees will be refunded 
according to the following timeline: 
Appointment cancelled seven days or more business days in advance = Full Refund 
Appointment cancelled three to seven business days in advance = 50% Refund 
Appointment cancelled less than three business days in advance = No Refund 
Miscellaneous Fees: 
$15.00 Pharmacy Assistance 
$25.00 Patient requested form completion 
$35.00 Medical Records Copies non-patient/physician sources 
Insurance requested form completion - bill in the same way as record review 
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CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityotboise.org 
:~·----F-IL~.~1. 33:J 
DEC 2 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DAYSHA OSBORN 
DEPUlY 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven B1:1tler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF ID_AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown 
· parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 ORIGINAL 
DEFENDANTS' DISCLOSURE OF 
EXPERT WITNESSES 
' .. 
.. . 
. . • ... 
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•, 
COMES NOW the Def~ndants in the above-entitled action, by and through counsel of 
record, and give notice that the following expert witnesses may be called upon by Defendants for 
~ . 
expert testimony at trial: 
John "Jack" Ryan, J.D. 
5235 Decatur Blvd. 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 
Office (800) 365-0119 
Mr. Ryan is an attorney in Rhode Island, a graduate Juris Doctorate, Cum Laude from 
Suffolk University Law School. Mr. Ryan has 20 years police experience as a police officer with 
. . 
the Providence Police Department in Providence, Rhode Island. Mr. Ryan has served as an 
expert in the area of policy, training, generally accepted practices, and § 1983, in connection 
with use of force, deadly force, and officer involved shootings; law enforcement policies on 
tactics, Taser, arrest and control, search and seizure, and pursuit. Mr. Ryan's Curriculum Vitae 
is attached as Exhibit A to this Disclosure. 
Mr. Ryan is expected to testify as to police policies and procedures, training, supervision, 
. ' 
generally accepted practices, use of force, use of canines, search and seizure, police industry 
practices and standards, BPD policies and procedures, both generally and as these topics apply to 
this specific case, and any other areas of expertise mentioned in the attached report. Mr. Ryan 
reserves the right to supplement his report and opinions if further information becomes available. 
Mr. Ryan's report is attac4ed as Exhibit )3 to this Disclosure. 
Mr. Ryan's fee schedule is attached as Exhibit C to this Disclosure. ,Mr. Ryan is expected 
to be paid a fee for his testimony, but he has no relationship to Defendants and has never testified 
for Defendants' counsel in prior litigation. 
. . 
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Jerry R. Walbey 
Northwest K9, Inc. 
P.O. Box 140258 
Boise, ID 83714 
(208) 890-2523 
Mr. Walbey has ove~ 31 years oflaw enforcement experience and has been a certified K9 
Instructor/K.9 Evaluator with the Idaho POST Academy since 1999. Mr. Walbey is expected to 
testify as to use of canines, use of force, police industry practices and standards, state of Idaho 
K9 certification standards and training, BPD policies and procedures, canine industry practices 
and standards, "bark and bite" versus "handler control", both generally and as these topics apply 
to this specific case and any other areas of expertise mentioned in the attached report. Mr. 
W albey reserves the right to supplement his report and opinions if further information becomes 
available. Mr. Walbey's report, which includes his CV and fee schedule, is attached as Exhibit 
D to· this Disclosure. Mr. Walbey is expected to be paid_ a fee for his testimony, but he has no 
' 
relationship to Defendants and has never testified for Defendants' counsel in prior litigation. 
Gary Dawson, PhD 
523 Locust St., Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83712 
Dr. Dawson has 35 years clinical experience in inpatient and outpatient psychiatry, drug 
and alcohol abuse treatment and rehabilitation, and neuroscience, and is licensed to practice 
pharmacy in Idaho, Ne_vada, Colorado, and Arizona. Dr. Dawson is expected to testify regarding 
the consumption of ethyl alcohol by Ms. James and the related toxicology on December 26, 
2010. He is expected ~o testify to the additive effects of other CNS depressant drugs, and 
specifically, cannabinoids. Dr. Dawson may also testify to any other areas of expertise 
mentioned in the attached report. Dr. Dawson reserves the right to supplement his report and 
opinions if further information becomes available. Dr. Dawson's report along with his CV and 
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fee schedule is attached as Exhibit E to this Disclosure. Dr. Dawson is expected to be paid a fee 
for his testimony, but he has no relationship to Defendants and has never testified for 
Defendants' counsel in prior litigation. . 
Officer William "Randy'' Arthur 
Boise Police Department 
333 N. Mark Stall Place 
'I Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 570-6300 
Officer Arthur is not a retained expert but is an officer employed by the Boise Police 
Department. Officer Arthur has been in law enforcement for 27 years, working in the K9 Unit of 
the Boise Police for 17 of those years. Officer Arth~ is currently a P.O.S.T. c~rtified K9 
instructor, serving in this capacity for approximately 10 years. Officer Arthur is expected to 
testify as to the training, certification, and use of canines by the Boise Police Department. He 
' ' 
will testify that the BPD canine policies and procedures are consistent with generally accepted 
policies and procedures, and they were properly followed in this case. He will testify that the 
training and certification of Ruwa and Officer Bonas are in accordance with the standards of the 
Idaho POST academy. 
Officer Norman D. Carter 
Boise Police Department 
333 N. Mark Stall Place 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 3 77-6790 
Officer Carter is not a retained expert but is a use of force trainer with the Boise Police 
Department. Officer Carter is expected to testify as to the policies and procedures of the Boise 
Police Department relating to use of force. He will testify that the use of force policies and 
procedures are consistent with generally accepted policies and procedures and were properly 
followed in this case. He will testify as to the training BPD officers receive in use of force. 
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Peter Angelton, M.D. 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Road 
Boise, ID 83706 
(208) 367-2101 
Dr. Angelton is not a retained expert. Dr. Angelton is an Emergency Room physician 
who treated Plaintiff following the incident on December 26, 2010. It is expected Dr. Angelton 
will testify as to the nature and extent of Plaintiff's injuries, and his treatment of those injuries. 
He is expected to testify as to his observations of Ms. James, lab tests ordered and the results, 
and his professional opinions regarding those tests. 
Lisa Nelson, M.D. 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Road 
Boise, ID 83706 
(208) 367-2101 
Dr. Nelson is not a retained expert. Dr. Nelson is an Emergency Room physician who 
treated Plaintiff following the incident on December 26, 2010. It is expected Dr. Nelson will 
testify as to the nature and extent of Plaintiffs injuries, and her treatment of those injuries. She is 
expected to testify as to her observations of Ms. James, lab tests ordered and the results, and her 
professional opinions regarding those tests. 
Mark Babson 
Ada County Paramedics 
P.O. Box 140209 
Boise, ID 83 714 
(208) 287-2950 
Mr. Babson is not a retained expert. Mr. Babson is a paramedic who treated Plaintiff 
following the incident of December 26, 2010, and it is expe_cted that Mr. Babson will testify as to 
,.. 
his care and treatment of Plaintiff, his conversations with Plaintiff, and his observations on that 
date. 
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Rene Miller 
Ada County Paramedics 
P.O. Box 140209 
Boise, ID 83714 
(208) 287-2950 
Ms. Miller is not a retained expert. Ms. Miller is a paramedic who treated Plaintiff 
following the incident of December 26, 2010, and it is exp·ected that Ms. Miller will testify as to 
her care and treatment of Plaintiff, her conversations with Plaintiff, and her observations on that 
· date. 
Defendants reserve the right to call/ any or all expert witnesses disclosed by Plaintiff in 
the above matter. Defendants further reserve the right to identify and disclose additional expert 
witnesses, should the need arise and also include additional opinions at trial from each of these 
disclosed experts, should the need arise. Defendants reserve the right to amend, add to, 
supplement or delete from this disclosure of expert witnesses. Defendants have made a good 
·faith effort to set forth the substance of the opinions of_ designated experts, but this expert 
disclosure should not be assumed to be all inclusive in nature. Defendants reserve the right to 
amend, modify, delete from or add to, this disclosure as further information is developed through 
discovery. 
DATED this 2 ~ay of~ecember 2013. 
'I 
;~/!!.%~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
E~ail: BoiseCityAttomey@cityofboise.org 
\ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I _have on this 2~day of December 2013, served the 
foregoing document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & 
BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
0 U.S. Mail 
t,j Personal Delivery 
0 ·Facsimile 
0 Electronic Means w/ Consent 
0 Other: 
-------
~25.~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
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John "Jack" Ryan 
5235 Decatur Blvd 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46241 
Office (800) 365-0119 
Cellular Phone: (401) 692-1555 
FAX (317) 821-5096 
Email: jackryan2@cox.net 
EDUCATION 
1990-1994 Juris Doctorate, Cum Laude, Suffolk University Law School 
1986-1990 Master of Science, Administration of Justice, Salve Regina University 
1981-1986 Bachelor of Science, Administration of Justice, Roger Williams University 
EMPLOYMENT 
2002-
2003-
1993-2002 
1982-2002 
Police Practices Consultant, Trainer, Auditor 
Co-Director, Legal ,Liability Risk Management Institute 
Adjunct Professor, Salve Regina University 
Administration of Justice Graduate Program 
Courses: · 
Constitutional Issues in Law Enforcement 
Police Civil Liability 
Juvenile Justice 
Mental Health Law 
Managing Police Organizations 
, Business Crime 
Contemporary Issues in the Administration of Justice 
Police Officer, Providence Police Department 
1982-1985 Patrol Officer, Patrol Division 
1985-1987 Patrol Officer, Tactical Division 
1987-1988 Detective, Detective Division 
1988-1992 Sergeant, Patrol Division 
1992-1995 Lieutenant, Patrol Division 
1995-2000 Director of Training 
1995-2001 Department Public Information Officer 
1997-2001 Captain, Administrative Staff Division 
1998-2001 Director of Administration 
2001-2002 Research and Policy 
* As Director of Administration for the Providence Police Department-Supervisory 
Responsibilities included: 
• · Administrative Staff 
• Advisor to Chief of Police and Internal Affairs 
• fleet Operations 
• Human Resource Bureau 
• MIS 
• Property/Evidence 
• Prosecution Bureau 
• Pu}?lic Information Office 
• Record Bureau . 
• Training Division 
1 EXHIBIT 
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PUBLICATIONS: 
,... 2013 
2010 
2008 
2008 
2007 
2006 
2006 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2004 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2002 
· 2001 
2000 
Law and Best Practices for Successful Police Operations, 12 High Risk Critical Tasks 
3rd Edition · . 
Law and Best Practices for Successful Police Operations, 12 High Risk Critical Tasks 
~E~~ . . 
Recent Developments in the Use of Force, Excessive Force by Law Enforcement 
Touro Law Review, Vol. 24, Number 3 
25th Annual Section 1983 Civil Litigation, by Practicing Law Institute Video/ Audio-The 
Unbiased Wjtnesses in Law Enforcement Litigation. Vol. 1, Section 8 
Law and Best Practices for Successful Police Operations, 12 High Risk Critical Tasks 
That Impact Law Enforcement Operations and Create Exposure to Liability Litigation 
Legal & Liability Issues in SWAT, Emergency Response and Special Operations 
Law Enforcement Administrative Investigations, contributing author, Evidence Use and 
Control Chapter 
School Legal Update 
Critical Tasks in Law Enforcement, A Legal Guide for Officers and Supervisors 
(Annual) 
Arrest, Search & Seizure (Annual) 
Legal & Liability for Law Enforcement Negotiators :. 
Use of Force 
Law Enforcement Legal/Liability Update 
Civil Liability and Risk Management for Law Enforcement Agencies 
Case Law on Critical Tasks in Law Enforcement 
Legal Guide to Administrative Investigations 
Policy Development for Public Safety Agencies 
Legal and Liability Issues in Public Schools 
Rhode Island Law Enforcement Officers' Guide to Criminal Procedure 
2000. Rhode Island Law Enforcement Officers' Bill of Rights, A Guide to Investigations and 
Hearings. 
PUBLISHED ARTICLES: 
2006 Public Risk, Published by the Public Risk Management Association, January 2006, Vol. 21 
No. 2 "A Continuing Story Taser Policies for Police Departments Continue to Evolve" pp. 
14-17 
2006 Public Risk, Published by the Public Risk Management Association, March 2006, Vol. 21 
No. 3 "Freeze" Off-Duty Firearms and Intervention: Avoiding Tragedy and Liability" pp. 
16-18. 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2003 
*** 
AWARDS: 
Crime and Justice International May/June Vol. 20 No. 80 "High Speed Vehicle Pursuit" pp. 
30-34; "Developing Trends in Stop & Frisk" p.35; "Fighting Words Directed at a Police 
Officer: Viability and Liability" pp.36-37 
Crime and Justice International July/ August Vol. 20 No. 81 "Law Enforcement Liability 
Issues-Agency or Individual Officer's Response to Misconduct by Others may Create 
Agency or Individual Liability" pp. 29-30. 
Public Risk, Published by the Public Risk Management Association, July 2004, Vol. 19 No. 
6 "Handcuffs: How to Manage the Risk" pp.14-17. 
The Law Enforcement Trainer published by American Society of Law Enforcement 
Trainers, Volume 19, number 3 May/June "Training Liability In The Use Of Deadly 
Force" pp 24-28. · 
Note: Articles published electronically on a weekly basis and archived- available at 
www.patc.com 
1999 Salve Regina University, Alumnus, Distinguished Service Award 
2 
\, 
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1994 
1992 
1991 
American Jurisprudence Award, Trial Practice 
American Jurisprudence Award, Constitutional Law 
Moot Court Outstanding Performance Award 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ACHIEVEMENT AW ARDS: 
1996 
1987 
1986 
1982-2002 
Chiefs Award, Off-Duty Shooting in Progress Arrest 
City Council Award, Off-Duty Breaking and Entering Arrest 
Rhea Archambault (Officer of the Year) Award 
Over 35 Letters of Commendation 
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS/fRAINING SESSIONS: 
2012 Sheriff's Association New Sheriff's Conference Legal Update and Best Practices For 
Sheriffs. 
2012 Texas Commission Law Enforcement Officer on Standards and Education annual 
conference for Texas Trainers/ "Legal Issues for Law Enforcement Trainers" 
2012 Practicing Law Institute- "Mass Protest" 29th Annual Conference Section 1983 Civil 
Rights Litigation 
2009 Continued training programs for Public Agency Training Council throughout the United 
States to include, Policy Development and Implementation, Arrest Search & Seizure, Use 
of Force, Civil Liability Issues, Liability Issues for Narcotics Officers, Legal Issues for 
Tactical Operations, Liability Issues in Public Schools and Internal Affairs 
2009 Georgetown Law Center/Civil Rights Litigation, Session 1 "Strip Searches in Jails," 
Session 2 "Tasers" 
2008 Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Standards and Education "Liability 
Management for Law Enforcement Trainers 
2008 Association of American Law Schools Annual Conference- "Law Enforcement Policy 
and Training/Use of Force & Pursuit in the Aftermath of Scott v. Harris" 
2007 Continued training programs for Public Agency Training Council throughout the United 
States to include, Policy Development and Implementation, Arrest Search & Seizure, Use 
of Force, Civil Liability Issues, Liability Issues for Narcotics Officers, Legal Issues for 
Tactical Operations, Liability Issues in Public Schools and Internal Affairs 
2007 Georgetown Law Center/Civil Rights Litigation: Session 1 "Law Enforcement Policy and 
Training in Use of Force" ; Session 2: "Law Enforcement- the ADA and Persons of 
Diminished Capacity." 
2007 South Dakota Annual Conference for Chiefs and Sheriffs-"Legal Update on High 
Liability Issues in Law Enforcement" 
2007 Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police-"Legal Update on High Liability Issues in Law 
Enforcement" 
2007 International Municipal Lawyer's Association Annual Conference- "Garrity and the 
Administrative Interview" 
2007 Practicing Law Institute- "Use of Force" 24th Annual Conference Section 1983 Civil 
Rights Litigation 
2007 25th Annual Section 1983 Civil Litigation, by Practicing Law Institute Video/Audio-The 
Unbiased Witnesses in Law Enforcement Litigation. Vol. 1, Section 8 
2006 Continued training programs for Public Agency Training Council throughout the United 
States to include, Policy Development and Implementation, Arrest Search & Seizure, Use 
of Force, Civil Liability Issues, Liability Issues for Narcotics Officers, Legal Issues for 
Tactical Operations, Liability Issues in Public Schools and Internal Affairs 
2006 Georgetown Law Center/Civil Rights Litigation "Police Misconduct" §1983 
2006 National Internal Affairs Investigators Association Annual Conference, Gatlinburg 
Tennessee "Use of Force and the Internal Affairs Process" 
2006 Georgia Bar Association "ICLE", Atlanta Georgia "Evaluating Police Liability Claims" 
2005 Legal and Policy Issues in the Use of Force- throughout United States 
2005 Georgetown Law Center/ Civil Rights Litigation "Less-Lethal Force" 
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2005 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2004 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2003 
2002 
2002 
2002 
2002 
2001 
2001 
2000 
2000 
2000 
1999 
1998 
1997 
1995 
1993 
Arrest, Search & Seizure, and Questioning-throughout United States 
Civil Liability and Risk Management in Law Enforcement-throughout United States 
Internal Affairs/Administrative Investigations- throughout United States . 
PRIMA National Conference-Milwaukee "Use of Force" and "Critical Tasks in Law 
Enforcement" ( 
National Sheriffs Association Annual Conference-Louisville "Legal Issues in 
Administrative Investigations" 
National Leagues of Cities and Towns (Risk Consortium)-Seattle "Identifying 
Contemporary Risks in Law Enforcement Liability" 
Legal and Liability Issues in Public Schools, throughout United States 
Policy Development for Law Enforcement Agencies, throughout United States 
Civil Liability and Risk Management for Law Enforcement Agencies, throughout United 
States 
Legal Is~ues in Narcotics Operations, throughout United States 
Critical Legal Tasks for Patrol Officers, Illinois Mobile Training Unit 
Georgetown Law Center/Civil Rights Litigation-§ 1983 , 
Rhode Island Bar Association Annual Conference- "Stop in the Name of the Law" 
Oklahoma Attorney General's Annual Conference "Policy Summit" Policy session for 
Police Executives ,; . · 
Texas Commission Law Enforcement Officer on Standards and Education annual 
conference for Texas Trainers/ "Legal Issues for Law Enforcement Trainers" 
Legal and Liability Issues in Public Schools, throughout United States 
Policy Development for Law Enforcement Agencies, throughout United States 
Civil Liability and Risk Management for Law Enforcement Agencies, throughout United 
States 
Advanced Internal Affairs, Myrtle Beach, SC, Las Vegas, NV. 
Georgetown Law Center/Civil Rights Litigation-§ 1983 
Georgia Internal Affairs Investigators Annual Conference 
Tennessee Chiefs' Association Conference Training 
Alaska Chiefs' Association/FBINAA Executive Development Conference 
Office of Corporation Counsel/Metropolitan Police, Washington D.C. 
International Law Enforcement Educators and Trainers Association Annual 
Conference/Chicago "Trainers and Use of Force Liability" 
Legal and Liability Issues in Public Schools, throughout the United States 
Policy Development for Public Safety Agencies, throughout the United States 
International Association of Law Enforcement Planners National Conference 
National Internal Affairs Investigators Association National Conference 
Legal Issues in Use of Force Seminar, Salve Regina' University 
Advanced Internal Affairs Seminar, Las Vegas 
Police Misconduct/Racial Profiling, Georgetown University Law Center 
International Crime Prevention, University of Warwick, UK. 
Criminal Procedure Update Seminar, Salve Regina University 
Law Enforcement Officers' Bill of Rights Seminar, Salve Regina University 
Police Media Relations Seminar, Salve Regina University 
Police Civil Liability Seminar, Salve Regina University 
Basic Training for Detectives, Rhode Island State Police 
Search and Seizure in Schools, Rhode Island Legal/Educational Partnership 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: 
2005 Jail Liability Issues 
. 2005 Arrest, Search & Seizure, and Questioning 
\. 2004 Legal Issues/ Case Law Update for Narcotics Investigators 
2004 Legal and Liability Issues for Tactical Commanders 
2004 · Investigation of Officer Involved Shootings 
2003 Legal Issues in Administrative Investigations 
2003 Civil Liability and Risk Management for Law Enforcement Agencies 
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2002 
2002 
I 1993 
, 1993 
Policy and Procedure for Law Enforcement Agencies 
Legal and Liability Issues in Public Schools 
Graduate Course, Police Civil Liability 
Providence Police Academy Entry-Level, 22 Week Program Revamp 
SPECIALIZED LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING 
Law Enforcement Instructor Development, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Advanced Tactical Management, Prince William County Criminal Justice Academy 
Emergency Services Media Relations, Old Dominion University 
Rights of Police Officers, Labor Relations Information System 
High Performance Police Management, Police Management Association 
Crime Prevention for Administrators, National Crime Prevention Institute 
Effective Speaking and Human Relations, Dale Carnegie Inc. 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:· 
Rhode Island Bar Association 
Fraternal Order of Police 
Providence Police Association 
International Municipal Lawyers Association 
ADMITTED TO PRACTICE OF LAW: 
State of Rhode Island, November 1994 
District of Rhode Island Federal Court, June 1995 
VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONS: 
Northern Rhode Island Vikings Junior Hockey Association, President 2002-2004 
Northern Rhode Island Vikings Junior Hockey Association, Board Member 1998-2003 
CASE CONSULTATIONS: 
June 2002: Estate of Weibel, New Hampshire, Retained (Plaintiff) 
December 2002: McGowan v. Siomos, CA NO. 00-40113-NMG (Mass. Fed. Dist. Ct.) 
{Testimony) (Plaintiff) 
June 2003: Parker v. Swansea et al., CA NO. 01-10063NG,( Mass. Fed. Dist. Ct.) 
{Testimony) (Plaintiff) ' 
July 2003: Gilbert v. Atkinson et al., CA NO. 1:03-CV-108-3 (GA. Fed Dist. Ct. Middle 
Dist.) (Retained) (Defendant) 
October 2003: Neal v. Pinellas County et al., CA NO. 8:03-CV-247-T-17MAP (Fla. Fed 
Dist. Ct. Tampa Div.) (Retained) (Defendant) 
December 2003: Hickey v. NYPD et al., (N.Y. Fed. Dist. Southern) (Deposed) (Plaintiff) 
December 2003: Mills v. Merrimack et al., Index# 01CV6506 (N.H. Fed. Dist. Ct.) 
(Retained) (Plaintiff) 
March 2004: Richman v. City of Anacortes, NO. C03-2559 (Washington Fed. Dist. Ct. 
Western Dist. At Seattle) (Retained) (Defendant) 
July 2004: Brown v. City of McDonough GA. Et al., NO. 1 03 CV 2699 (GA. Fed. Dist. 
Ct. Northern District, Atlanta Division) (Deposed) (Defendant) 
May 2005: Graham v. Bennett et. al. No. 04-2136, (111. Fed Dist. Central Dist. Urbana). 
(Retained) (Defendant) 
June 2005: Taylor v. Ohio State Patrol, No. 2004-07891 (Court of Claims Ohio) 
{Testimony) (Defendant) 
July 2005: Reis v. Delaware Port Authority, No. CAM-L-4988-03,(Superior Court of 
New Jersey) (Retained) (Defendant) 
July 2005: Schneider v. Franklin County Ohio (Deposed) (Plaintiff) 
August 2005: White v. Nault, CIVIL ACTION N0.3:02CV1589 (WWE) (Retained) 
(Plaintiff) 
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September 2005: Kesser v. City of Miami, Case No. 04-22608 CIV Jordan/Brown (U.S. 
Dist. Ct. Southern District of Florida) (Retained) (Defendant) 
November 2005: Araneo v. Ferraioli, Morris County Police, Docket No. MRS-L-1946-03 
(Superior Court of New Jersey Law Division: Morris County (Retained) (Defendant) 
January 2006: Atwood v. Nieliwocki et al., Civil Action No.3:05CV-0248 (IBA) 
(Connecticut Federal District Court) (Testimony) (Plaintiff) 
January 2006: O'Brien v. City of Pembroke Pines, et al., (Deposed) (Defendant) 
February 2006: In the Matter of Detective Cooke, Disciplinary Hearing, Sheridan 
Wyoming. (Testimony) (City). 
April 2006: Martin v. Kent, (Case No. : 24-C-05-005960) Circuit Court for Baltimore 
City (Retained) (Defendant). 
April 2006: Matter of Reyes, Georgia (Defendant) 
May 2006: Ripley v. City of Lake City, Florida, (Deposed) (Defendant), Civil Action 
NO: 3:04-cv-1328-J-16MCR 
May 2006: Torres v. Love, (Deposed) (Plaintiff) U.S. District Court, District ofNew 
' Jersey, Civil Action NO. 04-cv-2233 (FLW) , 
May 2006: Olson v. Pelkey, (Retained) (Plaintiff) U.S. District Court, District of 
Minnesota, Case No. 05-1189 MJD/FLN 
June 2006: Williams v. City of Champaign, (Retained) (Defendant) U.S. District Court, 
Central District of Illinois Case No. 04-2150 
July 2006: Conn v. City of Reno, (Retained) (Defendant) U.S. District Court, District of 
Nevada Case No. CV-N-05-0595-HDM-VPC 
September 2006: Parker v. City of South Portland, (Testimony) (Plaintiff), U.S. District 
Court, Maine, Case No. CV-06-129-GZS 
October 2006: MP & Patel et al., v. City of Spartanburg (Deposed) (Testimony) 
October 2006: Estate ofBrutsche et al. v. King County et al., (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
United States District Court, Western District of Washington/Seattle, Case No. CV05-
15382 
October 2006: Sharp v. Fischer et al., (Deposed) (Defendants), U.S. District Court, 
Southern District of Georgia/Savannah, Case No. CV406-020 
October 2006: Meir v. McCormick, (Testimony) (Plaintiff), U.S. District Court, 
Minnesota, Case No. 06-190 (ADM/JSM) 
October 2006: Montiel v. Liepold, (Testimony) (Plaintiff), U.S. District Court, 
Minnesota, Case.No. 06-331 (JNE/JJG) 
December 2006: Banks v. City of Hampton, (Retained) (Defendant), Clayton County 
Superior Court, GA. 
December 2006: Ecxford v. City of Zion, et al., (Deposed), (Defendant), Circuit Court of 
Illinois, Lake County, No. 05 L 855 . 
January 2007: State of New Jersey v. Gillespie, (Testimony), (Defendant), Superior Court 
Gloucester County, Indictment 06-0300268 
January 2007: Estate of Joseph Kovack v. City of Philadelphia, U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania 
March 2007: Rauen/Hartman v. City of Miami, (Retained) (Defendant), U.S. District 
Court, Southern Dist. Florida, CA No. 06-21182-CIV-JORDAN 
March 2007: Bryan v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, (Deposed) 
(Defendant), U.S. District Court, District of Nevada, Case No. 2:06-cv-1103-KJD-PAL 
March 2007: Estate of Cruz v. City of Camden, et al, CA No. 06-cv-1809; Agosto v. 
City of Camden et al, CAM-L-5454-06; Roman-Santiago v. City of Camden, CAM-L-
5458-06 (Retained) (Defense) (New Jersey State Court) [Same Event-three filings] 
March 2007: Wilson v. City of College Park, CA No. 2007EV001667B (Deposed) 
(Defense) (Georgia State Court) 
April 2007: Johnson v. Tousignant, U.S. Dist. Of Vermont, CA 1:06- cv-128 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
March 2007: Lee v. City of Franklin, U.S. Dist., Northern Dist. GA., CA 3:06-CV-127-
JTC (Retained) (Defense) 
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May 2007: Rider et al v. City of Oakland et al., U.S. Dist. Northern Dist. CA., CA. No. 
C-05-03204-MHP (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
May 2007: Carangelo v. Sliders et al., Superior Court of Connecticut, No. 04-183054 S 
(Testimony) (Plaintiff) 
June 2007: Andrews v. City of Douglasville, Superior Court of Douglas County, GA., 
CA. No. 07CV00558 (Retained) (Defense) 
June 2007: Navratil v. Johnson, U.S. Dist. Minnesota, CA. No. 06-2613-ADM-AJB 
(Retained) (Plaintiff) 
June 2007: Baker v. Harper, et al., U.S. Dist. GA., CA. No. 1:06-CV-1421 (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
July 2007: Krout v. City of Russellville, U.S. Dist. (Eastern Dist/Western Division) 
Arkansas, CA. No. 4-06-CV-01294 JLH (Deposed) (Defense) 
July 2007: Town v. Thelen, U.S. Dist. Minnesota, CA. No. 06-3113 P AM/RLE 
(Retained) (Plaintiff) 
July 2007: Wad~ v. Colaner, U.S. Dist., New Jersey, CA. No. 06-3715 (Testimony) 
(Defense) 
July 2007: Marshall v. Reno Police Department et al., U.S. Dist. Nevada, CA. No. 3:07-
cv-00222-ECR-RAM (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2007: Myers v. City of Orangeville (Testimony) (Defense) 
November 2007: Stockton v.Auren et al., U.S. Dist. Minnesota, CA. No. 07-556 
(JRT/FLN) (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
December 2007: Cundiffv. Postel, U.S. Dist. E.D. Tennessee, C.A. No. 3:06-CV-437 
(Retained) (Defense) 
December 2007: Scott v. Town of Brattleboro, U. S. District Court District of Vermont, 
C.A. No. 1:07-cv-233-jgm (Retained) (Defense) 
January 2008: England v. LVMPD, et al, U.S. District Court District ofNevada, CA No. 
2:07-cv-01238-PMP-GWF (Retained) (Defense) 
January 2008: Estate of Peyton Strickland v. New Hanover County Sheriffs Dept 
(Retained) (Defense) 
January 2008: Taylor, et al v Deputy Scott Wood, et al (Retained) (Defense) 
January 2008: Costales v White," et al, U. S. District Court District of New Mexico, CA 
No.07-CV-00827(Retained) (Defense) 
February 2008: Saiz v Bernalillo County, et al, U. S. District Court District of New 
Mexico, CIV 07 790 JAP/LFG (Testimony) (Defense) 
February 2008: Mahoney v Miller, U. S. District Court District of Minnesota, Case No. 
07-CV-1851 (JNE/SRN), (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
February 2008: Hoke v Municipal City of Tempe, AZ, Superior Court of the State of 
Arizona in and for the County of Maricopa, CV2007-052506 (Retained) (Defense) 
February 2008: Smith v L VMPD, U. S. District Court District of Nevada, 
2:07-cv-1194-JCM (GWF) (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2008: Williamson v Grant, et al, U.S. District Court, District of Maryland, 
Baltimore, CA No.: CCB-07-CV1147, (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Crowell & Kilmurray v Kirkpatrick, U.S. District Court District of Vermont, 
2:2008cv00055, (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Liddy, et al. v. City of Los Angeles, California District Court, 
2:2005cv05697, (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Michael Ross v. The City of Las Cruces, et al., District Court Dona Ana, 
New Mexico, No.CV-2007-1688, (Testimony) (Defense) 
April 2008:Ahmed Ahqeirat, et al. U.S. Airways Group, Inc., et al. U.S. Court District of 
Minnesota, No. 07-CV01513 (ADWAJB) (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Paul Wayne, et al. v. Bernalillo County, et al. US District Court for the 
District Court ofNew Mexico, No. CIV-07-1255 BBIRLP; (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Boria v. Bowers, et al, U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania, No.06-4384, (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2008: Walker v. Las Vegas Metro Police Department, U.S. District Court District 
ofNevada, No.2:07-cv-00740-PMP-LRL, (Retained) (Defense) 
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June 2008: Kasilyan v. Las Vegas Metro Police Department, U.S. District Court For the 
District of Nevada, Case No. 2:08-CV216-PMP-RJJ, (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2008: Jeffery Keating, et al. v. City of Fort Lauderdale, et al. U.S. District Court for 
the Southern District Of Florida Miami Division, Case No.07-CV-23005-
MARTINEZ/Brown, (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2008: Jeffery Keating, et al. v. City of Miami, et al. U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District Of Florida Miami Division, Case No.07-CV-23005-
MARTINEZ/Brown, (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2008: Kiri Walker, et al., v. Marshallville, Georgia, et al., U.S. District Court Middle 
District of Georgia Macon Division, No.5:07-CV-476-CAR (Retained) (Defense) 
September 2008: State Of New Jersey v. David Romeo, Superior Court of New Jersey 
Cape May County Law Division, Indictment No. 08-08-00654-l(Testimony) (Defense) 
September 2008: Ronald T. Whitaker v. Springettsbury Township, US District Court For 
The Middle District OF Pennsylvania, No. 08-627(Retained) (Defense) 
October 2008: Keating v. Broward Sheriff Al Lamberti and John Brooks, et al. U.S. 
District Court Southern District ofFlorida Case No. 07-23005-CIV-
MARTINEZ/BROWN (Retained) (Defense) / 
October 2008: Unseld Nance, Sr., et al., v. Erik Sammis, et al., U.S. District Court 
Eastern District of Arkansas, Case No. 3:07CV00119 BSM (Testimony) (Defense) 
October 2008: George Spicka v. Corporal Stewart, et al., Circuit Court for Baltimore 
City, Case No. 24-C-07-009474 OT (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2008: Nicholas Goblirsch v. Jay Castonguay, et al. U.S. District Court For The 
District of Minnesota, Case No. 08-CV-764 RHK/JJK (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
October 2008: AFL-CIO, et al. v. City of Miami, et al., U.S. District Court Case No. 07-
22966-Civ-Ungaro (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2008: Cara Jennings, et al. v. City of Miami, et al. U.S. District Court, Case No. 
07-23008-Civ-Martinez (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2008: George Griffin, Jr., v. City of Rutland, and Edward Dumas, U.S. District 
. Court, Rutland Superior Court, Docket No. 658-8-08 Rdcv(Retained) (Defense) 
October 2008: Kevin Farnan v. Eric Howley, Brian E. Turner, Scott E. Gaboury, Jason 
Noblet and Unnamed Law Enforcement Officers, Bennington Superior Court, Vermont 
No. 287-8-08Bncv(Retained) (Defense) 
November 2008: Kevin Cobbs and Marlana Fichtner v. David Clements and Ethan 
Thibault, Vermont District Court No. 5941-11-05 Cncr (Retained)(Defense) 
November 2008: Linda Davis v. Christopher Lora, U.S. District Court For The District of 
Vermont, Civil Case No.2:07-cv-00248-wks (Retained) (Defense) 
November 2008: William Enos v. Richafd King, U.S District Court For The District of 
Vermont, Civil Case No.2.08-cv-208 (Retained) (Defense) ./ 
December 2008: Natividad Hernandez v. City of North Miami Beach, FL, U.S. District 
· Court For The Southern District Of Florida Miami Division (Retained) (Defense) 
December 2008: Sandria Lewis v. Brandon Thomason ancl City of Rockport, AR, U.S. 
District Western District of Arkansas Hot Springs Division (Testimony) (Defense) -· 
February 2009: Lois Alvarado v. Rene Rivera, et al., U.S. District ofNew Mexico, Case 
No. CV 08-1116 RLP/ACT (Retained) (Defep.se) 
February 2009: Darwin Gerdes v. Ron Myers, et al., U.S. District Court District of 
Minnesota, Case 0:08-cv-00557-MJD-RLE (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
February 2009: Betty D. Golden v. City of Centerville, et al., U.S. Superior Court of Bibb 
County, Georgia, Civil Action No. 07-CV-46648 (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2009: Jennifer Setters v. City of Wasilla, Wasilla Police Department, et al. U.S. 
District Court for the District of Alaska, Case No.:3AN-0808743CI (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2009: Eldridge Chatman v. Craig Taylor, U.S. District Court District of Minnesota, 
Case No. 08CV 6097 RHKIFLN (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
April 2009: Anthony Bevis v. City of Sandy Springs, et al., State Court of Fulton County 
State of Georgia Civil Action No. 2008EVoo6230C (Deposed) (Defense) 
May 2009: James Needham v. Tony Petrie and Beltrami County, U.S. District Court For 
The District of Minnesota, Case No. 08-CV-5389 (MJD-RLE) (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
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June 2009: Gary King, Jr. v. City of Oakland, U.S. District Court Northern District Of 
California, No. C-082394 SBA (Retained) (Plaintiffs) 
June 2009: Richard Allen Perez, Jr., v. City of Henderson, et al., U.S. District Court 
District ofNevada, Case No. 2:09-cv-00453-JCM-LRL (Retained) (Defense) 
June 2009: Juanita L. Estrada v. The City of Las Cruces, U.S. District Court For The 
District Of New Mexico, No. CIV 09-10/RBCG (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2009: The Estate ofLeeroy Hickman, Jr. v. Blount County, Tennessee et al, In The 
Circuit Court For Blount County, Tennessee, No. L-16557 (Deposed) (Defense) 
July 2009: Claude Zain McCollum v. Rodney Bahl et al. U.S. District Court For The 
Western District Of Michigan, Southern Division, Case No. 08'-cv-00096 (Retained) 
(Defense) · 
July 2009: Margaret Geier v. Butler County, Ohio, et al., Court of Common Pleas 
Hamilton County Ohio, Case No. A0807995 (Deposed) (Defense) 
July 2009: Georgina Colmenero v. County of Bernalillo, U.S. District Court for The 
District OfNew Mexico, 2008-CV-1112LH/LFG (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2009: Dennis Sisneros v. County of Bernalillo, U.S. District Court For The District 
Of New Mexico, No. 1:09 CV-00213-JB-ACT (Testimony) (Defense) 
September 2009: Carol Ann George v. The County of Santa Barbara, et al, U.S. District 
Court, Central District of California, Case No. CV09-2258CBM (AGRx) (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
September 2009: Tracy Grant Administratrix of the Estate of Randall Pagano v. 
Township of Bristol, et al., U.S. District Court for The Eastern District Of Pennsylvania, 
Case No. 09 1580 (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2009: Jamie Mercer Handy v. Charter Township of Raisin, et al, U.S. District 
Court, Case No. 2:09-cv-10118 (Retained) (Defense) 
November 2009: Rene Mader-Font, et al. v. M. Rael, U.S. District Court for the District 
ofNew Mexico, CV-2009-517 (Retained) (Defense) ' 
November 2009: Timothy M. Andozola v. Chris Romero, The County of Bernalillo, et al. 
U.S. District Court For The District of New.Mexico, CIV-09471 ACT/RHS (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2009: Jeff Gillman v. Douglas Schlagetter, et al. U.S. District Court Southern 
District of Ohio Western Division at Dayton, Case No. 3:08-cv-0454 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2009: Toni Hayes, as Conservator of Tony Tillman, et al. v. City of Taylor, et 
al. Circuit Court of the County of Wayne, Michigan, Civil Action No. 08-015958-NI 
(Deposed) (Defense) 
November 2009: Karim El-Ghazzawy v. Kay Berthiaume, et al. U.S. District Court 
District of Minnesota Civil Case No. 09-CV-372 (RHK/AJB) (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
December 2009: Joshua Bailey, et al. v. DeKalb County, et al. DeKalb County State 
Court, Civil Action File No. 08A94489-3 (Deposed) (Defense) 
January 2010: Samuel Mullet, et al. v. Jefferson County Sheriff's Department, et al. U.S. 
District Court, S.D of Ohio, Eastern Division, Case No. 2:08-cv-857(Retained) (Defense) 
February 2010: Estate of Anthony "Tony" Forgione, et al. v. Fort Walton Medical 
Center, Inc., et al. Circuit Court Of The First Judicial Circuit In And For Okaloosa 
County, Florida, Case No. 09-CA-2700-S-TR (Deposed) (Defense) 
March 2010: Eugenia Elliott v. City of Jeffersontown, et al., Jefferson Circuit Court, Case 
No. 09-CI-06610 (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2010: Angelicka Serna v. Bernalillo County, et al., U.S. District Court For The 
District Of New Mexico, No.: CIV 09-1061 WPL/WDS (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2010: Candice N. Dempsey, et al., v. City of, et al., U.S. District Court Eastern 
District of Kentucky Central Division at Frankfort, Civil Action No. 3:09-CV-00033~ 
DCR (Deposed) (Defense) 
March 2010: James Gray v. Village of Middleport, et al., U.S. District Court Southern 
District Of Ohio Eastern Division, Case No. 2:09-cv-00868 (Retained) (Defense) 
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March 2010: Myron Williams (Est. Of Brenda Williams) v. City of Scranton, et al., U.S. 
District Court For The Middle District Of Pennsylvania, No. 3:10-CV-388 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
April 2010: Cosetta R. Morris v. Adam Bailey, acting in his individual capacity as a St. 
Paul Police Officer, U.S. District Court District of Minnesota, Case No. 09-1060 
(APM/AJB) (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
April 2010: Noel Armstrong III v. Det. Sgt. Victor J. Sherman, et al., U.S. District Court 
for the District ofNew Jersey Camden Vicinage, Civil Action No.:09cv716(AET) 
(Testimony) (Defense) 
May 2010: Sarah Harris, et al., v. King County, Pierce County Superior Court, 
Washington, No: 10-2-05484-2 (Deposed) (Defense) 
May 2010: Hui Qin Deng/Daechull Chung v. LVMPD et al., US District Court District 
OfNevada, Case 2:10-cv-00277-PMP-RJJ (Testimony) (Defense) \. 
May 2010: Susan Zeller v. NJ State Police, et al., Superior Court OfNew Jersey, Docket 
no. MON-L-5972-07 (Retained) (Defense) 
June 2010: Jill Ann Kelly v. Jon Napper, et al., U.S. District Court District Of Minnesota,. 
Case No. 0:09-CV-2791 (JRT/FLN) (Deposed) (Plaintiff) · 
June 2010: Rosemarie Maines v. City of McDonough, Georgia, et al., U.S. District Court 
Northern District Of Georgia Atlanta Division, Civil Action No. 1 :09-CV-3559-WSD 
(Retained) (Defense) 
August 2010: Ronald Romero v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court District of Nevada, Case No. 2:10-cv-00537 (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2010: Erika Hall as Guardian of the person and property of Charles E. Hall v. 
City of Aventura, et al., In The Circuit Court Of The Eleventh Judicial Circuit In and For 
Miami-Dade County, Florida, Case No. F09-25476A (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2010: John Sorensen v. David McLaughlin, U.S. District Court for the District of 
Minnesota, Case No. 09-cv-02842 JRT/JJK (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
September 2010: Jeffery Steven Scheib v. Gregory Boderck, Individually; James 
Berrong, Individually; and Blount County, Tennessee, U.S. District Court For The 
Eastern District Of Tennessee At Knoxville, No. 3:07-cv-446 (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2010: Patrick Reid v. Felix Valdez, et al., U.S. District Court for the District of 
New Mexico, No. CV-10-335 BB/ACT (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2010: David Twedt v. Adam Dupic and the City of Canton, U.S. District Court 
District of South Dakota Southern Division, CIV. 10-4028 (Testimony) (Defense) 
November 2010: Raymond Castillo v. City of Oakland and Officer Bryant Ocampo, U.S. 
District Court Northern District of California, Case No. C09-04679 PJH (Deposed) 
(Plaintiff) 
November 2010: Estate of John R. Baptie, et al., v. Jonathan Bruno, et al., State of 
Vermont Rutland County,.Superior Court, Docket No. 235-3-09 Rdcv (Retained) 
(Defense) 
December 2010:Charlene Defreese and Emil Mann, Jr., et al. v. Chad Walder, et al., 
Superior Court of New Jersey Law Division Bergen County, Case No. BER-L-283-07 
(Testimony) (Defense) 
January 2011: Rosie Chatt and Dewayne Chatt, Jr, Individually and as Co-Administrators 
in the Estate of Dewayne Chatt, Sr., deceased, v. City of West Memphis, Arkansas, et al., 
U.S. District Court Eastern District of Arkansas, Jonesboro Division, Case No. 3:10-cv-
0119 SWW (Retained) (Defense) 
January 2011: Wanda Johnson, Oscar J. Grant III, et al. v. Bay Area Rapid Transit 
District, et al., U.S. District Court Northern District of California, Case No. C09-00901 
MHP (Retained) Plaintiff) · 
February 2011: Richard Greenberg v. New Jersey State Police, et al., Superior Court of 
New Jersey Law Division, Burlington County, Docket No. BUR-L-552-09 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
March 2011: LaShonda Fentress, et al., v. Brandon Lee Jessie, City of Radcliff Samuel 
Taylor, et al., Hardin Circuit Court, Civil Action Number 10-CI-02747 (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
,, 
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March 2011: Delia Hernandez et al., v. Manuel (Manny) Frais, Isaiah Baker, John and 
Jane Does I-IV, City of Las Cruces, et al., U.S. District Court for the District of.New 
Mexico, No. CIV 2010-351 JB/GBW (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2011: Lennie J. Bushey v. City of Burlington Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court for the District of Vermont, Civil Case No. 2:09-cv-232 (Retained) 
(Defense) . 
April 2011: Kristina Wildeveld-Coneh v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et 
al., U.S. District Court District of Nevada, Case No.2: 10cv983-RLH-P AL (Retained) 
(Defense) ' 
April 2011: Kelley S. O'Brien v. Robert Barrows, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
District of Vermont, Civil Case No. l:10-cv-173 (Retained) (Defense) 
May 2011: Denise Brown v. Sate ofNew Jersey, et al., Superior Court ofNew Jersey 
Cumberland County Law Division, Docket No: CUM-L674-09 (Testimony) (Defense) 
May 2011: Efrain Velasquez, et al., v. City of El Paso, et al., In the US District Court for 
the Western District, Cause No: EP 10 CV 0457 (Retained) (Defense) . 
June 2011: Fletcher De Wolf II, v. Sgt. Michael F. Lewis, individually and officially, and 
Town of Bristol., U.S. District Court for the District ofNew Hampshire, Civil Action No. 
CV :2009 (Retained) (Defense) 
June 2011: Garressa Smith, et al., v. City of Camden, et al., US District court for the · 
District ofNew Jersey Camden Vicinage, Case No.l:08-cv-04417-JEI-KMW (Retained) 
(Defense) 
June 2011: Lucia Guerrero, et al., v. City of El Paso, et al., In the US District Court for 
the Western District, Cause No. EP-llCV-OlOl(Retained) (Defense) 
July 2011: Elizabeth Ivy v. John "Jack" O'Connor, Trevor Whipple, South Burlington 
Police Department & City of South Burlington, U.S District Court iii Burlington, 
Vermont., Civil Case No. 5:ll-cv-00162 (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2011: Daniel White v. Castle, Ruffner, Robinson, Town of Quantico, U.S. District 
Court, Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division, Case No. 1: 1 l -cv-00316-AJT-
IDD (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2011: Roque Dominguez v. City of Harvey, et al., In the Circuit Court of Cook 
County, Illinois County Department; Law Division, Case No. 2008 L 000931 (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
August 2011: Perry Tucker, et al. v. Salt Lake City Corp., U.S. District Court for the '. 
, District of Utah, Central Division, Case No. 2:11-cv-00252-SA (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2011: Curtis Shafer v. City of Boulder City, et al,. U.S. District Court for the 
District ofNevada, Case No. 2:10-cv-02228-KJD-GWF (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2011: Jeffrey Moldowan v. City of Warren, et al., U.S. District Court Eastern 
District of Michigan, Case No. l:08-cv-289 JL (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2011: Christopher Van Vorst v. New Jersey State Police et al., U.S. District Court 
for the District ofNew Jersey, Civil Action No. 3:10-CV-03926-AET-DEA (Retained) 
(Defense) · 
August 2011: State ofNew Jersey v. Kevin Still, et al., Indictment No. 09-07-00616-IA 
(Testimony) (Defense) 
August 2011: Kevin Garcia v. State ofNew Jersey, et al., Superior Court ofNew Jersey 
Law Division, Morris County, Doc. No. MRS-L-003676-10 (Retained) (Defense) 
September 2011: Amber Becker v. City of Henderson, et al., U.S. District Court District 
ofNevada, Case No. 2:10-cv-00274 (Retained) (Defense) 
September 2011: Amelia Eberle v. Bernalillo County, et al. U.S. District Court for the 
District ofNew Mexico, Case No. 11-cv141 KMB/WDS (Deposed) (Defense) 
October 2011: Micke Craft v. City of East Peoria, et al., U.S. District Court For The 
Central District of Illinois Peoria Division, Case No. 10 c 1404 (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2011: Antoinette Bennett-Jones v. Scott R Graham and Town of Williston, U.S. 
District Court District of Vermont, Case Number: 5: 11-CV-OO 151 (Retained) (Defense) 
Qctober 2011: Lena Williams v. Jeffrey Deal, et al. U.S. District Court Southern District 
of Georgia Dublin Division, Civil Action No.: 3:1 l-cv-00061-DHB-WLB (Retained) 
(Defense) 
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November 2011: Ralph Eldridge v. City of Warren, et al., U.S. District Court Eastern 
District of Michigan Southern Division, Case No.: 2:10-cv12893-JAC-PJK (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2011: Gerry Hummell, et al., v. The City of Las Cruces, et al., U.S. District 
Court for the District of New Mexico, Case 1: 11-cv-00765 (Testimony) (Defense) 
November 2011: Deidre L. Crabtree, et al., v. Timothy Cotril., et al., U.S. District Court 
for the Southern District of Ohio Eastern Division, Case No.: 2:11CV0028 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2011: Katherine Marie Liend v. Bradley Allen, U.S. District Court District of 
Minnesota, Case No. 11-cv-256(JNE/JSM) (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
November 2011: Lucia Esmeralda Oporto, et al., v. The City of El Paso, Texas, et al., 
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas El Paso Division, Case No. EP-10-
CV-O 11 O(KC) (Retained) (Defense) 
November 2011: Carol Plummer, et. al., v. William Lake, et. al., Commonwealth of 
Kentucky 13th Judicial District Garrard Circuit Court, Civil Action No. 09-CI-00450 
(Retained) (Defense) 
November 2011: Larry Smith as Trustee for the Heirs and Next of Kin of David 
Corne}ius Smith v. Timothy Gorman and Timothy Callahan and the City of Minneapolis, 
U.S. District Court District Of Minnesota, Civil No. 11-CV-03071 (SRN/JJK) (Retained) 
(Plaintiff) · 
' November 2011: Evie Oquendo, et al., v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et 
al, U.S. District Court District of Nevada, Case No. 2: l 1-cv-00698-RCJ-P AL (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2011: Terry Stadler, et al. v. The City of Phoenix, et al. U.S. District Court for 
the District of Arizona, Case No. CVI0-1072-PHX-SRB (Deposed) (Defense) 
December 2011: David Maxson v. Zane Seipler, et al., U.S. District Court Northern 
District of Illinois, Case No.: 07-CV-05197 (Deposed) (Defense) 
December 2011: Stephen Torres v. City of Albuquerque, et al., Second Judicial District 
County of Bernalillo State of New Mexico, No. CV 2011-06551 (Retained) (Defense) 
January 2012: William Spiess et al., v. Pocono.Mountain Regional Police Department et 
al., U.S. District Court Middle District of Pennsylvania, No. 3:CV-10-0287 (Retained) 
(Defense) . 
January 2012: Maryann Simonelli v. Mt. Snow LTD, et al., State of Vermont Windham 
County, SS Windham District Court, Docket No. 403-4-10 Wmcr (Retained) (Defense) 
February 2012: Ginger Katenmoyer v. Camden Police Department, et al., U.S. District 
Court of the District ofNew Jersey, Civil Action No. 08-cv-01995-RBK-JS (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
February 2012: Karin Woodruffv. Kathy O'Kelly, et al., U.S. District Court Western 
District of Arkansas, Case No. 11-05089-JLH (Retained) (Defense) 
February 2012: Jerry Hartrim v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court State of Nevada, Case No: 2: 11-cv-00003-RLH-P AL (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2012: Curtis Lee Wimberly v. City of Henderson, et al., U.S. District Court 
District ofNevada, Case 2:10-cv-01414-LDG-LRL (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2012: Bret Cornell v. City and County of San Francisco, et al., Superior Court of 
the State of California County of San Francisco Case No. CGC-11509240 (Testified) 
(Plaintiff) 
April 2012: Michael Cristini v. City of Warren & Donald Ingles et al., U.S. District Court 
Eastern District of Michigan Southern Division, Case No.:2:07-cv-11141-DML-VMM 
(Retained) (Defense) 
April 2012: Joshua James Jordahl v. City of Madison Police Department, et al., State of 
South Dakota County of Lake, CIV. 10-288 (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2012: Amy Leichtenberg v. City of LeRoy, et al., U.S. District Court of the Central 
District of Illinois Peoria Division, 1:10-cv-01253-JAG (Deposed) (Defense) 
April 2012: Anthony D. Graham, Jr., v. City of Tallahassee, et al., U.S District Court for 
the Northern District of Florida Tallahassee Division, Case No.:4:11-cv-213-RS-WCS 
(Deposed) (Plaintiff) 
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April 2012: Terence Arthur R. Whiteman, M.D. v. Rosado, et. al., U.S. District Court 
For The Western District of Michigan Southern Division, Case No. 1:11-cv-00466-GJQ 
(Deposed) (Defense) 
May 2012: Theresa Moriarty and Doug Garrabrant v. County of Sandoval, et al., U.S. 
District Court for the District of New Mexico, Case No. 1: l 1-cv-00722 JAP/KBM 
(Deposed) (Defense) 
June 2012: Estate of Jess Lee Powell v. Pennington County, et al., State of South Dakota 
County of Pennington, Civil No. 11-2002 (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2012: Tara O'Grady-Sullivan v. Nye County, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
District of Nevada, Case no: 2:11-cv-00839-RLH (CWH) (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2012: Christopher Aparicio v. Luna County, et al., Federal District Court District of 
New Mexico, No. 11-CV-676 RB/GBW (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2012: Peter Labrada, et al., v. Essex County Prosecutors Office, et al. Superior 
Court of New Jersey Law Division Essex County, Docket No. ESX-L-7291-09 
(Deposed) (Defense) 
August 2012: Estate of Trevor Neil Hawkins-V arinecz, et al., v. Horry County Police 
Department, et al., U.S. District Court for South Carolina,' Civil Action No. 4: 11-
CV02638-TLW-TER (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2012: Eugene Carl DeBoise, Sr., et al., v. Taser International, Inc., et al., U.S. 
District Court Eastern District of Missouri Eastern Division, No. 4: 10-CV-0818-TIA 
(Deposed) (Defense) 
August 2012: Eduardo Lopez-Castro; et al., v. Nevada Highway Patrol, et al., U.S. 
District Court for the District ofNevada, Case No. 2-11-cv-01014 (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2012: Brian Olsen v. City of Boulder City, et al., U.S. States District Court 
District ofNevada, Case No.: 2:12-cv-00543-JCM-PAL (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2012: Lizette Vargas, et al., v. City of Philadelphia, et al., U.S. District Court for 
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, No.: '11-2639 (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2012: Henry Kaleta v. Samantha Johnson and Trevor Johnson, U.S. District Court 
District of Minnesota, Civil No. 12-CV-00170JNE/FLN (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
August 2012: Randall Ray Bowman v. Boulder City Officer A. Johnson, et al., U.S. 
District Court District of Nevada, Case No. 2: 11-cv-00609-RCJ (LRL) (Retained) 
(Defense) . 
September 2012: Wayne Burwell v. Hartford Police Officer Frederick Payton et al., U.S. 
District Court for the District of Vermont Case No.: 5:2012cv00166 (Retained) 
(Defense) . 
September 2012: Janice Wells v City of Lumpkin et al., U.S. District Court Middle 
District of Georgia Columbus Division, Civil Action No. 4: 12-cv-00093-cdl (Retained) 
(Defense) 
September 2012: Estate of Christopher Capps v. Pennington County, et al., U.S. District 
Court District of South Dakota Western Division (Deposed) (Defense) 
September 2012: Adrian Michael Marr v. Christopher Steward, et al., U.S. District Court 
District of Minnesota, Case No.: 11-cv-02160 SRN/LIB (Testimony) (Plaintiff) 
September 2012: Stanley Jackson v. Washtenaw County, et al., U.S. District Court, 
Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division, Case No. 12-cv-10963 (Deposed) 
(Defense) 
October 2012: Henry Jones, Jr. v. Officer Vincent Thornton, et al. U.S. District Court 
Eastern District of Arkansas Western Division, Case No. 4:12-cv-00094-BRW (Retained) 
(Defense) 
October 2Q12: Terrance Jones v. City of Lake City, et al., U.S. District Court Middle 
District of Florida Jacksonville Division, Case No. 3:11-cv-1210-J-34 JBT (Deposed) 
(Plaintiff) 
October 2012: Camell Williams-Camey v. Philadelphia, et al., Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania, C.A. 12-4029 (Testified) (Defense) 
November 2012: Darren Brown v. Edward Bailey III, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
District of Maryland Northern Division, No. 1:11 cv-1901 (Retained) (Defense) 
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November 2012: William Lloyd Jorgenson v. William Reinbold and Andrew Johnson, 
U.S. District Court District of Minnesota, Case No. 12-0387 (JRT/JJG) (Retained) 
Plaintiff) , 
December 2012: Daniel Harrigan v. Marion County, Oregon, et al., U.S. District Court, 
Oregon, Civil No. 6:11-CV-06174-SI (Testified) (Plaintiff) 
December 2012: James Goton v. Sierra County, et al., U.S. District Court for the District 
ofNewMexico, No. 2:12-CV-00194-GBW-CEG (Retained) (Defense) 
December 2012: Samanda Dorger, et al., v. City ofNapa, et al., U.S. District Court 
Northern District of California, Case No. 4:12-cv-00440-YGR (Retained) (Defense) 
December 2012: Andres Cortez v. Jorge Gonzalez et al., Cause No. EP-12-CV-0050-
PRM (Retained) (Defense) · . 
January 2013: Daniel Melo v. City of South Burlington, Superior Court Chittenden Unit, 
State of Vermont, Docket No.: S1027-11 CnC (Deposed) (Defense) 
January 2013: Johnathan Jones, et al v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al, 
U.S. District Court ofNevada (Deposed) (Defense) 
February 2013: Wigley v. Bernalillo County Sheriff's Office, et al., State ofNew Mexico 
County of Bernalillo Second Judicial District, D202-CV-2012-03974 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
February 2013: Ray Shatney, et al., v. Hardwick Police Department, et al., U.S. District 
Court for the District of Vermont, Civil Case No. 1:12cv-00023 (Deposed) (Defense) 
February 2013: Tracey Pope v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court District ofNevada, Case No: 2:12 cv (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2013: Troy Ellison v. Donna Lesher, et al., U.S. District Court Eastern District of 
Arkansas Western Division, Civil Action No. 4:11-CV-00752 BSM (Retained) (Defense) 
March 2013: Albert Purnell v. City of Philadelphia et al, U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 2:11-cv-06900-CDJ (Retained) (Defense) 
April 2013: Ajaleh Waiters, et al. v. City of Union City, Georgia and Luther Lewis State 
Court of Fulton County, Georgia Civil Action File No. 2012-EV-015990-A (Retained) 
(Defense) 
April 2013: Allan P. Zitta and Tracy Zitta v. Town of Richmond, et al. U.S. District 
Court for the District of Vermont, Civil Case NO. 1:12-cv-00160 (Retained) (Defense) 
May 2013: Whitney Duenez, et al. v. City of Manteca, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of California, Case No. 2: 11-cv-O 1820-LKK-KJN (Deposed) (Plaintiff) 
May 2013: Ruth Tuite v. New Jersey et al., U.S. District Court for the District of New 
Jersey, Civil Action No. 10-CV-06772 SRC/MAS (Retained) (Defense) 
May 2013: Frank Marchionne v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court Clark County, Nevada, Case No. A-12-664253-C (Retained) (Defense) 
May 2013: Cristina Paulos v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court Clark County, Nevada, Case No. A-12-666754-C (Retained) (Defense) 
May 2013: Estate of Michael Godawa v. Officer David Byrd, U.S. District Court Eastern 
District of Kentucky Northern Division at Covington, Case No. 12-00170-WOB-JGW 
(Retained) (Defense) 
June 2013: Cheryl Brigan v. Richard Benko and the City of Cloquet, U.S. District Court 
District of Minnesota Case No. 12-CV-712 DWF/LIB (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
June 2013: Stephanee Thompson v. The State ofNew Jersey, et al., Superior Court of 
New Jersey Law Division Camden County Docket No. CAM-L3879-10 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
June 2013: Ronald Whitcomb v. City of Panama City, et al., U.S. District Court Northern 
District of Florida Panama City Division (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
July 2013: Robin Thompson v. James "Clint" Murray, et al., U.S. District Court Eastern 
District of Arkansas Western Division, Case No: 4:1 l-cv-00804 BRW (Retained) 
(Defense) 
July 2013: Dennis Kucera v. Town ofHartford,et al., U.S. District Court for the District 
of Vermont, Civil Case No. 5:12cv00264 (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2013: Ladarris Tunstall v. William W. Brislin, Robert H. Duhaime, U.S. District 
Court for the Vermont, Civil Case No. 2: 12-cv-31 (Retained) (Defense) 
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July 2013: Anthony Boschele and Nancy Boschele v. Chesterfield Co Sheriffs Office, et 
al., U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina Florence Division, Civil Action 
No.: 2013-CP-13-000185 (Retained) (Defense) 
July 2013: Wesley Bettis v. City of Montpelier, U.S. District Court for the District of 
Vermont, (Retained) (Defense) 
August 2013: David Eaton v. City of Tallahassee Florida and Scott Cherry, U.S. District 
Court Northern District of Florida Tallahassee Division, Case No. 4: 13-CV00002-WS-
CAS, (Retained) (Plaintiff) 
August 2013: Semaj Randolph, et al., v. City of Orangeburg, et al., U.S. District Court for 
the District of South Carolina Orangeburg Division, Civil Action No: 5: 12-cv-3087-JMC 
(Retained) (Defense) 
September 2013: Demian Boroffv. Nickolas Lynn, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
District ofNew Jersey Vicinage of New Ark, Civil Action No. 2:201 lcv06849 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
September 2013: Christina West v. City of Tallahassee, (Retained) (Defense) 
September 2013: Tyson Powers v. Campbell et al., U.S. District Court for the District of 
Utah Central Division, Civil No. 2:12-cv-851 BCW (Retained) (Defense) 
September 2013: Dontae Thomas v. Tyrone Barze, et al., U.S. District Court District of 
Minnesota, Case No. 12-2272Jrt/AJB (Defense) (Plaintiff) 
October 2013: Samantha Compton v. City of Harrodsburg, KY, et al., U.S. District Court 
Eastern District of Kentucky Central Division at Lexington, Civil Action No. 5:12-cv-
00302-JMH (Retained) (Defense) 
October 2013: M.H., et al., v. County of Alameda, et al., U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of California, Case No. Cl 1-2868 JST (MEJ) (Deposed) (Plaintiff) 
November 2013: Jesse Compodonico v. City of Miami, et al., U.S. District Court 
Southern District of Florida Miami Division, Case No. 12-24077 (Retained) (Defense) 
November 2013: Veronica Vacaneri and Joel Smith, Jr. v. Arpaio, et al., U.S. District 
Court of Arizona District Court Phoenix Division, Case No. 2:2013cv02262 (Retained) 
(Defense) 
November 2013: Celestine Gibson v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., 
U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada, Case: 2: 12-CV-00900-GMN-CWH 
(Retained) (Defense) f 
November 2013: Lori Colvey v. City of Norfolk, et al., U.S. District Court for the District 
ofNebraska, Case No. 8:13-cvOl (Retained) (Defense) 
November 2013: Rickey Ward v. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, et al., U.S. 
District Court District ofNevada, Case No. 2:13cv769-APG-GWF (Retained) (Defense) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELE~ JAMES, ) 
) 
) Plaintiff, 
) ' 
vs. ) Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 ) ' 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State of 
ldaho;-STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
) 
) 
) ' 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, RODNEY 
LIKES, AND DOES 1-X, unknown 
pa~es, 
Defendants. ) 
Preliminary Exp~rt Report of John J. -Ryan 
t r 
1. My name is John Ryan. I have been actively involved in police practices and 
, • • "'1- .. 
law enforcement since 1981. I was an active police officer for twenty years. In 
\ . ' ' . ' : 
the final year of my active career and since my retirement in June of 2002 from 
. ' . . , -
police services,' i have been involv~ci in police and law enforcement pr~ctices .as 
a private consultant regarding law enforcement issues. 
2. · My education includ~s a Bachelor of Science Degree in the· Administration of 
-
• > 
Justice from Roger Williams :University in Bristol, Rhode Island; a Master _of 
-
: Science Degree.in the Administration of Justice from Salve Regina University in 
Newport, Rhode Island and; a Juris Doct~r Degree from Suffolk University Law 
School. 
3. From 1993 until 2002 I served as an adjunct faculty member in the ·graduate . 
Administrati9n of Justice Program at Salve Regina University in Newport, 
. . -
Rhode Island. In that capacity I was responsi~le for graduate courses on 
EXHIBIT 
1_1\~ 
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Constitutional I~sues in Law Enforcement; Police Misconduct/Civil Liability;· 
Managing Police Organizations; Contemporary Issues in · the Justice Field; 
Juvenile Justice; Mental Health Law and; Business Crime. 
4. Since 2000, I have written several manuals for use by police officers .. Two of 
these manuals are extensively used by Rhode Island Law Enforcement agencies. 
These manuals are: Rhode Island Law Enforcement Officers' Guide to Criminal 
Procedure. 20?0, an~ Rhode Island Law Enforcement Officers' Bill of Rights. A 
Guide to Investigations and Hearings, 2000. The other manuals are nationally 
distributed by the Public Agency Training Council as materials used in 
conjunction with tr~g programs for public employees. These manuals are: 
Legal and Liability Issues in the Public Schools, 2001; Policy Development for 
Public Safety Agencies. -2002, Civil Liability and Risk Management for Law · 
i . 
'· 
Enforcement Agencies, 2003, Use of Force. 2004, Administrative Investigations 
- . 
· Iti Law Enforceinent Agencies. 2004, Legal and Liability Issues for Hostage 
. . .. 
. .. 
Negotiators, 2005, Public Safety Media Relations {Manual and Guide) 2005, 
· Arrest Search and Seizure. 2005, and· Law and Best Practices for Successful 
. ' 
Police Operations. 12 High Risk Critical Tasks That Impact Law Enforcement 
I 
' Operations and Create Exposure to Liability Litigation 2007, 2010 and 2013 
editions, Legal and Liability Risk Management Manual Guide-The Law and 
Best Practices of Successful Jail/corrections Operations 2009. 
5. I also author an annual publication for law enforcement officers titled, Case Law 
for Critical Tasks hi Law Enforcement. This field gttlde provides officers with a 
legal update on critical tasks such as search, seizure, use of force, pursuit, 
\' - . 
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investigations and interrogations. This guide has been adopted by agencies 
around the United States for.use by law enforceme~t personnel. 
6. I am currently the co-director of the Legal an4 Liability Risk Management 
Institute along with James Alsup, G. ~atrick Gallagher and Lou Reiter. In that 
capacity I author and edit the institute's legal update service for law 
enforcement. This update service ind an archive of all articles that I have 
written can be found at www.patc.com. 
• 
7. As part of the Legal and Liability Risk Management Institute I also conduct 
policy, training and operations reviews for law enforcement agencies and jails 
,-
throughout the United States. These reviews focus on the manner in which 
• I. ' 
agencies treat the critical tasks ~ law enforcem~nt and jail operations. As part 
of these reviews I assist agencies _in identifying areas in policy, training and 
'operations . that may be improved upon to bring the agency within the legal 
' 
mandates and ge~erally 'accepted' practices in law enforcement and jail 
operations. 
8. Since 1993, I have conducted numerous training sessions for publi<?. employees. 
Participants in this training have included law enforcement officials, sch~ol 
officials, attorneys and judges. I have provided training in the ~allowing areas: 
a. Policy development for public s~ety agencies. 
b. Legal Issues in police use of force. 
c. Legal Issues in internal affairs investigations. 
d. Police misconduct/ci~l liability. 
e. Legal/Liability Issues in Narcotics Operations. 
' . 
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·; 
·, 
f. Arrest, Search and Seizure, & Interrogation. 
g. Racial profiling. 
h. Legal issues in public schools. 
i. Media: relations for public safety agencies. 
,· 
J. Constitutional update for law enforcement officers. 
k. Basic trai~ng for detectives. 
1. Law enforcement officers' bill of rights/due. proces~. in 
administrati".e investigations. 
m. Legal/policy and decision maldng factors in law enforcement 
pursuits including use of force/intervention tactics. 
n. Legal and policy Issues for hostage negotiators. 
o. Legal and liability issues. for SW AT operations 
' ~ 
p. Legal and liability i_ssues for jails '. 
q .. High Risk Critical Tasks/Best Practices in Law Enforcement 
, Operations. . -
9. I am a former police Captain of the. Providence Police· Department in 
Providence, Rhode Island wliere I served for twenty years bef~re retiring in 
2002. During my tenure as 'a police officer I served in the following capacities: 
• 
.• 1 
patrol officer in both the Patrol Division and the Tactical Unit; a detective in the 
Detective Bureau; a sergeant in the Patrol Division; a lieutenant in the Patrol 
Division; Director of Training; Director of the Department's Office of Public 
• . • I 
Affairs and; Director of the Department's· Administrative Staff. During most of 
my· career I also took an active role in researching and authoring department 
· policy. 
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10. Since my retirement in June of 2002 I have taught numerous courses on police 
policy and procedure, arrest, search and seizure, use of force, police pursuits, 
. . . 
civil liability for law enforcement agencies and specialized courses for narcotics 
. . . 
officers, SW AT commanders, and internal affairs officers. Participants in these 
courses have come from thousands of law enforcement agencies around the 
United States. Officers in attendance have come from departments with under 
ten sworn officers and departments with sworn officers numbering in the 
thousands .. These programs are conducted numerous times annually throughout 
the United States. 
11. The course on policy and procedure focuses on critical tasks in law enforcement 
' . ' 
and includes, inter alia, policy issues' relating to use of force; police pursuits; 
domestic violence; sexual harassment and external sexual misconduct;_ off-duty 
conduct; hiring & retention issues; internal affairs; supervisory practices; search 
and seizure; property and evidence; care, custody and transport of pris~ners as 
well as··training issues ·relating to critical tasks in law enforcement. 
12. The program on High Risk Critical Tasks/Best Practices in Law Enforcement 
' . . 
includes in~truction on Use of Force including inter alia: dealing with 
- ' 
indi.viduals of diminished capacity i.e. emotionally disturbed, mentally impaired; 
and suicidal, excited delirium, and use of electronic control devices; Search-
• t ' • ' • . 
Seizure and Arrest; Pursuit and Emergency Vehicle Operation; Care, Custody, 
Control, and Restraint o_f Prisoners; Domestic Violence; Off-Duty Conduct; 
Sexual Harassment, Discrimination, and Misconduct; Selection and Hiring; 
Internal Affairs; Special Operations; and Property and Evidence. 
5 
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13. As a co-director of the Legal & Liability Risk Management Institute I regularly 
' ' 
research and draft policies for law enforcement agencies and jails relating to 
"""· 
high-risk c~tical tasks including use of force, arrest-search & seizure, pursuit, 
emergency vehicle operation, special operations, internal affairs, hiring and 
selection-retention of officers, care-custody-control & restraint: of prisoners, ' 
sexual harassthent-discrimination & sexual misconduct~ d~mestic viole~ce, and 
d_ealing with ~e mer_itally ill. 
14. _In 2002, I ~as a featured speaker at the national conference for the International 
Association of Law Enforcement Planners, which was held in Long ~each, 
California. · 
' ' 
15. In 2002, I was a featured speaker at the N~tio_na~ Internal Affairs Investigators_ 
Association conference, which ·was held in Tampa, Florida:· 
' ' ' 
16. In 2004, I was~ featured speaker at the Rhode Island Bar Associatio~'s Annual 
¥eeting, speaking on Constitutional Issues related to Law Enforcement 
practices. ) 
17. In 2095, I was a featur~_d speaker at th~ National Sheriffs' Association Annual 
Conference, held in Louisville, . Kentucky, · where I presented· training for legal 
advisors on Internal Affairs and Employee Discipline. 
18. In 2005, I was a featured speaker at the annual national conference for ·Public 
' . . ... . . ~ 
Risk Managers (PRIMA) in Milwaukee where I conducted training · for risk 
managers and attorneys representing police departments. One of the trainings 
involved use of force while ~e second covered the high liability, areas in law 
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enforcement operations to include arrest, warrants, and other issues involving 
search and seizure, as well as police pursuits. 
19. I ~ave been a. featured speaker annually, to include the 2011 session, of 
Georget~wn Law Center's ann~ § 1983 <:ivil Righ~ Litigation program. I 
.. ,' 
have regularly presented materials related to law enforcement policy, training 
and supervisory practices as well as use ~f force. In 2009 I presented materials 
for two sessions one of which was on the use of TASER and one which was a 
panel discussion on strip searches. I have been published annually in materials 
from Georgetown Law Center related to this program. The 2011 session_ was 
foc~sed · on reviewing current law enf~rcement prac~!ces and civil li~bility 
related to TASER. 
. . 
20:In· November of 2005, I was a· featured speaker at the annual National 
CQnference of the Natioi;ial Leagues of Cities -&.Towns in Seattle, Washington 
' . ' . ,. ' 
' ~ . ' ' 
speaking OJ} Contemporary Liability Risks for Law Enforcement Agencies~ .. 
,, . 
21. In October of 2006, I was a featured speaker at the annual conference. of 
f ' ' -
. National Internal Affairs Investigators' Association in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. 
. ' ' ' 
. . t 
22. I hav~ also provided lectures for attof!leys on civil rights litigations relating to 
law enforcement operations, including a N~vember of 2006 presenta~on for the 
Georgia Bar Association's ICLE program. 
23. In 2007 I was a fe~tured speaker at the annual conference for the International 
Municipal Lawyers Association. 
24. In 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012 and 2013 was a featured speaker at the Practising 
Law Institute's Annual Section 1983 Civil Rights Litigation program. My 2007 
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presentation in this program resulted in a law review article in the Touro Law 
Review (Volume 2~, Number 3, ~ages 569-600) ."Recent Developments in the 
Use of Excessive Force by Law Enforcement" Karen Blum/Jack Ryan. It is 
noted that my materials have been included in their annual publication related to 
this program. 
2?. In 2008 I was a featured speaker at the annual conference for the Association of 
American Law Schools, Civil Rights section, where ~ presented material on law 
enforcement policy, training, and generally ~ccepted practices in pursuits and 
use of force. 
26.· ~ 2009 I was a featured speaker for the national conference for p~blic risk 
managers. 
27. In 2009 I conducted executive level training on law enforcement. pursuit 
operations for the Utah Highway Patrol. 
28. In 2009 I was certified with TASER by the Muncie Indiana Police Department 
by a TASER certi~ed instructor. 
29. In 2009, I was a featured speaker at the Annual Kentucky Tactical Officers' 
Association Conference where I lec~ed on high risk tasks in tactical operations 
including high risk entries. 
30. In 2009 I was the featured speaker at the Alabama Attorney General's annual 
"Law Enforcement Summit" where I lectured on high risk critical tasks in law 
enforcement to include use of force, pursuit, arrest, search and care, custody and 
. . 
control (?f prisoners. 
\ 
' 
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31. In 2010, I was a featured speaker that the annual national conference for PRIMA 
where I pres~nte~ a law enforcement risk management program titled: 
"Promoting Profess!onalism while Reducing Liability; The Impact of Policy, 
Training, and Supervision and Auditing Strategies." 
32. In 2010, I was a featured speaker at the Nat~onal Internal Affairs Investigators 
Association annual conference held in Indi~apolis, Indiana where I lectured on 
Bias Free Law Enforcement/Profiling. 
33. In 2010, I was a featured speaker at the annual conference of the National 
Council of County Association Executives, where I spoke on law enforcement 
liability and strategies to reduce liability by incre!ising professionalism. 
34. In 2012 I developed a training program for law enforcement an~ attorneys 
dealing with use of force; electronic control devices; and sudden custody death. 
This program which I am presenting throughout the United States is 
accompanied by a text manual which I wrote and is al_so being distributed 
nationwide. 
35. In ·2012, I was a featured speaker at th~ Na~onal Internal Affairs Investigators 
Asso9iation Annual Conference where I spoke on Use 9f Force and Sudden In-
Custody Death·. 
36: In 2012 I was a f~atured speaker at the Tex~ Commission of Law Enforc~ment 
Officers Standards and Education where I presented to law enforcement tr~ners 
,. 
from throughout the State of Texas on training liability and the need for training 
in the high risk critical tasks in law enforcement. . 
/ 
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,. 
37. In 2013, I was a featured speaker and panel member in a program titled 
"Policing in Trying Times" at Suffolk University Law School in Boston 
Massachusetts. 
. ' 
38. In 2013, I was a featured speaker at "Police K-9" magazine's national Handler 
Instructor Tr~g Seminar, an annual conference'for K-9 handlers. and trainers. 
... 
This presentation focused on the law and best practices !o~ use of · law 
enforcement K-9s as a tool of apprehension. 
39. Since 2002 I have been involved' in the auditing of law enforcement operations 
. ..;; ' 
t:1.1roughout the United States C(?nducting several audits annually based on e.ither 
a need or as a proactive measure of agency perfo~ance in th~ high liability 
areas of the road and jail operation. 
. . 
40. My experience, training and background are more fully described in the attached 
. . . . ( 
'· . 
, . ' 
curriculum vitae which I incorporate by reference t.? this report. · · 
41. I ~ave reviewed t4e following materials to date regarding this case: 
a. General Report 
b. Supplement Barber 
c. . Supplement-Bonas 
d. Supplement-Butler 
e. Supplement Nielsen 
f. Supplement Rapp 
g .. K-9 Contact form 
h. Photographs of Lo~ation 
i. Nielsen Photo Log 
j. Hunsaker CSI Photo Log 
k. Statement Brewster 
1. Use of Force Reyiew report 
m. K-9 SOP.· 
n. Boise PD Policy 1.02.04 
o. Use of Force Policy : 
p. Dispatch Log (CAD) 
q. Deposition ofMelene James 
r. Deposition of Steven Bonas and Exhibits 
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s. Deposition of Steven Butler 
t. Deposition of Timothy Kukla 
u. Deposition of Rodney Likes 
v. Deposition of Douglas Schoenborn 
w. D,eposition of Chris Rogers 
x. Deposition of Deidre Hair 
y. Deposition of Chris Davis 
' z. Deposition of Daniel Barber 
aa. Training/Certifications: Bonas 
bb. ~leadings 
42. This expert report is based upon the materials provided to this date. The 
. . . . . ' . 
opinions presented in thi~ report are bas~d. upon iny specialized experience, 
training and knowledge of police prac~ces as ~e.11 as my continued research and 
work with law enforcement nationally. This work includ~s conducting training 
for law enforcement around the United States as well as auditing the policies 
and operations of law· enforcement agencies around the .United States. My" 
: 'opinions are provided with a reasonable deW:ee of certainty within the fields of 
law enforcement, police activity and police administration arid supervi.sion. I am 
familiar with police civil litigation and know the normal ph~es of discovery. 
With this in mind.I ~ecogni~e th~t there may be additio~al doc~entation as the 
case progresses. In the e~ent that additional material is · produced I shall be · 
. prepared to supplement this report . 
• 
43. At the outset it is important to note :that this report i~ based upon the facts as ' 
presented by the material and specifically avoids drawing ~onclusions based 
· upon credibility issues of the parties. 
44. The law.enforcement event under review occurred on December 26, 2010. 
45. Melene James reported that s~e went to the Northview Dental Center on Sunday 
night, December 26, 2010, to repair a n~ighbor's denture. (James Depo. P. 36). 
/ 
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James reported walking to the dental lab at around 4:00 p.m. (James Depo. P: 
38). She reported having one beer and a glass of wine prior to going to the lab . 
• 
(James Depo. P. 38). While processing the repair of the neighbor's denture, 
James reported that she went outside to have a cigarette. (James Depo. P. 40). 
46. Melene James reported that when she went outside she locked herself out of the · 
' 
building. James believed she had gone to the lab at around 4:00 p.m., had 
I 
wo~ked for a half hour and then got locked out. (James_ Depo. P. 47): She 
reported that when locked out it had gotten dark and was starting to rain. (James 
' 
Depo. P. 47). James testified that she went into.the window well below ground 
lev~l believing it would be unlocked. (James Depo. P. 48-49). James ·reported 
that her hands slipped and s~e accidentally broke the window, knocking the 
•. 
glass i~to the lab. (Jame_s Depo. P. 49). 
47. Melene James testified that.she began crawling through the broken window and 
that a man asked if she needed help but she kept crawling through the window. 
(James Depo. P. SO). Jaines reported that she never saw any of the responding 
. . ' ' 
· police officers. (James Depo. P. 52). James found a single beer in the 
refrigerator and decided to have it to calm her nerves. (James Depo. P. ~3-54). 
James testified that she finished the work on the denture and then went to use 
- .. . 
the bathroom. (Jame.s Depo. P. 54). James reported that she has no memory of 
the police K-9 and the last thing she remembers is being in the bathroom. (James 
' ', . 
Depo. P. 56). 
48. Jarod Hendricks, a neighbor of the dentist o~cer reported hearing glass 
breaking which prompted him to go' to th~ dental office. (Barber Supp.). 
;. ' 
t, ;., 
•, 
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. ~ 
Hendricks reported that he observed a female (James) climbing through the 
. . 
window and asked if she was alright. (B~~r Supp.).· Hendricks reported that 
. . 
the female indicated that she was getting her keys. (Barber Supp.). Hendricks 
... . . . . 
went on the report that he beli~ved the female was highly intoxicated or 
~therwise impaired due to her slurr~d speech. (Barber Supp). ~endricks then 
called police and watched the building until officers arrived. (Barber Supp.). 
. ";' •' ~ 
· .4~. Officer Butler reported that he responded to the burglary in progress at 73'37 W. 
·· Northview Street. Officer Butler reported that the dispatcher put the call out as a 
~ 
burglary in progress with a suspect still on the scene. (Butler Depo. P. 19). 
Butler was the first officer on the scene. (Butler Depo. P. 23). Upon arrival 
Butler met with the witness Varod Hendricks) who reported observing a female 
breaking into the building. (Butler Supp.). Butler was on scene by 5:30 p.m. 
(Butler Depo. P. 17). It is' noted that Hendricks had reported to the dispatcher 
that he had spoken to the female who responded that she was trying to get her 
< I < • 
keys. (CAD). It was further reported that she was possibly lethargic or on 
narcotics. (CAD)._ Butler _made an obse~ation of a ·female in the building 
manipulating dental i~struments including a knife ·and holding a beer. (Butler 
Supp.) .. Butler relayed his observations to other responding officers. (Butler 
Supp.). 
50. On arrival Officer Butler spoke with Hendricks who reported that he had seen 
the woman break·the window and enter the building. (Butler Depo. P. 34). 
Butler corroborated the fact that the window was broken. (Butler Depo. P. 35). 
Butler observed the suspect (James) through a window (east facing on northeast 
' . . 
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comer) of the building. (Butler Depo. P. 40). Butler described the suspect as 
follows: "A mi~dle-age~ female, she was white, medium build. She was tolding 
a knife, and it appeared that sh~ was drinking from a beer can." (Butler Depo. P. 
' ' 
41). Butler described the knife as having a 4-5 inch blade. (Butler Depo. P. 44). 
Butler indicated that his observations only lasted for seconds as the suspect 
moved away from the window and could not be observed. _(Butler Depo. P. 50) .. 
' ' ' 
Butler testified that he was still the only officer o~~scene at the point when he 
observed the suspect. (Butler Depo. P. '51). Officer Butler did not attempt to 
contact the suspect upon observing her due to the presence of weapons, the fact 
that he did not know if _there were additional suspects and the fact that _h~ was by · 
himself. (Butl~r Depo. P. 52-53). Officer Butler reported that ~nee additional 
'units arrived at the scene a perimeter was set up around the building. (Butler 
Depo. P~ 54). 
' -
51. Officer Barber reported that he spo~e to one of~e doctors (owner) by telephone 
as well~ a cleaning lady at the scene. (Barber Depo. P. 35). The cle~g lady 
reporte_d that ·other people W~!ked in the building. {Barber Depo. P. 60). 
52. Carrick Brewster responded to the building and reported that, to his knowledge, 
no one should be in the building. (Barber Supp.). Brewster also provided keys 
· to the police to n:iake entry into the building. (Barber Supp.). 
53. Officer Bonas reported that he and K-9 "Ruwa" were called to the· scene at 
approximately 6:00 p.m. (Bonas Supp.). Bonas was briefed by Sergeant Kuklas 
who w~ on the scene. (Bonas Supp). This briefing included information that a 
witness had observ~d a female break and enter ~e building by shattering a 
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window; Officer Butler had observed the subject still in the building armed with 
a knife; and Dr. Brewster, who was on scene reported that no one should be in 
the building. (Bonas Supp.). ~onas testified that when he arrived, in addition to. 
Sergeant Kukla, Officer Butle~ and Officer Barber were on the scene. (Bonas 
Depo. P. 30). Lieutenant Schoenborn was also on the scene. (Bonas Depo. P. 
•f • ~ • 
, ' 
31). Officer Rapp and .Officer Harr, were also on the scene prior to the K-9 
entry. (Bonas Depo. P. 31-32). · . 
, . , 
54. Officer Butler utilized a vehicle PA system to make an initial announcement. 
(Bonas Depo. P. 23). Butler· described the announcement as follows: "It was an 
announcement to the: suspect .. inside this particular building identifying 
ourselves, identifying why we were there, giving instructions on what' we 
wanted the individuals inside to do, and finally, that we were going to use a 
.. • • • ,, 'w4,, • ,r; 
pol~c~ dog to find them if they did not surrender, ~d that they ~ay···be bit." 
(Butler Depo. P. 56). Butler estimated that at least 10 minutes passed between 
' ~ ' ' ' ' . 
his announcement on the· PA and the dog entering the building. (Butler Depo. P. 
56). Officer Bonas r~ported that the majority of the building was in' darkness. 
(Bonas Depo. ~- 44). 
55. In determining that the use of the K-9 was appropriate, Officer Bonas articulated 
several factors including: the severity of the crime of ~~glary; the . fact that 
additional burglaries at dental offices had occurred; Officer Butler's o~servation 
that the suspect was armed; the tactical advantage of the suspect being· able to 
hide in the building and utilize fu..e dar~ess; the suspect's non-compliance with 
the K-9 warning; and the danger to officers while searching the ·building. (Bonas 
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Supp.). It should be noted that Officer Bonas verified that paramedics were 
staged prior to deploying his K-9. (Bonas Supp). 
56. Officer Bonas made an announcement prior to entry; an announcement prior to 
the search of the second floor; and an announcement prior to searching the 
" ' ·~ .. . 
bottom floor 'w~ere James was located in th~ bathr~om. (Bonas Supp.). There 
was no response to any of the warnings. (Bonas Supp.). Bonas reported g~ving 
. , 
"Ruwa" a command to search an~ subsequently heard him barking indicating 
that "Ruwa" had located the subject. (Bonas. Supp.). Based on Butler's 
. ' . 
observation that the subject was anned, Officer Bonas gave the bite command. 
(Bonas Supp.)~ Officer Bonas rep~rted hearing a female (James) screaming and 
o~se~ing "Ruwa" biting James' right arm. (Bonas Supp.). Upon determining 
... ' ' ' 
.that James w~ no longer anned, Officer Bonas. c?Iled "Ruwa" off. (B.onas 
Depo.). The arrest team ~en moved in and took James into custody. (Bonas 
Supp.). Officer Bonas testified that when he approached the partially opened 
ba~oom door, the bathroom was in darkness with no lights on: (Bonas Depo. P. 
100-101). F~llowing. James' apprehension, Officer Bonas continued and 
. ~ • r , 
completed the search of the building. (Bonas Depo. P. 102). 
. . 
57. In discussi_ng BPD C,~e Policy, Officer Bonas asserted that, based. on Ms. 
James' failure to respond to the multiple canine warnings gave him reason_ to 
believe she was hiding. (Bon~ Depo. P: 111). Additionally, this belief was 
further supported by the broken window; the fact that James' had been observed 
at one point but had not been seen since; and the person had never re-entered the 
lit room. (Bonas Depo. P. 112). 
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58. Following J.ames' apprehension Dr. Brewster, the owner of the building, 
reported that James may be an employee of "Gene" one of his tenants. (Butler 
Supp.). Brewster did not believe that she should be in the building at the time of 
,I 
the incident b1:1t even if she was he wanted her prosecuted for the damage to the 
building. (Butler Supp.). In a handwritten statement Brewster reported that no 
' ' 
person was given permission to enter his building by breaking a window. 
(Brewster Statement). 
•, 
59. It is noted that Sergeant Kukla and Lieutenant Schoenborn were on scene during 
the K-9 deployment. (U ofF Review). 
60. James denied marijuana use· notwithstanding the fact that testing fyom the 
hospital revealed cannabinoid in her system. (James Depa. P. 58). James BAC 
at the hospital was .27. 
. . 
61. The BPD policy on use ofK-9s asserts: "Decisions to deploy the canine shall be 
. ( :· . . ~ 
based upon the follo~g: • The severity of the crime. • Whether the suspect 
poses . an immediate threat t_o the ~afety of officers and others. • . Whether the . 
., 
suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the time.• 
Whether .deployment of the c~e presents a dariger to ~e safety of uninv~~ved 
citizens and other officers." (BPD 1.02.04). 
62. Officer Bonas reported he and K-9 Ruwa exceeded the 240 hour minimum of 
~ \ ' " . 
training for a new K-9s prior to going for state certification. (Bonas Depa. P. 
. . 
10). Ruwa was traine4 through the "handler controlled" method whereby the K-
9 bites only after the handler has given a command .. (Bonas Depo. P. 12). Bonas 
contrasted · the handler controlled training where the handler is making the 
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.. 
decisions where "bark and hold" K-9s make the decision whether a bite is 
necessary. (Bonas Depo. P. 12-13). 
63. It is my opinion, based upon my specialized tr~ning, background, education, 
... 
and experience as·' well as ·my continued research, authoring, auditing, 
consulting, and training on law enforcement practices throughout the United 
' . ~ . 
States that the actions of all of the officers and supervisors throughout this event 
.. 
were ~onsistent. with generally accepted policies, p_ractices, training, and legal 
mandates as well as the Boise Police Department policies on the issues which 
' . 
the officers faced in responding to this call.· ~e various issues include securing 
. the exterior of the building by setting a perimeter; Officer Butler's decision not 
to make contact with 'James during his initial observation;: the decis~on to utilize 
a patrol K-9 and the m~er in "".hich the canine was used. 
. . . 
64. In this case officers received information concerning a burglary in progress from 
a citizen, Mr. Hendricks. Officers throughout the United States are trained that 
' ' ' .... 
there are three general categories of informants. i;ne.tirst type is the anonymous 
~ • " • I -.• 
. . 
informant whose reliabiiity and veracity is unknown: In the case of anonymous 
' . . .. ' .. 
\ information officers must take steps
1 
to corroborate information within the 
anonymous tip whj.ch would only b~ known to a person with intimate knowledge 
of the subject. The seco~d type is the informant who is providing information 
' . 
for m~netary 
1
gain or for consideration of leniency fo~ ~barges related to them. 
Law enforcement is trained that this group of i~ormants has a motivation to 
' provide information and therefore officers must take steps to establish the 
reliability of the informant and the information. Finally, officers are trained that 
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victims of crime' and witnesses to crime are "good citizen" informants who 
generally tell the _truth and therefore have an indicia of reliability. 1 
65. Mr. Hendricks would qualify as a good citizen informant, while Dr.' Brewster 
. . 
· would be both a good citizen informant as well as a crime victim since he owned 
' . 
the building. It is undisputed that James, in fact, broke the window and made 
' . 
entry into the building. The responding officers were able to corroborate the 
. ' 
information provided by Hendricks through physical · evidence (the broken 
. .. ' ./. . . 
window) as well as the observation made by.Officer Butler that James was in the 
building. Other factors from which officers could make a reasonable ·inference 
that no one should be in the building ·was the fact that this was a medical type 
building and it was a Sunday night, the day after Christmas. Additionally 
' ' . 
officers made a number of announcements, including one which was made over 
,.., . . . . ., 
a public address system, to which officers would expect a''per~on to respond 
through compliance. 
. . 
66. Officers throughout the United States are trained, that the~e are two distinct. 
justifications for depriving a citizen of liberty relating to the investigation of 
criminal activity. The first of these justifications is commonly referred to as a 
. ' 
"Terry Stop" o~ investigative det~nti~n: Officers are trained that these stops do 
' . 
not r~quire probable cause to believe the per~on has committed a crime, but 
rather are justified on a lesser degree of proof, specifically "reasonable 
1 See, Introduction to Crit~inal Evidence and Court Proceedings, Hanley, Schmidt and Robbins, Mccutchen . 
Publis~ing, 1987. P.149; see also, Arkan·sas Law Enforcement Pocket Manual, 2nd Edition, June 2004 Arkansas 
Attorney General Mike Beebe, 2004. P. 29 "Reliability ofinfonnation/lnformant" Information from citizen-
. witnesses or 'identified citizen informants' is presumed to be reliable. The law presumes that a person who comes 
forward as an identified witness and provides infonnation to the police does so as a good citizen, thus, that citizen 
should be identified and named. · · · 
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suspici~n. "2 It is noted that durin~ a reasonable suspicion based detention 
officers are trained that the purpose is to confirm their suspicion through the 
development of probable c.ause. or dispel their suspicion. 
67. Officers throughout the United States are trained that the second justification for 
deprivation of liberty of a citizen. is when an officer has' probable cause to 
believe that the subject has committed a criminal offense. Officers are trained 
that probable cause can be supported by information prov~ded to officers; by 
observations made by the officer through the officer's senses; an4 by physical or 
other evidence available to the officer. It is well known that hearsay can be used 
by officers to support probable cause. Officers ·are also taught that they may 
. . 
rely on the collective knowledge of all involved officers in making force and 
arrest decisions. 
68. A re~onable and well trai?ed officer would conclude that there was probable 
. ., 
cause· to believe that a burglary was taking place and that the person in the 
building was committing that burglary. Additionally, Officer Butler's 
observation of an item in the hand of James which he believed to be a knife 
would be perceived by any reasonable and well-trained officer as an escalated 
danger. 
69. The actions of Officer Butler in not making contact with James while he was 
. . 
alone at the scene was consistent with generally acc~pted policies, practices, and 
tr~g provided to ~l law enforcement. Making contact and taking action 
' 
while alone at the scene while observing a. subject inside a building with the 
2 See e.g. The Law Enforcement Officer's Pocket Manual 2008 Edition, Miles, Richardson, and Scudellari, Bureau 
ofNational Affairs 2008. P. 2:8; See also Quick Reference Legal Guide for Law Enforcement Critical Legal Tasks 
in Law Enforcement 2008-2009, Jack Ryan, ~ATC Books, 2009 P. 10. 
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window broken out and who the officer percei~ed to be armed would. be 
considered what law enforcement trainers refer to as ''tombstone courage.". 
70. In 1975, Detective Piere~ Brooks of the Los Angeles .Police Department 
authored Officer Down, Code 3, in which he identified "Ten Deadly Errors" 
made by law enforcement officers. Since that time, these "Ten Deadly Errors" 
have been taught in basic police academies throughout the country and have 
been written ab~ut in iaw enforcement periodical~.3 In my own experien~e, 
these "Ten Deadly Errors" were taught in my basic poJice academy in 1981 as 
well as in in-se~ice trainings related to deadly force and firearms qualifications. 
As the Director of the Providence Police Academy I ensured that the IO Deadly 
Errors were included in every r~c':llit's Street Survival. Program. f 
71 .. The 10 Deadly .Errors are: 
a. Failure to Maintain Proficiency and Care of Equipment 
,. b. Improper Search and Use of Handcuffs . 
c. · ~leepy or Asleep . 
d. Relaxing too Soon 
e. · Missing Danger Signs 
f. . Taking a Bad Position 
g. Failure to Watch the Hands 
h. Tombstone Courage 
1. Preocc~ation 
j. Apathy 
72. It is my opinion, based upon my specialized training, background, education, 
and experience as ~ell as my ~on~inued resear~h, authoring, auditing, 
consulting, and training ori law enforcement practices throughout the United 
States that the decision to d~ploy the K-9 by the officers and supervisors was 
3 See e.g. "Preventing the 10 Deadly Errors, Thirty Years Later'' Joseph Petrocelli, F.B.I Law Enforcement Bulletin, 
November 2006. · · · 
4 Id. . 
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consistent with generally accepted policies, practi_ces, training, and legal 
mandates as well as the Boise Police Department policies. 
73. Building.searches are a routine task for which law enforcement K-9s are used. 
A number of reasons s~_ppo~ such use however the primary reason is the safety 
of officers. A4ditionally, duet~ a K-9s superio~ caJ?ability to ~mell, the K-9 can 
locate individuals who may try to hide fro~ law enforcement during such 
searches placing officers at a tactical disa~vantage from att~ck. 
'. ' 
74. In this particular instance the officers had significant information that would 
lead any reasonable and well-trained office~ to conclude that James was 
burglarizing the building. Addit!onally, the officers took a number of generally 
•· accepted steps in an effort to accomplish a peaceful surrender which included 
setting a perimeter; making a PA announce~ent; and . making numerous 
announcements once in the building. In doing so they gave -James multiple . 
' . ' . . 
. . . 
oppo~~es to respond through compliance. It is noted that James h~ no 
memory of the law enforcement involvement and it is suggested in officer 
' . 
depositions that she in~y not have heard the verbal commands/warnings of the 
officers. It is well kno~ in law enforcement~ that use of a K-9 is judged from 
the perspective of the officer not the suspect, and is al~o not judged tlµ'ough the 
use of 20/20 hiridsight. 
75. It is clear that ~e. officers and supervised followed all of the generally accepted 
protocols for deploying a K-9 for a building· search. 
76. It is noted that when a law enforcement K-9 actually bites a subject during the 
course of apprehending the subject a use of force has occurred. It is well known 
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in law enforcement that there is no use of force until an actual seizure has 
occurred.. All officers are trained that a physical seizure occurs when the officer 
. ' . ~ .. 
' 
stops a subject's movement by a means intentionally applied. There simply is 
no stopping of movement until the physical force is actually applied. · Officers 
are also trained that when a person submits to an officer's show of authority a 
seizure, albeit not a physical seizure, has o~curred. . 
77. It is my opinion, based upon my specialized training, background, education, 
and experience as well as my conthuied research, .- authoring, auditing, 
consulting, and training on law enforcement pr~ctices throughout the United 
States that the actions of Officer Bonas in _ giving the bite command was 
~ -
con~istent with generally accepted policies, practices, training, and legal 
I 
_ mandates as well as the Boise Police Department policies ~th respect to use of 
force and using a K-9 as a method of apprehension. 
~8. At the outset ·1 hereby incorporate all of the foregoing law enforcement concepts 
into this opinion. 
79. Officers throughout the United States are trained in two formulas with respect to 
use of force decision making and justification. The first of these formulas is a 
three~part test which parallels the mandates announced by the United States 
Supreme Court ~ Graham v. Connor. 5 The three-part test directs offi~ers to 
. . 
consider the seriousness of offense; whether or not the subject poses a physical • 
5 This formula is derived from Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989) and can be found in law enforcement 
training lesson plans as well as Use of Force policies throughout the United States. See e.g. International 
Association of Chiefs of Police, Use of Force Model Policy 2005, IACP Model Policy Center, Virginia 2005. 
. . 
\· 
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threat to the officer or ap.yone else; and finally whether the subject is actively 
resisting or attempting to evade arrest by flight. 
80. Any reasonable and well trained officer would recognize that burglary into a 
commercial building is a serious offense. Additionally, the threat to the officers 
' . 
was escalated here based on the observation made by Officer Butler as well as 
' . . . . 
the knowledge of officers relative to · dental instruments which would be 
available to a suspect who had broken into the building. The threat in any 
. . 
building search such as this is also escalated due to officers' lack of familiarity 
with the layout of_ the building and the ability of the suspect to hide and lie in 
wait for office.rs. Additionally? the officers gave James several opportunities to 
comply with verbal commands through the warnings which were given before 
,, • •L > • • 
and through,out the search. Thus, any reasonable officer would conclude there 
w~ both active resistance as well as an attempt to evade arrest. 
~ 1. Officers are trained an~ are well aware that most p~ople automatically respond 
. . 
to the least significant force optic:,n being officer presence without ever being 
told what to do. The natural reaction of law abiding 'persons upon. seeing an 
officer is to immediately bring their behavior into coinpliance _with what is 
expected under the law. It would be clear to any reasonable and well-trained 
. . 
officer that James did not respond to the officers' verbal commands/warnings. 
' . . 
82. The second forniula was ,the "Use of Force Continuum." While agencies 
' . 
utilized different force continuum models, all of the models recognize that 
officers have various subject 'control tacti~s available to them and that these 
tactics range from a low-level intrusions, such as officer presence and verbal 
./ 
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commands, to the highest level which is deadly force. It should be recognized 
that even in those agencies which still use. of force continuum, the continuum is 
- • + -
.... , , not a ladder which must be climb~d step by step. Instead it is a .presentation of 
various force options, each of which must be objectiveiy reasonable under the 
, - ".. . . 
circumstances with which the officer is faced. It is noted that due to confusion 
over application of such continuums, law enforcement is moving away from this 
concept and ·simply train "force options." It is recognized that many law 
enforcement agencies are moving away from the so-callea' ~'continuum" and 
moving toward a "Graham" decision making model. 
83: It i~ well understood in' law enforcement that the :use of force must be judged 
from the perspec~ve <?f the officer on the scene, taking into account what the 
officer· reasonably believed to be ~e circumstances at the. tim~ and not with 
20/20 hindsight. T4us; James' actual reasons for being in the building, learned: 
' ~ .~ - -
after the fact, has no bearing on these opinions, nor on the officers' decisions 
' . '• 
made at the time ~tho~t the J,enefi~ of 20/20 hindsight 
84~ I ha~e reviewed the traini.;g and certification of Officer Bonas and note th~t his 
. . . 
training and that of his K-9 is consistent with generally accepted policies, 
pra~tices, training, and legal manqates with respect to proper K-9/Handler 
' 
trainin:g, It is my opinion tha~ ~ere are no deficiencies in this training. 
, 
85. I have found no evidence in any of the materials provided to date which would 
support any deficiency in training, supervision, or controlling officers 0~ the law 
· enforcement K-9 Ruwa. 
' > 
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86. At ~s stage o~ my review I do not know if I may be asked to review additional. 
documents. Should I be asked to review any additional documents ~ will be 
prepared to render ad~itional opinions or supplement the opi¢ons stated within 
this report. 
87. At this point in the development of this case I do not know whether I will be 
. . 
using any demonstrative aids during my te~ony. Should I decide to use any 
such tool; I will assure that they are m_ade available for review, if requested, 
prior t':) their use. 
88. My fees for these professional services are outlined in the attached retainer 
agreement. 
This report is signed under penalty of perjury on this 26th day of December, 
2013, in Greenville, Rhode Island. 
,· 
,' 
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December 24th, 2013 
The following represents my Rule 26 Report in the matter of James v. City of Boise. It is 
based on review of materials submitted to be by your office (enumerated later), my position 
in law enforcement for over 31 years in the Boise Metropolitan Area, and my education and 
experience as police canine trainer, and police canine handler of over 20 years. I reserve the 
right to amend this report if other evidence becomes available. 
Summary of Facts: 
Boise Police responded to a report of a burglary in progress at 7337 Northview St., on the 
evening of Sunday December 26th, 2010 at 5:25 PM. The National Weather Service reported 
that sunset in Boise on that day was 5:14 pm. The National Weather Service further reported 
that at 6:00 p.m. on that day, it was 44 degrees, with 42% humidity and a sustained wind of 
16mph. 
This Police response was the result of the phone call to Ada County Communications from 
Mr. Jared Hendricks. Mr. Hendricks reports hearing glass breaking and thereafter 
confronting a female adult, later identified as Melene James, as she is entering the building 
addressed above through a broken basement/ lower level window. 
Mr. Hendricks relayed that the female appeared lethargic and possibly under the influence of 
drugs. The window that Ms. James had broken and entered through was on the basement 
level of the structure, and out of sight of those passing by, or walking in the immediate area. 
Ms. James tells Mr. Hendricks that she was going to get her keys out of the building. Mr. 
Hendricks then returns to his father's home across the street and subsequently phones Police 
at 5:22 p.m. (He would have completed his contact with Ms. James in the minutes preceding 
the phone call to Police). 
Officer Butler arrives at this address some minutes later and speaks briefly, in person, with 
Mr. Hendricks, before working further to identify other suspects and or accomplices, and 
secure the perimeter. Officer Butler soon sees Ms. James standing in a lighted room in the 
basement I lower level of the building. He documents that he saw Ms. James holding a can 
of beer in her left hand, and manipulating several sharp dental instruments, including a knife, 
in her right hand. Ms. James soon leaves the only area where the lights are on, and is not 
seen or contacted again, until she is located by the police service dog Ruwa, approximately 
one hour later. Several more officers respond to this incident, and subsequently the building 
\ 
r 
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exterior is thereafter observed and monitored by police. During the time that police officers 
are around the perimeter, Ms. James does not exit the building, nor is she seen again inside 
by the officers outside. Officer Bonas also indicated in his report and deposition that several 
burglaries of Dental Offices had occurred during the past month. 
In the time prior to police entering the building, the building owner, Dr. Carrick Brewster, 
arrives on scene. Additionally, another employee, whom Dr. Brewster had contacted, and a 
cleaning lady arrived on scene as well. Dr. Brewster informs police that no one should be in 
the building if they had to break the window to get inside. 
Officer Bonas arrives at approximately 6: 10 PM and meets with other officers on scene. 
Officer Butler, in deposition states he makes announcements over the PA system of his 
police vehicle, which garners no response from Ms. James inside. Officers have a key which 
allows them to make entry into the building from the upper I main floor. At approximately 
6:19 PM Officer Bonas makes a canine warning announcement into the upstairs/ main floor 
of the building, and after receiving no reply, sends police service dog Ruwa inside to search. 
During the search of the upper I main floor, Officer Bonas stops to initiate a second canine 
warning announcement. There is no response from Ms. James on this second announcement. 
Prior to negotiating the stairwell down to the basement / lower level, Officer Bonas makes a 
third announcement, yelling down the stairwell to the basement immediately below. Gaining 
no response from Ms. James, he sends his dog Ruwa down the stairwell to clear it, and search 
the floor below. 
When reviewing Officer Bonas's audio recording I counted a total of 10 barks made by 
Ruwa over the span of a minute's time. These barks were made very near to Melene James's 
location. During that time Ms. James does not call out to police or in any way audibly 
inquire as to why a dog is barking outside her bathroom door. At 6:31 PM Ada County 
Communications records that the search / arrest team has made contact with a suspect. This 
is approximately 12 minutes after the search/ arrest team had made entry into the building. 
Ms. James was secured and removed from the building to a waiting ambulance, where she 
was treated and transported to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center. 
Summary of Undisputed Facts: 
Melene James broke a window out of the lower level/ basement floor of the b:uilding at 7337 
Northview. Mr. Hendricks, heard the glass breakage and went to investigate, ultimately 
verbally confronting Melene James as she was climbing through the broken window. Ms. 
James told Mr. Hendricks that she had locked herself out, and was going inside the building, 
via the broken window, to get her keys. Mr. Hendricks reported that the female entering the 
business through the broken window was lethargic and appeared to be under the influence of 
possibly drugs. 
The lower level / basement window was not visible to motorists passing by, or pedestrians 
walking on the sidewalk. This incident took place on a non-business day (Sunday), and that 
the building was closed for business. When this incident occurred, it was after the hours of 
sunset on December 26th, 2010. 
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Melene James was seen inside the building by Officer Butler, who saw her holding a beer 
can in one hand, and a knife or edged instrument in the other. There is no dispute that Ms. 
James left the lighted room soon after she was observed by Officer Butler, and was not seen 
again, until approximately one hour later when located by Ruwa. No movement was 
observed by the officers after Officer Butler's sighting. There is no mention of any vehicles 
being parked in the parking lot, which would be probable with an employee, agent or 
associate being on premises after hours on a non-business day. It is clear from the 
photographic evidence provided in this case that the broken glass had not been cleared, or 
cleaned up in any manner by Ms. James, and that no effort at all had been made to cover the 
broken window with any type of barrier material on this cold winter night. 
Opinions Related to the Initial Facts: 
I have been a Law Enforcement Officer for over 31 years, in the Boise Metropolitan Area. 
Of those 31 years, I have spent 26 years actively involved in patrol work, predominantly as a 
canine handler. I remained an active canine handler and patrol team supervisor up until my 
retirement in September 2013. I have also attained a POST certification as a canine trainer, 
evaluator/ certifier and master trainer. I have extensive experience in training police service 
dogs, and I am co-owner of Northwest K9 Inc. 
The forced entry, broken window, into a Dental business building after business hours, and 
on a day the business is closed, is indicative of the crime of felony burglary. The fact that the 
window broken was on a lower level, below ground level and out of sight of persons passing 
by in vehicles and or on foot in the area, is also indicative of the crime of felony burglary. 
The fact that this occurred on a non-business day and after the hours of sunset further is 
indicative of a burglary. Officer Bonas testified that several dental office burglaries had 
occurred recently, thus this is further information lending to a heightened concern for 
burglary at this address. Mr. Hendricks relayed that the female crawling through the broken 
basement window appeared lethargic and totally out of it. This description would be 
indicative of someone under the influence of alcohol and or drugs. This is also indicative of 
the crime of burglary. The predominant percentage of felony arrests that I have been 
involved in during my career, as a canine handler and police officer, were of people who 
committed those crimes while under the influence of alcohol and or drugs. It is no secret 
that people who are under the influence of alcohol and or drugs often make illogical, 
dangerous, and irrational decisions, and they can be extremely unpredictable. 
Officer Butler saw Ms. James holding a beer in one hand, and a knife or knife like instrument 
in the other. When Officer Butler saw Ms. James, which would have been several minutes 
after she had broken the window glass to gain access, she was making no effort to either 
secure the broken window and stop the rush of cold air into the building, or clean up the 
broken glass from the window. These would be the expected reasonable actions of an 
employee, agent or associate of the business. The fact is, however, that Ms. James never 
made any attempt to cover the window or clean up the broken glass. For approximately an 
hour, from the time Officer Butler saw her, until she was located by canine Ruwa, she made 
no effort to do either. This behavior is indicative of a person committing a burglary, and not 
indicative of an employee, agent or associate of a business. 
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Once Ms. James leaves the lighted room area, where she was seen by Officer Butler, she is 
not seen again. This is suggestive of someone attempting to hide from police, and a very 
common tactic of those committing a burglary, when police arrive at such a scene. The 
officers are aware that Ms. James told Mr. Hendricks that she was going back inside to get 
her keys, as she had locked herself out. All things being equal I would ask, reasonably, how 
long it takes to get one's keys from the building. In the world of police officers, actions 
speak louder than words, as people frequently lie and falsify information. Ms. James was not 
seen actively looking for something, such as her keys, by Officer Butler. Instead she was 
standing in a lighted room, holding a beer and a knife or similar appearing item. She did not 
exit the building for over an hour, after telling Mr. Hendricks that she was going inside to get 
her keys. Once she left the lighted room(s) she is not seen again. It would not be reasonable 
to conclude that she is off looking for her keys in the darkness of other rooms, for over an 
hour, without turning other room lights on. She is not seen in the lighted room(s) again, 
which would be expected of someone looking for keys, or conducting lawful business during 
the hours of darkness. 
None of the officers on scene could possibly have any idea or insight as to Ms. James' 
overall intentions, her thought processes, her mental stability, or to what degree she may or· 
may not pose a danger to them. The only information they have to make decisions upon, is 
what is given, and what they see. To this point Ms. James has done nothing that would make 
her appear to be a reasonable employee, agent or associate of the business. Again, Ms. James 
was seen holding what was believed to be a knife or knife like instrument and a beer. Ms. 
James makes no attempt to come outside in the hour plus time frame, since the call was ,i 
received and she was ultimately contacted inside. 
Police contacted an owner of the building, Dr. Brewster, who ultimately responded to the 
scene. Dr. Brewster told police that no one should be inside the business, and certainly no 
one should be inside who had to break a window to gain access. This is a reasonably 
objective conclusion by Dr. Brewster, an owner of the building. The fact that a cleaning lady 
may have told police that a female employee does work in the basement, by itself changes 
nothing. All of the circumstantial evidence known to the officers at that time, and Ms. 
James's actions and inactions, lend to the thought process that this is a burglary. 
Ms. James knew that Mr. Hendricks had seen her going through the broken window. Ms. 
James's actions were clearly suspiciou~, (breaking a window on a closed business, after 
sunset, on a sub level window out of plain sight of motorists or pedestrians walking by on the 
sidewalk). A reasonable person in Ms. James's circumstance should clearly anticipate that 
Mr. Hendricks is almost certainly going to call the police, given what he has just witnessed. 
Yet, Ms. James makes no attempt to preempt her contact with police and phone the Police 
Department to explain what she has just done, and why. That would be reasonable and 
responsible, and I have received many such preemptive reports to incidents in my career. As 
mentioned previously, Ms. James makes no effort, whatsoever, to clean up the broken glass, 
or seal the broken window with plastic, cardboard, paper, etc. A reasonable employee, agent, 
or associate would have quickly taken steps in this direction, but she does· not. Ms. James 
makes no attempt to contact a responsible party /tenant or owner to inform them of the 
window breakage. Instead she decides that she needs to consume more alcohol and calm 
down. (As such she freely admits in deposition that she takes a beer out of the refrigerator 
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that is not hers, and drinks it). Again these are not the actions of a reasonable employee, 
agent, or associate of a business. 
As described above, I counted Ruwa bark loudly 10 times on the audio recording, before he 
had contact with Ms. James. During this time Ruwa was in immediate proximity to Melene 
James. This period ofbarking encompassed over a minute of time, (one bark initially 
followed by many seconds before continued barking resumed). During this time Ms. James 
had the opportunity to announce her presence, and call out to police. A reasonable person, 
working in a business after hours, suddenly confronted by a dog barking loudly outside the 
bathroom door they were in would be concerned and startled. Given that no dog should be in 
this business would prompt a reasonable person to respond to this behavior in some fashion. 
Instead Ms. James did nothing at all, and remained silent the entire time. In totality Ms. 
James's actions that night were fully indicative of someone committing a felony burglary of 
the building, and not the reasonable, or responsible, actions of an employee, agent, or 
associate of the business on premises with legal authority and purpose. 
The plaintiff has raised the allegation that the Boise Police Officers on scene either failed to 
consider or simply ignored numerous factors such as: 
a). It is unusual for females to commit forced entry burglaries. 
I read this statement on Thursday December li1\ 2013. This is not consistent with my 
experience and career here in the Boise Metropolitan area in the last 31 years. As such, I 
. went to the Ada County Sheriffs website and viewed the current arrests page. For the 
documei;ited period on the arrest page, I counted 6 people booked into custody on the 
charge of burglary. Of these 6, 3 were women, or 50 %. (See footnote 1) 
b ). Ms. James was seen entering the building by Mr. Hendricks and actually 
communicated with Mr. Hendricks. People who are intent on burglarizing a building 
rarely continue the crime if they have been spotted and or identified. 
Again this is not consistent with my career as a police officer in the Boise Metropolitan 
area. People often feign legitimacy, or fabricate stories in order to appear legitimate as a 
means to minimize suspicion from the person who has "spotted" them. In deposition Ms. 
James, said that once confronted by Mr. Hendricks "And I didn't even turn around, 
because I had already started my crawl through the window. And I just remember 
saying, no, I locked my keys in here. And I accidently broke the window trying to get 
back in. And now, I have my keys. And now, I'm going back in the building." 
By not turning around and acknowledging Mr. Hendricks and his question, it would lead 
a reasonable person in Mr. Hendricks circumstance to conclude she is being evasive, and 
trying not to provide you a good look at her, which would indeed be consistent with 
someone committing a crime. 
• (1) Ada County Sheriffs website- www.adasheriff.org 
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c ). The lights in the dental lab were on and _the rest of the building was dark and that 
situation never changed during the entire time that the officers had the building under 
surveillance. Again, nighttime burglaries into office buildings which are closed for 
business typically do not involve lit rooms. Moreover, no officer observed any movement 
or lights such as a moving flashlight, in any other part of the building. 
This is inconsistent with my experience as a police officer in the Boise Metropolitan 
Area. Many businesses leave on lights or have some degree of lighting in their 
businesses after hours, presumably to allow vision inside the property. So it is not 
unusual to have businesses burglarized that have some or even significant lighting on 
inside the premises during the crime. 
The further fact that officers did not see any movement or flashlights inside the building 
during their time on scene is not unusual at all. Ultimately, at least 9 police officers were 
on scene. It is practical to believe that 9 people maneuvering around the perimeter of the 
business would be spotted by a person inside the building. At the time police had no way 
to know for sure that an accomplice or lookout had not been hiding nearby who alerted 
the suspect inside to the police presence via cell phone or walkie talkie. This is a very 
common practice by such offenders. In my experience, once alerted to the police 
presence, most people illegally entering into, or burglarizing a building hide and do not 
acknowledge the police presence in any way, nor are they seen moving about. Ms. · 
James, unfortunately, followed this example to the letter, which would lend additional 
suspicions she was engaged in criminal activity. 
Since she was not seen moving about, as could be expected from an employee going 
about their business after hours, and made no effort whatsoever to prevent the barrage of 
cold night air entering into the building through the broken window is suggestive that she 
had no legitimate right to be there. 
d). Ms. James was observed drinking a beer and manipulating dental instruments in a 
dental lab. Burglars do not typically bring a beer with them and then interrupt their 
activities to stop and casually drink 
In this case Ms. James was seen holding a beer in one hand, and holding a knife or knife 
like object, in the other. However, based upon available information, she was not acting 
in the manner of a reasonable employee, agent or associate of this business building. 
This is further evidenced by the fact she is standing not far away from a broken window, 
that she broke and crawled through, yet she was making no effort to deal with the broken 
window in any fashion. She was not seen working on any dental appliance, or engaging 
in any other activity that could have been construed to be legitimate in purpose, for an 
employee, agent, or associate of such a business. 
The assertion that Ms. James brought a beer with her is not correct. In deposition Ms. 
James admitted that she found the beer in the refrigerator of the business, after she broke 
the window. She also admitted she did not know who the beer belonged to. It certainly 
did not belong to her, but she took it and drank it nevertheless. She drank the beer in lieu 
of trying to repair or mitigate the damage she had done to the building. Again not a 
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reasonable response, and not one that should lead police to infer she is a legitimate 
employee, agent or associate of this business building. 
e ). The officers had information that the dental lab was operated by persons not 
associated with Dr. Brewster's dental practice. They were specifically advised that a 
female worked in the dental lab, which meant that people, other than Dr. Brewster, or his 
employees, had the right to be in the building. The fact that there was (a) dental lab, 
unassociated with Dr. Brewster's dental practice, also meant that there was likely a lease 
or tenant relationship. 
Dr. Brewster is an owner of the property. As such, Dr. Brewster should, and would be, 
familiar with the people he has as tenants. The Police relied on Dr. Brewster's 
information to be accurate. It is not at all reasonable or practical to think the police 
would or should know better than Dr. Brewster, who should be in the building. This is 
why officers on scene contacted Dr. Brewster. Dr. Brewster's belief that no one should 
be in the building that had to break a window to gain access, coupled with all the 
aforementioned material, is most certainly objectively reasonable. Nothing that Ms. 
James did that night lent to the objectively reasonable conclusion she had a right to be in 
the building. 
f.) The officers also had information that the "suspect" had advised Mr. Hendricks that 
she had locked herself out of the building and was going in to get her keys. Thus, the 
officers knew the suspect was female, a fact later confirmed by visual observation. When 
the cleaning lady indicated that there was a female that worked in the basement and she 
started to describe the person, Officer Barber stopped the conversation and apparently 
refused or chose not to explore it farther despite knowing that the person might very well 
be a tenant with a legal right to be in the dental lab. Police Officers must gather 
information if they are to properly assess the totality of the circumstances. Here Officer 
Barber purposefully chose to shut the flow of information off, based on the statement of 
Dr. Brewster. Not only did he shut the flow of information off, he found "humor" in the 
Doctor's statements which, given the circumstances, seems entirely inappropriate given 
that the person in the building may have justifications for being there and for breaking 
the window. 
Ms. James advised Mr. Hendricks that she was going inside to get her keys. That does 
not make it factual. As I mentioned previously, those committing crimes that are 
approached or confronted by other people will most assuredly lie, and provide false · 
information in order to appear legitimate. People who are acting as reasonable 
employees gaining access to a building are generally not under the influence of alcohol 
and or drugs, and doing so through a broken window, out of public view, after the hours 
of sunset, and a non-business day. Further, actions speak louder than words, and Ms. 
James did not appear to be looking for anything when seen by Officer Butler. 
Additionally, she did not exit the building in the hour plus while police were on scene. 
She disappeared and was not seen thereafter. Again, suspicious behavior not associated 
with someone legitimately on premise. 
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Dr. Brewster would be expected to have knowledge of persons who may have a legal right to 
access the building. This is why police contacted him. His pronouncement to police was that 
no one should lawfully be inside the business that had to break a window to gain entry. 
Even factoring that the cleaning lady provided Officer Barber a description as best she could, 
of the female who worked in the lab, police cannot ignore the overriding material that was 
known, which decisively led to the belief that the building was being burglarized. Ms. James 
did not contact the Police Department after breaking the window and being discovered, to 
preempt the response that was made. That would have been reasonable given all the other 
surrounding circumstance. Ms. James was highly intoxicated, not a representative state for 
most employees, agents or associates lawfully entering a business. Ms. James never 
responded to police announcements, either via PA or voice of the officer(s). Ms. James made 
no attempt to hail police, or announce her presence, even when a police service dog was 
barking outside the door of the room she was in. Ms. James never attempted to clean up the 
glass from the broken window, nor did she attempt to secure the window that she broke. 
These are not reasonable or rational actions for an employee, agent or associate of a business, 
especially given the weather conditions. The plaintiff, however, consistently appears to not 
acknowledge these crucial factors which led police, and likely Dr. Brewster too, to believe 
that a burglary was occurring. 
Ms. James's actions and or inactions exacerbated the already substantial evidence pointing to 
her as being the perpetrator of a felony burglary. Ms. James took no reasonable or 
responsible action to mitigate, or prevent her ultimate contact with the police service dog, 
(including the time span of over one minute, when Ruwa was barking outside the bathroom 
door that she was in). She could have called out at that point, as clearly, if she had heard no 
other announcement she should have concluded a dog barking outside the door she was in 
was not normal. Instead, however, she remained silent and engaged in a course of conduct 
that was consistent with someone actually burglarizing this property. 
Officer Bonas and Ruwa: 
Officer Bonas was assigned to the Boise Police Department Canine unit in March of 2009. 
He remained in the training phase with that unit until he certified with canine Ruwa in March 
of 2010. Officer Bonas had exceeded the minimum required training hours prior to 
certifying with canine Ruwa. 
Officer Bonas and Ruwa completed their first Patrol Canine Certification on March 4th, 2010. 
As such he successfully passed the certification standards in order to achieve this 
accreditation. Idaho certifications standards are rigid and do not allow for errors in the dog's 
ability to recall after being sent, and verbally release a bite on a person, without compulsive 
measures. 
The Idaho Patrol Dog Certifications standards require the following be successfully 
completed / passed: 
Obedience Phase: 
Obedience phase includes on-leash and off-leash obedience. This requires two right, two 
left, and two about face turns each - (on-leash/ off-leash). 
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Obedience phase includes a down in motion, where the dog heels with the handler until 
ordered to down while the handler stays in motion. 
Obedience phase includes a down stay exercise where the dog must move from a sit to a 
down via command, and remain in that down stay for five minutes. There is a minimum 
distance separation from the dog and handler of 60 feet during this exercise. 
Obedience phase includes a jump, where the dog must jump an obstacle (minimum of 36 
inches tall) and then remain in a stay on the opposite side. 
Obedience phase includes the dog being exposed to gunfire (blank gun). This requires the 
dog to remain controllable, while off leash and in near proximity to the handler, when the 
rounds are fired (by the handler). 
Search Phase: 
Search phase includes the dog searching a building, a minimum of 1500 square feet in size, 
to locate and alert to a person in hiding. 
Search phase includes the dog searching an open area, minimum of 1 acre in size, for a 
person in hiding. 
Apprehension Phase: 
Apprehension phase includes the dog being sent after a :fleeing (running/ jogging) decoy, 
after warning announcements are given by the handler. When the dog is sent to apprehend 
the decoy, the decoy will soon stop :fleeing and surrender. The dog must recall without 
contacting the decoy, or go into a guard and bark without contacting the decoy. 
Apprehension phase includes a contact exercise in which the dog is sent after a :fleeing 
(running I jogging) decoy, after announcements are given by the handler. The dog must 
apprehend the suspect and remain in place until told to release by the handler. The dog must 
verbally release, no electric collar can be used during any portion of the apprehension phase. 
Apprehension phase includes a contact exercise in which the dog is required to protect the 
handler from an attack. When the attack is initiated by the decoy the dog must contact and 
remain with the decoy until told to release by the handler. The dog must verbally release, no 
electric collar can be used during any portion of the apprehension phase. 
Canine Policies and Deployment: 
In reviewing the Boise Police Department Policy 1.02.04 Police Canines, this policy is in line 
with Graham v. Connor. 
I looked at this policy with respect to what information the officers responding to 7337 
Northview had, as denoted previously in this document. I will address each of the four 
considerations listed by Policy: 
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1. The severity of the crime: 
The Officers, based upon the information available to them, came to the objectively 
reasonable conclusion that a burglary was in progress at this building. A burglary is a 
felony crime in Idaho. 
2. Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and others: 
In looking at this the Officers had information from Mr. Hendricks that the suspect was 
lethargic, and appeared to "!Je under the influence of possibly drugs, and that she was 
''totally out of it". The suspect had been seen holding a knife or edged weapon, and a 
beer. The beer supports the assessment and observations that Mr. Hendricks provided to 
police. None of the officers know what Ms. James intentions are, or what her mindset or 
state of mental stability is. Since Officer Butler's sighting, she has not been seen in the 
lighted area of the building, or in any other area of the building. This lends to the belief 
and concern that she may be hiding inside the building, aware of the police presence. 
There is no way to know that she is not accompanied by another person, who has not yet 
been seen. She is believed to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol, and was in 
possession of a knife or edged weapon. She has not complied with orders to come out 
and or make her presence known. Ms. James has conducted herself in a fashion closely 
associated with people committing burglary. These are factors for concern for police. As 
stated previously people who are under the influence of alcohol and or drugs often make 
illogical, dangerous, and irrational decisions, and they can be extremely unpredictable. 
Based upon these factors she does pose a credible threat to police once they have to enter 
the building to search for her, and any unknown accomplices. 
3. Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the time: 
In reviewing this factor, based upon what the officers reasonably knew at the time, it 
would be easy to conclude that Ms. James and any other person(s) inside the building 
were actively hiding, or attempting to evade arrest. Officer Butler stated in deposition 
that he gave PA announcements from his car, which has a loudspeaker affixed to the front 
bumper area. Officer Bonas made three yelled announcements, one prior to his police 
service dog being released to search inside the building, and two further inside. At no 
time did they receive a response, which in my substantial experience, is most indicative 
of people hiding without intention of surrendering. 
4. Whether the deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of uninvolved 
citizens and other officers: 
In reviewing this factor, it is a Sunday, the business is not open. It is after the hours of 
sunset, and a building owner has told police no one should be inside who had to break a 
window to gain access. No other person(s) are likely inside other than the suspect(s). 
The Officers on scene, given the information at hand, were within the restrictions of their 
policy as set forth above. Officer Bonas and the supervisory staff on scene correctly 
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concluded that a patrol canine would be a viable asset in clearing this building for a 
burglary suspect who was still inside. No other credible information to conclude 
anything else was present. 
I reviewed the Boise Police Standard Operating Procedure - SOP# P3.0001.0 Police 
Canine (K9) Units. I specifically refer to the procedure on Building Searches, as it 
applies in this case. Based µpon the information known at the time, and listed previously, 
it is my opinion that the officers acted within the line and scope of their procedures. 
Bark and Hold vs. Bite and Hold: 
As mentioned previously, I have been a law enforcement officer for over 31 years, in the 
Boise Metropolitan Area. Of those 31 years, I have spent 26 years actively involved in 
patrol work, predominantly as a canine handler. I remained an active canine handler and 
patrol team supervisor up until my retirement in September 2013. I have also attained 
POST certifications as a canine trainer, evaluator/ certifier and master trainer. I have 
extensive experience in training police service dogs, and I am President and co-owner of 
Northwest K9 Inc. 
I was first introduced to bark and hold dogs in law enforcement in 1992. Since that time 
I have been involved in extensive training of police service dogs, including bark and hold 
trained canines. I have spent considerable time working with Schutzhund clients in the 
training of their dogs to the guard and bark standard of the sport. I have also worked with 
trainers in Ring Sport, which has guard and escort components to the sport. I have been 
an observer and also an evaluator for many certifications involving bark and hold trained 
dogs in the State of Idaho. I have trained and worked extensively over the period of my 
career with both bark and hold, and bite and hold methodologies. 
In all of my experiences I have not seen bark and hold demonstrated reliably under field 
conditions. I have seen bark and hold dogs perform admirably in some training 
scenarios, yet they do not perform reliably in real world deployments. Bark and hold 
training ideologies require far more training time to maintain even minimal standards. 
Bark and hold dogs are, for lack of a more accurate description, expected to conclude 
when a person may be engaged and when not. That is an unreasonably complex decision 
for a dog to make given the complexities of use of force policy and court precedents on 
the matter. By contrast, a bite and hold dog is trained to search, bite, recall, release. 
These decisions are made by the handler, and not the dog. I also have knowledge that the 
overwhelming majority of agencies utilizing patrol dogs in country, and in Idaho as well, 
are bite and hold trained. 
Bark and hold is not the industry standard. Bark and hold is not a best practice. My 
conclusion in this regard is based upon my extensive, objective, experience as a police 
canine trainer and police canine handler in the Boise Metropolitan Area. Bark and hold 
does not work as advertised. 
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Review of Documents: 
I have reviewed the documents provided which include: 
1. Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
2. Answer to Complaint and Request for Jury Trial 
3. Plaintiffs Answers and Responses to Defendants First Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents 
4. City Defendants Response to Second Interrogatories and Request for Production 
of Documents 
5. Boise Police Report 2010-033015 
6. Boise Internal Affairs Use of Force Report UOF 10-0024 
7. Photographs of Incident Location and Plaintiff 
8. Boise Police Department Policy, Standard Operating Procedure and Special Order 
on Police Canines. 
9. Certifications and Training History of Officer Steve Bonas 
10. Deposition of Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 
11. Deposition of Sergeant Chris Rogers 
12. Deposition of Officer Deidra Harr 
13. Deposition of Officer Chris Davis 
14. Deposition of Officer Daniel Barber 
15. Deposition of Sergeant Timothy P. Kukla 
16. Deposition of Rodney H. Likes (Retired Sergeant) 
17. Deposition of Officer Steven Charles Bonas 
18. Deposition of Officer Steven Michael Butler 
19. Deposition ofMelene James 
20. Plaintiffs I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b) Expert Witness Disclosure 
21. Officer Bonas's Audio Recording of the incident 
Fee Schedule: 
Review of Case Documents, Audio / Video Recordings, Report Preparation and 
Research, Investigation, Meetings and Consultations, Preparations for Interview, 
Depositions and or Trial: 
$165.00 per hour 
Testifying in Depositions and Trials 
$275.00 per hour (four hour minimum) 
Jerry R. Wal 
President - Northwest K9 Inc. 
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I 
- -·:··-··-··· ·---- --·--, 
EDUCATION , 
•••--AA - ... ,.- -"·~ -- --~-~ff-·-' 
EMPLOYMENT 
CANINE(K9) 
CERTIFICATIONS/ 
ACIDEVEMENTS 
<· 
.. 
.. t 
kRRYR. WALBEY 
PO Box 140258 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Phone: (208) 890-2523 
...,.. Boise State University (Criminal Justice Studies) 1980-1982 
1996 -. College of Southern Idaho (Criminal Justice Course Credits) 
• Northwestern University Center for Public Safety 2001 
. 
"' y 
' y 
' y 
' ..,, 
2004 - Present 
1990-2013 
1.984-1990 
"" ,. 
1982-1984 
President/ Co-owner of Northwest K9 Inc. -Boise, Idaho 
Garden City Police Department- Garden City, Idaho 
Ada County Sheriffs Department - Boise, Idaho 
Garden City Police Department- Garden City, Idaho 
~ 2004 - Present President/ Co-owner of Northwest K9 Inc. - Boise, Idaho 
...,.. 2003 -
~ 1999-
• 2004-2013 
v 2004-2006 
-. 2003-2004 
• 2000-2005 
• 1999-2000 
• 1992-1999 
Master Canine Instructor (Idaho POST Academy) 
K9 Instructor/ K9 Evaluator (Idaho POST Academy) 
K9 Handler - Patrol / Drug Detection (K9 Bullet - Belgian 
Malinois) 
K9 Handler - Drug Detection (K9 Spencer -Labrador Retriever) 
K9 Handler - Patrol Dog (K9 Navar - German Shepherd / 
Belgian Malinois Mix) 
K9 Handler - Patrol Dog (K9 Juno - Belgian Malinois) 
K9 Handler-Patrol Dog (K9 Ronin- Belgian Malinois) 
K9 Handler - Patrol Dog / Drug Detection (K9 Marko -
Rottweiler) 
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---- ~~----~ --·- - -__ .. _ ~ -, 
FORMAL CANINE 
TRAINING I + 1983 
EDUCATION 
--·-··--·-···--- --- -·- ---- + 1992 
+ 1992 
..,. 1992 
... 1993 'f' 
+ 1994 
... 1994 'f' 
+ 1995 
..,. 1996 
• 1996 'f' 
..,. 1996 
• 1997 'f' 
• 1997 'f' 
+ 1997 
+ 1997 
+ 1998 
+ 1998 
+ 1998 
+ 1998 
+ 1999 
+ 1999 
+ 1999 
I 
I 
Patrol Dog / Protection Dog Training (Boise Idaho) 
Patrol Dog Handlers Training (Nampa, Idaho) 
Schutzhund Training (Nampa, Idaho) 
International K9 Academy for Law Enforcement (Phoenix, 
Arizona) 
Patrol Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise / Nampa, Idaho) 
Patrol Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise/ Nampa, Idaho) 
Basic Drug Detection I Investigation (Boise, Idaho) 
Patrol Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise/ Nampa, Idaho) 
Tactical Patrol Dog Academy (Anaheim, California) 
Adlerhorst Patrol Dog Decoy Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
Patrol Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise/ Nampa, Idaho) 
Makor Drug Detection Dog Academy (Napa, California) 
Adlerhorst (SWAT) High Risk K9 Application and Liability 
Training (Boise, Idaho) 
K9 Liability and Risk Management (Boise, Idaho) 
Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise/ Nampa, 
Idaho) 
Makor Drug Detection Dog Course (Meridian, Idaho) 
Hans Schlegel Canine Drive / Control Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
Makor Advanced Patrol Dog Academy (Napa, California) 
Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise / Nampa, 
Idaho) 
Liability Risk Management including K9's (Boise, Idaho) 
Pro-K9 Patrol Dog Academy (Boise, Idaho) 
Pro-K9 Advanced Patrol Dog Academy (El Dorado, California) 
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-
.. 1999 I Patrol Dog / Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) ..., 
.. 1999 Pro-K9 Advanced Decoy Training Seminar (El Dorado, ..., 
California) 
~ 2000 Pro K9 Patrol Dog Behavior Modification Seminar - January .., 
(Boise, Idaho) 
• 2000 Pro K-9 Patrol Dog Seminar - March (Boise, Idaho) ...,
... 2000 Pro K-9 Patrol Dog/ Selection Testing/ Processing-May 
(Boise, Idaho) 
.. 2000 Patrol Dog / Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) ...,, 
.. 2000 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Boise, Idaho) ..., 
... 2001 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho) 
... 2001 Patrol Dog / Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
... 2002 Pro K-9 Patrol Dog Deployment Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
.. 2002 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Boise, Idaho) ...,, 
... 2002 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
... 2003 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
... 2003 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Twin Falls, Idaho) 
.. 2004 Canine Handler's Conference (Meridian, Idaho) ...,, 
.. 2004 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) ...,, 
... 2004 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Idaho Falls, Idaho) 
.. 2005 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Coeur d'Alene, ..., 
Idaho) 
.. 2005 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) .... 
... 2006 Canine Evaluator/ Instructor Training (POST Academy) 
+ 2006 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 2006 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
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..,.. 2007 I Canine Evaluator/ Instructor Training (POST Academy) 
• 2007 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Twin Falls,.Idaho) ...,
• 2007 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) ...,
..... 2008 Canine Liability Training Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
. 2008 Canine Evaluator/ Instructor Training (POST Academy) ..,, 
• 2008 Idaho Police Canine Association Seminar (Pocatello, Idaho) 
"" 
• 2008 Patrol Dog / Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
"" 
.. 2009 Alabama Canine - Canine Instructor's Course (Meridian, Idaho) ..., 
.. 2009 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) ..... 
. 2010 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) "II' 
..,.. 2011 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
..,.. 2012 Patrol Dog / Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
..... 2013 Patrol Dog/ Drug Dog - Maintenance Training (Boise, Idaho) 
_____ .. ___ -~"" - ---~- -------
OTHERLAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
...- 1986 Death Investigations (Boise, Idaho) 
TRAINING/ 
EDUCATION (NOT ...- 1993 Instructor Development Course (Namp~ Idaho) 
COMPREHENSIVE) . + 1994 Interview and Interrogation Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1994 Kaminsky Field Training Officer Course (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1995 Calibre Press - Officer Survival Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1995 Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Training Course and 
Certification (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1996 Idaho Criminal Justice Conference (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1996 Enlightened Leadership Seminar (Meridian, Idaho) 
+ 1997 Tactical Team Commanders Course (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1997 Chemical Munitions (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 1997 Tactical Officers (SW AT) Training Course (Boise, Idaho) 
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• 1997 I Tactical Team (SWAT) Operations Course (Boise, Idaho) 
• 1997 Tactical Incident Command Seminar (Boise, Idaho) 
• 1999 Advanced SWAT Conference (Idaho Falls, Idaho/ INEEL 
facility) 
. + 2000 GTI -Tactical Team Active Shooter Response Course (Boise, 
Idaho) 
• 2000 Supervision of Police Personnel - (Meridian, Idaho) 
• 2001 Officer Involved Shooting Incident Investigations (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 2002 Counterterrorism Seminar for Law Enforcement (Boise, Idaho) 
+ 2002 Executive Development Seminar (Meridian, Idaho) 
+ 2005 Homeland Security- Incident Command Course (Boise, Idaho) 
• 2012 Active Shooter Response for Police - Course (Boise, Idaho) 
- -- -- _.,. __ _..._.______ ·--- -· 
OTHERLAW 
ENFORCEMENT . Police Officer Standards and Training - Basic Law Enforcement ..,, 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
... _ ...... ~ 
--------· --- ..., ---.- Officer Certificate 
...,. Police Officer Standards and Training - Intermediate Law 
Enforcement Officer Certificate Police Officer Standards and 
Training 
" Advanced Law Enforcement Officer Certificate ..,, 
• Police Officer Standards and Training - Supervisory Certificate ..,.
-- ---- --~-----
TRIAL 
EXPERIENCE • I have considerable trial experience in criminal court venues in 
·-- .......... --..... --·----~- ""' 
Ada County, Idaho. This includes testimony pertaining to the 
usage, training and certification standards of Law Enforcement 
Canines related to their function and employment in field 
settings. 
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I 
-I 
-.... -· --------· --- .,......,, ___ .. 
COMMENDATIONS . 
/AWARDS ~ 1990-2013 54 Commendations for Exemplary Conduct and Performance 
- -__ .,... --· 
• • ·--- -·- ri-- - -~-- -io. 
from the Garden City Police Department. 
___ .. _ .. ____________ , _._._.. .... - -
PROFESSIONAL 
AFFILIATIONS 
' Fraternal Order of Police . __ ..... _ 
------··-- -- ........ _______ 
..... 
+ Idaho Police Canine Association 
+ Garden City Police Officers Association 
~,-.. --... -~-------~------ ·--· ~- - - -
FEESCHEDULE 
- ...... --·- - ·-· -·- _____ ..,..__ ----
• Review of Case Documents and Audio / Video Recordings, 
Report Preparation and Research, Investigation, Meetings and 
Consultations, and Preparations for Interview, Depositions and 
or Trial: 
$165.00 per hour 
• Testifying in Depositions and Trials 
$275.00 per hour 
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Gary Dawson and Associates 
523 North Locust Street, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83712 
December 24, 2013 
Scott Muir 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capital Blvd 
PO Box500 
Boise, ID. 83701-0500 
/0§@[~/JW/~rni 
IJ\1 DEC 2 7 2013 /~ j 
CITY OF BOISE 'CJ 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT 
RE: James v. City of Boise 
Mr. Muir: 
Pursuant to your request for an opinion regarding the consumption of ethyl alcohol and the 
related toxicology in the above named matter, I have received and reviewed the following 
documents: 
1. The Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
2. St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center medical records 
3. BPD General Report Face Sheet for DR 2010 - 033015 
4. Deposition of Melene James taken March 14, 2013. 
At approximately 1920 hrs on 12/26/2010, a blood sample was obtained from Melene 
James for toxicology testing. The result of this "medical" test revealed an ethanol 
concentration of 0.27 mg% and was positive for cannabinoids. This "medical" test value for 
alcohol corresponds to a "forensic" blood alcohol content of 0.24 mg% (see footnote) 1. This 
"forensic" value is the accepted scientific standard and is used for calculations. For 
perspective, the per se limit in Idaho for Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol is 0.08 mg%. 
Using accepted sc;:ientific principles including the Widmark equation, age, weight and 
gen~er, Melene James had approximately 70 grams of alcohol in her blood at the time this 
blood sample was collected. This approximates the amount of alcohol found in each of the 
following examples of alcoholic beverages: 
• Eighty ounces of 4% beer 
• Thirty-two ounces of 10% wine 
Alcohol is metabolized from the human body at an average rate of 0.018 mg% per hour (see 
footnote)2, To account for alcohol metabolism between 1430 hours (per deposition) and 
1920 hrs (per hospital records), Melene James would have eliminated/metabolized the 
alcohol equivalent to 24 ounces of 4% beer or 10 ounces of 10% wine. In summary, to have 
a forensic blood alcohol of 0.24 mg% after a 4 hour drinking episode (and a one hour non-
drinking interva_l), I11elene James would have to consume approximately 104 ounces of 4% 
1 Medical blood alcohol analysis is performed on serum. Forensic blood alcohol analysis is performed on whole blood. The 
result from medical blood alcohol analysis is higher than values obtained using whole blood. The generally accepted ratio is 
1:1.14. 
2 See "Breath alcohol elimination rate as a function ofage, gender, and drinking practice". Fiorentino, DD and Moskowitz, H. 
Forennsic Sci Int 2013; 233, 278-282. 
!: 
m 
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beer, OR 42 ounces of 10% wine, OR a combination of the two, over the 4 hours prior to the 
1 hour non-drinking interval. The l9nger the interval, the greater the volume needed to be 
consumed. 
Ethan'ol (etqyl alcohol) is a central nervous system (CNS) depressant. Consumption of 
ethanol impairs the brain in a dose-dependent manner. The more ethanol consumed, the 
greater its effects. Ethanol impairs both cognition and psychomotor skills. The following 
table illustrates the effects of ethanol on the human body. 
Stages of Acute Alcoholic lnfluence/IntoxicatiQn 
Blood Stage of AlcohoJ (mg Clinical Signs/Symptoms 
%) Influence 
No or minimal apparent influence 
0.01- 0.05 None/Minimal Behavior appears normal by ordinary observation Slight motor changes detectable by specialized tests 
Sedation in alcohol sensitive individual 
Mild euphoria, sociability, talkativeness 
Increased self-confidence, decreased inhibitions 
Diminution of attention, judgment, and control 
0.03 - 0.12 Euphoria Loss of efficiency in finer motor control and performance Increasing time to perception and latent response time, especially in 
divided attention situations 
Reduction of glare resistance and recovery 
Lateral gaze nystagmus 
Emotional instability, decreased inhibition 
Loss of critical judgment 
0.09 - 0.25 Excitement Impairment of short-term memory and comprehension Decreased sensory response, increased reaction time 
Muscular coordination begins, slurred speech, gait, balance 
Impairment of binocular coordination, impairment of depth perception 
Disorientation, mental confusion, dizziness 
Exaggerated emotional states 
Disturbances of sensation and perception of color, form, motion, 
0.18- 0.30 Confusion dimensions 
Decreased sense of pain 
Impaired balance, muscular incoordination, staggering gait, slurred 
_speech 
-.-- --~- Apathy, general inertia, approaching paralysis 
Marked decreased response to stimuli 
0.27- 0.40 Stupor Marked incoordination, difficulty standing or walking 
:Vomiting, incontinence 
Impaired consciousness, stupor 
0.35- 0.50 Coma Complete loss of consciousness, 
> 0.50 Death Respiratory arrest 
Adapted from Dubowski, KM.Am J Clin Pathol.1980;74:747-750; Crow, KE and Batt, RD. (eds) Human Metabolism of Alcohol. 
Vo!.1. Pharmacok!netics, Medlcolegal Aspects and General Interests. CRC Press 1989. Garriott, JC (ed) Garriott's Medicolegal 
Aspects of Alcohol. 5th Edition. 2008. 
The CNS effects of ethanol are additive with other CNS depressant drugs. When combined, 
this additive effect results in impairment to a greater degree than either drug alone. This is 
especially true for sedative hypnotics, antidepressants, muscle relaxants, narcotic 
analgesics, and illicit drugs such as delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the principle active 
compound in cannabis (marijuana). 
--
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It is my opinion that for Melene James to have a blood alcohol of 0.24 mg% ( corrected) at 
1920 hrs on the date of the incident, she would have consumed considerably more alcoholic 
beverage than she claimed in her deposition dated March 4, 2013. Further, it is more likely 
than not that she was markedly impaired by that blood level of ethanol as described in the 
table shown above. 
This opinion is based upon certain facts and information provided to me and my advanced 
doctorial prepared education, training and experience in the disciplines of Pharmacy, 
Pharmacology and Toxicology, and as a recognized medical-legal expert in the effects of 
drugs and alcohol for more than three decades. 
This opinion is subject to review and revision in the event additional pertinent facts are 
disclosed. 
Thank you for the opportunity to be of assistance. 
R],rds, 
0~ 
In Matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology Since 1976 
208.866.1779 
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Gary Dawson, PhD 
EDUCATION: 
Institution 
· Idaho St. Univ. 
Idaho St. Univ. 
Univ. of Alberta 
'· 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
Degree 
BS 
MS 
PhD 
Maior 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacology 
PROFESSIONAL ACTMTY: 
Consulting or Testimony on matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology for the State of · 
Idaho Attorney General 
Consulting or Testimony on matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology for numerous 
county Prosecuting Attorneys (All Idaho District Courts) 
Consulting or Testimony on matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology for the Ada 
County Coroner (Investigation and Inquest) 
Instructor for Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) 
Instructor for Ada County Sheriffs Office, DUI Enforcement Training 
Certified Breath Testing Specialist, Intoxylizer 5000 and 5000EN, State of Idaho 
Certified Breath Testing Specialist, AlcoSensor ID Lifeloc, State of Idaho 
Research on the Effects of Drugs and Alcohol on Performance and Behavior 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
4/12 - Director, Gary Dawson and Associates 
Consulting, training and contract services in pharmacology, 
toxicology, drug development and Medical Affairs. 
7/05 - 4/12 Sr. Clinical Science Liaison, Medica• Affairs, · 
Takeda Pharmaceuticals America, Inc. 
Field-based clinical and scientific support for a global drug 
discovery company. Responsibilities in part include identification 
and support of Neuroscience and Metabolic programs at key 
academic and healthcare institutions and the development of 
research and educational programs. · 
10/04- 7/05 Medical Science Liaison, Medical Affairs 
Praecis Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Field-based clinical support for a US pharmaceutical company. 
Identified and developed Key Opinion Leaders in oncology and 
urology. Identified, qualified and recruited sites for clinical trials 
and Investigator Sponsored Studies. Territory included Northern 
CA, WA, OR, ID, UT, MT, WY, ND, SD, MN, CO, and AK. 
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5/04 - 10/04 Director of Pharmacy (Interim), Catholic Health Initiatives 
General and operational supervision of a multi-site specialty 
pharmacy with 35 professional and clerical staff. 
10/00 - 4/04 Medical Lia;son, Medical Affairs 
Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Field-based clinical support for NovoSeven® (rFVIIa). Identified 
and developed Key Opinion Leaders in oncology, hematology, liver 
disease, cardiothoracic and general surgery, critical care and 
neurology throughout territory. Identified sites and recruited 
investigators for Phase II-III clinical trials. Frequent formal 
presentations to Oncology, Neurology, Critical Care, Surgeons, 
Pharmacy, Nursing, and Managed Care. Territory included WA, 
OR, ID, MT, WY, UT, AK. 
5/00 - 10/00 Director of Pharmacy (Interim) MD Network, LLC 
General operational supervision for multi-state pharmacy. 
Completed realignment of operations. including new policies, 
training, staff and data processing to support lor1:g-term goals and 
sales growth. 
1998 - 2000 Director of Pharmacy, Sun Healthcare 
General operational supervision for multi-state closed-door 
pharmacy providing alternate site, IY, psychiatric, clinical and 
home care services. 
1996- 1998 Clinical Pharmacist, NCS Healthcare 
1988 -1996 
1984 - 1988 
1982 - 1984 
1980 - 1983 
1977 - 1982 
1976 -1980 
Responsible for drug utilization review, disease state management, 
and staff development. Core responsibilities included oncology, 
pain control, Psychiatric, HIV and liver disease. 
Owner/Director, Dawson Healthcare 
Successfu.l ]CAHO accredited home health care and alternate 
site IV (including chemotherapy) and enteral provider. 
Pharmacy Manager, Medi-Save Pharmacy 
Associate Professor of Clinical Pharmacy, Idaho 
State University, College of Pharmacy 
Clinical Pharmacologist, VA Medical Center, Boise, Id. 
Assistant Professor of Clinical Pharmacy, Idaho 
State University, College of Pharmacy 
Chief, Clinical Pharmacy Services, Idaho State 
School and Hospital 
HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES: 
Society of Forensic Toxicologists 
American Society of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics 
Fellow, American Society of Consultant Pharmacists 
2 
.• 
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A WARDS AND RECOGNITIONS: 
Fellow, American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education 
Graduate, The Borkenstein Course: Effect of Drugs on Performance 
EDITORIAL BOARDS: 
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists 
ASHP Research and Education Foundation 
Demonstration Projects Awards Committee 
American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy, Ad Hoc 
ASHP Midyear Contributed Paper Review 
OTHER: 
/ 
Licensed to practice pharmacy in Idaho, Nevada, Colorado and Arizona 
Thirty-five years of clinical experience in inpatient and outpatient psychiatry, drug 
and alcohol abuse treatment and rehabilitation, and neuroscience 
More than 20 peer reviewed publications and book chapters in basic and clinical 
science 
3 
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Gary Dawson and Associates 
523 Locust Street, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Fee Schedule 
(as of 12/1/2013) 
Review of various medical, legal and certain specific information related to 
the named action; telephonic consultation with the attorney of record; 
evaluation of established case evidence and correlation with accepted 
scientific principle; travel time for research or court appearance; collecting, 
copying, faxing, and/or mailing documentation, opinions, and other case 
related activity 
Per hour $105.00 
Testimony/attendance at tria]/hearing including standby or waiting time 
Per hour $ 210.00 
Mileage round-trip 
Per mile $ 0.565 
208.866.1779 
IN MATTERS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY SINCE 1976 
0 
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CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K: FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
.,. 
NO. ____ "i:iil.:~7"(j1~jb..;.. 
FILED~t,=; AM., ____ 1P.M.__ . 
JAN O 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICI-I, Clar!< 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
, 
I 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
' subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES 1-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
ORIGIJ\IAL 
COMES NOW, Defendants, City of Boise City, (collectively herein "City Defendants"), 
I 
by and through their attorney of record, Kelley K. Fleming, and hereby files this Motion for 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This motion is 
supported by the Declaration of Kelley K. Fleming, the Declaration of Officer Randy Arthur, the 
Declaration of Officer Steven Bonas, and the Memorandum in Support of City Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed contemporaneously herewith. Based on the record before 
the Court, there is no question of material fact and City Defendants are entitled to judgment as a 
matter oflaw. · 
DATED this -1 day ?f January 2,014. 
Assistant · Attorney • 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have on this __ I__,__ day of January 2014, served the foregoing 
document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
D U.S. Mail 
Iii Personal Delivery 
D Facsimile 
D Electronic Means w/ Consent 
D Other: 
--------
Assistant City Attorney 
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N0. ____ 1meo-6~W,,,t;'--
A.M._ ~~!'22~: 
CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney , 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701~0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
v Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
• I 
JAN O 7 201~. 
. CHRISTOPHER D 
By ELYSH/A Ho:C5H, Cl3rk 
DEPUTy $ 
Attorneys for Defendants, City ofBoi~e, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political· 
subdivision of the State ofldaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES 1-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 ORIGINAL 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
,, 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On the evening of Sunday, December 26, 2010, the sound of shattering glass fr~m a 
dental office across the street drew the attention of Jarod Hendricks ("Hendricks"). (Fleming 
Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Call.) He left the residence he was at, crossed the street to investigate, 
and found a female climbing through a broken basement window of a dental center. Id. When he 
first saw her, she was halfway through the broken basement window. Id. He asked her if she was 
okay and she responded by "looking at him kind of crazy'' and stating she was trying to get her 
keys. Id. In his subsequent call to 911, Hendricks reported the woman seemed to be "under the 
influence of either drugs or major alcohol," "really lethargic" and "totally out of it." Id. It was 
. 
later determined that the woman crawling through the basement window was Plaintiff Melene 
James ("James") and that she really was extremely intoxicated. A hospital laboratory report 
showed h~r alco~ol level to be .27 and she also tested positive for cannabinoids. (Fleming Deel., 
para 2, Ex. A.) 
When Hendricks called 911 he reported a ''breaking and entering" at the dental center. 
(Fleming Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Audio.) Responding officers were dispatched to the location 
for a "burglary in progress" and provided the info~ation reported by Hendricks. (Fleming Deel., 
para 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 19, Ls. 8-17.) Defendant Officer Steven Butler ("Officer Butler") 
was the first officer on scene, arriving at approximately 5:30 p.m., followed by Officer Barber. 
(Fleming Deel., para 3, Ex. B, Butler Depo., p. 17, Ls. 3-9; p. 21, Ls. 12-14.) 
When Officer Butler arrived, he spoke with Hendricks about what he had witnessed. (Id. 
at p. 29, Ls. 1-9; p. 32, Ls. 1-25.) Officer Butler then personally observed the broken window 
and relayed that information to other officers responding to the scene. (Id. at p. 38, Ls. 14-25; p. 
' 39, L. 1.) Through a different basement window, Officer Butler observed a woman in the 
building. (Id. at p. 40, Ls. 1-11.) He.observed that this woman was holding a knife and drinking 
from a beer can. (Id. at p. 41, Ls. 9-14.) Specifically, she had a Steele Reserve 211, which is a 
type of malt beverage. (Id. at p. 42, Ls. 13-25; p. 43, Ls. 1-19.) The knife she was holding in her 
other hand had a blade of approximately four or five inches. (Id. at p. 44, Ls. 3-21.) As Officer 
Butler watched, he noted that the woman was rummaging through items on a table. (Id. at p. 47, 
Ls. 4-16; p. 49, Ls. 5-9.) He observed these things for a brief period of time before James moved 
away from the window and out of view. (Id. at p. 50, Ls. 2-9.) He then provid~d the information 
he had obtained to other responding officers. (Id. at p. 51, Ls. 6-10.) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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When Officer Barber arrived on scene, he spoke to a cleaning lady and obtained a key to 
the building. (Fleming Deel., para. 4, Ex. C, p. 35, Ls. 14-21; p. 44, Ls. 2-8.) He also made 
contact with building co-owner Dr. Carrick Brewster. (Fleming Deel., para 4, Ex. C, Barber 
'Depo., p. 33, L. 25; p. 34,' L. 2.) Dr. Brewster was on scene and advising officers that no one 
should be in his building; especially if the person had to gain entry by breaking out a window. 
(Id. at p. 61, Ls. 1-18.) 
At approximately 6:00 p.m., Defendant Officer Steven Bonas ("Officer Bonas") received 
a request for a patrol K-9 to the burglary in progress call at the dental center. (Fleming Deel., 
para 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 29, Ls. 4-19.) Officer Bonas, a meqiber of the Boise Police 
Department's canine unit, responded with his police dog Ruwa and was briefed by officers 
already on scene. (Id. at p. 9, Ls. 19-22; p. 30, Ls.15-23.) In particular, he learned that both the 
building owner and the cleaning person had advised officers that nobody should be in the 
building and that the person in the building had been seen with a knife. (Id. at p. 41, Ls. 9-25; p. 
49, Ls. 15-18; p. 50, Ls. 3-17.) He also personally observed the broken window1 and noted that 
"' 
the majority of the building was dark. (Id. at p. 43, Ls. 1-8; p. 44, Ls. 8-13.) At this time, Officer 
Bonas was aware that there had been several recent burglaries of local dental offices. (Id. at p. 
66, Ls. 9-23.) He was also aware that dental offices contain many nontraditional weapons. (Id. at 
p. 67, Ls. 9-15.) He considered that, since the majority of the unfamiliar building was dark, the 
suspect would have the tactical advantage and could easily be lying in wait. (Id. at p. 69, Ls. 3-8; 
p. 88, Ls. 24-25.) 
As the canine handler, per BPD Policies and Procedures Manual section 1.20.04 and 
.. 
S0P#P3.000l.O, Officer Bonas was responsible for determining whether the situation justified 
canine use and the appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. (Bonas Deel., para. 8.) He 
decided to deploy Ruwa based on factors listed in the ~PD policies and Procedures Manual and 
S0P#P3.000l.O, as follows: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and 
others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade 
arrest at the time. 
1 Shattered glass from the broken window still littered the floor when officers were clearing the basement, indicating 
James had not made any attempt to clean it up despite the length of time that had passed since James' entry through 
the window. (Fleming Deel., para 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 69, Ls. 21-25; p. 70, Ls. 1-4.) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 3 
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• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of 
uninvolved citizens and other officers. 
Some of Officer Bonas' s thoughts in weighing the factors were: 
• The severity of the crime of Burglary. 
• The recent Burglaries at local dental offices which had already occurred 
this month. 
• The fact that the one suspect was seen armed with a knife. 
• Knowledge that dental offices contain many non-traditional weapons. 
• The fact the suspect(s) would have the tactical advantage (i.e. cover, 
concealment) and could easily be lying in wait. The interior of the 
building was dark. All lights appeared to be turned off except for a small 
portion of the southeast downstairs area. 
• The suspect(s) ignored Officer Bonas's commands to surrender despite 
being told a police K-9 would be used and that they may be bitten. 
• Officers searching the business for James and any additional suspects 
would have thejr weapons d~awn for their protection, increasing the 
danger to all parties involved, thus making the use of a police dog a safer 
manner to locate and possibly apprehend James. 
(Bonas Deel., para. 8 & 9.) 
Officer Bonas ultimately determined the use of a police dog was both reasonable and ' 
necessary, as well as the safest manner to search for the suspect and, hopefully, gain a peaceful 
surrender. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 54, Ls. 15-16; p. 122, Ls. 1-8.) 
Several commands to exit the building prior to exposure to the canine were provided to James 
but she refused all of them. Id. at p. 75, Ls. 24-25.) The first command was given prior to 
officers' ~ntry into the building. Officer Butler used the PA system in a patrol car to give a 
canine announcement. (Id. at p. 23, Ls. 2-18.) Through such announcements, police identify 
themselves to the suspect, identify why they are there, give instructions on what they want the 
suspect to do and advise the suspect that if he does not surrender then a police dog will be used 
to find him and they may be bit. (Id. at p. 56, Ls. 7-15; p. 62, Ls. 2-25; p. 63, Ls. 1-9.) 
Subsequent to the PA announcement, Officer Bonas made announcements at the front 
. . 
door after opening it with a key but before making entry. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas 
Depo., p. 82, Ls. 11-20.) After the announcement was given Ruwa began barking loudly. (Id.· at 
para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas Audio.) No response was received so officers entered the building with 
. . . 
Ruwa to search for the suspect. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo. at p. 82, Ls. 11-20.) Midway 
through the search of the top floor, Officer Bonas downed Ruwa and provided another 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4 
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announcement. (Id. at p. 83, Ls. 10-16.) Ruwa again barked loudly. (Id. at para. 12, Ex. K, 
Bonas Audio.) Despite the commands, followed by the dog's loud barking within the building, 
still no one surrendered. Id. 
Once the top floor of the business had been searched, the police officers staged at the top 
of the stairs leading to the basement. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 84, Ls. 6-
8.) Officer Bonas yelled another K-9 announcement down the narrow stairway which was again 
. . . 
followe~ by Ruwa barking. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., Ls. 6-14; at para. 12, 
Ex. K, Bonas Audio; at para 6, Ex. E, Kukla Depo., p. 62, Ls. 6-13.) Again, no one called out to 
surrender or even make their vpresence known. Id. At this point, officers were facing a blind · 
comer at the bottom of the staircase with no idea whether someone was down in the dark, 
, 
unfamiliar basement lying in wait. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo, p. 90, Ls. 1-3.) Officer 
Bonas gaye Ruwa the command to ~earch and Ruwa proceeded down the stairs to do so. (Id. at p. 
87, Ls. 4-9.) 
A short time later, Officer Bonas heard Ruwa go into a bark alert. (Id. at p. 87; Ls. 14-
22.) This indicated to him that Ruwa had located the source of the odor of a suspect(s) but had 
yet to actually find the person. (Id. at pg. 88, Ls. 6-23.) Officer Bonas gave Ruwa the bite 
command to encourage Ruwa to locate the source of the human odor. (Id. at p. 89, Ls. 4-10.) 
·· After a pause, Officer Bonas heard screaming and realized that Ruwa was on the bite. (Id. at p. 
89, Ls. 4-12, p. 91, Ls. 5-10; at para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas Audio.) He issued a command for the 
suspect to call out or. surrender to no avail. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo, p. 91, Ls. 11-16.) 
The officers went down the stairs to the bathroom where Officer Bonas reports seeing 
through t~e door opening the suspect's torso and Ruwa in the bathroom. (Id. at Ls. 17-25, p. 92, 
Ls. 1-12.) Then the bathroom door closed. (Id. at p. 92, Ls. 13-15.) One of the officers pushed 
the door open. ( Id. at p. 95, L. 22through p. 96, L. 6.) At this point Officer Bonas saw Ruwa 
biting the suspect's right arm. (Id. at p. 97, Ls. 5-7.) Once officers were able to clear James' 
hands, Officer Bonas gave Ruwa commands to release and lay down; Ruwa immediately obeyed. 
(Id. at p. 97, L.' 8 through p. 98, L. 10; p. 99, Ls. 3-5; p. 100, Ls. 7-12; para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas 
Audio.) The entire duration of the bite was a matter of seconds, well under a minute. (Id. at p. 
101, Ls. 9-12; at para. 7, Ex. F, Harr Depo., p. 36, Ls. 19-24; p. 38, Ls. 18-20; at para 12, Ex. K, 
Bonas Audio.) 
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The arrest team then handcuffed James, and she was escorted out of the building to 
receive immediate medical attention from Ada County Paramedics who were already on scene. 
(Id. at para. 4, Ex. C, Barber Depo., p. 65, Ls. 18-22; p. 66, Ls. 6-17; p. 40, Ls. 14-20; at para. 6, 
Ex. E, Kukla Depo., p. 81, Ls. 1-3.) Dr. Brewster advised officers he wanted to press charges 
against James for the damage she caused to his building. (Id. at para. 6, Ex. E, Kukla Depo., p. 
75, L. 1 lthrough p. 76, L. 14. ' . 
James does not have a memory of her encounter with Ruwa. (Id. at para. 8, Ex. G, James 
Depo., p. 56, Ls. 19-23.) After entering the lab through the window she broke, she remembers 
only finishing up some work, drinking a Steele Reserve of unknown ownership in an effort to 
help her calm down, and then going into the. bathroom.2 (Id. at p. 50, p. 52, Ls. 11-24, p. 23, Ls. 
1-25, and p. 54.) Thus, the majority of the above events are documented through the accounts of 
the officers on scene and police audio recordings. 
GOVERNING ST AND ARDS 
SU!lllilary judgment shall be granted if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("1.R. C.P. ") 
56(c). "Material facts are those which may affect the outcome of the case." Long v. County of 
Los Angeles, 442 F.3d 1178, 1185 (9th Cir. 2006). "[F]acts must be viewed in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party only if there is a 'genuine~ dispute as to those facts." Scott v. 
Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 380, 127 S.Ct. 1769, 1776 (2007). "Where the record taken as a whole 
could not lead a rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party, there is no 'genuine issue 
for trial."' Id. 
To defeat summary judgment the nonmoving party must set forth specific facts from 
affidavits or discovery showing that there is a genuine issue :for trial. I.R.C.P. 56(e). 
"Conclusory, speculative testimony in affidavits and moving papers is insufficient to raise 
genuine issues of fact and defeat summary judgment." Soremekun v. Thrifty Payless, Inc., 509 , 
F.3d 978, 984 (9th Cir. 2007). If there is no genuine issue of material fact, only a question oflaw 
remains. Miller v. Idaho State Patrol, 150 Idaho 856,863 (2011). 
2 Oddly enough, there was no light on in the bathroom and the room was pitchblack. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, 
Bonas Depo, p. 100, Ls. 7-12.) 
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I. 
ARGUMENT 
42 U.S.C. § 1983/ EXCESSIVE FORCE 
James alleges Defendants either actively used excessive force against her or failed to stop 
it in violation of the Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. 
(Compl. at ,r,r 45, 48.) This type of claim is governed by the Fourth Amendment's "objective 
reasonableness" standard. Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 388, 109 S. Ct. 1865, 1867 (1989). 
"[T]he question is whether the officers' actions are 'objectively reasonable' in light of the facts 
and circumstances confronting them, without regard to their underlying intent or motivation." Id. 
at 397,. 199 S. Ct. at 1872. To answer the foregoing question, the nature and quality of the 
intrusion on Plaintiffs Fourth Amendment interests must be balanced against the countervailing 
, 
governmental interests at stake. Id. at 39~, 109 S. Ct. at 1871. 
A. Nature and Quality of Intrusion to Fourth Amendment Interests. 
Assessment of the gravity of a particular intrusion on Fourth Amendment interests 
requires at1 evaluation of the type and amount of force used. Miller v. Clark County, 340 F.3d 
959, 964 (9th Cir. 2003). Officers need not use the least intrusive means of force available to 
' -
them. Scott v. Henrich, 39 F.3d 912, 915 (9th Cir. 1994). "Whether officers hypothetically could 
1 
have used less painful, less injurious, or more effective force in executing an arrest is simply not 
the issue." Forrester v. City of San Diego, 25 F.3d 804, 808 (9th Cir. 1994). "The 
'reasonableness' of a particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable 
officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight." Graham, supra, 490 U.S. at 
396, 109 S.Ct. at 1872. 
In some cases the Ninth Circuit has determined that a police dog bite constituted a serious 
intrusion. For example, in Chew y. Gates, Chew was bitten multiple times and then dragged by 
' 
his left side/arm up to ten feet from his hiding place thereby nearly severing his left arm. 27 F.3d 
1432, 1441 (9th Cir. 1994). The Court found such force to be s~vere. Id. In Miller ~. Clark 
County, the Court found that a dog bite ofup to sixty seconds was not deadly force but that it did 
constitute a serious intrusion ?n the plaintiffs Fourth Amendment interests. 340 F.3d 959, 963-
64 (9th Cir. 2003). 
By comparison, in Lowry v. City of San Diego, No. 11-CV-946-MMA(WMC), 2013 WL 
2396062 at *5 (S.D.Cal., May 31, 2013), the court pointed out that Chew did not categorically 
· determine that all canine inflicted injuries are severe or incontrovertibly unconstitutional. The 
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' court then di~tinguished the facts before it from Chew by pointing out that Lowry was scratched 
or bit by a poli~e dog in a very quick encounter requiring but three stitches. Id. Due to the limited 
duration of the force and the slight injury sustained, the court in Lowry determined that the force 
inflicted was moderate. Id. 
The facts presented in this matter are more analogous to Lowry or Miller than Chew. 
Once officers were able to clear James' hands, Officer Bonas gave Ruwa the command to release · 
and lay down, and Ruwa _immediately obeyed. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 
97, L. 8 through p. 98, L. 10; p. 99, Ls. 3-5.) The entire duration of the bite was a matter of 
seconds, well under a minute. (Id. at p. 101, Ls. 9-12; at para. 7, Ex. F, Harr Depo., p. 36, Ls. 
. . 
19-24; p. 38, Ls. 18-20; at para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas Audio.) This minimal bite duration is less than 
or similar to Lowry or Miller. 
Moreover, the alleged injuries sustained are not at all comparable to Chew, supra. As 
previously discussed, Chew's arm was nearly severed. By contrast, James alleges a right arm 
. . . 
fracture and lower back lumbar fracture and that she curr~ntly still experiences nerve damage, 
loss of dexterity and impaired joint extension.3 (Fleming Deel., ,r 13, Pl.'s Answers and Resp. To 
Defs.' First Interrogs. and Req. for Produc. of Documents No. 10.) We know from other dog bite 
cases such as Chew, supra, that if a dog bites for any significant length of time the physical 
injuries c~ be far more severe or even fatal. Accordingly, the seconds-long duration of the bite 
and the comparative nature of the physical injuries· alleged indicate that, as in Lowry or Miller, 
I 
there was, at most, a moderate to serious but certainly ~ot a severe intrusion upon James' Fourth 
Amendment interests. 
B. Governmental Interests at Stake. 
The importance of government interests at stake is determined in large part by evaluation 
of three factors: (1) the severity of the crime at issue; (2) whether the suspect poses an immediate 
threat to the safety of the officers or others; and (3) whether the suspect is actively resisting 
arrest or attempting to evade arrest by flight. Graham v. Connor, supra, 490 U.S. at 396, 109 S. 
. . 
Ct at 1872). Other factors that may be relevant to a particular case should also be examined to 
effect a totality of the circumstances analysis. Marquez v. City of Phoenix, 693 F.3d 1167, 1174-
75 (9th Cir. 2012). 
3 James claimed she also suffered a punctured right ear drum, however, she later testified that a puncture was never 
actually diagnosed and her eardrum is intact. (Fleming Deel., para. 8, Ex. G, James Depo., p. 66, Ls. 15-24.) 
Consequently, it is not known to Defendants whether Jam.es still intends to pursue that claim. 
. ' 
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1. Severity of the Crime at Issue. 
911 dispatch received a call that a woman was ''breaking and entering" into a dental 
center through a ~roken window. (Fleming Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 audio.) The caller also 
advised that the woman was under the influence of drugs or alcohol and totally out of it. Id. An 
owner of the dental center building told police that no one was supposed to be in his building at 
that time. (Id. at para. 5) Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 50, Ls. 3-7; at para. 4, Ex. C, Barber Depo., p. 
61, Ls 1-18.) These.events were occurring outside normal business hours, in the dark, in an area 
that had experienced a recent string of thefts from other dental offices. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D., 
Bonas Depo., p. 66, Ls. 9-20.) Further, the woman inside the building had been spied drinking a 
can of malt liquor and holding a knife. (Id. at para. 3, Ex. B, Butler Depo., p. 41, Ls. 9-14; p. 42, 
L. 11 throughp. 43, L. 7.) 
The foregoing information provided to responding officers was indicative of anything but 
an employee working after hours.4 To the contrary, such information was indicative of a burglary 
in progress, an offense taken seriously in this state. Pursuant to Idaho Code, burglary is a felony 
offense punishable byup to ten years in prison. Idaho Code§§ ·18-1403, 18-111. Moreover, since 
the burglary appeared to still be in progress when police arrived, the potential for violence upon 
_, 
the suspect's realization that law enforcement was on scene was unknown. "Burglary is 
dangerous because it can end in confrontati~n leading to violence." Sykes v. United States, 131 S. 
Ct. 2267, 2273 (2011). (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo, p. 78, Ls. 3-7.) It should also 
be taken into consideration that the suspected offense is not considered a ''victimless" crime 
which further adds to the seriousness of its nature. (Id. at p. 63, Ls. 18-25; p. 64, Ls. 1-5.) 
The situation's severity was amplified by information provided to officers that the 
suspect was armed with a knife and m1der the influence of alcohol or drugs. A knife is clearly a 
dangerous weapon and was reportedly wielded by a person whose judgment was impaired by 
intoxicants. Yet officers were compelled by the duties of their position to respond to the 
. commission of an apparent felony in progress. "The government has an undeniable legitimate 
. 
interest in apprehending criminal suspects, and that interest is even stronger when the criminal 
is ... suspected of a felony, which is by definition a crime deemed serious by the state." Miller v. 
4 A very sinillar factual scenario involving an employee mistaken for a burglar was addressed in Lowry, supra. The 
court found that the totality of the circumstances reasonably justified officers' entry into the business suite to search 
for a possible victim or perpetrator. Id. Further, the court recognized "'[t]he fact that officers' suspicions were 
wrong does not alter our view that the circumstances known to them ... justified all of their actions."' Id. (quoting 
Murdock v. Stout, 54 F.3d 1437, 1444 (9th Cir. 1995). 
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Clark County, 340 F.3d 959, 964 (9th Cir. 2003)(intemal citations omitted)(emphasis added). 
Thus, the crime and its attendant circumstances were severe. 
Ninth Circuit caselaw supports the severity conclusion based upon the nature of the crime 
alone. In Miller, supra, the Court found that this factor strongly favored the government on the 
basis that the suspect wa~ wanted for a prior felony. Id. Likewise, in Coles v. Eagle, 704 F.3d 
624, 628-29 (9th Cir. 2012), the court fairly recently found this factor weighed in favor of 
defendant police officers on the grounds that officers had reason to believe the plaintiff had 
stolen a car, a felony-grade offense. Accordingly, the serious nature of the crime reasonably 
suspected here and its attendant circum~tances (suspect intoxicated, armed and apparently hiding 
from law enforcement and possibly not alone) place this factor squarely in favor of Defendants. 
2. Immediate Threat to the Safety of the Officers or Others. 
The most important Graham factor is whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to 
the safety of the officers or others. Bryan v. MacPherson, 630 F.3d 805, 826 (9th Ck. 2010). The 
threat must be evidenced by objective factors rather than by a simple statement that an officer 
feared for his safety or the safety of ot~ers. Id. This matter presents several such factors. 
Responding officers were attempting to locate a felony suspect(s) of a burglary in 
progress call in a dental center under circumstances that .clearly posed a threat to their safety. As 
~ 
previously noted herein, "[b ]urglary is dangerous because it can end in confrontation leading to 
violence." Sykes v. United States, 131 S. Ct. '2267, 2273 (2011).(Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, 
Bona Depo, p. 78, Ls. 307.) Further, unlike many excessive force cases decided in this Circuit, 
the officers here were at a unique tactical disadvantage in that none of them were able to lay eyes 
on the suspect upon entry to and during their search of the building. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. 
D, Bonas Depo., p. 69, Ls. 3-8.) All indications to the officers on scene were that the suspect was 
hiding. (Id. at para. 6, Ex. E, Kukla Depo., p. 72, Ls. 4-11; p. 73, Ls. 2-3.) The officers searching 
for her were unfamiliar with the building and the majority of its interior was dark. (Id. at para, 5, 
Ex. D, Bonas Depo. p. 44, Ls. 8-13.) Within the building, officers were confronted with a 
narrow, walled-in staircase leading down to a perpendicular basement hallway in an unfamiliar 
dark setting looking for an armed woman whose judgment was likely impaired by drugs or 
alcohol. (Id. at p. 86, L. 22 through p. 87, L. 3; at para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Audio; at para. 6, Ex. E, 
Kukla Depo., p. 62, Ls. 7-8.) "People under the influence of mood-altering substances often act 
in an unpredictable, irrational manner." Luchtel v. Hagemann, 623 F.3d 975,982 (9th Ci!". 2010). 
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Further, the woman was reportedly armed with a knife.5 (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D., 
Bonas Depo., p. 41, Ls. 9-21; para. 3, Ex. B, Butler Depo., p. 53, Ls. 2-8.) Officers also did not 
, 
know whether the suspect was alone but they did know she was not complying with their 
repeated verbal commands. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p._ 75, L. 23 through p. 76, L. 20; 
p. 78, Ls. 3-7.) As in Miller v. Clark County, supra, officers in this case were entitled to assume 
that the suspect they we~e pursuing posed an immediate threat under objectively menacing 
circumstances. Miller, 340 F.3d at 965 .. Let any self-proclaimed objectively reasonable person 
that disagrees be the first one down the staircase. 
3. · Actively Resisting Arrest or Attempting to Evade Arrest by Flight. 
Officers gave James multiple commands to come out or risk a dog bite - one command 
over a PA system and three within the building during the search. She did not comply with any 
of those commands. Unlike many other cases wherein a suspect refuses to comply with officers' 
comm~ds, 6 the officers in this case could not see James and did not know where she was in the 
building or why she would not obey their commands to come out. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, 
Bonas Depo., p. 112, Ls. 7-15) (the suspect was seen at one point and then never seen again). 
The officers' commands, followed by the barking dog in the building, were very loud and there 
was no legitimate reason to suspect that James could not hear them. (Id. at para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas 
Audio.) Thus, for all intents and purposes it would appear to any reasonable officer on the scene 
• that James was purposefully choosing to ignore officers' commands and, therefore, actively 
attempting to evade discovery by hiding from law enforcement in the dark basement bathroom. 
Lowry, supra, at *6. In Miller v. Clark County, sup,:a, the Ninth Circuit found this factor favored 
the government because "[ a ]!though Miller had paused while hiding in the woods at the time of 
his arrest, Miller was still evading arrest by flight." 340 F.3d 959. 
5 Even if the parties dispute whether· Plaintiff was holding a knife or a dental instrument, it cannot be disputed that 
Defendant officers were told that she had a knife. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 41, Ls. 9-21.) 
Reasonableness is assessed by considering the objective facts and circumstances that confronted the officers. Chew, 
supra, 27 F.3d at 1440. Thus, a grant of summary judgment would not be foreclosed by such a dispute. Further, even 
if it was determined that James had a dental instrument rather than a traditional knife, such instrument still presents a 
safety concern to officers. In an excessive force case wherein officers observed the suspect holding a pen just prior 
to his demise the Ninth Circuit recognized that even "a groperly wielded writing instrument may inflict lethal force." 
Gregory v. County of Maui, 523 F.3d 1103, 1106-07 (9 Cir. 2008). c 
6 Compare to Bryan v. MacPherson, supra, where Bryan failed to comply with an officer's command to stay in the 
car during a traffic stop. The court discussed passive versus active resistance and cautioned that the nature of any 
resistance must be evaluated in light of the actual facts oft~e case. 630 F.3d at 830. 
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4. Additional Factors for Consideration. 
The three factors from Grahdm are not exhaustive criteria for determining the importance 
of the government interests at stake. Fikes v. Cleghorn, 47 F.3d 1011, 1014 (9th Cir. 1995). 
"Instead, we examine the totality of the circumstances, including whatever factors may be 
relevant in a particular case." Marquez v. City of Phoenix, 693 F.3d 1167, 1174-75 (9th Cir. 
2012). "Other relevant factors include the availability of less intrusive alternatives to the force 
employed, whether proper warnings were given and whether ~t should have been apparent to 
officers that the person they used force against was emotionally disturbed." Glenn v. Washington 
County, 673 F.3d 864, 872 (9th_,cir. 2011). 
a. Availability of alternative means. 
Though officers are not required to attempt the least intrusive means available, lesser 
available alternatives are relevant to determine whether they acted within a reasonable range of 
conduct. Glenn v. Washington County, 673 F.3d 864, 878 (9th Cir. 2011). In the present matter, 
officers first tried to get James to come out by issuing several verbal commands to come out or 
I, 
risk a dog bite. The use of verbal commands appears to be the least intrusive means possible for 
law enforcement to resolve the situation presented. Unfortunately, repetitive, loud verbal 
commands followed by a dog's loud barking inside the h~ilding in conjunction with the presence 
of several officers on scene were not sufficient to gain compliance from James. J 
Other means available to the responding officers included guns, tasers, and a 40 
millimeter less than lethal gun. (Fleming Deel., para. 6, Ex. E, Kukla Depo., p. 46, Ls. 9-11; 
para. 10, Ex. I, Schoenborn Depo., p. 52, Ls.16-21.) Officer Harr in particular arrived with the 40 
millimeter, which is a nonlethal weapon that shoots beanbags or rubber bullets. (Id. at para. 7, 
Ex. F, Harr Depo., p. 46, Ls. 5-9.) These alternative means are not lesser alternatives and, unlike. 
the canine, none of them would, locate a suspect during a building search. Rather, they would 
. merely serve to try and gain compliance by force once the suspect was located or to stop the 
suspect from attempting to harm them. Therefore, since the lesser methods of verbal commands 
and police presence were tried and did not work, the canine deployment was the next best 
realistic method available to law enforcement under the circumstances presented. Compare to 
Miller v. Clark County, supra, 340 F.3d at 966-68 (analysis of unsuitability of alternative 
measures in similar factual scenario). 
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\ 
b. Provision of warnings. 
' 
"[I]f the officer warned the offender that he would employ force, but the suspect refused 
to comply, the government has an increased interest in the use of force." Marquez v. City of 
Phoenix, 693 F.3d 1167, 1175 (9th Cir. 2012). In this case it cannot be disputed that officers gave 
James several warnings - prior to entering the building, prior to releasing Ruwa to search insid~ 
the building, and throughout the building search itself. (Fleming Deel., para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas 
I 
Audio.) Specifically, Officer Butler gave a PA announcement before entry was made. (Id. at 
para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 22, Ls. 17-18, p. 23, Ls. 2-18; at para. 3, Ex. B, Butler Depo., p. 
56, Ls. 7-15.) This was followed by announcements made upo? opening the door to the building 
but prior to entry. (Id. at para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 82, Ls. 15-20.) Midway through the 
search of the top floor of the building, Ruwa was halted and another announcement was made. 
I ' 
(Id. at p. 83, Ls. 13-16.) After the top floor was searched and before going down the stairs into 
the basement, Officer Bonas made a further announcement at the top of the stairway. (Id. at p. 
84, Ls. 6-14.) 
While James alleges that she did not hear the warnings, such allegation is immaterial to 
the objective reasonableness inquiry applicable here. This factor weighs heavily in favor of 
Defendants. 
c. The mental/emotional state of the suspect. 
The plaintiff's mental and emotional state may also be considered .among the totality of 
ihe circumstances. Luchtel v. Hagemann, 623 F)d 975, 980 (9th Cir. 2010). People under the 
. 
influence of mood-altering substances often act in an unpredictable, irrational manner and, 
regardless of their physical size, can ~nflict serious injuries when resisting an officer. Id. at 982. 
Hendricks advised James was heavily under the influence of alcohol or drugs and "totally out of 
it" when he reported her to 911. (Fleming Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Audio.) James admitted 
drinking alcohol prior to her arrival at the dental center and also to consuming a "tall one, a big 
' 
one" Steele Reserve beer while in the dental center. (Fleming Deel., para. 8, Ex. G, James Depo., 
/ : . I 
pp. 52-54_.) Officers on scene were aware of the information Hendricks provided dispatch as well 
as the fact that James had been observed drinking an alcoholic beverage. The extent of her 
intoxication was later confirm~d through hospital testing ~videncing bo~th an extremely high 
blood alcohol content and illegal drug ingestion. Accordingly, this factor also weighs in favor of 
Defendants. 
I 
I 
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d. Compliance with policies and procedures. 
Confo~ity of Defendant officers' actions with department guidelines is another factor 
that may be included in the totality of the circumstances analysis. Jones v. Kootenai County, No. 
CV 09-CV-317-N-EJL, 2011 WL 124292, at* 10 (D. Idaho Jan. 13, 2011). The deployment of 
Ruwa comported at all times with applicable policies and procedures. Notably, factors listed in 
the BPD policies and procedures l\1anual and S0P#P3.0001.0 directly correspond to the Graham 
v. Connor, supra, factors, plus an additional factor requiring consideration for the safety of 
others. (Bonas Deel., para. 8.) Officer Bonas considered each of those factors in deciding 
whether to deploy Ruwa. (Id. at para. 9.) Further, as previously discussed in detail herein, 
responding officers also compl~ed with S0P#P3.0001.0 requirements regarding contacting the 
building owner, making canine announcements and calling off the canine as soon as possible. 
Finally, a perimeter was also set' up and maintained in accordance with S0P#P3.0001.0. 
(Fleming Deel., para. 3_, Ex. B, Butler Depo., p. 54, Ls. 4-10; p. 51, Ls. 6-10; p. 55, Ls. 16-24.) 
Thus, this factor also weighs in favor of Defendants. 
C. Balancing the Intrusion Against the Government Interests. 
The final step of the reasonableness analysis requires consideration of the totality of the 
circumstances, and the gravity of the intrusion must be weighed against the. government's 
. . 
interest in order to determine whether the force employed was constitutionally reasonable. Jones 
v. Kootenia County at *4. A comparison of the circumstances presented here to other relevant 
' - . 
cases in this Circuit leads to the conclusion that James experienced, at most, a moderate to 
serious intrusion to her Fourth Amendment rights. Such intrusion is greatly outweighed by the 
importance of the government interests at stake. 
For instance, the crime at issue was severe and the officers called upon to resolve it faced 
an immediate threat to their safety in doing so. Not only is burglary a felony punishable by up to 
10 years in prison and a type of crime that can end in violent confrontations, but the suspect was 
hidden from sight in the basement of a dark, unfamiliar building, armed with a knife, impaired 
... 
by intoxicants, and had disobeyed several verbal commands to come out or risk a dog bite. 
Though James claims after the fact that she could not hear any of the officers' commands, any 
reasonable officer on scene would have believed, based on the information available to him, that 
James was purposefully disregarding commands because she was attempting to evade detection 
by law enforcement. 
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In addition, the inefficacy of verbal commands and police presence, as.well as the lack of 
available, suitable, lesser alternatives to canine deployment, tip the balance in favor of 
Defendants. As does the provision of several warnings, the intoxicated state of the suspect and 
Defendants' compliance with policies and procedures for proper canine deployment. 
Accordingly, a moderate to serious intrusion, weighed against the importance of the government 
interests at stake dictates a finding that Defendants' actions were objectively reasonable. 
Although summary judgment is to be sparingly granted in these types of cases, it is not 
impossible and, in fact, is appropriately called for in this matter. "[E]ven though reasonableness 
traditionally is a question of fact for the jury, defendants can still win on summary judgment if 
the district court concludes, after resolving all factual disputes in favor of the plaintiff, that the 
officer's use of force was objectively reasonable under the circumstances." Scott v. Henrich, 39 
F.3d 912, 915 (9th Cir. 1994)(intemal citations omitted); Long v. City and County of Honolulu, 
511 F.3d 901, 905 (9th Cir. 2007)(restating foregoing principle from Scott v. Henrich, supra). 
In an excessive force case, the court can find summary judgment if the force the officers 
,-
used was appropriate in any circumstance, or if the circumstances in the specific case were such 
that the only conclusion is that the force was reasonable. Jones v. Kootenai County, at * 4. As 
discussed above, this case lacks dispute over material facts and the law favors Defendants on 
those facts. Accordingly, summary judgment should be granted on James' excessive force claim 
in favor of Defendants. 
II. QUALIFIED IMMUNITY 
"When police officers are sued for their conduct in the line of duty, courts must balance 
two competing needs: the need to hold public officials accountable when they exercise power 
irresponsibly and the need to shield officials from harassment, distraction and liability when they 
perform their duties reasonably." Johnson v. Bay Area Rapid Transit'Dist., 724 F.3d 1159, 1168 
(9th Cir. 2013). This balancing occurs through a two-part qualified immunity inquiry: (1) whether 
the facts a plaintiff has alleged or shown make out a violation of a constitutional right; and, if so, 
\ 
(2) whether the right at issue was clearly established at the time of defendant's alleged 
misconduct. Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 232, 129 S. Ct. 808, 815-16 (2009). The court 
should exercise its sound discretion in deciding which of the two prongs should be addressed 
first. Id. at 236, 129 S. Ct. at ?18. 
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Importantly, it must be recognized that "[q]ualified immunity is 'an immunity from suit 
rather than a mere defense to liability; and like an absolute immunity, it is effectively lost if a 
case is erroneously permitted to go to trial."' Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 376, 127 S. Ct. 1769, 
1774, n.2 (2007)(citing Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 526, 105 S. Ct. 2806, 86 L.Ed.2d 411 
(1985). "The protection of qualified immunity applies regardless of whether the government 
official's error is a 'mistake 9f law, a mistake of fact, or a mistake based on mixed questions of 
law and fact."' Pearson, supra, 555 U.S. at 231, 129 S: Ct. at 815. Qualified immunity provides 
protection to all but the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law. Malley v. 
Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341, 106 S. Ct. 1092, 1096 (1986). If officers of reasonable competence 
could disagree on the issue, immunity should be recognized. Id. With the foregoing principles in 
. 
mind, the two parts of the qualified immunity inquiry are now discussed. 
A.· Did Defendants' Conduct Violate James' Constitutional Rights? 
The foregoing analysis of the excessive force claim set forth in full abov:e is adopted by 
Defendants for this prong of the qualified immunity argument for purposes of establishing that 
James' constitutional rights were not violated. Pursuant to the foregoing totality of the 
circumstances analysis, it is clear that Defendant officers' utilization of a police dog to search the · 
building was obje~tively reasonable. Although James experienced a moderate to serio~s intrusion 
to her Fourth Amendment interests, such intrusion was clearly outweighed by important 
government interests. Accordingly, the qualified immunity analysis should end here in favor of 
Defendants. See A.D. v. California Highway Patrol, 712 F.3d 446, 453 (9th Cir. 2013)(immunity , 
will be applied if plaintiff has not alleged or shown facts that make out a constitutional 
violation). 
.. 
B. Was the Right Clearly, Specifically Established at the Time of the Event in 
Question? 
Even if the Court determines that James' constitutional rights were violated by excessive 
force, the officers are entitled to qualified immunity if the constitutional right allegedly violated 
was not clearly established at the time of the alleged misconduct. Id. See also, Bryan v. 
Jv[acPherson, supra, 630 F.3d at 832(ifthe use of force was premised on a reasonabl~ belief that 
such force was lawful then immunity will be granted). Whether the law was clearly established is · 
a pure question of law for the court to decide. Mendoza v. Block, 27 F.3d 1357, 1360 (9th Cir. 
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1994). "The plaintiff has the burden of establishing that the law was well-established." Miller v. 
Idaho State Patrol, 150 Idaho 856, 865 (2011). 
To be clearly established, the foregoing law must only have been sufficiently 
clear that a reasonable official would have understood that what he was doing 
violated a constitutional right. Reasonableness is not a demanding standard. The 
state of the law was sufficiently clear if it gave fair warning to an officer that his 
conduct was unconstitutional. 
A.D., supra, 712 F.3d at 454 (internal citation and quotation omitted). Moreover, "[t]he 
determination whether a right was clearly established 'must be undertaken in light of the specific 
context of the case, not as a broad general proposition"'. Nelson v. City of Davis, 685 F.3d 867, 
883 (9th Cir. 2012). Defining the right too generally would "essentially vitiate the qualified-
immunity doctrine." Miller v. Idaho State Patrol, supra, 150 Idaho at 865. The question should 
reflect the factual specifics in this case. Id. Thus, the question presented in this case is whether a 
reasonable police officer would have known that· as of December, 2010 it was unlawful to utilize 
a police dog to search a building for purposes of locating a suspect during a burglary in progress 
' investigation and to command the dog to bite for much less than a minute while the suspect's 
hands were cleared for officer safety purposes. 
In 1998, the Ninth Circuit held that a city's bite and hold policy did not violate clearly 
estabiished law concerning the use of excessive force. Watkins v. City of Oakland, 145 F.3d 
1087, 1092 (91h Cir. 1998). However, the Court held that it was clearly established that excessive 
duration of the bite and improper encouragement of a continuation of the attack by officers could 
constitute excessive force that would be a constitutional violation. Id. at 1093. In 2003, the 
Ninth Circuit concluded that a deputy's use of a police dog to bite and hold a suspect until 
deputies arrived on the scene less than a minute later was a reasonable seizure and did not violate 
the suspect's Fourth Amendment rights. Miller v. Clark County, supra, 340 F.3d at 968. Finally, 
as recently as May of 2013, in Lowry v. City of San Diego, supra, officers' search of a building 
for a suspected burglar with a canine that ultimately found and allegedly bit the suspect was 
found constitutionally sound. No. 11-CV-946-MMA(WMC), 2013 WL 2396062 (S.D. Cal., May 
31, 2013). 
According to the pertinent authority in existence at the time of this incident, James did not 
have a clearly established right to be free from Defendants' use of a police 'dog to search for her 
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and then bite her for the time it took to clear her hands, less than a minute. Therefore, Defendants 
are entitled to a grant of qualified immunity under this prong of the analysis. 
III. DEFENDANT RODNEY LIKES. 
Although he has since retired, Defendant Rodney Likes was a sergeant with the Boise 
I 
Police Department at all times relevant to this matter. (Fleming Deel., para. 9, Ex. H, Likes 
Depo., at p. 5, Ls.1-24.) Sergeant Likes was a supervisor of the Canine Unit. (Id. at p. 80, Ls. 6-
15.) However, he was never at the scene of the incident that forms the basis for this action. (Id. 
at p. 24, Ls. 4-7.) Moreover, he was not involved in the decision to deploy the canine in this 
incident. (Id. at para. 10, Ex. I, Shoenbom Depo., p. 60, Ls. 2-1 O; at para. 6, Ex. E, Kukla Depo., 
p. 43, Ls. 4-15.) Accordingly, James' § 1983 claim against Defendant Likes must be dismissed. 
Moore v. Peck, No. CV-06-215-E-BLW, 2008 WL 508425, at* 5 (D. Idaho Feb. 19, 2008)(to 
be liable supervising officer must play an affirmative part in the alleged deprivation of 
constitutional rights). 
IV. STATE LAW CLAIMS. 
A. Assault, Battery, False Arrest, and Wrongful Imprisonment Claims. 
Plaintiff claims Defendant officers committed assault, battery, false arrest and wrongful · 
imprisonment. (Compl., ,r 35, p. 10.) However, pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims Act, 
Defendants are immune from liability for such claims unless malice or criminal intent can be 
shown. Specifically, Idaho Code § 6-904 provides, in pertinent part, that: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for 
any claim which: 
3. Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, malicious 
prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or. 
interfer~nce with contract rights. 
Any evidence of malice or criminal intent is completely lacking in this matter. To the 
contrary, it has been established in detail at the § 1983 portion of this brief that Defendant 
officers acted in an objectively reasonable manner in response to the information before them. If 
Defendants prevail in the excessive force claim, which is judged by an objective reasonableness 
standard, then it necessarily follows that their conduct was without malice or criminal intent. 
. . 
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Moreover, Plaintiff bears the burden of showing that Defendant officers acted with 
malice or criminal intent. Miller v. Idaho State Patrol, supra, 150 Idaho at 870. She cannot meet 
that burden here, especially in light of the definitions of malice and criminal intent. Criminal 
intent me~s "legal" malice which in turn is defined ' as "the intentional commission of a 
. 
wrongful or unlawful act without legal justification or excuse, whether or not the injury was 
intended." Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 182 (1986). Malice as used in Idaho, 
Code § 6-904 is more than "legal" malice; it is "actual" malice. Id. at 182-3. Actual malice 
~ncompasses ill will. Id. Plaintiff cannot rest on the bare allegations in her complaint, but must 
present evidence to support the critical elements of her claims. Id. at 188. Despite the foregoing 
standards, PlaintJff fails to allege any conduct by Defendant officers that would constitute malice 
. . 
or criminal intent. Rather, Plaintiff simply makes bare allegations of improper conduct through 
the use of the canine. 
' The lack of malice or criminal intent is demonstrated by caselaw referenced throughout 
this brief discussing the prevalent and proper usage of a bite dog by law enforcement as well as 
. -
by the facts showing Ruwa was properly used by officers in this case. It is undisputed that 
Defendant officers followed BPD policies and procedures for canine deployment and that Ruwa 
was properly trained and certified as a law enforcement dog. It is also undisputed that Ruwa 
responded to the commands of his handler, Officer Bonas, iJ?. precisely the way he was trained 
and directed at the time of this incident. Further, when Ruwa did find and bite James, Offlcer 
Bonas commanded Ruwa to release the bite within seconds and Ruwa immediately obeyed. 
. 1 . 
(Fleming. Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 97, L. 8 through p. 98, L. 10; p. 9~, Ls. 3-5; p. 
101, Ls. 9-12.) Significantly, in Miller v. Clark County, supra, the court described a ·similar. 
l 
canine deployment as good police work indicative of the handler's desire to minimize harm to 
the suspect. 340 F.3d at n.12. Thus, it is not malice or criminal intent on the part of the officers 
that led to James' injuries, but her own failure to respond to the repeated canine announcements 
ordering her to surrender or that the dog would find her and bite her. 
James is further unable to establish that officers' acted ''without legal justification or 
excuse" because officers had ·probable cause to believe she had committed a felony burglary. 
1 
Idaho Code §18-1401. A constitutionally permissible arrest without a warrant requires the officer 
to have probable cause "to believe that the suspect has committed or is committing an offense." 
Michigan v. DeFillippo, 443 U.S. 31, 36, 99 S. Ct. 2627, 2631 (1979). A subsequent acquittal 
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does not have any bearing on the val.idity of the arrest. The level of proof and the procedural 
requirements for a conviction are not necessary prerequisites for a valid arrest. Id. at 36. 
This Court repeatedly has explained that "probable cause" to justify an arrest 
. means facts and circumstances within the officer's knowledge that are· sufficient to 
.warrant a prudent person, or one of reasonable caution, in believing, in the 
circumstances shown, that the suspect has committed, is committing, or is about 
to commit an offense. See Gerstein v. Pugh, supra, 420 U.~., at 111, 95 S.Ct., at 
861; Adams v. Williams, supra, 407 U.S., at 148, 92 S.Ct., at 1924; Beck v. Ohio, 
supra, 379 U.S., at 91, 85 S.Ct., at 225; Draper v. United States, 358 u:s. 307, 
313, 79 S.Ct. 329, 333, 3 L.Ed.2d 327 (1959); Brinegar v. United States, supra, 
338 U.S., at 175-176, 69 S.Ct., at 1310-1311; Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S. 
132, 162, 45 S.Ct. 280, 288, 69 L.Ed. 543 (1925). 
Michigan v. DeFillippo, 443 U.S. 31, 37, 99 S. Ct. 2627, 2632 (1979)(emphasis added). 
Plaintiff gained entry to the building on the Sunday evening after Christmas by breaking 
· out a basement window and crawling inside. The building owner said no one should be in the 
. . 
· building at that time. Law enforcement issued repeated warnings to Plaintiff to surrender or risk 
having a dog find her and bite her but she failed to respond to them. Consequently, Defendant 
. officers were legally justified in deploying Ruwa and the facts show they did so without ill will 
. 
but in an objectively reasonable manner. Accordingly, Defendants are immune from Plaintiffs 
claims of assault, battery, wrongful imprisonment and false arrest and such claims must be 
dismissed. 
B. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress Claim. 
Plaintiff alleges the officers' conduct constitutes intentional infliction of emotional 
distress with malice and/or criminal intent. The elements Plaintiff must prove for this claim are: 
. 
"(1) that the defendant acted intentionally or recklessly; (2) that the defendant's conduct was 
extreme and outrageous; (3) tha! there was a causal ,connection between the defendant's conduct 
and the plaintiffs emotional distress; and (4) that the plaintiffs emotional distress was severe." 
Alderson v. Bonner, 142 Idaho 733, 739 (Ct. App. 2006). Such a showing cannot be made on the 
facts in this case. 
As discussed above, there is no evidence of malice or criminal intent in this matter; 
rather, the evidence shows that Defendants' conduct was objectively reasonable under the 
circumst~ces. In addition, Plaintiff cannot show that Defendant officers' conduct was extreme 
and outrageous. Summary judgment is proper on a cause of action for intentional infliction of 
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.. 
emotional distress where Plaintiff does not allege conduct that could "reasonably be regarded as 
so extreme and outrageous as to permit recovery." Edmondson v. Shearer Lumber Products, 139 
Idaho 172, 180 (2003). "Even if a defendant's conduct is unjustifiable, it does not necessarily rise 
to the level of 'atrocious' and 'beyond all possible bounds of decency' that would cause an 
average member of the community to believe it was 'outrageous.'" Id. Again, relevant caselaw 
illustrates the prevalent usage of canine bite dogs by law enforcement and the facts in this matter 
demonstrate that the decision to use Ruwa to apprehend an armed, evasive suspect of a burglary 
in progress was objectively reasonable, based upon probable cause, and carried out in accordance 
with BPD policies and procedures for canine deployment. Moreover, the actual bite was of very 
limited duration and severity. Accordingly, the instant case simply does not consist of the type of 
conduct that is envisioned for the tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress. 
In fact, Defendants' justified canine search and seizure in this case is in sharp contrast to 
the conduct found in Idaho cases wherein a cause of action for intentional infliction of emotional 
distress was supported. 
The outrageousness that will justify liability under this tort is illustrated in 
a number of Idaho cases, including Walston, 129 Idaho 211, 923 P.2d 456 
(insurance company's unfair dealings with a grieving widower); Curtis v. 
Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 850 P.2d 749 (1993) (prolonged physical, mental, 
and sexual abuse); Gill v. Brown, 107 Idaho 1137, 695 P.2d 1276 
(Ct.App.1985) (recklessly shooting and killing a donkey that was both a 
pet and a pack animal); Spence, 126 Idaho 763, 890 P.2d 714 (real estate 
developers swindling a family out of their "life long dream"). By contrast, 
in some cases where conduct was arguably unjustifiable, it was 
nevertheless held not to be sufficiently outrageous or extreme for liability, 
e.g., Brown v. Matthews Mortuary, Inc., 118 Idaho 830, 801 P.2d 37 
(1990) (loss of corpse was not extreme or outrageous); Hatfield, l 00 Idaho 
at 850-51, 606 P.2d at 954-55 (auctioneer's sale of equipment at "ruinous" 
price below minimum set by seller, and issuance of multi-payee settlement 
check that caused intra-family conflict); Payne, 136 Idaho 303, 32 P.3d 
695 (belligerent yelling of profanities in presence of a child after an 
automobile accident). 
Alderson, supra, 142 Idaho at 740. 
Out of concern thaf there would be fictitious claims of intentional infliction of emotional 
distress, Idaho courts require a finding that the emotional distress be "severe" in addition to the 
conduct being "outrageous." Id. at 7 41. The level of emotional distress needed to sustain a cause 
of action for intentional infliction of emotional distress is "so severe that no reasonable [person] 
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could be expected to endure it." Payne v. Wallace, 136 Idaho 303, 306 (Ct.App. 200l)(quoting 
Davis v. Gage, 106 Idaho 735 (Ct.App. 1984)). There is no evidence to support a finding of such 
severe emotional distress in this matter, especially since James does not even have a memory of 
her contact with Ruwa. The facts presented in this matter support only a finding that Defendant 
officers' actions were objectively reasonable and supported by clearly established caselaw within 
the Circuit. There is not a scintilla of evidence to support an alle'gation of either outrageous 
' ' 
conduct or severe emotional distress. Accordingly, summary judgment must be granted in favor 
of Defendants on this claim. 
C. Negligent Failure to Train, Supervise and Control Ruwa. 
Plaintiff alleges that Defendants negligently failed to train, supervise and control the 
police K-9, Ruwa. As detailed above, Ruwa was properly trained and.certified by the state of 
Idaho as a law enforcement dog, Ruwa was at all times in the control of his handler, Officer 
Bonas, and acted exactly as directed and as he had been trained. Plaintiff cannot point to any 
factual support in the record to support this claim and, therefore, it must be dismissed. 
D. Immunity under Idaho Code § 25-2808. 
Finally, Defendants are entitled to immunity for all state law claims in this matter 
pursuant to .a state statute specifically applicable to the use of a dog in law enforcement. Idaho 
Code § 25-2808 provides: 
Neither the state of Idaho, nor any city or county, nor any peace officer employed 
by any of them, shall be criminally liable under the provisions of section 25-2805, 
Idaho Code, or civilly liable in damages for injury committed ·by a dog when: (1) 
the dog has been trained to assist in law enforcement; and (2) the injury occurs 
while the dog is reasonably and carefully being used in the apprehension, arrest or 
location of a suspected offender or in maintaining or controlling the public order. 
Ruwa had been trained to assist in law enforcement and been certified by the state of 
Idaho. (Bonas Deel. para. 7; Arthur Deel., para 6 & 8.) Further, it has already been explored in 
detail herein how Ruwa was reasonably and carefully used in the search for and apprehension of · 
Plaintiff James. Accordingly, James' state law claims against the City and Defendant officers 
must be dismissed pursuant to Idaho Code § 25-2808. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based upon the above arguments, the Defendants respectfully request this Court to grant 
summary judgment in its favor and dismiss Plaintiffs' remaining claims. 
DATED this 'l day of January, 2014. 
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1. I am counsel of record for the Defendants in the above-entitled matter. I am 
pers·onally familiar with this case, am otherwise competent to testify to matters contained herein, 
and I make this Declaration based on personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of lab results from Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center produced by Plaintiff and Bates Numbered SARMC-4 and 
SARMC-5. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of 
the Deposition of Officer Steven Michael Butler. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of 
the Deposition of Daniel Barber. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of 
the Deposition of Steven Charles Bonas. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of the 
' 
Deposition of Timothy P. Kukla. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of the 
Deposition of Diedra Harr. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of 
the Deposition ofMelene Jaines. 
9. · Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of 
the Deposition of Rodney Howard Likes. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of a partial transcript of the 
r . 
Deposition· of Douglas Schoenborn. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhib~t J is a true and correct copy of the 911 Call. 
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12. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the audio of Officer 
Steve Bonas. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit Lis a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Answers and 
Responses to Defendants' First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, 
Interrogatory No. 10 . ., 
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Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Patient Name: MRN: 
Date of Bbth: 
JAMES, MELENE 
(BIA)-002005164 
Boise, Idaho 
A Member of Trinity Health 
Novi, Michigan 
Dogblte 
Elac1ronlcaDy Signed By: Kim MD, David T 
Admit Data: 
Discharge Dato: 
Account Number: 
Patient Type: 
Attendng: 
12/27/2010 
Nelson MD, Usa M 
Date: 12/26/2010 7:26:38 PM MST 
Data Siwiec!: ,12/27/2010 2:31 :08 AM MST 
ED Psych Panel (BIA) (Ordered) 
Comprehensive Metabolic Panel (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Blood, Stat, x 1 Day(s) 
Thyroid Profile (TSH and Free T4) (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Blood, Stat, x 1 
Day (s) 
CBC with Differential (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Blood, Stat, x l Day(s) 
Urine Pregnancy Test (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Stat, Urine, x 1 Day(s), Nurse 
Collect · 
Alcohol (Ethanol) Level (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Blood, Stat, x 1 Day(s) 
Drug Screen urine (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Stat, Urine, x 1 Day(s), Nurse 
Collect 
Urinalysis with Reflex Culture (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Stat, Urine, x 1 Oay(s), 
Nurse Collect 
Extra Labels - Lab (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:18 MST, Stat, x 1 Day(s), Extra suquest 
Labels 
Patient Care: 
IV Insert (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:19 MST, Stat 
Pharmacy: . 
Normal Saline Bolus 1000 mL (Ordered): 1,000 mL/hr, IV, Stop: 12/26/2010 20:18 MST 
Ativan Inj (Ordered): 1 mg, IV Push, Once 
Dilaudid· Inj (Ordered): 1 mg, IV Push, Once, PRN 
Tetanus-Diphtheria Toxoids Adult (Ordered): 0.5 mL, IM, Once 
Diagnostic Cardiology: 
ECG 12 Lead (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:19 MST, Reason: Chest Pain, StatLaunch Orders, 
Pharmacy: 
CefTRIAXone (Ordered): 1 Gm, IVPB, Once 
Radiology: 
ED Radiology Exams (BIA) (Ordered) 
XR Forearm 2 Views RT (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:29 MST, Reason: Pain/Trauma, Stat, x 1, 
Day (S) 
XR Elbow 2 Views RT (Ordered): 12/26/2010 19:29 MST, Reason: Pain/Trauma, Stat, x 1, 
Day(s)Launch Orders, 
Patient Care: 
Communication Order (Ordered): 12/26/2010 20:50 MST, Orthopedics, StatLaunch Orders, 
Radiology: . 
XR Chest 2 Views (Ordered): 12/26/2010 23:39 MST, Reason: Other-, hypoxia r/o pneumonia, 
Stat, x l, Day(s)Launch Orders. · 
Patient Care: 
Communication Order (Ordered): 12/27/2010 00:27 MST, Hospitalist, Stat 
Electrocardiogram: Time 12/26/2010 19:56:00, rate 63, normal sinus rhythm, No ST-T 
changes, Ectopy None, OT interval WNL, ORS inte~val WNL, Previous EKG available None 
available, Interpretation by Emergency Physician Within normal, limits. 
Results review: Lab results: LAB. 
12/26/2010 20:21 MST Amphetamine Ser 
Barbiturate Ser 
Benzodiazepine Ser 
(Ca-n·n·ab"i-n·o·i""  tSl:::tJ 
Printed Date: 04/07/11 
Prlntec:I Time: 15:31 
Cocaine Ser 
Opiate Ser 
Phencyclidine Ser 
Report Status Toxicology 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
w·o·nnVEl 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
UNCONFIRMED j EXHIBIT A 
SARMC-4 
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Saint Alpho~sus Regional Medical Center Patient Name: MRN: 
Dale of Birth; 
AdmhDate: 
JAMES, MELENE 
(BIA)-002005164 
Boise, Idaho ' 
A Member of Trinity Health 
Novi, Michigan 
Dogblte 
Discharge Date: 
Accounl Number: 
Patient Type: 
Attending: 
11/27/2010 
12/27/2010 
Nelson MD. Usa M 
Date : 12/2612010 7:28:38 PM MST 
EledRlnlcaDy Signed By: l<lm MD, David T Date Signed: 12/27/2010 2:31 :08 AM MST 
12/26/2010 19:25 MST 
12/26/2010 19:20 MST 
~-- .... 
Specimen Type URINE 
Tricyclic Antidepressant Ser 
Urine Specimen URINE 
Color Urine YELLOW 
Clarity Urine· CLEAR 
Specific Gravity Urine 1.015 
pH Urine 5.0 
Glucose Urine NEGATIVE 
Ketones Urine NEGATIVE 
Bilirubin Urine NEGATIVE 
Blood Urine TRACE 
Urobilinogen Urine <l mg/dL 
Leukocyte Esterase Urine NEGATIVE 
Nitrite Urine NEGATIVE 
Protein Urine NEGATIVE mg/dL 
· RSC Urine RARE 
Squamous Epithelial Cells Urine 
Mucous Urine l+ 
Amorphous urate Crystal Urine 
Hyaline_Casts RARE 
NEGATIVE 
5 TO to., 
-::.. "':, - , 
TRACE 
Hold Specimen , URINE NOT CULTU~ ~· .
Pregnancy Test POCT -Clinic Negative 
Sodium Level 135 mEq/L 
Potassium Level 4.0 mEq/L 
Chloride Level 102 mEq/L 
Carbon Dioxide Level 24 mEq/L 
• Anion Gap 13 mEq/L 
Glucose Level 102 mg/dL HI 
BUN 6 mg/dL LOW 
• 
Creatinine 0.76 mg/dL 
.J."~,~~LGFR Estimated Non African American 
,~vl"'t'~lf~FR Estimated African American 
86,0 mL/min/1.73 m2 
104.0 mL/min/1.73 m2 
Printed Date: 04/07/11 
Primed Time: 15:31 
Comment GFR "NOT VALUED* ,,,._.-· 
Calcium Total 9.0 mg/dL .... - \ 
Total Protein 7. 5 gm/ dL ..... · ) .~-.1':'-~l 
Alkaline Phosphatase 60 Units/L -~ ,/ i • l•,·· .. 
ALT /SGPT 33 Units/L ;> . . •. ~ ~ !...ji..J 
AST/SGOT 39 Units/L \:\,,-.; \ '\, ~ 
Bilirubin Total 0.7 mg/dL .L.A·"'_r.)-..' ~L,: __ ... · 
Albumin.Level 4.6 gm/dL ~ "' v r· 
Globulin Level 2 .•. 9_gm/-d~-// (Alconol) ((E~hanor)) (J:;evel) (o. 27 g~_E 
T4 (Thyroxine) Free 1"738-Nanogram/dL 
Thyroid Stimulating Hormone 9,280 uIU/mL 
WBC Count ' 9.6 thou/cumm HI 
Red Blood Cell Count 4,62 million/mm3 
Hemoglobin 16. 4 gm/dL HI 
Hematocrit 46.5 I 
MCV 101 FL HI 
,·· 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. CV PI 1216734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State 
of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X,) 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
DEPOSITION OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER 
MAY 23, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR No. 463 
Notary Public 
EXHIBIT 
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1 THE DEPOSITION OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER was taken 
2 on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise City Attorney's 
3 Office, Boise City Hall, 150 North Capitol Boulevard, 
4 2nd Floor, Chinook Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, commencing 
5 at 1:00 p.m. on May 23, 2013, before Barbara Burke, 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public with and 
7 for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled matter. 
8 
9 APPEARANCES 
10 For the Plaintiff: 
11 Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
12 BY JOHN A. BUSH 
13 and Matt Comstock, Paralegal 
14 199· North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
15 P.O. Box 2774 
16 Boise, ID 83701-2774 
17 For the Defendants: 
18 SCOTT B . MUIR 
19 Assistant City Attorney 
20 Assistant City Attorney's Office 
21 150 North Capitol Boulevard 
22 P.O. Box 500 
23 
24 
25 
Boise, I~ 83701-0500 
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1 I N D E X 
2 TESTIMONY OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER: 
3 Examination by Mr. Bush 
4 
5 E X H I B I T S 
6 DEPOSITION EXHIBITS: 
7 14. 
8 
9 
10 
11 15. 
12 
13 
14 16. 
15 
16 
17 17. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Boise Police Department 
Narrative Report Supplement, 
dated 10/26/2010 (sic.) 
Bates BC000007 - BC000008 
Diagram of scene with red 
handwritten notations 
(No Bates number) 
Color photograph labeled 
. "Photo 7" 
(No Bates number) 
(Audio file marked and retained 
by John A. Bush.) 
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1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 
2 the time and place for taking the'deposition of Steven Butler, 
3 pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4 
5 STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER, 
6 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
7 cause, deposes and says: 
8 EXAMINATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
10 Q. Mr. Butler or Officer Butler; correct? 
11 A . Yes. 
12 Q. You're employed by the Boise City Police 
13 Department --
14 ~ A. Correct. 
15 Q. -- presently? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And in what capacity? 
18 A. As a police officer. 
19 Q. Okay. In what unit? 
l 
20 A. Patrol. 
21 Q. Okay. And how long have you been employed in 
22 that capacity? 
23 A. Since 2005. 
24 Q. And prior to 2005, what did you do? 
25 A. I was a Deputy Sheriff. 
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1 someone is reporting that you are on-scene at 17:30 hours 
2 and 11 seconds? 
3 A. Yes, that's what it indicates, is that I went 
4 on-scene at 17:30 and 11 seconds. 
5 Q. Okay. Is it a fair conclusion, Offic~r, that 
6 you would have been on-scene at least by 17:30:11 or 
7 earlier? What I mean by that is, you may have been 
8 on-scene earlier, but not reported yet? 
9 
10 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. Then .there's also an entry~a couple of 
11 lines above the one we were just talking about for your 
12 number of -- 2524 is your number; is 'that right? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A. Correct. 
Q. And there's an "ASSTER"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know what that means? 
A. That means there is an assist unit en route. 
Q. Okay. And that was at 17:25 p.m.; is that 
19 correct? 
20 
21 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does that -- I'm trying to understand what 
22 this document, you know, is sort of telling me. 
23 Is that an indication that you responded to 
• 24 the Dispatch call for units to go to a certain location 
25 and you said you were going, and then it gets marked in 
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1 typically they would dispatch -- the document may not be 
2 accurate because typically they dispatch two patrol units, ~ 
3 what do you mean by that? 
4 A. I mean, as you described it to me in your question, 
5 you posed it as if those two units initially responded. 
, 
6 I don't believe that that occurred, based on 
7 my recollection of the events. 
8 Q. And the reason my question was posed that way 
9 was based on the times. 
10 , 
11 
A. Right. 
Q. But what is your recollection of the events? 
12 Who was the first person to respond, if you know? 
13 A. I believe that I was one of the first of the 
14 two, and I believe Officer Barber was the second. 
15 Q. Okay. Next to Barber's number there's a 
16 it says, "DISPER." Do you know what that means? 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A. Yes. 
Q. What does that mean? 
A. It means "Dispatch En Route." 
Q. Does that have any significance, if you know, 
21 as to whether that person is the first to answer.the call? 
22 A. Yes. Typically, that, designator "DISPER" is 
23 the first unit dispatched, and the others are assist units. 
24 Q. Ok~y. It is my understanding that while at 
25 the scene the officers who responded to this call were 
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1 "LS ATT IFO" the store" -- the very first entry. 
2 Those are, obviously, just abbreviations that 
3 somebody is -- are they typing those in, if you know? 
4 A. Yes, they are. 
5 Q. So this isn't a computer spitting out something, 
6 based on what the computer is hearing; it's somebody 
7 physically typing things in, much like our Court Reporter 
8 is doing now? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Okay. So when you get to the scene, are there 
11 officers -- well, first of all, are you by yourself in 
12 the patrol car? 
13 A .. Yes. 
14 Q. And when you get to the scene, are there 
15 officers already there? 
16 A. No. 
17 
18 
19 
Q. So are you the first one to the scene? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Let me .. go to your report· for a minute. We have 
20 marked that as Exhibit No. 14. 
21 Just for some record keeping purposes, the 
22 report notes the date and'time of the'incident as being 
23 12/26/2010 and 17:22. That's in the upper right-hand 
24 corner; is that correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 You indicate that there's a witness interview. 
2 My understanding is that that was with the person -- or 
3 was that witness interview that's referenced in your 
4 report, was that with the person who had called 911? 
5 A. That's my understanding, yes. 
6 Q. And was that interview done in person? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. So it was on-scene? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you talk to him more than once? 
11 A. I don't recall. 
12 Q. Did you talk to him, if you recall, before you 
13 got on-scene? 
14 A. I don't believe so. 
15 Q. When you arrived at the scene, do you recall 
16 where you put your patrol vehicle in relation to the 
1 7 building? 
18 
19 
20 
A. I believe it was near the northeast,corner. 
(Exhibit 15 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer Butler, I've handed you 
21 what we have marked as Exhibit 15, which I'll represent 
22 to you is an architectural drawing or plan of the dental 
23 building which we obtained yesterday from Boise City --
24 I'm not sure which department -- but, anyway, does --
25 can you orient yourself to the building based on that 
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1 Q. Okay. And so when you made contact with the 
2 calling party and had a discussion with him, did you 
3 then return to the patrol car? 
4 
5 
6 
A. Not initially. 
Q. Okay. What did you do after that conversation? 
A. I walked into the parking lot looking for 
7 suspects. 
8 Q. Okay. So let's stop for' a moment right there. 
9 In your report you indicate that you spoke 
10 with a male who was waiting on the north side of 
11 Northview near the dental office which was reportedly 
12 being burglarized. 
13 Then you write, "He told me that he had seen a 
14 female break the window and enter the business, and he 
15 believed that the suspect was still inside the downstairs 
16 area of the business." Did I read that correctly? 
17 
18 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember anything else that the calling 
19 party had told you in that initial contact? 
20 
21 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So do you recall how long that conversation 
22 lasted? 
23 
24 
25 
I A. It was very short. 
Q. Did you ask him any questions? 
A. Yes. 
.., 
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1 can get a -- or is that the view that you had? 
2 A. Well, no, it wasn't the view that I had 
,/ 
3 because I could see the broken window. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Q. And that's -- so what I'm trying to figure 
out, Officer, is if you're standing away from the 
building kind of 'in that first parking lot and if this 
building is down is kind of a basement area of the 
I 
building, do you have a clear view of the window? 
A. Can you repeat the que~tion, please? 
Q. Sure. Based on the location that you marked 
11 on our diagram, I'm trying to figure out how you had a 
12 clear view or a view of the window such that you could 
13 .see that it was broken. 
14 A. Well, as I walked up to northeast corner of 
15 the building in close proximity to the building near the 
16 parking lot, I positioned myself so that I could look 
17 down, look at the window, and see that it was broken as 
18 reported by the calling party. 
19 Q. How far away were you from the railing when 
20 you first noticed and confirmed that the window had been 
21 broken? 
22 
23 
A. I believe about six feet, six or eight feet. 
Q. Okay. And when you confirmed that the window 
24 had been broken, do you remember what you did next? 
25 A. Yes. I relayed that information to other 
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1 units responding over the police radio. 
2 Q. By that time, had any other units responded --
3 or were you still the only one on-scene? 
4 
5 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. And after you relayed that information, 
6 what did you do -- if you remember? 
7 
8 
A. Continued scanning; looking for suspects. 
Q. Okay. When you say, "scanning," are you 
9 staying at your same location or are you on the move? 
' 
10 A. I'm standing in that area still looking for 
11 other suspects. 
12 'Q. Okay. But, I mean, are you on the move or are 
13 you just staying in the same sp9t? 
14 The reason I ask, "scanning" -- I mean, you 
15 could be standing there and turning your head left and 
16 right an~ seeing, or you could be walking up and down 
17 and around the building. 
18 A. Well, I'm sure I didn't stand in one 
19 particular spot for any particular time; however, I 
20 stayed in that general area watching for anybody coming 
21 out of the window and for any other suspects in the area. 
22 Q. Okay. And in that period of time when you 
23 were scanning and looking for'other suspects, did you 
24 see anybody? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And who did you see? 
A. I saw a suspect ·through a window on the east 
3 side of the building. 
4 Q. Through the same window that was broken or a 
5 different window? 
6. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. A different window. 
Q. Okay. So where were you when you saw that? 
A. In that same gene~al area. 
Q. And what window did you observe her through? 
A. An east-facing window on the northeast corner 
11 of the building. 
12 Q. Okay. Are you able to on our diagram locate 
13 where that would have been? 
A. Yes. 14 
15 Q. Can you please do so? Let's mark that with an 
16 "A" and a circle. 
17 A. (Complied.) 
18 Q. Okay. May I see that, please? 
\. 
~ 
19 A. (Handing document to Counsel. ) 
20 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that window depicted in 
21 either Photos 12 or 13? 
A. Yes. It's depicted in Exhibit 13. 22 
23 Q. And let's mark on Exhibit 13 -- is that the 
24 sliver of light we see down in the lower left-hand 
25 corner of the photo? 
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A. It appears to be, yes. 
Q. If you would take my pen and mark an 11A11 and 
3 circle it there. 
4 
5 
A. (Complied.) 
Q. Thank you:. And again, where approximately 
6 were you when you observed her -- or observed the suspec~? 
7 A. In that same general area I indicated on the 
8 diagram. 
9 Q . Okay. And what did you see? You saw a person? 
. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q •• Okay. And can you describe the person? 
I 
12 A. Yes. A middle-aged female, she was white, 
13 medium build. She was holding a knife, and it appeared 
14 that she was ·'drinking from a beer can. 
15 Q. Were you able to tell her size?. Was she 
16 large, small, medium? 
17 A. I.described her as 11 medium, 11 based on what 
18 I had seen. 
19 Q. And were you able to determine anything about 
2 0 her clothes? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. 
Q. Hair color? 
·· A. I don't recall. 
Q. Were you able to see her head? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Did you see the back of her head, the front of 
2 her head, both? 
3 
4 
A. I saw the right side of her. 
Q. And you could see enough of her body that you 
5 could see her arms 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. - - and her hands? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. And could you see anything below the waist? 
10 A. I could see her hip area. 
11 Q. Okay. You said she was drinking from a beer 
12 can -- I believe that's what you said. 
13 So r·gather you saw her with something that 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
she 
she 
took a drink out of? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you know what hand she used to do that? 
A. I believe it was her left. 
Q. Were you able to determine the type of can that 
had in her hand? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I think in the audio you referred to it as 
22 a 11 211 11 ? 
A. Yes. 23 
24 Q. Is a 11 211 11 a term of art for police officers 
25 in terms of what a beer is? 
. 
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A. No. It's a brand of malt beverage. 
Q. Okay. I mean, when I saw it and I saw 11 211, 11 
3 I said, "What does that mean?" 
4 , A. It's a brand that I believe to be the type 
5 that she was drinking from. 
6 
7 
8 
Q. So something called a "Steel Reserve 211 11 ? 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay. So do you have and this is just 
9 I guess a personal curiosity -- if it were a Coors Light, 
10 would you say, "Coors Light," or is there a different 
11 moniker for a --
12 A. I guess.if I would have recognized that it was 
13 a Coors Light, I probably would have said that. It 
14 appeared to be that particular brand, and I just simply 
15 described what I was seeing. 
16 Q. And it was a 211. Okay. I think I understand. 
17 I can't remember -- so what hand did she have 
18 the beer in? 
19 
20 
A. Her left hand. 
Q. So that would be -- she's turned because 
' 
21 you can see her right shoulder; is that right? 
22 A. Her right -- the right side of her body is 
23 facing me. 
24 
25 
Q. And then you said she was holding a knife? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. And that would have been in which hand? 
A. Her right hand. 
Q. Where was the knife in her hand and how was 
4 she holding it? 
5 A. She was holding her hand cupped with the 
6 handle of the knife placed against her palm, and the 
' 7 blade was extending out past her thumb and forefinger. 
8 Q. Okay. So about how -- how long is that? I'm 
9 trying to get a sense as to -- and maybe you can use my 
10 pen or something to kind of show me how she's holding it 
11 and what it looked like. 
12 A. Well, sure. She was holding it just as I 
13 described, with the pen being the handle and the blade 
14 of the knife extending past her thumb and forefinger out 
15 away from her body. 
16 Q. Okay. So the part of the knife that you are 
17 describing would be approximately, what, an inch-and-a-half 
18 from the end of her thumb? 
19 A. No. I was just simply holding the pen in the 
·20 manner that she was. The blade appeared to be several 
21 inches. I would estimate about four or five inches. 
22 
23 
24 
Q. Okay. Was she holding anything 'else? 
A. Not that I saw, ,no. 
Q. Okay One of the things that you write in 
25 your report is that -- well, let me back up. 
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1 asked you if she had ~nything else, you didn't mention 
2 the dental instruments. So can you 
\ 
what is your 
I 
3 memory about that? 
~ 
4 A. That's a summary of my observations, and that 
I 
5 ' I ' was written to convey that she was holding a knife, 
I 
6 holding a beer, and basically rummaging through things 
7 on the table which included those items. 1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Q. Okay. So not only -- so from your spot where 
I 
you're looking through the window, you also see a table? 
A. Yes. 
) 
Q. Okay. And so is she standing where is the 
12 table in relation to her? 
13 I A. She's facing north, and the table is north of 
' 
14 her position. 
15 
,16 
17 
Q. So in front of her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And can you describe for me these 
I 
I 
18 dental instruments that you referred to iri the report? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
·23 
24 
25 
A. No, I can't. 
Q. I'm going to show you some instruments that 
11 , I , I' represent to you that my client has given to me 
that she says that she uses when she work,s in the lab. 
I would like you to just take a moment and 
' 
look at those and see if any of these look like the 
I 
I • 
dental instruments that she was -- that you reference 
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1 "manipulating," and I know.what -- you know, I know what 
2 the definition of "manipulation" is from a dictionary, 
3 but I don't know what your definition of "manipulation" 
4 would be. 
5 So can you tell me what you meant when you 
6 said, "manipulating sharp dental instruments"? 
7 A. Yes. Manipulating them in'a manner, as I said, 
8 that I would describe as rummaging, moving things around 
9 in no particular order. 
Q. Okay. So did she ever pick one up? 
A. Not that I saw. 
10 
11 
12 Q. So if she's got a knife in one hand and a beer 
. 
13 in the other, then did she have both those two things 
14 ~he whole time that you observed her? 
A. During the time that I observed her, yes. 15 
16 Q. So how is she rummaging or moving them around? 
17 What is she using to do that? 
18 A. She is using her fingers or knuckles to move 
19 things around on the workbench or table. 
20 Q. Did you hear anything? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did you hear any music? ,t 
23 A. I don't believe so. 
24 Q. Did you hear any -- any noise '• whatsoever 
25 corning out of that location? 
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A. No. 1 
2 Q. Okay. How long did you observe her doing the 
3 things that you just described? 
4 A. A very brief period of time. 
5 Q. Seconds, minutes? 
6 A. Seconds. 
7 Q. Okay. And then what did she do? 
8 A. She moved away from the window out of my view, 
9 and I'm not sure what she did after that. 
10 Q. And how far would she have to move to be out 
11 of your view? 
12 
13 
14 
15 
A. I'm not sure. 
Q. Can you estimate a foot, ten feet? 
A. I cannot. 
Q. You observed her walk; correct? She moved out 
16 of your view. I assume she would have walked out of 
17 your view; is that right? 
A. Correct. 18 
19 Q. And do you have any sense at all as to how 
20 many steps she took? 
21 A. I don't. 
22 Q. Do you know which direction she went? 
23 A. Away from me in a southwest direction. 
24 Q. Were you able to observe her through the 
25 window that had been broken? 
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A. No. 
Q. Did you look to see if you could see her 
3 through that window after you saw her and she moved out 
4 of your view? 
5 
6 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So after she moved out of your view, 
7 what did you do? 
8 A. Updated the information that I had with the 
9 assisting units and continued to maintain perimeter spot 
10 at that location. 
11 Q. Okay. So you stayed where you were. Is that 
12 what you're saying when you say 
A. In that general area, yes. 13 
14 Q. Okay. And at that point in time when you were 
15 making these observations, you're still the only officer 
16 on-scene? 
A. Yes. 17 
18 Q. And when you say, "update the other people," 
19 that's through a radio communication; correct? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. ~d that's going to be recorded, correct, on 
I 
22 this Channel 10? 
23 A. It should be, yes. 
24 Q. And then how long did you stay -- one thing 
25 know is that the lights are on in this room in the 
we 
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A. I'm sorry? 
Q. For her personally, what was the threat that 
3 she posed to you? 
4 A. It's based on the nature of the call, the 
5 nature of the alleged crime, the fact that she was 
6 clearly armed 1 and the unknown circumstances of any 
7 other additional suspects. I took all of that into account 
8 to make some sort of reasonable threat assessment. 
9 Q. And the other suspects - - I mean,,you didn't 
10 have any information from anybody that there was more' 
, 
11 than one person; true? 
12 A. Right. 
13 Q. But based on your training, that's something 
14 that you would have to consider and think about. Is 
15 that what you're saying? 
16 A. Right. Based on my training, if you encounter 
17 one suspect, we anticipate another; if we encounter one 
18 weapon, we anticipate another, and so on. So that's 
r 
19 what I did. 
20 Q. How long did you continue to stand at or near 
21 that location? 
22 A. I would estimate over the time of the call 
23 in that general area and on that side of the building 
24 for approximately an hour. 
25 Q. So at what point earlier you mentioned that 
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1 you had moved your patrol car. 
2 
3 
4 
A. Correct. 
Q. When-did that happen? 
A. Sometime after additional units came on-scene 
5 and we were able to establish perimeter around the building. 
6 Q. How long, while you were at that location, was 
7 it before additional units ,showed up? 
8 A. Additional units arrived at various times. 
9 The first assisting units - - or unit - arrived within a 
10 couple of minutes. 
11 Q. And who was that? 
12 A. I don't recall. I just recall units coming 
13 on-scene. 
14 Q. If you look at the Incident History, it appears 
15 to me from the document that Officer 2510, which would 
16 have been Sergeant Kukla, arr~ved on-scene or was logged 
17 in on-scene at 17:29. Is that correct? 
18 
19 
A. That is correct, according to this.printout. 
Q. All right. And, as we've talked about, you're 
20 logged in on-site at approximately 17:30. So, according 
~ 
21 to this, he's actually on-scene or at least he's logged 
\.. 
22 in on-scene before you; is that correct? 
23 
24 
A. Correct. 
Q. But your recollection-is that he actually 
25 arrives sometime· after you are there, if not several 
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~ minutes after; is that right? 
2 
3 
A. Correct, sir. 
Q. And the same with Officer Barber -- he's 
4 logged in on-scene at approximately 17:33 -- actually, 
5 that would be about three minutes after you; is that correct? 
6 
7 
., 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And I'm sorry if you said this already, 
8 but you don't remember who was the first one to arrive? 
9 
10 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you remember when the first patrol car arrived 
11 where they parked? 
12 
13 
A. I do not remember. 
Q. Do you remember when the second patrol car 
14 arrived where it parked? 
15 
16 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. It indicates that do you remember when you 
17 were talking about establishing a perimeter, how many 
18 officers were present to establish that perimeter? 
19 
20 
A. I don't recall how many specifically. 
Q. And when you say that you maintained your 
21 position in that general area that you talked about for 
22 approximately an hour, is that -- you know, is that 
23 before you make entry into the build~ng? 
24 
25 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And so during that period of time 
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1 .were you out of your patrol car that whole time? 
2 
3 
A. Not entirely. 
Q. Okay. Did at some point you go back to your 
4 patrol car? 
5 
6 
7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did you do? 
A. Ultimately, I gave an announcement over the 
8 PA system. 
9 
10 
Q. And what was that announcement? 
A. It was an announcement to the suspect inside 
11 this particular building identifying ourselves, identifying 
12 why we were there, g~ving instructions on what we wanted 
13 the individuals inside to do, and finally, that we were 
14 going to use a police dog to find them if they did not 
15 surrender, and that they may be bit. 
16 Q. And at some point the police dog was deployed 
17 into the building; correct? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. And this announcement on the PA that you are 
20 referring to, how much time before the dog entered the 
21 building was that announcement made? 
22 A. I would estimate about - - oh, I would say at 
23 least ten minutes. 
24 
25 
Q. I'm sorry. Did you say, "at least ten minutes"? 
A. Correct. From the time that I made that 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
3 I, STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER, being first duly sworn, 
4 depose and say: 
5 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
6 deposition consisting of pages s through 103; that I 
7 have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
8 that the questions contained therein were propounded to 
9 me; and that the answers therein contained are true and 
10 correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
11 on the Change Sheet attached hereto. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 day of 
18 
19 
DATED this 2"11?:! day of Ju,.J,E; I 2013. 
~ STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
-~'3~CA_(\_~---' 2013. 
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1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
3 Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
5 me at the.time and place therein set forth, at which time 
' 6 the witness was put under oath by me; 
7 That the testimony and all objections made were 
8 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certity that I am not a relative 
\ 
13 or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
14 financially interested in the action. 
15 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
16 31st day of May, 2013. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
\ 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary, Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires 4-30-2014. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
CV PI 1216734 
Defendants. 
DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DANIEL BARBER 
AUGUST 29, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR 
Notary Public 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 . , 
THE DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DANIEL BARBER 
was taken on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise 
City Attorney's Office, 150 N. Capitol Blvd., 3rd 
Floor, Bogus Basin Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, 
commencing at 1:02 p.m. on August 29, 2013, 
before Beverly A. Benjamin, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter and Notary Public within and for the 
State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 
APPEARANCES: 
For the Plaintiff: 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
BY MR. JOHN A. BUSH 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
For the Defendants: 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
BY MR: SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
150 North Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500 
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Officer Daniel B~rber 8/29/2013 
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF OFFICER DANIEL BARBER 
Examination by Mr. Bush 
NO. 
21 
DESCRIPTION 
Diagram 
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I 
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. Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 ' 
OFFICER DANIEL BARBER, 
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to 
,said cause, testified as follows: 
MR. BUSH: Let".the record reflect this 
is the time and place for taking the deposition 
of Daniel Barber pursuant to notice and the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
Q. Officer Barber, we'll begin by having 
you identify yourself for our record just by 
stating your name, please. 
A. Officer Barber, Boise Police 
Department. 
Q. How long have you been employed by the 
Boise Police Department? 
A. Nineteen years. 
Q. What is your present capacity? 
A. Patrol. 
Q. In December of 2010 what was your 
position? 
A. Patrol. 
Q. Have you'held other positions? 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
Q. What does "MDT" mean? 
A. It's our dispatch record, MDT record. 
Q. This is ultimately information that 
comes from dispatch available to you in your 
patrol car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know what your number was that 
night? . 
A. 2511. 
Q. According to this it appears that you 
were dispatched at approximately 1725; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then it also appears that Sergeant 
Kukla and Officer Butler were also dispatched at 
approximately 1725. 
( 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, one thing that is not clear to me 
is to the left of both Sergeant Kukla and Officer 
Butler it has 11 ASSTER. 11 Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To the left of you it's just 11 DISPER. 11 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know why there is a difference 
there? 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 -
providing, whether it was for that specific 
purpose of K9 use, may have been used for that. 
A. Yes. 
Q. But what I'm trying to figure out is 
whether you were either the source or a source of 
information specifically for Bonas or command. 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever talk to the call-in party? 
A. No. 
Q. I will tell you that there is something 
in this record that leads me to believe that you 
may have been on the phone with him at some point 
in time before you got on the scene. Does that 
ring a bell to you at all? 
A. I don't recall cal~ing him. I know I 
called the doctor. 
Q. We'll get to that in a minute. But you 
don't recall having a conversation with the 
call-in party?· 
A. I don't. 
Q. So one of the things I asked you, 
again, probably an unfair question, but after you " 
had your conversa·tion with Butler, what do you 
remember doing next, and I think your answer was, 
I don't really remember. But at some point in 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
time you had a conversation with the owner? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Again, when in relation, if you know, 
did that take place? 
A. I don't recall. I mean, after I got on 
scene obviously. 
Q. Right. Do you recall how you obtained 
his phone number? 
A. I.think I got it off the building.right 
here. 
Q. Do you recall who it was that you 
talked to by name? 
A. No. Weren't there two doctors? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I can't remember which one it was. 
Q. Do you recall what you told -- or 
you tell me what the conversation with the 
doctor, what was said? 
A. I don't recall. 
can 
Q. Do you recall any of the specifics? 
A. No specifics. I'm sure I told him what 
the scene consisted of. But I don't specifically 
recall a conversation I had three years ago. 
Q. I understand that. And what we are 
. 
going to do, unfortunately, is probably explore 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
your memory as best we can and then we can get 
into your report, see if that doesn't jar 
anything. 
A. Why don't I read my report first and 
then I won't have· to sit here and guess. 
Q. I would like to test to see what your 
independent recollection is. That's fair. Do 
you remember any of the specifics of your 
conversation with Dr. Brewster? 
A. No. 
Q. If it was Dr. Brewster. 
Did you talk to anybody else, either on 
the phone or at the scene? 
A. I talked to a cleaning lady. 
Q. Was the conversation with the cleaning 
lady in person? 
you? 
A. Yes. t 
Q. At the scene? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was it before or after entry was made? 
·A. Before. 
Q. Do you remember anything that she told 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember her name? 
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Q. When you first saw her, was she ~lready 
standing up and coming out? 
A. No, she was on the g!ound. 
Q. When you saw her on the ground, could 
you describe her or do you remember what her 
state of dress was? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Was she saying anything at that point? 
A. I don't really recall her saying 
anything, other just mumbling. 
Q. Were there any noises or anything that 
came from her that sounded like she was in pain? 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. At some point she is handcuffed; is 
that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you escort her out --
A. I took her out.this door right here and 
walked her up the stairs to the paramedics which 
were out here (indicating). 
Q. Do you take her out by yourself? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have to assist her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you take her out the stairwell that 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
the dog had come down? 
A. No. This external stairwell right here 
that I just pointed at. We came out right here 
and walked right up here (indicating). 
Q. Okay. 
A. This arrow right here on the outside of 
the building, we came out there and the 
paramedics were right here, so I walked her right 
out there to there. 
Q. So the paramedics had been staged on 
Northview? 
A. Yes, ~hey were right in this area. 
T~ey may have been up a littler further, they may 
have been right there. But the parame~ics were 
right in this area. So I walked her straight up 
here, across the parking lot to the paramedics 
(indica~ing). 
Q. Then you went to the hospital. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. I believe we've already marked well, 
before we get to that, once.you went to the 
hospital were your duties at the scene done; did 
you ever go back, do you recall? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Let me ask you this: When you spoke 
with the cleaning lady -- who did you get, the.key 
from? 
A. I got a key from the cleaning lady, but 
I'm not sure if that is the key that was used, 
because the doctor showed up before we went in as 
well. 
Q. Again, let's assume that you didn't 
talk to the doctor face to face before entry·was 
made. Do you know if somebody actually did talk 
to the doctor before entry was made? 
A. I'm sure somebody did when he showed up 
on scene. 
Q. Then there is also some indication that 
. 
there was an assistant, whoever that may be, also 
showe~ up on scene with a key. Did you ever talk 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
' Q •. After in this report, it reiterates 
' 
what we just said there. "Carrick Brewster 
showed up prior to entry and confirmed that no 
one should be in the building. Especially no one 
who entered by breaking out a window." 
If you can recall, what was the source 
of that information? Obviously it's coming from 
Brewster. 
A. Yes. 
Q. But is it coming to you through 
another -- is it coming to you? 
A. I don't know if he was talking directly 
to me, but I remember specifically hearing him 
say that. He may have been talking to another 
officer. 
Q. So --
A. But I do remember hearing that 
statement. 
Q. I understand. So.that I'm clear and 
our record is clear, if you did not speak face to 
face with Brewster until after entry, then likely 
this came from another officer to you and that is 
how it got into the report. 
A. No. I said'! specifically remember him 
saying that. He may have been speaking to 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
another officer at the time when he said it, but 
I specifically remember him saying, making that 
statement, because I laughed about it. I 
remember kind of chuckling. 
Q. Why did you laugh about it? 
A. I chuckled because he said, Especially 
no one who ente~ed my building by breaking a 
window should be in there. Most people who enter 
buildings have keys or use doors. So I thought 
that was funny when he said that. Obviously you 
don't think it's funny. 
Q. Well, I don't and the consequence of 
what happened. 
~ 
A. Well, sorry, I mean, come on. I agree. 
with you on that, but if you can't laugh at life, 
you probably aren't very happy. 
Q. It kind of takes me back to the point I 
was making earlier. One of the things that you 
note about the witness statement is the witness 
heard glass breaking ·as opposed to saw it 
breaking. 
A. Correct. 
Q. So we·are·back to this intent question. 
A. Well, it says here she admitted that 
she broke the window to make .entry. It's in my 
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was seen going in? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Was there any other information 
provided to him that you know of? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. I think you answered this, but let me 
C 
make sure I'm clear. On the next paragraph where 
it says Bonas·called off, controlled his dog and 
then 
A. Hold on. Where? 
Q. First page, the paragraph starting with 
"The entry/clearing team." 
A. Okay. 
Q. "Bonas called off and controlled his 
dog while I secured Melene. 11 That's the question 
I had. What did you mean when you said "while I 
secured Melene 11 ? 
A. From that I would say that I probably 
placed handcuffs on her and walked her out. 
Q. So do you recall whether the handcuffs 
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Q. Do you recall whether her pants were 
down or up? 
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A. I think her pants were down a little 
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Officer Daniel Barber 8/29/2013 
bit. They.weren't -- it's not like they were --
I remember something about her pants being down 
maybe around her thigh area or something. 
Q. Was that something that you assisted 
with or was it Officer Harr or another officer? 
A. I didn't pull her out of the room 
there. I was back a few people. I remember Harr 
and Rapp and some other people in front of me 
that dealt with the initial taking of custody. I 
just know that I moved forward and took her out 
the door. 
Q. Then the word 11 secured 11 in your report 
I 
makes you think that you are the one who put the 
cuffs on. 
A. That is what I would assume. I don't 
recall whether I was the one who put the cuffs 
on, but I do recall walking her out. 
Q. In the Victim Interview, when you read 
that, does that help you at all it doesn't 
help me -- but does it help you at all answer 
this question as to whether you·talked to him 
before or after the entry?, 
Because again, the question being: 
What is the source of information? 
.. 
A. I would say he was spoken to before if 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, OFFICER DANIEL BARBER, being first duly 
sworn, depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition, consisting of pages 1 through 77; that I 
have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
that tpe questions contained therein were propounded to 
me; and that the answers contained therein are true and 
correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
DATED this ___li- d~y of ~( f(ML-r-20E 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
I 20 ,~ • 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR Q.cla Couf\~ 
RESIDING AT %f)\~ 'vo\,CJL t).( Q \. 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 7} IU.J I~ 
day 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BEVERLY BENJAMIN CSR No. 710, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the foregoing 
proceedings were taken before me at the time and place 
therein set forth, at which time the witness was put 
under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that· I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
9th day of September 2013 .. 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My commission expires May 28, 2019 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, } 
vs. Case No. CV PI 1216734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State 
of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X,} 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
REPORTED BY: 
DEPOSITION OF STEVEN CHARLES BONAS 
MAY 22, 2013 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR No. 463 
Notary Public 
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Steven Charles Bonas 5/22/2013 
1 THE DEPOSITION OF STEVEN CHARLES BONAS was taken 
2 on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise City Attorney's 
3 Office, Boise City Hall, 150 North Capitol Boulevard, 
4 2nd Floor, PDS Conference Room 3, Boise, Idaho, commencing 
5 at 1:00 p.m. on May 22, 2013, before Barbara_ Burk~, 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary.Public with and 
.7 for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled matter. 
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1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 
2 the time and place for taking the deposition of Steven Bonas, 
3 pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4 (Exhibit 10 marked.) 
5 
6 STEVEN CHARLES BONAS, 
7 first-duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
8 cause, deposes and says: 
9 EXAMINATION 
10 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
11 Q. 'Officer, I'm going to have you just introduce 
/12 yourself to our record with your full name, please. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A. My.full name is Steven Charles Bonas. 
Q. And you are a -- and is it a patrol officer, a 
polici: officer? 
A. A police officer, a canine handler. 
Q. For Boise City? 
A. Boise City. Correct. 
Q. Have you ever had your deposition before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On how many occasions? 
A. Once. 
Q. And what was that in connection with? 
24 A. I was a witness down in Los Angeles for some 
25 officers that were accused of using force on a suspect 
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1 that you have received in law enforcement and the training 
2 that you received in the Army, any other educational 
3 certificates or -- you know, degrees or anything of that 
4 nature? 
5 A. No degrees. I have college credits through 
6 various colleges, but no degrees. 
7 Q. Other than the training that you've received 
8 through law enforcement as it relates to the handling of 
9 canines, anything else other than outside of that arena 
10 as it pertains to 
A. To canines? 
Q. Yes. 
11 
12 
13 A. It's all been work-related and through work. 
14 I have attended outside training, but it has 
15 been paid for by work or sponsored by work. 
16 Q. Okay. Let's talk about the canines in the 
17 Boise Police Department and Ruwa. Is that his --
/ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you always worked with Ruwa? 
18 
19 
20 A. Yes -- well, I take that back. I had two dogs 
21 prior to him that I trained with; however, they didn't 
22 make the cut, so he was my third dog. 
23 Q. Okay. And did you do the training of Ruwa 
24 or does he come trained and then you add to that? 
25 A. Both. 
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1 done via computer. 
2 Q. So if I understand correctly, in the program 
. 
3 that you have you can generate a report, and then you 
4 can send that electronically to whomever you want? 
5 A. Well, not to -- to the supervisor that approves 
6 Q. Right. But, can you send it to somebody else 
7 or does it - -
8 A. To another supervisor. I couldn't send it to 
9 a fellow officer or a secretary. It has to be a Sergeant 
10 that's in that system that will approve it. 
11 Q. So does the program keep you from sending .it 
12 to somebody else? 
13 A. Yes. If somebody is not deemed a supervisor, 
14 I can't just send it to any other officer for approval. 
15 Q. When you type in the -- so this program, it's 
16 called~what again? 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A. "RW3." 
Q. "Report Writing 3"? 
A. I believe that's what it stands for. 
Q. If you-gain access and write a report, can 
21 anybody -- does anybody else have the ability to go see 
I 
22 what you've written? 
A. I believe so. "\ 23 
24 Q. And so if I'm another officer -- and we can 
25 take this case, for example. I mean, if there's another 
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1 .itself, Exhibit No. 10: 
2 I know you have reviewed it prior to the 
3 deposition, but as you sit here today, do you have any 
4 independent recollection of events that occurred on 
5 July 26th, 2010, that are not contained in the report? 
6 
7 
A. No. 
Q. And to be fair to you, obviously, we're 
8 two-plus years --
9 
10 
11 
A. Well, if I could be 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. There are some things that came up that weren't 
12 included in here that I did after the fact -- I guess 
13 you could say my memory was refreshed -- and when I 
14 heard that, I was like, "Oh, yeah, that happened," which 
15 it's not contained in the report. 
16 
17 
Q. Do you have anything specific in mind? 
A. A PA announcement that was made prior to 
18 making entry. 
19 Q. And when was your recollection refreshed in 
2 0 that regard? 
21 
22 
A. Gosh, I don't know at what time. 
Q. Well, when did that recently -- I mean, has 
23 that recently come to your mind that that was something 
24 that you remember? 
25 · A. Probably when I first got notification that 
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1 there was a civil suit filed. 
2 
3 
4 
Q. Do you know who made the PA announcement? 
A. Officer Butler. 
Q. Do you recall anything else about that? Did 
5 he make it from his car? 
6 A. I don't know if it was his assigned car. 
7 It was a Boise City Police car -- or a patrol car. 
8 Q. Do you recall where you were when he made the 
9 announcement? 
10 A. Close to the north'east corner of the dental 
11 office. 
12 Q. And when in relation was that announcement 
13 before you made entry? 
14 
15 
A. Before we walked right up to the actual door. 
There is a glass door that was locked that we 
16 had the key for. So that PA announcement was made prior 
17 to going up on some stairs and exposing ourselves in 
18 front of a glass window. 
19 Q. Okay. How long did you wait after the PA 
20 announcement before you walked up and exposed yourself? 
21 A. This would be an approximate. 
. .. 
22 Q. Let me ask you, do you remember? 
23 A. An exact time? 
24 Q. Yes. 
25 A. No, I couldn't say an exact time. 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Because you didn't know who she was? 
3 A. I didn't know who was in there, no. 
4 Q. You write that on the 26th of December at 
5 approximately 18:00 hours -- so that would be 6:00 p.m.? 
6 
7 
A. Correct. 
Q. You received a call or received a request for 
8 a patrol canine? 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that request came from Sergeant Kukla? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And where were you? Were you on duty that day? 
A. Yes. In my.patrol car. 
Q. Okay. And then you write that you received a 
15 request for a patrol canine for a burglary in progress 
16 at a dental office? 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The source of that information was who? 
A. Sergeant Kukla. 
Q. Okay. So prior to receiving the call, had you 
21 heard any -- if you can remember -- any information coming 
22 over Dispatch about this incident? 
23 A. No.· I start my shift right at 18:00, so I saw 
24 if I could elaborate? 
25 Q. Um-hmm. {Nodding head.) 
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A. On the CAD printout in here -- this actually 
occurred -- or they received the call roughly at 17:22 hours. 
I saw that there was a request for a canine sometime 
between 17:22 and 18:00. 
J Dispatch had notified them that there were no 
dogs that were on. So then once I logged on, obviously, 
that's when they requested me. 
Q. Okay. And so you responded to the location; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And when you got to the location, if you can 
12 recall, what's the first thing that you did? 
13 A. Well, I responded "Code 3," which is lights 
14 and siren. 
15 When I got there, I contacted the officers 
16 that were on the scene that were the primary officers in 
17 charge, and I was advised by them what they had -- what 
18 type of situation. 
19 Q. Okay. The officers on-scene that you contacted, 
20 are those listed in your report? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 
' 23 
24 
Q. And that would be Kukla, Barber, and Butler? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And did you speak initially to any other officers, 
25 other than those three, if you recali? 
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A. I believe I spoke to Lieutenant Schoenborn: 
I don I t know if I remember him being there. I don't 
know if I spoke to him directly or he was just standing 
there while I was being briefed, but I remember him 
being there on-scene. 
Q. Okay. So when you got on the scene, one of 
7 the things that you -- well, did you know when you got 
8 on-scene that there had been officers there for some 
9 period of time? 
10 
11 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have a sense as to how long they had 
12 been there? 
·13 ·A. No. 
Page 31 
14 Q. And so you may have spoken to Lieutenant Schoenborn, 
15- Sergeant Kukla, Officer Barber, Officer Butler; correct? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And then when -- there's also a note in your 
18 report that there was an Entry Team -- I don't know if 
19 that's the right word. 
20 
21 
A. Yes. 
Q. But the Entry Team included in addition to 
22 Kukla, and Barber, and Butler, but it also included 
23 Officer Rapp and Offic~r Harr? 
24 
25 
A. Correct. 
Q. Were they on-scene when you first got there 
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1 Q. Okay. Your report· writes that you were told 
2 "A witness called 911 after seeing a female--" Again, 
3 I'm referring to your report, so if you want to look at 
4 that, that's fine -- and that you were told "A witness 
5 called 911 after seeing a female suspect, James, force entry 
I 
6 into the dental office by shattering a downstairs window." 
7 Do you see that? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Who told you that? 
10 . A . One of those three officers that I contacted. 
11 Q. You don't remember which one? 
·12 A. I don't. 
13 Q. Again, understanding that one of the.things 
14 that you're trying to do in the reports is to be, you know, 
·15 as accurate as possible, is it your recollection that 
16 you were told by one of these officers that the witness 
17 said that he saw the suspect force entry into the dental 
18 office by shattering a window? 
19 A. Correct. When I arrived on-scene, I met with 
20 those officers that I've listed up here.-- Sergeant Kukla, 
21 Officer Barber, and Officer Butle.r. There was a four-way 
22 conversation at that point: 
23 Q. And fair enough, but the inference that I get 
24 from that statement, Officer, is that somebody saw 
25 Ms. James actually shatter a window. 
' 
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1 of their observations, the information they had gathered 
2 prior to my arrival. 
3 Based on the totality of that, that helped me 
4 form my opinion of what I would do next. 
5 Q. Okay. So you reached an independent conclusion 
6 on your own that there was, in fact, a burglary in progress 
7 going on? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. One of the things that you note in your report 
10 is that Officer Butler stated that he had seen James --
11 who you knew at that time when you wrote your report, 
12 but you didn't know at the time? 
13 A. Correct -- just a female at the time. 
14 Q. Through a window and could see that James was 
15 armed with a knife? 
16 
17 
' 
A. Correct. 
Q. Is that a paraphrase of what he told you or 
18 is that pretty close to, you know, what he told you? 
19 A. It's pretty much verbatim. When I arrived, 
20 at some point during our briefing of what was going on, 
21 he told me that he saw a female with a knife. 
22 
23 
Q. And did he describe the knife? 
A. I believe he did. I think he just kind of 
24 with his fingers and I don't recall the length, but 
25 he used the word "knife," and --
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Q. Okay. 
A. -- I think he went like this. (Gesturing.) 
3 I don't remember if it was like this or like that 
4 (Gesturing), but I remember him making some type of 
5 motion with his hands, as well.· 
6 Q. Okay. And so he described -- well, it doesn't 
7 say in your report initially -- it may later, but in that 
8 initial statement it doesn't say where this person was. 
9 'Do you recall whether he ever told you where 
10 she was? 
11 A. It was the east corner. I don't recall 
12 there's -- like you would see on the exhibit·-- I think 
13 you called it 11 or 12. 12? 
14 
15 
Q. No. It's right there. (Indicating.) 
A. Or 11. Yes. There's windows all the way 
16 around. I don't know specifically what window. I know 
17 it was a downstairs window, and it was on this northeast 
18 corner. 
19 Q. Okay. So your understanding is that Butler 
20 was at some position where he was able to observe this 
. \ 
21 person inside the building? 
22 
23 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And you think it was somewhere around 
24 the northeast corner? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Okay. Did you ever observe, before you 
2 deployed the dog or entered the building I guess 
( 
.-' 
3 is a better term at this point -- but did you ever 
4 observe the location where the window was broken out? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So you saw the broken window? 
5 
6 
7 A. Correct. And I know it was the downstairs 
8 northeast corner. 
9 Q. Right. Okay. And do you have a sense as to 
10 where that -- if that's the location where Butler was 
11 when he saw her? 
12 A. I believe he was. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. I know he was on the northeast corner. 
15 Q. And we'll talk to him and try to clarify that. 
16 I'm just trying to get a sense as to what you knew. 
17 A. I knew he was somewhere on the northeast 
18 , corner when he saw her. ! 
19 I know he wasn't out on the west side off 
20 of Cole or on the south side. 
21 Q. When y9u observed the broken window, the 
22 lights were on in that basement area; correct? 
' 23 A. I don't recall. When I did it, it was just 
24 kind of a -- as we were walking by, going to the front 
25 door to actually enter the building. For safety reasons, 
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1 I didn't want to just walk up and start examining 
2 the window. 
! 
3 Q. Well, but one of the things that you were 
4 doing was making your own assessment as to whether or 
5 not the use of the dog was the appropriate thing to do; 
' 
6 correct? 
7 
8 
9 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you remember whether the lights were on or off? 
A. The majority of the building was dark. I remember 
10 there was a light somewhere on -- again, on the northeast 
11 corner. I remember seeing something lit, but I know the 
12 entire upstairs and downstairs for the majority of the 
13 building was dark. 
14 Q. Okay. Do you know -- did you ever get --
15 let me back.up. 
16 So some of the information you got from 
17 Officer Butler was that when he saw the person, they 
18 were in the basement? 
19 
20 
A. Correct. Yes. Downstairs. 
Q. And did he see -- and was it your impression 
21 that he saw her in this room where the broken window led 
22 into? 
23 
24 
A. That, I don't know which room he saw her in. 
Q. Okay. Did he provide you any other information 
25 about what he saw, other than what you put in your report, 
I 
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1 Other than police officers at the scene, did 
2 you talk to anybody else before entering the building? 
3 
4 
A. Before entering, no. 
Q. Okay. And so if there was a cleaning lady there, 
5 for example, who was bringing a key, that's not someone 
6 you would have talked to?· 
7 
8 
A. No. I believe Officer Barber spoke to her. 
Q. And do you recall what Officer Barber told you 
9 that she had said? 
10 A. I remember -- yes. Between Sergeant Kukla, 
11 Officer Barber, and Officer Butler prior to my arrival 
12 they had made determinations that, based on the people 
13 that they spoke to, that nobody·should be in the building 
14 at all. 
15 Q. Yes. That's a little different than my question 
'· 
16 which was, do you remember what Barber said to you about 
17 talking to the cleaning person? 
18 
19 
A. That nobody should be in the building. 
Q. Were you ever provided any information that, 
20 prior to entering the building, that there was a person 
21 on-scene who said, "That may be Melene. She works here"? 
22 
23 
A. No, not at all. 
Q. And if you had that information, that certainly 
24 would have been something you would have factored into 
25 the totality of the circumstances? 
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·1 
2 
3 
A. Yes, absolutely 
Q. Sure. 
if I could elaborate on that? 
A. Officer Barber also spoke to one of the 
4 dentists there, and he said that there should be nobody 
5 there that would enter the building -- if anybody entered 
6 the building by forcing a window open, that that was 
7 somebody t~at definitely was not allowed in that building. 
8 Q. That's Dr. Brewster. That's when I was asking 
9 you if you talked to Dr. Brewster. I think he's the 
10 dentist -- at least that's who I was referring to. 
11 
12 
A. Okay. 
Q. And you don't know what the conversation, 
·'13 I gathE:,r, · between Dr. Brewster and whoever they were 
14 talking with -- whichever officer they were talking with 
15 what that consisted of? 
16 A. Verb~tim, no. I just kno~ that they assured us 
17 that, according to him, nobody should be.in that business. 
18 Q. All right. But what you don't have any personal 
' 19 knowledge of, to be fair, is whether or not they informed 
20 Dr. Brewster that it could have been the person who 
21 worked in the lab? 
22 
23 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. So consistent with what I understand 
24 the policy to be, there.are a number of factors that you 
. . 
25 consider before making a decision to enter the building 
. 
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1 of our Policy and Procedure Manual. 
2 Q. Okay. But there is something that is actually 
3 called "Enforcement Philosophy" or something like that? 
4 
5 
6 
A. Basically, yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. 
A. You know, it includes our Department's Mission 
7 Statement. It's a totality of, basically, all the 
8 beliefs of the Department. 
9 Q. So let me rephrase, I guess, to see if we can 
10 agree this way: 
11 When you.make the decision to enter the building 
12 with a dog -- as in the circumstances of this case 
13 have you made a decision that you are going to use force, 
14 if necessary? 
15 A. If necessary. I mean, ultimately a peaceful 
16 surrender is what we're looking for. 
17 
18 
Q. And I understand that completely. 
I'm just trying to understand that when the 
19 Policies and Procedures talk about deploying a dog and 
20 there's the factors that you consider, you are making a 
21 choice that it's better to use the dog than to go in, 
22 for example, with your guns drawn? 
23 A. Absolutely. 
24 Q. And going in with your guns drawn, for example, 
25 would be considered a use of force? 
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1 actually, I have two Canine Sergeants and a Canine 
2 Lieutenant, as well. 
3 So I actually have five supervisors that are 
4 basically my immediate supervisors. 
5 Q. ~kay. So explain to me the relationship from 
6 a chain of command perspective in December of 2010 between 
7 you and Sergeant Likes. 
8 A. He was the Canine Sergeant. 
9 Q. Okay. And what does that mean? 
10 A. He's in charge of supervision of the unit. 
11 I can give you if I can refer to Exhibit 8. 
12 Q. I can read the definition. I'm just kind of 
13 generally wanting to get your sense of what that 
' 
14 relationship is. 
15 
16 
A. He's the direct supervisor of the Canine Unit. 
Q. And one of the things that he does is he also 
17 you know, as I talked to you earlier, one of the things 
18 is if you deploy a dog and there's an apprehension, for 
' 
19 example, by Policy and Procedure you have to write a report? 
20 
21 
22 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the policy says he has to write a report? 
,, 
A. No -- well, him -- and if he's unavailable, 
23 then that would change. 
24 Q. Sure. But according to the policies, if you're 
25 in that si~uation --
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MR. BUSH: Okay., Let's take a quick break. 
(Recess taken. ) 
t 
MR. BUSH: Let's go back on the record. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Let's go to the Use of Force 
Policy, which is, I believe, Exhibit No. 9. I'll hand 
that to you. If you will turn to page - - this is a 
document that you're familiar with; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If you'll turn to page 3, under Section 1. 01. 05 
10 "Criteria For Use of Force." Do you see·that? 
,-
11 
12 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that policy apply to the decision-making 
13 process that goes into deployment of a canine? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
A. This, coupled with the 
Q. And I'll get there. 
A. Yes. 
Q. These are factors? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Included within those factors are some 
2 0 of the factors that' I think you are referencing under 
21 the Canine Policy on -- under'the Canine Unit Utilization, 
22 "Decisions to deploy shall be based on the following -- 11 
23 and then there's four factors? 
24 
25 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. So let's look at your report -- and we 
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1 may touch on some of these factors or we may not, 
2 depending on your response but in your report, one of 
3 the things that you do, as we talked'about, is you write 
4 your justification for deployment? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And that's contained in your report; correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. It starts on the first page where it says, 
9 "Based on the above, I weighed these factors:"? 
10 
11 
A. Correct. 
'Q. And one of these factors is the severity of 
12 the crime? 
13 
14 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the crime is -- can you explain -- first 
15 of all, let's explain what that means because I'm not 
16 sure what "severity" means in terms of, you know, 
17 compared to what type of situation. 
18 A. Well, burglary is a felony crime. It's an 
19 intrusion on somebody's personal property. You know, 
20 if it's a residence that's -- a man's home ~s his castle, 
21 
22 
23 
' I mean, so that's one of the biggest violations you can 
make on somebody is break into their home. 
A business, the same thing. People's livelihoods 
24 depend on that business. So the severity is there. 
25 A crime that wouldn't be, you kno~, a severe 
•. 
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1 crime in which we would utilize a police dog would be 
2, somebody driving on a suspended license that -- that; 
3 by itself, they did a traffic stop and the driver took 
4 off and ran and hid in/some bushes. We would not go --
5 it doesn't meet the severity of the crime. 
6 Q. Okay. I understand it's -- again, you know, 
7 the words "totality of the circumstances" is important 
8 in this process, but is there anything within the 
9 Policies and Procedures of the Department that you're 
10 aware of that says, "Look, these are the types of 
11 situations we will not use a police dog. It just will 
12 not happen because of the nature of the crime?" 
13 
14 
15 
A. No. 
Q. Is there anything written? 
A. No. Again, depending -- it's dependent on the 
16 totality of the circumstances. That person who fled and 
17 ran on a suspended license might be somebody that we 
18 usually did use a dog on. 
19 Q. Right. 
20 A. We again, depending on the totality of 
21 everything else involved. 
22 Q. Okay. So when you are looking -- when you are 
23 receiving training into these Policies and Procedures 
24 and one of the things that is being discussed is the 
25 severity of the crime, what are they teaching you? 
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A. There's not. It's the totality. 
Q. Okay. You also write that, "There were recent 
burglaries--" well, let me back up. 
! I 
When you talk about these factors that you're 
weighing in making a decision, these are things that you 
6 are doing before the decision is made to take the dog 
7 out of the car, basically? 
8 
9 
A. Yes. Absolutely. 
Q. All right. You mentioned, "Recent burglaries 
10 at local dental offices which had already occurred that 
11 month"? 
12 
13 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I gather that -- how did you come by that 
14 information? 
15 
16 
A. Briefings, our patrol briefings. 
Q. Okay. And do you recall how many burglaries 
17 you had in mind? 
18 A. ' I don't recall how many. I knew of several 
19 at the time. I've later read since somewhere that there 
20 were seven that month. 
21 Q. Seven in the month of December? 
22 A. Yes. I read that on one of your Interrogatories 
23 that you had sent. 
24 Q. So you have -- or you mean the Plaintiff's 
25 Interrogatories that we send to 
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A. Yes. You sent them to me. 
Q. Okay. All right. You indicate that one of 
3 the factors was, "The suspect was seen armed with a 
4 knife"; correct? 
A. Yes. 5 
6 Q. And that's not something that you personally 
7 observed; that's something that somebody told you? 
A. Correct. 8 
9 Q. "Knowledge that de;!ntal offices contain many 
10 nontraditional weapons"? 
A.' Correct. 11 
12 Q. It seems self-explanatory, but I'm assuming 
13 that you're referring to dental instruments? 
14 A. Dental instruments, scissors, janitorial closets 
15 with broomsticks, mop handles, caustic chemicals. 
16 Q. Some of those factors, I suppose, would weigh 
\ 
17 into whether you let the dog in because you don't want 
18 to harm the dog? 
19 A. Correct. I wouldn't send him into· a well, 
20 it depends. Ultimat~ly, we would send the dog in before 
21 people, but yes, if there's a toxic environment-~ you know, 
22 it's~ nuclear reactor that's leaking and somebody is in 
23 there, yeah. 
24 Q. Well, I thought I read in one of the Policies 
25 and Procedures that actually there are some criteria you 
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1 be in a dental office. There's'tons of sharp instruments. 
2 They use scalpels when ~hey're pulling teeth and --
3 Q. Sure. Another factor that you mentioned is 
4 that, "The suspect would have the tactical advantage and 
5 could easily be l~ing in wait. The interior of the building 
6 was dark. All lights appeared to be turned off, except for 
7 a small portion of the southeast downstairs area"? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Where the light was on, do you know whether 
10 that was the area whe~e Officer Butler had seen the person? 
11 A. I know it was in that northeast corner. 
12 I don't know if it was where the broken window 
13 was, if the brokeri window was the room where the light 
14 was on,.or if it :,as adjacent to. 
15 Q. Well, I guess when you say, "-- except for a 
16 small portion of the southeast downstairs area," do you 
17 know what was in there 
18 light on down there"? 
when you say, "There was a 
19 Did anybody ever make a determination·of where 
20 that you know, where that light was coming from? 
21 A. Oh, we -- I mean, once we went down there and 
22 started our search, I actually entered the area where 
23 that light was on. 
24 
25 
f 
Q. Okay: Where was it? 
A. In that northeast area of the building. There 
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1 Q. Have you encountered burglary situations where 
2 the suspected burglar, before they entered the building, 
3 was seen and knew they had been seen entering the building? 
4 
5 
A. Yes. 
Q. You indicate, "The suspects ignored my commands 
6 to surrender, despite being told a police canine may be 
7 
8 
9 
I 
used and they may be bitten." That's No. 6; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The commands that you made for the suspect to 
10 surrender were made after the decision to deploy the 
11 dog, though; correct? 
A. Yes. 12 
13 Q. So that would not have been a factor that you 
14 weighed when making the initial decision to take the dog 
15 out of the ca+? 
16 
17 
18 
A. Not to take the dog out, no. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But to actually send him in the building to 
19 start a search, and that's ~hy I don't know if right 
20 after No. 7 is -- based on all of that, that's when I 
21 determined that the use of the dog was reasonable and 
22 necessary. 
23 Q. Well, I guess again that's where I'm a little 
24 bit confused because what you're doing is making a 
25 decision first of whether you are going to deploy the 
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1 A. If it meets the criteria and somebody is in 
2 a building, all the events that unfolded here, and I get 
3 to that moment of, "Are we going to search ourselves or 
4 .are we going to use the dog to search?" then yes. 
5 Q. Okay .. Then you write, "Officers searching the 
6 business for James. Any additional suspects would have 
7 their weapon drawn for their protection increasing the 
8 danger of all parties making the use of the dog a safer 
9 manner." 
10 My only question there is I -- I understand 
11 that from experience one of the things that you would 
I 
12 certainly think about is, "Are there other people and do 
13 they have weapons?" Okay. I get that. 
14 But was there any information that you had at 
15 that scene that suggested there were any other persons? 
16 A. There was no witness that said, "Hey, I saw 
17 two people, I saw three people, I saw four~" et cetera, no. 
18 Q. And in the 40-plus minutes that officers were 
19 on the scene -- a number of officers were on the scene 
20 prior to the time that you entered the building, was 
21 there any indication that there were other people 
2 2 involved? 
23 A. No -- and that's what makes it scary for us, 
' 
24 because it's unknown. It's a two-story dark building. 
25 That's all the more reason why we would use a dog. 
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1 Q. Okay. Who selects the Entry Team? 
2 A. More often than not, myself. 
3 Q. Okay. And did you in this case? 
4 A. I don't recall if I did. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. There's several factors on that. Factor in 
7 what type of suspect that we are looking for, what type 
8 of environment we're going to be searching. So that 
9 would determine how many officers that I would select. 
10 It determines -- if it's an armed individual, 
11 we know they're armed, and commit -- you know, like a 
12 murder susp~ct, an extremely violent individual, where 
13 it's going to be a SWAT call-out, I would be searching 
14 with the SWAT guys as opposed to patrol officers. 
15 Basically, what determines my selection is the 
16 size of the area to be searched, how many suspects that 
17 we know and we're predicting could be in there. 
18 Q. So in the criteria for the use of force, for 
19 example, the 1.01.05 that we looked at earlier, one of 
• 
20 the things that is mentioned is "The nature and extent 
21 of the threat posed by the suspect. " 
22 
23 
24 
' 
A. Correct. 
Q. What was the threat Melene James was posing? 
A. She was seen with a knife. She was given numerous 
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1 There was an open window that she was seen in 
2 the vicinity of. There were multiple commands, and she 
3 refused all of them. 
I 
4 So actually, as this progressed, it actually 
5 was increasing as the incident went on. 
6 Q. Okay. And again, the assumption that you're 
7 making is that she's hearing and refusing --
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. - - as opposed to not hearing? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. Yes. I mean, I can't read her mind. I don't 
13 know if she did or did not hear me . 
14 Q. Which is why one of the things that you do 
.15 when you're making these decisions is trying to act upon 
16 all the information that's available? 
17 A. Correct. That's the reason for making multiple 
I 
18 commands, using a PA, to make absolute certainty that 
19 the person inside had every opportunity to hear those 
2 0 commands . 
21 Q. And in these types of situations, it's based 
22 upon good quality teamwork of all the officers involved; 
23 agree? 
24 
25 
A. Is 
Q. When you are entering a building and you've 
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1 Q. In the context of what went on with Melene James, 
2 was this considered non-violent or violent? 
3 A. The burglary portion of it wouldn't be violent; 
4 however, the fact that she was seen with a knife and 
5 refusing commands to come out would make me believe it's 
6 going to turn violent -- and not knowing whether it was 
7 just her in-there or multiple people. 
8 Q. Another criteria is "The degree to which the 
9 subject resists arrest or detention"? 
A. Correct. 10 
11 Q. I think we already talked about this, but 
12 prior to going into the building.-- or let's even back up. 
13 Prior to deciding whether to deploy the dog, 
14 was there any indication that th±s was a person who was 
15 resisting ~rrest? 
A. Prior to deploying the dog, yes. 16 
17 Q. Prior to making the decision to deploy the dog, 
18 was there any indication that this person was resisting 
·19 arrest? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And what was that? 
;> 
22 A. She refused the PA announcement to come out; 
23 'and then after she refused the PA announcement to come out, 
24 then I made announcements at the threshold of the door. 
25 She also refused thos~. 
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1 physical attribute~ of the person that you were looking for? 
2 A. No just that it was a female suspect with 
3 a knife. 
4 Q. What is Standard Operating Procedure for the 
5 Entry Team in terms of use of their audio? 
A. The use of their audio? 
. Q. Yes. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. That it's not a requirement. 
Q. Turn to the second page of your report. I'll 
10 try to move along a little bit. 
11 I understand that you made announcements, and 
12 gave warnings, and then allowed after a period of 
13 time allowed Ruwa to search. This is the upstairs 
14 portion of the building. 
15 A. Yes. After the initial PA announcement, then 
16 announcements were made, we opened up the front doors --
17 the glass doors that we had a key provided to us -- and 
18 then I made announcements at that door before we made 
19 entry. I made several and waited. No response, and 
20 then we made entry. 
21 Q. Right. In the upstairs portion you didn't 
22 find anything? 
23 
24 
25 
A. Correct. 
Q. You didn't find a person? 
A. No. 
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Q. You found no evidence of burglary? 
A. We weren't looking for any evidence of burglary 
3 at that time. We were just looking for suspects. 
4 
5 
6 
Q. Did you find any evidence of burglary? 
A. I didn't. That's not my job. 
Q. Okay. And then you proceeded to a stairwell --
7 or a stairway, I guess? 
8 
9 
10 
A. After clearing the top floor? 
Q. Right. 
A. ·· So after making entry, after those announcements, 
11 cleared the top floor. It was·a pretty decent sized 
12 dental office, two stories. 
13 Midway through the search of the top floor 
14 I put Ruwa on a down stay, which is just making him lay 
15 down, and then I gave another announcement before we 
16 continue deeper into the building. 
17 . Q. When you say, "deeper," what area are you 
18 referring to? 
19 A. So we're on the top floor. We entered from 
20 the northeast side there. I believe the door is on the 
21 east as the photo showed. 
22 We went in. About midway thr?ugh the building 
23 there's actually the staircase that we went down later 
24 on in the incident. I downed him right there. There's 
25 a little -- it's not a hallway -- it's just kind of an 
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1 entryway to where the staircase is. I downed him there, 
2 gave another command, and then continued further westbound 
3 into the building. I searched the top floor --
4 
5 
6 
Q. Okay. 
A. -- and then completed that. 
Q. Right. So when you cleared the top floor and 
7 before you entered the basement -- went to the basement, 
8 you stopped and made another announcement? 
9 
10 
11 
A. A third announcement, yes. 
Q. A third announcement. Okay. 
A. A third announcement myself. It would be the 
12 fourth total announcement, but my third announcement. 
13 Q. And was that at the top of the stairway? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did you, going in, know there was a stairway? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Is that something that you discovered while 
18 you were in clearing the upper floor? 
19 
20 
21 
A. Yes. I mean I 
Q. What I'm getting at 
A. I assumed there was a stairway, as opposed to 
22 an elevator, but~ knew being a two-story that there had 
23 to be some means, more than likely, to get down there. 
24 Q. I mean, I guess, did the doctor or the.owner 
25 of the building or anyone say, "There is a stairway and 
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1 the stairs where you could see down the stairs? 
2 A. Not initially. Initially, I had Ruwa 
3 he was at the top of the stairs where he could see down 
4 and -- because if I start giving those announcements and 
5 there is a suspect in there that potentially has a gun 
6 and I'm standing right there in the threshold of that 
7 hallway and they pop out, bad things can happen. 
8 So initially I give him the command from 
9 around the corner: Then once there's no response, then 
10 I peeked around the corner, looked down the hallway --
11 excuse me -- down the stairs, saw that it was lit, and 
12 then sent him down the stairs. 
13 
14 
15 
Q. Okay. How many stairs? 
A. I would say maybe 10 to 12, roughly. 
Q. Okay. One of the factors that you're considering 
16 in terms of -- I mean, to be fair, you want this person 
17 that you're looking for to hear you and come? 
18 A. I want them to give up --
19 Q. Right. 
20 A. and acknowledge their presence, surrender, 
21 something yes._ 
22 Q. Okay. And in looking down the stairway, was 
23 it open o~ w~re tnere walls? 
24 A. The sides of the stairs were walled. 
25 Q. And did the walls go to the ceiling? 
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1 A. Yes. I w~uld say that they were walled in 
2 from the top of the stairs to the bottom of the s'tairs, 
3 I would guesstimate 10 to 12 feet. 
4 Q. Okay. So you gave the warning, and then you 
5 gave a command to Ruwa to go down the stairs? 
A. Correct. 6 
7 Q. Okay. And did you observe him, the dog, go down, 
8 the stairs? 
A. Yes. 9 
10 Q. And what did he do when he got to the bottom 
11 of the stairs? 
12 A. He turned left or right -- I don't recall 
13 which way he went. 
. 
14 Q •. Okay. And then what did he do? 
15 A. He was down there. He was searching. At some 
16 point, he· finally went.into a bark alert. 
17 Q. Okay. And when you say, "bark alert," how 
18 do you -- what did that mean to you? 
A. He's barking. 
Q. Barking repeatedly, or once, or 
19 
20 
21 A. No. It's repetitively. It's a different bark. 
22 I'm not sure if you have dogs 
23 
24 
Q. I do. I have a lot of whimpering. 
A. If you have a dog -- if somebody is coming up 
25 your driveway, you know, they have a different bark as 
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1 to if they're hungry or they want to go outside. 
2 When our dogs -- and I'm speaking specifically 
3 about Ruwa. When he goes into a bark alert, it's more 
4 of a rhythmic just, "Woof, woof, woof, woof." 
Q. Okay. 5 
6 A. Then at some point he will stop. He's trying 
7 to find a back door in. But that bark and that rhythmic 
8 bark indicates to me that he is smelling the odor of a 
9 human. 
·l 
10 Q. Okay. So that was an alert to you that he 
11 found somebody? 
12 A. Well, that he smelled somebody, not found. 
13 Q. Okay. And I don't maybe there's no -- I don't 
14 know if there's a difference or not, but, of course, it 
15 could be he smells the scent of nobody there? 
16 . A. Correct. 
17 Q. Okay. All right. 
18 A. I guess kind of an analogy would be again if 
19 somebody is up -- hiding up in the attic here, and he 
20 came in and that odor was dropping down through these 
t 
21 ceiling tiles, he has located that person's odor, but he 
22 is yet to find them because he has no idea where they're 
23 at, other than he's smelling that odor in the room. 
24 
25 
I Q. You have never been in this building before? 
A. The dental office, no. 
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1 Q. So you don't know where he is or what he's 
2 you know, where he's alerting? 
3 
4 
A. No. I just know he's downstairs. 
Q. Okay. So after that, when he has smelled the 
5 odor, what happens next? 
6 
7 
8 
A. Once he's barking? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Then I give ·him the give him his bite command 
9 trying to encourage him to actually locate the source of 
10 that odor. 
11 -
12 
13 
14 
15 
Q. Okay. And did you do that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is the bite command? 
A. It's Stellin, S-t-e-1-1-i-n. It's a Dutch command. 
Q. And at the point that he has detected the odor 
16 and then after you give the bite command, what does the 
17 team do? 
18 A. We're all staying up -- we're staying out of 
19 view stacked up at the top of the staircase.• 
20 Q. Okay. And then take it from there. Is that 
21 when you hear -- well, what do you hear next? 
22 A. I hear him barking -- and then again, based on 
23 the totality of everything, not knowing if we have one 
24 suspect -- well, we know we have one suspect that's not 
25 compliant and was seen armed -- the potential for multiple 
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1 suspects is still there. We have a blind corner looking 
2 down the staircase, so I have no idea who could possibly 
3 be down there lying in wait. 
4 I don't know what Ruwa is doing at that time 
5 or where he's at. So I'm giving him the command to actually 
6 find that person -- or apprehend the person. 
7 I don't want him to get stabbed or shot -- or 
8 any of us officers, as well -- so the safest means to do 
9 that is to actually have him make contact with our suspect 
10 or suspects as opposed to just barking. 
11 Odor does strange things. There's certain 
12 things called "chimney effect" where somebody could 
13 actually be on this side of the room and, depending on 
14 the conditions in the room -- weather, air vents drawing 
15 and sucking they could b~ here, and their odor could 
16 actually go up, travel across the ceiling, and fall on 
17 that side of the room. 
18 We have seen dogs numerous times where they're 
19 actually barking at a ~lqnk wall. They've located the 
-. 20 source of that odor, and they're barking at the blank wall, 
21 and the suspect is eve~ here . 
22 The reason for me giving him his bite command 
23 is if he's encountering something like that, that he'll, 
24 you know, kind of change his focus and start using, you 
25 know, either his eyes or his ears, as opposed to just 
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1 his nose, which can allow the dog to, you know, turn his 
2 head and go, "Oh, there's the suspect there." 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Q. So you give the bite command? 
A. Okay. 
Q. And then what happens after that? 
A. After I gave the bite command --
Q. Right. 
A. -- there's a pause for like a matter of maybe 
9 a few seconds, and then at that point then I could hear· 
10 
11 
screaming. 
Q. And when you started to hear the screaming, 
12 what did the team do? 
13 A. Initially, to the best of my recollection, 
14 I gave a command for the suspect to call out, to surrender 
15 or something of that nature, and just heard her continued 
16 screaming. 
17 Then we made our way down the staircase. 
18 
19 
20 
Q. Okay. Then who was the first one down? 
A. Me. 
Q. And when you turned, whichever way you turned 
21 'I assume you turned? 
22 
23 
A. Yes, I believe it was down and then almost-~ 
Q. I can show you a photo. It's going to be to 
\,r 
24 the left, but -- it's not a big secret -- but you turned, 
25 and what did you see? 
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1 A. I saw a bathroom door that was open a few inches, 
2 and I could see a torso of a human, which I assumed was 
3 female just based on the screams, and I could see Ruwa. 
4 
, 
Q. Okay. So where was Ruwa? 
5 A. In the bathroom with the suspect. 
6 Q. Was he completely inside? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And so you knew the suspect was inside? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And the door was open approximately how far? 
11 A. Probably about like that, seven or eight inches, 
12 roughly. 
13 Q. Okay. And then what happ~ned? Eventually, 
14 the door gets shut? 
15 
16 
A. The door closed. 
Q. And does the door swing into the bathroom or 
17 swing out? 
18 
19 
A. It swings in from right to left. 
Q. Okay. And so Ruwa is in the bathroom, the 
20 door is closed, he's got the bite command, and the 
--
21 suspect is screaming? 
22 
23 
A. Correct. 
Q. And at that point with the door closed, can 
24 you give a command to stop biting? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Will he follow that if he's not -- if he can't 
2 see you? 
3 A. Yes. We train that almost weekly. 
4 Q. One of the officers wrote in his report that 
5 he had to get the door open so that you could give him 
6 commands. 
7 A. No. I could give him commands, but before I 
8 gave him the command to release, we needed to get the 
9 door open. 
10 Our concern at that point was still we have a 
11 suspect who was seen with a knife. Again, j'ust because 
12 the dog is biting one suspect, we don't know if there's 
13 .another suspect that's in there, as well. So we can't 
14 just run down and swing the door open. 
15 Q. I understand. My question, though, is that 
16 the officer that suggested in his report that the reason 
17 to get the door open was so that you could give him 
18 commands, that's not necessarily accurate because you 
19 can give him commands even though the door is closed? 
20 
21 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you will expect that he will respond to 
22 those commands? 
23 
24 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. One of the things that Sergeant Likes 
2 5 talked about this morning was that the dogs a·re not trained 
. . 
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1 If it was just a frontal bite with just a 
2 little bit of neck, that would be no riskier than, 
3 you know, on the leg. 
4 If it was a full mouth bite over the esophagus, 
5 then you obviously would have the potential for risk. 
6 So it would just depend -- the factors of how 
7 much of the neck was being bit, but I would say that the 
8 neck is a more vital target and more risk than other 
9 body parts. 
10 Q. Okay. You know, anything that punctures or 
11 opens up a vein to the point where, you know, somebody 
12 could bleed out? 
13 A. Could be. It could be bad, yes. 
14 Q. And the dog is not trained to differentiate or 
15 to, you know, avoid that? 
16 
17 
18 
A. ~-
Q. Okay. 
A. And that's why we do all of those other factors 
19 beforehand, because that potential is there. So we try 
20 to eliminate and make it -- you know, lower the risk for 
21 all involved by doing all the things mentioned. 
22 Q. I understand. One of the officers was ultimately 
23 able to open the door? 
A. Yes. 
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A. He didn't use the shield to open the door. 
He had the shield and pushed the door -- k~nd of using 
he was using the shield for p~otection if somebody was 
in there that, you know, if they had a weapon. So he 
was using that as protection and at the same time pushing 
the door open. 
Q. And that actually raises a question: 
One of the things that -- the team, when it went in, 
you had an officer with a shield? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But only one? One shield? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you guys wearing were they flight jackets? 
) 
A. Our bulletproof vests. 
, 
Q. Oh, your bulletproof vests. 
A. Yes. 
Q. It's Standard Operating Procedure to wear those, 
anyway; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any other forms of protection that the officers --
21 or at least you were wearing? 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. That I was wearing? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That's all I have, other than a helmet. 
Q. Were you wearing the helmet? 
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1 A. No' 
2 your hearing 
and the reason being it actually prevents 
your hearing isn't as great -- so I 
3 opted not to use it so if somebody was calling out to 
4 surrender, that I would hear that better. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
·9 
10 
11 
12 
you 
was 
show 
Q. Okay. When the door opened -- in your report 
say that you saw that Ruwa was biting her right arm? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you couldn't see her hands to see if she 
still armed, II - - and she ignored my commands to 
me her hands"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And the reason for telling this person 
.J 
13 to show their hands -- well, let's back up. 
14 A fairly chaotic situation. I've heard the audio. 
15 So it's a fairly chaotic situation; agreed? 
16 
17 
A. Yes. 
Q. Screaming, yelling by the officers, the dog . 
. 
18 So lots going on? 
19 
20 
A. Correct. 
Q. And one of the reasons you want to see the 
21 hands is so that you ha~e the peace of mind that she's 
22 not capable of attacking either the dog or the officers? 
23 A. Mainly, the officers. An officer is eventually 
24 going to have to go in a~d handcuff her, so we want to 
. 
25 ·make sure that the hands are clear. 
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1 Q. Okay. Then you say, "Seconds later I gave 
2 Ruwa the command to release and lay down, which he did"? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. How many times did you give the command to release? 
5 A. Several. I don't remember how many, but I 
6 gave him several. 
7 Q. Okay. Was there a period o~ time that -- was 
8 there a delay from the first command to release to when 
9 he actually did? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A. No. He let go and laid down. 
Then Officer Rapp was standing at the threshold 
of the door with the shield with his legs spread. I had 
to give him commands to exit the bathroom and come out, 
crawl through Officer Rapp's legs, past the several other 
officers that were on the Search Team, and then back to 
my position. 
Q. And the command for release is what? 
A. "Off," o-f-f. That's the command to release, 
19 and it's the command to lay down. So when I say, "Off," 
20 he lets go and lays down. That way, if a suspect 
21 produces a weapon or starts to fight or flee, we can 
22 immediately reengage. 
' 
23 Q. Okay. And in the audio -- and maybe you 
24 haven't listened to it recently, but I'll represent to 
l 
25 you that there are multiple commands -- what sound like 
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1 the release command. 
2 
3 
·A. Yes. The release and lay down. 
Q. · ~kay. But it's your recollection that he let 
4 go and released his bite right after the first command? 
5 
6 
A. Yes. 
Q: Okay. What did you observe 'of Ms. James after 
7 Ruwa had released her and then left the bathroom? 
8 A. After he apprehended her, I recalled him back 
9 to my position. 
10 Then officers on the Search Team were able to 
11 handcuff her and escorted her up the stairs. 
12 
13 
Q. Did you actually observe her in the bathroom? 
A. No -- well, except for the time when the dog 
14 was apprehending her and we were releasing. At that 
15 point, r did. 
16 Then I moved down the hallway where I recalled 
17 him back to my position. 
18 We had the entire downstairs, except for this 
19 one little area, was th~ only area that was searched. 
20 .So we had numerous rooms and dark hallways that were --
. 
21 there were no lights on. At that point, I was covering 
22 those waiting for the Entry Team to remove the suspect 
23 out and continue our search. 
24 Q. When you first observed James and gave the 
25 command to release, was she on the toilet? Was she on 
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1 the floor? 
"--2 A. On the floor. 
3 Q. Was she lying down? Was she sitting up? 
4 A. She appeared to be lying down on the floor right 
5 the door had to be pushed, and it actually moved her and 
6 the dog a little bit on~e the door was open. 
7 Q. And when you say you couldn't see her hands, 
8 why not? 
9 A. It was a dark bathroom. There was no light on. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. So the bathroom was pitch black, and the door 
. 
12 was not fully open at that time. 
13 Q. And you have no knowledge as to whether the 
14 light was on before Ruwa went in there? 
A. No. 15 
16 Q. We don't know if the light was on before, or 
17 if the light was turned down during what happened while 
18 they we~e inside, or if it was turned off some time 
19 later? 
20 A. No idea. When the door -- when I went down 
21 the stairs and saw the door open six to eight inches, 
22 it was dark in there. 
23 Then when the door was pushed all the way open, 
24 it was still dark. There was no there was no light 
25 on in the bathroom at any time when I saw it. 
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1 Q. Okay. Was Ruwa's positioning a factor at all 
2 in your inability to see her hands? 
3 A. No. The darkness and the lack of the door 
4 being open were. 
5 
6 
Q. So his body didn't obscure her hands at all? 
A. Actually, if I could restate that. 
7 His body, the darkness, the positioning, Officer 
8 Rapp with the shield, all those kind of prevented it. 
9 The whole time, from the time I heard her 
~ 
10 screaming to the time I removed Ruwa from the bite, was 
11 just a matter of seconds. It was well under a minute, 
12 as well. 
/ 
13 Q. Well, we can actually figure out exactly how 
14 long it was because we have the audio. 
15 
16 
A. Right. 
Q. Then after they placed the handcuffs -- so 
17 what they do is you have the dog inside, as you've 
18 described, and then the other officers are involved in 
19 having her lie down, put her hands behind her back, and 
. 
20 she's handcuffed and then taken out? 
·21 
22 
A. Correct. 
Q. And she's taken out a door downstairs. Do you 
.23 recall that? 
24 A. Right. I don't know which door -- where she 
25 was taken out. 
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1 potentially be more than one suspect in there. 
2 
3 
Q. I apologize for interrupting you. 
So we kind of get back to this, you know, 
• 
4 "What does deployment mean?" again. Okay? 
5 So when the decision was made to use Ruwa to 
6 enter the building actually, let me back up further. 
7 When the decision was made to take Ruwa out of 
8 the car, was there some belief that the person inside 
9 was hiding? 
10 
11 
12 
A. At that point, yes. 
Q. And what was that based on? 
A. The fact that officers had been on-scene for 
13 quite some time, there's a broken shattered window, that 
14 there was an individual that was seen at one point and 
15 then never seen again --
16 Q. Okay. And what information did you -- sorry. 
17 A. and the fact that the entire building was 
18 dark, except the one lit room, and the individual never 
19 came back into that lit room. 
20 Q. Okay. Your statement that "the individual 
21 never came back into that lit room" is based on what? 
22 A. What my fellow officers on the scene told me. 
23 So after Officer Butler had witnessed her 
\ 
24 holding what he described as a knife, no one on-scene 
25 saw her after that point until we found her in the 
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1 Q. Okay. So my first question is, is that -- l 
2 you know, earlier'we were talking about when you deploy 
3 the dog; One of the things that you did here,is you 
4 deployed the dog with the intent to locate and apprehend 
5 the person that was in the building? 
6 A. Not necessarily, no. I deployed the dog with 
7 my main intent would be to hopefully get a peaceful surrender 
8 with the presence of the dog. 
9 Q. Sure, but that would be an apprehension. If 
l 
10 the person responded to your "Come out or we're going to 
11 send the dog in. 11 
12 A. It counts as an apprehension 
13 Q. Right. 
14 A. -- one in which they weren't bit. Correct. 
15 Q. And the command or the warning that says, 
• 
16 "Come out. I've got a dog, and I'm going to send it 
17 if you don't come out," is a deployment? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
A. Correct. 
Q. So that's a use of force per the policy? 
A. Per the policy, I would agree with you. 
I believe it's not written correctly -- the 
in 
22 way the Supreme Courts -- the Ninth ~ircuit, the Sixth 
23 Circuit -- I can't state the exact cases right now. I 
24 can provide those, if need be, but the presence of a dog 
25 is not a use of force. 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
3 I, STEVEN CHARLES BONAS, being first duly sworn, 
4 depose and say: 
5 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
6 deposition consisting of pages 5 through 142; that I 
7 have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
8 that the questions contained therein were propounded to 
9 me; and that the answers therein contained are true and 
10 correct, exc~pt for any changes that I may have listed 
11 on the Change Sheet attached hereto. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
day 
DATED this;J.7 day of -;:)'VjJ£ , 2013. 
STEVEN CHARLES BONAS 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me 
of S.. NJ/\~ this !2_1 . 
NAME OF NOTARY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 
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1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
3 Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
5 me at the t·ime and place therein set forth, at which time 
6 the witness was put under oath by me; 
7 That, the testimony and all objections made were 
8 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certify that I am not a relative 
13 or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
14 financially interested in the action. 
15 IN WITNES_S WHEREOF,· I set my hand and seal this 
16 31st day of May, 2013. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission expires 4-30-2014. 
.. 
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, , IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. CV PI 1216734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State 
of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, ,, 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X,) 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
REPORTED BY: 
DEPOSITION OF TIMOTHY P. 'KUKLA 
AUGUST 19, 2013 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR No. 463 
Notary Public 
... 
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Timothy P. Kukla 8/19/2013 
1 THE DEPOSITION OF TIMOTHY P. KUKLA was taken on 
2 behalf .of the Plaintiff at the Boise City Attorney's Office, 
3 Boise City Hall, 150 North Capitol Boulevard, 3rd Floor, 
~ 
4 Tablerock Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, commencing 
5 at 10:00 a.m. on August 19, 2013, before Barbara Burke, 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public with and 
7 for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled matter. 
8 
9 A P P E A R A N C E S 
r 
10 For the Plaintiff: 
11 Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
12 BY JOHN A. BUSH 
13 and Matt Comstock, Paralegal 
14 199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
15 P.O. Box 2774 
16 Boise, ID 83701-2774 
17 For the Defendants: 
18 SCOTT B. MUIR 
19 Assistant City Attorney 
20 Boise City Attorney's Office 
21 150 North Capitol Boulevard 
22 P.O. Box 500 
23 
24 
25 
J 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
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1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this 
2 is the time and place for taking the deposition of 
3 TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules 
4 of Civil Procedure. 
5 
6 TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, 
7 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
8 cause, deposes and says: 
9 EXAMINATION 
10 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
11 Q. We will just begin by having you introduce 
12 yourself to our record, please, by just stating your 
13 name and your -- no, you don't need to give me your 
14 address, but just your name. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
- 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
• 
24 . 
A. Timothy P. Kukla, K-u-k-1-a. 
Q. How are you employed? 
A. Police Officer for the City of Boise. 
Q. Do you have a rank? 
A. Sergeant. 
. 
Q. How long have you worked for the City 
A. It will be 14 years in September. 
of Boise? 
Q. And how many years have you been a Sergeant? 
A. Six years . 
Q . Prior to the deposition today, se1:geant Kukla, 
.. 
25 have you reviewed any documents in preparation for your 
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1 know at the time. 
2 Q. What is your if you have a recollection 
3 well, strike that. 
4 Who makes the determination as to whether or 
5 not to deploy the canine? 
6 A. Typically, the canine handler will make that 
7 recommendation, and that recommendation can be overturned 
8 by any supervisor on-scene. 
9 Q. So who had the authority to make or to overturn 
10 in this particular cas~, do you have an understanding as 
11 to who made the recommendation to deploy the dog? 
12 A. Officer Bonas was presented with the facts of 
13 the case. He said it was an incident where he could 
' 14 deploy.the dog. I agreed with that, as did Lieutenant 
15 Schoenborn. 
16 Q. So from that, it was Bonas who made the 
17 recommendation; and there were two supervisors on-scene 
18 who had the authority to overturn that if they felt it 
19 was appropriate? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that would have been you or Schoenborn? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is your understanding as to how 
24 Officer Bonas received the information that he utilized 
25 to make the decision to -- or the recommendation to 
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1 suspect had armed herself with some kind of cutting 
2 instrument; and that the suspect had disappeared into 
3 the building somewhere not to return to the lighted room. 
4 Q. Anything else that you can remember being 
5 discussed? 
6 A. Well, we also discussed the fact that we had 
· 7 contacted -- or someone had contacted the business owner 
8 who confirmed that nobody should be in there. 
9 We discussed the resources that we had on-scene, 
10 which was the number of officers we had, the canine, the 
11 40-millimeter less-than-lethal gun. 
12 We developed our team to enter the building. 
13 We discussed making announcements prior to 
14 entering the building and while going through the building. 
15 That's what I can recall right now. 
16 Q. Okay. In terms of the factual information that 
17 is being given to Bonas, is the sole source of information 
18 Officer Butler or are you also providing information to 
19 him? 
20 A. I don't recall specifically what was said by 
21 whom. I mean, it was a conversation amongst the three 
22 of us. 
23 r·believe there might have been some input 
24 from Officer Barber when it came to what the owner of 
( 
25 the building had told him, but I don't know spec~fically 
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1 effect. 
2 Q. I don't think I've got a picture of the 
3 stairwell with me. 
4 Can you remember where Bonas was physically 
5 located in relation to the stairwell? 
6 A. He was at the top of. the stairs, from what I 
7 recall. It's not a big stairwell. It's just a narrow 
8 straight down set of stairs. 
9 Q. Okay. But was he off to the side or was he 
10 standing right on top of the stairwell calling down? 
11 A. He may have been situated towards one side or 
12 the other, but what I recall is he was yelling down the 
13 stairs when he was making his announcement. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Q. Was he standing or kneeling? 
A. I think he was knee.ling, but I'm not sure. 
Q. And ultimately, the dog was deployed downstairs? 
A. Correct. 
Q.· And did you see the dog go down the ·stairs? 
' A. I don't know if I so much saw him or heard 
20 him, but I know that he was released down the stairs. 
21 Q. OkaY.. And did the officers -- did'any officers 
22 follow him or did they wait at the top of the stairs? 
23 A. I believe they waited at the top of the 
24 stairs. 
25 Q. Okay. And then we know what transpired was 
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1 are not approaching the building because the conclusion 
2 is it's not a safe thing to do? 
3 
4 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And so one of the assumptions that's 
5 being made is that -- that I hear is that this person is 
6 either potentially lying in wait or hiding in the building·. 
7 What's that.based on? 
8 A. Based on the fact that she was seen in a 
9 lighted room, she exited that lighted room with the 
10 bladed instrument in her hand, and during that entire 
11 time never came back to that lighted room. 
12 Q. Okay. So you're assuming that if she had come 
13 back to the lighted room, that somebody was going to see 
14 her? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And who was going to see her? 
; 
15 
16 
17 A. Any of the officers that had point of view 
18 through either one of those windows. 
' f 
19 Q. Okay. And what officers would have had a 
20 point of view through those lighted windows? 
21 A: Butler, myself, and I·believe Officer Harr was 
. 
22 out.front -- but I'm not sure about that. 
23 Q. O~ay. Did you believe that the suspect was 
24 actively resisting arrest? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And what's that based on? 
A. Once we started making our announcements, 
' 
3 ordering the suspect to surrender, she failed to comply. 
4 Q. There was a - - let me back up .. 
5 When the initial call came in through Dispatch, 
6 do you recall whether -- what you were advised? 
7 In other words 
8 
9 
A. Just what it says on the Dispatch printout. 
Q. Right. I guess what I'm saying is at some 
10 point there is a conclusion made that there is a burglary 
11 in process· going on. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A. Which is what the call came out as; correct. 
Q. Okay. So the Dispatch is the one that made 
the initial conclusion that what was happening there was 
a burglary? 
~ 
A. Correct. 
Q. When you were outside the building at the 
18 northeast corner, were you able to hear anything from 
19 inside the building? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A. No. 
Q. So I take· it you didn't hear any music? 
A. I don't recall that. 
Q. Okay. When you were in the building and you 
24 went downstairs, what were you able to hear? 
25 A. I don't recall hearing anything down there, 
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1 if any, was operating? 
2 A. I don't remember specifically doing that, no. 
3 Q. Do you know· if anybody did? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. But not - - if they did, it wasn't at your direction? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Okay. So I'm clear, again for my record, you 
8 didn't have any personal conversations with the calling. 
9 party; is that true? 
10 
11 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you have any personal conversations with 
12 either owner -- well, with the owner of the building? 
13 
14 
A. Afterwards, yes. 
' 
Q. Okay. Who did you talk to afterwards? There 
15 are two owners of the building, I guess --
16 A. I think one was in town and one was out of 
17 town, so whoever showed up on-scene. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q .. Okay. Do you remember that person's name? 
A. I don't. 
Q •. Where did that conversation take place? 
A. Inside the office -- upstairs. 
Q. Anybody present, other than you? 
A. Yes .. There·was a -- I think Butler was there 
24 and there may have been one other officer, but I can't 
25 remember who. 
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1 Q. What do you remember, if anything, about that 
2 conversation? 
3 A. We were trying to determin~.who exactly the 
4 suspect was and if she did actually have a legitimate 
5 reason to be there now that we knew her name. 
Q. And what did you find out? 6 
7 A. That she's somehow related to the lab downstairs, 
8 which is a leased facility, and apparently she somehow 
9 subleases it from that lessor or does contract work 
10 or something to that effect. 
11 Q. Okay. 'Anything else that you learned or 
12 recall learning? 
13 A. That he wanted to press charges on her for the 
14 damage to the building. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. Not that I remember. 
15 
16 
17 Q. Okay. Any other conversations with non-officers 
I } -
18 after either before or after the event? 
A. I don't remember. 19 
20 Q. Okay. Any post -- I don't want to use the 
21 word "event" or "incident" or whatever it may be but 
22 any post-event or post-incident reviews -- were you part 
23 of any post-event or post-incident reviews about, 
24 you know, what occurred? I don't want to know about 
25 anything that involved your attorneys. 
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1 A. Any time that we request the K-9 Unit to come 
2 to the scene a~d we think there's going to be a deployment 
3 of the dog, we have EMS stand by in case there's a bite. 
4 Q. So what would you -- if you know or if you can 
5 tell me -- because initially it appears that there was a 
6 request for a canine that we talked about fairly early 
7 after you got at the scene. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
113 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
Q. And then there was a report that they weren't 
available -- or at least you didn't have a bite dog 
available right way. Is that consistent with your 
recollection? "-
A. That's what I recall. 
Q. So if you don't have a bite dog in this situation 
available, what do you do? 
A. Call them at home. 
Q. What if they are never available? 
A. .Then we would make a plan without them. 
Q. Okay. And would the plan without a bite dog 
20 be similar in the sense that you would still make entry 
21 into the building? 
22 
23 ' 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in the period of time -- it looks as if, 
24 as we talked about, at about 17:40 there is communication 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
3 I, TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, being first duly sworn, 
4 depose and say: 
5 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
6 deposition consisting of pages 4 through 83;'that I have 
7 read said deposition and know the contents thereof; that 
8 the questions contained therein were propounded to me; 
9 and that the answers therein contained are true and 
10 correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
on the Change Sheet 
DATED this 
attached hereto. 
~ayof~ 
; 
TIMOTHY P. KUKLA 
, 2013. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ,.::, 
day of 
-=~~· ~'--,<--"-~MC'-----' 2 a 13 . 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR ~~~~fs"e_ 
RESIDING AT A-de; C:.1~ 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES Sl:J /)&) 
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Timothy P. Kukla 8/19/2013 
1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
3 Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
5 me at the time and place therein set forth, at which time 
6 the witness.was put under oath by me; 
7 That the testimony and alr objections made were 
8 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certify that I am not a relative 
13 or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
14 financially int'erested in the action. 
15 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
16 20th day of August, 2013. 
-17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary Public for Idaho 
·My Commission Expires 4-30-2014. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
CV PI 1216734 
Defendants. 
REPORTED BY: 
DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
AUGUST 28, 2013 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR 
Notary Public 
EXHIBIT 
I F 
000308
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
-Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
THE DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
was taken on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise 
City Attorney's Office, 150 N. Capitol Blvd., 3rd 
Floor, Bogus Basin Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, 
com~encing at 2:30 p.m. on August 28, 2013, 
before Beverly A. Benjamin, Certified Shorthand 
' Reporter and Notary Public within and for the 
State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 
10 APPEARANCES: 
11 , For the Plaintiff: 
12 Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
' 13 BY MR. JOHN A. BUSH 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 • 
22 
23 
24 
25 
' 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box.2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
For the Defendants: 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
BY MR. SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
150 North Capitol Boulevard 
· P . O . Box 5 O O 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
A. The female suspect on the floor. 
Q. Where was the dog? 
A. On the bite. ' 
Page 36 
Q. And could you observe how the suspect was 
dressed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How was she dressed? 
A. If I recall, her pants were all the way past 
her knees and just a regular T-shirt on. I don't know 
what else she had·on. 
Q. Was she wearing panties? 
" 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do y~u recall seeing whether those were down 
to her knees? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Did you have the impression that she app~ared 
to have been going to the bathroom? 
A. I assume. 
Q. How long, if you remember, did it take for 
Officer Bonas to get the dog off the bite? 
first. 
A. Not very long. We had to clear the hands 
Q. Did that take seconds, minutes, how long? 
A. Seconds. 
Q. And did the dog eventually leave the space, 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
A. No. 
Q. So she was basically, as you recall, .pretty 
.silent the whole time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What other observations of her physical 
characteristics did you notice? 
\ 
A. She was completely out of it. Intoxicated, I 
could smell alcoholic beverage th~t had consumed her 
body, or oq.or. 
Q. What other characteristics did you notice? 
Did you notice whether was she was bleeding from any 
parts of her body? 
A. No, I don't recall. 
Q. Anything else that you could remark on or talk 
about? 
A. She was just like completely lethargic, just 
slumped over, like completely out of it. 
Q. How long had the dog been in the bathroom with 
her before the door.was open? 
A. Seconds. 
Q. Seconds? 
A. I don't recall exactly how long because I was 
at the top of the stairs. I wasn't down there when he 
sent the dog. I don't know exactly how long the dog was 
in the bathroom with her. 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
mispronouncing this, but it's called a florey or a 
forey? It's a -- I think it's a nonlethal form of 
like a bean bag or something that is used to --
A. A 40mm. 
Q. A 40mm. So what is that? 
A. It's a weapon. 
Q. What do you understand that to be? 
Page 46 
A. That is a nonlethal weapon that I carry with 
beanbags or rubber bullets. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember at any point in time 
while you were on this particular call any discussion 
about using a 40? 
A. I carry a 40; right~ 
Q. But do you remember any discussion, anybody 
asking if you had it or any discussion with anybody 
about using it? 
A. I can't remember if I announced. Because when 
a 40 is brought on to the scene, I, as the handler, have 
to announce to dispatch that a 40 is on scene or 
somebody has to announce that 40 is on scene. I don't 
recall. It's been so long I don't recall if I took the 
40 or not. 
Q. And the reason I ask, I'll represent to you, 
is that in tne audio and in the dispatch that we have 
there is some discussion about a 40. I think I-asked 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, OFFICER DEIDRA HARR, being first duly sworn, 
depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in t~e foregoing 
deposition, consisting of pages 1 through SO; that I 
have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
that the questions contained therein were propoun4ed to 
me; and that the answers contained therein are true and 
correct, except for·any changes that I may have listed 
on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
DATED this // day of ¥j}f" 20 12'. 
OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me' this _ll_ day 
, 2ojJ. 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
RESIDING AT AJD\. y 
MY COMMISSION EXPIREs\?--;J.1- ~ ~ 
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Officer Deidra Harr 8/28/2013 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the foregoing 
proceedings were taken before me at the time and place 
therein set forth, at which time the witness was put 
under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to~the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
9th day of September 2013. · 
' " ' ' 
" " ' 
efan~ 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My commission expires May 28, 2019 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, Case No. 
vs. CV-PI-2012-16734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State of 
Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, RODNEY 
LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
DEPOSITION OF MELENE JAMES 
March 14, 2013 
REPORTED BY: · 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345 
Notary Public 
EXHIBIT 
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Melene James 3/14/2013 
MELENE JAMES, 
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
• I 
cause, testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. MUIR: 
Q. Ms. James, so we met, just briefly. I'm Scott 
Muir.· And this is Kelley Fleming with me, and we 
represent the City of Boise, and the police officers 
that have been sued in this matter. 
I would like to go over just a few ground 
rules. This deposition is being taken pursuant to 
Notice, and under.the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
And I understand that you had a chance to talk to 
Mr. Comstock bri~fly, about what goes on in a 
deposition; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. · For the court reporter's benefit, I'll kind of 
lay some ground rules. If you'll try to let me ask my 
full question, I'll try to let you answer completely. 
So we're not talking over each other, and the court 
reporter can get it down. Does that sound okay? 
A. (Witness nodding head.) 
Q. And you've got to answer verbally for the 
record, too. 
A. Okay. 
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window is, probably, three to three-and-a-half feet 
high. And I would say, about a third of the bottom of 
it was gone, maybe ,this (indicating), this (indicating) 
much, or so. And so, no, I wasn't worried about hurting 
myself. 
Q. My under~tanding is that, you encountered a 
man that arrived on the scene at the time you were 
crawling through the window? 
A. Right. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. Can you describe that encounter? 
A. I was very upset after I broke the window. 
And I know I was in tears, and cold. And then I heard 
somebody behind me say, do you need any help? And I 
didn't even turn around, because I had already started 
my crawl through the window. And I just reme~er 
saying, no, I locked my keys in here. And I 
accidentally broke the window trying to get back in. 
And now, I have my keys. And now, I'm going back in the 
building. 
I wasn't sure if it was maybe the crazy guy, I 
had seen on the way there or -- it's always a little 
scary over~at that building. And so I just kept on 
going through the window. And, obviously, he walked 
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very nervous about it. Because if Gene was upset with 
me, and decided that I couldn't be there any more, that 
was pretty much the end of my business, that I was 
starting on a wing and a prayer, so ... 
Q. (BY MR. 'MUIR) It appears that at some point, 
one of the Boise Police officers observed that you were 
:i:n the building? 
A. Uh-huh., 
Q. Did you ever see any police officers? 
A. No. 
Q. And it also appears, that you had a Steel 
Reserve beer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Where did that come from? 
A. Out of the refrigerator. 
Q. Okay. And tell me about that. What's kept in 
the refrigerator? 
A. Usually, not beer. Food, and juice, and 
water. And I think because it was Christmas, what Gene 
thinks is that, you 'know, he has friends that come over 
there. And, Gene's a musician, and he has friends that 
will come over, and sit down and play guitar with him, 
and hangout.· So that's where he thinks that it was one 
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. of his friends. 
Q. And where is the refrigerator at? 
A. It's in the second room, the little office 
where we have our computer, and some of the polishing 
stuff. And there is a little sink, and a microwave, and 
peanut butter, and Ramen Noodles. 
Q. And I take it, the refrigerator is the lab's 
refrigerator? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And how many beers were in that refrigerator? 
A. Just that one. 
Q. And when did you discover that the beer was in 
there? 
A. When I opened it up to get a water out of 
there, and saw that, and decided to have the beer before 
I called Gene. 
Q. Was that --
,, 
A. To calm me down. 
Q. Was that after you had locked yourself out? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I take it, from what you've said 
previously, you don't know who brought the beer? 
' . 
A. No, I'm not sure. 
Q. You didn't bring it? 
A. No. 
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Melene James 3/14/2013 
Q. And how large was the Steel Reserve? 
A. A tall one, a big one. 
Q. Do you know how many ounces? 
A. No, I have no idea. 
Pag~ 54 
Q. Did you consume any other alcohol at the lab? 
A. No. 
Q. At that point, what's your estimation of what 
it's doing to take you to finish the job? 
A. Grinding the rough acrylic off with the roto 
tool, then doing the polishing with the polishing agents 
on a lathe. Steaming it off to sterilize. Putting it 
in the bag, and not too much more work. 
Q. Like how many minutes? 
I 
A. Maybe half-an-hour,·at the most. 
Q. And by the time you had gotten back in, was it 
cured? 
A. Yes, I believe I took it out, maybe five 
minutes after I got back in there. 
Q. So did you start working on it right away? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At.some point, you decided to go down to the 
bathroom? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Can you tell me where the bathroom is in 
relation to the lab? 
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I thought I was the only one in the building, so ... 
Q. And does the door on the bathroom, does it 
have one of those -- I don't know what I would 
call -- the spring mechanism that automatically shuts 
the door? 
A. No, it's just a little handle that has just 
the little latch. And the lock is one of those small 
ones on the handle. 
Q. On the knob? 
A. Yeah, which is -- and I know, when I think I'm 
alone in the building, there have been times, I haven't 
even shut it all the way, but ... 
Q. And do you know how long you were in the 
bathroom? 
A. No, -I really don't. 
Q. And did you hear an announcement that the 
Boise Police were present, and they had a dog? 
A. ~-
*Q. Okay. And tell me what happened. You are in 
the bathroom. What happened next? 
A. That's the last thing I remember. 
Q. Do you remember anything about the dog? 
A. ~-
Q. Do you have any explanation of why you don't 
remember anything beyond that point? 
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ORIGINAL 
.. 
. .. CERTIFICATE OF MELENE JAMES 
·I;· ME;LENE JAMES, ·being first duly sworn~ depose and say: 
• >_ ' • 
. ' ' ~ ' ' ~ 
·That I am the witness named in.the foregoing deposition; 
~ ' ' . . 
that I have iei~ said d~position and.know ihe contents iheiebf; 
that the questions co~tained therein were propou~ded to me; and 
' '' '' 
that the a'nswers ",therein contained are true and correct,. except 
f;r.anr.chang~s that. I may have listed on the Ch~rige Sheet 
·attached·hereto. 
CHANGES ON ERRATA SHEET YES~ NO~~ 
MELENE · JAMES ' 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2h_ ~y· of (ipr .' / , 
.·.··s~~·1=~ 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR . ~C> 1 '£re.. I T. p'. 
RESIDING AT ~Dl ~ . 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES. / 0/ 7// c· 
32865B4 (Trial date_: 4/16/13) 
208/345-9611 
' ' ' , 
M&M COURT REPORTING SERVICE 
' ,' I 
208/345-8800 (fax) 
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Melene James 3/14/2013 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
which time1the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and.transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
~ 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
24th day of March, 2013. 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
25 , My commission expires September 7, 2017. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,-IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. CV PI 1216734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State 
of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X,) 
.. 
unknown parties, 
REPORTED BY: 
Defendants. 
DEPOSITION'OF RODNEY HOWARD LIKES 
, MAY 22, 2013 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR No. 463 
Notary Public 
EXHIBIT 
000325
Rodney Howard Likes 5/22/2013 
1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 
2 the time and place for taking the deposition of Rodney Likes,. 
3 pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4 
5 RODNEY HOWARD LIKES, 
6 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
7 cause, deposes and says: 
8 EXAMINATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
10 Q. You are employed with the Boise City Police 
11 Department; is that correct? 
12 
13 
A. I'm retired. 
Q. You're retired. Okay. Sorry to bring you 
14 here on your retirement. (Laughter.) 
15 How long were you employed before your 
16 retirement? 
17 
18 
A. Just less than 37 years. 
Q. Okay .. And at the time of your retirement, 
19 were you a Sergeant? 
20 
21 
A. I was. 
Q. At the time of the matter that brings us here 
22 today, as I understand it, you were·a Sergeant employed 
23 by the Police Department; is that correct? 
24 
25 
A. 1es. 
Q. Have you ever had you~ deposition taken before? 
Page 5 
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Rodney Howard Likes,5/22/2013 
1 was available in some form to the responding officers? 
2 A. It'would be available. Now, whether they have 
3 got it, I couldn't say. 
\ 
4 Q. Fair enough. You weren't there? 
5 A. I wasn't there. 
6 Q. And, in fact, you were never at the scene? 
7 A. That's correqt. 
8 ,Q. If I understand correctly, you went to the 
9 hospital after you received notice of the event? 
10 
11 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. By the way, one thing I didn't say at 
12 the start this is not a marathon. I don't anticipate 
13 that we will be here for a marathon, but if you need a 
14 break for any reason, just let me know. 
15 Okay. So let's go back to your Exhibit No. 1, 
16 which is your report. Again, referring to the records 
17 that you reviewed, you mentioned after the Incident 
18 History there were audio recordings or a recording. 
19 Do you know what that refers to? 
20 
21 
A. Yes. That referred to Officer Bonas' recording. 
Q. And would that be the recording of -- well, 
22 when you say, "his recording," what are you referring to? 
23 A. We carry a little digital 'device that he 
24 activates or activated at the start of his 
25 involvement at the scene and ran it through. 
Page 24 
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Rodney Howard .Likes 5/22/2013 
1 Unit, did you have other responsibilities within the 
· 2 Department? 
3 A. Patrol Sup,ervisor. 
4 Q. Were those. your two primary responsibilities? 
5 A. • Yes. 
6 Q. In the Canine Unit, if you will - - and I'm 
. 
7 just trying to see if I understand this -- there's more 
8 than one dog in the Department; correct? 
9 
10 
A. Yes.· 
Q. So a particular unit would consist of the handler, 
11 the dog, the supervisor, and the coordinator? 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
that 
who 
A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) Yes. 
Q. And the supervisor is you, the Sergeant; is 
right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then the coordinator is the Lieutenant 
would be over you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. And when you are the Sergeant of the 
20 Canine Unit, are you the Sergeant for all dogs or just 
21 one particular unit? 
22 A. ·For one particular aspect of the dogs, which 
23 is the patrol dogs, which were the four dogs .which were 
24 · considered patrol dogs. They are apprehension dogs. 
25 We· also have drug dogs, which are supervised 
Page 80 
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Rodney Howard Likes 5/22/2013 
1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
3 Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
" 
5 me at the time and place therein set forth, at which time 
6 the witness was put under oath by me; 
7 That the testimony and all objections made were 
8 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certify that I am not a relative 
13 or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
14 financially interested in the action. 
15 IN WITNESS_WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
16 31st day of May, 2013. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission expires 4-30-2014. 
i' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CITY OF BOISE, a political 
subdivision of the State·of Idaho; 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
) CV PI 1216734 
Defendants. 
DEPOSITION OF LIEUTENANT DOUGLAS SCHOENBORN 
AUGUST 27, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR 
Notary Public 
I ,,..,, 
EXHIBIT 
11. 
) 
000330
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Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn B/27/2013 
LIEUTENANT DOUGLAS SCHOENBORN, 
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to 
said cause, testified as follows: 
MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect this 
is the time.and place for the taking of the 
deposition -- is it Schoenborn? -- of Doug 
Schoenborn pursuant to notice artd the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
Q. Even though we just introduced you to 
the record, we'll have you go ahead and just 
state your name and how you are employed. 
A. Douglas Schoenborn, 
S-c-h-o-e-n-b-o-r-n, lieutenant, Boise Police 
Department. 
Q. How long have you been a lieutenant 
with the Boise Police Department? 
A. Total years of being lieutenant is 
probably over ten years. 
Q. How long have you been with the Boise 
Police Department? 
A. Over 19 years. 
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Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 8/27/2013 
' decision is made to deploy the K9; is that 
correct? 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. Help me understand how it happened in 
this situation .. 
A. All right. When preparing to enter a 
building, it's my job as the watch commander to 
' 
make sure that it's done according to policy, 
tactics, the safety of all involved, as much as 
possible. The use of force options are with the 
officers at all 0 of the different levels. The 
watch commander doesn't set what use of force 
option is used, but gives the officers the amount 
of tools provided by the department that they 
need to safely get their job done. 
. Upon entering into the building, the 
officers still have their verbal commands, their 
visible presence, they still have all of the 
tools that they carry, other intermediate 
weapons, et.cetera. They also have deadly force 
options, in addition to the K9. 
Q. Let's try it this way: Where were you 
when Sergeant Bonas arrived with the dog? 
A. The K9 Officer Bonas arrived with the 
I 
dog at some point and I don't know where I was. 
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Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 8/27/2013 
A. What do you mean "use the dog"? 
Q. To deploy the dog into the building to 
assist in the search for the suspect. 
A. Who made that decision? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I authorized that decision after 
discussions wit? Sergeant Kukla at the scene. 
Q. Was Officer Bonas, .K9 Officer Bonas 
involved in that discussion or authorization? 
A. No. 
Q. The entry team was made up of several 
officers; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have any role in choosing what 
officers would be part of the entry team? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know who made that decision? 
A. I believe then and now that it was 
Sergeant Kukla. 
Q. Did you have any conversations with the 
suspect Melene James? 
A. No. 
Q. At any point in time. 
A. No. 
Q. Did anybody ever report to you anything 
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Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 8/27/2013 
CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, LIEUTENANT DOUGLAS SCHOENBORN, being 
first duly sworn, depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition, consisting of pages 1 through 72; 
that I have read said deposition and know the 
contents thereof; that the questions contained 
therein were propounded to me; and that the 
answers•contained therein are true and correct, 
except for any ·changes that I may have listed on 
the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
DATED this g_ day of ~l\f(''":3~of2.. 
" 
--
LIEUTENANT DOUGLAS SCHOENBORN 
I. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this I~ 
dayof ~ I .20-1£_. 
··"······ .~ ~·k~lb~. 21 • ,~·-~:A·· 
• '"'r..ftb .. ,.- ·• ti , .. ~ p .c, '\ • 
,. I ~-,, \ • 
2'1i ,1.0 ' • 
'.If 11!!9 I e 
'• .~ ' . 9 \ ..... I 0• 21 \ ~1:z;: 
• ' _.itb.} ,',a~. . 
• ,.... PU""'..:,.' v:• 
24 ••••. .si,4,.g'~.·~ . .-
• ••••••••• 
25 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 6ci.scC.ibi lt\iy~offt U.. 
RESI.DIN~ AT ~V~,cJb 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 01/31/d0/3 
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Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 8/27/2013 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BEVERLY BENJAMIN CSR No. 710, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the.foregoing 
proceedings were taken before me at the time and 
place therein set forth, at which time the 
witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made 
were recorded stenographically by me and 
transcribed by me or under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct 
record of all testimony given, to the best of my 
abili'ty; 
I further certify that I am not a relative 
or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
.. 
financially interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal 
this 9th day of September 2013. 
. . . ' ~ ,. . 
. ua+,IA,i,.- . 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My commission expires May 28, ·2019 
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David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
EXHIBIT 
L 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
CITY OF B_OISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW Plaintiff above-named, by and through her attorneys of record, 
' . 
Comstock & Bush, and hereby answers and responds to Defendants' First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents as follows: 
INTERROGATORIES 
' INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please state the name, address and telephone 
number of each and every person known to you or your attorneys who has any 
knowledge of, or who purports to have any knowledge of the facts of this case. By this 
r 
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by the Idaho Rules of Evidence and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Without waiver 
of the fo_regoing objections, Plaintiff has treated with Dr. John Casper at All Seasons 
Mental Health for depression and panic/anxiety attacks. Please see the medical 
records contained on the CD attached hereto as Exhibit "A" (ASMH 1-39). 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 O: P!ease describe in full and complete detail all of the 
particulars of bodily injuries, symptoms, complaints and impairments of your health and 
physical and mental well-being you now have or have had which you allege resulted 
from the incident referred to in the Complaint. 
ANSWER: As a result of the vicious police dog attack, Ms. James suffered from 
innumerable bite marks, puncture wounds, crush wounds and abrasions to her ear, face 
and extremities. She suffered from ~ right arm fracture, lower back lumbar fracture and 
punctured right ear drum, which then developed a blood clot that bloc~.ed and then fell 
from Plaintiff's ear about a month later. Ms. James had also inhaled her own vomit and 
' 
developed pneumonia. Due to the savage attack and enumerable dog bites, Ms. James . 
was placed on an antibiotic because of the high risk of infection associated with animal 
bites. However, in the weeks following the attack, Ms. James' arm ~ecame infected and , 
seeped and oozed liquid out of the bite marks. The decision was made to place Ms. 
James on Bactrim, a heavy dose antibiotic which she reacted poorly to. For months she 
~ . 
. 
was extremely ill and barely able to move while on the antibiotics. Ms. James still 
continues to suffer from the emotional and physical injuries she suffered as a result of 
the vicious dog attack. She has permanent damage to her right hand, including scarring 
and numbness. She has permanent scarring and numbness to her right arm, is unable 
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to move all of her fingers, has lost dexterity and is unable to fully extend her elbow at 
' 
the joint. She also suffers daily from nerve pain in h~r right arm, hand and fingers. Ms. 
Jam,es has been and remains constant pain. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: To the best of your knowledge, or that of your 
attorney, has any doctor advised you or your attorney as to the diagnosis and/or 
) 
prognosis of any of your injuries? If so, please state: 
. (a) The doctor ·or doctors so advising; 
(b) The diagnosis and/or prognosis made; and 
' (c) Which injuries you have been advised are probably temporary and/or 
permanent, if any. 
ANSWER: At this stage in Plaintiff Melena James' recovery, it is difficult to 
determine what is permanent and what she will recover from. Plaintiff has yet to regain 
I 
the full function of her right arm where "Ruwa" tore her apart. She has enumerable 
scars, is in constant pain from the nerve damage and is unable to fully extend her arm 
at the elbow joint. When she treated with Dr. Hassinger in February of 2011, he 
I 
indicated that it could take 12 - 18 months to determine her full recovery. At this time it· 
is uncertain whether Ms. James will regain full function of her right arm. Plaintiff ,also 
refers Defendants to the medical records contained on the CD attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A." 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Have you ever, before or after the date of the 
incident involved in this lawsuit, been involved in any type of accident or occurrence 
~ 
resulting in any injury of any kind to your person? If so, describe such accident or 
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST INTERROGATORIES AND 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
.. 
VERIFICATION 
. 
'·· 
Melene James, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: I am the 
Plaintiff in this action. I have read the foregoing answers and responses to Defendants' 
First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, know the contents 
thereof, and represent that the responses are tr_ue and complete. 
2013. 
---· ~-.~~~)~ 
Melene James 
~ . 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 8 day of Jehuw; 
Notary Public, State of Id h 
Residing in ~· ~r a::, =-=~4.\oL.L..U..;...._ _ 
My commission expires on ..r.,.;;;;.+-=-=-J'-"""-'=-' 
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' ,, 
t\lA . 
CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
/ 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box500 
Boise, ID .83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
t 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY~OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State ofldaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM K{-!KLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants .. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER 
RANDY ARTHUR 
I, RANDY ARTHUR, declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the state 
of Idaho that the following is true and correct: 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER RANDY ARTHUR - 1 
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\ 
1. , I have been in law enforcement since 1986, beginning with the Phoenix Police 
Department in July 1986. 
2., I began employment with the Boise Police Department in December 1991 and 
. 
became a canine handler in November 1996. 
3. I was POST certified as a canine trainer for both drug detection dogs and patrol 
dogs in 2003. _I am currently certified as a POST K-9 instructor and POST K-9 evaluator. 
4. I currently hold the following canine certifications: 
a) State certified as a Patrol Dog team with Vigo through 11/27/2014. 
b) State certified as a Drug Dog team with Rocky through 02/13/2015. 
c) State certified as a POST Patrol Dog Evaluator through 12/31/2014. 
d) State certified as a POST Drug Dog Evaluator through 12/31/14. · 
e) State certified as a POST Patrol Dog Instructor through 12/31/2014. 
f) State certified as a POST Drug Dog Instructor through 12/31/2014. 
' 5. ' Post certification of law enforcement' canine teams requires a minimum of 240 
hours of POST certified training, and passing a certification test. 
6. The K-9 team of Officer Bonas and Ruwa have been POST certified for patrol 
and drug detection sin~e March 2010'. . 
7. The Boise Police canine unit trains every Tuesday and exceeds the industry 
standard of 4 hours of training per week. 
8. I trained Officer Bonas and Ruwa in the use and application of BPD canine 
. 
policies and procedures, which are within the industry standards. 
DATEDthis 1-. day of January 2014. 
.. 
. . 
ARTHUR 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have on this 
document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
1 day of January 2014, served the foregoing 
D U.S. Mail 
~ Personal Delivery 
D Facsimile 
D Electronic Means w/ Consent 
D Other: 
-------
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Jo• 'If 
/ 
I 
/ 
CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile.: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
NO. · ~ 
FILED:f/µ 
A.M·----P.M.--..-"'----
JAN O 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cl3rk 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN.AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State ofldaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER 
STEVEN BONAS 
,, 
I, STEVEN BONAS, declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the state of 
Idaho that the following is true and correct: 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER STEVEN BONAS- 1 ORIGINAL 
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'J 
1. I am employed by the City of Boise, Idaho, as a police officer and a police canine 
handler. , 
2. · I declare that the following information is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and is based upon my own personal knowledge on which I am competent to testify. 
. . 
3. Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of the Boise Police 
Department, Standard Operating Procedure, SOP#P3.0001.0, Police Canine (K-9) Units. 
4. The section of SOP#P3.0001.0 entitled Canine Unit Utilization provides, as 
follows: 
1) · Canine teams are available to conduct building searches for offenders in 
hiding, assist in the arrest or prevent the escape of serious violent offenders, 
protect officers or others from death or serious injury, track suspects, locate 
lost or missing persons, locate hidden instruments or evidence of a crime, and 
detect the presence of illicit drugs or explosives. , 
2) Canine handlers are responsible for determining whether a situation justifies 
canine use and the appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. 
Decisions to use canines will be reviewed based on this standard in view of 
the totality of circumstances that existed at the time of deployment. When the 
on-scene field commander disagrees with the handler's tactical assessment, 
the canine unit supervisor shall be notified. When time does not permit such 
notification, the canine shall not be deployed. ' 
3) The deployment of a police canine for the location and apprehension of a 
suspect is a use of force and shall conform to the Department's principles of 
escalation and de-escalation of force guidelines as outlined in BPD Policy and 
Procedures Manual 1.0100. 
4) Decisions to deploy the canine shall be based upon the following: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and 
others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade 
arrest at the time. 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of 
uninvolved citizens and other officers. 1 
5) Whenever a canine is deployed to apprehend a suspect an announcement of 
this intention shall be made by the canine handler. In any case where an 
announcement is not made, the reason shall be justified in the deployment 
report. 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER STEVEN BONAS- 2 
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5. Section 1.02.04 of the Boise Police Department Policy and Procedures Manual 
addresses Police Canines. A true and correct copy of section 1.02.04 in effect on December 26, 
2010, is attached hereto as "Exhibit B". Section 1.02.04 1s a verbatim recitation of 
SOP#P3.0001.0, Canine Unit Utilization, paragraphs 1, 2, and 4. 
6. Further relevant portions of SOP#P3.0001.0 are found in the section entitled 
Building Searches, in pertinent part, as follows: 
A· primary use of department canines is for locating suspects in buildings or 
related structures where search by officers would create an unnecessary risk. 
These searches shall be governed by the following: 
.1) The building perimeter shall be secured by patrol personnel. 
2) Whenever possible, the building's owner should be contacted to determine 
whether there may be tenants or others in the building and to ascertain the 
building's layout. 
*** 
6) Before beginning the search, the handler or other appropriate personnel shall 
, announce loudly and repeat the statement that there are police officers on the 
· premises and that a police canine will be released if the individual does not 
surrender. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the suspect to 
respond. This warning shall be repeated on each level of all multilevel 
structures. In cases where tactical considerations prohibit a canine 
announcement, this exception will be noted and explained in the deployment 
report and any administrative reports completed. 
*** 
7) When apprehending suspects in these or related circumstances, canines shall 
be commanded to disengage as soon as the suspect is subdued or readily 
complies with officer directions. · · 
7. Steve C. Bonas and Ruwa were certified on March 4 and March 5, 2010, by the 
State of Idaho Police Service Dog Certification by successfully completing all testing for Patrol 
Canine Team Certification as set forth by the Idaho Peace Officer Standards. True and correct 
copies of certification are attached hereto as "Exhibit C". 
8. As the canine handler, per BPD Policies and Procedures Manual section 1.20.04 
and SOP#P3.0001.0, I was responsible for determining whether the situation justified canine use 
DECLARATION OF OFFICER STEVEN BONAS- 3 
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and the appropriate tactical measures that should be taken, I decided to deploy Ruwa based on 
factors listed in the BPD policies and Procedures Manual and SOP#P3.0001.0, as follows: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and 
others. "' i 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade 
arrest at the time. 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of 
uninvolved citizens and other officers. 
9. Some ofmy thoughts in weighing the fa_ctors were, as follows: 
• The severity of the crime of Burglary. 
• The recent Burglaries at local dental offices which had already occurred 
this month. 
• The fact that the one suspect was seen armed with a knife. 
• . Knowledge that dental offices may contain non-traditional weapons. 
• The fact the suspect(s) would have the tactical advantage (ie. cover, 
concealment) and could easily be lying in wait. The interior of the 
building was dark. All lights appeared to be turned off except for a small 
portion of the southeast downstairs area. 
• The suspect(s) ignored my commands to surrender despite being told a 
police K-9 would be used and that they may be bitten. , 
· • Officers searching the business for James and any additional : suspects 
would have their weapons drawn for their protection, increasing the 
danger to all parties involved, thus making the use of a police dog a safer 
manner to locate and possibly apprehend James. 
I 
, I , 
10. A true and correct copy of my Narrative Report Supplement DR#2010-033015, 
• I 
which i's ~y official report of this incident, is attached hereto as "Exhibit D". I 
DATEDthis fl day of January 2014. 
STEVEN BONAS 
I • 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have on this 
document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock· 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys· at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
-i day of January 2014, served the foregoing 
0 U.S. Mail 
Iii Personal Delivery 
0 Facsimile 
0 Electronic Means w/ Consent 
0 Other: ______ _ 
LEMING 
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., EXHIBIT ' 
!! DIVISION I ~ :J I 
-Standard Operating Procedure 
-
SOP# P3.0001.0 Police Canine (K-9) Units 
Effected Units/Divisions: Effective Date: 
Patrol-Canine Unit November 06, 2002 
PURPOSE 
To provide guidelines for the management of the Boise Police Department's Canine Unit and use of police canines in 
field training. 
DEFINITIONS 
·canine Team· 
A patrol officer/handler and the assigned police canine whose primary duties augment patrol activities including 
protection and suspect apprehension. The canine may have secondary training and with skills in drug and explosive 
detection. 
Canine Supervisor 
A sergeant charged with the direct supervisory responsibilities involving the operation of the canine unit. 
Canine Coordinator 
A lieutenant charged with coordinating the functions and activities of the canine detail, and management of all canine 
unit personnel · · 
DIRECTIVE 
Utilization of police canines requires adherence to procedures that properly control a canine's use-of-force potential 
and channel the canine's specialized capacities into legally acceptable crime-prevention and control activities. Canine 
handlers shall perform their duties in furtherance of the Boise Police Department's mission statement. The canine unit 
shall at all time.s function within the scope of the department's enforcement philosophy. 
PROCEDURE 
Unit Qualifications 
• Applicants for the police canine unit must have: 
May2005 
o Minimum qualifications as established in F.M. 24.0902. 
o A willingness to remain with the unit for at least four years. . 
o A willingness (together with other family members) to care for and house the canine at the officer's 
residence with a secure outdoor area for the canille (the area ~ust conform to departmental 
requirements). 
o A strong desire to work with canines and willingness to care for and train the animal. 
o The ability to pass designated physical fitness and agility tests related to the tasks of canine handling. 
o , Demonstrated maturity in handling priority calls for service. 
1 
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• The canine coordinator and the canine supervisor shall be responsible for the selection/recommendation of 
canine handlers in accordance with established departmental procedures. 
• Satisfactory recommendations shall be routed to the Chief of Police for approval via chain of command. 
Training 
1. All departmental canines must meet established state POST and department certification requirements. No 
uncertified canines may be used for canine duty. 
2. New canine handlers must complete the prescribed canine training course and successfully meet all course 
requirements. J 
3. Handlers and their assigned canines'shall complete and,document in-service training (during duty hours) 
as follows: -
• , Daily - a minimum of 30 minutes obedience training . 
. • Weel<ly - a minimum of four hours canine unit training, protection, searching and tracking. This 
training shall be coordinated and performed at the direction of the canine supervisor, and should 
include all current members' of the canine unit. 
• 1 Yearly - the canine supervisor will arrange the annual POST recertification of the canine teams. 
• Training Seminars - Handlers and their assigned canines will attend training seminars, outside the 
normal courses of training, in furtherance of Boise Police Departmenfs mission. This training 
will be subject to the approval of the canine supervisor, canine coordinator, designated division 
commander, and availability of training funds. 
4. Canine handlers are responsible to maintain their canines in a safe and secure manner. 
5. During weekly training, the canine supervisor and/or canine coordinator will be present to act as a safety , 
officer and ensure safe training practices are employed. In the event that neither is available, a department 
supervisor will be utilized in this safety officer capacity. No simultaneous bite scenarios will be conducted 
without safety officers for each scenario. No canine bite work will be conducted involving untrained 
agitators. All weekly canine training will include components designed to test the handlers understanding 
of proper canine deployment. No canine bite training will occur outside if weekly training without prior 
approval of either the canine supervisor or canine coordinator. In no case will bite training be conducted 
without a safety officer present. A safety officer shall be either a supervisor, trained agitator, or another 
canine handler. 
6. R~edial Training 
• The handler shall be responsible for notifying the canine supervisor any time the assigned canine 
is failing to respond to training. 
• The canine supervisor shall review the circumstances of the failure and notify the canine 
coordinator. 
• · The handler, canine supervisor, and canine coordinator shall determine if the failure is sufficient 
to remove the canine from active service until such time as the canine and handler can receive 
remedial training to correct the training failure. The canine coordinator shall be responsible for 
removing the canine from service and making written notification to the designated division 
commander. 
• Remedial training may be accomplished within the canine unit and/or with the assistance of 
outside police canine trainers chosen by the department. 
• Upon successful completion of the remedial training, the canine may be returned to active service 
upon approval of the canine supervisor, canine coordinator, and designated division commander. 
7. Reporting of Training 
• All canine training shall be documented by the handler on a Canine Unit Training Evaluation 
Report (BPD-300-P) or Canine Unit Scent Training Evaluation_Report (BPD-301-P). 
• The handler shall maintain a copy of the training evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-301-P) on a 
presentable format for supervisory review. 
• The handler shall submit the original training evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-301-P) to the 
canine supervisor on a weekly basis. 
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• The canine supervisor shall review and forward the original evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-
301-P) to the canine coordinator. 
• The canine coordinator shall review and forward the original evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-
301-P) to the training section where files will be maintained. 
. • The canine supervisor shall prepare and submit to the canine coordinator a monthly and yearly 
report summarizing all canine training. 
• Th~ canine coordinator shall review and forward the monthly and yearly training summaries to 
the designated division commanders. . 
• The designated division commander shall review and forward the monthly and yearly training 
summaries to the training section where files will be maintained. 
Canine Unit Utilization 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Canine teams are available to conduct building searches for offenders in hiding, assist in the arrest or 
prevent the escape of serious of violent offenders, protect officers or others from death or serious injury, 
track suspects, locate lost or missing persons, locate hidden instruments or evidence of a crime, and detect 
the presence of illicit drugs or explosives. 
Canine handlers are responsible for determining whether a situation justifies canine use and the 
appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. Decisions to use canines will be reviewed based on this 
standard in view of the totality of circumstances that existed at the time of deployment. When the on-
scene field commander disagrees with the handler's tactical assessment, the canine unit supervisor shall 
be notified. When time does not permit such notification, the canine shall not be deployed. 
The deployment of a police canine for the location and apprehension of a suspect is a use of force and 
shall conform to the Department's principles of escalation and de-escalation of force guidelines as 
outlined in BPD Policy and Procedures Manual 1.0100. 
Decisions to deploy the canine shall be based upon the following: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the time. 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of uninvolved citizens and other 
officers. 
5. Whenever a canine is deployed to apprehend a suspect an announcement of this intention shall be made 
by the canine handler. In any case where an announcement is not made, the reason shall be justified in the 
deployment report. 
Canine Team Call-out 
1. After-hours contact and/or call-out of canine teams shall be accomplished by the on-scene field 
commander, who notifies the on-duty watch commander, and contacts the canine supervisor. 
2. The canine supervisor shall review and approve the contact with the canine handler and notify the canine 
handler. 
3. If available, a canine team shall respond to the request for assistance. 
4. The canine team shall report to the on-scene field commander equipped, dressed, and fit for duty. 
Building Searches 
A primary use of department canines is for locating suspects in buildings or related structures where search by officers 
would create an unnecessary risk. These searches shall be governed by the following: 
1. The building perimeter shall be secured by patrol personnel. 
2. Whenever possible, the building's owner should be contacted to determine whether there may be tenants 
·or others in the building and to ascertain the building's layout. · 
3. When a canine building search is anticipated, a preliminary search by officers should not be conducted as 
such a search will interfere with the canine's ability to discriminate scents. 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
The on-scene field commander also shall take the following steps in preparation for the canine search: 
• : Evacuate all tenants, workers, or others from the facility. 
• Request that all air conditioning, heating, or air-blowing systems be shut off so as not to interfere with 
. the canine's scenting. 
The canine should not be used to search facilities that contain substances potentially harmful to the animal 
unless overriding risk to human life is present. 
Before beginning the search, the handler or other appropriate personnel shall announce loudly and repeat 
the statement that there are police officers on the premises and that a police canine will be released if the 
individual does not surrender. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the suspect to respond. 
This warning shall be repeated on each level of all multilevel structures. In cases where tactical 
considerations prohibit a canine announcement, this exception will be noted and explained in the 
deployment report and any administrative reports completed. 
Upon entrance to the building, all exists should be secured and communications limited to those of a 
tactical nature. 
8. When apprehending suspects in these or related circumstances, ca~ines shall be commanded to disengage 
as soon as the suspect is subdued or readily complies with officer directions. 
9. Arrestees shall not be transported in the same vehicle with a law enforcement canine unless alternative 
transportation is not available and immediate transport is essential for safety or security reasons. 
Area Searches and Tracking 
Police canines are available to locate suspects and/or missing persons, or to locate evidence that the officer has reason 
to believe has been abandoned or hidden in a specified open area. Such searches are subject to the following 
conditions and limitations. 
1. When officers are pursing suspect(s) and contact with the suspect is lost, the officer, prior to summoning a 
canine team shall: 
• St~p and pinpoint the location where the suspect or subject was last seen. 
· • Shut off engines of vehicles in the area if possible. 
• Avoid vehicle or foot movement in the area where the suspect or subject was last seen. 
2. Canine teams should not be used to locate lost individuals unless there is a reasonable suspicion of foul 
play or a belief that serious bodily harm or death will occur if the person is not located immediately. 
3. On-scene field commanders shall: 
• Secure the perimeter of the area to be searched. 
• Secure the integrity of the area to be searched by keeping all personnel out of the area. 
• Protect items of clothing that may be used for scent from being handled. 
·4. Canine handlers shall keep the canine in sight during off leash searches and shall maintain sufficient 
control to prevent the accidental biting of any person during area searches whether on or off leash. 
Crowd Control 
1. C~ine teams shall not be used for crowed control at peaceful demonstrations. 
2. Upon arrival of the watch commander, canine teams may be used for crowd control to protect life or 
· property during a riot or other major unauthorized gathering that cannot be controlled by other means. In 
these situations, canines shall: 
• Be leashed at all times, unless no other means are available to protect an individual from serious 
injury. 
• Not initiate any offensive action, unless to guard against imminent loss of life or serious bodily 
injury. 
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Special Opera~ons Group Use of Canines 
When used in support of the Special Operations Group (SOG) the handler and the canine are under the operational 
control of the SOG Commander. 
• Canine team as perimeter unit. 
o Canine teams shall function using a cover officer if one is available. 
o Notification will be made to all other perimeter units and entry teams that a canine team is on 
location . 
. o Handlers will be under the guidelines for canine bite deployment delineated in (C) of this policy. 
• Entry Teams 
o Only canine teams which have trained with SOG entry teams and who have been approved by 
canine supervisor will be utilized with entry teams. 
o The SOG Commander will determine if the standard canine announcement procedure is 
appropriate for the tactical situation. 
Out-of-Jurisdiction Response 
1. Requests from other law enforcement jurisdictions for emergent assistance in apprehension ( as described 
in Canine Unit Utilization, Section C) shall be authorized by the on-duty watch commander prior to 
canine .team deployment. The watch commander shall ensure the canine sergeant is notified of the out-of-
jurisdiction deployment. 
2. For emergent assistance in apprehension, the canine sergeant shall respond to the scene to assist in liaison 
with the other law enforcement jurisdiction and to ensure the canine deployYp.ent is appropriate under the 
provisions of current department policy and procedures. If the canine sergeant is not available to respond, 
the canine coordinator or an on-duty field commander shall respond to fulfill this requirement. 
3. Long term or long distance requests from other law enforcement jurisdictions shall be approved by the 
designated division Captain prior to a canine team responding. This directive presupposes a canine team 
cannot be effectively deployed without prior planning for travel, lodging, and per diem. 
Reporting of Canine Deployment 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
,. 
The handler shall submit a Canine Unit Activity Report (BPD-298-P) to the canine supervisor when: 
a. A public relations demonstration with canines is conducted. 
b. In all instances when a canine is deployed in a tactical situation. 
The Canine Unit Activity Report (BPD-298-P) shall be considered an internal document to be used for 
collecting data on the effectiveness and efficiency of canine deployment and subject to command staff 
review. 
• The canine supervisor shall maintain the original canine unit activity reports (BPD-298-P) on file in the .. 
designated patrol division. 
The canine supervisor shall prepare and submit to the canine coordinator a monthly and yearly report 
summarizing all canine activity. 
The canine coordinator shall review the monthly and yearly activity reports and forward the reports to the 
designated patrol division, which shall maintain the reports. 
Canine Bite and Injuries 
Use of specially trained police canines for law enforcement responsibilities constitutes a real or implied use of force. 
In this, as in other cases, officers may use only that degree of force that reasonably appears necessary to apprehend or 
secure a suspect as governed by the department's policy on use of force. (See Policy and Procedures Manual, Section 
1.0100.) 
When it has been alleged that a police canine has bitten or othe~se injured an individual, whether or not in the line 
of duty, the handler shall: ' 
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1. Summon the canine supervisor to the scene. If the supervisor is not available, summon a field commander. 
2. Obtain medical treatment for the person. Medical personnel should examine the affected area regardless of 
the perceived seriousness of the bite or injury. 
3. Complete a Miscellaneous Report (BPD-002-ADP) as required by departmental policy (Sectionl.0103, 
Reporting Requirements). The report shall detail the circumstances surrounding the incident, the identity 
if the individual involved and any witnesses, the extent of injuries, if known, the measures taken in 
response to the incident. 
4. Complete a Canine Activity Report (BPD-298-P) and forward the report to the canine supervisor, or in 
his/her absence, to the field commander. 
5. The canine supervisor, or in his/her absence, the field commander shall: 
a. Respond to the scene. 
b. Ensure the injured party receives medical care. 
c. · Arrange for transporting officer. 
d. Ensure color photographs of the individual's affected/injured area are taken. 
e. Conduct a taped interview with the subject and witnesses as necessary and when possible. 
f. Complete a Canine Unit Contact Diagram (BPD-299-P). 
g. Complete and forward Administrative Use of Force Review Form (BPD-271-ADP) as described in 
departmental policy, Section 1.0103, Reporting Requirements. 
Canine Demonstrations 
Canine demonstrations of apprehension demand a handler's efforts to provide for the safety of the audience. Safety 
measures are evidence by: 
1. Sufficient safety zones between the canine/agitator teams and the audience. 
2. The audience being behind or parallel to the canine's apprehension path. 
3. When possible, utilizing barriers (i.e. - fences, walls, traffic cones) to delineate the safety zone for the 
audience. 
4. A fully functional "E" collar worn by the canine, and utilized as an ultimate down command by the 
handler. 
5. The handler giving safety instructions to the audience particularly noting the safety zone and restrictions 
on petting the canine. 
Canine Use and Care 
1. Police canines shall not be used for breeding, participating in shows, field trials, exhibitions or other 
demonstrations, or for off-duty deployment unless authorized by the designated division Captain. 
2. When not under the direct supervision or control of the handler, the canine shall be in a secured area. 
Direct supervision is demonstrated by control via leash or eye contact with the canine, reinforced with 
voice command and/or electronic collar. · 
3. Police canines shall be muzzled during attendance at police briefings. 
4. Teasing, agitating, or rough housing with a police canine is strictly prohibited unless performed as part of 
a training exercise. 
5. Handlers shall not permit physical contact with his/her canine without the handler's immediate 
supervision. . 
6. A handler is personally responsible for the daily care and feeding of his/her canine, and duties include: 
a. Maintenance and cleaning of the kennel and yard area where the canine is housed. 
b. Provision of food, water, and general diet ~aintenance as prescribed by the departmentally authorized 
veterinarian. 
c. Grooming on a daily basis, or more often, as required by weather, working on conditions, or other 
factors. -
d. Daily exercise (police canines are not permitted to run at_ large). 
e. General medical attention and maintenance of health care records. 
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Canine Retirement 
A police canine shall be retired when he/she no longer is suitable for duty, or the handler is transferred, promoted, or 
retires and the Department decides not to retain the canine for another handler. 
The department and the Boise City Council believe a retiring police canine should be in a familiar environment and 
should remain with the handler. Under Boise City Code, the City Council can approve a donation of the police canine 
to the handler. On donation and transfer of ownership to the handler, the Boise Police Department will not be 
responsible for any costs, liability, responsibility, care, maintenance, or any other duties associated with the retired 
canine. No warranty or performance expectations concerning the canine are expressed or implied, and the canine is 
transferred to the new owner "as is". 
The Boise Police Department's and City Council's intent in the transfer of ownership to the handler is that the retired 
canine shall remain in the handler's possession for the rest of the canine's life and be treated in a humane and caring 
manner. 
REFERENCE 
.. 
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PREFACE 
This is the sixth edition of the new Boise Police Department Policy and Procedures Manual. This manual 
supersedes the fifth edition of the Boise Police Department Policy and Procedures Manual dated October 
2007. This sixth edition also incorporates all Special Orders approved since July 2007 through July 2009 and 
changes completed during the annual Policy Committee and Command Staff workshops. 
This Policy and Procedures Manual is intended primarily as a reference document for employees of the 
Department. It is also available to the general public on request and upon payment of reproduction costs. 
This manual will be distributed electronically to all Department employees who have access to the BPD 
servers. Printed copies of the manual in three-ring binders will be issued to supervisors and will also be 
available in each division, the Watch Commander's office, the report writing room, Police Planning and 
Training Section, and the Training library. Minor revisions to the manual, such as through Special Orders, 
will be distributed to all BPD employees electronically. Also, printed copies of the revisions will be added to 
the three-ring binders. · 
All employees shall check for and read electronic policy manual updates regularly. A.ny employee who 
has a question about manual revision and/or content should contact his/her supervisor for explanation 
and clarification. Being aware of and understanding updates to the policy manual is an employee's 
responsibility. 
The content of this manual has received extensive review from all divisions of the Department and, where 
necessary, legal and technical reviews from outside sources. The manual has been approved for 
implementation by the Deputy Chiefs of Police and the Chief of Police. 
I 
We appreciate the assistance of all those who have provided ideas, technical input, review, and assistance 
during the development and revision of this manual. We hope that it proves to be a useful tool for all 
employees of the Department. 
Boise Police Department Policy Committee (As of the publication date) 
Beth Erickson 
Lieutenant Stan Niccolls 
Lieutenant Stuart Kelsay 
Lieutenant Tony Plott 
Jill Musser 
Rita Lowery 
Pierce Murphy 
July 2009. 
Professional Development and Standards, Planning and Training Section 
(Chair) ·. 
Community Outreach Division 
Criminal Investigation Division 
Bench and Valley Patrol Division 
Boise City Legal Advisor 
Administrative Support Division 
Boise City Ombudsman (Advisor) 
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APPROVAL 
This manual has been recommended by the Boise Police Department Policy Committee and has been 
reviewed and approved by the BPD Executive Staff. The Boise Police Department Policy and Procedures 
Manual, Sixth Edition, August 2009, is approved for distribution and implementation. 
· l Zoof ·~····· 
Date . · • · 
Approval 
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1.02.04 Police Canines 
Canine teams are available to conduct building searches for offenders in hiding, assist in the arrest or 
prevent the escape of serious violent offenders, protect officers or others from death or serious injury, 
track suspects, locate lost or missing persons, locate hidden instruments or evidence of a crime, and detect 
the presence of illicit drugs or explosives. 
Canine handlers are responsible for determining whether a situation justifies canine use and the 
appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. Decisions to use canines will be reviewed based on this 
standard in view of the totality of circumstances that existed at the time of deployment. When the on-
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scene field commander disagrees with the handler's tactical assessment, the canine unit supervisor shall 
be notified. When time does not permit such notification, the canine shall not be deployed. 
Decisions to deploy the canine shall be based upon the following: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the time. 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of uninvolved citizens and other 
officers. .. 
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I C 
PATROL DOG· 
CERTIFICATION FORM 
1 J 1' Initial Certification (Requires POST Application for Certification Form) 
, o Re-certification 
· HANDLER ST01£ &NA$  
AGENCY NAME &,i1 sG, o kl a_ iSefAPffl.Qk:. CANINE !
DATE 3-'::\- 8)l o TIME I'll LOCATION_3't_,_,_/--l=><~-'~tJO ...... e,J.__-_b4@~ ...... @_C~-ry 
OBEDIENCE 
1. On leash-right, left and about turns X2 
; 2. Off leash-right, left and about turns X2 
: 3. Down in motion 
4. Stay from 60ft distance (sit/down) for 5 minutes 
5. Jump 36" with stay 
; 6. Gunfi.re'.-2 shots under control off leash 
SEARCH 
, 1. Building-minimum of 1500 square feet 
: 2. Opep Area-minimum of 1 acr~ · 
APPREHENSION 
· 1. Without contact -- dog may bark and hold OR call off 
2. With contact-dog must release on verbal command only 
; 3. Handle~ protection 
Passed J Failed D 
Passed pi( Failed D 
Passed 1\6. Failed D_ 
Passed f:m. Failed D 
Passed ltq Failed D 
Passed MFailed D 
Passed &il Failed D 
Passed c:b(Failed D 
Passed ! Failed D 
Passed l(lY.Failed D 
Passed ij( Failed D 
Comments=--------------------------------
: It is the sole responsibility of the Handler to ensure that this evaluation fonn and application for certification (if applicable) is 
turned into the Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training Academy for processing. 
Thia form muat be received by POST Academy within 30 daya or the certification date to be:Jle\1oOJSS 
White Copy-POST Yellow Copy-Handler Pink Copy-Evaluator 
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·I e 
DRUG DETECTION DOG 
CERTIFICATION FORM 
~ Initial Certification (Requires POST Application for Certification Form) 
o· Re-certification . 
MARIJUANA ~ 
Weightl!n.Location~~~ (~ PassedlM' Failed D 
Weight 1/a,,21.ocation: ~ A rb~Passedl8( Failed D 
METHAMPHETAMINE 
Weight 1.JU.Location~  
Weight~ Location 
COCAINE 
Weight ~cation '}~..f,Jc ... bo,<. lt\-h,4COt:ttAl?-c 
. Weight ]01.. Location E~ E:6.ft~Yrebec '.ibP)l 
HEROIN \ :=~~~~~~:rtt~~ 
BASIC CONTROL (Sit, Stay, Come, &: Heel commands) 
Print Name: M, A't_l __ _ 
Passed Di( 
PassedliJ 
Passed II 
Passed . 
PassedS. 
Passedat' 
Pas9.ed J.if' 
.. 
Evaluator's Slgllature~ -~ Tralnlng Specialist: 
Teleph~ne: 57?;-Q?,/o &A Han~ler's Slgnature:clh BC14fl4.:::: 
Failed D 
Failed D 
Failed D 
Failed D 
Failed D 
Failed D 
Failed D 
It is the sole responsibility of the Handler to ensure that this evaluation fonn and application for certification (if 
applicable) is turned into the Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training Academy for processing. 
This form must be recelTed by POST Academy within 30 daya of the certification date to be ....Ud, 
White Copy-POST Yellow Copy-Jlalldler Pink CoP7-Evaluator 
4/05 
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&tate of 3Jbabo 
(2 • 
(t(:tt.~.i ~f s C ifk111;,...._ 
.~,.-... <:}ri(::if:\::;ffri~~" to. certify tliat <Po[ice Canine %am ~ 
''S11f !!;~~~me;; , , ,, ·~~ . d CJ{µwa 
· ... ,. ~uvena! !:~:w .· ~1 ~i?J: 
\;\-,:,; (j)run,·©e"tecti91J~';.'.::;,-, ·. 
··. •. :. "i . \., ·.. ~\. . .. •,; .. ·. ·.:~·>. 
}l.s set fortn 6y tne Jdali.o (peace :"°gffic__er $tatUfaras atUf <:training Gou~ t~is ,S_tn aay of Maren, 2010. 
· . _: C,eriijication e~res: Ju~ .5,. 2011. ·-: · ·: ·. ·.; ·: 
• • r 
... .· .i 
H~ J. N~J.ol,/·· ,::. · . ,.,· 
'ETJaliuttm' . 
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Narrativie Report 
Supplement , 
Chgl Offense/Charge 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
' 
4 Location of Occurrence 
7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
I I NARRATIVE 
Suspect: 
James, Melene Moody 
FW/03-10-61, 506/120, bld/blu 
7237 W. Colonial B-2 
\ 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
I 
IDR# 2010 - 033015 
Date of This Narrative 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 
D Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
EXHIBIT 
b 
On 12/26/10 at approximately 1800hrs, I received a request for a patrol K-9 by Sgt Kukla #588 for a Burglary in 
progress at a dental office. I responded code-3 with K-9 Ruwa to 7337 W. Northview St. which was the location 
where the incident was occurring. 
When I arrived, I was briefed by Sgt Kukla, Ofc Barber #509, and Ofc Butler #718. I was told that a witness 
called 911after seeing a female (suspect James) force entry into the dental office by shattering a downstairs 
window. As units arrived on scene and set up a perimeter, Ofc Butler stated he saw James through a window 
and could see that James was armed with a knife. Sgt Kukla and Ofc Barber added the owner of the business 
(Dr. Brewster) was on scene and informed them absolutely no one should be inside the business. 
; 
Based on the above I weighed these factors: 
1. The severity of the crime of Burglary. 
2. The recent Burglaries at local dental offices which had .already occurred this month. 
3. The fact that the one suspect was seen armed with a knife. 
4. Knowledge that dental offices contain many non-traditional weapons. 
5. The fact the suspect(s) would have the tactical advantage (ie cover, concealment) and could easily be lying in 
wait. The interior of the building was dark. Al! lights appeared to be turned off except for a small portion of the 
southeast downstairs area. .: · 
6. The suspect(s) ignored my commands to surrender despite being told a police K-9 would be used and that 
they may be bitten. 
7. Officers searching the business for James and any additional suspects would have their weapons drawn for 
their protection, increasing the danger to all parties involved, thus making the use of a police dog a safer 
manner to locate and possibly apprehend James. 
Based on the above I determined the use of a police dog was both reasonable and necessary, as well as the 
safest manner to search for the suspect. 
After verifying paramedics were staged, I proceeded to the upstairs east side door with an arrest team 
consisting of Sgt Kukla, Ofc Barber, Ofc Rapp, Ofc Butler, and Ofc Harr. Once there, Ofc Barber unlocked the 
door and I made my initial K-9 announcement through the open door. After giving the announcement Ruwa 
Admln 
S Bonas 705 
REPORTING OFFICER ADA# 
R Likes 
APPROVED BY 
315 
ADA# 
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' Narrative Report 
Supplement 
Chg# Offense/Charge 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
4 Location of Occurrence 
7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
# 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism IDR# 2010 - 033015 
Date ofThis Narrative 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 
D Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
began barking loudly. When we did not get any response from the suspect(s) Ruwa entered the building and 
began searching. Approximately two minutes into our search of the upstairs, I downed Ruwa and made a 
second K-9 announcement. The area where I made the second announcement was in the upstairs hallway 
adjacent to the 'steps leading downstairs. Ruwa again barked loudly. Despite my commands followed by 
Ruwa's barking, still no one surrendered. 
Once the top floor of the business had been searched, we staged at the top of the stairs leading to the bottom 
floor. I then made a third K-9 announcement which was again followed by Ruwa barking. Again, no one called 
out to surrender or even make their presence known. I gave Ruwa the command to search and he proceeded 
down the stairs. 
A short time later I heard Ruwa start barking near the bottom of the staircase. This indicated to me he had 
!ocated the source of the odor of a suspect(s) but was unable to get to them. Knowing that at least one suspect 
was armed with a knife I gave Ruwa the bite command. Ruwa continued to bark for several more seconds and 
then I heard a female start screaming near the bottom of the steps, but out of view. 
As the search team and I made our way to the bottom of the stairs, I could see a door was opened 
approximately 6-8 inches. When I looked through the opening I could see James' upper torso only and that it 
appeared she was on the floor. Then the door shut completely. I could still hear James yelling but had no visual 
of her to see if she was still armed or if there were additional suspects in the room with her. When we 
approached the closed door Ofc Rapp placed his shield in front of the door and opened it. When he did, I saw 
Ruwa was biting James' right arm, however I could not see her hands to see if she was still armed and she 
ignored my commands to show me her hands. 
Seconds later I gave Ruwa the command to release and lay down which he did. When I saw James was no 
longer armed I gave Ruwa commands to return to me. The arrest team then handcuffed James and she was 
escorted out of the building and received immediate medical attention from Ada County Paramedics who were 
already on scene. The Paramedics subsequently transported James to the St Alphonsus E.R. 
. . 
The remainder of the search team and I continued to complete the search of the building for any additional 
suspects. Upon clearing the building I proceeded outside and immediately notified Lt Schoenborn #492, who 
was on scene, of my actions. I then notified Sgt Likes #315 via telephone and informed him too of my actions. 
I responded to the ER and met with Sgt Likes and Ofc Hunsaker. Ofc Hunsaker photographed James' injuries 
and Sgt Likes attempted to interview her. James was treated for her injuries by Dr. Kim (patient ID# 
002005164). While in the E.R. I saw James had several puncture marks that appeared to be from Ruwa on her 
right forearm, her right cheek area, and on her left hand. 
See supplemental reports by assisting officers for further. 
' 
Route to Boise City Prosecutors, K-9 Lieutenant Cavener and K-9 Sgt Likes. 
Admln 
S Bonas 705 R Likes 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW The Plaintiff herein, by and through her attorneys of record, 
Comstock & Bush, and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, moves this Court for 
an Order, In Limine, to exclude or otherwise prohibit evidence, testimony and/or 
references to be made concerning the following matters at the trial of this action: 
1. To instruct the attorneys not to mention, refer to or bring before the jury, 
directly or indirectly, upon voir dire examination, reading of the pleadings, statements of 
the case, interrogation of the witnesses, argument, objections before the jury, or in any 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 1 
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other manner any of the matters set forth below, unless and until such matters have first 
been called to the Court's attention out of the presence and hearing of the jury and a 
favorable ruling received on the admissibility and relevance of such matters. 
2. To instruct the attorneys for Defendants to inform the Defendants and all 
witnesses called by that party to refrain from mentioning or referring to, in any way, in 
the presence or the hearing of the jury, any of the matters listed below, unless 
specifically permitted to do so by ruling of the Court. 
3. To instruct the attorneys for Defendants that violation of any of these 
instructions may cause harm and deprive Plaintiff Melene James of a fair and impartial 
trial, and the failure to abide by such instructions may constitute contempt of pourt. 
The matters prohibited are: 
a) Evidence, testimony or reference to Plaintiff Melene James' 
criminal history, including but not limited to her history of malicious injury to 
property, criminal trespass, time spent in jail, probation violations, anger 
management courses and alcohol evaluation. 
b) Evidence, testimony or reference that the urinalysis toxicology 
screening test Plaintiff Melene James underwent at Saint Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center following the incident of December 26, 2010 showed a positive 
result for cannabinoids and a Blood Alcohol Content "BAG" level of .27gm/dl. 
c) Any testimony, argument, mention of or allusion to placing on the 
verdict form any present Defendant who is not, at the time of trial, a party to the 
cause; either by reason of settlement or dismissal by order of the Court. 
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d) Any comment or statement designed to suggest that Plaintiffs' 
attorneys, or Plaintiff attorneys in general, are the cause of too many lawsuits 
and/or a rise in insurance premiums. 
e) Any comment or statement to suggest that an adverse verdict will 
financially destroy or cause economical and professional hardship to these 
Defendants. 
f) Cumulative expert testimony. 
4. To instruct the attorneys for Defendants that violation of any of these 
instructions may cause harm and deprive Plaintiff of a fair and impartial trial, and the 
failure to abide by such instructions may constitute contempt of court. 
DATED this .S day of February, 2014. 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
John~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby ·certify that on this .S day of February, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
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David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
John A. Bush, ISB#: 3925 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELVSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
vs. ) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, by and through her attorneys of record, David E. 
Comstock and John A. Bush, of the Law Offices of Comstock & Bush, and submits this 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion in Limine and requests that this Court 
issue an Order instruct the attorneys not to mention, refer to or bring before the jury, 
directly or indirectly, upon voir dire examination, reading of the pleadings, statements of 
the case, interrogation of the witnesses, argument, objections before the jury, or in any 
other manner any of the matters set forth below, unless and until such matters have first 
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been called to the Court's attention out of the presence and hearing of the jury and a 
favorable ruling received on the admissibility and relevance of such matters as follows: 
I. 
CRIMINAL HISTORY 
A. History of Malicious Injury to Property, Criminal Trespass, and Jail 
Time. 
In November of 2009, Melene James was in the process of going through a 
divorce from her husband. The two of them had an argument and Melene keyed her 
husband's car. Mr. James decided to press criminal charges against Melene for the 
damage to his vehicle. She was charged with felony malicious injury to property and 
criminal trespass. Ms. James pied guilty to misdemeanor malicious injury to property. 
She served a few days in jail, was placed on probation, ordered to attend anger 
management classes, undergo an alcohol evaluation and also sentenced to pay fines 
and restitution. 
It is the Plaintiff's position that pursuant to I.RE. 402, Ms. James' criminal record 
is not relevant to the matters presently before the Court in this lawsuit and thus is not 
admissible. Furthermore, pursuant to I.RE. 403, if said issues are deemed relevant, 
introduction of such evidence should be excluded on the basis the probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice to the claims of the Plaintiff. 
These issues have no relevance to either liability or the damages claimed by Plaintiff 
and any evidence of said subject would be unduly prejudicial to Plaintiff and therefore 
should be excluded. 
B. History of Probation Violations, Anger Management Course and 
Alcohol Evaluation. 
As a result of the above described event and subsequent misdemeanor 
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malicious injury to property, Ms. James was ordered to attend anger management 
courses and undergo an alcohol evaluation. Following the incident of December 26, 
2010, Ms. James became unemployed and lost the means by which to pay for the 
anger management courses and comply with the Court's ordered. As a result, Ms. 
James violated her probation by not completing the course in the time prescribed by the 
Court. Had Ms. James had means by which to pay for the classes, she would have 
attended and avoided the violation of the terms of her probation. 
It is the Plaintiff's position that pursuant to I.RE. 402, Ms. James' probation 
violations, attendance at anger management courses and alcohol evaluations are not 
relevant to the matters presently before the Court in this lawsuit and thus are not 
admissible. Furthermore, pursuant to I.RE. 403, if said issues are deemed relevant, 
introduction of such evidence should be excluded on the basis the probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice to the claims of the Plaintiff. 
These issues have no relevance to either liability or the damages claimed by Plaintiff 
and any evidence of said subject would be unduly prejudicial to Plaintiff and therefore 
should be excluded. 
II. 
TOXICOLOGY REPORT 
A. Urinalysis Toxicology Screening Test Showing Positive Result for 
Cannabinoids and Blood Alcohol Content "BAC" of .27gm/dl. 
On December 26, 2010, Plaintiff Melene James was attacked by a police K9 
within the confines of the bathroom of the dental lab where she works. See, Complaint 
1I,1 17, 25. After the attack, Ms. James was transported by ambulance to Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC") to treat the dog bite wounds she 
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suffered on her face and right forearm. While at SARMC, the medical staff conducted a 
urinalysis toxicology test including a cannabinoid screen. The cannabinoid screen 
came back positive, which is indicative of marijuana use. In addition to the toxicology 
test, Ms. James' Blood Alcohol Content ("BAG") was measured at .27 gm/di. 
Defendants have asserted affirmative defenses of contributory and affirmative 
negligence, and allege that the actions of Ms. James were the cause of her injuries. 
(See, Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 1J1J 1-2.) The toxicology test, positive cannabinoid 
screen, and Ms. James' use of marijuana were discussed in her deposition. (See, 
Deposition transcript of Melene James taken March 14, 2013, "James Depo" at p. 58, II. 
11-25, Ex. A to the Affidavit of John A Bush in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed concurrently herewith). Ms. James denied using marijuana 
within a month of the positive cannabinoid screening. Id. 
The Idaho Rules of Evidence are designed to give every litigant a fair trial, and 
only relevant evidence can be introduced at trial. I.RE. 401 and 402. Even if relevant, 
I.RE. 403 sets forth a mechanism to eliminate evidence that creates prejudice, 
confusion, or wastes time. Specifically, "evidence may be excluded if its probative value 
is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or 
misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless 
presentation of cumulative evidence." I.RE. 403. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
described the application of I RE 403 as a balancing test: 
On one hand, the trial judge must measure the probative 
worth of the proffered evidence. The trial judge, in 
determining probative worth, focuses upon the degree of 
relevance and materi'ality of the evidence and the need for it 
on the issue on which it is to be introduced. . . . At the other 
end of the equation, the trial judge must consider whether 
the evidence amounts to unfair prejudice. Here, the concern 
is whether the evidence will be given undue weight, or where 
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its use results in an inequity ... or as several commentators 
have suggested, "illegitimate persuasion." . . . Only after 
using this balancing test, may a trial judge use his discretion 
to properly admit or exclude the proffered evidence. 
See, Davidson v. Beco Corp, 114 Idaho 107, 753 P.2d 1253 (1987) (internal citations 
omitted). The trial court has discretion to determine whether the unfair prejudice of 
admitting evidence at trial outweighs the probative value of that evidence. 
State v. Byington, 132 Idaho 597, 977 P.2d 211 (Ct. App. 1998). The rule is not 
intended to offer protection against all evidence that is merely prejudicial in the sense of 
being detrimental to the party's case. Rather it protects against evidence that is unfairly 
prejudicial, that is, if it tends to suggest or lean toward a decision on an improper basis. 
State v. Floyd, 125 Idaho 651,873 P.2d 905 (Ct. App.1994). 
Under IRE 403, the probative value of Ms. James' positive cannabinoid 
screening and alleged marijuana use, as well as the actual BAG numerical result, must 
be balanced against the likelihood of its prejudicial impact on the trial. As set forth in 
Davidson, the determination of probative v~lue requires an assessment of both the 
relevancy and need for the evidence. The Intermediate Court of Appeals in Hawaii 
noted three variables that are helpful in this assessment: 1) the relative importance of 
the fact to be inferred; 2) the degree to which the fact to be inferred is actually disputed; 
and 3) the availability and quality of other evidence tending to prove the same point. 
State of Hawaii v. Sale, 386, 133 P.3d 815 (2006). 
The positive test result leading to the inference that Ms. James was under the 
influence of Marijuana is largely irrelevant. Other than introducing the positive test result 
to insinuate Ms. James was impaired by marijuana as part of its contributory negligence 
defense, Defendant's only other purpose is to prejudice the jury. In terms of 
establishing impairment, the relevance of the drug test is marginal at best. The 
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particular cannabinoid screening utilized by SARMC does not establish a level of 
impairment, and reflects only positive or negative results. 
In the absence of further test results, we cannot know how much, if at all, Ms. 
James was actually impaired by Marijuana. The fact that Ms. James' was impaired on 
the evening of December 26, 2010, is not in dispute. Plaintiff does not challenge that 
she was intoxicated. However, neither the probative value of the cannabinoid screening 
or the numerical BAC provide additional pertinent or relevant information over and 
above the fact the fact that she was impaired. 
Having little probative value, introducing the cannabinoid test, or the numerical 
value of the BAC result carries a substantial risk of unfair prejudice. Marijuana is an 
illegal substance and the jury may stigmatize Ms. James as a pot-smoking criminal 
deserving what she got. The jury might be confused or mislead into thinking the primary 
issue is whether or not Ms. James smoked marijuana, or to what degree her impairment 
I 
was related to marijuana. Similar concerns are raised about the BAC level. 
This evidence also risks undue delay and wastes the court's time. If introduced, 
additional evidence related to the reliability of Cannabinoid screenings may need to be 
introduced. It may also become necessary to explain the science behind the screening 
to demonstrate how it detects the inactive elements of marijuana and does not establish 
a level of impairment. Moreover, introducing the positive cannabinoid screening, and a 
discussion of alleged marijuana use, is simply a needless presentation of less reliable 
and cumulative evidence to prove Ms. James was impaired; a point to which can be 
established through evidence that she had a significant BAC level. 
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Ill. 
TRIAL MANAGEMENT 
A. Former Co-Defendants on the Verdict Form. 
In the event Plaintiff reaches a resolution of her claims against one or more of the 
Defendants either before or during trial, it is anticipated that the remaining Defendants 
will attempt to place those non-parties on the verdict form and request that they be 
allowed to argue to the jury that the liability should be apportioned to those non-parties. 
Pocatello Industrial Park Co. v. Steel West, Inc., 101 Idaho 783, 621 P. 2d 399 (1980) is 
the genesis of the right of a party, in Idaho, to have non-parties placed on the verdict 
form in order to validate an apportionment of liability for negligence and damages. In 
that case, the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
"It is established without doubt that, when apportioning 
negligence, a jury must have the opportunity to consider the 
negligence of all parties to the transaction, whether or not 
they be parties to the lawsuit and whether or not they can be 
liable to the plaintiff or to other tortfeasors either by operation 
of law or because of a prior release. (Citations omitted.) The 
reason for such (a rule) is that true apportionment cannot be 
achieved unless that apportionment includes all tortfeasors 
guilty of causal negligence either causing or contributing to 
the occurrence in question, whether or not they are parties to 
the case." (Citations omitted.) 
In the normal negligence case, in many situations, the jury can determine for itself 
whether another was guilty of causal negligence. 
However, the type of negligent conduct at issue in this litigation is not the type of 
conduct' which a jury can characterize without expert testimony. Without such 
testimony, there is nothing to apportion. 
B. Former Co-Defendants 
As this Court is aware, if there become former co-Defendants who are no longer 
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parties; without evidence and/or testimony to establish the negligence of these former 
parties, their previous status is irrelevant. As argued above, irrelevant evidence is not 
admissible pursuant to I.RE. 402. In addition, even if for some reason evidence of the 
previous status of these individuals and entities as former parties is found for some 
reason to be relevant, informing the jury that there were previously parties who are no 
longer involved in the trial would be unfairly prejudicial to Plaintiff pursuant to I.RE. 403. 
The only purpose for placing this information before the jury would be to attempt to do 
indirectly what this Motion argues cannot be done directly and thus any mention of 
previous co-Defendants should be prevented. 
As part of this Motion, Plaintiff also hereby moves the Court to order redaction of 
the pleadings to remove any mention of future former parties in order that the jury is not 
inadvertently informed. 
C. The Defendants May Try to Introduce Comments or Statements 
Relative to the Number of Lawsuits and/or those Lawsuits Causing a 
Rise in Insurance Premiums. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court preclude the Defense from making 
any co~ments or statements designed to suggest that Plaintiffs attorneys, or Plaintiff 
attorneys in general, are the cause of too many lawsuits and/or a rise in insurance 
premiums. Furthermore, introduction of such evidence is irrelevant to her current claim, 
and should be inadmissible at the trial of this matter. I.RE. 402 provides that: 
"all relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise 
provided by these rules or by other rules applicable in the 
courts of this state. Evidence which is not relevant is not 
admissible." 
Even if remotely relevant, the introduction of any such evidence at the trial of this matter 
would be prejudicial, leading the jury astray and therefore undermining the validity of 
Plaintiffs current claim. 
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Further, introduction of such information at the trial of this matter would be 
prejudicial and might taint the jury and mislead them, therefore undermining the validity 
of Plaintiffs current claim. Idaho Rule 403 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence clearly 
provides that: 
"evidence may be excluded of its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, 
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury ... " 
Plaintiff submits that even if an objection is made, the harm or prejudice caused by such 
questions or remarks cannot be cured by cautionary instruction. Therefore, Plaintiff 
respectfully submits that an Order in Limine should be issued precluding any comments 
or statements designed to suggest that Plaintiffs attorneys, or Plaintiffs attorneys in 
general, are the cause of too many lawsuits and/or a rise in insurance premiums. 
D. The Defendants May Try to Introduce Statements or Comments 
Relative to an Adverse Verdict Financially Destroying or Causing 
Economical and Professional Hardship to the Defendants. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court preclude the Defense from making 
any such comments or statements that are designed to suggest that an adverse verdict 
will financially destroy or cause economical and professional hardship to the 
Defendants. Furthermore, introduction of any such evidence is irrelevant to the current 
claims, and should be inadmissible at the trial of this matter. I.RE. 402 provides that: 
"all relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise 
provided by these rules or by other rule applicable in the 
courts of this state. Evidence which is not relevant is not 
admissible." 
Even if remotely relevant, the introduction of any such evidence at the trial of this matter 
would be prejudicial, leading the jury astray and therefore undermining the validity of 
Plaintiffs current claim. Therefore, Plaintiff respectfully submits that an Order in Limine 
should be issued precluding any statements or comments relative to an adverse verdict 
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financially destroying or causing economical and professional hardship to the 
Defendants. 
E. Cumulative Expert Testimony. 
As this Court is aware, pursuant to I.RE. 403: 
"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value 
is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, 
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations 
of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of 
cumulative evidence." 
Thus, Defendants should be precluded from presenting cumulative, duplicative, 
repetitive or redundant expert opinion testimony and such a preclusion is within the 
sound discretion of the Court. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Ms. James is entitled to a fair trial. Whatever probative value is associated with 
Ms. James' criminal history, subsequent probation violations, anger management 
courses or alcohol evaluations and the positive cannabinoid test, alleged use of 
marijuana and BAC level of .27gm/dl is substantially outweighed by the risk of unfair 
prejudice to Ms. James. Plaintiff respectfully requests this court to grant her motion in 
limine, and issue an order restricting the use and mention of any evidence related to 
Ms. James' criminal history as described above and the positive cannabinoid test, 
alleged marijuana use and BAC level. Additionally, Plaintiff respectfully requests this 
court to grant her motion in limine to preclude testimony, argument, mention of or 
allusion to placing on the verdict form any present Defendant who is not, at the time of 
trial, a party to the cause; either by reason of settlement or dismissal by order of the 
Court; any comment or statement designed to suggest that Plaintiffs' attorneys, or 
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Plaintiff attorneys in general, are the cause of too many lawsuits and/or a rise in 
insurance premiums or that an adverse verdict will financially destroy or cause 
economical and professional hardship to Defendants; and cumulative expert testimony. 
DATED this _5_ day of February, 2014. 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Joh~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this __ >_ day of February, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
D U.S. Mail 
W'Hand Delivery 
D Facsimile (208) 384-4454 
D Email 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BUSH IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, John A. Bush, being of lawful age, and being first duly sworn upon my oath, 
depose and state: 
1. That I am an attorney, duly licensed by the State of Idaho Bar Association 
to practice law in the State of Idaho. 
2. That I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs in the above-referenced 
lawsuit. I make this affidavit upon my own personal knowledge. 
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3. That attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Melene James taken March 14, 2013. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the 
Incident History dated December 26, 2010. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the S. 
Butler Narrative Report Supplemental dated October 26, 2010 [sic]. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Steven Butler taken May 23, 2013. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Daniel Barber taken August 29, 2013. 
8. That attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Timothy P. Kukla taken August 19, 2013. 
9. That attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Steven Bonas taken May 22, 2013. 
10. That attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Douglas Schoenborn taken August 27, 2013. 
11. That attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a true and correct copy of the D. 
Barber Narrative Report Supplement dated December 26, 2010. 
12. That attached hereto as Exhibit "J" is a true and correct copy of the 
Defendants' Response to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents dated April 19, 2013. 
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13. That attached hereto as Exhibit "K" is a true and correct copy of Boise 
Police Department Standard Operating Procedure # P3.0001.0 Police Canine (K-9) 
Units. 
14. That attached hereto as Exhibit "L" is a true and correct copy of S. Bonas 
Narrative Report Supplemental dated December 26, 2010. 
15. That attached hereto as Exhibit "M" is a true and correct copy of 
Deposition Exhibit 16 to the Deposition of Steven Butler, Boise Police Department 
Evidentiary photograph taken by Officer Nielsen, "Photo 7." 
16. That attached hereto as Exhibit "N" are true and correct copies of Boise 
Police Department's evidentiary photographs, taken by Officer Hunsaker, of Melene 
James' injuries immediately following the incident of December 26, 2010. 
17. That attached hereto as Exhibit "O" are true and correct copies of select 
medical records of Melene James' injuries following the incident of December 26, 2010. 
18. That attached hereto as Exhibit "P" is a true and correct copy of Boise 
Police Department Special Order - Use of Force Policy. 
19. That attached hereto as Exhibit "Q" is a true and correct copy of 
Defendants' produced document BC000078, "Burglaries (Dr's/ Dentist's... offices) 
6/1/10-12/31/10." 
20. That attached hereto as Exhibit "R" are a true and correct copies of Boise 
Police Department's evidentiary photographs taken by Officer Nielsen of the Northview 
Dental Center Office Building. 
2~. That attached hereto as Exhibit "S" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Deidra Harr taken August 28, 2013. 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN T 
o A. Bu h · 
<'h-- ~~ 
efore me this 2___ day of ~014. 
Notary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing in f> 0 ,· s-lL--
My commission expires to /7 I c9-o I 5-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,(\_.. C.t,fvLN~ 
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THE DEPOSITION OF MELENE JAMES was taken on 
behalf of the Defendants, at the Law Offices of Comstock 
& Bush, located at 199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500, 
Boise, Idaho, commencing at 9:00 a.m., on March 14, 
2013, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State of 
Idaho, in the'above-entitled matter. 
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BY MR. DAVIDE. COMSTOCK 
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For the Defendants: 
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Boise City Attorney 
BY MR. SCOTT B. MUIR 
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1 MELENE JAMES, 1 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 2 
3 cause, testified as follows: 3 
4 , EXAMINATION 4 
5 QUESTIONS BY MR. MUIR: 5 
6 Q. Ms. James, so we met,just briefly. I'm Scott 6 
7 Muir. And this is Kelley Fleming with me, and we 7 
8 represent the City of Boise, and the police officers 8 
9 that have been sued in this matter. 9 
10 I would like to go over just a few ground 10 
11 rules. This deposition is being taken pursuant to 11 
12 Notice, and under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 12 
13 And I understand that you had a chance to talk to 13 
14 Mr. Comstock briefly, about what goes on in a 14 
15 deposition; is that correct? 15 
16 A. Correct. 16 
17 Q. For the court reporter's benefit, I'll kind of 17 
18 lay some ground rules. If you'll try to let me ask my 18 
19 full question, I'll try to let you answer completely. 19 
20 So we're not talking over each other, and the court 20 
21 reporter can get it down. Does that sound okay? 21 
22 A. (Witness nodding head.) 22 
23 Q. And you've got to answer verbally for the 23 
24 record, too. 24 
25 A. Okay. 25 
[Page 4] 
1 Q. The other thing, feel free, if you ever need 1 
2 to take a break, just say so. The only condition I 2 
3 place on that, I would like you to answer any question 3 
4 that's pending in front of you, before you take a break. 4 
5 But other than that, feel free to, at any time, ask us 5 
6 for a break if you need one. 6 
7 A. Okay. 7 
8 Q. Could you please state your full name, and 8 
9 spell it for the record. 9 
10 A. Melene Lynn James, M-e-1-e-n-e, L-y-n-n, 10 
11 J-a-m-e-s. 11 
12 Q. What's your date of birth? 12 
13 A. . 13 
14 Q. Your current address? 14 
15 A. 5085 Blazer Lane, Boise, Idaho 83705. 15 
16 Q. And the place of your birth? 16 
17 A. Mitchell, South Dakota. 17 
18 Q. I would like to go over just some general 18 
19 background with you. And start out, going over, through 19 
20 your educational background. Where did you go to high 20 
21 school at? 21 
22 A. Billings Senior High, Billings, Montana. 22 
23 Q. And did you graduate? 23 
24 A. Y~s. 24 
25 Q. And what year would that have been? 25 
[Page'5] 
A. 1979. 
Q. And did you have any school, either college or 
the trade school, after graduating from high school? 
A. Yeah. Montana State University, Billings, 
elementary education one year. And then in my dental 
field, which I started leaning towards. I've been to 
various continuing education courses, pretty much all 
around the western United States. 
Q. Okay. And who would sponsor those? Would 
those be colleges? 
A. No, those would be the dentists that I worked 
for. Some of the leaders in the field of, say, 
orthodontics, or whatever we were going to study, would 
meet, and we would go for four or five days. 
Q. Okay. 
A. To seminars, I would call them. 
Q. Do you have any kind of certification in any 
kind of dentistry? 
A. Just in laboratory technician, skills that I 
received from Great Lakes Orthodontics from courses I 
took from them, continuing education certificates. 
Q. And Great Lakes Orthodontics, where is that 
at? 
A. New York. 
Q. Okay. And did they give you some kind of 
[Page 6] 
certification there? 
A. Just a lab technician certification. 
Q. And is that part of any kind of national 
organization? 
A. No. 
Q. And when would you have gotten that type of 
certification? 
A. In the 1980s. All through the 1980s, I was 
attending those courses. 
Q. And when you went a year to MSU Billings, was 
that right after high school? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you just went one year? 
A. Right. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you've never received a college diploma? 
A. No. 
Q. If I could, I would like to switch a little 
bit, and talk about employment. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Tell me what you did employment-wise. And 
we'll go back to when you graduated from high school. 
If you could walk me through, going forward, on what you 
did employment-wise? 
[Page 7] 
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1 A. Okay. I started working for a Dr. Myron 1 Q. Okay. Can you describe what each is, and what 
2 Redenius in Billings, Montana, as a dental assistant, 2 type of training you have to have to be that? 
3 and orthodontics assistant. I started that while I was 3 A. In Montana, it isn't a matter of law that you 
4 in my last year of high school. 4 need to be certified to be a dental assistant. Since 
5 MR. COMSTOCK: Can you spell his last name for 5 there weren't schools in Montana at all for dental 
6 our court reporter? 6 assisting, like there are, say, here in Boise, most 
7 THE WI1NESS: R-e-d-e-n-i-u-s. 7 people were trained on the job, or most dental 
8 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And did you have any formal 8 assistants were trained on the job. 
9 training to be a dental assistant? 9 A few years after I started, we had to become 
10 A. No, it was on-the-job training. 10 x-ray certified. And that was just a matter of going to 
11 Q. And how long did that employment last? 11 some courses, and then taking a test at the end. Taking 
12 A. 13 years. 12 a full mouth series ofx-rays, and sending them in. And 
13 Q. And what year would you have started, then? 13 so I received that x-ray certification. 
14 A. 1978. 14 Really, as far as duties are concerned, if you 
15 Q. And what were your duties then as a dental 15 were certified, or if you weren't, you would have the 
16 assistant? 16 same duties as a dental assistant. And the same with a 
17 A. Basically, preparing for the patient, taking 17 lab technician. It was more based on, did you produce 
18 any necessary x-rays, assisting the doctor in the 18 good work, rather than, did you get some certificate 
19 orthodontics genre, changing arch wires, fitting bands 19 from, you know, somewhere to become a certified lab 
20 on teeth for orthodontics. That's when I started, 20 tech, so ... 
21 probably, 1979 making retainers. I constructed the 21 Q. You have indicated, though, that there were 
22 retainers in the office, and would place those in the 22 parameters on what you could do? 
23 patient's mouth. 23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Is there any kind ofrestrictions on what type 24 Q. Who set those parameters? 
25 of duties a dental assistant can perform without 25 A. The State Dental Board, Dental Association. 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 training or certification? 1 Q. And so the two or three that were, actually, 
2 A. Yes. Uh-huh. 2 certified, would they have gone away to some school to 
3 Q. And could you tell me, could you describe 3 get that certification? 
4 where the boundary is? 4 A. Yes. 
5 A. The boundaries are, sure. I can fit the bands 5 Q. So was it needed to be certified, that you had 
6 on the teeth, but not cement them on. I could layout 6 the schooling, and then took a test, or could you just 
7 the brackets, and change the arch wires, but I couldn't 7 take a test? 
8 cement a bracketto a tooth. We would use an acid etch 8 A. You could take the test. 
9 before bracketing the tooth, and that was something that 9 Q. Okay. It's not necessarily a requirement that 
10 the assistant was not supposed to do. I guess that's 10 you get a--
11 about it. 11 A. Right, do the nine months. 
12 Q. And how big an office was that, when you 12 Q. Go to school? 
13 worked there? 13 A. Right. 
14 A. There was one dentist, most of the time. At 14 MR. COMSTOCK: Be sure to let Mr. Muir finish 
15 one time, he did have a partner for a couple of years, 15 his question. 
16 and about eight girls that worked for him. It was a 16 THE WITNESS: Okay. Thank you. 
17 real busy practice. 17 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Now, so you worked for that 
18 Q. And of those eight assistants that he had, how 18 dental office until, when? 
19 many of them were certified dental technicians? 19 A. About 1988. 
20 A. Maybe, two or three. Some were front desk. 20 Q. And was that the only employment you had from 
21 Q. And is that a correct tenn, a "certified 21 high school until 1988? 
22 dental technician"? 22 A. Uh-huh. 
23 A. Well, there is a certified dental assistant, 23 MR. COMSTOCK: Is that a "yes"? 
24 and a certified dental technician, two different -- two 24 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
25 different things. 25 MR. COMSTOCK: Okay. 
[Page 9] [Page 11] 
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Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And that was full-time? 1 
A. Yes.· 2 
Q. Tell me, after 1988, what you did? 3 
A. I started my own business at that point. I 4 
had a partner, who was also a dental technician, and we 5 
started a partnership called, Advanced Orthodontic 6 
Laboratory. And we constructed splints, retainers, 7 
partial dentures, space maintainers for dentists in 8 
Billings, Montana, and then the surrounding small towns 9 
around there. We probably had 20 dentists or so, that IO 
we serviced in that area. 11 
Q. And did you stay fairly busy? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. What was your partner's name? 14 
A. Nancy Willis. 15 
Q. And how long did that business last? 16 
A. Ten years. 17 
Q. And what happened to end it? 18 
A. I got a better offer. I was working for a 19 
dentist in Billings constructing his appliances. And he 20 
wanted me to, specifically, come and work just in his 21 
office. And he was very busy. He had a 22 
dental -- general dentistry practice, and an 23 
orthodontics practice. And so my husband was also 24 
self-employed at the time. So the benefits that I was 25 
[Page 12] 
going to receive, the health insurance, I had three 1 
little children at the time, and it was a very good 2 
salary, and bonuses. And so I quit doing the laboratory 3 
work, and just worked in his office doing laboratory 4 
work for him, placing my work into patient's mouths. I 5 
did some analysis on head x-rays that we would use to 6 
predict bone growth for the patient to know how to treat 7 
the child, and maybe prevent some malocclusions in the 8 
future. 9 
Q. Tell me this, the business that you owned, the 10 
orthodontics lab with the partner, was it a partnership? 11 
A. Yes. 12 
Q. And when you got out, did you dissolve the 13 
partnership? 14 
A. Yes, we did. 15 
Q. And what did Ms. Willis do after that? 16 
A. She became an insurance agent. And she has 17 
her own insurance company now in Montana, or she's an 18 
agent. She has her own agency, I should say. 19 
Q. And when you dissolved the partnership, what 20 
year would that have been? 21 
A. Let's see. 1996. 22 
Q. Okay. And you started in 1988; is that 23 
correct? 24 
A. Yes. 25 
[Page 13] 
Q. Okay. And so then you went to work for the 
dentist in 1996? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was his --
A. And that could have been 1997. I'm not sure, 
for sure, one of those two. 
Q. What was his name? 
A. Dr. Ted Kinney. 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is that K-e or K-i. 
THE WI1NESS: K-i-n-n-e-y. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And what were your duties then, 
for Dr. Kinney? 
A. I managed the orthodontics part of his 
practice; ordering all the supplies; scheduling the 
patients; doing the workup on the new patients; creating 
study models; x-ray analysis; putting together, you 
know, a diagnosis for the parent; taking impressions on 
those patients; making the appliances; placing the 
appliances. 
Q. So was Dr. Kinney, actually, an orthodontist, 
then? 
A. He was a general dentist, who had gone back to 
school for continuing education in orthodontics. We 
went to quite a few courses, he, and his wife, and I, 
and another girl in the office. 
Q. And was he a solo practice? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long did you work for him? 
A. Ten years. 
Q. To2007? 
[Page 14] 
A. '05, 2005 -- well, yeah. 2006. I'm sorry, 
maybe it was nine years, somewhere, nine-and-a-half. 
Q. And were you full-time when you worked for 
him? 
A. About 30 hours a week. 
Q. Over the whole time frame? 
. A. Right. 
Q. And what caused you to leave there? 
A. He retired. 
Q. And what did you do next? 
A. I worked for a short time at a crown and 
bridge lab. I worked at a denture lab. And I had met a 
dentist here in Boise. We had gone to a seminar in 
Dallas, Texas. And I met a young dentist from Boise 
here. And he wanted to bring his practice into having a 
laboratory, also. And I knew that my boss was retiring, 
so, you know, we had some conversations. And I came out 
here, and he offered me a job. And so I moved out here 
with my two daughters. 
Q. Okay. And what year would that have been? 
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A. And that would be the end of 2006. 1 
Q. And who was that dentist? 2 
A. Dr. Roskelley. 3 
Q. Okay. And did you become an employee of his? 4 
A. I was, actually, an employee of Creative 5 
Smiles, the lab that they were creating. 6 
Q. And that was his lab? 7 
A. Uh-huh. 8 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is that a "yes"? 9 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 10 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And Creative Smiles, how many 11 
employees work there? 12 
A. Carl King was, actually, the manager, and he 13 
constructed crowns. And then myself, and we were the 14 
only two. 15 
Q. And what did you do at the lab? 16 
A. I worked on a CAD CAM machine designing 17 
zirconia copings for the insides of crowns. We would 18 
take the impression, and scan it in, and then design it 19 
on the computer. Mill it there, trim it. And then Carl 20 
would finish the crown on this coping. I, also, made 21 
retainers for him. And we, also, worked on developing a 22 
sleep apnea appliance. 23 
Q. Is Creative Smiles, have I seen that on Eagle 24 
Road? 25 
[Page 16] 
A. It's no longer in business. 1 
Q. Okay. And how long did you work for Creative 2 
Smiles? 3 
A. About a year. 4 
Q. And was Dr. Roskelley, was he the sole owner 5 
ofthelab? 6 
A. No, he had a partner in his dental practice. 7 
And they were also equal partners in the lab. And then 8 
Carl King owned a portion, too, and he was considered 9 
the manager. 10 
Q. And do you know the name of that other 11 
dentist? 12 
A. Dr. -- I'm trying to think. I'm drawing a 13 
blank. I'll come back to that. I'll think of it. 14 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is Roskelley the last name, or 15 
is his name, Ross Kelley? 16 
THE WITNESS: Yes, I'm sorry. 17 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) One word? 18 
A. Yes. Dr. Wagner. Dr. Wagner is the other. 19 
Q. Is the other dentist? 20 
A. Yeah, the other dentist. 21 
MR. COMSTOCK: And it's okay if you draw a 22 
blank. You will do that once in a while. 23 
THE WITNESS: I just turned 52. 24 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) What happened to that job? 25 
[Page 17] 
A. We were out by Micron, and a couple things 
happened, in my opinion. Micron laid off a ton of 
employees, and a lot of people lost their health 
insurance. And I would say, a very high percentage of 
their patients were from Micron. 
Also, the machine that they had based their 
whole idea on this lab for, became -- well, they had 
realized that the zirconia was not good to fuse 
porcelain on to. That these crowns that we were making 
out of this, the porcelain would sheer off the zirconium 
copings, on the inside. And they were discouraged. 
They had spent over $80,000 on this machine, and turned 
out to be a giant paperweight. Just financial. 
The lab, I wasn't here for the planning of it. 
I wasn't there for the planning of it. I would have 
done a lot of things different. They spent a lot of 
money, right upfront, getting this lab going. 
Q. So did they go out of business, then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when would that have been? 
A. March of 2008. 
Q. So did you work for them from 2006 until March 
of2008? 
A. Right. 
Q. And what did you do after, from March 2008? 
[Page 18] 
A. Started looking for a dental assisting job. 
And as I took my resume around, realized that they were 
not hiring dental people at that time. They were laying 
off dental people; everyone was. And so, you know, I 
kept trying to find a dental assisting job, a lab 
technician job. 
Also, the labs were laying off. I remember 
talking to one of the owners that said, I've never laid 
off, you know, in the history ofmy lab. And this 
economy just is terrible. So through the Department of 
Labor, I applied for a grant for retraining. 
Q. And when would that have been? 
A. 2009; at the end of 2009. 
Q. And after March 2008, were you collecting 
unemployment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what became of the grant? 
A. I was one of four percent that, actually, 
received the grant. I tried to stay within the medical 
area. I had to research for them. Surgical technology 
was what I wanted to go into. What my chances were 
getting a job when I got out, what the pay rate was, why 
I felt like, that, this was something that I could do. 
And I wrote a paper for them, and they approved the 
grant. And it was for tuition and books. And so I 
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started school then, in September of 2010. 1 
Q. December of 2010? 2 
A. September of 2010. 3 
Q. September? 4 
A. Yeah. 5 
Q. And where did you start school at? 6 
A. CWI. 7 
Q. And that was a surgical technology program? 8 
A. Right. 9 
Q. And did the grant money -- it was administered 10 
by the State Department of Labor? 11 
A. Right. 12 
Q. When you get a grant like that, do you know 13 
the source of the money? 14 
A. It was from the Department of Labor. As far 15 
as further than that, I'm not sure what the source was. 16 
Q. Okay. 17 
A. It was -- oh, I'm sorry. I do remember one 18 
thing. They said, it was a dislocated worker fund. 19 
Q. So when you started school in September of 20 
2010, did you continue to collect unemployment? 21 
A. No, un-huh. 22 
Q. Okay. 23 
A. I had -- well, I had started -- also, started 24 
up my dental lab again. I thought, you know, ifl can't 25 
[Page 20] 
find a job, I'll make a job. And so, yeah, that's when 1 
I started working over at the Northview and Cole 2 
location. And I had developed this sleep apnea 3 
appliance with Dr. Roskelley, because he was having a 4 
hard time for the appliances that he was trying to 5 
utilize with this for his patients. 6 
So he told me, look, these are the problems 7 
I'm having. This is what I want it to be like. You 8 
know, what can you come up with? So I had kind of a 9 
prototype there. And this is something that's kind of 10 
up and coming in the dental field. 11 
And I had, actually, made these for the 12 
denture lab I worked for in Montana, before I came to 13 
Boise, a different kind of them. And I got her lab FDA 14 
approved to make the Thornton adjustable positioner, 15 
which is a pretty popular one in the United States, that 16 
they use for sleep apnea. So I had experience in that. 17 
And I started taking that around to the different dental 18 
offices, and getting some interest in my appliance. And 19 
I applied for a small business license, I think, in 20 
either March or May of that year. So I had plan A and 21 
plan B, you know. 22 
Q. Okay. Let me back you up just a little bit. 23 
A. Okay. 24 
Q. Tell me how long a period did you collect 25 
[Page 21] 
unemployment then; March of2008 until? 
A. Until March of 2010, almost two years. 
Q. And when would it have been that you opened 
your own business? 
A. I'm thinking, March of 2010. I think that's 
when I got situated. But I applied for the license, 
and, actually, started doing some work. I think my 
license was in May, the beginning of May of 2010, is 
when I got the business license. 
Q. And what ended the unemployment period? Were 
you starting to make money; is that why it ended? Or 
had you exhausted benefits? 
A. I was exhausting benefits. 
Q. Tell me, when you opened this business, what 
did you call it? 
A. Renaissance Dental Lab. 
Q. And did you have any other people involved in 
it? 
A. No, it was going to be a sole proprietorship. 
Q. And did you set it up as a legal sole 
proprietorship? 
A. Uh-huh, yes. 
Q. Did you register it with the Secretary of 
State? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have any financial backers? 
A. No. 
[Page 22] 
Q. Tell me then, in either March or May of 2010, 
what did you do with the business? What were you doing? 
A. I was making appliances for Dr. Hairs. I was 
making some alliances for Elegance Dental Lab. They did 
crown and bridge, but no orthodontic appliances. So if 
they had need for them, I would do that. I did a few 
appliances for McClure Dental Lab. The same situation, 
they didn't have an orthodontic technician. 
And I got involved with Dr. Mike Cameron at 
Meridian Dental. I just stopped in there with my sleep 
apnea appliance, and they said, oh, yeah, he would love 
to talk to you. So I found out that he was very 
interested in this, but the appliance that he was using, 
he hadn't had a lot ofluck with. It was breaking, and 
not comfortable for the patients. So we struck up a 
friendship, and he wanted to give my appliance a try. 
Q. When you refer to appliances that you are 
doing for these dentists, are you just talking about 
sleep apnea appliances, or does that term cover 
other--
A. It's a general term. There is retainers for 
people who have had braces. There are splints for 
people that grind their teeth. There is space 
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maintainers of all sorts, for children to hold space for I 
permanent teeth if they prematurely lose something. 2 
Yeah, there is many different ones. 3 
Q. So the ones that you are doing for these 4 
various dentists that you named. 5 
A. Uh-huh. 6 
Q. Are they specific appliances, or is it covered 7 
by the whole general area? 8 
A. Yeah, they are different. Yeah, maybe one 9 
time a splint. And maybe one time, somebody lost their 10 
retainer, you know, an expansion appliance with an 11 
expansion screw that creates space. I did some of those 12 
for Elegance. 13 
Q. I assume that making appliances takes 14 
equipment to do? 15 
A. Yes. 16 
Q. What did you use for equipment? 17 
A. I had met, when I was out pounding the 18 
pavement for jobs, I had taken a resume into Gene Vail, 19 
who owns A & A Dental Laboratory, and he does crown 20 
bridge. And so shortly after the first of the year, 21 
somebody had called him. It was Small Smiles Dental. 22 
And asked if he did any orthodontic appliances. So he 23 
got a hold of me, again. And said, oh, there is, you 24 
know, a dental office looking for orthodontic 25 
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appliances. And Gene is, I would say, semi-retired. I 
He's older. He's disabled. He has spondylitis, and he 2 
needs quite a bit of help. He has a hard time getting 3 
around. 4 
So we just struck up, you know, a deal, where 5 
in order to use a little corner in his lab, and I did 6 
have my own handpiece, you know, some stuff I had saved 7 
even from my business years ago, I had a few boxes of 8 
things. So in order for me to create these appliances 9 
there in the lab, I would deliver, and pick up his 10 
appliances. I would pour up his impressions, when he 11 
got them, trim them, mount them on articulators, go get 12 
him lunch. You know, whatever Gene needed in order for 13 
me to be able to work there. 14 
Q. Okay. Did you have any kind of formal 15 
agreement with him? 16 
MR. COMSTOCK: Are you asking, a written, or a 17 
verbal? She's describing a verbal agreement. 18 
MR. MUIR: Right. 19 
THE WITNESS: Right. 20 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Did you have any written 21 
agreement? 22 
MR. COMSTOCK: I think even verbal agreements 23 
can be formal. 24 
MR. MUIR: Yes, I think that's correct. Thank 25 
[Page 25] 
you. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And you were not an employee of 
his? 
A. No. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you give him any money from the appliances 
that you worked on? 
A. No, I just gave him labor. 
Q. Did you ever give him any money to use his 
facility? 
A. No. 
Q. And I take it from what you described, that 
your agreement, is that you would benefit by doing some 
work for him? 
A. Right. 
Q. And therefore, he would let you use his lab? 
A. Right. 
Q. And how long did that verbal agreement last? 
How long did you use the lab at A & A? 
A. Until December 26th, 2010. 
Q. And when did you start using his lab? 
A. January 1st of that year. 
Q. And what kind of access did he provide you to 
the lab? 
[Page 26] 
r A. A key, so I could come and go when I needed 
to. 
Q. Was there any restrictions on when you could 
be at the lab? 
A. No. 
Q. You stated that, until the date of the 
incident, that's the basis of this lawsuit, that you 
used the lab. Why didn't you go on with any type of 
agreement to use the lab after that date? 
A. I can't do the kind of work I did any more. 
Q. And could you explain that? 
A. I have nerve damage in my right arm, wrist, 
thumb, elbow. Just normal day-to-day activities cause 
it to flare-up. But the vibration from the handpiece, 
it's, basically, an electrical roto tool, flares that up 
instantly, and it's just too painful. 
Q. Do you know how much money Renaissance Dental 
Lab made over the time that you ran it? 
A. In that six months, maybe $5,000. 
Q. And during that six months that you had 
Renaissance Dental Lab, was that your full income? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does Renaissance Dental Lab still exist? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you formally dissolve it? 
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A. I just didn't renew the license. 1 
Q. I'm jumping around a little bit on you. 2 
A. That's okay. 3 
Q. But ifl could go back, again. You describe, 4 
back in September of 2010, you started school under a 5 
grant? 6 
A. Uh-huh. 7 
Q. Is that correct? 8 
A. Yes. 9 
Q. Tell me how long you went to school. 10 
A. Just that one semester. 11 
Q. Did you complete one semester? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. And when would that semester have ended? 14 
A. Boy, mid December. I don't remember the exact 15 
date. 16 
Q. And were you planning on going back? 17 
A. Yes. 18 
Q. How long a program would it have been to get 19 
the degree you were seeking? 20 
A. 18 months for an associate. 21 
Q. And that was your ultimate goal? 22 
A. Uh-huh. 23 
Q. Did you -- 24 
MR. COMSTOCK: Was that a "yes"? 25 
[Page 28] 
know, that's fine. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. Yeah, I don't 
remember. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) But you hadn't started to apply 
for grant money, again? 
A. No, un-huh. No. I think it was taken care of 
as long as I went back. But since I didn't go back, the 
money was for somebody else. 
Q. From what you are saying, do you think that if 
you had shown up for school in mid January, that the 
grant money was there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Without applying, again? 
A. It was supposed to take care of the tuition 
for the whole program, unless I dropped out. 
Q. Did you talk to anybody that advised you that 
maybe being a laboratory technician wouldn't be 
available to you given the condition you're reporting? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who would that have been? 
A. Dr. Schneiderman at Terry Reilly Clinic, and 
Dr. Casper at All Seasons. 
Q. What did Dr. Schneiderman tell you? 
A. That after a year-and-a-half, or now, it's 
been over two years, that whatever nerve damage I have 
[Page 30] 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
MR. MUIR: Thank you. 
1 left, is, probably, what I'll end up with for the rest 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Did you still have the grant 
money for more semesters? 
A. No. 
Q. So did the grant expire after one semester? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was there an opportunity to try to get 
thatgrantmoney,again? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you didn't try for the grant money, again? 
A. No. 
Q. Tell me why that was. 
A. I didn't feel that I could. I dropped things. 
I don't feel things in my hand now. So I didn't feel 
that was a profession that would -- I could do any more 
at that point. 
Q. And you relate that to the dog bite? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When would the next semester have started? 
A. Mid January. 
Q. And when would you have needed to apply for 
more grant money? 
A. Boy, I'm not sure how that worked. 
• MR. COMSTOCK: That's okay. If you don't 
[Page 29] 
2 ofmy life. 
3 Q. And when did he tell you that? 
4 A. Probably, about nine months ago, or so. 
5 Q. And Dr. Casper, what did he tell you? 
6 A. Nothing, specifically, about the nerve damage. 
7 Dr. Casper was talking to me more about the 
8 psychological aspect of after the incident, so ... 
9 Q. And so what did he advise you? 
10 A. That PTSD just takes quite a bit of time to 
11 heal, or to recover from. And that's pretty much what 
12 I, you know, was seeing him for. 
13 Q. And when did he tell you that? 
14 A. Just over the period of -- I've seen him for 
15 · quite a while now since this happened. 
16 Q. Okay. And what do you mean, "for quite a 
17 while"? Do you have dates you can tell me for when you 
18 started seeing him? 
19 A. I would say, maybe a-- I'm not sure of the 
20 exact month, but a few months after the incident. I've 
21 been seeing him on a regular basis since then, either 
22 every month, or every two weeks. 
23 Q. And what have you been seeing him for? 
24 A. Panic attacks, anxiety disorder, PTSD. 
25 Q. And has he advised you that you shouldn't be 
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1 doing certain types of jobs? 1 
2 A. No. 2 
3 Q. And did you see him prior to the incident? 3 
4 A. No. 4 
5 Q. Did he diagnose you with PTSD? 5 
6 A. Yes. 6 
7 Q. And does he relate that to the dog bite 7 
8 incident? 8 
9 A. Yes. 9 
10 Q. And what was it that you saw Dr. Schneiderman 10 
11 about? 11 
12 A. I have hypothyroidism that I've had for quite 12 
13 a while, and it's not a problem. It stays under 13 
14 control. But I have to, every six months, take a blood 14 
15 test, and just make sure that I'm at the right level. 15 
16 And I take Levothyroxine for that. And so I saw 16 
17 Dr. Schneiderman at Terry Reilly Clinic for that. 17 
18 And then follow-up after the orthopedic 18 
19 surgeon, and the ER physicians, when I -- that's all 19 
20 over with. He referred me -- I did physical therapy 20 
21 there at Terry Reilly Clinic for the arm. And I was 21 
22 having a real hard time finding anyone to see me, 22 
23 because of my financial situation at that time. 23 
24 Q. Okay. So what type of doctor is 24 
25 Dr. Schneiderman? 25 
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1 A. General. 1 
2 MR. COMSTOCK: If you know, only answer if you 2 
3 know. 3 
4 THE WITNESS: I don't know for sure. 4 
5 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Okay. But did you go see him 5 
6 about complaints you have, that you believe resulted 6 
7 from the dog bite? 7 
8 A. Yes. 8 
9 Q. And we got on the topic of Dr. Schneiderman, 9 
10 because of people that advised you that you couldn't do 10 
11 certain things. Did he advise you, you couldn't do 11 
12 certain types of jobs? 12 
13 A. No. 13 
14 Q. Okay. I'm going to bounce back on you, again. 14 
15 A. Okay. 15 
16 Q. I would like to discover a little bit about 16 
17 your family background. Have you been married? 17 
18 A. Yes. 18 
19 Q. And how many times? 19 
20 A. Twice. 20 
21 Q. Could you tell me, when you were first 21 
22 married? 22 
23 A. 1981; I was 20. 23 
24 Q. And who were you married to? 24 
25 A. Timothy Charles Smith, in Billings, Montana. 25 
[Page 33] 
Q. Any children by that marriage? 
A. Three. 
Q. And could you tell me who the kids are? 
A. Timothy Patrick Smith, son. 
Q. And when was he born? 
A.  
 
Q. Okay. And when were you divorced? 
A. He died; 2001, May. 
Q. And then you were married one other time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when did you get married? 
A. January of 2008. 
Q. Towho? 
A. Mark James. 
Q. Are you still married? 
A. No. 
Q. Was that a divorce? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when did that happen? 
A. Let's see. December of 2008. 
Q. And I take it, there are no children from that 
marriage? 
A. No. 
Q. Real quick. Could you tell me where your 
[Page 34] 
children are at now? 
A. I live with Holly, my 24-year-old daughter, 
right now. And down the block, is,my other daughter, 
and my son, who share a house. They are all real close. 
Q. Are any of them married? 
A. No. 
Q. Does Holly work? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. And who does she work for? 
A. Intelesure. 
Q. What kind of business is that? 
A. It's a call center. 
Q. Okay. And how about Tim? 
A. Yes. He's going to college for marketing, and 
he works at the Boise Centre. 
Q. And where is he going to college? 
A. CWI. 
Q. And how about Kaitlyn? 
A. She isn't working. She's going to school 
full-time at CWI for political science, and law, 
eventually, she hopes. 
Q. Let's go to the date of the incident, December 
26th, 2010. 
MR. COMSTOCK: Would this be a good time, 
Scott, to take a short break? 
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1 MR. MUIR: That would be fine. 1 
2 (A recess was had.) 2 
3 MR. MUIR: Back on the record. 3 
4 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Ms. James, where we dropped off 4 
5 was, we're g~ing back to the date of the incident, which 5 
6 is December 26th, 2010. 6 
7 Can you tell me where you were living at that 7 
8 time? 8 
9 A. Yeah. At The Springs of Royal Oaks apartment 9 
10 complex on Cole. 10 
11 Q. And where is that? 11 
12 A. It's on Cole Road, and in between Northview 12 
13 and Fairview. It's only a half a block from the comer 13 
14 ofNorthview and Fairview, or Northview and Cole, which 14 
15 is where the Northview Dental Center is located. 15 
16 Q. And at that time, who were you living with? 16 
17 A. My daughter, Holly. 17 
18 Q. Okay. And that evening, what brought you to 18 
19 · the dental lab? 19 
20 A. My neighbor called me, and he's a businessman. 20 
21 And he said that he had a front tooth fall out of his 21 
22 denture. And the next day was Monday. He had a meeting 22 
23 with his investors, and he wanted to look presentable. 23 
24 So would I possibly be able to repair the tooth. 24 
25 Q. And what was his name? 25 
' 
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1 A. Jerry Steele. 1 
2 Q. Do you recall what time he called you? 2 
3 A. Late afternoon. 3 
4 Q. And what did you tell him? 4 
5 A. I told him that, yes, I would go over and fix 5 
6 the tooth for him. So that he could make it to his 6 
7 meeting the next day. 7 
8 Q. What were you doing at the time he called you? 8 
9 A. Making manicotti. 9 
10 Q. And was anybody home with you at that time? 10 
11 A. Yes, my daughter, Holly, and then my daughter, 11 
12 Kaitlyn, and her fiance, Jeff, came over, and we were 12 
13 all going to have dinner together. 13 
14 Q. And when did you plan to go over to the dental 14 
15 lab? 15 
16 A. Before dinner. And I was hoping it wouldn't 16 
17 take too long. And by the time dinner was done baking, 17 
18 I would be back. And we would continue our last day of 18 
19 the holiday before Monday. 19 
20 Q. And how did you get to the dental lab? 20 
21 A. I walked down the block. 21 
22 Q. And you are saying, it's only a half a block 22 
n ~~ n 
24 A. Yeah. 24 
25 Q. Do you know what time it was? 25 
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A. 4:00, somewhere around there. 
Q. And did you stop anywhere along the way? 
A. No. 
Q. And I take it, since it's only a half a block, 
you got there around 4:00, you believe? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Had you consumed alcohol prior to going to the 
dental lab? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And can you tell me what you had drank? 
A. I had a glass of wine earlier in the 
afternoon. And I was getting the stuff ready to make 
the dinner. And then when my daughter and her fiance 
came over, he brought some kind of Christmas beer that 
his family had gotten him as a present. And I had one 
of those. 
Q. Excuse me? 
A. I had one of those; one beer. 
Q. Do you know what type of beer it was? 
A. No, something I had never heard of. 
Q. And that was Jeff that had brought the beer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what's his name? 
A. Jeffrey Gallardo. 
Q. How do you spell that last name? 
[Page 38] 
A. G-a-r- --
MR. COMSTOCK: If you know. 
THE WI1NESS: Or, no, I'm sorry. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And is he still a boyfriend of 
Kaitlyn? 
A. Yes, they are still getting married. 
Q. And what time would you have had the glass of 
wine? 
A. About, maybe, around 2:30, or 3:00 in the 
afternoon. 
Q. And do you know what time you would have had 
the beer? 
A. Maybe before I went over to the lab, so 20 to 
4:00. I'm not real sure on these times. I just know it 
was late afternoon. And Sunday, I usually don't keep 
track of things -- of time, all the time. 
Q. Was the beer in a can, or a bottle? 
A. A bottle. 
Q. Was it a 12 ounce? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you do when you arrived at the dental 
lab? 
A. I unlocked the door. I turned on the light. 
/ 
I turned on the compressor, vacuum, and water switches 
on the left wall. I went around to the lab, which is 
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1 down the hall, and around the comer. I got the water 1 half-an-hour for that part to cure? 
2 into my pressure pot. I put that on kind of like 2 A. Right. 
3 similar to a hot plate, to heat it up to a certain 3 Q. After you get to that point, after it's cured, 
4 temperature. That's for processing the acrylic. And 4 how much work do you have? 
5 got the denture out. And it was the upper right 5 A. It varies. If everything goes exactly as it's 
6 lateral, ifl remember right. 6 supposed to, maybe 15, 20 more minutes after that. 
7 And ground out the acrylic around the tooth 7 Q. So take me through this. You were to the 
8 where the tooth had fallen out. I'm trying to think. I 8 point where you take a cigarette break. Tell me what 
9 know I put some music on. I always listen to music when 9 happened after that. 
10 I'm down there. Then repositioned the tooth into the 10 A. I got up, and walked towards the door, pushed 
11 denture, and proceeded to do a monomer polymer technique 11 the door open. I got outside. And there is a deep ,. 
12 with the powder and the liquid around the tooth to, you 12 window well that goes all the way around the building, 
13 know, put new acrylic to hold it in. I put it in the 13 and also blocks the stairs there. So I don't have to 
14 pressure pot. I aired it up to 25 pounds. 14 stand up there. It's a little scary. There are no 
15 And that's when I decided, well, about 20 15 lights on the outside of that building at all. 
16 minutes you have to wait then for that to cure. And so 16 And that particular night, I remember somebody 
17 I decided I would walk outside and have a cigarette 17 standing on the corner as I was coming by, and kind of 
18 while I was waiting. 18 talking to themselves. And so I stay below the line of 
19 Q. Let me back you up a little bit here. Could 19 sight of people walking by, and sit on the step down 
20 you describe for me where the lab is in the building? 20 there. 
21 How you come in, and how you get to the lab? 21 And the door, when you open it with the key 
22 A. Okay. We come in from the outside. As you 22 from the outside, and go through it, it isn't unlocked 
23 face the building, from the parking lot, you see the two 23 then. The way that that door is locked and unlocked, is 
24 dental offices, Dr. Brewster to the left, Dr. Hayhurst 24 there is a key hanging off a chain, and it has, you 
25 to the right. They have this entrance to the upstairs, 25 know, the handle that's long and wide that goes to the 
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1 right at the front of the building there. If you go to 1 middle of the door. And you have to put that key in, 
2 the right of the building, you'll see a stairway, a 2 and you turn it to either open -- you know, to have it 
3 cement stairway that goes down to the lower levels. And 3 open, or to lock it. So whether it's locked or open, it 
4 that's how we get into the lab down there. 4 looks like the same. And it feels the same, going out. 
5 There is a glass door with a push handle going 5 So not until I was ready to go back in, did I 
6 out. And you walk into that glass door. And you either 6 realize that I had locked myself out. And I had on a 
7 have to go right or left. If you go left, you walk by 7 real light lab jacket. It's, basically, a shirt over 
8 two small bathrooms. And then the last door to the left 8 clothes. And I usually always drop the keys -- you 
9 is the dental lab. 9 know, keys in there (indicating), phone in here 
10 Q. Okay. And when you went over to fix this 10 (indicating). I didn't have the keys. So I was locked 
11 denture, did you have an idea, in your mind, how long 11 out. 
12 the project would take? 12 Q. How long were you out there, before you were 
13 A. Yeah, I thought it would take about an hour or 13 going back in, and realized that you didn't have the 
14 less. 14 key? 
15 Q. And you describe the work that you did, in 15 A. Maybe five minutes, at the most. 
16 preparing everything, and then needed to wait for it to 16 Q. Okay. 
17 cure; is that correct? 17 A. Yeah. 
18 A. Uh-huh, yes. 18 MR. COMSTOCK: Long enough to smoke a 
19 Q. How long had you been there, working, up to 19 cigarette? 
20 that point? 20 THE WITNESS: Right, yeah. 
21 A. Oh, it, probably, took me about 20 minutes to 21 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Now, you had testified that 
22 a half-an-hour to prepare the denture for the new 22 when you went in, you had put on some music. Did you 
23 acrylic around the tooth. 23 turn on a radio, or what did you do? 
24 Q. So then am I correct, that after you've done 24 A. I either listen to my own CDs, or KORL. 
25 that initial work, you've got to wait for about a 25 Q. Okay. Do you recall that night, what you were 
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listening to? 1 
A. I had one of my own CDs on that night. 2 
Q. So would it have turned off at some point? 3 
A. When it was finished, yeah. 4 
Q. And tell me a little bit about the lab. What 5 
type of equipment and instruments do you have down in 6 
the dental lab? 7 
A. In my area, I have the hot plate, the pressure 8 
pot, an electric roto tool, a light with a magnifier, 9 
boxes of parts. For that little comer, that's pretty 10 
much all that I have over there. 11 
It's a long bench up against the wall, and 12 
there is a comer window, a middle window. And then a 13 
window over here {indicating). And Gene sits to my left 14 
at this long bench. And he has a lathe, a handpiece, 15 
lights. 16 
On the other side is a casting machine. There 17 
is also a sandblaster on the far wall. There is a lathe 18 
for polishing. When I'm done, say, with an acrylic 19 
appliance, we use a pumice to smooth it out, and then 20 
give it a shine. 21 
The other wall, there is a place to pour the 22 
stone in the plaster into the impressions. There is a 23 
little vibrator to get the bubbles out of that. And 24 
then in the middle, there is kind of an island with a 25 
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sink at each end. And a model trimmer, behind where 1 
Gene sits, that we trim our stone models with. 2 
And then there is one other room that goes 3 
back further, which is where he has his computer. And 4 
we do some polishing in there, and billing out, and that 5 
kind of thing, so... 6 
Q. Do you have knives that you use in the -- 7 
A. Not knives, no. 8 
Q. Okay. Do you have sharp instruments that look 9 
like knives? 10 
A. Not things that look like knives, no. 11 
Q. What do you use to trim? 12 
A. Trim? 13 
Q. The dentures that you were describing? 14 
A. Well, if it's a model, we use the model 15 
trimmer to trim it. I -- oh, to trim the dentures, say, 16 
after I put the new acrylic on. That's the roto tool. 17 
It's a handpiece, and you put different bits in there, 18 
and start with the larger one. And, you know, get the 19 
rough trimming done, and move on to a smaller brain, 20 
so... 21 
Q. Do you have dental instruments that look like 22 
knives? 23 
A. No. 24 
Q. Tell me what you thought when you realized 25 
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that you had locked your key in? Did you think of 
options of what you could do? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were the options that you thought of? 
A. Well, I could call Gene, but my phone was 
locked in the lab. So that would have meant leaving 
that, you know, area, and going to find a phone, which 
there were several things in there that were fire 
hazards if they weren't kept an eye on. 
We also have a steamer by the other sink. I 
forgot about that. And it builds up a lot of pressure, 
and that's how we sterilize things. The pressure pot 
that I had on. And so that didn't sound like a real 
good option. 
Also, he's handicapped. And he lives, you 
know, clear out in Meridian. And for him to get out, 
and come let me in, I was very worried that he was going 
to be upset, or, you know, so ... 
Q. Did you know the dentists that owned the 
building? 
A. Dr. Hayhurst, I knew; not Dr. Brewster. 
Q. Was that an option, to call him? 
A. I didn't know his home number. Or the same 
difference, I didn't have my phone. 
Q. Okay. 
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A. I knew that he was out of town. I am not 
really sure how I could have gotten Dr. Brewster's 
number. 
Q. Did you have a phone at your apartment? 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
Q. And any other options that you considered? 
A. No. 
Q. When you realized that you were locked out, do 
you know what time it was? 
A. All I remember is, it was starting to get 
dark, and it was starting to rain, and it was cold. But 
I'm not sure of the exact time. 
Q. Do you still agree with the timeline? That 
you went over around 4:00, and you had probably been in 
there working for a half-an-hour, or something? 
A. Yeah, 4:00 to 5:00, I went over there. I'm 
not too sure on the timeline. Like I said, it was 
Sunday, and I wasn't under any deadline, or, you know, 
time constraints. 
Q. Now, you made a decision that maybe you would 
go through the window? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Tell me what you did in that regard. 
A. Well, when I use acrylic, it makes a real bad 
smell. I don't know if you've had, or smelled nails 
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1 that they do in salons? This is about ten times as 1 
2 potent. So you really should have a ventilation fan, 2 
3 which they don't provide, the owners of the building. 3 
4 So the middle window in between our benches, we crack 4 
5 open, if Gene is doing something, producing a smell, or 5 
6 I'm working with acrylic. 6 
7 Because Gene has spondylitis, he can't 7 
8 straighten up all the way. He's bent over. So he 8 
9 can't -- he can reach the bottom comer of the window to 9 
10 slide it back and forth, but he can't reach the latch 10 
11 all the way up, unless he remembered to stand on 11 
12 something. Which I've never seen him try to do that. 12 
13 So my instructions from him were to shut it 13 
14 all the way, but don't click it so that it locks. And 14 
15 that way, he can just slide it open. So I thought, I 15 
16 know that window is open. That might save everybody a 16 
17 lot of headache. 17 
18 Q. So I understand this to be, is it like a 18 
19 daylight basement? The window that you were trying to 19 
20 get through was below the ground level? 20 
21 A. Yes. 21 
22 Q. And did you, intentionally, break the window? 22 
23 A. No. 23 
24 Q. And tell me how it broke, then? 24 
25 A. I hopped down into the window well there, and 25 
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1 was trying to slide it, pulling on it. Thinking, well, 1 
2 why isn't this opening? And do I have the wrong side? 2 
3 Am I turned around, you know, thinking that it goes the 3 
4 other way. And just pulling, my hands slipped off the 4 
5 ice cold metal, and my elbow just hit the window. It's 5 
6 single pane glass, older, you know, just three big 6 
7 pieces just fell right into the lab. And it didn't cut 7 
8 myarm. 8 
9 It did have a crack on the edge, where the 9 
10 window next to it, which has like three big cracks in 10 
11 it. The basement is not well maintained down there. So 11 
12 it wasn't, you know, a lot of pressure that it took to 12 
13 crack it out. And that's how I did it. 13 
14 Q. So was it jagged when it broke? 14 
15 A. No, it just seemed to,just, you know. There 15 
16 were three or four pieces, which when they hit the 16 
17 counter on the inside, broke a little further. But it 17 
18 was almost like a perfect line across. And I think 18 
19 that's where that crack started from the comer that was 19 
20 already there. So, yeah, it wasn't jagged. 20 
21 Q. Okay. So when the window broke out, then you 21 
22 decided to crawl through it; is that correct? 22 
23 A. Yeah. 23 
24 Q. Were you worried about cutting yourself'? 24 
25 A. No, because it's -- like I said, you know, the 25 
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window is, probably, three to three-and-a-half feet 
high. And I would say, about a third of the bottom of 
it was gone, maybe this (indicating), this (indicating) 
much, or so. And so, no, I wasn't worried about hurting 
myself. 
Q. My understanding is that, you encountered a 
man that arrived on the scene at the time you were 
crawiing through the window? 
A. Right. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. Can you describe that encounter? 
A. I was very upset after I broke the window. 
And I know I was in tears, and cold. And then I heard 
somebody behind me say, do you need any help? And I 
didn't even turn around, because I had already started 
my crawl through the window. And I just remember 
saying, no, I locked my keys in here. And I 
accidentally broke the window trying to get back in. 
And now, I have my keys. And now, I'm going back in the 
building. 
I wasn't sure ifit was maybe the crazy guy, I 
had seen on the way there or -- it's always a little 
scary over at that building. And so I just kept on 
going through the window. And, obviously, he walked 
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off, and so that was that. 
Q. Did he say anything further than, do you need 
any help? 
A. No. 
Q. And did he do anything, other than walk away? 
A. No. 
Q. And--
A. My back was to him. I -- I don't know of 
anything that he did. 
Q. Okay. And my understanding, you are saying, 
that you responded to him, and then just kept going 
through the window? 
A. Uh-huh, yes. 
Q. Is that the last you saw of him? 
A. Uh-huh. 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is that a "yes"? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Now, when you got inside, why 
didn't you call either Mr. Vail, or one of the dentists 
about the window? 
MR. COMSTOCK: Object to the form of the 
question. But you can answer. There is no reason why 
she should. The question was asked as if she should 
have. 
THE WITNESS: I was planning to, but I was 
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1 very nervous about it. Because if Gene was upset with 1 
2 me, and decided that I couldn't be there any more, that 2 
3 was pretty much the end ofmy business, that I was 3 
4 starting on a wing and a prayer, so... 4 
5 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) It appears that at some point, 5 
6 one of the Boise Police officers observed that you were 6 
7 in the building? 7 
8 A. Uh-huh. 8 
9 Q. Did you ever see any police officers? 9 
10 A. No. 10 
11 Q. And it also appears, that you had a Steel 11 
12 Reserve beer? 12 
13 A. Yes. 13 
14 Q. Is that correct? 14 
15 A. That's correct. 15 
16 Q. Where did that come from? 16 
17 A. Out of the refrigerator. 17 
18 Q. Okay. And tell me about that. What's kept in 18 
19 the refrigerator? 19 
20 A. Usually, not beer. Food, and juice, and 20 
21 water. And I think because it was Christmas, what Gene 21 
22 thinks is that, you know, he has friends that come over 22 
23 there. And, Gene's a musician, and he has friends that 23 
24 will come over, and sit down and play guitar with him, 24 
25 and hangout. So that's where he thinks that it was one 25 
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1 of his friends. 1 
2 Q. And where is the refrigerator at? 2 
3 A. It's in the second room, the little office 3 
4 where we have our computer, and some of the polishing 4 
5 stuff. And there is a little sink, and a microwave, and 5 
6 peanut butter, and Ramen Noodles. 6 
7 Q. And I take it, the refrigerator is the lab's 7 
8 refrigerator? 8 
9 A. Yes. 9 
10 Q. And how many beers were in that refrigerator? 10 
11 A. Just that one. 11 
12 Q. And when did you discover that the beer was in 12 
13 there? 13 
14 A. When I opened it up to get a water out of 14 
15 there, and saw that, and decided to have the beer before 15 
16 I called Gene. 16 
17 Q. Was that-- 17 
18 A. To calm me down. 18 
19 Q. Was that after you had locked yourselfout? 19 
20 A. Yes. 20 
21 Q. And I take it, from what you've said 21 
22 previously, you don't know who brought the beer? 22 
23 A. No, I'm not sure. 23 
24 Q. You .didn't bring it? 24 
25 A. No. 25 
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Q. And how large was the Steel Reserve? 
A. A tall one, a big one. 
Q. Do you know how many ounces? 
A. No, I have no idea. 
Q. Did you consume any other alcohol at the lab? 
A. No. 
Q. At that point, what's your estimation of what 
it's doing to take you to finish the job? 
A. Grinding the rough acrylic off with the roto 
tool, then doing the polishing with the polishing agents 
on a lathe. Steaming it off to sterilize. Putting it 
in the bag, and not too much more work. 
Q. Like how many minutes? 
A. Maybe half-an-hour, at the most. 
Q. And by the time you had gotten back in, was it 
cured? 
A. Yes, I believe I took it out, maybe five 
minutes after I got back in there. 
Q. So did you start working on it right away? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At some point, you decided to go down to the 
bathroom? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Can you tell me where the bathroom is in 
relation to the lab? 
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A.. Walk out the door, and right next door is the 
men's bathroom, and then a drinking fountain, and then 
the women's bathroom. So it's right by the lab. 
Q. Do you go through a door to get out of the 
lab? 
A. Uh-huh. 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is that a "yes"? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And at the time you went down 
to the bathroom, had you finished the work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And what was your intention, to go down 
to the bathroom, and then go home? 
A. No, I was going to call Gene, and tell him 
what had happened, and see what he wanted me to do. If 
he wanted me to look for a board to put up there for the 
night, until the morning, or if he wanted to come and 
see it. I didn't know how he was going to react. I was 
still nervous about that. 
Q. Were you just going to go down, and use the 
bathroom, or were you sick, or something? 
A. No, I just had to go to the bathroom. 
Q. Okay. And when you got down there, did you 
close the bathroom door? 
A. Yes, but I don't know if I latched it or not. 
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I thought I was the only one in the building, so... 1 
Q. And does the door on the bathroom, does it 2 
have one of those -- I don't lmow what I would 3 
call -- the spring mechanism that automatically shuts 4 
~~~ 5 
A. No, it's just a little handle that has just 6 
the little latch. And the lock is one of those small 7 
ones on the handle. 8 
Q. On the lmob? 9 
A. Yeah, which is -- and I lmow, when I think I'm 10 
alone in the building, there have been times, I haven't 11 
even shut it all the way, but... 12 
Q. And do you lmow how long you were in the 13 
bathroom? 14 
A. No, I really don't. 15 
Q. And did you hear an announcement that the 16 
Boise Police were present, and they had a dog? 17 
A. No. 18 
Q. Okay. And tell me what happened. You are in 19 
the bathroom. What happened next? 20 
A. That's the last thing I remember. 21 
Q. Do you remember anything about the dog? 22 
A. No. 23 
Q. Do you have any explanation of why you don't 24 
remember anything beyond that point? 25 
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MR. COMSTOCK: If you are asking her for her 1 
medical opinion, I'll object. 2 
But if you have some idea as to why you have 3 
no recollection of being attacked viciously in the 4 
bathroom, go ahead and share it with him. 5 
THE WITNESS: I've been told that that's my 6 
brain's way of protecting my body, I guess, or -- 7 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Do you have any idea how the 8 
dog got into the bathroom? 9 
A. No. 10 
Q. And what is it you remember after that? Let 11 
me restate. 12 
I understand, you are telling me, that the 13 
last thing you remember is going into the bathroom; is 14 
that correct? 15 
A. Uh-huh. 16 
Q. After that point -- 17 
MR. COMSTOCK: Is that, "yes"? 18 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 19 
MR. MUIR: Thank you. 20 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) After that point, what's your 21 
next memory? 22 
A. My daughter talking to me in the hospital. 23 
Q. Do you have an understanding that at the 24 
hospital, they did a blood screen for alcohol? 25 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Do you lmow what that reading was? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Okay. I would represent to you, that it was a 
.27. You've testified that you had a glass of wine, a 
holiday beer at home, and the Steel Reserve? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that the extent of alcohol you consumed 
that day? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Also, the toxicology screen showed positive 
cannabinoid result? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you used marijuana that day? 
A. No. 
Q. Had you used any other illegal substance that 
day? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you use marijuana? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you ever used marijuana? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you used marijuana within a month of that 
event? 
A. Not to my lmowledge. 
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Q. I think that pretty much covers the day of the 
event. I would like to switch focus a minute. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. You were treated by Dr. John Casper. He's at 
All Season Mental Health? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think we spoke about him a little bit 
before. But it appears that you've gone to him about 
depression, and panic, and anxiety; is that correct? 
A. Uh-huh, yes. 
Q. Thank you. It appears, from the records that 
you've provided us, that you saw him back in January 
29th of2010 regarding depression and anxiety. Would 
that be your recollection? 
A. I saw his PA before the dog attack a couple 
times, and was prescribed the mild antidepressant for 
what I felt was menopausal symptoms, and mild, mild 
anxiety and depression. 
Q. Okay. Would you characterize your complaints 
in January of2010 as being depression? 
MR. COMSTOCK: Again, I'm going to object, if 
you are asking for some kind of medical opinion. And 
she's not here to diagnose her own. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Right. I'm asking you, of what 1 medications are? 
2 you were complaining of, when you went to see 2 A. Yes, Celexa, Abilify, Klonopin, Buspirone, 
3 Dr. Casper, or his office? 3 Gabapentin. Those are the ones prescribed by 
4 MR. COMSTOCK: Before or after the attack? 4 Dr. Casper. 
5 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) In January of 2010, which is 5 Q. And what complaints do those medications 
6 before. 6 address? 
7 A. I would say, the chief complaint was mild 7 A. Panic attacks, agoraphobia, the PTSD, and 
8 depression. 8 nerve pain. 
9 Q. Now, do you contend that treatment from 9 Q. And are you currently, at this time, taking 
10 Dr. Casper or his office is related to the dog bite? 10 all those medications? 
11 A. Presently. 11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And did he change any treatment or medication 12 Q. Do you feel that they in any way affect your 
13 after the dog bite occurred? 13 ability to testify at this deposition? 
14 A. Yes.· 14 A. No, the Clonopin was prescribed. 
15 Q. And what were the changes he made? 15 Q. Were all those medications prescribed by 
16 A. He added something to make the antidepressant 16 Dr. Casper, or by somebody else in that office? 
17 work better. He put me on another anti-anxiety 17 A. Dr. Casper. 
18 medication. He got me involved in counseling there. I 18 Q. Let me ask about the right arm fracture. Has 
19 see Ted -- I don't know his last name -- now, since the 19 that healed? 
20 incident. He has given me Gabapentin for the nerve 20 A. Yes. 
21 pain, which has kind of been a problem. It makes me 21 Q. Do you have any ongoing problems with that? 
22 very tired, so it's hard to want to use that, even 22 A. Just pain in that whole area, but I'm not 
23 though it does work fairly well for my nerve pain. 23 aware if that's from the break in the arm, or it's more 
24 Let's see. I'm probably on, maybe two, or three things 24 likely to be the muscle damage. And the nerve damage is 
25 that I was never on before. 25 where the pain is coming from. 
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Q. Okay. Are you still participating in 1 
counseling through his office? 2 
A. Yes. 3 
Q. And how often does that occur? 4 
A. Every two weeks, to once a month. 5 
Q. And what type of counseling is it? 6 
A. I'm not sure I understand the question. 7 
Q. What's it directed toward? 8 
A. The main topics are usually recovery from the 9 
PTSD, and then trying to want to leave my house again. 10 
Dr. Casper also diagnosed me with agoraphobia. 11 
Q. Which is, what? 12 
A. Just afraid that if you leave the house, 13 
something bad is going to happen. 14 
Q. And as to the counseling, is that just through 15 
this individual named, Ted? 16 
A. Uh-huh. 17 
Q. And is it individual counseling, or is it 18 
group counseling? 19 
A. Individual. 20 
Q. And are you seeing Dr. Casper, or his office, 21 
for any other complaints you are having in relation to 22 
the dog bite, other than the counseling? 23 
A. Well, that's what the medications are for. 24 
Q. Okay. And could you list for me what your 25 
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Q. Are you seeing any medical providers or 
therapists about the fracture? 
A. No. 
Q. Are you taking any medications that you 
attribute to the fracture? 
A. No. 
MR. COMSTOCK: Other than, you know, she has 
testified, she's taking medications for the nerve pain. 
MR. MUIR: Right. 
MR. COMSTOCK: So that may be because of the 
fracture, or related to the puncture wound. We don't 
know. 
, MR. MUIR: Okay. 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) You've made a claim that you 
have a low back fracture. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Can you tell me who diagnosed that? 
A. Dr. Hearon. 
Q. And how do you spell that? 
A. H- -- I don't know. I'm sorry. 
Q. Okay. Do you know what type of doctor he is? 
A. Sports medicine. 
Q. And do you know when he diagnosed the back 
fracture? 
A. Probably, March of that year, after the 
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1 incident. 1 they are. 
2 Q. March of 2011? 2 THE WITNESS: It was sometime, maybe that 
3 A. Uh-huh. 3 summer after the incident. The x-rays were transferred 
4 Q. And has he told you that he relates it to the 4 to him from -- or, actually, Dr. Hearon's office put 
5 dog bite incident? 5 them on a CD, and I took them to him to look at. 
6 A. Yes. 6 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And are you taking any 
7 Q. Did you ever complain to any other physician 7 medications related to the lower back :fracture? 
8 about back pain? 8 A. Just Aleve, ifl have pain, or Motrin, over 
9 A. Yes. 9 the counter. The Gabapentin, too, helps with that. 
10 Q. And who would that be? 10 Q. Did any physician recommend those? 
11 A. Dr. Scott -- what's his last name? The 11 A. That's what Dr. Schneiderman said. That since 
12 orthopedic surgeon that I saw at the hospital, of 12 it would be a chronic thing, he would rather not have me 
13 course, and then followed up with. I'm sorry. I can't 13 taking narcotics, which I totally agree with. So I take 
14 remember what his name is. 14 over-the-counter pain medication. 
15 MR. COMSTOCK: It's okay. They have the 15 Q. You also made a claim of a punctured right 
16 records. 16 eardrum? 
17 THE WITNESS: Okay. 17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) When would that have been? 18 Q. Did any physician diagnose a punctured right 
19 A. I saw him in the hospital, and then I followed 19 eardrum? 
20 up with him for a matter of maybe two months, maybe 20 A. No. They just kept telling me, they couldn't 
21 three months, would be the last appointment for the 21 see if it was punctured or not, because I had a big 
22 fracture. I know I told him I had some back pain, but 22 blood clot in there. And about three or four months 
23 he didn't recommend any x-rays, or anything like that, 23 after the incident, the blood clot just came out. And 
24 so ... 24 at this point, the eardrum is intact. 
25 Q. So did he diagnose a :fracture? 25 Q. So do you have any ongoing problems with your 
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1 A. Of the arm, not the back. 1 ear? 
2 Q. Of the back, I'm talking. 2 A. No. 
3 A. No, un-huh. 3 Q. And I take it, that would mean, you are not on 
4 Q. And was he the orthopedic doctor that you saw 4 any medications relating to the ear complaint? 
5 in the hospital right at the time of the incident? 5 A. No. 
6 A. Yes. 6 Q. It is also stated, that as a result of the 
7 Q. And have you ever received any treatment for 7 incident, you inhaled vomit, and developed pneumonia. 
8 the low back :fracture? 8 Is there any problems related to pneumonia? 
9 A. Physical therapy. 9 A. No, because I'm not sure where that 
10 Q. And who is giving you physical therapy? 10 information came from. Because they told me at the 
11 A. Hands on Physical Therapy. 11 hospital, that I inhaled the blood that ran down my 
12 Q. And did any physician refer you to Hands on 12 throat from the eardrum. At no time was there any vomit 
13 Physical Therapy? 13 in the bathroom. 
14 A. Dr. Schneiderman. 14 Q. What was the treatment received for pneumonia? 
15 Q. And has Dr. Schneiderman diagnosed you with a 15 A. Antibiotics. 
16 lower back fracture? 16 Q. And who prescribed those? 
17 A. He's seen the x-rays, and confirmed it, yeah. 17 A. The attending physician there, before I left 
18 Q. So that's a "yes"? 18 the hospital. 
19 A. Yes. : 19 Q. And did the pneumonia develop, before you were 
20 Q. And when did he do that? 20 out of the hospital? 
21 A. Let's see. 21 A. See, I'm not -- they didn't really make much 
22 MR. COMSTOCK: And don't guess. I mean, if 22 of an issue about the pneumonia. 
23 you don't know dates ... 23 MR. COMSTOCK: No. The question was: Did the 
24 THE WITNESS: No. 24 pneumonia develop while you were in the hospital? And 
25 MR. COMSTOCK: The medical records are what 25 you can answer that, if you know. If you don't know --
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1 THE WI1NESS: I don't know. 1 
2 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Now, also there is an 2 
3 indication in your claims, that you reacted poorly to an 3 
4 antibiotic? 4 
5 A. Yes. 5 
6 Q. Can you tell me about that? 6 
7 A. I've always been allergic to Bactrim and any 7 
8 sulfa antibiotics. It makes me very sick to my stomach. 8 
9 In the past, I developed a rash. So I was put on, I 9 
10 think, erythromycin in the beginning. But about three 10 
11 days after, my arm started to swell up, and was oozing 11 
12 out pus, out of every puncture wound. 12 
13 I went back to the ER, and they said I had to 13 
14 be on the Bactrim, because there is something, a germ in 14 
15 the dog's mouth, that only Bactrim will take care of. 15 
16 So it was, basically, a choice between going on the 16 
17 Bactrim, or taking my chances, or losing my arm. So I 17 
18 went on the Bactrim, and it did make me very sick. 18 
19 Q. How long a period of time did you have a 19 
20 problem with that? 20 
21 A. That lasted for two-and-a-half, three months. 21 
22 I lost about 10 to 15 pounds. My stomach was so upset, 22 
23 I couldn't eat. Which made me so weak, that I pretty 23 
24 much laid on the couch. So I had, I would say, a few 24 
25 months very, very ill with that. But then the stomach 25 
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1 problems continued, and I did end up with colitis. I 1 
2 went to the ER for that. And they just about admitted 2 
3 me, but he said, he would try me on something before. 3 
4 And I recovered. 4 
5 Q. Do you have any ongoing issues with that 5 
6 Bactrim reaction? 6 
7 A. I haven't had to take it again. So let's hope 7 
8 I never do have to find out. 8 
9 Q. You've made a claim that you've got permanent 9 
10 damage to your right hand, including scarring and 10 
11 numbness. Could you describe to me what that entails? 11 
12 A. There was, what they said at the hospital, 12 
13 innumerable puncture wounds. And how the orthopedic 13 
14 surgeon described it, they are crush injuries, even 14 
15 punctures down into the bone. And that was all over the 15 
16 forearm. And then one real deep one there, the elbow. 16 
17 So, at first, I had no feeling, whatsoever, in 17 
18 my thumb, and then these last two fingers here 18 
19 (indicating). My arm would only straighten, probably to 19 
20 about there (indicating), at that point. And I've 20 
21 worked real hard with physical therapy, and stuff. 21 
22 I don't have the dexterity I used to have. 22 
23 Right now, it seems what happens, is the wrist bones are 23 
24 pulled by the muscles and nerves, kind of out of 24 
25 alignment. And they can put them back in, but then they 25 
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go back out. The pain goes up this way (indicating), 
and over to the top of the arm (indicating) when I use 
the hand. And I try to avoid use. I did physical 
therapy for a long time. But I've been advised that 
it's probably where it's going to be now after -- over 
two years. 
Q. Who has advised you of that? 
A. Dr. Schneiderman, and the physical therapists. 
Q. Who are the doctors that you saw about 
complaints with damage to your hand? 
A. Dr. Schneiderman, Dr. Hearon, and that's it so 
far. 
Q. And what type of treatment did they give you 
in that regard? 
A. First treatment, you know, for the infection, 
and to take care of that. Then, basically, physical 
therapy to try to get things working again. They tried 
to put the elbow back in place, so I could straighten 
the arm several times, and the thumb, also. They 
thought it was dislocated, but it doesn't help. It 
just -- yeah. 
Q. Which doctor are you talking about? 
A. Dr. Hearon worked with trying to, you know, 
put the elbow back in, and the thumb. 
Q. And did any of them diagnose that there was 
[Page 70] 
nerve damage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who would have done that? 
A. Terry Reilly Clinic. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Dr. Schneiderman. 
Q. And when would he have done that? 
A. After the incident. And also, the orthopedic 
surgeon that saw me -- I can't think of his name, 
Scott -- he was the first one that saw me after the dog 
bite, I would say, just a few days after. And so that's 
when the nerve damage was diagnosed at first. 
And then also, the ER doc that I went back and 
saw when it got infected, also talked to me about the 
nerve damage, and my thumb, you know, not working, and 
so ... 
Q. Did any of the doctors refer you to physical 
therapy? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who did they refer you to? 
A. Terry Reilly Clinic has their own physical 
therapist. 
Q. Okay. 
A. That's a lady. 
Q. Are you still in physical therapy? 
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1 A. No. 1 are receiving for the motion and dexterity issues? 
2 Q. When did that end? 2 A. Just keep up the exercises of physical therapy 
3 A. Oh, I would say, maybe about six or nine 3 and--
4 months ago. She, basically, taught me the exercises 4 Q. And the same --
5 that I need to do, which I still do. I wouldn't say, 5 A. -- try to gain as much range of motion. 
6 it's ended. I just don't go in for appointments any 6 Q. Is that the same physical therapy that you 
7 more, but I still do all the exercises. 7 testified to earlier? 
8 Q. And you referred to, her, who is that? 8 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
9 A. It's a lady, and I don't remember her name. 9 Q. And how about medications? Do you have any 
10 It would be in my records for Terry Reilly Clinic. 10 medications that are attributable to loss of motion? 
11 Q. And is anybody treating you any more for any 11 A. No, just the Gabapentin. 
12 complaints of numbness, or nerve damage? 12 Q. Okay. You claim you are unable to fully 
13 A. Dr. Casper with the Gabapentin for the pain 13 extend your elbow. Is that an ongoing problem? 
14 that's leftover from that. 14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And you believe that's specific to the -- 15 Q. Okay. And to what extent? How bad is that? 
16 A. Yes, he told me that it was. 16 A. Well, about right there (indicating), is about 
17 Q. The hand and arm pain? 17 as far as it goes. And the other one, you know, I'm 
18 A. He told me that it was, specifically, for 18 actually pretty double jointed. It's hard to carry 
19 that. That's what I was complaining of when we decided 19 anything in this hand (indicating), because as it tugs 
20 to try that. 20 on it, it gives me a lot of pain in the elbow. 
21 Q. And has he given you any indication on how 21 Q. Okay. Is it both a pain issue, and an actual, 
22 long you should be on that medication? 22 can't move it that far? 
23 A. No. 23 A. Yeah. Yeah, both. 
24 Q. And do you have ongoing appointments with him, 24 Q. Are you seeing any physicians or physical 
25 to review your medications? 25 therapists on that? 
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1 A. Yes. 1 A. Just the same -- the same lady, you know. 
2 Q. Do you know when the next time you are seeing 2 Q. For physical therapy? 
3 him is? 3 A. Advised me on that physical therapy, too. 
4 A. In about a week. 4 Q. And the same physicians have looked at it? 
5 Q. You also have a claim, that you are unable to 5 A. Yes. 
6 move all your fingers, and lost dexterity? 6 Q. Any medications for that? 
7 A. Uh-huh. 7 A. Gabapentin. And the orthopedic surgeon is 
8 Q. Is that still true? 8 Scott Hassinger, I remembered. 
9 A. Yes. 9 Q. Thank you. 
10 Q. And is it true, to all your fingers? 10 Your allegations are, that you are still 
11 A. No, just the ring finger, and the little 11 suffering from constant pain. Is that still correct? 
12 finger, and the thumb. 12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And what type ofloss of movement are you -- 13 Q. And what's the level? Can you describe the 
14 A. It's hard to feel when I have something in my 14 level of that pain? 
15 hand. Just sitting here right now, I can feel the pain 15 MR. COMSTOCK: Object to the form of the 
16 (indicating). It goes up here (indicating), and around 16 question. 
17 here (indicating). The thumb doesn't raise all the way 17 You can answer it, if you can. 
18 like the other hand. It goes about to there 18 THE WITNESS: Without doing 
19 (indicating). The range of motion is bad in the wrist. 19 anything -- without trying to use the hand, it's like a 
20 And the arm doesn't straighten all the way, so ... 20 kind of a dull pain that is there all the time. But 
21 Q. And would you have seen the same doctors with 21 then when I try to use the hand, it gets more severe. 
22 those complaints, as you did for any of the numbness in 22 You know, little frowny faces they give you at the ER, 
23 your hand? Did you see anybody different? 23 it is probably like a three, or a four, just typically. 
24 A. No. 24 But then when I try to use it, it gets up higher, like 
25 Q. Okay. And do you have any treatment that you 25 seven, eight. And then it takes a good day of rest for 
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1 it to get back down to the tolerable level. 1 Q. You went through one semester at College of 
2 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And is the pain localized to 2 Western Idaho; is that correct? 
3 the actual hand? 3 A. Yes. 
4 A. It's in the elbow. It goes up the thumb. 4 Q. Do you know what your grades were? 
5 This is the -- there is a muscle, the ulnar nerve, that 5 A. As andBs. 
6 comes around. And I've got -- oh, with the scarring, 6 Q. You did pass the work --
7 when I raise the thumb, this is one of the biggest 7 A. Uh-huh. 
8 scars, right here (indicating). And so it's 8 Q. -- that you took? 
9 somewhere --you know, it's in between. The pain goes 9 MR. COMSTOCK: Is that a "yes"? 
10 up and around, up and around, like that (indicating). 10 THE WITNESS: Yes. But to add to that, I 
11 It's in the wrist, too, so ... 11 failed the program, because I didn't come back, so ... 
12 Q. As to the scarring, do you have damage 12 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) You also have a claim that you 
13 complaints, because of the scarring, also? 13 were unable to work after the dog bite incident. Could 
14 A. Not cosmetic. Just that the scars have 14 you explain why you believe that's the case? 
15 damaged -- you know, the scars have damaged the nerves 15 A. I tried to go back after being on the couch 
16 and the muscle. You can feel the bumps of scar tissue 16 for several months, and, you know, not feeling well. I 
17 inside the arm. 17 tried to do some things in the lab, and it was 
18 Q. There is a part of your answers to discovery, 18 impossible. I would -- you know, I couldn't hang on to 
19 indicated that Dr. Hassinger, in February of 2011, 19 things, and it hurt. I tried to look at some other 
20 indicated that it would take 12 to 18 months to discover 20 options. 
21 her full recovery. 21 Towards maybe the end of that summer, I was at 
22 A. Right. 22 SOS Staffing, and looking for work there. And they put 
23 Q. Has he made an indication to you that you are 23 me through -- they had, I think, it was an assembly line 
24 at full recovery now? 24 job of some kind. They put me through a dexterity test, 
25 A. I haven't seen him, again, since then. The 25 and I failed that. And I do have a copy of the letter, 
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1 problem I was having, after the incident, was no health 1 you know, that they talk about my poor dexterity, which 
2 insurance, and no job, and no money. And nobody wanted 2 is sad, because it used to be very good. 
3 to see me. So I did get a little behind on payment with 3 Q. What efforts did you make after the dog bite 
4 Dr. Hassinger, and it's pretty much the end of. But 4 incident to find employment? 
5 that was a uniform, you know, diagnosis, the 5 A. Resumes. Basically, I couldn't do what I've 
6 one-and-a-half to two years to know, you know, how much 6 done all my life. With dental assisting, you have to be 
7 you are going to regain, as far as mobility, and back to 7 able to hold the tongue out of the way with a large 
8 normal. 8 suction device, or spray water with the other hand, or 
9 Q. Do you think you'll go see Dr. Hassinger 9 instruments. The lab work, like I said, I bend wire, 
10 again? 10 which I can't do any more. 
11 A. I think I'll see, possibly, somebody else. 11 MR. COMSTOCK: I think the question was, what 
12 But I've been advised to maybe go see -- 12 have you done to find employment? 
13 Q. And who would you be going to see? What would 13 THE WITNESS: Okay. Sorry. Staffing outfits, 
14 your complaints be that you want to address? 14 like SOS Staffing. There was one other one that I went 
15 A. I would like to find out if there is any 15 to. Department of Labor, you know, job searches there. 
16 surgeries, perhaps, that could, you know, help the 16 Just answering things on Craigslist. 
17 situation, or ifl'm just at a point where this is what 17 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) You said, Department of Labor. 
18 I'll have to live with. 18 When did you go in, and speak with them? 
19 Q. And when you say, help with the situation, 19 A. Probably, later on in the summer. 
20 what do you mean? 20 Q. Of2011? 
21 A. The pain and the, you know, loss of dexterity. 21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. And are you referring to arm and hand issues? 22 Q. Okay. And you mentioned resumes. Who did you 
23 A. Right. Right. 23 send resumes to? 
24 Q. Do you have any idea who you might go see? 24 A. Different caregiver jobs. That's what I was 
25 A. Not at this time. 25 kind of leaning towards, because I felt like that 
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1 wouldn't take the dexterity that the dental profession 1 grind, you know, I grind out of my hand. Or the pain 
2 would need from me. 2 from the vibration is worse than anything else. Doing 
3 Q. Do you have any specific names of businesses 3 dishes, or, you know, making a bed, which I try to do as 
4 that you sent resumes to? 4 much as I can with my left hand. But the vibration sets 
5 A. I probably do, somewhere in my records, have 5 off the nerve pain really bad. 
6 records of resumes that I sent. 6 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Now, my understanding, is that 
7 Q. Did you send any resumes out prior to the 7 you were employed with Community Connections for, it 
8 summer of2011? 8 looks like, approximately, a month. And then you went 
9 A. No, I don't think so. 9 to be a caregiver at A Caring Hand? 
10 Q. Is there a reason you didn't? 10 A. Right. 
11 A. I was very ill. 11 Q. Is that correct? 
12 Q. You claim, upon finding work in December of 12 A. Correct. 
13 2011, you were a caregiver, and that your work was 13 Q. Are you still employed by them? 
14 limited, because of your right arm? 14 A. Yes. 
15 A. Yes. 15 Q. And how much are you working for them? 
16 Q. Could you describe for me what your complaint 16 A. 11 hours a week. Tuesdays five-and-a-half 
17 was there? 17 hours, and Fridays five-and-a-half hours. 
18 A. General housework is hard to do. I do drop 18 Q. And is that your choice to only work 11 hours? 
19 things. I've broken dishes. In my job, I'm supposed to 19 A. Yes. 
20 be able to lift 40 pounds, which I know I can't do. I 20 Q. Do they pay by the hour? 
21 guess I'm limited by the pain. The more I have to do, 21 A. Yes. 
22 you know, holding, or anything with this hand 22 Q. And what do you make at that place? 
23 (indicating), the longer it takes for it to stop hurting 23 A. About $8.25 an hour. 
24 after I go home. So I feel like I'm kind of limited 24 Q. And tell me, what are your duties as a 
25 right now, in any job that I would do. 25 caregiver? 
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1 Q. You also made a claim, that you are unable to 1 A. It would vary with each client. Right now, 
2 play the classical guitar. Is that still correct? 2 
3 A. That's still correct, yes. 3 
4 Q. And to what extent did you play before? 4 
5 A. All my life, since I was young. 5 
6 Q. How often would you play guitar? 6 
7 A. Pretty much every day. I used to, in Montana, 7 
8 go to the Montana Rescue Mission once a week, to the 8 
9 men's mission every two weeks, and the women's prison 9 
10 every two months, and play guitar, and sing for a group 10 
11 that went in there to do ministry to. So it was an 11 
12 important part ofmy life. I would say, it was my 12 
13 hobby. 13 
14 Q. Did anybody tell you, that you couldn't work 14 
15 after that December 26th, 2010 incident? 15 
16 A. No. 16 
17 Q. And is there a reason that you believe you 17 
18 cannot do the denture repair business? 18 
19 MR. COMSTOCK: Aside from what she's already 19 
20 testified to here over the last couple hours? 20 
21 MR. MUIR: Yes. 21 
22 THE WITNESS: This hand (indicating) is, 22 
23 basically, can grip things now, but it's not exactly 23 
24 under my control. If I hold an appliance with this hand 24 
25 (indicating), and I use my roto tool, and I try to 25 
[Page 81] 
most ofmy duties are housework for a lady that's 
disabled with degenerative back disease. And I cook for 
her, and clean house for her. I take her places. I 
take her to the doctor. I -- really, this lady 
is -- when we work for people that are on Medicaid, we 
take less pay. 
If somebody comes to my company, and they are 
a private pay person, then I would make $12 an hour. 
But for her, I only make $8 an hour, $8.25. But she 
likes me so much, that she knows I'm limited with my 
left hand. So she's very kind. Oh, if you have to take 
a break, or, you know, she's just very-- and that's why 
I keep that job. And that's why I keep her as a client. 
I could probably go to my work, and say, I 
would really like to work for somebody where I would 
make the $12 an hour. But there are -- I did try to 
take on another client. And I was unable to do it, 
because of the arm. It was a six foot four male that 
was in a wheelchair. And I'm supposed to be helping 
him, you know, with the bath, and in and out of. And I 
couldn't do that, because of the strength. 
Q. Do you intend to continue with your current 
employment? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And are you looking to do anything else? 1 
A. No. Not. 2 
Q. You made a comment, that you were going to 3 
patent a sleep apnea device; is that correct? 4 
A. Yes. 5 
Q. Are you making a claim, that this dog bite 6 
incident interfered with that plan? 7 
A. Yes. 8 
Q. And explain why that would be? 9 
A. Because I can't make those any more now. 10 
Q. And would patenting a device require you to 11 
work on them? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. You don't have a model that's been made? 14 
A. Yes, but each one is custom. 15 
Q. But do you need several to get a patent? 16 
MR. COMSTOCK: Answer, only if you know. 17 
THE WI1NESS: I don't understand the question. 18 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Well, to get a patent, don't 19 
you just present your device, to get a patent issued on 20 
that device? 21 
MR. COMSTOCK: There are patent attorneys, who 22 
make money to do this. 23 
THE Wl1NESS: Yes, I did see a patent 24 
attorney. Yeah. 25 
[Page 84] 
MR. COMSTOCK: So if you can, answer the 1 
question. If you don't know, don't. 2 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Did you have any contracts, or 3 
agreements with anybody to develop and patent the 4 
device? 5 
A. I had just talked to a patent attorney about 6 
it. And I was speaking with Dr. Camman, because we had 7 
tested it on his patients over about a nine-month 8 
period, and found it to be successful. I had just had a 9 
meeting with him and his brother, about maybe us going 10 
in together on patenting it. And then immediately, the 11 
incident happened, and so I didn't get any further on 12 
that. 13 
Q. And did you ever enter into any agreement with 14 
the patent attorney that you talked to? 15 
A. No. 16 
Q. Tell me, you did make a statement that were 17 
supposedly clinical trials for the sleep apnea device 18 
with Dr. Camman? 19 
A. Uh-huh. 20 
Q. Tell me, what was that? What did that 21 
involve? 22 
A. It just involved him utilizing my appliance on 23 
a lot of his friends. There was a physician, and, you 24 
know, just people that he knew. The first one we did 25 
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was a lady, that she was an engineer. And she had been 
to several other dentists. She had tried CPAP with no 
success. And he had just tried the appliance that he 
was using before mine. And she -- it kept breaking in 
her mouth. 
And so, you know, it was just, basically, 
here's the people in my practice that need this. And 
one at a time, we just would try that on them. And our 
success rate for people being able to sleep all night, 
and, you know, is like I say, like 97 percent. There 
was one person who just didn't want to wear it. And the 
rest, it helped. 
Q. And he's no longer doing those trials? 
A. Not with my appliance, no. 
Q. Okay. And did you make any money from him? 
A. He would pay me to make those. 
Q. Okay. 
A. When I made them. 
Q. Do you know how much you got paid? 
A. About $250 an appliance. 
Q. And how many did you sell to him? 
A. I'm not sure of the number. It would be in 
the records with tax information. 
Q. Ms. James, can you tell me, what was your 
maiden name? 
A. Moody. 
Q. M-o-o-d-y? 
A. Uh-huh. 
[Page 
MR. MUIR: Can we take a quick break, and I 
think I'm pretty close to done. 
(A recess was had.) 
MR. MUIR: Back on the record. 
86] 
Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Ms. James, there was a point, 
we were talking about medications. And there were 
medications that came out of Dr. Casper. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Are you on any prescription medications that 
aren't prescribed by him? 
A. One and -- no, two. 
Q. And what would those be? 
A. That would be the Levothyroxine. 
Q. Where is that prescribed? 
A. Terry Reilly Clinic. And the Analexin, or 
something. 
Q. And what are those two medications for? 
A. The one is -- the Levothyroxine is thyroid. 
And the other one is an estrogen blocker. 
Q. I'm going to ask you about, you had a criminal 
court case involving an encounter with your ex-husband; 
is that correct? 
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1 A. That's correct. 1 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Have you failed a drug test, 
2 Q. Tell me what the result of that was. 2 which showed you had THC in your system? 
3 MR. COMSTOCK: I'm going to allow you to 3 A. Yes. 
4 answer this question, obviously. But I'm going to 4 Q. Okay. And was that part of a probation 
5 object to its relevance. 5 violation? 
6 MR. MUIR: Okay. 6 A. No. 
7 MR. COMSTOCK: Okay. Go ahead. 7 Q. And when would that drug test failure have 
8 THE WI1NESS: What the outcome was? 8 occurred? 
9 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) Yes. Did you plead guilty to 9 A. I don't recall. 
10 criminal charges? 10 Q. I will represent to you, that there was a 
11 A. Yes. 11 failed drug test on 9-15 of 2010. Would you agree with 
12 Q. And were they malicious injury to property, 12 that date? 
13 and a trespass? 13 A. Yes. 
14 A. Yes. 14 MR. MUIR: I think that's all I have. 
15 Q. And would it be correct, that you pied guilty 15 THE WI1NESS: Okay. 
16 on December 11th of 2009? 16 EXAMINATION 
17 MR. COMSTOCK: Can I have a continuing 17 QUESTIONS BY MR. COMSTOCK: 
18 objection to this line? 18 Q. Ms. James, I only have one question. 
19 MR. MUIR: Sure, yes. Yes. 19 A. Okay. 
20 THE WI1NESS: Yes. 20 Q. There has been a representation that an 
21 Q. (BY MR. MUIR) And as part of that guilty 21 officer had you in visual sight through the window that 
22 plea, were you put on probation? 22 you had crawled through. And at any point in time, did 
23 A. Yes. 23 that officer yell to you, or ask you what you were 
24 Q. And was one of the terms of the probation, 24 doing? 
25 that you are not to drink alcohol? 25 A. No. 
[Page 88] [Page 90] 
1 A. Yes. 1 MR. COMSTOCK: I have no other questions. 
2 Q. Okay. And is it correct, that that probation 2 MR. MUIR: That's all we have. 
3 didn't expire until December 11th of 2011? 3 (Deposition concluded at 11 :57 a.m.) 
4 A. No, it was in April of 2011. 4 (Signature requested.) 
5 Q. Okay. 5 
6 A. I believe. 6 
7 Q. So when you were drinking alcohol on the day 7 
8 of the incident, it was in violation of your probation; 8 
9 is that correct? 9 
10 A. Yes. 10 
11 Q. Okay. On that case, was there ever a 11 
12 probation violation filed? 12 
13 A. Only because I had contact with the police on 13 
14 the night of the incident we're talking about right now. 14 
15 Other than that, no. 15 
16 Q. Do you recall whether or not you pied guilty 16 
17 to a probation violation? 17 
18 A. No, I don't recall. 18 
19 Q. Okay. 19 
20 A. 1-- 20 
21 Q. Have you -- 21 
22 A. I guess I did. 22 
23 Q. Have you failed a -- 23 
24 MR. COMSTOCK: Well, only if you know. 24 
25 THE WI1NESS: Okay. 25 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
which time the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
24th day of March, 2013. 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My commission expires September 7, 2017. 
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Incident History for: #BPlOl 
Case Number# BP10033015 Unit# 10 Ada# 588 Dispo: 
Entered 12/26/10 17:22:31 BY DlO 4656 
Dispatched 12/26/10 17:25:06 BY D12 5138 
Enroute 12/26/10 17:25:06 
Onscene 12/26/10 17:29:52 
Closed 12/27/10 00:34:10 
Initial Type: BURGP Final Type: BURGP (BURGLARY IN PROGRESS) 
Initial Priority: 2 Final Priority: 2 
Disposition: 570AY Source: T Primary Unit: 2118 
Police BLK: B047 Fire BLK: 8403 EMS BLK: 434 
Group: BB Beat: B3 Map Paga: M-26 
Loe: 7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BOI btwn N GRANDEE ST & N COLE RD (V) 
Loe Info: AT THE DENTAL CENTER 
Name: JAROD HENDRIO<.S 
Addr: Phone: 375-1194 
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/174121 
/174126 ( 519 
HOLD 
DISPER 2511 
ASSTER 2510 
ASSTER 2524 
"'ONSCNE 2510 
*ONSCNE 2524 
"ONSCNE 2 511 
ASSTER 2111 
ASSTER 2114 
MISC 2510 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
"'0NSCNE 2114 
MISC 2511 
CONTCT 
"'ASSTER 2855 
LS ATT IFO THE STORE WFA LSW BLU COAT AND BLU 
JEANS BROKE THRU THE GLASSAND POSS rs LETHARGI 
C AND POSS ON NARC - CP TALKED TO THE SUBJ AND 
SHE STATEDSHE WAS TRYING TO GET HER KEYS OUT 
OF THE BUILDING 
NEED 2 P FOUND: 0 
NAM: JAROD HENDRIO<.S. 
PHO: 375-1194. 
TXT: CP IS ACROSS THE STREET 7314 NORTHVIEW --
- CP BELIEVES THE SUBJ IS IN THE BASEMENT PORT 
ION OF THE BUILDING UNK IF SHE DROVE UP IN AV 
EH OR NOT. 
SRC: T 
SFT/B TEAM/25 DIV/Bl 
#509 BARBER.DANIEL 
SFI"/B TEAM/25 
#588 KUKLA.TIMOTHY [SGT] 
SFT/2 TEAM/25 DIV/84 [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST 
.BOIJ 
#718 BUTLER. STEVE 
SFT/B TEAM/21 DIV/Bl [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST 
.BOI] 
#683 HARR.DEIDRA 
SFf/B TEAM/21 DIV/B4 [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST 
,BOIJ 
#608 DAVIS.CHRIS 
.SEC CH 10 DSPT MONITOR 
.FEMALE SHOULD BE IN THE BASEMENT. INCOMING UN 
ITS DRIVE UP TO THEIR CARS AND GO TO SOUTHSIDE 
OF BUILDING 
.NO BITE DOG AVAILABLE 
Contact Timer Canceled 
.C4 ON 10 
SFf/B TEAM/28 DIV/VS [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST 
EXHIBIT 
I 
Exh.No. L 
Date 
.S-- ~ :t-lE Name , 
,U/<:G-6 
M & M Collrl ReporllnR 
BC000017 
000411
/174147 
/174232 
/174249 
/174322 
/174333 
/174356 
/174404 
/174409 
/174436 
/174440 
/174509 
/174622 
/174721 
/174947 
/175032 
/175046 
/175136 
/175154 
/175209 
/175448 
/175921 
/175952 
/180011 
/180036 
/180043 
/180044 
/180225 
/180300 
/180310 
/180442 
/180537 
/181027 
/181422 
/181547 
/181755 
/181918 
/182457 
/182616 
(Sl12 
(509 
(Sl12 
(5138 
(509 
(5112 
(5138 
( 5112 
(492 
(5138 
(519 
( 5112 
(5138 
(5112 
(492 
(5112 
(5138 
(5112 
(509 
(5112 
) MISC 2511 
) rREMINO 2 511 
) MISC 2511 
) ASSTER 2513 
•REMINQ 2511 
ONSCNE 2111 
CLE.AR 2513 
MISC 2511 
*ASSTER 2002 
MISC 2510 
MISC 2510 
*ONSCNE 2855 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
ASSTER K921 
MISC 2511 
"0NSCNE 2 0 0 2 
MISC 2511 
CONTCT 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
ASSTER K916 
MISC 2511 
ONSCNE K921 
MISC K916 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
EMSREO 2510 
OJNTCT 
MISC 2511 
... MISC 2511 
ONSOlE K916 
CONTCT 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
CONTCT 
MISC 2511 
.BOIJ 
#519 RCX,ERS.CHRIS 
.NEED K916 TO RESPOND. NOT ANSW1 . .JG LL AIT 
MCFRQ.ID ..... 1AlT723 ..... . 
.K916 IS 76 AIT 
SFI'/B TEAM/25 DIV/B3 [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST 
.BOI] 
#748 EVANS, CODY 
DNQ.SMITH.HOLL ...... ID. 
• PER 2111 HA VE . 4 0 ON SCENE 
SFI'/B [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BOIJ 
#492 SCHOENBORN.DOUG [LT] 
,NEED ADDITIONAL UNIT CODE 3 
.2855 76 FOR CODE 3 ASSIST 
.GRAB A SHIELD OUT OF TiiE BACK OF MY CAR AND B 
RING IT W/YOU PLZ 
, SO YOU WANT ME TO LIGHT UP TiiE SOUTHSIDE OF T 
HE BUILDING?? ONLY IF NEED TO. LETS LET IT BE 
FOR NOW UNTIL WE ARE CLOSER TO MAKING ENTRY 
SFI'/C DIV/ROVE [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BO!) 
#687 RAPP.GENE 
,2510- 1 MORE UNIT CODE 2 
,K921 UPGRADING 
Contact Timer canceled 
.GATHING OUT FRONT 
.COME TO EAST PARKING LOT TO THE MARKED UNIT 0 
UT FRONT 
.HAVE A KEY ON THE WAY SO STAND BY. DENTIST OW 
NS THE BUILDING. ADV ONCE SOMEONE IS INSIDE TH 
EY HAVE ACCESS TO WHOLE BUILDING. SO SHE COULD 
BE UPSTAIRS AS WELL 
SFI'/B [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BOI] 
#705 BONAS.STEVE 
,K916 RESPONDING C3 
,CODE 3 
.K916 RESPONDING C3 
.NEED MEDICS TO STAGE ON NORTHVIEW EO COLE 
.STAGE ON NORTHVIEW EO COLE. DO NOT COME ANY F 
URTHER WEST THEN BRANDY ST 
Contact Timer Canceled 
,C4 
. CORRECTION ... GRANDEE ST NOT BRANDY ST 
.A A DENTAL LAB 
Contact Timer canceled 
.C4 ON 10 
.HAVE YOU GUYS CLEARO THESE CARS OVER HERE? 
,WERE GOING TO MAKE ENTRY. MAKE A K9 ANNOUNCEM 
NT AND THEN SEARCH TOP FLOOR. LT IS GOING TO W 
ATCH FRONT ENTRY 
.THE OOGS AWAY 
Contact Timer Canceled 
,C4 
.UNITS ON THE OTHER SIDE. WERE OPENING UP A DO 
OR. WAIT DONT OPEN WERE ON THE OTHER SIDE 
BC000018 
000412
/182701 
/182817 
/183127 
/183139 
/183558 
/183607 
/183748 
/183924 
/183940 
/184221 
/184415 
/184428 
/184509 
/184518 
/184717 
/184811 
/184814 
/185037 
/185057 
/185203 
/185224 
/185229 
/185421 
/185424 
/185743 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/185800 
/190221 
/190443 
/190542 
/190712 
/190850 
/190938 
/191206 
/191208 
/191210 
/191316 
(5138 
(562 
( 5112 
MISC 21 . UPSTAIRS IS CLR. MOVING DOWNST , AIT 
MISC 25.. .UNITS INSIDE LET ME KNOW WHERE e DOG IS SO 
IT DOESNT JUMP AT US WHEN WE OPl ..:x::>oRS 
MISC 2511 ,2510- HAVE MEDICS COME TO PARKING LOT AND STA 
NOBY nfERE 
MISC 2511 .WE HAVE CONTACT W/ONE SUSP. STILL CLERING DON 
WSTAIRS 
CONTCT Contact Timer canceled 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
MISC 2511 
TRANS 2511 
"'ASSTER 2118 
MISC 2511 
.C4 STILL CLEARING LOCATION 
.RAPPS COMING OUT. NEED DOC TO GET ANOTHER KEY 
.UPSTAIRS HAS BEEN CLEARD. KEY TO THE DOWNSTAI 
RS DCX:>RS ARE UPSTAIRS IN A DRAWER. GOING TO BR 
ING DOC IN TO GET THEM THEN BACK OUT AND WE'LL 
GIVE YOU THE KEY 
.NEED 1 MORE UNIT TO COME INSIDE AND COME DOWN 
STAIRS TO CLEAR IT 
, 1 OF THE DOORS DOWN STAIRS ALSO HAS A DEADBOL 
T 
(ST ALSJ . FOLLOWING PARA 
SFI'/B TEAM/21 [7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BOIJ 
#562 HUNSAKER.DAVE 
#512 STALL.MARK[SILENT PARTNER] 
.STILL NEED DSDPT SECURE TO CLR THE REST OF TH 
E BUILD 
(562 ) *CHGLOC 2118 
( 5112 . ) CONTCT 
[ALS] 
Contact Timer Canceled 
.C4 STILL ct.RING BUILDING 
(5138 
( 5112 
(5138 
(608 
(519 
(5112 
(5138 
(492 
(705 
(7973 
(492 (7973 
(705 
(4863 
(687 
TRANSC 
OK 
MISC 
MISC 
ASSTOS 
ONSCNE 
OK 
"'CLEAR 
*CLEAR 
CONTCT 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
"OiGLOC 
"'OiGLOC 
*'OiGLOC 
*'ONSCNE 
"'ONSCNE 
*ONSCNE 
OK 
OK 
OK 
"'REMINQ 
2511 
2511 
2511 
2511 
9279 
2118 
2118 
2114 
2855 
K916 
K921 
2002 
2111 
2118 
2510 
2511 
2524 
9279 
2002 
K916 
9279 
2002 
9279 
K916 
K916 
2002 
9279 
K921 
.C4 BUILDING CLR. 
,CHAN IS NO LONGER SECURE AND NEED A CSS TO RE 
SPOND. 2118 WILL RESPOND 
SFI'/3 (7337 W NORTHVIEW ST .BOI] 
#7973 NIELSEN.RICK 
DSP: 521C'x' 
DSP: 521CY --> 521CN 
Contact Timer Canceled 
.C4 AND BACK ON PRIMARY 
,C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
,C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
.C4 NF 
[ST ALS] 
(ST AL'S ER] 
[ST. ALS) 
MCFRQ. ID ..... 4724Y ..... . 
BC000019 
000413
/191433 *CLEAR K: 
/191615 (4863 $PREMPT 21.1.{ 
/191711 (588 "ASNCAS 2510 $BP10033015 
/191807 (7973 "CLEAR 9279 DSP: 521CN --> 930BN 
.PHOTOS TAKEN AT SCENE ONLY. 
/193206 (718 "OiGLOC 2524 [ST ALS] 
/193508 (492 "MISC 2002 ,RD HILL 8265 1756 HRS JESSE BOWEN 907-750-406 
1 
/193756 (718 "ONSCNE 2524 
/193816 (4863 OK 2524 
/194046 (588 *CLEAR 2510 
/194 257 (492 *MISC 2002 .SGT SPERRY WILL HANDLE 
/195136 *MISC 2002 ,K9 SGT LIKES RESPONDING TO ST ALS 
/195146 *MISC 2002 .BRIEFED CAPT RITI'ER 
/195440 (5112 SUPP TXT: JUSTIN IS 1074 . 
SRC: T 
/195517 (492 *CLEAR 2002 DSP: 930BN --> 910ZY 
/201331 (718 *CLEAR 2524 DSP: 910ZY --> 690CN 
/202036 (5112 SUPP TXT: LOCALLY HAVE A 22 YO JAMES DOUGAL 1074R F 
ORGERY. 160S AND MINOR CONSUMPTION. DAILE! IS 
1074 , 
SRC: T 
/202126 (562 *GDISPO 2118 DSP: 690CN --> 930AN 
/202136 *CLEAR 2118 
/203813 (705 *REMIMQ K916 MCFRQ.ID •.... 1AUD9S8 .....• 
/203854 *REMINO K916 DNQ. WALTHER. STEPHEN ...... ID. 
/203911 "REMINQ K916 MCFDQ.ID •••.• YB312053I .. , .... 
/204016 *CLEAR K916 DSP: 930AN --> 570AY 
.K-9 DEPLOYMENT, SEE SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT FORDE 
TAILS 
/204618 (509 "'REMINQ 2511 DNO,HENDRia<:S.JAR ...... ID. 
/204647 *REMINO 2511 DNQ.HENDRia<:S.JER ...... ID. 
/212118 *QIGLOC 2511 [SF] 
/213107 "ONSOIB 2511 
/214050 (5244 ) OK 2511 
*** New Date: 12/27/10 *** 
/003410 (509 ) "CLEAR 2511 
/003410 CLOSE 2118 
BC000020 
000414
Narrative Report 
Supplement 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
Approved on 12/26/201 O 11 :30:00 PM 
ct~ M:;;;~:;';Jury to Property------ ------·--- D-a-te o-fT-h-is Na~~':;6;2-0-1-0 ·-------- j 
Date & Time Occurred --2 Resisting and Obstructing O 12126,2010 1722 
--- - -----~-·. I 4 Location of Occurrence 
. 7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE __ _ 
NARRATIVE 
INITIAL RESPONSE/CONTACT: 
I responded to the location regarding a burglary in progress. 
WITNESS INTERVIEW: 
1 • 1 Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
I spoke with a male who was waiting on the north side of Northview near the dental office which was reportedly 
being burglarized. He told me that he had seen a female break the window and enter the business and said he 
believed the suspect was still inside the downstairs area of the business. 
OFFICER'S ACTIONS: 
I walked to the north east corner of the building, saw that a north facing window had been broken out, and a 
short time later saw a female standing near the broken window holding a Steele Reserve Malt liquor can in her 
left hand and manipulating several sharp dental instruments including a knife in her right hand. I relayed what I 
had seen to other officers who were on scene or on their way to the location. 
I later conducted a search of the building for the suspect with other officers and a police canine unit believing 
that a burglary was in progress and that the suspect inside was armed with at least one edged weapon and 
possibly under the influence either alcohol or drugs based on my observations and information provided to us 
by the witness prior to our arrival. 
During that search the suspect was located in the down stairs portion of the building and was taken into 
custody after numerous commands were loudly given during the search for the person or people in the building 
to make their presence known to officers and surrender. The suspect failed to comply with those commands 
and a police canine was used to apprehend the suspect (refer to Officer Bonas' supplement for further 
information). 
VICTIM INTERVIEW: 
I spoke with the V/Brewster following the apprehension of the suspect. He told me that he did not know the 
suspect but believed she might be employed by a man named "Gene" who he had rented an office to that is 
located in the down stairs portion of his dental building. He said that he did not believe she was supposed to 
be in the building at the time of this incident but even if she was that she had no right to damage his building 
and he requested she be arrested and prosecuted for the damage done to the office. He completed a statement 
and signed a citation against the suspect for malicious injury to his property. V/Brewster was in phone contact 
with his business partner, V/Hayhurst, who was out of state ~t this time but indicated that he also wanted to 
prosecute the suspect and have her arrested for the damage caused to the business. 
SUSPECT INTERVIEW: 
n/a 
INJURIES (VICTIM & SUSPECT): 
S Butler 718 
REPORTING OFFICER ADA# 
T Kukla 
APPROVED B EXHIBIT 
588 
ADA# 
BCOOO(lftigc 2 of 9 
000415
Narrative Report 
Supplement 
Chi,# Oflense/ChmlJO 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
14 Location of Occurrence 7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
See Officer Barber's report. 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
Approved on 12/26/201011:30:00 PM 
DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY/EVIDENCE/WEAPONS: 
nla 
CONCLUSION: 
Route to City Pros . 
!DR# 2010 • 033~ 
Date ofThis Narrative j 
10/26/2010 
Del& & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 I---
[} Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
• Admln ('.;;5.,;;~~:¥&!!~16~,.i!l,!~'tl.~\:f1-wl;,:;~~.~w~;hi,i~;~~~;.!,t'@~~\~•~SJ7':l,'!,j,~;l}~~~Wilw..i--i~"!:ilrA~·.il,i'~';i:v,~~1 
S Butler 718 T Kukla 588 
REPORTING OFFICER ADA# APPROVED BY ADA# 
BCOOOOO&e 3 of 9 
000416
[Page 1] 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) Case No. CV PI 1216734 
CITY OF BOISE, a political) 
subdivision of the State ) 
of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, ) 
STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, ) 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X,) 
unknown parties, ) 
Defendants. ) 
______________ ) 
DEPOSITION OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER 
MAY 23, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR No. 463 
Notary Public 
EXHIBIT 
i~D-
000417
[Page 2] 
THE DEPOSITION OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER was taken 
on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise City Attorney's 
Office, Boise City Hall, 150 North Capitol Boulevard, 
2nd Floor, Chinook Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, commencing 
at 1:00 p.m. on May 23, 2013, before Barbara Burke, 
Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public with and 
for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled matter. 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
For the Plaintiff: 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
BY JOHN A. BUSH 
and Matt Comstock, Paralegal 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
For the Defendants: 
(208)345-9611 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
Assistant City Attorney's Office 
150 North Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax) 
000418
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER: 
Examination by Mr. Bush 
E X H I B I T S 
DEPOSITION EXHIBITS: 
14. Boise Police Department 
Narrative Report Supplement, 
dated 10/26/2010 (sic.) 
Bates BC000007 - BCOOOOOB 
15. 
16. 
Diagram of scene with red 
handwritten notations 
(No Bates number) 
Color photograph labeled 
"Photo 7" 
(No Bates number) 
17. (Audio file marked and retained 
by John A. Bush.) 
(208)345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING 
[Page 3] 
PAGE 
5 
MARKED 
13 
29 
87 
(208)345-8800 (fax) 
000419
1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 
2 the time and place for taking the deposition of Steven Butler, 
3 pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4 
5 STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER, 
6 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
7 cause, depose~ and says: 
8 EXAMINATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
10 Q. Mr. Butler -- or Officer Butler; correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. You're employed by the Boise City Police 
13 Department --
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. -- presently? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And in what capacity? 
18 A. As a p~lice officer. 
19 Q. Okay. In what unit? 
20 A. Patrol. 
21 Q. Okay. And how long have you been employed in 
22 that capacity? 
23 A. Since 2005. 
24 Q. And prior to 2005, what did you do? 
25 A. I was a Deputy Sheriff. 
[Page 4] 
1 Q. And where was that? 
2 A. Los Angeles County. 
3 Q. Did you know Officer Bonas from Los Angeles County? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Yesterday he mentioned he had a friend that I think 
6 he knew in Boise, and he would come visit. Is that you? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Okay. How long were you a Deputy Sheriff in 
9 L.A. County? 
10 A. Approximately 14 years. 
11 Q. And prior to that, what did you do? 
12 A. I was a pressman for a printing company. 
13 Q. What is your educational background, please? 
14 A. High school graduate, some college. 
15 Q. What year did you graduate high school? 
16 A. 1989. 
17 Q. And what college credits do you have --
18 or from where, really? I don't know --
19 A. Burbank -- I'm sorry -- Glendale College, and 
20 Cerritos, and East Los Angeles College. 
21 Q. If you were 14 years with L.A. County as a 
22 Deputy Sheriff, you would have started then in approximately 
23 2001. Is that accurate? 
24 A. I started with them in 1991. 
25 Q. Excuse me. I've got to go back. 1991. Sorry. 
[Page 5] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Have you ever had your deposition taken before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what context? 
A. I was a Deputy Sheriff. 
Q. More than once? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. And they were in what kind of cases? 
A. Cases regarding -- one was regarding a shooting, 
and one was regarding an in-custody death. 
Q. Were those in California or in Idaho? 
A. In California. 
Q. Okay. Have you ever had your deposition taken 
in any kind of context -- in any proceeding while you 
have been an officer in Idaho? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And can you tell me about that, please. 
A. It was regarding a union issue. 
Q. And how was it that you were deposed in that case? 
A. How do you mean? 
Q. Do you know why you were deposed in that case? 
Were you a plaintiff or were you a party? Were you --
A. I was party to it, a union issue. 
Q. Okay. Any others in Idaho? 
A. No. 
Q. In the two in California, were those in civil 
[Page 
cases that were filed subsequent to the incidents -- the 
shooting and the in-custody death? 
A. Subsequent to what? 
Q. Well, was there civil action -- if you know --
was there a civil action filed after whatever the 
incident was, and that it was in that context of the 
civil action that you were deposed? 
A. Yes. 
6] 
Q. Okay. And in the shooting incident, what was --
was your involvement as a witness or can you tell me why, 
if you know, you were being deposed? 
A. I believe I was a witness. 
Q. Okay. And in the in-custody death, can you 
tell me about that? 
A. Yes. A similar matter. 
Q. A witness -- if you know why you were being 
deposed? 
A. Well, initially I was a party. 
Q. Okay. And were you dismissed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There will be times this afternoon, Officer, 
where I ask questions -- and it may have already happened 
or it probably will --·where you don't understand what 
my question is. 
It's important for our process today that 
[Page 7] 
(208)345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING 
[4] (Pages 4 to 7) 
(208)345-8800 (fax) 
000420
1 I not misperceive an answer that you're giving and that 1 Q. Okay. And were you able to distinguish the 
2 you don't misperceive a question that I'm asking. So if 2 voices on the audio recordings? 
3 you don't understand, let me know, and I will be happy 3 A. Some I was able to. 
4 to rephrase it. Okay? 4 Q. Were you able to recognize your own? 
5 A. Understood, sir. 5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. I need you to answer -- which you are doing so 6 Q. Did you listen to any of the audio of the 
7 far -- with a narrative "Yes" or "No" or a narrative as 7 officers who went into the building, made entry? 
8 opposed to a "Um-hmm" (nodding head) or a "Hmm-um" 8 A. I believe so. 
9 (shaking head) and I may remind you along the line. 9 Q. Okay. Were you one of the officers that made 
10 If you need a break, I am happy to accommodate 10 entry? 
11 that -- and I may need a break and you don't, so we may 11 A. Yes. 
12 take a break for that. Hopefully, we won't be here 12 Q. Is there audio from you when -- from the time 
13 terribly long. · 13 that you made entry, was your audio recorder on? 
14 The case that we are here about involves our 14 A. I don't believe so. 
15 client, Ms. James, and an incident that occurred at a 15 Q. Is there a reason why? 
16 dental office in December of 2010. Do you have a 16 A. Not that I know. 
17 general recollection of that incident? 17 Q. Do you know if you turned it off-- or is 
18 A. Yes. 18 there some belief that you have that it may have 
19 Q. Okay. Prior to the deposition today, have you 19 malfunctioned? 
20 reviewed any documents? 20 A. I don't recall. 
21 A. Yes. 21 Q. Any other audio recordings that you reviewed? 
22 Q. Can you tell me what you've reviewed, please. 22 A. No. 
23 A. Police Reports associated with that incident. 23 Q. Other than -- strike that. Let me back up. 
24 Q. Anything else? 24 Have you talked in the last month or so, outside 
25 A. Audio recordings associated with that incident. 25 the presence of your Counsel, with any other officers 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 Q. Anything else? 1 either about the deposition or about the events which 
2 A. I believe those are the things I've reviewed. 2 took place on December 26th? 
3 Q. Okay. And how recent did you review those? 3 A. No. 
4 How recent has it been? Within the last day, week, month? 4 Q. In the last day or two, have you talked with 
5 A. Within the last month. 5 Officer Likes? 
6 Q. Okay.· There are a number of reports that were. 6 A. No, I have not. 
7 drafted -- or at least that I have copies of in this case. 7 Q. Have you talked with Officer Bonas? 
8 So when you say you reviewed Police Reports, 8 A. Yes. 
9 can you be a little bit more specific as to whether you 9 Q. And when did you talk with him? 
10 reviewed the entire file or whether there were particular 10 A. Yesterday. 
11 officer reports that you reviewed? 11 Q. At what time? 
12 A. No, I can't. 12 A. It was in the evening time. 
13 Q. Did you review your own report? 13 Q. Were you on duty together? 
14 A. Yes. 14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Do you recall reviewing Sergeant Likes' report? 15 Q. Okay. Did your discussion have anything to do 
16 A. No, I don't. 16 with his deposition? 
17 Q. Do you recall if you reviewed Officer Bonas' 17 A. The only related information that I spoke to 
18 report? 18 him about was that he did have a deposition, and it was 
19 A. I believe so. 19 a lengthy one. 
20 Q. What about Officer Barber? 20 Q. It was at that. But did you talk about any 
21 A. I don't recall. 21 substance or anything relative to the nature of the facts, 
22 Q. Okay. The audio recordings that you listened 22 or the questions that were being asked, or anything of 
23 to, what were those? 23 that nature? 
24 A. Audio recordings of police radio traffic during 24 A. No. We did not talk about the content. 
25 the incident. 25 Q. I would assume that since December 10th --
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1 or December.26th of20IO you have been probably on 1 it's a two-page document; is that correct? 
2 hundreds and hundreds of calls since that time -- if not 2 A. It is a two-page document, yes. 
3 more than hundreds, maybe even thousands? 3 Q. The numbers I'm referring to are the ones below 
4 A. Yes, sir. 4 in the right-hand corner, which are kind of difficult 
5 Q. And had you not reviewed certain reports and 5 to see. 
6 audio, would you have had an independent recollection of 6 Does this appear to be a copy of the report that 
7 what occurred on December 26th relative to this matter? 7 you authored related to the incident of December 26, 2010, 
8 A. I'm not sure I can answer that. 8 involving Ms. James? 
9 Q. Okay. As you sit here today, do you have 9 A. Yes. 
10 independent recollection -- you know, you have reviewed 10 Q. We're going to talk about the report in just 
11 your report recently, and you have reviewed and listened 11 a moment. 
12 to some audio. 12 Have you had an opportunity, in the documents 
13 As you sit here today, do you have independent 13 that you reviewed, to see what's called an "Incident History"? 
14 recollections about things which transpired that evening 14 A. I'm not sure. 
15 that are not in the records that you have reviewed or 15 Q. I'll show you what we've marked previously as 
16 the audio that you've listened to? 16 Exhibit No. 2. Are you familiar with Exhibit 2 -- I mean, 
17 A. Well, I would have to say, "Yes" because not 17 just its format or its form? 
18 every single -- every single thing that I can remember 18 A. Its format, I am, yes. 
19 would be pertinent to go into a report or on an audio 19 Q. And what is it to you? I mean, what does the 
20 recording. So I guess the answer would be "Yes, there 20 form reflect -- or is it supposed to reflect -- from 
21 are things." 21 your perspective? 
22 Q. As you prepared for the deposition by -- 22 A. It's a duplication of the dispatched radio 
23 well, let me back up. 23 call from the Ada County Sheriff to field units. 
24 I understand that there was also a meeting -- 24 Q. And other than being generally familiar with 
25 or at least maybe more than one -- but at least one meeting 25 the form, do you have knowledge about how it's created, 
[Page 12] [Page 14] 
1 with a number of officers that were present on that 1 what certain --you know, certain acronyms mean or 
2 evening along with Legal Counsel. Were you present at 2 anything of that nature? 
3 one or more of those meetings? 3 A. Yes. 
4 A. I've been at a meeting with Counsel, yes. 4 Q. And how is it that you become familiar with 
5 Q. With more than one individually or were there 5 that? Is that through training and just general experience 
6 other officers present? 6 by using the document -- or I mean using the system? 
7 A. There were other officers present. 7 A. Through training, using the system, and 
8 Q. Okay. And in the context of getting yourself 8 conferring with personnel assigned to the Dispatch Center. 
9 back into the events of those nights, and your reviewing 9 Q. It's my understanding that -- and this is 
10 reports, and your listening to audio, and you have meetings 10 based on some testimony from yesterday -- that when an 
11 and discussions, I presume, with other officers -- and 11 officer is on-scene at a particular location, there are 
12 I'm not entitled nor am I asking to anything that would 12 basically two ways to either log or document that, and 
13 have been said in the meeting with Counsel or anything 13 one is that the officer can advise Dispatch that they 
14 that Counsel may have said to you -- but given the 14 are on-scene and that might get entered, or you can do 
15 opportunity that you had to kind of refresh yourself as 15 it from your own car by using the computer in your car. 
16 to that night or that evening, is there anything that is 16 Is that generally accurate? 
17 significant that stands out in your mind as you sit here 17 A. Yes. 
18 today that didn't make it into any of the reports that 18 Q. And do you recall how you notified -- well, 
19 you have seen or any of the audio that you've heard? 19 strike that. Let me go back. 
20 A. No. 20 Is it a typical practice for officers to notify 
21 Q. Okay. 21 somebody when they are on-scene responding to call? 
22 (Exhibit 14 marked.) 22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer Butler, you have been 23 Q. Okay. And is that person -- do they typically 
24 handed Exhibit No. 14, which I'll represent to you is a 24 notify Dispatch? 
25 document Bates stamped BC000007 and BC000008. I believe 25 A. It would be --
[Page 13] [Page 15] 
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1 Q. Among others, but -- 1 
2 A. It would be based on the circumstances. 2 
3 Q. And in this particular circumstance related to 3 
4 Ms. James' situation, what would have been protocol in 4 
5 terms of whom you would have notified that you were 5 
6 on-scene? 6 
7 A. Well, it would be based on the circumstances 7 
8 at the particular time -- radio traffic, circumstances 8 
9 unfolding at the scene, and having the need to maintain 9 
10 radio discipline. 10 
11 Q. Okay. And what were, if you can recall -- 11 
12 strike that. 12 
13 Were ther~ any circumstances relative to this 13 
14 particular incident that affected how or when you were 14 
15 going to notify somebody that you were on-scene? 15 
16 A. It's my recollection that there was a 16 
17 coordination by responding units to the call, and I 17 
18 don't recall what method or format I used in particular. 18 
19 Q. Okay. Does the Incident History, Exhibit 2, 19 
20 reflect the time that you were on-scene -- or at least 20 
21 reported that you were on-scene? 21 
22 A. I believe it does, but I don't recall looking 22 
23 at my watch to say exactly what time I went on-scene. 23 
24 Q. And that's fair enough, but at least based on 24 
25 the Incident History, does it appear that either you or 25 
[Page 16] 
1 someone is reporting that you are on-scene at 17:30 hours 1 
2 and 11 seconds? 2 
3 A. Yes, that's what it indicates, is that I went 3 
4 on-scene at 17:30 and 11 seconds. 4 
5 Q. Okay. Is it a fair conclusion, Officer, that 5 
6 you would have been on-scene at least by 17:30: 11 or 6 
7 earlier? What I mean by that is, you may have been 7 
8 on-scene earlier, but not reported yet? 8 
9 A. I believe so. 9 
10 Q. Okay. Then there's also an entry a couple of 10 
11 lines above the one we were just talking about for your 11 
12 number of -- 2524 is your number; is that right? 12 
13 A. Correct. 13 
14 Q. And there's an "ASSTER"? 14 
15 A. Yes. 15 
16 Q. Do you know what that means? 16 
17 A. That means there is an assist unit en route. 17 
18 Q. Okay. And that was at 17:25 p.m.; is that 18 
19 correct? 19 
20 A. Yes. 20 
21 Q. And does that -- I'm trying to understand what 21 
22 this document, you know, is sort of telling me. 22 
23 Is that an indication that you responded to 23 
24 the Dispatch call for units to go to a certain location 24 
25 and you said you were going, and then it gets marked in 25 
[Page 17] 
as a unit going to assist? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember receiving or hearing a call 
for response by units to a certain location? 
A. I remember hearing the call dispatched. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember what -- let me see if 
I can understand this. 
Where does the Dispatch -- this is going to be 
one of those questions you look at me and say, "That is 
a really dumb question," but who does the Dispatch call 
come from? Your answer is going to be "Dispatch," but 
I'm trying to understand who Dispatch is, I guess. 
A. Well, Dispatch is located at the Ada County 
Sheriffs Office at 7200 Barrister. It's a Dispatch 
Center that's on their second floor, their lower floor. 
They receive 911 calls and other police 
service-related calls on their regular lines, and then 
dispatch those calls out to field units. 
Q. Okay. And when you say -- when it goes out to 
field units, there are field units for the Boise Police 
Department; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And there are field units for the Ada County 
Sheriffs Department? 
A. Correct. 
[Page 18] 
Q. So how is there -- or is there some distinction 
made in terms of who would respond to a call when 
Dispatch sends it out so that you as a Boise City Police 
officer know that that is one that you should be responding 
to, as opposed to a County deputy? 
A. They have police groups in the computer 
dispatch system that organizes those calls. 
Q. Okay. So when the call comes out on the 
radio from Dispatch -- well, let me ask you this: 
Do you remember what that person said? 
A. I remember the general information, yes. 
Q. And what do you remember? 
A. That they had received a report of a burglary 
in progress at this particular location; that there was 
a suspect on-scene; and that a window had been broken; 
and that they had accessed that to gain entry into the 
building. 
Q. Do you have any information as to -- or any 
knowledge, I guess, as to who made the -- who reached 
the conclusion such that it was put out over the radio 
through Dispatch that there was a burglary in progress? 
A. I believe that it was done by the Dispatcher 
that initially took the call, based on the information 
provided by the person who had called them. 
Q. Do you know who that Dispatcher is? 
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1 
2 
3 
A. I do not. 
Q. Are you familiar with any of the Dispatcher 
numbers? 
4 A. I don't know them individually, no. 
5 Q. Okay. Was there an indication as to how many 
6 units were being asked to respond? 
7 A. Typically, they will dispatch at least two to 
8 something like this. 
9 Q. And ifwe look at the Incident History, it 
10 appears to me that if the document is accurate, that 
11 Officer Barber responded; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And Sergeant Kukla responded; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then at some point after those two had 
indicated that they would be responding, you indicated 
that you were responding, as well; is that fair or not 
from the document? 
A. I don't believe so because, typically, they 
will dispatch two patrol units. 
Q. Are you a patrol unit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is Sergeant Kukla a patrol unit? 
A. He's a patrol supervisor unit. 
Q. And so I guess my question is, when you say 
[Page 20] 
1 
2 
3 
typically they would dispatch -- the document may not be 
accurate because typically they dispatch two patrol units, 
what do you mean by that? 
4 A. I mean, as you described it to me in your question, 
5 you posed it as if those two units initially responded. 
6 I don't believe that that occurred, based on 
7 my recollection of the events. 
8 Q. And the reason my question was posed that way 
9 was based on the times. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. Right. 
Q. But what is your recollection of the events? 
Who was the first person to respond, if you know? 
A. I believe that I was one of the first of the 
14 two, and I believe Officer Barber was the second. 
15 Q. Okay. Next to Barber's number there's a--
16 it says, "DISPER." Do you know what that means? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. What does that mean? 
19 A. It means "Dispatch En Route." 
20 Q. Does that have any significance, if you know, 
21 as to whether that person is the first to answer the call? 
22 A. Yes. Typically, that, designator "DISPER" is 
23 the first unit dispatched, and the others are assist units. 
24 Q. Okay. It is my understanding that while at 
25 the scene the officers who responded to this call were 
[Page 21] 
1 communicating on a secure channel. Is that right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And would that be a separate radio channel 
4 than the one that is reflected by this Incident History --
5 if that makes sense? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And can you, if you know -- and there may be a 
better person to ask because I don't know -- but if you're 
communicating with other officers on a secure channel, 
can the folks at Dispatch hear those communications? 
A. Yes, they can. 
Q. And are those communication somehow logged --
or is there a document that is similar to the Incident 
History that reflects those communications? 
15 A. In this format? 
16 Q. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
17 A. If they are requested to monitor a secured 
18 channel, then typically they will keep a running log 
19 as best they can of the circumstances as they unfold, 
20 and they will abbreviate and include those pieces of 
21 information in the log. 
22 Q. Are the -- ifagain, if you know -- and my 
23 guess is that I am probably going to need to go talk to 
24 the person at Dispatch who was doing this stuff: but 
25 if you know -- for example, the first entry you have is 
[Page 22] 
1 "LS A TT IFO" the store" -- the very first entry. 
2 Those are, obviously,just abbreviations that 
3 somebody is -- are they typing those in, if you know? 
4 A. Yes, they are. 
5 Q. So this isn't a computer spitting out something, 
6 based on what the computer is hearing; it's somebody 
7 physically typing things in, much like our Court Reporter 
8 is doing now? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Q. Okay. So when you get to the scene, are there 
officers -- well, first of all, are you by yourself in 
the patrol car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when you get to the scene, are there 
officers already there? 
A. No. 
Q. So are you the first one to the scene? 
A. Yes, sir. 
19 Q. Let me go to your report for a minute. We have 
20 marked that as Exhibit No. 14. 
21 Just for some record keeping purposes, the 
22 report notes the date and time of the incident as being 
23 12/26/2010 and 17:22. That's in the upper right-hand 
24 comer; is that correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And then it has the date of this narrative of 
10/26/2010; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And does that tell us that you completed the 
narrative report on December 26, 2010? 
A. Well, that's what it says, but that clearly 
is erroneous. 
Q. And why is that -- oh, 10/26. Actually, I 
didn't catch that. 
Instead of 10/26/2010 for the date of this 
narrative, what should it say? 
A. 12/26/2010. 
Q. Okay. And did you complete the narrative on 
the same day as the incident? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. Do you know -- this is done on a 
computer program; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you know if the date is something that 
you manually enter -- or does the computer do it for you 
when you start the document? 
A. That, I don't know. 
Q. Do you recall when, in relation to the 
conclusion of this incident when you were cleared of the 
scene, if you will, whether you went back to the office 
[Page 24] 
1 and did it at that time or whether it was sometime later? 
2 A. I believe it was later in the shift. 
3 Q. Is that typical, to do your narratives -- if 
4 you have to do them -- at the end of the shift, for example? 
5 A. In general, yes. 
6 Q. Do you recall what your hours were that day? 
7 A. I believe, in general, somewhere around 3:00 p.m. 
8 to 1:00 a.m., I believe. 
9 Q. The writing of the report is -- well, let me 
10 back up. 
11 What was it about the incident at issue in 
12 this case that led you to write a narrative? 
13 A. We had taken police action -- taken somebody 
14 into custody, and that's typical protocol following an 
15 event like that. 
16 Q. Okay. So Standard Operating Procedure, given 
17 what happened in this case, suggests that if you are an 
18 officer involved, that you should write a narrative. 
19 Is that fair? 
1 our training, that that was a requirement. 
2 Q. Right-- and the reason I asked is you say, 
3 "-- if you have pertinent information," but who -- and 
4 that's why I say, "Who is making the decision as to 
5 whether you have pertinent information such that you 
6 have to write a report?" 
7 The reason I'm asking is that there are officers 
8 who were involved in this case that didn't write a report, 
9 so I'm trying to figure out why. 
10 So what was it about it that led you to think, 
11 "I need to write a report in addition to, you know, the 
12 Standard Operating Procedure -- I was involved in an 
13 incident that we took a person into custody"? 
14 A. Because I responded to the location and observed 
15 particular things that, as I said, were pertinent or 
16 significant to the event. 
17 Q. Now, one of the things that you do when you 
18 write a report is -- or one of the purposes of the report 
19 is to document what happened at the scene. Is that fair? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And to document your actions and your involvement. 
22 Is that fair? 
23 A. In general, yes. 
24 Q. Okay. It's also to create a record so, you know, 
25 if somebody comes back and wants to ask questions about 
[Page 26] 
1 the incident some two years later, there's a record 
2 that's created of it that will help refresh recollections. 
3 Is that fair? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Okay. And I know that -- I've also listened 
6 to the audio, and I know that while at the scene you 
7 were having conversations with other officers who were 
8 at the scene; true? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. And the detail and the specifics of 
11 those conversations are not contained in your report; is 
12 that correct? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And that's not unusual -- it would be 
15 difficult to -- you might have a pretty long report if 
16 you tried to remember in detail every single aspect of 
17 every single conversation you had in responding to a 
18 call. Is that fair? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 A. If you have pertinent information regarding 20 Q. Okay. So the question that I have is, given 
the report that you have in front of you and given the 
things that transpired, do you have -- again, I'm going 
21 the incident or took some action, yes. 21 
22 Q. Did you write the report because, you know, 22 
23 you knew you needed to write the report -- or did some 23 
24 supervisor or other officer tell you to write the report? 24 
25 A. I wrote the report because I knew, based on 25 
[Page 25] 
to ask you, do you have independent recollection of things 
that transpired that are not contained in your report? 
A. Well, I can't think of anything in particular 
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1 at this point in time; however, as I said before,,a 
2 report is not a complete account of everything I saw, 
3 witnessed, heard, smelled, and so on and so forth. 
4 So I'm sure there probably is something that 
5 I just can't think of anything in particular at this time. 
6 Q. Okay., And my suspicion is that when we get 
7 into this, some ofmy questions may prompt some of that 
8 or prompt a recollection -- and that's fine and that's 
9 fair -- but I also need to be comfortable that you are 
10 either testifying from your report or you're testifying 
11 from a memory, as opposed to something you were told or 
12 something that you saw somewhere else, but it may not be 
13 your personal objection. Okay? Does that make sense? 
14 A. Not exactly. 
15 Q. Okay. Well, what I'm trying to do is I want 
16 what you know, and I want to know what you observed, and 
17 I want to know if you can tell me what you may have said 
18 or what someone may have said to you, but I'm really more 
19 interested in what you personally remember as opposed to 
20 what somebody else might, you know, have said to you 
21 that causes you to say, "I don't remember that, but 
22 somebody said that to me." So that's what I'm trying to 
23 get at is really' what you know, Officer. Okay? 
24 A. Okay. I understand that. 
25 Q. Okay. So let's start with your report. 
[Page 28] 
1 You indicate that there's a witness interview. 
2 My understanding is that that was with the person -- or 
3 was that witness interview that's referenced in your 
4 report, was that with the person who had called 911? 
5 A. That's my understanding, yes. 
6 Q. And was that interview done in person? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. So it was on-scene? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you talk to him more than once? 
11 A. I don't recall. 
12 Q. Did you talk to him, if you recall, before you 
13 got on-scene? 
14 A. I don't believe so. 
15 Q. When you arrived at the scene, do you recall 
16 where you put your patrol vehicle in relation to the 
17 building? 
18 A. I believe it was near the northeast comer. 
19 (Exhibit 15 marked.) 
20 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer Butler, I've handed you 
21 what we have marked as Exhibit 15, which I'll represent 
22 to you is an architectural drawing or plan of the dental 
23 building which we obtained yesterday from Boise City --
24 I'm not sure which department -- but, anyway, does --
25 can you orient yourself to the building based on that 
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drawing? 
A. Yes, I can. 
Q. Okay. What I would like you to do is with my 
red pen, would you mark where you entered the parking 
lot and then put your patrol car. 
I would say that one thing we might make sure 
what we ought to do is orient yourself for north, south, 
east, and west first. 
A. (Complied.) 
Q. Are you still getting your directions -- or 
did you put where your car was? 
A. No. I just wanted you to clarify what you 
wanted me to do. 
Q. Okay. I want you to be comfortable on north, 
south, east and west. 
Then what I would like to know is where did 
you enter the parking lot and where did you park your 
patrol car -- if you remember? 
A. Well, I entered the parking lot on the most 
west entrance of that lot, and I did that -- I moved my 
car a short time later after I responded into that 
parking lot. I didn't initially park there. 
Q. Okay. I'm not tracking. Let me ask it this way: 
When you first got to the scene and you're the 
first officer on-scene, did you know you were going to 
[Page 30] 
meet with the, I guess, the "CP," the "Calling Party"? 
A. It was my understanding that he was in that 
area, yes. 
Q. Okay. So were you going with the intent that, 
"I'm going to make contact with that person" as the first 
thing that I do? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So what I would like to know is just 
draw on there where you drove in, parked your car, and 
where your car was while you met with the CP. 
I suppose I should ask another question: 
Did you meet with the CP at your car or some 
other location? 
A. All right. Well, I'll answer your first question. 
I drove North on Cole Road to eastbound Northvie~, 
and I believe I held up somewhere around the -- probably the 
center of the building, exited my patrol car, and made 
contact with the calling party that provided me information 
about where he had last seen the suspect. That occurred 
somewhere -- a short distance away from my car, in this 
area. (Indicating.) 
Q. Okay. Can I see that for a moment, please. 
So where you have marked the "X," is that in 
the street or is it on the opposite side of the street? 
A. I believe it was on the opposite side. 
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Q. Okay. And so when you made contact with the 
calling party and had a discussion with him, did you 
then return to the patrol car? 
A. Not initially. 
Q. Okay. What did you do after that conversation? 
A. I walked into the parking lot looking for 
suspects. 
Q. Okay. So let's stop for a moment right there. 
In your report you indicate that you spoke 
with a male who was waiting on the north side of 
Northview near the dental office which was reportedly 
being burglarized. 
Then you write, "He told me that he had seen a 
female break the window and enter the business, and he 
believed that the suspect was still inside the downstairs 
area of the business." Did I read that correctly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember anything else that the calling 
party had told you in that initial contact? 
A. No. ' 
Q. Okay. So do you recall how long that conversation 
lasted? 
A. It was very short. 
Q. Did you ask him any questions? 
A. Yes. 
[Page 32] 
Q. Did you ask him what the person looked like? 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Did you ask him if the person appeared to be 
carrying any weapons? 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Did you ask him ifhe had had a conversation 
with the person? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there a reason why you didn't ask him that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what's the reason? 
A. Because I was responding and reacting to the 
information that I had already received from that person 
through Dispatch, and deploying as quickly as I could in 
order to prevent the suspect from escaping. 
Q. What information do you remember receiving 
from Dispatch relative to what the calling party had 
told Dispatch? 
A. I recall the information in the initial 
Dispatch call -- the text -- about the nature of the 
burglary in progress. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall that the CP told Dispatch 
that he had talked with the subject? 
A. Yes.' 
Q. Do you recall that the CP told Dispatch that 
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the subject told him, the calling party, that she was 
trying to get her keys out of the building? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you knew before you even got on-scene that 
the suspect had advised the person who saw her that the 
reason she was entering the building was to get her keys? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Did the calling party, when you talked 
to him personally at the scene, tell you that he had 
actually seen the suspect break the window, as opposed 
to hearing glass break and then walking over to see the 
suspect? Do you understand the distinction that I'm 
making? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall whether he actually told you 
that he saw the female break the window? 
A. Yes. 
Q. He did tell you that? 
A. (Nodding head.) 
Q. Is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. So after the brief conversation 
with the calling party -- and that's when you walked 
over to the northeast comer of the building? 
A. Correct. 
[Page 34] 
1 Q. Okay. So in your report you state that you 
2 walked to the northeast comer of the building, saw that 
3 a north-facing window had been broken out. 
4 Can you show me on the diagram where you 
5 walked and where you stood when you saw the north-facing 
6 
7 
8 
9 
window? 
A. Somewhere in this area right here. (Indicating.) 
Q. Okay. Can I see the diagram, please. 
A. (Handing diagram to Counsel.) 
Q. Okay. So from the "X" is that -- are you 
still in the parking lot or are you close to the 
12 building? Not sure I'm very clear on that. 
10 
11 
13 A. "Yes" to both questions. 
14 . Q. Okay. So how far away from the building were 
15 you, do you think? 
16 A. It's very close, within six or eight feet probably, 
17 to the first parking spot. 
18 Q. Okay. So what I would like you to do is actually 
19 put a circle around that "X." 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. (Complied.) 
Q. Let me ask you, is this the first time anybody 
has had you kind oflook at a diagram and draw where you 
were and what you saw? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Have you seen any ofthe photos that 
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1 the police officers took after the incident was over --
2 they took that night? 
3 A. I don't believe so. 
4 Q. I'm going to hand you what we have marked 
5 yesterday as Exhibits 12 and 13 and just ask if those 
6 mean anything to you? Do you recognize either of those 
7 photos? 
8 A. Yes, I recognize them. Yes, they mean 
9 something to me, and it appears to be the northeast 
10 comer of the dental office. 
11 Q. Okay. So let's start with Exhibit 12, which 
12 is the first one that shows kind of -- I'll call it a 
13 "window well." Is that fair? 
14 
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When you're looking down, you can see some --
I don't know what it is down in the bottom -- but it 
appears to be the photo was taken from above looking 
down, and then you see the window? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So does that appear to be like a window well 
down there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At any point in time while you were at the 
scene, did you ever approach this railing that's shown 
by the picture? 
A. I was near that, yes. 
[Page 36] 
Q. How near? I mean, to the point where you 
could actually touch the railing? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Did you ever get into the well of the window 
where this -- you know, I'll tell you it says, "Boise 
State," but I'm not exactly sure what it is -- but did 
you ever get down into that area? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So the second picture, can you -- which 
would be Exhibit 13 -- what does that seem to reflect? 
A. The northwest comer of the dental office. 
Q. Okay. And --
A. I'm sorry. The northeast corner. 
Q. Okay. That's fair. 
And can you tell me, if you know, if you 
were -- if you take that photo, can you orient yourself 
as to where you were standing when you first observed 
the north-facing window had been broken out? 
A. Yes.· I was somewhere out of frame, but in 
close proximity to the corner. 
Q. Okay. Now, in that photo all you can see is 
kind of a sliver of that window down in the well; is 
that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So if you are -- where are you such that you 
[Page 37] 
1 can get a -- or is that the view that you had? 
2 A. Well, no, it wasn't the view that I had 
3 because I could see the broken window. 
4 Q. And that's -- so what I'm trying to figure 
5 out, Officer, is if you're standing away from the 
6 building kind of in that first parking lot and if this 
7 building is down -- is kind of a basement area of the 
8 building, do you have a clear view of the window? 
9 A. Can you repeat the question, please? 
10 Q. Sure. Based on the location that you marked 
11 on our diagram, I'm trying to figure out how you had a 
12 clear view or a view of the window such that you could 
13 see that it was broken. 
14 A. Well, as I walked up to northeast comer of 
15 the building in close proximity to the building near the 
16 parking lot, I positioned myself so that I could look 
17 down, look at the window, and see that it was broken as 
18 reported by the calling party. 
19 Q. How far away were you from the railing when 
20 you first noticed and confirmed that the window had been 
21 broken? 
22 A. I believe about six feet, six or eight feet. 
23 Q. Okay. And when you confirmed that the window 
24 had been broken, do you remember what you did next? 
25 A. Yes. I relayed that information to other 
[Page 38] 
1 units responding over the police radio. 
2 Q. By that time, had any other units responded --
3 or were you still the only one on-scene? 
4 A. I don't recall. 
5 Q. Okay. And after you relayed that information, 
6 what did you do -- if you remember? 
7 A. Continued scanning, looking for suspects. 
8 Q. Okay. When you say, "scanning," are you 
9 staying at your same location or are you on the move? 
10 A. I'm standing in that area still looking for 
11 other suspects. 
12 Q. Okay. But, I mean, are you on the move or are 
13 you just staying in the same spot? 
14 The reason I ask, "scanning" -- I mean, you 
15 could be standing there and turning your head left and 
16 right and seeing, or you could be walking up and down 
17 and around the building. 
18 A. Well, I'm sure I didn't stand in one 
19 particular spot for any particular time; however, I 
20 stayed in that general area watching for anybody coming 
21 out of the window and for any other suspects in the area. 
22 Q. Okay. And in that period of time when you 
23 were scanning and looking for other suspects, did you 
24 see anybody? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And who did you see? 
A. I saw a suspect through a window on the east 
side of the building. 
Q. Through the same window that was broken or a 
different window? 
A. A different window. 
Q. Okay. So where were you when you saw that? 
A. In that same general area. 
Q. And what window did you observe her through? 
A. An east-facing window on the northeast comer 
of the building. 
Q. Okay. Are you able to on our diagram locate 
where that would have been? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you please do so? Let's mark that with an 
"A" and a circle. 
A. (Complied.) 
Q. Okay. May I see that, please? 
A. (Handing document to Counsel.) 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that window depicted in 
either Photos 12 or 13? 
A. Yes. It's depicted in Exhibit 13. 
Q. And let's mark on Exhibit 13 -- is that the 
sliver of light we see down in the lower left-hand 
comer of the photo? 
[Page 40] 
1 A. It appears to be, yes. 
2 Q. If you would take my pen and mark an "A" and 
3 circle it there.' 
4 A. (Complied.) 
5 Q. Thank you. And again, where approximately 
6 were you when you observed her -- or observed the suspect? 
7 A. In that same general area I indicated on the 
8 diagram. 
9 Q. Okay. And what did you see? You saw a person? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Okay. And can you describe the person? 
12 A. Yes. A middle-aged female, she was white, 
13 medium build. She was holding a knife, and it appeared 
14 that she was drinking from a beer can. 
15 Q. Were you able to tell her size? Was she 
16 large, small, medium? 
17 A. I described her as "medium," based on what 
18 I had seen. 
19 Q. And were you able to determine anything about 
20 her clothes? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Hair color? 
23 A. I don't recall. 
24 Q. Were you able to see her head? 
25 A. Yes. 
[Page 41] 
1 Q. Did ~ou see the back of her head, the front of 
I 
2 her head, both? 
3 A. Isa+ the right side ofher. 
4 Q. And you could see enough of her body that you 
5 could see hbr arms -- ~ 
I 6 A. Yes. 
I 7 Q. -- and her hands? 
I 8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. And could you see anything below the waist? 
I 
10 A. I could see her hip area. 
11 Q. Okay. You said she was drinking from a beer 
12 can -- I believe that's what you said. 
13 So I gather you saw her with something that 
14 she took a drink out of? 
I 15 A. Yes. 
I 
16 Q. Okay. Do you know what hand she used to do that? 
17 
18 
A. I believe it was her left. 
I Q. Were you able to determine the type of can that 
I 
19 she had in her hand? 
20 
21 
I A. Yes. 
I Q. And I think in the audio you referred to it as 
22 a "211"? I 
23 A. Yes. 
24 
25 
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I 
Q. Is a ,"211" a term of art for police officers 
I 
in terms of what a beer is? 
I [Page 42] 
I A. No. It's a brand of malt beverage. 
Q. Okay. I mean, when I saw it and I saw "211," 
I said, "Wbat does that mean?" 
A. It's1 a brand that I believe to be the type 
that she wks drinking from. 
Q. So 1something called a "Steel Reserve 211 "? 
.1 A. Right. 
Q. Okay. So do you have -- and this is just 
I guess a personal curiosity -- if it were a Coors Light, 
would you say, "Coors Light," or is there a different 
moniker for a --
A. I gtiess ifl would have recognized that it was 
a Coors Light, I probably would have said that. It 
appeared to be that particular brand, and I just simply 
described \¥hat I was seeing. 
Q. ~d it was a 211. Okay. I think I understand. 
I can't remember -- so what hand did she have 
the beer in? 
A. Hdr left hand. 
I Q. So that would be -- she's turned because 
you can sJe her right shoulder; is that right? 
A. Her right -- the right side of her body is 
f1 • I acmgme. 
Q. And then you said she was holding a knife? 
I A. Correct. 
I [Page 43] 
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1 Q. And that would have been in which hand? 1 on Exhibit 13? 
2 A. Her right hand. 2 A. The broken window faces north. The window 
3 Q. Where. was the knife in her hand and how was 3 which I observed her through faces east --
4 she holding it? 4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. She was holding her hand cupped with the 5 A. -- and that is the window that I saw her through. 
6 handle of the knife placed against her palm, and the 6 Q. All right. 
7 blade was extending out past her thumb and forefinger. 7 THE WI1NESS: Can I ask a question? 
8 Q. Okay. So about how -- how long is that? I'm 8 MR. BUSH: Sure. 
9 trying to get a sense as to -- and maybe you can use my 9 THE WI1NESS: What time is it? 
10 pen or something to kind of show me how she's holding it 10 MR. MUIR: 2:09. 
11 and what it looked like. 11 THE WI1NESS: Could we take a short break? 
12 A. Well, sure. She was holding it just as I 12 MR. BUSH: Absolutely. 
13 described, with the pen being the handle and the blade 13 THE WI1NESS: Just a quick men's room run, and 
14 of the knife extending past her thumb and forefinger out 14 I will be right back. 
15 away from her body. 15 (Recess taken.) 
16 Q. Okay. So the part of the knife that you are 16 (Record read by the Reporter.) 
17 describing would be approximately, what, an inch-and-a-half 17 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer, let's go back to your 
18 from the end of her thumb? 18 report because we're talking about the time when you're 
19 A. No. I was just simply holding the pen in the 19 seeing her -- you see her with what you've described as 
20 manner that she was. The blade appeared to be several 20 a knife and the Steel Reserve malt liquor can. 
21 inches. I would estimate about four or five inches. 21 In your report you say you also observed her 
22 Q. Okay. Was she holding anything else? 22 manipulating several sharp dental instruments, including 
23 A. Not that I saw, no. 23 a knife in her right hand. 
24 Q. Okay . One of the things that you write in 24 A. Correct. 
25 your report is that -- well, let me back up. 25 Q. Okay. When we just talked a minute ago and I 
[Page 44] [Page 46] 
1 From the time you saw the broken window and 1 asked you if she had anything else, you didn't mention 
2 you're in the parking lot and then you see her in a 2 the dental instruments. So can you -- what is your 
3 different window, how much time had transpired? 3 memory about that? 
4 A. I would estimate about a minute or two. 4 A. That's a summary of my observations, and that 
5 Q. Okay. And then when you make --you visually 5 was written to convey that she was holding a knife, 
6 observe her and you see her and then you see her drink 6 holding a beer, and basically rummaging through things 
7 the beer and have the knife in her hand, how long were 7 on the table which included those items. 
8 you visually -- how long did these observations take? 8 Q. Okay. So not only -- so from your spot where 
9 Was it seconds or did you see her for a period of time? 9 you're looking through the window, you also see a table? 
10 A. No. It was not a period of time. It was a 10 A. Yes. 
11 brief period of time that I was able to observe her. 11 Q. Okay. And so is she standing -- where is the 
12 Q. Okay. In your report when you say, "A short 12 table in relation to her? 
13 time later I saw a female standing near the broken 13 A. She's facing north, and the table is north of 
14 window holding a Steel Reserve 211 malt liquor can in 14 her position. 
15 her left hand," is this the observation that we're 15 Q. So in front of her? 
16 talking about-- 16 A. Yes. 
17 A. Yes. 17 Q. Okay. And can you describe for me these 
18 Q. -- that's referred to in your report? 18 dental instruments that you referred to in the report? 
19 A. Yes. 19 A. No, I can't. 
20 Q. Okay. So when you say, "near the broken window," 20 Q. I'm going to show you some instruments that 
21 you're talking about this other window, not the actual 21 I'll represent to you that my client has given to me 
22 broken window? 22 that she says that she uses when she works in the lab. 
23 A. Well, they're both in close proximity to each 23 I would like you to just take a moment and 
24 other. 24 look at those and see if any of these look like the 
25 Q. Right. Kind ofaround the corner as we see it 25 dental instruments that she was -- that you reference 
[Page 45] [Page 47] 
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1 as her manipulating in your report? 1 A. No. 
2 A. Well, I don't recall in particular the specific 2 Q. Okay. How long did you observe her doing the 
3 shapes of them or colors; I just recall the fact that 3 things that you just described? 
4 there was dental equipment and tools in front of her. 4 A. A very brief period of time. 
5 Q. Okay.' And when you use the word "dental 5 Q. Seconds, minutes? 
6 instruments," I mean, that's a -- I understand it's not 
7 specific in the terms that it was a pick, or a file or 
6 A. Seconds. 
7 Q. Okay. And then what did she do? 
8 anything of that nature, but whatever it is that you saw 8 A. She moved away from the window out ofmy view, 
9 led you to a conclusion that they were for dental purposes? 9 and I'm not sure what she did after that. 
10 A. Yes. 10 Q. And how far would she have to move to be out 
11 Q. Okay.· And of the five tools that I've got here 11 of your view? 
12 on the table in front ofus, you can't tell me whether 
13 any of those were of the nature or type of instruments 
14 that you referred to in your report--youjust don't 
12 A. I'm not sure. 
13 Q. Can you estimate a foot, ten feet? 
14 A. I cannot. 
15 have that specific recall? 15 Q. You observed her walk; correct? She moved out 
16 A. I recall that they were longer cylindrical-type 
17 pointed-type instruments, but I don't recall specifics 
18 further than that. 
16 of your view. I assume she would have walked out of 
17 your view; is that right? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Okay. You made a conclusion in your report 19 Q. And do you have any sense at all as to how 
20 that they were sharp. How were you able to reach that 
21 conclusion? 
20 many steps she took? 
21 A. I don't. 
22 A. As I said, they were cylindrical and thin, 22 Q. Do you know which direction she went? 
23 and my recollection and perception of them was that they 
24 were pointed or sharp -- and that was a concern to me. 
23 A. Away from me in a southwest direction. 
24 Q. Were you able to observe her through the 
25 Q. And in your report you used the word 25 window that had been broken? 
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"manipulating," and I know what --you know, I know what 1 
the definition of"manipulation" is from a dictionary, 2 
but I don't know what your definition of "manipulation" 3 
would be. 4 
So can you tell me what you meant when you 5 
said, "manipulating sharp dental instruments"? 6 
A. Yes. Manipulating them in a manner, as I said, 7 
that I would describe as rummaging, moving things around 8 
in no particular order. 9 
Q. Okay. So did she ever pick one up? 10 
A. Not that I saw. 11 
Q. So if she's got a knife in one hand and a beer 12 
in the other, then did she have both those two things 13 
the whole time that you observed her? 14 
A. During the time that I observed her, yes. 15 
Q. So how is she rummaging or moving them around? 16 
What is she using to do that? 17 
A. She is using her fingers or knuckles to move 18 
things around on the workbench or table. 19 
Q. Did you hear anything? 20 
A. No. 21 
Q. Did you hear any music? 22 
A. I don't believe so. 23 
Q. Did you hear any -- any noise whatsoever 24 
coming out of that location? 25 
[Page 49] 
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A. No. 
Q. Did you look to see if you could see her 
through that window after you saw her and she moved out 
of your view? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So after she moved out of your view, 
what did you do? 
A. Updated the information that I had with the 
assisting units and continued to maintain perimeter spot 
at that location. 
Q. Okay. So you stayed where you were. Is that 
what you're saying when you say --
A. In that general area, yes. 
Q. Okay. And at that point in time when you were 
making these observations, you're still the only officer 
on-scene? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when you say, "update the other people," 
that's through a radio communication; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that's going to be recorded, correct, on 
this Channel 1 O? 
A. It should be, yes. 
Q. And then how long did you stay -- one thing we 
know is that the lights are on in this room in the 
[Page 51] 
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1 basement that she's in; true? 1 you had moved your patrol car. 
2 A. Yes. 2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And that's how you are able to observe her; 3 Q. When did that happen? 
4 correct? 4 A. Sometime after additional units came on-scene 
5 A. Yes. 5 and we were able to establish perimeter around the building. 
6 Q. Did you say anything to her? 6 Q. How long, while you were at that location, was 
7 A. No. 7 it before additional units showed up? 
8 Q. Howcome? 8 A. Additional units arrived at various times. 
9 A. Because of the nature of the incident, the 9 The first assisting units -- or unit - arrived within a 
10 indication of weapons, and the possibility of additional 10 couple of minutes. 
11 suspects -- coupled with me being the sole officer on 11 Q. And who was that? 
12 the scene, it was unsafe and not a tactical thing to do 12 A. I don't recall. I just recall units coming 
13 at that point, based on my training. 13 on-scene. 
14 Q. Okay. So let me ask it this way: 14 Q. If you look at the Incident History, it appears 
15 You're standing six to eight feet away; is 15 to me from the document that Officer 2510, which would 
16 that right? 16 have been Sergeant Kukla, arrived on-scene or was logged 
17 A. Yes. 17 in on-scene at 17:29. Is that correct? 
18 Q. And she's in the basement; correct? 18 A. · That is correct, according to this printout. 
19 A. Correct. 19 Q. All right. And, as we've talked about, you're 
20 Q. So she's down from you, and, you know -- well, 20 logged in on-site at approximately 17:30. So, according 
21 it doesn't matter. She's in this basement. 21 to this, he's actually on-scene or at least he's logged 
22 Did you feel as if she posed a serious threat 22 in on-scene before you; is that correct? 
23 to you? 23 A. Correct. 
24 A. Yes. 24 Q. But your recollection is that he actually 
25 Q. And that's based on what, for her personally? 25 arrives sometime after you are there, if not several 
[Page 52] [Page 54] 
1 A. I'm sorry? 1 minutes after; is that right? 
2 Q. For her personally, what was the threat that 2 A. Correct, sir. 
3 she posed to you? 3 Q. And the same with Officer Barber -- he's 
4 A. It's based on the nature of the call, the 4 logged in on-scene at approximately 17:33 -- actually, 
5 nature of the alleged crime, the fact that she was 5 that would be about three minutes after you; is that correct? 
6 clearly armed, and the unknown circumstances of any 6 A. Correct. 
7 other additional suspects. I took all of that into account 7 Q. Okay. And I'm sorry if you said this already, 
8 to make some sort of reasonable threat assessment. 8 but you don't remember who was the first one to arrive? 
9 Q. And the other suspects -- I mean, you didn't 9 A. Right. 
10 have any information from anybody that there was more 10 Q. Do you remember when the first patrol car arrived 
11 than one person; true? 11 where they parked? 
12 A. Right. 12 A. I do not remember. 
13 Q. But based on your training, that's something 13 Q. Do you remember when the second patrol car 
14 that you would have to consider and think about. Is 14 arrived where it parked? 
15 that what you're saying? 15 A. No, I don't. 
16 A. Right. Based on my training, if you encounter 16 Q. It indicates that -- do you remember when you 
17 one suspect, we anticipate another; if we encounter one 17 were talking about establishing a perimeter, how many 
18 weapon, we anticipate another, and so on. So that's 18 officers were present to establish that perimeter? 
19 what I did. 19 A. I don't recall how many specifically. 
20 Q. How long did you continue to stand at or near 20 Q. And when you say that you maintained your 
21 that location? 21 position in that general area that you talked about for 
22 A. I would estimate over the time of the call 22 approximately an hour, is that --you know, is that 
23 in that general area and on that side of the building 23 before you make entry into the building? 
24 for approximately an hour. 24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. So at what point -- earlier you mentioned that 25 Q. Okay. And so during that period of time 
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1 were you out of your patrol car that whole time? 
2 A. Not entirely. 
3 Q. Okay. Did at some point you go back to your 
4 patrol car? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And what did you do? 
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A. Ultimately, I gave an announcement over the 
PA system. 
Q. And what was that announcement? 
A. It was an announcement to the suspect inside 
this particular building identifying ourselves, identifying 
why we were there, giving instructions on what we wanted 
the individuals inside to do, and finally, that we were 
; 
going to use a police dog to find them if they did not 
surrender, ~d that they may be bit. 
Q. And at some point the police dog was deployed 
into the building; correct? 
A. Cortect. 
Q. And this announcement on the PA that you are 
referring to; how much time before the dog entered the 
I 
building was that announcement made? 
A. I w~uld estimate about -- oh, I would say at 
least ten minutes. 
Q. I'm ~orry. Did you say, "at least ten minutes"? 
I 
A. Correct. From the time that I made that 
l [Page 56] 
PA announ~ement until the time that the officers entered 
the building, it was at least ten minutes -- likely more. 
Q. Could it have been 20 minutes? 
A. It could have. 
Q. And when you say, "-- the officers entered the 
building," you were part of the team that entered the 
building? j 
A. Correct. 
Q. So that includes you? 
A. Yes'. 
Q. Okay. I'm going to have her read back what 
you said in. terms of the announcement for the PA or at 
least let m~ read it. 
(Recprd read by the Reporter.) 
MR. BUSH: Thanks. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) The patrol car that you made 
t 
the PA announcement from was your car? 
A. Cotrect. 
Q. And was it from the location that you marked 
on Exhibit 15? 
I 
A. It was moved. 
Q. And where was it moved to? 
A. It was moved to the northeast comer of the 
building, facing that comer. 
Q. Let's use a different colored pen, and please I [Page 57] 
' i j 
1 draw for me where you moved your vehicle. 
2 A. (Complied.) 
3 Q. Let's mark that as "Point B" -- just "B." 
4 A. (Complied.) 
5 Q. And we will use -- I hate to have you change 
6 pens, but let's have you mark the first location with 
7 the red pen as "A," as "Point A." 
8 A. (Complied.) 
9 Q. May I see that, please? 
10 A. (Handing document to Counsel.) 
11 Q. Thank you. Now there's a shaded area where 
12 you have the car. I don't know if that's -- I mean, was 
13 the car completely in the parking lot or did you drive 
14 over something -- or do you know? 
15 A. I don't know what this shaded area means. We 
16 used this exhibit to best depict where the vehicle was 
17 at and which way it was facing. 
18 Q. Okay. So do you remember whether you pulled 
19 onto or over something -- or were you completely four wheels 
20 on parking lot pavement? 
21 A. To the best ofmy recollection, the vehicle 
22 was level. It was pointed at the building, facing it. 
23 Q. And did you have your lights on, the headlights? 
24 A. I believe so. 
25 Q. And were any of your overhead flashing lights 
[Page 58] 
1 on, as well? 
2 A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. And who -- did someone give you an order to do 
4 a PA announcement? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Who was that? 
7 A. I believe Sergeant Kukla instructed me to give 
8 a PA announcement. 
9 Q. Is there a word for -- is there some kind of 
10 term that you use to talk about -- is it just called do 
11 a "PA announcement" or is there some other term of art 
12 that's used? 
13 A. A "canine announcement." 
14 Q. Okay. So he asked you to bring your car around 
15 and do a canine announcement? 
16 A. Well, I don't know if that's what he said. 
17 I was trying to answer your question about if there's 
18 two different terms. 
19 There are two different terms we use, and 
20 under these circumstances I would have understood that 
21 to mean a canine announcement. 
22 Q. Okay. And let me actually back up and just 
23 ask you -- if you remember -- can you tell me exactly 
24 what Sergeant Kukla asked you to do? 
25 A. He asked me to give an announcement or a 
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1 canine announcement. 1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Over-- 2 Q. What did you say? 
3 A. Over the PA. 3 A. I said, "This is the Boise Police Department." 
4 Q. Over the PA. Okay. And that's a process -- 4 Q. Okay. Then you say that- you indicated that 
5 and did that order come over the radio? 5 you said why you were there. Do you remember exactly 
6 A. I don't believe so. I believe it was word of 6 what you said? 
7 mouth. 7 A. I don't remember exactly what I said, but I 
8 Q. I'm sorry. You lost me on that one. 8 remember in general what I said. 
9 So "word of mouth" being you were talking 9 Q. And generally, what do you recall? 
10 face-to-face? 10 A. I announced, as I said, we were the Boise 
11 A. Correct. 11 Police Department. 
12 Q. And where were you and where was he when he 12 I gave directions for the suspects hiding 
13 gave you that order? 13 inside of 73 3 7 West N orthview to surrender to officers. 
14 A. I was in that area of the northeast corner and 14 I told them, the suspects, that were hiding 
15 so was he. 15 there were under arrest. I gave them another opportunity 
16 Q. So had you already moved your car? 16 to surrender. 
17 A. Yes. 17 I announced that if they failed to do so, 
18 Q. Okay. So -- and I apologize. I may not be 18 that we were going to utilize a police canine to search 
19 tracking very well. 19 for them; and if they were found, they may be bit. 
20 My impression was that you had moved the car 20 Q. Okay. When you give the warning -- what's 
21 for the purposes of doing the PA announcement. Is that 21 called the "canine warning," that's the order warning 
22 right or am I misunderstanding that? 22 that "We're going to use a police dog to get you; and if 
23 A. I don't remember if I specifically moved the 23 we find you, you may be bit." That's the canine warning? 
24 car for that purpose. I'm sure it was -- under the 24 A. That's a portion of it. 
25 circumstances, it was probably a dual purpose, to be 25 Q. Did you add any more than that? 
[Page 60] [Page 62] 
1 able to cast light on the building, but it was also 1 A. No. 
2 positioned in that manner to direct the speaker when 2 Q. Okay. When you say, "That's a portion ofit," 
3 I did give that PA announcement. 3 is there more to the canine warning? 
4 Q. And did you have a -- where is the speaker? 4 A. Well, you reiterated half of it. It's the 
5 A. On the front of the patrol car, the front bumper 5 entire thing. It's who we are, why we're there, the 
6 or front push bar facing forward away from the car. 6 location that we're directing our announcement to, the 
7 Q. Is that a standard piece of equipment on all 7 people inside, what we want them to do, and what will 
8 patrol cars? 8 happen or what could happen if they fail to respond or 
9 A. Yes. 9 surrender. 
10 Q. Do you know -- have you ever heard the term 10 Q. Okay. And that's a great example of what 
11 "flory" (phonetic) or a "forteaf' (phonetic) or something 11 I said earlier about misperceiving, you know, either a 
12 like that? In the audio there's a reference and a 12 question or an answer. 
13 question to somebody having a -- and I couldn't make it 13 So what you're saying is the entire warning 
14 out -- but it was like a "flory." 14 that you gave over the PA was the canine warning? 
15 A. A"40." 15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. A "40"? 16 Q. And you were told to do that by Sergeant Kukla? 
17 A. Yes. 17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. What is that? 18 Q. Okay -- at least ten minutes before you entered 
19 A. It's a less-lethal weapon that shoots a rubber 19 the building? 
20 projectile. 20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. Okay. So you identify over the PA that-- 21 Q. And it could have been more? 
22 you say -- you identify yourselves. You're identifying 22 A. Correct. 
23 that there are police officers there? 23 Q. And I take it there was no response from any 
24 A. Correct. 24 suspect inside the building that you could perceive? 
25 Q. Do you recall exactly what you said? 25 A. That's correct. 
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1 Q. And so let me see ifl can -- again, some of 1 Q. Okay. When perimeter is being established, 
2 this may be part of your memory, but some of it's not. 2 one of the things that you are trying to do is positioning 
3 From the time that you last saw the suspect in 3 yourselves so you can see all exit points of the building 
4 the building until you moved your car and gave the PA 4 to determine if someone gets out. Is that fair? 
5 announcement, do you have a sense as to how much time 5 A. That's a portion of it. 
6 transpired? 6 Q. Okay. Help me out with the rest -- as you 
7 A. Can you repeat the time period you want me to -- 7 understand it. 
8 Q. Sure. After you last saw this person through 8 A. Well, it's in order to keep the suspects from 
9 the window, I thought you indicated to me that you kind 9 escaping and from anybody else that may inadvertently 
10 of stayed in your general location. 10 enter the scene from becoming involved or altering our 
11 A. (Nodding head.) 11 operation at that point. 
12 Q. But at some point, you moved your car and gave 12 Q. In the 15 minutes or so that we're talking 
13 the canine announcement? 13 about -- and, obviously, I appreciate that that's an 
14 A. Correct. 14 estimation -- from the time that you last saw the suspect 
15 Q. Okay. What I'm trying to understand is how 15 until the time you moved your car, did you ever see her 
16 much -- if you have a sense as to how much time transpired 16 again? 
17 between that -- from the time you last saw the person in 17 A. No, I didn't. 
18 the window until you moved your car. 18 Q. Okay. Were you looking? 
19 A. I would estimate about perhaps 15 minutes. 19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And in that period of time, we know other 20 Q. And what were you doing to look -- just kind 
21 officers are arriving; correct? 21 of staying in your general position and looking at the 
22 A. Correct. 22 windows? 
23 Q. And some of those -- I mean, are you making 23 A. Yes. Like I said before, I was scanning the 
24 observations as to what those officers are doing? 24 area, one, for any additional suspects; and to see if 
25 A. Well, no. 25 she appeared in any other portals. 
[Page 64] [Page 66] 
1 Q. Okay. Who was the -- I'm assuming if Sergeant 1 Q. At any point in time did you leave your location 
2 Kukla gave the order for the canine announcement, was he 2 and go get into the patrol car with Officer Barber? 
3 the primary officer on-scene? 3 A. I don't believe so. 
4 A. At that point, he would have been the Incident 4 Q. So in that 15-or-so minute period that you're 
5 Commander, yes, which he would have been considered the 5 talking about, is it your recollection that you were 
6 primary officer. 6 basically by yourself at your location? 
7 Q. Okay. And was he giving orders for where the 7 When I say, "by yourself," I know other 
8 other officers would go -- position themselves as they 8 officers are coming and they're around, but were you 
9 arrived? 9 maintaining your position and doing your job kind of on 
10 A. It is my recollection that he did coordinate 10 your own in that spot. 
11 placement of officers, yes. 11 A. Well, I wouldn't say it was 15 minutes -- a 
12 Q. And was that done on the radio, or face-to-face, 12 IS-minute period of time that I was there alone. I'm 
13 or both -- if you know? 13 sure it was shorter than that. 
14 A. Both. 14 Q. Okay. But you were in that general location --
15 Q. Okay. Do you know where Officer Barber located 15 again on the diagram where you have marked, I believe, 
16 his vehicle when he arrived at the scene? 16 "X," that's the general location you were at for that 
17 A. I don't. 17 IS-minute period? 
18 Q. Do you know where -- I may have asked you this, 18 A. Correct. 
19 and ifl did I apologize -- but do you remember where 19 Q. Okay. And when -- again, I'm just trying to 
20 Sergeant Kukla parked or placed his patrol vehicle? 20 get a sense. I mean, are you walking back and forth, or 
21 A. I do not. 21 are you moving 10 to 15 feet, or do you stand-- you're 
22 Q. Ifl asked you -- let me just short-circuit this. 22 not standing at attention, you know, at one spot. 
23 Ifl asked you where any other vehicle was parked at any 23 A. Right. 
24 given time, could you tell me? 24 Q. I'm just trying to get a sense of what you 
25 A. No. 25 were doing. 
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1 A. Well, my main-- obviously, I was focused on 1 information that the person that was -- before entry 
2 that corner, as that was the source of the activity; 2 into the building was made with the dog -- did anybody 
3 however, trying to avoid tunnel vision in the event that 3 ever tell you that someone was on-scene who thought that 
4 any other suspects were hiding in or around the location 4 the person in the building may have actually worked there? 
5 or the suspect reappeared at any -- in any other windows, 5 A. No. 
6 doors, or any other -- like I say, any other portals. 6 Q. Did you understand that the area where this 
7 Q. Okay. So you may have walked, I don't know, 7 was -- where you were making your observations and where 
8 some distance -- 10 or 15 feet -- or you tell me -- in 8 this person was, that it was a dental lab? 
9 either direction basically keeping that main location as 9 A. No, I did not. 
10 your central spot; is that fair? 10 Q. So nobody shared that information with you? 
11 A. Yes. 11 A. I believe I received that information, but 
12 Q. And when you say you weren't there alone, did 12 after the fact. 
13 other officers come to your location and talk with you? 13 Q. Do you recall where you received or from whom 
14 A. Yes. Officers -- yes. 14 you received that information? 
15 Q. Okay. And do you recall what officers came to 15 A. I spoke with a doctor after the fact who 
16 your location to talk with you? 16 described his and his partner's office and then the 
17 A. Officer Barber responded and deployed on that 17 sublet information to the downstairs. 
18 side of the building at some point in time. Sergeant 18 Q. Why did you speak to the doctor after the 
19 Kukla, Officer Bonas, Officer Harr. Those are the 19 situation? 
20 officers that I recall. 20 A. Because I went with the doctor through the 
21 Q. Ifl asked you to relay for me the substance 21 building to determine if any other medications, property, 
22 of any of the conversations that you had with any of 22 or any other items were damaged or altered in any way. 
23 those officers, other than what we've already talked 23 Q. Did you record that conversation -- do you 
24 about the order you got from Sergeant Kukla, could you 24 remember? 
25 do that? 25 A. I don't believe so. 
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1 A. Yes. 1 Q. Is there a reason why? 
2 Q. Okay. So let's talk about any conversations 2 A. Just our protocol. 
3 that you had with Barber. Can you tell me what the two 3 Q. And is there some part of your protocol and 
4 of you discussed? 4 your training that would suggest to you that it would 
5 A. Yes -- and I could probably expedite all of 5 have been inappropriate to record that conversation? 
6 those officers I listed because the information was all 6 A. I wouldn't describe it as "inappropriate. 11 
7 similar -- that I had seen a suspect inside the building 7 Q. Okay. Then when you say, "per the protocol, 11 
8 in the area described by the calling party, and I had 8 what do you mean? 
9 seen the suspect with a knife. That was the substance 9 A. I would summarize our protocol as tape recording 
10 of the communication. 10 enforcement activities involving suspects, and that does 
11 Q. Okay. Did you tell any of the other officers 11 not include victims. 
12 that you saw the suspect drinking a beer? 12 Q. Were you assigned the task of going through 
13 A. I don't recall. 13 the building with the owner and doing the interview? 
14 Q. Do you recall telling any of the other officers 14 A. I don't recall. 
15 that you saw the suspect manipulating dental instruments? 15 Q. Did you talk to the owner of the building 
16 A. No. 16 prior to entry? 
17 Q. Okay. How come? 17 A. I don't believe I did. 
18 A. (Gesturing.) 18 Q. Did you receive any information that somebody had? 
19 Q. Howcome? 19 A. Yes. 
20 A. Howcome? 20 Q. And what information did you receive? 
21 Q. How come you didn't tell them that? 21 A. It was my understanding that an officer had 
22 A. Well, at that point in time, that was not a 22 located the owner, and they had interviewed that owner, 
23 pertinent piece of information based on what we were 23 and he indicated that no one should be in the building. 
24 dealing with and our response to that situation. 24 Q. Do you know what officer interviewed him before? 
25 Q. Did anybody ever tell you that they had 25 A. I believe Officer Barber did. 
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1 Q. Do you know if Officer Barber received any 
2 information from him that the person in the building 
3 might be someone who worked in the lab? 
4 A. I don't believe so. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. In other words, you were never told that? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the same information that we were talking 
about is what you told Officer Bonas -- in terms of what 
you observed about the person in the building with the knife? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And did all these conversations occur generally 
at the same time or over time? 
A. Over time. 
Q. Where did the conversation with Officer Bonas 
take place? 
A. Can you repeat that question? 
Q. Sure. Where did the conversation with 
Officer Bonas take place? 
A. With me about -- I'm sorry. I kind oflost my 
train of thought. 
Q. When you had the conversation with Officer Bonas 
where you were relaying what you had seen, where were you? 
A. I was still on the east side of the building, 
on this northeast area of the building. 
Q. So you had moved from your original location 
[Page 72] 
1 or you're still in your original location? 
2 A. Well, this was the area that I was at. 
3 Q. The whole time, basically? 
4 A. Right. 
5 Q. Except for the period of time that you moved 
6 your car; is that right? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Okay. So when you had the conversation with -
9 Officer Bonas, was that before or after you moved your car? 
10 A. I don't recall. 
11 Q. Do you recall, in relation to the various officers 
12 that you talked to, the order of those conversations? Did 
13 you talk to Barber first, or Kukla first, or Bonas first, 
14 or --
15 A. I don't recall. 
16 Q. Had Bonas arrived on-scene -- well, strike that. 
17 Did you see Officer Bonas arrive on-scene? 
18 A. Yes. ' 
19 Q. And did he arrive before or after you moved 
20 yourcar? 
21 A. I don't recall. 
22 Q. Did he arrive before or after you gave the 
23 PA announcement? 
24 A. He arrived first, and after his arrival I gave 
25 the PA announcement. 
1 Q. You have reviewed your report recently; correct? 
2 We've talked about that. 
3 A. Within the last month. 
4 Q. Yes. And there's nothing in the report about 
5 the PA announcement; true? 
6 A. I will have to review it again. 
7 Q. Sure. Take your time. (Pause.) 
8 A. There does not appear to be. 
9 Q. Okay. Do you have any idea -- do you know why? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Okay. You have reviewed -- I think you indicated 
12 that you had reviewed other reports in preparation for 
13 the deposition. 
14 Do you remember seeing anything in those other 
15 reports about the PA announcement, the canine PA announcement 
16 that you made? 
17 A. I don't recall. I think I misspoke on the 
18 previous question -- ifl could go back -- because you 
19 asked me why that was not included in my report. 
20 Q. Sure. 
21 A. I misspoke. My understanding of why that 
22 would not be in there is because the application of the 
23 dog and the force used associated with that dog is --
24 generally, those preparatory enforcement actions are ones 
25 the canine handler will typically ensure that those 
[Page 74] 
1 protocols were followed and then document those actions 
2 in their report. 
3 Q. Okay. You didn't make the decision to use the 
4 dog; is that true? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Do you know who did? 
7 A. I believe Lieutenant Schoenborn. 
8 Q. We haven't talked about him. When did he 
9 arrive on-scene? 
10 A. He arrived prior to officers entering the 
11 building. 
12 Q. Do you have a sense as to how long -- whether 
13 it was just minutes before or, you know, some period 
14 oftime? 
15 A. I believe he was on-scene at that location in 
16 close proximity to me for a short period of time prior 
17 to the officers entering the building. 
18 Q. Was he there when you made the PA announcement? 
19 A. I believe so. 
20 Q. Let's go back to the observations that you 
21 made of the person in the building. 
22 Did that person seem to be agitated in any fashion? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did they seem to in a hurry? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Did you observe them stealing anything, 
2 putting something in their pocket, anything of that 
3 nature? 
4 A. I did not see her put anything in her pocket. 
5 Q. Did you see anything that made you think that 
6 they were stealing something? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What? 
9 A. The manner in which and the activity that she 
10 was engaged in, coupled with her mannerisms and the 
11 rummaging of the articles on the table, taken into 
12 conjunction with the manner in which we understood she 
13 had entered the building and the information that we had 
14 previously received from the calling party led me to 
15 believe that there was a burglary in progress and that 
16 she was rummaging looking for perhaps some type of 
17 drugs, or money, or some other items of value. 
18 Q. Okay. But at the start of that-- I understand, 
19 you know, the complete picture that you're trying to 
20 talk about -- and I'm not discounting that -- but I'm 
21 just focused on that period of time when you had her in 
22 your vision, what was it that she did that made you 
23 think she was trying to steel something? 
24 A. Sure. I'll describe it to you again. 
25 The location, the manner which she entered the 
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1 building, and the fact that she was -- appeared to be 
2 consuming alcohol, was armed with a knife and was, as 
3 I said -- as I described -- rummaging through the items 
4 on the table. 
5 I had taken all of that into account, and 
6 I formed a conclusion that it appeared that she was 
7 involved in a burglary or a theft as you had described. 
8 Q. Okay. In the report you used the word, 
9 "manipulating"; correct? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. In the audio do you recall using the words, 
12 "milling about"? 
13 A. I don't. 
14 Q. Okay. Other than today, have you used the 
15 term "rummaging" with anybody in describing what your 
16 observations were? 
17 A. I don't recall ifl specifically used that 
18 term, but "rummaging" or "milling" -- those types of 
19 descriptions or words accurately depict what I recall 
20 her doing at that time. 
21 Q. Was she working? Could she have been working 
22 on a dental appliance? 
23 A. Could you repeat the question? 
24 Q. Could she have been working on a dental appliance? 
25 A. I would say, "No." 
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Q. Okay. As we talked about, you were on the 
Entry Team. 
We have audio from the entry from Bonas, Harr, 
and Barber, I believe, but we don't have any audio from 
you and I think some others that were on the Entry Team. 
Again, I may have asked you this -- and ifl did, 
I apologize -- was there a reason why you didn't have your 
audio on when you went into the building? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. But do you recall whether that would 
have been part of protocol one way or another? 
A. Once enforcement action and contact were made, 
yes, that would be appropriate to record that. 
Q. Okay. But you didn't turn it on then, either? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. Was there a point in time, Officer, 
that you ever thought to yourself, "I need to check and 
see if there was audio," and "Oh, I didn't turn it on," 
or "It just malfunctioned," or you j1,1st have no memory 
one way or another? 
A. I don't have any memory. 
Q. You mentioned in the report that during the 
search, the suspect was located in the downstairs portion 
of the building; correct? I'm looking at the third 
paragraph under "Officers' Actions." 
[Page 
A. Yes. 
Q. So did you actually see where she was when the 
apprehension was made? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And she was in the bathroom; is that right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Did you make any observations of her 
personally in terms of her state of dress? 
A. No. 
78] 
Q. So you don't remember if her pants were on or off? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do you remember if the light to the bathroom 
was on or off? 
A. I believe it was off. 
Q. Did you continue, after the arrest was made, 
with the team that cleared the remainder of tlie basement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you didn't go with the suspect outside? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At some point in time did you enter the area 
where you had seen the suspect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And what did you do while you were in 
there? 
A. Looked for other suspects hiding. 
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1 Q. Was that with the dog -- or did you do that 
2 without the dog? 
3 A. I don't recall if the dog was part of the 
4 Search Team during that remainder of the clearing of 
5 that building or not. I don't recall. 
6 Q. Okay. But you have independent recollection 
7 of actually entering that room with the intent of 
8 looking for suspects? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. And how did you do that? Did you go in 
11 with a weapon drawn or --
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Were you covered or were you the lead? 
14 You know, I'm a guy that maybe watches too much 
15 TV so I see the, you know -- but anyway, I'm trying get 
16 a sense -- and I know you guys are trying to protect 
17 yourselves -- so what-- kind of run me through what 
18 happened. 
19 A. How do you mean? 
20 Q. Well, I mean, you're going to go into this 
21 room -- and that's the room where you saw the suspect; 
22 correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And the lights are on; is that right? 
25 A. Yes. 
[Page 80] 
1 Q. Okay. And so you are going in to see if you 
2 can find a suspect, and you have got your weapon drawn. 
3 Are you by yourself or are there other officers with 
4 you? I'm trying to get a sense of what happened. 
5 A. It was done in conjunction with other officers 
6 searching in a team format. 
7 Q. Okay. Do you know who the first officer in 
8 into the room was? 
9 A. I don't. 
10 Q. Okay. Was it you? 
11 A. I don't believe so. 
12 Q. Okay. And if you can remember, tell me what 
13 happened once you entered the room and what you did. 
14 A. I entered the room and looked in spaces that 
15 suspects could hide to ensure that no other suspects 
16 were hiding. 
17 Q. And you didn't find anybody? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. And then it was -- and if you remember, was 
20 that the last room that was cleared in the basement? 
21 A. It was not the last room. 
22 Q. Okay. Where was it in relation to -- my 
23 understanding is that none of the officers went downstairs 
24 until after the dog had located the suspect. Is that 
25 accurate? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. So after that suspect is located, arrested, 
3 and removed from the basement, where -- at what point 
4 was the lab where the light was on cleared in relation 
5 to the rest of the basement -- if you remember? 
6 A. I believe that may have been the next room, 
7 but I'm not absolutely sure. 
8 I just recall continuing the search after the 
9 first suspect was located and ensuring that no other 
10 suspects were hiding. 
11 Q. And while you were in the basement clearing 
12 the room -- or just in the basement, generally -- can 
13 you tell me what you heard, if anything? 
14 What I'm getting at -- was it completely silent? 
15 Could you hear an HV AC system like we hear in this room 
16 right now? Could you hear, you know, anything? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Do you remember hearing anything like an air 
19 compressor? 
20 A. I don't. 
21 Q. When you got in the lab and cleared the lab, 
22 your focus at that point was to look for persons; correct? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. And after that place was cleared, did you look 
25 around and make any observations that you would consider 
[Page 82] 
1 pertinent? 
2 A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. Okay. Did you see the knife that you had seen 
4 the suspect had in her hand? 
5 A. I don't recall; however, at that point I was 
6 looking for suspects. 
7 Q. I appreciate that. Since that evening, have 
8 you ever seen that knife? 
9 A. I don't believe so. 
10 Q. It wasn't located, to your knowledge, on her 
11 person when she was arrested; correct? 
12 A. I am unaware of whether that was or not. 
13 Q. Okay. Were you part of the Arrest Team or 
14 were you still standing back? , 
15 A. I was part of the Search Team. 
16 Q. Someone on that Search Team made the arrest, 
17 though; true? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Were you part of the team that made the arrest? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. So you aren't the one that searched the 
22 individual? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. Okay. Did you personally inspect the bathroom 
25 where she was found? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Do you know who did? 
3 A. I do not. 
4 Q. Okay. Once the basement was cleared, what did 
5 youdo? 
6 A. I went back outside the building. 
7 Q. And then what do you remember happening? 
8 A. I remember contacting one of the owners --
9 one of the doctors -- and then following up with him and 
10 ensuring no thefts or any other vandalism or anything 
11 else had occurred in the dental office. 
12 Q. When you went through and you did that with 
13 one of the owners, and you physically went through the 
14 building; is that right? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. You turned the lights on, if you remember? 
17 A. I believe -- I remember that he turned on a 
18 light in his office, but there were other -- there were 
19 some lights on. 
20 Q. Okay. Were there any other officers involved 
21 in that process of going through the building with one 
22 of the owners to determine whether there had been 
23 anything taken? 
24 A. I believe Officer Barber was involved in that, 
25 as well. 
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Q. So ifl understand the -- let me just finish 
this area, and we will take a break. I'm going to check 
my notes. 
You go outside the building. Then at some 
point in time, you go back into the building with the 
owner; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And do you know how much time elapsed since 
the building was cleared before you went back in with 
the owner? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Did you ever see Ms. James, the person who was 
arrested, after she was arrested and taken out of the 
building? Did you ever see her again? 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Do you remember whether she said anything 
while the event was taking place downstairs in the 
bathroom, anything that you -- do you remember anything 
that she said? 
A. I don't recall. I don't recall her saying 
anything, no. 
Q. So when you go back in with -- well, do you 
have any conversations with the owner outside the building 
before you go in? 
A. I believe so. 
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1 Q. Okay. What can you tell me about that? 
2 A. Just in summary speaking to him about his 
3 partnership with the other doctor, the fact that he 
4 believed no one should be in the business, and his desire 
5 to prosecute anybody that had entered the dental office. 
6 Q. In your report you state that -- and we talked 
7 generally about this -- but he told you that he did not 
8 know the suspect, but believed she might be employed by 
9 a man named Gene who had rented an office that is 
10 located in the downstairs portion of the dental building. 
11 That's under the "Victim Interview." 
12 When did he tell you that? Were you guys 
13 outside the building -- or is that something that he 
14 mentioned while you guys were inside the building? 
15 A. I don't recall if that was outside or during 
16 the walk-through of the property. 
17 Q. Was that in response to a question that you 
18 asked him such as, you know, "Did you know this person"? 
19 or did he just kind of blurt that out? 
20 A. I believe it was in response to information or 
21 conversation he had with Officer Barber prior to my 
22 contact with him. 
23 Q. Okay. I'm sorry. You lost me there. 
24 It was related to a conversation he had had 
25 with Barber earlier? 
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1 A. Well, you asked me in what context that was --
2 ifit was something I asked him? 
3 Q. Right. 
4 A. So my response was that I believe it was offered 
5 based on information that he had received or a conversation 
6 that he had with Officer Barber prior to my contact. 
7 Q. Okay. I guess what I'm -- because what you 
8 write is, "He told me that he did not know the suspect." 
9 So I'm not clear on whether he's -- whether, 
10 from your perspective, this is information you overheard 
11 him telling Barber or whether this was something that he 
12 was actually telling you. 
13 A. This was something that he told me during my 
14 contact with him that I believe was precipitated by a 
15 conversation he had with Officer Barber prior to my 
16 contact. 
17 MR. BUSH: Okay. Thank you. Let's take a 
18 break. I think we're both a little rummy. 
19 (Discussion held off the record.) 
20 (Recess taken.) 
21 (Exhibit 16 marked.) 
22 MR. BUSH: Back on the record. 
23 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer Butler, when the 
24 Entry Team went into the upper level of the building to 
25 search -- you know, you were part of that team; correct? 
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A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. And while you were on that floor, did you 2 
observe any evidence that you thought was consistent 3 
with a burglary? 4 
A. No. 5 
Q. At some point during the search of the upper 6 
floor it's cleared and a decision is made to continue 7 
downstairs; correct? 8 
A. Yes. 9 
Q. And as I understand from Sergeant Bonas 10 
yesterday there was a stairwell leading downstairs, and 11 
that's kind of where the team gathered with the dog 12 
before they went down. Is that consistent with your 13 
recollection? 14 
A. Yes. 15 
Q. And so the -- do you recall -- well, if you 16 
do recall, can you tell me kind of what transpired while 17 
the team is gathered at that top of that stairwell 18 
before you go down? 19 
What I'm interested in is I know from 20 
Officer Bonas -- and, you know, we have the audio and we 21 
know that there's the warning that's given -- but I want 22 
to get a sense if you remember as to how people were 23 
positioned and where the dog was -- if you remember. 24 
A. Well, again, things transpired. A systematic 25 
[Page 88] 
search was done which ultimately led us to the stairs, 1 
as you mentioned. 2 
Officers were positioned at the top of the 3 
staircase -- with Officer Bonas being one of the front 4 
members of that Search Team. 5 
Q. Okay. I mean, there are a number of people on 6 
this Search Team. I believe, as we indicated, there was 7 
Officer Harr, Officer Barber, Officer Bonas -- I think 8 
there were at least three or four more. Should I count 9 
them ofl? Do you remember who they were? 10 
A. I remember those officers. I believe there 11 
were one or two others, and their names escape me right now. 12 
Q. Was Lieutenant Schoenborn part of that? 13 
A. I don't believe so. 14 
Q. Was Sergeant Kukla? 15 
A. I believe he was. 16 
Q. So we have at least five -- and there may be 17 
one more -- but let's just deal with, say, the five. 18 
So you've got the entrance to the stairwell at 19 
the top, and then you have stairs going down; right? 20 
A. Correct. 21 
Q. Okay. And in relation to the top of that 22 
stairwell or stairway, how are the officers positioned -- 23 
if you can remember -- before the announcement is made 24 
that says, "Hey, we're sending the dog down"? 25 
A. I don't remember the exact positions of the 
officers. 
Q. Do you remember the positions of any of them? 
A. I just remember Officer Bonas being the -- at 
the forefront of that Search Team. 
Q. Okay. And was he positioned at the top of the 
stairway with the dog? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you hear him make the announcement that --
again, you know, "We are police officers. We've got a dog--" 
whatever he said -- "-- and we are coming down." Did 
you hear him make that announcement? 
A. Yes. I heard him make that announcement 
several times. 
Q. Sure. Once before you went into the building; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And was there another time when you were on 
the main floor that he did it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that before you went to the stairwell? 
A. I believe it was at the stairwell. 
Q. Okay. So that's the second time you heard him 
make that--
A. Well, that would be the third time. 
Q. We are talking about him, Officer Bonas. 
A. I believe that's the second time, yes. 
[Page 90] 
Q. Okay. And where was he standing or -- ifhe --
where was he when he made that second announcement? 
A. At the top of the stairs, at the comer of the 
wall directing the announcement downstairs, down the stairs. 
Q. Okay. So was his head pointed down_ the stairwell? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So he wasn't behind the wall or to the side of 
the wall and talking sideways; he was actually inflecting 
his voice down the stairwell, is what you remember? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where was the dog at that point -- if you 
remember? 
A. In close proximity to him. 
Q. And "he" being "Officer Bonas" -- standing, 
kneeling, crouching? What was he doing? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. I'm going to hand you what we have 
marked as Exhibit No. 16, which is Photo No -- - if 
you'll look on the right-hand comer -- Photo No. 7? 
It's in the lower right-hand comer. 
A. Yes, No. 7. 
Q. Have you seen that photo before? 
A. I don't believe so. 
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Q. Are any of the items that you saw the person 
in the lab downstairs -- when you saw that person with 
the knife and then manipulating several dental instruments, 
are any of those items that you observed depicted in 
that photo? 
A. This appears to be a similar layout and 
description of what I had seen. 
Q. I'm not following the "layout and description" 
part of that. What do you mean? 
I mean, I guess let's do it this way: 
Let's identify what -- is there anything in 
that photo that you recognize as being held by the 
person you saw in the basement? 
A. This is just difficult to tell from this 
photograph. 
Q. And when you say, "layout," is this the area 
or the table that you think she was near or by? In 
other words, is this the area where she was rummaging? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And so the area where she would have been 
rummaging -- assuming that, you know, it hasn't been 
changed -- would have been either to the right or the 
left -- or do you know? 
A. It would have been near the counter area where 
the chair is positioned. 
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1 Q. Okay. There appears to be a -- there's an 
2 object there that has a black handle; correct? There's 
3 two objects there that have a black handle, but there's 
4 an object there that has a black handle and looks like 
5 either -- I don't know what it is -- whether it's a 
6 blade or something that extends from the handle. Do you 
7 see that? 
8 A. I believe I understand which one you're speaking of. 
9 Q. So you and I are communicating, I'm pointing 
10 to this right here. (Indicating.) 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And can you tell whether or not -- do you know 
13 whether or not that was what you're referring to in your 
14 report as the knife that she was holding? 
15 A. I cannot tell, based on this photograph. 
16 Q. Okay. Do you see anything else in there that 
17 looks like it might be something that she was holding? 
18 A. I don't. 
19 Q. Can you tell me whether that black-handled 
20 object that we're talking about -- that she was not 
21 holding that device? 
22 In other words, you can't tell if that was 
23 what she was holding. Can you tell me with any certainty 
24 that she definitely was not holding that when you saw 
25 her? 
1 A. Right. I could not tell you, based on this 
2 photograph depicting these objects, if that was or was 
3 not the item or article. 
4 Q. Okay. And in tenns of the dental instruments, 
5 is there anything in that photograph that would -- that 
6 looks to be like what you saw? 
7 A. I'm not able to tell. 
8 Q. Okay. Just a couple more quick questions on 
9 your report. 
10 Once you complete your report, what happens to it? 
11 A. It's submitted to a supervisor for review and 
12 approval, and then it's sent to the appropriate investigative 
13 unit or to the appropriate prosecutor. 
14 Q. And did you ever see it again after you were 
15 done and forwarded it on for approval? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. One of the things that you indicate in this 
18 second page is -- and I guess it's under the -- is it 
19 supposed to be -- well, maybe I've figured it out. 
20 I guess on the second page at the top it says, 
21 "See Officer Barber's report." I was going to ask you 
22 . why, but if you go to the previous page, it appears to 
23 be under the heading of, "Injuries, Victim, and Suspect"? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Is that what you meant to refer -- for that 
[Page 94] 
1 particular heading, you were referring to Officer Barber's 
2 report? 
3 A. Yes, sir. 
4 Q. Okay. Thank you. Have you been on calls where 
5 canines have been deployed before? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. How many times? 
8 A. Couldn't recall how many times. 
9 Q. You know, I -- I know it's always hard, but is 
10 it more than ten? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. More than 100? 
13 A. Perhaps. 
14 Q. Okay. Can you say with certainty that it's 
15 been more than 50? 
16 A. I would say that it's been over 50 in my career. 
17 Q. And both in L.A. and in Idaho? 
18 A. Yes, sir. 
19 Q. Okay. Are you familiar, either specifically 
20 or generally, with the Use of Force Policy for canines? 
21 A. Generally, yes. 
22 Q. Is it something that you need to be familiar 
23 with as part of your duties -- or is that something that 
24 you would defer to somebody else in tenns of how that 
25 policy is implemented? 
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1 A. In general, that would be deferred to a 
2 supervisor. 
3 Q. Okay. I'm going to -- I know that you mentioned 
4 that prior to the depo today you had reviewed some of 
5 the -- or reviewed the Dispatch audio -- I think that's 
6 what you said, but let me ask it this way: 
7 Was the audio you reviewed the audio from the 
8 secure channel that you folks were communicating on? 
9 A. I believe so. 
10 Q. Okay. And I guess in some sense it's 
11 unfortunate that I get to pick on you to help me 
12 identify, if you can, some of the officers who were 
13 talking because I don't know -- I can't tell -- and it's 
14 difficult for me when I go through it to find out. 
15 I'm not going to run you through the whole 
16 thing. There's probably about six or seven minutes of 
17 it, and I'll stop along the way and just ask you if you 
18 can recognize the voices. 
19 A. Sure. 
20 MR. BUSH: For the record, Scott, what I'm 
21 about to play from the audio is from the Discovery we 
22 received, and it's BC000125 through BC000149. Okay? 
23 MR. MUIR: Okay. 
24 MR. BUSH: I don't, obviously, expect our 
25 Court Reporter to transcribe it. 
[Page 96] 
I So, with your stipulation, by that designation 
2 we can mark that as Exhibit 17 and figure out how we 
3 can -- I don't know if we can make an audio a part of 
4 the record or how we do that, but we can figure out how 
5 to do that. 
6 MR. MUIR: That's good by me. 
7 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) If you can't hear this, let me 
8 know and we will do the best we can. 
9 (Audio played.) 
IO Q. (BY MR. BUSH) The comment, "I'm just behind 
11 Butler. She's still in the basement right now; is that 
12 right?" or something like that. Do you recognize that 
13 voice? 
14 A. I believe that it's Sergeant Kukla. 
15 (Audio played.) 
16 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that Sergeant Kukla saying, 
17 "Hey, Steve"? 
18 A. I can't tell for sure. 
19 Q. Okay. Can you tell whether that was you 
20 saying, "Go ahead"? 
21 A. I believe so. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 (Audio played.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) "I'm on landline with him right 
25 now." Do you know whose voice that was? 
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1 A. I believe that's Officer Barber. 
2 (Audio played.) 
3 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) That said, "Me and Butler--" 
4 I think it said, "Me and Butler 23 worked to the south 
5 side of the building." Do you recognize the voice? 
6 A. I don't. 
Q. Do you know what it means, "23? 
A. It means on-scene. 
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Q. So "23" is the designation for "on-scene"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So let me play that once again and see 
if we can get the voice. 
(Audio played.) 
THE WI1NESS: I believe that's Sergeant Kukla. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Okay. So if they are saying 
"23," that means he's saying he and Butler -- that being 
you -- are on-scene on the south side of the building? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. 
(Audio played.) 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Barber or you? 
A. Barber, I believe. 
(Audio played.) 
THE WI1NESS: That, I don't know who it is. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Let's try it one more time. 
[Page 98] 
I If you can't, that's fine, and we will move on. 
2 (Audio played.) 
3 THE WI1NESS: I'm not sure. 
4 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Okay. Fair enough. 
5 (Audio played.) 
6 MR. BUSH: Skip that one. 
7 (Audio played.) 
8 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Do you know who that was? 
9 A. Officer Barber. 
10 (Audio played.) 
11 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So are you on that channel? 
12 Is that you? 
13 A. I believe it's me. 
14 Q. Okay. Let's try that again. 
15 (Audio played.) 
16 MR. BUSH: Actually, let's go back to the one 
17 before because I think what they're asking is -- well, 
18 never mind. I'm not going to imply anything. So let me 
19 try that one again. 
20 (Audio played.) 
21 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Can you tell? 
22 A. That, I'm not sure. 
23 Q. Okay. 2510 would be Officer Kukla; correct? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 (Audio played.) 1 (Audio played.) 
2 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So is that Kukla? 2 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that Barber -- or can you tell? 
3 A. I believe so. 3 A. I cannot tell. 
4 Q. And did it sound like, "Butler, go ahead"? 4 (Audio played.) 
5 A. Right. 5 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Can you tell who that is? 
6 Q. Okay. So he might -- it may be that he's 6 A. That's Officer Barber. 
7 responding to 2510. "Are you on this channel?" And he 7 Q. When he says, "I'm here with Steve. We're 
8 says, "Butler, go ahead." 8 over here with Steve right now," can you recall where 
9 A. I believe that's correct, yes. 9 you guys were? 
10 Q. Is that reasonable? 10 A. I believe in that northeast area that I had 
11 A. Right. 11 described on the diagram. 
12 Q. Okay. 12 Q. Okay. Were you in his car or at his car? 
13 (Audio played.) 13 A. I don't recall. 
14 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that you? 14 (Audio played.) 
15 A. Correct. 15 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Do you know who that was? 
16 (Audio played.) 16 A. I can't tell. 
17 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Was that last one, "Entry 17 Q. Okay. That's all I have for those. Thank you. 
18 through the broken window -- " was that you? 18 That helps. 
19 A. Yes. 19 MR. BUSH: Officer, that's all the questions 
20 Q. Okay. When you said there, "It looks like 20 that I have. I appreciate your patience with me. 
21 she's got a small knife and some other stuff," do you 21 THE WI1NESS: Sure. 
22 remember what you were referring to? 22 MR. BUSH: I really didn't anticipate that we 
23 A. Yes. What I talked to you about previously, 23 would be here as long as we were. 
24 of her moving those things or rummaging around on the 24 THE WI1NESS: No problem. 
25 table. 25 MR. BUSH: Thank you for your time. 
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1 Q. The sharp dental instruments? 1 MR. MUIR: No questions. Read and sign again 
2 A. Right. 2 and a copy, please. 
3 Q. Okay. 3 THE REPORTER: Thank you. All three of these 
4 (Audio played.) 4 depositions w~ll be delivered in about ten days. 
5 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Was that Kukla? 5 MR. BUSH: That's fine. 
6 A. I can't tell who that is. 6 MR. MUIR: Okay. 
7 Q. Okay. 7 (Deposition concluded at 4:02 p.m.) 
8 (Audio played.) 8 (Exhibit 17 - Audio file marked and 
9 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that Barber? 9 retained by John A. Bush.) 
10 A. Yes. 10 (Signature requested; read and sign 
11 (Audio played.) 11 secured by Scott B. Muir.) 
12 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that you? 12 
13 A. Yes, sir. 13 
14 Q. Okay. Now, when you say, "Hold that corner," 14 
15 do you remember what corner you were referring to? 15 
16 A. I do not. 16 
17 Q. Okay. 17 
18 (Audio played.) 18 
19 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Was that Kukla? 19 
20 A. I believe it's Sergeant Kukla. 20 
21 Q. Thank you. 21 
22 (Audio played.) 22 
23 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that -- 23 
24 A. I'm not sure. 24 
25 Q. Let me try that one again. 25 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
3 I, STEVEN MICHAEL BUTLER, being first duly sworn, 
4 depose and say: 
5 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
6 deposition consisting of pages 5 through 103; that I 
7 have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
8 that the questions contained therein were propounded to 
9 me; and that the answers therein contained are true and 
10 correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
11 on the Change Sheet attached hereto. 
12 DATEDthis_dayof 2013. 
13 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
me at the time and place therein set forth, at which time 
the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative 
or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
financially interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
31st day of May, 2013. 
(208)345-9611 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires 4-30-2014. 
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1 OFFICER DANIEL BARBER, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to 
3 said cause, testified as follows: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect this 
is the time and place for taking the deposition 
of Daniel Barber pursuant to notice and the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Officer Barber, we'll begin by having 
you identify yourself for our record just by 
stating your name, please. 
A. Officer Barber, Boise Police 
Department. 
Q. How long have you been employed by the 
Boise Police Department? 
A. Nineteen years. 
Q. What is your present capacity? 
A. Patrol. 
Q. In December of2010 what was your 
position? 
A. Patrol. 
Q. Have you held other positions? 
[Page 4] 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. What are those? 
3 A. Horse patrol, school resource officer, 
4 neighborhood contact officer, and I'm still 
5 currently on SWAT, been on SWAT for 15 years. 
6 Q. As school resource, what school were 
7 you at? 
8 A. Mountain Cove and Frank Church. 
9 MR. BUSH: Let's go off the record. 
10 (Discussion held off the record.) 
11 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So my understanding is 
12 that you were an officer who responded to a call 
13 about an incident occurring at a dental office at 
14 Northview and Cole here in Boise on December 26, 
15 2010; is that correct? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And that has been many years ago. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. As you sit here today, I know that you 
20 may have had an opportunity to either revisit the 
21 events subsequent to the filing of this lawsuit, 
22 but as you sit here today, how would you describe 
23 or characterize your memory of that evening? 
24 A. Spotty. 
25 Q. I know you authored a report; is that 
[Page 5] 
1 
2 
correct? 
A. I don't know. 
3 Q. Have you reviewed any documents prior 
4 to today? 
5 A. No. I listened to a section of the 
6 tape at the request of Scott Muir, but that was 
7 it. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Which tape did you review? 
A. My tape, where I talk to the cleaning 
lady and asked her a question and then my tape 
went dead. So like about a one-minute section or 
so I listened to. 
Q. I'll represent to you there are three 
tapes from you. There is one during the entry, 
and you've not reviewed that, I take it. 
A. No. 
Q. There is one of you at the hospital. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Where you were talking I believe with 
Ms. James' daughter. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Have you reviewed that one? 
A. No. 
Q. And then there is the one that you just 
referenced. 
[Page 6] 
1 A. Okay. That is the one I listened to. 
2 Q. On the tape where it went off, do you 
3 know why it went off? 
4 A. I have no idea. 
5 Q. One of the lucky things that will 
6 happen today is you'll get to look at the report 
7 that you wrote so many years ago, but we'll get 
8 to that in a minute. 
9 You may have been through this before, 
10 but just for our record, our process is one that 
11 is relatively informal, but obviously it's 
12 important to the proceedings that are going on. 
13 You have taken an oath to tell the truth, which 
14 has the same force and effect as if you were in 
15 front of the court or jury. I know you 
16 understand that. 
17 lfl ask you a question, which is 
18 likely to happen, that you don't understand, let 
19 me know and I'll be happy to rephrase it. Okay? 
20 And then the other thing I need is an 
21 answer that is verbal, either a "yes" or a "no" 
22 or a narrative as opposed to a shake of the head, 
23 because we have a court reporter and she can't 
24 take down shakes of the head. 
25 A. Okay. 
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1 Q. Then let me finish my question before 1 A. Yeah, that means I was dispatched as 
2 you start your answer and I will try to afford 2 the primary and they were all dispatched as 
3 you the same courtesy, and we should get along 3 assist units. 
4 fine. 4 Q. So would you have been -- were you the 
5 Do you have an independent memory of 5 primary officer on the scene? 
6 what information was provided to you that 6 A. I was dispatched that way, but that is 
7 ultimately led you to the location on Northview 7 not the way it ended up, because Butler got there 
8 and Cole? 8 first. 
9 A. The information I recall is there was a 9 Q. So your recollection would be, is 
10 broken window, and while I was going en route 10 because Butler got there first he became the 
11 Officer Butler had seen somebody downstairs, 11 primary officer? 
12 inside. 12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. I'm assuming that you don't know what 13 Q. Ifl read this document correctly, 
14 time you were en route or anything of that 14 and to be fair to you and to the record, I 
15 nature. 15 understand that folks may -- "folks" being 
16 A. No. 16 officers -- may get on the scene prior to the 
17 Q. So in front of you is a binder of 17 time that dispatch logs them into the scene; does 
18 exhibits that we've had marked already in this 18 that make sense? 
19 case. I'm going to push it over to you, and if 19 A. Ifwe go on scene on our computer, it's 
20 you'll take a look at Exhibit No. 2, which is -- 20 immediate. 
21 are you familiar with that document or that form 21 Q. Does that mean if you punch the 
22 of document? 22 button--
23 A. Yeah. 23 A. Yes, you push the button that says "on 
24 Q. What is it to you? 24 scene," that puts you on scene right then. 
25 A. This is like an MDT. 25 Q. But there may be instances or times 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 Q. What does "MDT" mean? 1 when either officers forget or they don't do 
2 A. It's our dispatch record, MDT record. 2 that? 
3 Q. This is ultimately information that 3 A. Yeah. People can be out on scene for 
4 comes from dispatch available to you in your 4 an hour and a half and it shows they are still 
5 patrol car? · 5 en route. 
6 A. Yes. 6 Q. The reason I ask is because it 
7 Q. Do you know what your number was that 7 reflects, at least according to this, that you 
8 night? 8 were on scene at 1733. 
9 A. 2511. 9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. According to this it appears that you 10 Q. It appears that Butler would have been 
11 were dispatched at approximately 1725; is that 11 reported as being on scene at 1730. 
12 correct? 12 A. Yes. And Kukla at 1729. 
13 A. Yes. 13 Q. Right. So it looks like Kukla and 
14 Q. And then it also appears that Sergeant 14 Butler got there almost the same time. 
15 Kukla and Officer Butler were also dispatched at 15 A. Yes. 
16 approximately 1725. 16 Q. So let's go back to where we had 
17 A. Correct. 17 started. You were dispatched to a location, and 
18 Q. Now, one thing that is not clear to me 18 I'm assuming that the information that you -- I 
19 is to the left of both Sergeant Kukla and Officer 19 don't want to assume. 
20 Butler it has "AS STER." Do you see that? 20 Did you initially have information that 
21 A. Yes. 21 the location you were being sent to had been 
22 Q. To the left of you it's just "DISPER." 22 designated as a burglary in process? 
23 A. Yes. 23 A. Yes, that is the information I would 
24 Q. Do you know why there is a difference 24 have had. 
25 there? 25 Q. Other than that piece of information at 
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1 the time that you were initially dispatched, did 1 A. To Officer Butler, that is why I don't 
2 you have any other information? 2 recall if he gave it to me on the radio or once I 
3 A. Not that I recall. 3 got there, but I responded to him. 
4 Q. Did you at some point learn that there 4 Q. Do you remember where he was located? 
5 was a -- the record reflects it as a calling 5 A. Yes. 
6 party or a citizen who had called in and had 6 MR. BUSH: I'm going to hand you --
7 given some information to dispatch. Did you 7 let's mark this as Exhibit 21. 
8 learn that information at some point? 8 (Exhibit 21 marked.) 
9 A. It says it right on here. 9 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer, I've marked as 
10 Q. Would that have been available to you? 10 Deposition Exhibit No. 21 basically a diagram of 
11 A. Yes. 11 the location that really just shows the building 
12 Q. Do you think you would have read it? 12 and the parking lot. And if you could take a 
13 A. Yes. 13 minute and orient yourself. And what I would 
14 Q. So at least early on in the process you 14 like you to do is take our pen here and mark on 
15 would have understood that there was a calling 15 there where you went when you first got on the 
16 party where a person who heard some glass break 16 scene. 
17 went over to the location, saw a person entering 17 A. (Complies.) 
18 the building through the broken glass. 18 Q. Can you draw a rectangle? Did you take 
19 A. Correct. 19 your car there or is that just where you met? 
20 Q. You also would have had the information 20 A. I originally stopped my car back here 
21 that the person talked to the person entering the 21 somewhere (indicating). 
22 building and was told by that person that she was 22 Q. Did it ever move? 
23 going in to get her keys. 23 A. Yes. 
24 A. I don't recall that. 24 Q. So before you write on there let me ask 
25 Q. You don't recall getting that 25 you this: When you met with Officer Butler 
[Page 12] [Page 14] 
1 information? 1 initially at the scene, was his patrol vehicle 
2 A. No. 2 there? 
3 Q. That is information that is on the 3 A. I don't remember where his was at. 
4 dispatch though; correct? 4 Q. The location where you marked the "X," 
5 A. I don't see it on here, no. 5 was there any patrol vehicle there? 
6 Q. In the first paragraph where you say CP 6 A. Mine eventually ended up there. 
7 talked to the subject, she stated she was -- 7 Q. But at the time you initially talked 
8 A. It is on there. I do recall. Then 8 with Butler was there a patrol vehicle up there? 
9 yes, I did have that information. I didn't read 9 A. I don't recall. 
10 that there. 10 Q. Mark where you parked your patrol 
11 Q. So that was information, that whether 11 vehicle initially. 
12 you remember it today or not -- 12 A. I don't recall where I parked it 
13 A. Yes. 13 initially. I don't know ifl was on the road or 
14 Q. Let's start over. So that was 14 right here in the parking lot. I was either 
15 information whether you remember it today, at 15 right here or right there (indicating). I know I 
16 least on the day in question it was available to 16 was close by. 
17 you. 17 Q. So I'm not going to hold you to scale, 
18 A. Correct. 18 and your testimony will reflect there is two 
19 Q. Now, was there information that was 19 differences, but generally show me where your --
20 also provided to you by -- any information that 20 A. I'll say I was right there 
21 was provided to you en route by Officer Butler? 21 (indicating). 
22 A. I don't recall if was it en route or 22 Q. Could you put your initials in there. 
23 when I got on scene. 23 A. (Complies.) 
24 Q. Do you recall where you went when you 24 Q. You don't recall where Butler's vehicle 
25 first got on scene? 25 was. 
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I A. No. I Police are here, please come out of the building, 
2 Q. Do you know where Sergeant Kukla's 2 something to that effect? 
3 vehicle was? 3 A. That is what the announcement would be, 
4 A. No. 4 yes. 
5 Q. Then when you met with -- so you would 5 Q. Was that announcement made? 
6 have exited your car and walked? 6 A. I don't recall specifically. 
7 A. Yes. 7 Q. Do you recall making PA announcements, 
8 Q. Was it just you and Butler at that 8 you personally? 
9 point when you initially got on scene? 9 A. I do not recall myself making PA 
10 A. On this side. I don't know where Kukla 10 announcements, no. 
II was. I think he was on maybe a back side or II Q. Do you recall when -- for purposes of 
12 something. 12 the question, I'll try to set some parameters. 
13 Q. Just so I can close off this exhibit. 13 At some point in time Officer Bonas 
14 Where your car is now, why don't you write to the 14 arrives with the K9; correct? 
15 side of it "A." For our record "A" will indicate 15 A. Correct. 
16 where you initially were, and that at some point 16 Q. Had your car moved to the location "B," 
17 you moved your vehicle. 17 was it moved before or after Bonas arrived? 
18 A. Correct. 18 A. I don't recall. 
19 Q. Can you show where you moved it. 19 Q. Do you recall where Officer Bonas 
20 A. (Complies.) 20 parked his car? 
21 Q. Then write "B" in there. 21 A. No. 
22 A. (Complies.) 22 Q. Do you recall whether at any point in 
23 Q. Why did you move it? 23 time during this event there was more than one 
24 A. To use it for a PA announcement. 24 police vehicle in that parking area where your 
25 Q. When you moved it, were there any 25 car is marked as "B "? 
[Page 16] [Page 18] 
I lights on, whether they be your emergency lights I A. Yes. 
2 or your headlights or your spotlights? 2 Q. Howmany? 
3 A. I don't recall. I didn't have any 3 A. I don't recall how many. 
4 emergency overhead lights on because that would 4 Q. Do you recall who else had a vehicle in 
5 have been lighting us up. If we had any -- I 5 there? 
6 don't know if we turned the spotlight on or not. 6 A. I do not. 
7 We may have spotlighted the building, I can't 7 Q. But there was at least one other. 
8 recall. 8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. What about the headlights? 9 Q. And maybe more? 
10 A. No. We wouldn't have had the 10 A. Yes. 
II headlights on. I didn't have any emergency II Q. So let's go back to the conversation 
12 lights on either. 12 that you are having with Butler when you are 
13 Q. I'm going to come back to the 13 initially there. Can you tell me as best you can 
14 discussion with Butler in a minute, but let's 14 recall and as you sit here today what you 
15 finish this train of thought. 15 remember him telling you. 
16 When you moved your vehicle for the PA 16 A. I just remember him telling me that he 
17 announcements, what are you referring to? 17 saw a subject in the office area where the broken 
18 A. You asked me why I moved my vehicle. I 18 window was at, and he saw an edged weapon in 
19 said I moved it for PA announcements. 19 their hand. 
20 Q. When you say "PA announcements," what 20 Q. Anything else that you can recall today 
21 are you referring to? 21 that he told you? 
22 A. We make announcements on the building 22 A. No. 
23 for the susp·ect to come out. 23 Q. Did he tell you where he was located 
24 Q. So in other words, are you saying there 24 when he made those observations? 
25 was PA announcement that -- whatever, Boise 25 A. Well, yeah, I was standing right next 
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1 to him and he pointed straight down through the 1 Officer Butler? 
2 windows to tell me where he saw it. So I was 2 A. Like I said, you couldn't. I got as 
3 actually looking into the room where he saw and 3 close to the building as I could without stepping 
4 when he told me. 4 into the window wells. 
5 Q. That is a good point. When you first 5 Q. I can show you a picture, there is 
6 got there and met with Butler, how far from the 6 actually railings that go around those window 
7 building were you standing? 7 wells, and the railings are not -- as I recall, I 
8 A. Ten feet maybe. 8 don't think they are 10 feet away. 
9 Q. Did you then go from that location to 9 A. Okay. 
10 the building or -- 10 Q. I guess my point is -- the sense that 
11 A. You can't stand next to the building, 11 I'm getting is that you and Officer Butler are 
12 it's a drop-off. 12 standing essentially in the parking lot about 10 
13 Q. I think in your report you called it 13 feet away from the building and that is where --
14 subterranean. 14 A. I don't think that would put us in the 
15 A. Yeah. It goes down underground, yeah. 15 parking lot, no. We were closer than that then. 
16 Q. And there is a window well. 16 Q. So if you'll take a look at Exhibit --
17 A. Yes. So you can't get next to the 17 A. If you have a picture, I could probably 
18 window. 18 show you. 
19 Q. Well, unless you climb down into the 19 Q. Take a look at Exhibit No. -- it's not 
20 window well. 20 going to show out in the parking lot, but it 
21 A. Yeah, and nobody ever did. 21 might give you -- I might have I better one. 
22 Q. But I guess what I'm saying is, when 22 Take a look at 13 for a minute. 
23 you first were with Officer Butler and he was 23 A. Looking at this, I would say we were 7 
24 describing what he saw, you guys were 24 feet away from the building, if that is what you 
25 approximately 10 feet from the building? 25 would like to know. We are standing right here, 
[Page 20] [Page 22] 
1 A. Yes. 1 so you can see down in there (indicating). 
2 Q. Did either of you from that point get 2 So I'm guessing that is 3 to 4 feet 
3 any closer than 10 feet? 3 right there, and then we were not going to be 
4 A. No. 4 leaning over the rails, so about 2 to 3 feet 
5 Q. Were you able to observe into the area 5 back, so probably 6 to 7 feet then. 
6 that he -- back up. 6 Q. It's not necessarily the feet. I guess 
7 So he's described what he saw. 7 what I'm most interested in and what I want to 
8 A. Correct. 8 know is when -- and I want to know, based on 
9 Q. Were you able to see into the building 9 personal observations that you made into that 
10 from that location about 10 feet away into that 10 room, where you were. 
11 room where he was able to see the suspect? 11 A. Okay. I was right here looking down 
12 A. Yes. 12 into the room (indicating). 
13 Q. What were you able to see? 13 Q. So I'm going to need to borrow this. I 
14 A. Some tabletops. 14 can't tell what you are --
15 Q. Anything else? 15 A. So I was right here. The broken window 
16 A. No. You can't see very far into that 16 was right there. We were on this side looking 
17 room because you are looking down at an angle. 17 down into the room, so standing right here 
18 You can only see around the perimeter of it. 18 (indicating). 
19 Q. So -- and I apologize if this is -- 19 Q. So standing on the sidewalk, not in the 
20 it's not intended to be the same question asked a 20 parking lot. 
21 different way, because I know that people think 21 A. Yes, on the sidewalk. 
22 lawyers do that. It's more of a clarification. 22 Q. So let's take the red pen and mark 
23 At any point in time while you were on 23 where you and Officer Butler were standing. 
24 the scene, did you get closer to the building 24 A. How do you want me to mark it? 
25 than the 10 feet or so that you were at with 25 Q. Why don't you draw a square. 
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1 A. (Complies.) 1 perimeter. 
2 Q. And the broken window was where? 2 A. Yes. 
3 A. Right here, wasn't it? Ifl have this 3 Q. I understand that. But what I want to 
4 oriented right, it was right there, on this side 4 know is whether there were other officers on that 
5 of the building (indicating). We weren't looking 5 sidewalk area in and around the building before 
6 through the broken window. We were looking 6 you made entry with the dog. 
7 through the adjacent one. 7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. So mark with a triangle where you 8 Q. Do you recall who they would have been? 
9 recall the broken window being. 9 A. I think Deidra Harr, for some reason I 
IO A. (Complies.) Right there. IO remember Gene Rapp, Kukla, Bonas, myself, and 
11 Q. So is the location -- so that I'm 11 Butler. 
12 clear, the location where you initially met 12 Q. Can you remember -- I know that you 
13 Butler and had the conversation with him and 13 remarked earlier that one of the things you could 
14 where he relayed to you what he had seen was at 14 see looking down into that window well -- first 
15 the location that you marked on Exhibit 13. 15 of all, the photo reflects there is a light on in 
16 A. That is the square. 16 a room down there. 
17 Q. Right. 17 A. Correct. 
18 A. Correct. 18 Q. Did that light stay on the entire time 
19 Q. After the discussion you had with 19 that you were there? 
20 Butler, if you can remember, what did you do 20 A. I think so, yes. 
21 next? 21 Q. When you are looking down into that 
22 A. I don't recall. 22 window well, into the room where there is a 
23 Q. That's fair. But let me ask this 23 light, I know you remarked you could see some 
24 question: At some point you would have moved 24 tabletops, how far into the room could you see; 
25 away from that location. 25 do you have any sense at all? 
[Page 24] [Page 26] 
1 A. No, we wanted to keep eyes on. 1 A. Maybe 4 feet. 
2 Q. So did you stay at that basic 2 Q. Could you hear anything coming from the 
3 location -- 3 room? 
4 A. I was pretty much in this location, not 4 A. No. 
5 necessarily in that exact spot, but within 5 Q. I think probably the simple way to do 
6 probably 15 feet of this location the entire 6 this would be to explore all the conversations 
7 time. 7 that you had with Butler first. After the 
8 Q. What about Officer Butler, as you 8 initial conversation that you had with Officer 
9 recall? 9 Butler, did you have others? 
IO A. As I recall, he was there most of the 10 A. I don't recall. 
11 time as well. 11 Q. Did you have conversations at the scene 
12 Q. When you say within 15 feet -- again, I 12 with Sergeant Kukla? 
13 want to -- this is kind of an important point, at 13 A. I don't recall. 
14 least to me. When you were within that northeast 14 Q. Did you have conversations at the scene 
15 comer in and around where you marked on Exhibit 15 with Officer Bonas? 
16 13, did you personally maintain a spot where you 16 A. I don't recall. 
17 could either periodically or consistently look 17 Q. Can you recall whether you had 
18 inside that window? 18 conversations at the scene -- and I guess to 
19 A. Correct. 19 short-circuit a little bit, I'm certain you had 
20 Q. Were there other officers that did that 20 conversations with other officers. 
21 as well? 21 A. I'm certain I did too, but I don't 
22 A. I don't recall who else came to our 22 recall any of them or who they were with. 
23 location. There were other officers around in 23 Q. So ifl asked you are you able to tell 
24 the area though. 24 me with any specificity what you said or those 
25 Q. There were other officers on the 25 officers said in response for any of the 
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1 conversations that you had, could you do that 1 Q. There is a K9 handler who is 
2 today? 2 specifically trained in the use of the dog; 
3 A. No. 3 correct? 
4 Q. As we've talked about, at some point 4 A. Correct. 
5 Officer Bonas showed up with a K9; correct? 5 Q. Officer Bonas is such an officer? 
6 A. Correct. 6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Do you know who made the request for 7 Q. What role, if any, as you understood 
8 theK9? 8 it, does he play in authorizing the use of the 
9 A. No. 9 dog? 
10 Q. Do you know when that request was made? 10 A. He assesses the scene and gives his 
11 A. I don't remember when. 11 feedback. 
12 Q. My understanding from the prior 12 Q. Then that feedback is then provided to 
13 depositions that we have taken is that it's not 13 command. 
14 atypical to either request or use a K9 given the 14 A. Correct. 
15 situation that was presented. 15 Q. Then command makes the ultimate 
16 A. Correct. 16 decision. 
17 Q. Have you had experience with K9s 17 A. Correct. 
18 before? 18 Q. Do you recall -- well, would Sergeant 
19 A. Yes. 19 Kukla have been part of command? 
20 Q. And been part of entry teams before? 20 A. Yes. 
21 A. Yes. 21 Q. Was Lieutenant --you are familiar with 
22 Q. Based on what you understand relative 22 who Lieutenant Schoenborn is? 
23 to the use ofK9s, there is a policy or a 23 A. Yes. 
24 procedure or both, I suppose, that apply to use 24 Q. Do you recall whether he was there or 
25 of K9s generally. 25 not? 
[Page 28] [Page 30] 
1 A. Yes. 1 A. I don't recall. 
2 Q. Certainly there is also policies and/or 2 Q. Who was responsible for providing the 
3 procedures that apply to deploying K9s into 3 information that is going to be used to decide 
4 buildings? 4 whether or not to deploy the K9 to command? 
5 A. Correct. 5 A. I'm sure the K9 officer. 
6 Q. The deployment of a K9 into a building 6 Q. So as you understand it in this 
7 to locate a suspect is potentially a use of 7 particular situation at this particular location, 
8 force; would you agree with that? 8 the information would have been provided to 
9 A. Correct. 9 either -- either information would have been 
10 Q. So there are a number of factors that 10 provided to Officer Bonas or he would have 
11 are considered before a K9 is deployed into a 11 gathered it on his own or both? 
12 building to find a suspect; would you agree with 12 A. Correct. 
13 that? 13 Q. Then he would have provided that 
14 A. It is. 14 information to command and the decision would 
15 Q. In terms of making the decision to 15 have been made. 
16 deploy a K9 into a building, such as what 16 A. Correct. But if command is on the 
17 happened on December 26, 2010, who to your 17 scene, they are getting the information at the 
18 understanding would make that decision? 18 same time he is sometimes too. 
19 A. Command. 19 Q. Sure. 
20 Q. When you said "command," what do you 20 A. It's not like they stand back and wait 
21 mean? 21 for him to do all that. It's happening at the 
22 A. Sergeants, lieutenants. 22 same time. 
23 Q. Do you know in this particular case who 23 Q. I understand. Fair enough. I'm not 
24 authorized the use of a K9? 24 trying to make it sound like it's black and 
25 A. No. 25 white, crossing T's and dotting I's. 
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1 A. If a K9 officer doesn't assess the 1 time you had a conversation with the owner? 
2 situation in a way they can deploy, they are 2 A. Correct. 
3 going to request they don't deploy. 3 Q. Again, when in relation, if you know, 
4 Q. Did you play any role, as you recall, 4 did that take place? 
5 in providing any information to Officer Bonas? ·5 A. I don't recall. I mean, after I got on 
6 A. No. 6 scene obviously. 
7 Q. To finish up that question, I guess, to 7 Q. Right. Do you recall how you obtained 
8 be clear, did you provide any information to 8 his phone number? 
9 Officer Bonas as it related to whether or not to 9 A. I think I got it off the building right 
10 use aK.9? 10 here. 
11 A. No. 11 Q. Do you recall who it was that you 
12 Q. Did you provide any information to 12 talked to by name? 
13 command that at least you understood would have 13 A. No. Weren't there two doctors? 
14 been used for the purpose of deciding whether or 14 Q. Yes. 
15 not to use a K9? 15 A. I can't remember which one it was. 
16 A. No. The only way I would say that I 16 Q. Do you recall what you told -- or can 
17 did is ifl repeated what Butler had told me, but 17 you tell me what the conversation with the 
18 I had no firsthand knowledge. I'm not sure if 18 doctor, what was said? 
19 they asked me, ifl was the one that said, Hey, 19 A. I don't recall. 
20 Butler said he saw someone with an edged object 20 Q. Do you recall any of the specifics? 
21 down there or not. But I didn't have any 21 A. No specifics. I'm sure I told him what 
22 firsthand knowledge, no. 22 the scene consisted of. But I don't specifically 
23 Q. Fair enough. 23 recall a conversation I had three years ago. 
24 And to understand, and again to be fair 24 Q. I understand that. And what we are 
25 to the record, information that you may have been 25 going to do, unfortunately, is probably ex¥1ore 
[Page 32] Page 34] 
1 providing, whether it was for that specific 1 your memory as best we can and then we can get 
2 purpose of K9 use, may have been used for that. 2 into your report, see if that doesn't jar 
3 A. Yes. 3 anything. 
4 Q. But what I'm trying to figure out is 4 A. Why don't I read my report first and 
5 whether you were either the source or a source of 5 then I won't have to sit here and guess. 
6 information specifically for Bonas or command. 6 Q. I would like to test to see what your 
7 A. No. 7 independent recollection is. That's fair. Do 
8 Q. Did you ever talk to the call-in party? 8 you remember any of the specifics of your 
9 A. No. 9 conversation with Dr. Brewster? 
10 Q. I will tell you that there is something 10 A. No. 
11 in this record that leads me to believe that you 11 Q. Ifit was Dr. Brewster. 
12 may have been on the phone with him at some point 12 Did you talk to anybody else, either on 
13 in time before you got on the scene. Does that 13 the phone or at the scene? 
14 ring a bell to you at all? 14 A. I talked to a cleaning lady. 
15 A. I don't recall calling him. I know I 15 Q. Was the conversation with the cleaning 
16 called the doctor. 16 lady in person? 
17 Q. We'll get to that in a minute. But you 17 A. Yes. 
18 don't recall having a conversation with the 18 Q. At the scene? 
19 call-in party? 19 A. Yes. 
20 A. I don't. 20 Q. Was it before or after entry was made? 
21 Q. So one of the things I asked you, 21 A. Before. 
22 again, probably an unfair question, but after you 22 Q. Do you remember anything that she told 
23 had your conversation with Butler, what do you 23 you? 
24 remember doing next, and I think your answer was, 24 A. No. 
25 I don't really remember. But at some point in 25 Q. Do you remember her name? 
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1 A. No .. 1 recollection, if you have one, kind of tell me 
2 Q. Before entry was made with the K9, were 2 what you remember. And I'll start it this way, 
3 your conversations with the doctor all by 3 let me ask a very direct question: Do you 
4 telephone or did you have a personal conversation 4 remember the dog barking? 
5 with him before? 5 A. From the staircase? 
6 A. I don't recall whether I spoke to him 6 Q. No. The dog went down the stairs. And 
7 on scene or not. I remember seeing him show up. 7 as I understand it, once he was downstairs and he 
8 I don't remember if I talked to him or not on the 8 hit on something he started barking. 
9 scene. 9 A. Okay. I don't recall the dog barking, 
10 Q. I'll represent to you that in one of 10 but I do recall Bonas saying, He's on something. 
11 the audios, I think it may have been the one that 11 Q. And just from there, tell me what your 
12 you listened to -- 12 memory is, if any, as to what happened. 
13 A. I only listened to about a minute of 13 A. Bonas said, He's on a bite, or He's on, 
14 audio. 14 I don't remember how he said it. So we proceeded 
15 Q. Fair enough. 15 down the staircase, and we got down there and 
16 But there is a statement made that 16 there was a closed door, which ended up being the 
17 says, and this is after entry, and it's a 17 bathroom where both the dog and suspect were, 
18 statement from you, I believe, and it's a 18 behind the closed door. 
19 question: Are you the doctor? If that were the 19 Q. Were you involved in the effort to try 
20 case, that suggests that he came to the scene or 20 to get the door open? 
21 you met with him after entry, if that is the 21 A. No. I was back a couple feet. 
22 first time that you met him. 22 Q. When you were going down the stairs and 
23 A. I guess. I don't know. 23 even when you got into the area, could you hear 
24 Q. Well, I'm just saying if the question 24 anything as you recall? 
25 was, Are you the doctor, that implied to me when 25 A. Yeah, I heard rumblings in the room. 
[Page 36] [Page 38] 
1 I was listening to it that you had not met him 1 Q. Could you hear anything that you --
2 face to face before? 2 barking or noises that you associated to the dog? 
3 A. I see what you are saying. Yes, 3 A. Not really, kind of just the dog was on 
4 correct. 4 the bite kind of type thing, just scuffling. I 
5 Q. Other than the cleaning lady and the 5 don't recall any --
6 doctor, do you recall speaking to any, and I'll 6 Q. Could you hear anything or any noises 
7 term it, as non-law enforcement personnel at the 7 that you would have associated to the person, the 
8 scene? 8 suspect? 
9 A. Not that I recall. 9 A. I don't recall any screaming or 
10 Q. Other than the suspect. 10 anything like that, no. 
11 A. Other than the suspect, no. 11 Q. So eventually they get the door open. 
12 Q. You were part of the entry team; 12 A. Yes. 
13 correct? 13 Q. Then what was your involvement once the 
14 A. Correct. 14 door was opened? 
15 Q. I know that you went through the upper 15 A. Nothing. I was still back. 
16 part of the building. We have audio of the 16 Q. Were you part of the arrest team? 
17 entry, so we have got the audio for the 17 A. No, I took her out afterwards to the 
18 announcements and the warnings and all that. But 18 ambulance. 
19 at some point you get to a stairwell and the dog 19 Q. Just again testing your own memory, 
20 is released downstairs and he, for lack of a 20 then we'll go to your report. What do you 
21 better word, either smells or hits on a human 21 remember, if you have a memory, as to your own 
22 being. Do you recall that? 22 observations of the suspect? 
23 A. I recall being at the top of the 23 A. As far as? 
24 stairs, yes. 24 Q. Her physical appearance. 
25 Q. Just from there, based on your own 25 A. A small lady. 
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1 Q. When you first saw her, was she already 
2 standing up ·and coming out? 
3 A. No, she was on the ground. 
4 Q. When you saw her on the ground, could 
5 you describe her or do you remember what her 
6 state of dress was? 
7 A. I don't recall. 
8 Q. Was she saying anything at that point? 
9 A. I don't really recall her saying 
10 anything, other just mumbling. 
11 Q. Were there any noises or anything that 
12 came from her that sounded like she was in pain? 
13 A. Not that !recall. 
14 Q. At some point she is handcuffed; is 
15 that right? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Then you escort her out --
18 A. I took her out this door right here and 
19 walked her up the stairs to the paramedics which 
20 were out here (indicating). 
21 Q. Do you take her out by yourself? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Did you have to assist her? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. So you take her out the stairwell that 
[Page 
1 the dog had come down? 
2 A. No. This external stairwell right here 
3 that I just pointed at. We came out right here 
4 and walked right up here (indicating). 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. This arrow right here on the outside of 
7 the building, we came out there and the 
8 paramedics were right here, so I walked her right 
9 out there to there. 
10 Q. So the paramedics had been staged on 
11 Northview? 
12 A. Yes, they were right in this area. 
13 They may have been up a littler further, they may 
14 have been right there. But the paramedics were 
15 right in this area. So I walked her straight up 
16 here, across the parking lot to the paramedics 
17 (indicating). 
18 Q. Then you went to the hospital. 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Correct? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. I believe we've already marked -- well, 
23 before we get to that, once you went to the 
24 hospital were your duties at the scene done; did 
25 you ever go back, do you recall? 
40] 
[Page 41] 
1 A. I don't think I went back. 
2 Q. I gather if you had gone to the 
3 hospital, did you follow or did you ride in 
4 the --
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I followed in my police car. 
Q. So you wouldn't have been part of the 
team that continued to clear the rest of the 
building? 
A. No, I was not. 
Q. You wouldn't have been anybody that was 
assigned to look for any evidence inside the 
building. 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know whether the knife that she 
was seen holding by Officer Butler was ever 
found? 
A. I do not know. 
Q. Did Officer Butler ever tell you that 
when he made his initial observations that he saw 
what he describes in his report as she was 
manipulating dental instruments. Did he ever 
tell you anything like that? 
A. I don't recall if that's what he said. 
I just recall my impression was that it wasn't a 
knife or anything like that. It was more of a 
[Page 
1 tool type situation, a bladed tool. 
2 Q. That she was holding? 
3 A. Yes. I just know that is the 
4 impression I got from what he said. I didn't 
5 think it was a knife. 
6 Q. But did he ever give the impression to 
42] 
7 you that when he was observing her she seemed to 
8 be manipulating or using dental instruments? 
9 A. Not that I recall. 
10 Q. At some point did you understand --you 
11 knew this was a dental building; correct? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Did you ever get an understanding 
14 before entry was made that the location where she 
15 was seen was a lab, a dental lab? Not that that 
16 necessarily means anything, but that it was a 
17 dental lab. 
18 A. No. I think I found that out 
19 afterwards when I talked to the daughter. 
20 Q. In your discussions with the cleaning 
21 lady, do you remember if she ever indicated to 
22 you that the person may have worked there? 
23 A. I remember her indicating that people 
24 worked downstairs. 
25 Q. That was before you made entry? 
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1 A. Yes. 1 Q. I get that. Do you know if there is 
2 Q. Let me ask you this: When you spoke 2 anybody else that made any effort to determine if 
3 with the cleaning lady -- who did you get the key 3 the person that was in the building was somebody 
4 from? 4 that worked there? 
5 A. I got a key from the cleaning lady, but 5 A. I don't know. 
6 I'm not sure if that is the key that was used, 6 Q. I believe what has been marked Exhibit 
7 because the doctor showed up before we went in as 7 No. 7, do you recognize that document? 
8 well. 8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Again, let's assume that you didn't 9 Q. Can you tell me what it is. 
10 talk to the doctor face to face before entry was 10 A. It is a Boise Police report. 
11 made. Do you know if somebody actually did talk 11 Q. Is that a report that was filled out by 
12 to the doctor before entry was made? 12 you? 
13 A. I'm sure somebody did when he showed up 13 A. Yes. 
14 on scene. 14 Q. Is this done on a computer? 
15 Q. Then there is also some indication that 15 A. Yes. 
16 there was an assistant, whoever that may be, also 16 Q. Is there any way to tell from the 
17 showed up on scene with a key. Did you ever talk 17 document when it was filled out in terms of date 
18 to -- I think you already indicated you didn't 18 or time? 
19 talk to anybody. 19 A. I don't know. I don't know. The 
20 A. I don't recall. 20 computer stamps it, doesn't it? 
21 Q. Was the first non-law enforcement 21 Q. That's what I'm asking because I didn't 
22 person that you talked to at the scene the 22 see anything. 
23 doctor? 23 A. I don't think it's on this page. I'm 
24 A. No. It was the cleaning lady, I said. 24 sure the computer does. 
25 Q. I thought you said you called the 25 Q. Do you know when it was filled out, do 
[Page 44] [Page 46] 
1 doctor-- 1 you recall? 
2 A. You said on the scene. I didn't talk 2 A. I don't recall, but I can't imagine 
3 to the doctor on scene. 3 that they allowed me to wait several days to fill 
4 Q. Bad question. I was including the 4 it out. So I would say probably immediately 
5 conversation with the doctor. 5 after. 
6 A. So the phone call was the first thing I 6 Q. Sothatevening? 
7 did, yes. 7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Then the cleaning lady was on scene and 8 Q. Do you recall what your shift was that 
9 you talked to her at the location? 9 day? 
10 A. After that, yes. 10 A. That would have been swing shift. 
11 Q. Did you ever talk to the doctor again 11 Q. So you would have gotten off work at 
12 before you made entry? 12 10:00? 
13 A. Not that I recall. 13 A. No, 1 :30 in the morning, or 2:00, 
14 Q. What, if anything, did -- let me ask it 14 depending on -- that shift changed. It was 
15 a different way. 15 either 1 :30 or 2:00. 
16 Did you do anything to determine 16 Q. Is it typical after an event like this 
17 whether or not the person that had been seen in 17 to go directly to the station or -- I don't know, 
18 the basement was someone that worked there? 18 can you do this in your car? 
19 A. I don't recall. 19 A. You can now; you couldn't then. 
20 Q. Do you know of anybody that tried to 20 Q. So it would be typical after the event 
21 make that determination before entry was made? 21 to go to the station and fill it out or wait 
22 A. I think that when you have a broken 22 until end of shift? 
23 window and that is how entry was made, the 23 A. Probably right then. 
24 assumption is that person is not supposed to be 24 Q. The information about Melene James in 
25 there. 25 terms of address and I think it has her driver's 
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1 license number and that kind of stuff, do you 1 A. Right. 
2 recall where that would have come from? 2 Q. That seems obvious to you and probably 
3 A. I don't recall. 3 to me to some extent, given my training, but just 
4 Q. Where it says business or school you 4 tell me what probable cause means from your 
5 have A & A Dental Laboratory. Do you see that? 5 perspective. 
6 A. Yes. 6 A. Probable cause is the elements of the 
7 Q. Do you recall what that refers to? 7 crime. 
8 A. I'm assuming where she works. 8 Q. So the reason you are providing 
9 Q. Would that have been her business, if 9 information under the Probable Cause section is 
IO you know? 10 to provide information to whom, relative to 
11 A. Meaning that she's the owner of the 11 probable cause for what? 
12 business? 12 A. For the actions taken and the arrest. 
13 Q. Well, I guess just to be fair, if you 13 Q. In other words, who is going to be the 
14 remember, what is A & A Dental Laboratory? 14 reader of this information that is going to say 
15 A. I think it's a place that was owned by 15 what was the probable cause for you guys to do 
16 another person that she works for. 16 what you did; is it your supervisors, is it a 
17 Q. At the location where this all 17 prosecutor? 
18 occurred. 18 A. It's the judge. 
19 A. Yes. 19 Q. Well, in this case the judge didn't 
20 Q. Do you remember when you received that 20 issue a citation. 
21 information? 21 A. No, but this whole reason here is so 
22 A. No. 22 the judge doesn't have to read our report. 
23 Q. Sometime before you completed the 23 Because why are we writing this when we have an 
24 report though. 24 entire report here he can read. He doesn't want 
25 A. Yes. 25 to read the entire report, so we do a probable 
[Page 48] [Page 50] 
1 Q. A couple other questions before I get 1 cause statement, which is read by the judge so he 
2 into the narrative part. In the top right it 2 doesn't have to read the entire report, to make 
3 says General Report Type, and then there is a 3 sure there are elements for the crime. 
4 checkmark for Initial Report. 4 Q. Thank you. 
5 A. Correct. 5 The information that is contained under 
6 Q. Then in the Probable Cause part it 6 the Probable Cause, that is your information; 
7 says: "See supplement - attached." 7 correct? 
8 A. Correct. 8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Just so I'm clear for the record, is 9 Q. So my question is: When you write, 
IO the supplement that you are referring to, is that 10 "She broke this window with the intent to cause 
11 the Exhibit No. 18? 11 damage and enable her entry," what is that based 
12 A. Yes, that's correct. 12 on? 
13 Q. So had I known what went with what when 13 A. The fact that if you break a window, 
14 I was marking all this stuff, the supplement, 14 you know it's going to break, so you intend to 
15 Exhibit No. 18, should actually be part of this 15 cause damage. And she made entry afterwards, and 
16 exhibit; is that fair? 16 that was her reason for breaking the window was 
17 A. Yes. 17 to make entry. 
18 Q. So let's go to the Probable Cause 18 Q. How do you know she intended to break 
19 section and -- 19 the window as opposed to doing it inadvertently 
20 A. That was 7? 20 or accidently? 
21 Q. Yes. If it would help, I can give you 21 A. Because we had a witness on scene. 
22 clean copies. 22 Q. But did the witness see her break the 
23 A. No, that's okay. 23 window? 
24 Q. So there is a Probable Cause section of 24 A. I don't recall. 
25 the initial report; correct? 25 Q. You write: "While inside, the suspect 
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1 refused commands by police to surrender prior to 
2 a police dog being deployed. 11 
3 · A. Correct. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Then "continued to refuse commands 
after the police dog had been deployed as well." 
A. Correct. 
Q. So the first sentence is -- and I'll 
tell you what I understand or assume and you tell 
me if there is more to it than that. My 
understanding is, is that -- well, first of all, 
for her to refuse commands prior to the 
deployment of the police dog, there must have 
been some kind of an announcement that you were 
there and you wanted her to come out. 
A. Correct. 
Q. So would that suggest to you there must 
have been PA announcements being made? 
A. That or just announcements by the K9 
unit as well, verbal. 
Q. That comes later. Well, that's fair. 
A. That comes at both times. 
Q. So that is based upon that there were 
announcements made at the scene --
A. Several announcements made. 
Q. Howmany? 
[Page 52] 
1 A. I don't know how many, but he announced 
2 several times while we searched. 
3 Q. When you say "he," you are talking 
4 about Bonas? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. Those are K9 announcements. 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Then once you are in the building he 
9 continues to make K9 announcements and there is 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
no response. 
A. Correct. 
Q. So let's go to 18, which is your 
supplemental report. 
A. Okay. 
Q. If you want to take a moment and read 
it, go ahead. 
A. Okay. (Reviewing document.) 
Q. If you want to take a break for any 
reason or any time we can do that too. 
A. I'm good right now. 
(Reviewing document.) Okay. 
Q. The first question again: Any way that 
you know of from looking at this document to tell 
when it was prepared? 
A. Let me look at this one then. 
[Page 53] 
1 (Reviewing document.) 
2 Not that I can see. 
3 Q. I'll be honest with you, I just now 
4 noticed this. If you got to the top --
5 A. Yes, you can see where it was approved 
6 right there. 
7 Q. So it says approved 12/26/2010 at 
8 11:41. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. So it was written prior to that. 
Q. So that approval would mean that is 
when Sergeant Kukla read it and approved it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So the report, both this and the 
earlier one we were looking at, would have been 
done prior to 11 :41 on the day of the incident. 
A. Correct. Good call. 
Q. So let me ask you a couple questions 
about this. Under the Initial Response/Contact, 
when it relates information to the witness, would 
the source of that information have been -- if 
you know, what was the source of that 
information? 
A. I generally write that as what I have 
on the MDT. 
Q. Witness Interview, and then this 
[Page 54] 
1 identifies the individual by name, Jarod · 
2 Hendricks. Does the fact that you are relating 
3 specific information about an interview suggest 
4 anything in terms of whether the information is 
5 coming from an interview you had with him versus 
6 what you were being told by another officer and 
7 their interview? Can we tell from that one way 
8 or the other? 
9 A. Well, reading it, it sounds like I 
10 directly spoke to him, but I don't recall 
11 directly speaking to him. So it could have come 
12 from another officer. 
13 Q. So we just don't -- that is why I asked 
14 the question, because that was the impression I 
15 had. 
16 A. Yeah, reading that I would say I talked 
17 to him, but I do not recall talking to that guy. 
18 Q. So let me just ask, because I asked you 
19 earlier and I made note of the fact that you 
20 described it as subterranean. 
21 When you write -- this is under the 
22 Witness Interview -- "The broken window was on a 
23 subterranean level that was accessed by a trench 
24 area that ran along the building. 11 
25 So first, I guess, the question is: 
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1 When you speak to a "trench area" -- if you want 
2 to look at the picture, that's fine, if you need 
3 to -- are you talking about the window well area? 
4 A. The window well, yes. 
5 Q. So when we go to this next paragraph, 
6 and it refers to Officer Butler being the first 
7 to arrive on the scene. The third sentence is: 
8 "She was standing near the windows and had a 
9 knife in her hand." Is Butler the source of that 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
information? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you write: "She then moved out of 
the laboratory area and was not to be seen again 
until entry." What was the source of that 
information? 
A. Well, both Butler and me. 
Q. So the "She then moved out of the 
laboratory area" would have been --
A. Him, Butler. 
Q. Right. And then "was not to be seen 
again until entry" would be not only your 
personal observations. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. As far as you know, nobody else saw 
her. 
[Page 56] 
1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Now, one of the questions that I have 
3 is, who was looking for her? 
4 A. Like I said, we were all standing up 
5 there on the windows looking down in there 
6 controlling that scene. 
7 Q. That is what I want to be fairly clear 
8 on is, I know you've testified that you were up 
9 and around the windows. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Were there other officers that you're 
aware of that were up and near the windows? 
A. Attimes. 
Q. Was it more than just you and -- can 
you tell me who. 
A. Yeah, you already asked that and I 
answered it. I said that Deidra Harr had come up 
by the windows and spoke to me. Gene Rapp had 
come to the windows, Kukla, Butler, and Barber. 
Q. I think what my question was -- if it 
wasn't what I thought, I apologize. I thought I 
was saying who all was there as opposed to who 
was up by the windows. 
A. You asked me who was up at the windows 
with me or near me. I recall all those people 
[Page 57] 
1 coming up to that area, but I was the one that 
2 was mainly assigned to that area. 
3 Q. When you write that Butler told you 
4 that she had moved out of the laboratory area, 
5 did you ever ask him how he could tell that she 
6 had moved out of the lab as opposed to just the 
7 area where he could see her? 
8 A. That is probably not written very good. 
9 We meant out of our viewing area of the 
10 laboratory. We don't know that she ever moved 
11 out of the laboratory and into another room. 
12 Q. So we'll go to the next paragraph. 
13 That is when you note that, as I talked about 
14 earlier, "Several keys had been obtained to aid 
15 in entry." 
16 A. Yes. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. "Brewster had called to have one of his 
assistants who lived nearby respond and provide 
us with a key." So let me stop there. Again, 
some of this I apologize for being redundant, but 
did you ever talk to the assistant? 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. So based on that I would assume that 
you were not the one that obtained the key from 
the assistant. 
[Page 58] 
1 A. Not that I recall. 
2 Q. Then you say: "A cleaning lady also 
3 showed up about the same time as the assistant, 
4 and she also gave us a key." 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Now, you did talk to the cleaning lady? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Did you obtain the key from the 
9 cleaning lady? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. What did you do with the key, if you 
12 remember? 
13 A. I don't recall. 
14 Q. Do you know who would have opened the 
15 door with the key that was part of the entry 
16 team? 
17 A. I don't remember who actually opened it 
18 when we got up there. 
19 Q. Then as you have indicated, one of the 
20 things that the cleaning lady -- well, let me ask 
21 this: Was it your impression, if you had one or 
22 if you remember, was the cleaning lady there 
23 because she was there to clean? 
24 A. I don't remember. I asked myself that 
25 same thing. I don't remember whether she showed 
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1 up for that or whether she was called. I don't 1 another officer at the time when he said it, but 
2 know. 2 I specifically remember him saying, making that 
3 Q. But one of the things that she 3 statement, because I laughed about it. I 
4 apparently did tell you is that there were other 4 remember kind of chuckling. 
5 people that worked in the building. 5 Q. Why did you laugh about it? 
6 A. Correct. 6 A. I chuckled because he said, Especially 
7 Q. I'm reading from a discovery answer 7 no one who entered my building by breaking a 
8 that we received in this case that indicates you 8 window should be in there. Most people who enter 
9 spoke with the cleaning lady, name unknown, who 9 buildings have keys or use doors. So I thought 
10 indicated that there are other people who worked 10 that was funny when he said that. Obviously you 
11 in the building. Then it says: "She tried to 11 don't think it's funny. 
12 describe what the lady looked like." Do you 12 Q. Well, I don't and the consequence of 
13 remember that? 13 what happened. 
14 A. I don't remember that. 14 A. Well, sorry, I mean, come on. I agree 
15 Q. And then it also says: "However, 15 with you on that, but if you can't laugh at life, 
16 Mr. Carrick Brewster reiterated that anyone who 16 you probably aren't very happy. 
17 had to break into the building was not supposed 17 Q. It kind of takes me back to the point I 
18 to be there so the conversation ended." 18 was making earlier. One of the things that you 
19 The way that reads is, that implies to 19 note about the witness statement is the witness 
20 me that Brewster was there while you were talking 20 heard glass breaking as opposed to saw it 
21 to the cleaning lady. 21 breaking. 
22 A. Okay. I don't recall him standing 22 A. Correct. 
23 there. I don't think so. I think I talked to 23 Q. So we are back to this intent question. 
24 her before. Maybe there was more than one 24 A. Well, it says here she admitted that 
25 conversation. I don't know. 25 she broke the window to make entry. It's in my 
[Page 60] [Page 62] 
1 Q. After in this report, it reiterates 1 report. It says: She also admitted that --
2 what we just said there. "Carrick Brewster 2 where is it? I read it in there. 
3 showed up prior to entry and confirmed that no 3 Q. I know what you are talking about, it's 
4 one should be in the building. Especially no one 4 on the second page, we'll get to that, but --
5 who entered by breaking out a window." 5 A. So there is your intent right there. 
6 If you can recall, what was the source 6 Q. But I'll also represent to you that 
7 of that information? Obviously it's coming from 7 she's testified in this case that she went into 
8 Brewster. 8 the window well because she locked her keys in 
9 A. Yes. 9 the building where she had been working, and she 
10 Q. But is it coming to you through 10 locked her cell phone in the lab. So she went to 
11 another -- is it coming to you? 11 the window well because sometimes they leave that 
12 A. I don't know if he was talking directly 12 window open to ventilate for fumes, and that 
13 to me, but I remember specifically hearing him 13 while she was trying to open the window it broke. 
14 say that. He may have been talking to another 14 A. Okay. 
15 officer. 15 Q. That is not information obviously that 
16 Q. So -- 16 you had because you didn't talk to her, couldn't 
17 A. But I do remember hearing that 17 talk to her before you went in, and you couldn't 
18 statement. 18 talk to her given her state at the hospital; 
19 Q. I understand. So that I'm clear and 19 correct? 
20 our record is clear, if you did not speak face to 20 A. Correct. 
21 face with Brewster until after entry, then likely 21 Q. So the information that you relate to 
22 this came from another officer to you and that is 22 her is, at least as I understand from reading 
23 how it got into the report. 23 your report, is what you overheard her telling 
24 A. No. I said I specifically remember him 24 the hospital staff; is that correct? 
25 saying that. He may have been speaking to 25 A. Correct. Right here when she said she 
[Page 61] [Page 63] 
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1 told hospital staff she went to the laboratory to 1 bit. They weren't -- it's not like they were --
2 fix a tooth in a denture for a friend. She did 2 I remember something about her pants being down 
3 not have her keys so she broke through the window 3 maybe around her thigh area or something. 
4 to get in. 4 Q. Was that something that you assisted 
5 Q. I understand what the report says. 5 with or was it Officer Harr or another officer? 
6 But in any event, at the time before 6 A. I didn't pull her out of the room 
7 entry was made with the dog, the information that 7 there. I was back a few people. I remember Harr 
8 was available to the officers was that there was 8 and Rapp and some other people in front of me 
9 a witness who heard glass breaking; correct? 9 that dealt with the initial taking of custody. I 
10 A. Correct. 10 just know that I moved forward and took her out 
11 Q. They were able to see a broken window; 11 the door. 
12 correct? 12 Q. Then the word "secured" in your report 
13 A. Correct. 13 makes you think that you are the one who put the 
14 Q. The witness also saw a person entering 14 cuffs on. 
15 in through the broken window. 15 A. That is what I would assume. I don't 
16 A. Correct. 16 recall whether I was the one who put the cuffs 
17 Q. Now, again, because I'm unclear and I 17 on, but I do recall walking her out. 
18 think the record is a little bit unclear as to 18 Q. In the Victim Interview, when you read 
19 whether or not you talked with Dr. Brewster or 19 that, does that help you at all -- it doesn't 
20 saw Dr. Brewster prior to entering with the K9. 20 help me -- but does it help you at all answer 
21 Are you aware of what information, if 21 this question as to whether you talked to him 
22 any, was provided to Dr. Brewster about who was 22 before or after the entry? 
23 in the building? In other words, do you know 23 Because again, the question being: 
24 what information was given to him other than the 24 What is the source of information? 
25 fact there had been a broken window and someone 25 A. I would say he was spoken to before if 
[Page 64] [Page 66] 
1 was seen going in? 1 he said he advised us that no one should be in 
2 A. That's correct. 2 the building as far he knew. We wouldn't ask him 
3 Q. Was there any other information 3 that after the fact. 
4 provided to him that you know of? 4 Q. I know. I'm talking about you 
5 A. I don't know. 5 personally, whether that helps you figure out 
6 Q. I think you answered this, but let me 6 whether it was you talking to him or --
7 make sure I'm clear. On the next paragraph where 7 A. No, because it says "he advised us." I 
8 it says Bonas called off, controlled his dog and 8 don't know if that means me or somebody else. 
9 then -- 9 Q. So for the paragraph that we are 
10 A. Hold on. Where? 10 talking about here as it relates to information 
11 Q. First page, the paragraph starting with 11 before entry, the source of that could be either 
12 "The entry/clearing team." 12 face to face with you or could be another 
13 A. Okay. 13 officer. 
14 Q. "Bonas called off and controlled his 14 A. Correct. 
15 dog while I secured Melene." That's the question 15 Q. I'll just tell you, I think one of the 
16 I had. What did you mean when you said "while I 16 reasons that Mr. Muir may have had you listen to 
17 secured Melene"? 17 the audio is that I had that question about why 
18 A. From that I would say that I probably 18 is it cut off. But there is also a section of 
19 placed handcuffs on her and walked her out. 19 your audio from the hospital when you were 
20 Q. So do you recall whether the handcuffs 20 talking to the daughter. 
21 were placed' while she was in the bathroom or out? 21 But do you recall if your audio was on 
22 A. I don't recall. 22 or off while you were making your observations of 
23 Q. Do you recall whether her pants were 23 Melene at the hospital and you could hear her 
24 down orup? 24 talk about, when you write these things, "she 
25 A. I think her pants were down a little 25 told hospital staff," was your audio on or off 
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I 
2 
then? 
A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. What were your observations, if you can 
4 remember? And obviously if you want to use your 
5 report, because that talks about her level of 
6 intoxication. But what do you remember about 
7 your physical observation you made of her at the 
8 hospital, if anything? 
9 A. I just remember she was very slurred 
10 and unstable to stand and kind of in and out. 
11 Q. Any observations about her physical 
12 appearance that you can recall? 
13 A. No. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
I 
2 
3 
Q. Did she seem to be in pain at all or 
just out of it? 
A. Just out of it. I didn't really notice 
any extreme pain. 
Q. One of the things that you write 
relative to your conversation with the daughter, 
is that the daughter told you that Melene was "a 
part owner of the laboratory. She owns the 
laboratory company and her partner 'Gene' leases 
the space," and you are "unable to confirm the 
exact business relationship or agreements at this 
time." 
[Page 68] 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you ever do that or try to do that? 
A. No. 
4 Q. Is there a reason? 
5 A. That would have been up to the 
6 detectives or whoever does follow-up on these 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
cases. 
Q. So I'll preface this next question with 
this: Some officers who were present did not 
write reports, some officers did. Butler as the 
primary officer, as I understand it, obviously 
would have that responsibility and he authored a 
report. 
But what was it about your 
involvement -- let me ask it this way: Why did 
you write a report? 
A. Because I was assigned the primary 
officer, so it was my responsibility to 
administrate this report. Although on scene, 
Butler was first on scene, so as far as the 
on-scene duties were concerned, Butler was 
primary on that, that part of the deal. 
Q. So from that would the -- do I take it 
from that that the report that you wrote would be 
in the capacity as the primary officer? 
[Page 69] 
I A. Yes, because I was dispatched as 
2 primary. It just as easily could have been 
3 Butler said, Hey, I'll take this, and then he 
4 would have done the general report and stuff. 
5 But in this case he didn't, so I did the general. 
6 Q. Well, that suggests to me -- this is 
7 where you get hit by your lawyer, saying, Quit 
8 talking. But what that suggests to me is that 
9 Butler knew that he wasn't going to do the 
IO primary report, that you would be doing it. 
11 A. No. That would be something that is 
12 after the fact when we, Hey, who is doing this, 
13 who is doing that. 
14 Q. So that's how it transpires. 
15 A. Yeah. It all depends on how guys 
16 communicate on scene and what other duties they 
17 may have. 
18 Q. If you need a break, we can take one, 
19 but I think we are pretty close. 
20 A. No, I'm good. 
21 Q. Sergeant Likes, as I understand it, is 
22 a K9 supervisor; is that right? 
23 A. Yes, he was at that time. 
24 Q. Did you ever see him at the hospital? 
25 A. I don't recall ifl saw him at the 
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I hospital or not. 
2 Q. Do you recall if you had any 
3 conversations with him such that you could tell 
4 me what they were? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. If you want to look at Exhibit No. 2. 
7 What I'm looking for is I'm trying to find out if 
8 it tells us when you were designated as clear 
9 from this particular event. It looks like the 
IO last page --
11 A. Yeah, it's going to be clear at 1234 --
12 034 a.m. on the 27th, second-to-the-last entry. 
13 Q. So the entries above that that are 
14 assigned to your number, 2511, do those have 
15 anything to do with this case? 
16 A. Yeah, that is where I run to get 
17 information on the people, like a DNQ. 
18 Q. What does "DNQ" mean? 
19 A. That's their driver's query, to get 
20 their information for the report, like name, 
21 birth date, all that stuff. As you can see, I 
22 ran into J-A-R and J-E-R is Jarod. I probably 
23 didn't -- how you spell his first name. 
24 Q. What is the R-E-M-1-N-Q? 
25 A. Where is that? 
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1 Q. Right next to your number, same line. 
2 A. That just means I ran it. It must be 
3 the inquiry of -- the computer inquiry. 
4 Q. I guess, just for my own edification, 
5 when you go up and you have the K916 DNQ Walther, 
6 Stephen Walther, that is not your entry. 
7 A. No, not if it was a K9 unit doing it. 
8 Q. Can you tell from that whether that has 
9 anything to do with this case? 
10 A. Where are you looking, on the same 
11 page? 
12 Q. Yes, if you go up three, four lines 
13 from where you have your DNQ for Mr. Hendricks. 
14 A. Gotcha. 
15 Q. Then there is a DNQ, Stephen Walther. 
16 A. Gotcha. 
17 Q. Does that have anything to do with this 
18 case? 
19 A. It could or it could not. If he's 
20 still on the case, so let's say he's still on the 
21 call, but ifhe runs somebody, then it's going to 
22 be put in here. So it could be totally 
23 unrelated; maybe he saw a car on the side of the 
24 road or something like that. But it could be 
25 totally unrelated ifhe didn't clear this call 
[Page 72] 
1 and he was out driving around and ran something 
2 else. 
3 Q. A couple more questions and then get 
4 you back on your way. 
5 Do you have any sense as you sit here 
6 today as to how long it took from the time that 
7 Officer Bonas arrived with the dog before entry 
8 was made?· 
9 A. I could probably tell you by looking at 
10 our dispatch thing. Do you want me to do that? 
11 Q. No. I can figure it out. I'm just 
12 trying to get your sense of what you remember. 
13 A. Several minutes. I mean, do you want 
14 me to guess? 
15 Q. No. 
16 A. It wasn't immediate. He didn't just 
17 show up on scene and we went right in. It wasn't 
18 immediate by any means. He was there for quite a 
19 while before we went in. 
20 Q. One of the things yoq are doing is, he 
21 has to make a determination, so he's got to talk 
22 to people. 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. He has to get a sense of what is going 
25 on. 
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23 
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25 
1 
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5 
6 
7 
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9 
IO 
11 
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24 
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A. Exactly. 
Q. He's got to make PA announcements and give the 
person time inside to come out. So there is some time 
that is going to naturally be built in; fair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever have the sense there was real 
urgency to get in there and try to get this person out? 
A. We weren't really that urgent. We had the 
building locked down. The person wasn't going anywhere. 
Q. Again, part of what I'm doing is, if this case 
ever ends up in trial, one of the things, one of the 
reasons I take depositions is so I don't come to trial 
and I'm surprised. So I've tried to do my best to 
explore the things that you do remember and those which 
you don't, and then we go through the things that are in 
your report. 
But let me just ask you very candidly: Is 
there anything about this incident that sticks out in 
your mind that we haven't talked about? 
A. Not that I can think of. 
MR. BUSH: I appreciate your time very much. 
Thanks. 
MR. MUIR: No questions. 
(Deposition concluded at 2:32 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this 1 
2 is the time and place for taking the deposition of 2 
3 TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules 3 
4 of Civil Procedure. 4 
5 5 
6 TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, 6 
7 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 7 
8 cause, deposes and says: 8 
9 EXAMINATION 9 
10 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 10 
11 Q. We will just begin by having you introduce 11 
12 yourself to our record, please, by just stating your 12 
13 name and your -- no, you don't need to give me your 13 
14 address, but just your name. 14 
15 A. Timothy P. Kukla, K-u-k-1-a. 15 
16 Q. How are you employed? 16 
17 A. Police Officer for the City ofBoise. 17 
18 Q. Do you have a rank? 18 
19 A. Sergeant. 19 
20 Q. How long have you worked for the City of Boise? 20 
21 A. It will be 14 years in September. 21 
22 Q. And how many years have you been a Sergeant? 22 
23 A. Six years. 23 
24 Q. Prior to the deposition today, Sergeant Kukla, 24 
25 have you reviewed any documents in preparation for your 25 
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1 testimony today? 1 
2 A. I reviewed the Police Report. 2 
3 Q. I've got a number of documents that have been 3 
4 produced to us in Discovery in this case, and I'm not 4 
5 necessarily sure what we've considered -- what you might 5 
6 consider the "Police Report" and what somebody else might, 6 
7 w~~~~- 7 
8 A. The original Police Report. 8 
9 Q. What did that consist ofl 9 
10 A. Just the Face Sheet and narratives that the 10 
11 officers submitted the night of the arrest. 11 
12 Q. Anything else? 12 
13 A. No. 13 
14 Q. Have you spoken to any of the officers who 14 
15 have already been deposed in this case since their 15 
16 depositions about the depositions? 16 
17 A. No. 17 
18 Q. I know that there has been a meeting at which 18 
19 several officers were present, and I think there has 19 
20 been some representation that you were present, as well. 20 
21 Other than that meeting -- and I don't want to 21 
22 know anything that you discussed with Counsel, but have 22 
23 you been part of any other meetings that relate to this 23 
24 incident? 24 
25 A. No. 25 
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Q. The incident that we are here about today 
occurred on December 26th, 2010. So that's some 
two-and-a-half years ago. 
Do you have, as you sit here today, any 
independent recollection of the events of that evening? 
A. I do. 
Q. Okay. And we'll get into some of the 
documents and the narratives that you've reviewed, but 
for my purposes, I would like to, to the extent we can, 
kind of explore what your independent recollection is. 
A. Okay. 
Q. As I understand it, you were one of the initial 
responders to the call that evening; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Can you tell me, if you know, if you remember, 
where were you when you received the call? 
A. In my police car. I don't know where I was 
when I received it. 
Q. Do you remember what was told to you? Strike that. 
Did the call come over Dispatch? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you remember what the Dispatcher said? 
A. I don't know. I don't remember verbatim what 
was said. 
Q. Other than what you received in terms of oral 
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notification from Dispatch, was there any other information 
about what was occurring at this particular location 
that was available to you at that time? 
A. Not until the first officer got on the scene. 
Q. And who was the first officer on the scene? 
A. I believe it was Officer Butler. 
Q. And do you have any sense as to how long he 
had been there before you arrived? 
A. Minutes. I arrived shortly after him, I believe, 
but I don't know what time frame. 
Q. One of the documents that we have in this case 
is -- and, actually, you can take a look at it if you 
want. I think it's been marked as Exhibit 2, which is 
an Incident History. 
A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
Q. Are you familiar with that form of a document? 
A. With this specific one or just the format? 
Q. Just generally the format. 
A. Yes. 
Q. ls any of the information that is reflected on 
the Incident History available to you in your patrol vehicle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And are you able to access that by your computer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so the first entry on Exhibit No. 2 that 
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1 talks about -- that's made at 17:22:31 where it starts 1 somewhere in this area -- I don't know exactly where. 
2 with "LS A TI IFO." Do you see that? 2 He had broadcast that he had seen a suspect in 
3 A. Yes. 3 the basement level of the office, and the suspect was 
4 Q. Okay. Was that information available to you 4 armed with some kind of cutting instrument. 
5 on the computer? 5 Q. Okay. Go ahead and mark-- well, let me stop 
6 A. Yes. 6 you there. 
7 Q. Did you review it? 7 The information that you received from Butler, 
8 A. Yes. 8 did that come over the radio? 
9 Q. Do you recall at what point you would have 9 A. Yes. 
10 reviewed that on that evening? 10 Q. So that wasn't -- that didn't get -- that wasn't 
11 A. Shortly after I heard the call come out. 11 transmitted to you face-to-face? 
12 Q. So either while you were en route or at the scene? 12 A. Correct. 
13 A. Correct. 13 Q. And that information that you received from 
14 Q. Okay. When you first got to the scene, where 14 Officer Butler -- when, in relationship to you getting 
15 did you place your patrol vehicle? 15 to the scene, did you receive that information? 
16 A. I believe I parked on Cole Road, and I would 16 A. Right about the time that I was pulling up or 
17 have been south of the location. 17 shortly before I had pulled up to the scene. 
18 Q. Did your patrol vehicle move at any point in 18 Q. Okay. And when you had pulled up to the scene, 
19 time after that? 19 were you able to see Officer Butler or see his car? 
20 A. I didn't move it. I don't know if it was moved. 20 A. Well, once I parked my car and.then walked up 
21 MR. BUSH: Let's have that marked as Exhibit 17 A. 21 to the -- I guess this would be the northwest comer --
22 (Exhibit 17A marked.) 22 and he was on the northeast comer. 
23 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Sergeant, what you have been 23 I made my way across the front of the building 
24 handed is a -- which I will represent to you is basically 24 where I could see the broken window where the entry was 
25 a diagram or a site plan of the dental office where the 25 made into the building, and I came over to the northeast 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 incident occurred. 1 comer. 
2 Can you orient yourself with that document? 2 Q. Okay. So when you first got on-scene, did you 
3 A. Yes. 3 immediately get out of your car? 
4 Q. And I'm going to give you a pen. If you could 4 A. Yes. 
5 mark, as best you can recall -- and just draw in like a 5 Q. Okay. And then you started walking, as you 
6 rectangle or something that would represent where you 6 indicated, kind of in a northeasterly direction; is that 
7 parked your patrol car when you first arrived on-scene. 7 correct? 
8 A. Actually, it will be a little bit further 8 A. Yes. North and then east of the building. 
9 south than this map represents, so on Cole Road south of 9 Q. Where was Officer Butler's car when you --
10 the building. 10 strike that. 
11 Q. Okay. Go ahead and put a "K" in there. 11 Did you see his car? 
12 A. (Complied.) 12 A. I don't know where his car was at. 
13 Q. Okay. And, as far as to the best of your 13 Q. Okay. But were you able -- where was he when 
14 recollection, that's where your patrol car stayed for 14 you first saw him? 
15 the entire period of time? 15 A. He was up on this comer, the northwest --
16 A. Yes. 16 I'm sorry -- the northeast comer of the building. 
17 Q. Okay. And when you first arrived at the scene, 17 Q. Let's mark where you first saw Officer Butler. 
18 did you make contact with Officer Butler? 18 Let's put a "B" in that. 
19 A. I did. 19 A. (Complied.) 
20 Q. And was that in -- did you have an in-person 20 Q. And you don't recall whether or not his car 
21 discussion with him? 21 was in or around that area? 
22 A. At some point in time, yes, I did. 22 A. It was later on during the incident, but I 
23 Q. Okay. When you first got there, I guess,just 23 don't recall if it was there initially. 
24 tell me what you remember doing. 24 Q. Okay. And did you actually go to the location 
25 A. When I first got there, Officer Butler was 25 where Officer Butler was? 
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1 A. In close proximity, yes. 
2 Q. Okay. I gather, based on what you said earlier, 
3 that you actually personally observed the window that 
4 was broken out? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. And tell me what you saw. 
7 A. There is a downstairs window on the north side 
8 of the building, and you could see that the window had 
9 been smashed out to gain entry. 
10 Q. Was there something about the nature of the 
11 broken glass that led you to a conclusion that it had 
12 been "smashed out"? 
13 A. Typically, that's how glass breaks. 
14 Q. I understand, but when you use the words 
15 "smashed out," as opposed to -- what was it about the 
16 physical appearance that led you to the conclusion that 
17 it had been smashed out? 
18 A. Several pieces of broken glass on the ground. 
19 Q. Okay.· On the outside or the inside? 
20 A. Both. I didn't check the inside at that time. 
21 I didn't know that until afterwards, but I could see the 
22 window had clearly been broken, and there was some glass 
23 on the ground. 
24 Q. Okay. Were you --where were you standing 
25 when you saw the window? 
[Page 
1 A. I was walking from west to east across the 
2 north side of the building. 
3 Q. All right. And there's a sidewalk or some 
4 concrete that runs along that side of the building, 
5 as well; is that correct? 
6 A. Well, there's an entryway on the north side 
7 here. I can't recall if there's an actual sidewalk that 
8 runs that whole part of the building. 
12] 
9 Q. So as you are walking by the building, how far 
10 away from the building were you-- if you remember? 
11 A. Probably -- that's hard to say. 
12 Q. When you were observing the window, how far 
13 away from the building were you? 
14 A. I would say roughly 20 to 30 feet. 
15 Q. And your recollection is that from 20 to 30 feet 
16 away from the building, you were able to observe that it 
17 had been broken out? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Okay. Did you ever get any closer than that? 
20 A. Not at that time. 
21 Q. At any point in time before entry was made 
22 with the canine? 
1 Q. So during the period -- again, as best as you 
2 can recall -- whether while you were walking, or while 
3 you were at the northeast comer, or at any point in 
4 time prior to entry into the building with the canine, 
5 how close did you get to the building or to the window 
6 that had been broken out? 
7 A. I'd have to go back on-scene to look to be 
8 more exact. 
9 Q. Okay. Did you have a conversation with 
10 Officer Butler while you were initially at that location 
11 that we're talking about? 
12 A. Yes. I confirmed with him, but I saw that the 
13 window had been broken, as well, as what he saw. 
14 Q. Anything else that the two of you talked about? 
15 A. Verified that he saw a suspect inside the 
16 basement portion of the building, and verified that he 
17 saw the suspect armed with some kind of edged weapon. 
18 Q. Your answer kind of tailed off thereafter the 
19 word "edged" -- "edged" what? 
20 A. "Weapon." 
21 Q. "Weapon." Okay. Anything else the two of you 
22 discussed that you can recall? 
23 A. That he saw the suspect in that room that was 
24 lit originally, and the suspect disappeared from that 
25 room into the dark portion of the building, and the 
[Page 
1 suspect had not returned. 
2 Q. So from that, I gather that Officer Butler 
3 told you that the suspect had disappeared from the room 
4 into an unlit portion of the building? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. And so I gather from that that he must have 
7 observed that? 
8 A. I believe so. 
9 Q. But that's what he told you? 
10 A. That's what he told me. 
11 Q. Okay. Did you ever determine or ask Officer 
14] 
12 Butler where he was when he was making the observations? 
13 A. He said he was standing somewhere where he 
14 could see through this east window into the downstairs 
15 portion of the building. 
16 Q. Did you ever get a sense as to where that was 
17 in terms oflocation? 
18 A. It was right in this window right here on this 
19 corner. 
20 Q. I understand the window, but I guess -- did 
21 you ever understand where he was in relation to the 
22 window so that he could make the observations that he 
23 
24 
25 
A. Well, I stood here on this northwest comer -- 23 was stating that he made? 
the northeast comer, rather. I looked back again, but 24 A. No. 
I did not go up to the window to actually inspect it. 25 Q. So you don't know ifhe was standing right 
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I next to the window or ten feet away? 1 officers to set up a perimeter? 
2 A. I don't. 2 A. I knew there were other officers coming. 
3 Q. Did Officer Butler, to your knowledge, ever speak 
4 with the -- what's been referred to as "the calling party" 
3 I don't know if that was by his request or if they were 
4 coming because of the nature of the call. 
5 or the "CP," the person who made the call to Dispatch 5 Q. Okay. When you say that Officer Butler was 
6 initially? 
7 A. I believe he did -- and there may have been 
6 "setting up a perimeter," help me understand what that 
7 means. What w~ he actually doing? 
8 another officer that did, as well. I think it was 8 A. It means he's positioning officers at strategic 
9 Officer Butler, but I don't know for sure. 
IO Q. Did he ever relate to you what that person had 
9 points around the building to prevent escape from that 
10 building. 
11 told him? 11 Q. Who was in charge of the scene? 
12 A. That they heard a window smash, and they came 12 A. Officer Butler is the primary officer, so at 
13 out, and saw a suspect at the building, confronted the 13 that point he's running the scene. 
14 suspect, and then called the police. 14 Q. Okay. And are you a supervisor of his? 
15 Q. Any other information that you recall being 15 A. Yes. 
16 given by either Officer Butler or somebody else that may 
17 have talked to the calling party? 
16 Q. Okay. So would that be standard protocol, 
18 A. No. 
17 is that he would be the primary officer even though 
18 you're on-scene? 
19 Q. And, in particular, when you say, "confronted 19 A. Right. He would run the scene, unless I saw 
20 the suspect," was there any information given to you 
21 about what that person talked to with the person that 
22 was trying to gain entry into the building? 
20 something that I disagreed with or wanted changed; then 
21 I could take it over, but otherwise, I'm supervising him 
22 handling his call. 
23 A. I don't know if that was given to me by 23 Q. Okay. So, based on your understanding of this 
24 Officer Butler or just the original comments of the call 
25 there. I don't remember. 
24 particular incident, did Officer Butler remain the 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
25 primary officer the whole time? 
[Page 16] 
Q. Well, one of the things that you were aware of 1 
is that the person who was seen going into the building 2 
had made a statement that she was trying to get in to 3 
get her keys. Is that correct? 4 
A. Correct -- something to that effect. 5 
Q. Anyway, information that was known to you; 6 
correct? 7 
A. Yes. 8 
Q. Anything else that you can remember being 9 
discussed between you and Officer Butler initially at 10 
the location that we're talking about? 11 
A. Well, early on he was setting up a perimeter 12 
on the building to prevent escape from any other direction. 13 
So he was calling in additional resources to do that. 14 
We discussed, once getting the perimeter set, 15 
what our planning might be to get the suspect out of the 16 
building, at which time I think I made -- or someone 17 
made a K-9 request to have a canine respond to the scene. 18 
Q. So, ifl understand correctly, you arrive on 19 
the scene. Officer Butler is already there and had been 20 
there for a couple of minutes -- or however long he had 21 
been there? 22 
A. From what I remember, yes. 23 
Q. Okay. Is it your recollection that he had 24 
already started the process of requesting additional 25 
[Page 17] 
[Page 18] 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your capacity was simply as supervisor and 
another officer there to assist? 
A. Well, I wasn't there to assist. I was the 
supervisor on-scene. 
Q. Okay. So then help me understand what your 
role would have been as a supervisor on the scene. 
A. To evaluate what he's doing and what his plan 
of action is, and to make sure that he has the resources 
there to take care of that plan. 
Q. Okay. So, help me -- again, to the extent 
that you can -- again, I'm trying to explore your own 
recollections. 
A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
Q. What physically -- strike that. 
How long were you with Officer Butler? 
A. We had contact throughout the majority of this call. 
Q. Did you stay in his location? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where was that location? 
A. In that northeast corner of the building, primarily. 
Q. Okay. So let's put a basic time frame around this. 
It doesn't necessarily have to be 100 percent accurate, 
but ifwe use the Incident History, for example, it 
would appear that you are on-scene or at least reporting 
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as being on-scene at approximately 17:29; is that 
correct? 
A. That's what it says, yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall whether you reported being 
on-scene as soon as you got there or some time later? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. What would be typical protocol? 
A. Typically, I would say, is as I'm approaching 
the scene. 
Q. Okay. So 17:29 would be about 7:30; is that 
correct? 12:00 -- or 5:30. 
A. 5:30. 
Q. I'm sorry. I'll continue to do that, 
unfortunately, so we'll have to work our way through it. 
So about 5:30 you're on-scene, and let's say 
that -- let's go to the point where entry is made with 
the canine. 
So if we go to the second page, it looks like 
it's being reported at about -- and this is the third 
entry from the bottom -- at 18:19 there's a report that 
"The dog is away." Do you see that? 
A. Okay. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So let's just use that basically from 
7:30 until 18:19, which would be 6:20 or 6:19. 
A. (Nodding head.) 
[Page 20] 
1 Q. So that's an approximate 49-minute span? 
2 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
3 Q. Okay. In that period of time -- and I understand 
4 that when the dog is away, you're with the Entry Team. 
5 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
6 Q. But in that time period, say, 40 to 45 minutes, 
7 are you primarily at the northeast location with Officer 
8 Butler? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. And is that the aspect of the perimeter 
11 that he was covering? 
12 A. At that time, yes, until he got more resources 
13 in place. 
14 Then he was coordinating with other officers 
15 to gain as much "intel" as he could. 
16 Q. Okay. And did you ever leave that particular 
17 location where you were? 
18 A. No. I was in that same general area the whole 
19 time. 
20 Q. And one of the things that you would be doing 
21 would obviously be listening to the radio and talking to 
22 other officers; correct? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. And also making your own personal observations --
25 looking for a suspect or making sure nobody is escaping? 
[Page 21] 
1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Anything else going on? 
3 A. I'm watching him develop a plan, based on the 
4 facts that he had. 
5 The entire time we were there, we were waiting 
6 for whatever resources he was calling for -- one of them 
7 being the K-9 Unit. 
8 Officer Barber had an assignment that he was 
9 trying to complete by gathering further "intel" into who 
10 should or should not be in that building at that time of 
11 day on that date. 
12 We were putting an Entry Team plan together. 
13 Q. So let's deal first with the perimeter. 
14 Additional officers came; is that correct? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. And they were deployed to other aspects around 
17 the building? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. And were they deployed on foot or in their car? 
20 A. Foot. 
21 Q. And is it your recollection that they were 
22 deployed by Officer Butler? 
23 A. I don't know ifhe deployed them or if they 
24 just took up positions as they arrived on-scene. 
25 Q. And as they arrived on-scene someone, I gather, 
[Page 22] 
1 would tell them where to go? 
2 A. Most likely. 
3 Q. And would that have been you or Officer Butler? 
4 A. Butler. 
5 Q. Okay. And at some point in time can you tell 
6 me -- again, based on your independent recollection, how 
7 many officers ultimately arrived on-scene? 
8 A. I think there were five officers in addition 
9 to Butler -- no, make it six with the canine. Yes. 
10 
11 
Then at some point in time Lieutenant Schoenborn, 
who was the Watch Commander on shift that night, also 
12 responded and got on-scene. 
13 
14 
Q. It was Officer Bonas who was the K-9 officer; 
correct? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. And he came some time later after receiving 
17 notification that his services were being requested? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And do you recall if -- is it "Schoenborn"? 
A. "Schoenborn." 
Q. "Schoenborn." Did Lieutenant Schoenborn arrive, 
if you remember, before or after Officer Bonas? 
A. I don't recall ifhe was there before Bonas 
got on-scene, but he was there before we made entry into 
the building. 
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1 Q. And what was his role going to be? 1 A. Yes. 
2 A. As the Watch Commander, much the same as mine -- 2 Q. So were you able to observe any of the other 
3 supervisory over all of the incident. 3 officers from where you were? 
4 Q. So he's over you; you're over all the other 4 A. I knew Officer Barber was there. 
5 officers -- 5 At some point in time obviously Officer Harr 
6 A. Right. 6 and I believe it was Officer Rapp arrived. 
7 Q. -- and Butler is the primarily? 7 I couldn't see Davis or Rogers because they 
8 A. Correct. 8 were on the opposite comer of the building. 
9 Q. Okay. And until Bonas and Schoenborn -- 9 Q. Okay. 
IO Lieutenant Schoenborn arrive, ifl understand it correctly, 10 A. And I could see Lieutenant Schoenborn arrive 
11 there's going to be four other officers plus Butler and 11 on the scene. 
12 yourself? 12 Q. But during this -- again, during this period 
13 A. I think there were five. 13 of time before you make entry and you've got officers on 
14 Q. Plus Butler plus you? 14 the perimeter, with the exception of those that are 
15 A. Correct. 15 outside of your field of vision because they're behind 
16 Q. So seven total? 16 the building or somewhere where you can't see them, are 
17 A. Correct. 17 you able to make visual observation of the ones that 
18 Q. And that's before Bonas and Schoenborn? 18 were in your field of vision -- or were they back far 
19 A. Correct. 19 enough from the building that you couldn't see them? 
20 Q. Okay. And of those other officers, is it your 20 A. I knew there were officers on-scene on the 
21 recollection that they all took up positions around the 21 front side of the building, on the east side of the 
22 perimeter of the building? 22 building, but I couldn't tell you which ones they were. 
23 A. Well, specifically, I can recollect two of 23 Q. All right. But, I mean, could you see them? 
24 them being on the southwest corner covering the west 24 A. Yes -- at times. 
25 side of the building and the south side of the building. 25 Q. And how far away from the building were they? 
[Page 24] [Page 26] 
1 Officer Barber was in the east parking lot 1 A. I don't know. 
2 assisting Butler. 2 Q. Did you, during the period of time that you 
3 I don't recall where the other two were. 3 were on that northeast comer -- and if you can look at 
4 Q. And, based on your recollection, Officer Butler 4 the diagram, you know, and kind of assess for me -- but 
5 is -- well, what is he doing during again this 40 to 45 5 basically, I want to know how far away you were from the 
6 minute span before entry is made? 6 building during the majority of this 40 minutes or so. 
7 A. I believe he was trying to -- either he himself 7 A. Well, at some point in time --
8 or have Officer Barber contact the owner of building, as 8 Q. Don't write on that. (Indicating Exhibit 17 A.) 
9 well as -- I don't know if he went back and contacted 9 A. Sorry. 
10 the original calling party or if Officer Barber did 10 Q. I mean, I may have you write where you ultimately 
11 that, but I believe there was some contact with the 11 stayed, but --
12 calling party, as well. 12 A. At some point in time a vehicle was brought up 
13 Q. So. Physically, what are your observations? 13 on this comer here facing the broken window and the 
14 I mean, he's moving around the building? 14 still existing window right at kind of an angle like 
15 A. Right. 15 this, and I was generally in the vicinity of that 
16 Q. He's not in your location -- 16 vehicle. (Indicating Exhibit 17 A.) 
17 A. Right. 17 Q. That was a patrol vehicle; correct? 
18 Q. -- stationary with you? 18 A. Yes. 
19 A. Correct. 19 Q. And did it have its headlights on? 
20 Q. So he's gone out of your field of vision at 20 A. I don't believe so. 
21 various points in time? 21 Q. Did it have any lights on? 
22 A. He's coming and going coordinating with the 22 A. No. 
23 other officers on-scene. 23 Q. Okay. There's been some testimony that the 
24 Q. Based on what you were able to observe -- 24 officers did not approach the building after the suspect 
25 is it dark outside? 25 was initially seen and then not -- she was not seen 
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1 anymore, but that there was nobody that approached the 
2 building because that would be -- that wouldn't have 
1 A. It should be maintained under the same Incident 
2 History. 
3 been a safe thing to do. Would you agree -- do you 3 Q. Okay. It says, "Contact Timer Canceled." 
4 agree with that? 4 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
5 A. Yes. 5 Q. Do you know what that refers to or means? 
6 Q. Okay. And did you ever see anybody -- after 6 A. The Security Check Officers who check out 
7 your initial contact with Officer Butler, did you ever 
8 see anybody approach the building? 
7 on calls or traffic stops every ten minutes. 
8 So when you cancel that security check, they 
9 A. No. 9 indicate in the notes that it has been canceled. 
10 Q. And you didn't, did you? 10 Officers have the option to cancel that if 
11 A. No. 11 they know it's going to be a long-term deal. 
12 Q. Look at the Incident History, which is Exhibit 2. 12 Q. Okay. So, in other words, that's just protocol 
13 Let me make sure I've got a couple of things correct. 
14 You're identified as No. 588. Do you see that? 
13 for the officers who are on-scene so somebody knows that 
14 they're not checking every ten minutes because they're 
15 A. Yes. 15 involved in something else? 
16 Q. And what does that number mean? 16 A. Right. 
17 A. That's my employee number with the Department. 17 Q. Okay. All right. 
18 Q. And No. 2510, what does that mean? 18 Now, the entry for 2511 where it says, "No bite 
19 A. That's my radio designator. 19 dog available" --
20 Q. Okay. So if somebody is reading this document 20 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
21 and there's some information adjacent to the number 2510, 
22 is that -- would that mean that's you? 
21 Q. Do you see that? 
22 A. I do. 
23 A. If it's correct, yes. 23 Q. And that's not an entry attributable to you; 
24 Q. And how would we determine whether it's 24 correct? 
25 correct or not? 25 A. Correct. 
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A. Ifl recall it being said or not. 1 
Occasionally, Dispatch will attribute comments 2 
to different designators by mistake. 3 
Q. Have you listened to any of the audio? 4 
A. No, I have not. 5 
Q. Okay. There's an entry after 2510 that says, 6 
"SEC CH 10"? 7 
A. Correct. 8 
Q. I'm assuming that that's referring to a secure 9 
channel? 10 
A. That just means "Secure Channel 10," and have 11 
Dispatch monitor it. 12 
Q. Okay. And, ifl understand what that means, 13 
is that basically communications between the officers 14 
on-scene went to a different channel -- specifically, 15 
Channel 10 -- which was secure, and that's the channel 16 
that everybody was communicating on? 17 
A. Correct. 18 
Q. Okay. And, to your knowledge -- well, when it 19 
says, "Secure," what does that mean? 20 
A. It means they broadcast it on primary; that 21 
nobody else should be using it because it's secure for 22 
that incident. 23 
Q. Okay'. Is there an Incident History Report 24 
similar to this that would be created? 25 
[Page 29] 
Q. But that relates to Officer Barber? 
A. Yes. 
[Page 30] 
Q. Okay. That would imply to me that somebody 
had made an inquiry about the availability of a bite dog; 
correct? 
A. I agree. 
Q. And that was made at approximately 17:40, so 
approximately 10 or 11 minutes after you're logged in 
on-scene; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what do you remember about that, if anything, 
about the discussion or the thought process that went 
into inquiring about the availability of a bite dog? 
A. That's not particularly attracting ofmy attention. 
That's general protocol for officers responding to 
a scene that is a burglary and a potential suspect inside. 
Q. Do you know who made the call initially for --
to inquire about a bite dog? 
A. I don't. 
(Exhibit 18 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Sergeant, you have been handed 
Deposition Exhibit No. 18, which for the record is BC --
there's a Bates stamp in the lower right-hand comer, 
and I believe it's BC000003 and BC000004. 
This appears to be a Narrative Report authored 
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1 by Officer Barber; is that correct? 1 
2 A. Yes. 2 
3 Q. Is this one of the documents that you reviewed 3 
4 prior to the deposition? 4 
5 A. I believe so, but I reviewed the documents quite 5 
6 a time back when I first met with Scott. 6 
7 Q. Okay. Fair enough. 7 
8 In the lower right-hand comer it indicates 8 
9 that the report is approved by -- and then your name 9 
10 appears; correct? 10 
11 A. Yes. 11 
12 Q. Help me understand what that designation means. 12 
13 A. It just means when the officer writes this 13 
14 report and enters it into the system, they have to submit 14 
15 it for supervisory approval before it goes to Records. 15 
16 So it comes to my cue, at which point I will 16 
17 review it and then submit it or send it back to the 17 
18 officer if there are mistakes. 18 
19 Q. And what is the scope of your review supposed 19 
20 to be, as you understand it? 20 
21 A. Well, it depends on the officer's role in the 21 
22 incident itself. 22 
23 As an officer making an arrest, my scope is to 23 
24 make sure that probable cause has been established for 24 
25 that arrest and it has any supporting evidence or 25 
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1 documents that may be in there. 1 
2 As a witness officer, I read through it to see 2 
3 if anything basically sticks out that doesn't seem to 3 
4 make sense; otherwise, they're simply reporting what 4 
5 they did as a witness officer on that scene. 5 
6 Q. Okay. Now, we know you were on-site and on-scene 6 
7 and privy to basically the communications that were 7 
8 going over the radio; correct? 8 
9 A. Correct. 9 
10 Q. And then you're also, I'm assuming, part of 10 
11 conversations that may not be going over the radio; 11 
12 correct? 12 
13 A. Correct. 13 
14 Q. That's just part of the process that's out 14 
15 there; right? 15 
16 A. Yes. 16 
17 Q. Okay. So you are -- as part of your review of 17 
18 the Narrative Report of the officers, is it also to 18 
19 determine or to make an assessment that the reports that 19 
20 are being made are accurate? 20 
21 A. As accurate as I know them to be. 21 
22 Q. Exactly. 22 
23 A. Right. 23 
24 Q. In other words, based on your own personal 24 
25 observations and understanding having been at the scene -- 25 
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A. Right. 
Q. -- you would also be checking for accuracy to 
make sure that what the officer is reporting is consistent 
with what your recollections were? 
A. Well, not only that, but what he's reporting 
is consistent to where he was and what his point of view 
was, which may be different than mine on-scene. 
Q. Okay. Fair enough. 
One of the things that -- for example, there's 
another report which you have approved which was by 
Officer Butler -- which we'll look at in a minute --
it's Exhibit 14 -- but your review of Officer Butler's 
report would be in the same vein, if you will, as why 
you reviewed Barber's? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Did you do your own? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Okay. How come? 
A. Because I was acting in a supervisory capacity, 
rather than an active capacity, for the most part. 
Q. Okay. Did you review any reports, other than 
Butler's and Barber's, that you recall? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Okay. We have a report from Officer Bonas, 
but his was not reviewed by you. How come? 
[Page 34] 
A. I would guess he probably submitted that to 
his K-9 Sergeant, but I don't know. 
Q. Okay. But that wouldn't be -- that's not 
outside of protocol for him to have his report reviewed 
by somebody -- by a different supervisor even if that 
supervisor wasn't on-scene? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. So in the report of Officer Barber, 
I've got a couple of questions. 
A. Okay. 
Q. In the -- I guess it's the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5th 
paragraph down where it starts with, "A perimeter was 
set up along with an entry clearing team." 
A. Okay. 
Q. In the -- there's a sentence that starts with, 
"Carrick Brewster had called to have one of his assistants 
who lived nearby respond and provide us with a key." 
Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. One thing I'm not real clear on from that --
is this -- can you -- do you know the source of that 
information? Is that coming from Barber, or is that 
information that Barber received from somebody else, 
or are you --
A. No. I believe that's what Officer Barber was 
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1 working on, was trying to make contact with the owner 1 "Officer's Actions"? 
2 of the building. 2 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
3 Q. Okay. There's also some information about 3 Q. Do you see that? 
4 "A cleaning lady also showed up about the same time as 4 A. Yes. 
5 the assistant, she also gave us a key"? 5 Q. And one of the things that Butler is reporting 
6 A. Correct. 6 is that he"-- saw that a north facing window had been 
7 Q. Do you know if that cleaning lady who showed 7 broken out, and a short time later saw a female standing 
8 up -- whether she was contacted by anybody, any of the 8 near the broken window holding a Steele Reserve Malt 
9 officers on the scene? 9 liquor can in her left hand--" I'm going to stop there. 
10 A. I believe Officer Barber contacted her, as well. 10 Is that information that Butler told you at 
11 Q. Okay. Did you ever receive any information 11 the scene? 
12 about what that person told Officer Barber? 12 A. Yes. 
13 A. I remember him discussing his conversation 13 Q. Okay. Then he also says that he observed this 
14 with her, but I don't remember the particulars. 14 person "-- and manipulating several sharp dental instruments 
15 Q. Do you remember ifhe told you that the 15 including a knife in her right hand." Is that information 
16 cleaning lady raised a question as to whether or not the 16 that he gave to you at the scene? 
17 person in the building was somebody who worked there? 17 A. Yes. 
18 A. Well, that was the question, based on the 18 Q. Did you at some point learn, before you made 
19 original circumstances of the call, and that's why he 19 entry into the building, that this area where the suspect 
20 was contacting the owner -- to try to determine if 20 was seen was a dental lab? 
21 anybody should be in that building or not. 21 A. We could only make an assumption as to what 
22 Q. I understand that, but my question is: 22 it was. We didn't know. 
23 Did Officer Barber relate to you at any point, 23 Q. Well, I'm just asking, based on your independent 
24 before you made entry, that the cleaning lady had indicated 24 recollection, whether you received that information? 
25 that the person who was in the building may actually 25 A. No. 
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1 work there? 1 Q. Okay. If you look at the Incident Report, 
2 A. No. 2 which is Exhibit 2, if you go to the second page under 
3 Q. So that information was not provided to you? 3 the entry for 18:05:37 there's a -- and, by the way, as 
4 A. What he related to me is that he made contact 4 we go from left to right on that, there's in parentheses 
5 with the owner, I'm assuming -- it could have been the 5 there's a "509." Do you see that? 
6 cleaning lady -- and that there was nobody supposed to 6 A. Yes. 
7 be in that building at that time of night or that day, 7 Q. Do you know what that means? 
8 and certainly nobody should hav.e broken the window to 8 A. I believe that is the Dispatcher who is making 
9 get in. 9 that entry. 
10 Q. I understand that's what Mr. Brewster said. 10 Q. Okay. So the Dispatcher makes an entry that 
11 All I'm trying to find out is if anybody had 11 somebody looks like -- it looks like Officer Barber, 
12 passed on to you or you heard from any source -- Barber 12 if it's correct -- was communicating something about a 
13 or otherwise -- that someone raised a question as to 13 dental lab? 
14 whether the person in the building was someone who 14 A. Yes. It looks like that. 
15 worked there? 15 Q. Okay. But, as you sit here today, do you have 
16 A. Not specifically from the cleaning lady, no. 16 an independent recollection as to whether you understood, 
17 Q. Okay. Did you get that information from 17 before you made entry with the canine, that the area 
18 anybody else? 18 where this person had been seen was a dental lab? 
19 A. Just the original call comments. 19 A. I don't remember being told that. I remember 
20 Q. Okay. In the booklet you've got as Exhibit 14, 20 looking in there and, like I said, making an assumption 
21 which is the report from Officer Butler -- and this is 21 of what it was, but I don't remember. 
22 one that you would have approved, as well; correct? 22 Q. What did you assume it to be? 
23 A. Yes. , 23 A. It looked like some kind of a lab, but I 
24 Q. Okay. So in the -- I guess it would be the 24 couldn't tell exactly what it was. Obviously, it was 
25 third paragraph starting with the first paragraph under 25 associated with the dental office. 
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Q. Okay. Go back to Exhibit 14. Sorry to kind 1 
of have you go back and forth. 2 
A. That's all right. 3 
Q. Go back to Officer Butler's report, which is 4 
Exhibit 14. 5 
A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 6 
Q. Under the -- and again to be fair, the -- 7 
one of the things that -- well, strike that. 8 
Under the "Witness interview,''. one of the 9 
things that Butler writes in the first paragraph is, 10 
you know, he relates the conversation that he had with 11 
the calling party; correct? That first paragraph under 12 
"Witness interview" -- 13 
A. Oh, yes. 14 
Q. And in the second paragraph what Butler states 15 
is that the calling party told him that he had seen a 16 
female break the window and enter the business. 17 
Is that consistent with what you remember 18 
Butler telling you? 19 
A. In regards to what the calling party had 20 
told him? 21 
Q. Right. 22 
A. Yes. 23 
Q. But the information that you received initially 24 
was that the -- well, strike that. 25 
[Page 40] 
you recall him telling you? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. If you'll look at Exhibit No. 1 in that 
book in front of you, just under the "Administrative 
Review" page. 
Is there any part of that page -- is any of 
your handwriting on that page? In other words, did you 
have to sign off on this? 
A. No, I don't believe this is mine. 
Q. Okay. What do you recall of the process --
I understand that it was apparently standard protocol, 
given the circumstances, to make the request for canine 
assistance -- and so far my understanding is that's 
based on the fact that there was a belief that there was 
a burglary in process and that there was a suspect 
inside a building. Is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And simply calling for the K-9 Unit does not 
necessarily mean that the dog is going to be deployed 
into the building; is that true? 
A. Correct. 
Q. What do you understand the process to be 
generally as it relates to making a decision to deploy 
the dog? 
A. It's based on all the circumstances that we 
[Page 42] 
There's a difference between -- strike that. 1 know at the time. 
Let's see if I can ask this the right way. 
Is it your recollection that Officer Butler 
told you that the calling party told him that he had 
actually witnessed the female break the glass? 
A. I don't remember the exact wordage. 
Q. Okay. But whatever it was -- I mean, when you 
reviewed Butler's report and approved it, ifhe had told 
you something different than what was in the report and 
you had noted that, you would have talked to him about it, 
I take it? 
A. This was consistent with everything that occurred 
that night. 
Q. Okay. But in Barber's report, which is the 
one we just marked, what he writes is, "The witness heard 
the window being broken,'' as opposed to"-- seeing the 
window being broken." 
A. Okay. 
Q. So one of those is not consistent with the other. 
I guess my question is -- not that it makes any 
difference in terms of whether you guys entered or not, 
I guess -- did you ever notice the inconsistency? 
A. Not on-scene, no. 
Q. But it's very -- but from Butler's standpoint, 
what he writes in his report, was consistent with what 
[Page 41] 
2 Q. What is your -- if you have a recollection --
3 well, strike that. 
4 Who makes the determination as to whether or 
5 not to deploy the canine? 
6 A. Typically, the canine handler will make that 
7 recommendation, and that recommendation can be overturned 
8 by any supervisor on-scene. 
9 Q. So who had the authority to make or to overturn --
10 in this particular case, do you have an understanding as 
11 to who made the recommendation to deploy the dog? 
12 A. Officer Bonas was presented with the facts of 
13 the case. He said it was an incident where he could 
14 deploy the dog. I agreed with that, as did Lieutenant 
15 Schoenborn. 
16 Q. So from that, it was Bonas who made the 
17 recommendation; and there were two supervisors on-scene 
18 who had the authority to overturn that if they felt it 
19 was appropriate? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And that would have been you or Schoenborn? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And what is your understanding as to how 
24 Officer Bonas received the information that he utilized 
25 to make the decision to -- or the recommendation to 
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deploy the dog? 
A. I believe it came directly from Officer Butler. 
Q. Okay. And were you privy to the conversation 
or to the information --
A. I was there with him. 
Q. Help me understand that process. Again, to 
the best that you can independently recall what happened, 
where were you? Let's start there. Where were you and 
who was present during the conversation with Bonas? 
A. Again, we were up in that northeast comer in 
the parking lot. 
Officer Bonas, Officer Butler, and myself 
discussed the facts we knew at the time and discuss~d if 
Bonas would utilize the canine. 
Q. Anybody, other than the three of you, at the 
point that the decision was made? 
A. Well, that's the point where we made our plan. 
Once our plan was in place, then I went and 
talked to Lieutenant Schoenborn, presented the plan to 
him, he agreed to it, and then the decision was made to 
go ahead and enter. 
Q. Okay. Fair enough. 
So there's initially a conversation with you, 
Butler, Bonas, and Bonas says, "Yeah, let's use the dog," 
or "This would be a good, appropriate situation to use 
[Page 44] 
the dog." Is that fair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then from there, you went to Lieutenant 
Schoenborn and said, "This is our plan.to deploy the dog"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so let me -- and then Schoenborn -- well, 
was there anybody else present in the conversation with 
you and the Lieutenant? 
A. No. I believe it was just the two of us. 
Q. Okay. And what did you tell him? 
A. The facts that were presented to me from 
Butler's and Bonas' recommendation. 
Q. Okay. And then he agreed, and then the plan 
was carried out? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So initially in the conversation 
between you, Bonas, and Butler can you tell me, as you 
sit here today, what information was presented to 
Officer Bonas? 
A. That we had an apparent forced entry into the 
building with. window breakage, which was clear; that 
Officer Butler observed the suspect inside the basement 
of the building where the window was broken; that the 
[Page 45) 
1 suspect had armed herself with some kind of cutting 
2 instrument; and that the suspect had disappeared into 
3 the building somewhere not to return to the lighted room. 
4 Q. Anything else that you can remember being 
5 discussed? 
6 A. Well, we also discussed the fact that we had 
7 contacted -- or someone had contacted the business owner 
8 who confirmed that nobody should be in there. 
9 We discussed the resources that we had on-scene, 
10 which was the number of officers we had, the canine, the 
11 40-millimeter less-than-lethal gun. 
12 We developed our team to enter the building. 
13 We discussed making announcements prior to 
14 entering the building and while going through the building. 
15 That's what I can recall right now. 
16 Q. Okay. In terms of the factual information that 
17 is being given to Bonas, is the sole source of information 
18 Officer Butler or are you also providing information to 
19 him? 
20 A. I don't recall specifically what was said by 
21 whom. I mean, it was a conversation amongst the three 
22 ofus. 
23 I believe there might have been some input 
24 from Officer Barber when it came to what the owner of 
25 the building had told him, but I don't know specifically 
[Page 46] 
1 who said what. 
2 Q. Do you remember one way or the other as to 
3 whether Barber was present or whether information coming 
4 from him would have been over the radio? 
5 A. He was on the east side of the building, and 
6 I know that I had contact with him once -- at least once --
7 and Butler did, as well, but I don't remember ifhe was 
8 there during that planning stage conversation. 
9 Q. Okay. And during the -- and I'll use your 
10 words -- during the "planning stage" conversation that 
11 you're having with Bonas, does that happen right when he 
12 gets on-scene? 
13 A. Relatively shortly after, yes. 
14 Q. I mean, within minutes or less? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 · Q. Okay. And can you tell me how long the 
17 conversation lasted between you, Butler, and Bonas? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Do you have any sense at all? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Okay. Was there a sense of urgency? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Okay. Where was Lieutenant Schoenborn located 
24 when you left -- well, strike that. 
25 Did you leave your location --
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1 A. No. I facing the parking lot. 
2 Q. -- and go find Lieutenant Schoenborn? 2 They use the keys that they had -- that 
3 A. No. He came to us. 3 Officer Barber had gotten to unlock the door. They open 
4 Q. Okay. How long did the conversation with 4 the door -- actually, I'll take that back. 
5 Lieutenant Schoenborn last? 5 Prior to doing all that, we made announcements 
6 A. Just long enough to review the plan. 6 from the PA in that vehicle that was parked at the 
7 Q. Was there any information that was -- and I'm 7 northeast corner where we were standing -- announcing 
8 assuming that all of the information that was provided 8 that there was going to be a canine deployment into the 
9 to Officer Bonas was also provided to Lieutenant 9 building, and that any suspect inside should come 
10 Schoenborn? 10 forward at that time to surrender. 
11 A. Yes. II After making I want to say at least two of 
12 Q. So once Lieutenant Schoenborn agreed and you 12 those announcements and confirming that they were heard 
13 had agreed, what was the next thing that happened? 13 by the officers on the other side, then we entered into 
14 A. Then we went forward with the plan. 14 up to the -- or walked up to the front of the building, 
15 Q. And how was the -- I mean, I understand that 15 opened the door, at which point Bonas then made a verbal 
16 you had -- as part of the planning process, you picked 16 announcement into the building. 
17 who the Entry Team was going to be? 17 After making his announcement and having no 
18 A. Correct. 18 response, the Entry Team went in and started cleaning 
19 Q. And, as near as I can tell, it appears that 19 the top floor of the building. 
20 the Entry Team consisted of everybody that was on-site 20 I came in behind them -- again just kind of 
21 except Lieutenant Schoenborn; is that correct? 21 watching their back side and being in a supervisory 
22 A. And I believe Chris Davis and Chris Rogers 22 position. 
23 maintained their position on that back comer of the 23 As they made their way through the building 
24 building. 24 from east to west, I believe that Officer Bonas stopped 
25 Q. Where there was a door? 25 somewhere midway and made another announcement, a canine 
[Page 48] [Page 50] 
1 A. Well, they were on the southwest comer, 1 announcement, and we finished clearing the top of the 
2 so they were watching the south side of the building and 2 building. 
3 the west side of the building. 3 Q. Let me stop you there, and then we'll --
4 We were on the northwest comer covering the 4 well, at some point did you get to a stairwell? 
5 other sides. 5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you understand -- well, and I don't know 6 Q. And more announcements were made in the 
7 if you did or not-- did you understand there was a door 7 stairwell; correct? 
8 on the back side of the building that had a dead bolt? 8 A. Yes. 
9 A. I can't remember. I knew that there were 9 Q. Okay. So let's stop up to that point. 
10 windows around the building and a door at some point in 10 Were you recording what was going on on your 
11 time, but I don't know exactly where it was. I didn't 11 recorder? 
12 look at the back of the building. 12 A. I don't believe I was. 
13 Q. Well, was part of the plan to enter the 13 Q. Is there a reason why you were not? 
14 building, but also monitor the exits? 14 A. Just because in the position I was in, the 
15 A. Correct. Monitor any avenue of escape, which 15 chance of me having contact with any suspect was little. 
16 can be windows or doors. 16 Q. When you say you went in behind, I mean, how 
17 Q. Okay. And so once the decision has been made 17 soon after -- and the impression I'm getting is the 
18 to deploy the dog and the Entry Team is picked, then 18 Entry Team goes in, and then a period of time passes, 
19 what happens next? 19 and then you enter? 
20 When you say, "We execute our plan," I understand-- 20 A. Well, they go in. I went in behind them, and 
21 I really want to know physically what you guys do. 21 I stayed right in that front lobby area as they worked 
22 A. Make an announcement on the radio that we're 22 their way through. 
23 going to deploy the dog and make entry into the building, 23 The further they worked their way through, 
24 at which point the Entry Team moves up to the front of 24 I would come up behind them, but I never attached myself 
25 the building .: which in this case is on the east side 25 to the actual Search Team. 
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1 Q. Okay. And your role at that point was just 1 
2 basically observation -- 2 
3 A. Yes. 3 
4 Q. -- and looking out for your safety? 4 
5 A. Right. 5 
6 Q. And those in front of you? 6 
7 A. Yes. 7 
8 Q. Did you have your weapon drawn? 8 
9 A. I believe I did, yes. 9 
10 Q. So let's go back to this -- a couple comments 10 
11 that you made. 11 
12 You said, "announcement on the radio." What 12 
13 does that mean? 13 
14 A. The PA system in the car. 14 
15 Q. Okay. 15 
16 A. The loudspeaker. 16 
17 Q. Okay. And you said at least twice -- 17 
18 A. Yes. Two things. There's a loudspeaker 18 
19 announcement that we made that was done at least once -- 19 
20 I believe it was done twice -- and then an announcement 20 
21 over the radio so other officers know that we are making 21 
22 entry. So two different things. 22 
23 Q. So when you look at the Incident Report, on 23 
24 the second page on the fourth entry up at 18: 17:55 there 24 
25 is a -- the Dispatcher is recording Barber making a 25 
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One of the things that doesn't exist in any of 
the reports that I have seen is the fact that there was 
an announcement made over the PA. 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you know why that is? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Did you notice that when you were going through 
the reports? 
A. I didn't think of it. 
Q. When you made the PA announcement, who --
well, strike that. 
Who made the decision to make the announcement 
over the PA? 
A. Oftentimes, that's protocol based on the 
situation. 
In this case we were making entry into the 
building. You know, it's a fairly small building. We 
make those announcements routinely prior to entry. 
Q. So from that, I gather, that it was just 
standard protocol and nobody made a specific order to 
anybody to make sure you do a PA announcement? 
A. I remember Bonas bringing that up in his 
discussion with Butler that he wanted to make a PA 
announcement. 
Q. Who made the PA announcement? 
[Page 54] 
1 comment, "We're going to make entry, make a canine 
2 announcement, and then search top floor. Lieutenant is 
3 going to watch front entry"; is that correct? 
1 A. I don't remember ifit was Bonas or Butler, 
2 but it was one of the two. 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Okay. Is that the announcement that you were 
6 talking about as being on the radio so the other officers 
7 know what you're going to do? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Okay. And do you remember if the PA announcement 
10 that you're talking about being done at least once, 
11 maybe two times, was made before or after you announced 
12 on the radio that you were going in with the dog? 
13 A. Before. 
14 Q. And you mentioned that you did the PA 
15 announcement and checked to make sure that the officers 
16 in the back of the building could hear it? 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. So ifthe purpose of the radio is to let the 
19 other officers know when you're going in with the dog, 
20 but you have already made the PA announcement, why do 
21 you also have to do the radio? 
22 A. Just to keep them informed of our progress; 
23 keep them updated where we're at and actually making 
24 entry into the building. 
25 Q. How long from the time -- well, strike that. 
[Page 53] 
3 Q. Do you know from which car? Was it the one 
4 that was parked up there that you talked about earlier? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And how soon after the PA announcement 
did you actually go in the building? How much time 
transpired? 
A. I couldn't put a minute time on it, but I know 
it was not a rushed entry into the building. We gave 
sufficient time for somebody to respond. 
Q. Okay. Is there a protocol for how long you wait? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So do you have any sense at all as to 
15 whether it was two minutes, five minutes, 15 minutes, 
16 20 minutes? 
17 A. It wasn't beyond five to ten minutes. It was 
18 within five to ten minutes that we made entry. 
19 Q. From the Incident Report it looks like -- from 
20 again from page 2. We talked about the entry four lines up, 
21 that at 8: 17:55 there was an announcement over the radio 
22 that you are going to make entry. 
23 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 
24 Q. And then the next entry at 18:19 there's a 
25 radio contact that "The dog is away"; correct? 
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A.Y~. 1 
Q. And so again, if these records are accurate -- 2 
I'm not saying one way or another -- but if they are 3 
accurate in terms of time, from the time of the radio 4 
announcement until the dog was away is a little less 5 
than two minutes? 6 
A. According to this, yes. 7 
Q. Does that square with your recollection? 8 
A. It's within the realm, yes. 9 
Q. Okay. And, ifl understand it, once the -- 10 
but before the dog is away, there is the team in this 11 
instance gathered at the front entry, gained access with 12 
a key, and then another announcement was made? 13 
A. Correct. 14 
Q. And then the dog was away? 15 
A. Correct. 16 
Q. Okay. By the way, when you were having your 17 
initial discussions with Officer Bonas and you -- well, 18 
not you having the discussions -- but when you were with 19 
Officer Bonas and Officer Butler and the information was 20 
being provided to Bonas about the situation, do you 21 
recall whether Officer Butler told Officer Bonas that 22 
in his observations of the suspect, he observed her 23 
manipulating dental instruments? 24 
A. He advised that the suspect had picked up some 25 
[Page 56] 
Q. Do you recall whether or not Butler did? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Okay. Did you tell Officer Bonas that the 
person who was believed to be inside the building had 
told the calling party that she was going in to get 
her keys? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you know if Officer Butler did? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. So you don't know if he had that information 
when he was making his decision to deploy the dog? 
A. No. I don't know. 
Q. Okay. Did you tell Officer Bonas that there 
was a person on-site who believed that the person in the 
building may have actually worked in the building? 
A. No. 
Q. Did Officer Butler share that information? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you know if Officer Barber did? 
A. I don't know what information was shared 
between Barber and Bonas. 
Q. Okay. When you talked to Lieutenant Schoenborn 
and advised him of the plan, did you tell him that the 
person in the building had told the calling party that 
she was going in to get her keys? 
[Page 58] 
1 kind of edged weapon -- whatever that might be -- some 
2 kind of edged instrument. 
1 A. I don't remember. 
2 Q. Did you tell him that the location where she 
3 Q. Okay. And do you remember him saying anything 
4 other than -- I think you used the term "armed herself'? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. But did anybody tell Bonas that she had been 
7 seen -- what Butler describes as "manipulating dental 
8 instruments" -- in addition to having a knife in her hand? 
9 A. I believe all that was made clear. 
10 Q. To Bonas? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Q. Okay. Was it also made clear to Bonas that 
the location where she was seen was a dental lab? 
A. I don't recall specifically. I mean, we all 
knew it was a dental office, and the downstairs was 
associated with that office. 
Q. I understand that. 
A. I don't know. You'd have to ask them. 
19 Q. Well, but I'm just asking your recollection as 
20 to whether in this conversation that you're having with 
21 Officer Bonas whether you or Officer Butler-- well, I'll 
22 just ask you: 
23 Do you recall telling Officer Bonas that the 
24 place where she was seen was a dental lab? 
25 A. I don't recall saying that. 
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3 was seen was a dental lab? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. You don't remember saying that to him? 
6 A. I don't remember the specifics of that conversation. 
7 Q. Okay. Did you tell him, if you remember --
8 well, I'll just short-circuit this: 
9 Do you remember anything specifically that you 
10 told Lieutenant Schoenborn? 
11 A. I told him the basics of what I knew of the 
12 facts at the time, which is what I already said: The 
13 forced entry, seen with the knife, disappearing in the 
14 darkness of the building, and still inside. 
15 Q. Okay. And, you know, I apologize ifit sounds 
16 like I'm "beating a dead horse," but I'm trying to 
17 create my record, as well. 
18 A. Yeah, I know -- and the fact that nobody was 
19 supposed to be in there per the owner of the building. 
20 Q. Right. But do you have an independent recollection 
21 one way or the other of telling Lieutenant Schoenborn 
22 that the location that she was seen was a dental lab? 
23 A. I don't. 
24 Q. Do you have an independent recollection of 
25 telling him that she was seen manipulating dental 
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1 instruments? 1 
2 A. No. 2 
3 Q. Okay. Did you tell him or do you recall 3 
4 telling him that there was somebody on-scene that 4 
5 thought the person in the building may actually be 5 
6 someone that worked in the building? 6 
7 A. No. 7 
8 Q. Let's step back for just a minute -- actually, 8 
9 we can take a break. 9 
10 I didn't tell you this at the beginning: 10 
11 We can take a break at any time you want. 11 
12 A. That's okay. I will have a glass of water, 12 
13 though. 13 
14 MR. BUSH: Why don't we do that. Why don't we 14 
15 take five minutes. I don't think I've got much more, 15 
16 but let's take five minutes. 16 
17 (Recess taken.) 17 
18 MR. BUSH: Let's go back on the record. 18 
19 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) One ofthe--we're going to 19 
20 come back to the stairwell here in just a minute, but 20 
21 from the time that you were on-scene until entry was 21 
22 made into the building, were you -- did you personally 22 
23 ever see any activity inside the building? 23 
24 A. No. 24 
25 Q. And were you advised by -- so this is going to 25 
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effect. 
Q. I don't think I've got a picture of the 
stairwell with me. 
Can you remember where Bonas was physically 
located in relation to the stairwell? 
A. He was at the top of the stairs, from what I 
recall. It's not a big stairwell. It's just a narrow 
straight down set of stairs. 
Q. Okay. But was he off to the side or was he 
standing right on top of the stairwell calling down? 
A. He may have been situated towards one side or 
the other, but what I recall is he was yelling down the 
stairs when he was making his announcement. 
Q. Was he standing or kneeling? 
A. I think he was kneeling, but I'm not sure. 
Q. And ultimately, the dog was deployed downstairs? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And did you see the dog go down the stairs? 
A. I don't know ifl so much saw him or heard 
him, but I know that he was released down the stairs. 
Q. Okay. And did the officers -- did any officers 
follow him or did they wait at the top of the stairs? 
A. I believe they waited at the top of the 
stairs. 
Q. Okay. And then we know what transpired was 
[Page 62] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
be after Butler, after you talked to Butler and he has 
reported what he's seen -- but after that point in time, 
were you advised by any other officer on-scene that they 
had seen any activity inside the building? 
1 the dog found the suspect. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. 
Q. So let's go to the point in time where Officer 
Bonas and the Entry Team and the dog are at the stairwell. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Where were you -- well, strike that. 
Did you see them at the stairwell? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where were you in relation to their location? 
A. Behind them. If the building goes east to 
west, I was west of them. 
Q. Okay. How far, if you can remember? 
A. Oh, 15 feet. 
Q. Okay. And then just tell me what you observed 
at that point. 
A. Officer Bonas was at the top of the stairwell 
with his dog. I think the dog was barking, but I'm not 
positive about that. 
From that location, he made an announcement 
down the stairwell that he was going to be sending the 
dog; and if you were down there, you need to let yourself 
be known right now and surrender -- or something to that 
[Page 61] 
2 So take me through what you did once you heard 
3 all of that going on. 
4 A. Well, the dog was deployed downstairs, and 
5 seemed to be clearing the immediate area at the bottom 
6 of the stairs, and then took off in a northerly direction. 
7 As soon as --
8 Q. I'm assuming that's based on your conclusion 
9 as to the direction the dog took off? 
10 A. Knowing where things were situated after the 
11 fact, yes. 
12 Q. But based on you could hear the dog downstairs? 
13 A. I could hear the dog running around downstairs. 
14 At some point in time Officer Bonas keyed in 
15· that the dog was potentially on a bite, at which point 
16 the whole team immediately moved downstairs to try to 
17 locate the dog and the suspect. 
18 Q. And you followed the team? 
19 A. I followed them down the stairs; correct. 
20 Q. And when you got down into the basement area, 
21 were lights on? 
22 A. I think the only lights that were on were in 
23 the original room where she was seen. 
24 Q. So what could you see when you got to the 
25 bottom of the stairs? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Residual light coming from that room through 1 
the open doorway, kind ofa small foyer area, and a 2 
closed door. 3 
Q. And when you were down there, was the dog 4 
inside where the closed door was? 5 
A. Apparently so, yes. 6 
Q. And then what happened? What did you see? 7 
A. Then officers ahead of me -- and I don't know 8 
which ones specifically -- Bonas, obviously, one of them 9 
tried to get the door open to get to the dog and to the 10 
suspect. 11 
Q. And did that happen? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. And did you see the suspect? 14 
A. Not immediately, no. 15 
Q. When did you first see her? 16 
A. Not until the dog had already been taken out 17 
of the door and door opened, and then they brought the 18 
suspect out-- the officers who went in. 19 
Q. What did you observe? 20 
A. A female suspect suffering from a dog bite. 21 
She was brought out and immediately taken to 22 
the exit door which goes up right to the front to the 23 
north side of the building to where paramedics were 24 
standing by. 25 
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Q. So I gather from that that you didn't continue 
to observe the team clear the rest of the building, and 
you stayed in the foyer area? 
A. Right. There was the one main room that she 
was in, that I recall. I think there was a back room 
they went into and then a hall going to the west. 
It was a relatively confined space, so I 
didn't stay right with them as they cleared. I continued 
to be behind, but being behind in that case was close to 
the foyer area. 
Q. But at some point the team got out of your 
observation area? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So why did you not follow them like you did 
upstairs? 
A. Because there wasn't space to do it. 
Upstairs I followed them, like I said, from a 
distance as they went. I didn't go into every single 
room that they cleared or nook and cranny that they 
cleared. I simply followed from a short distance. 
Q. Okay. No additional suspects were found; 
is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you know whether the weapon that the suspect 
was apparently holding when Butler saw her -- whether 
[Page 66] 
1 Q. Did you observe how she was dressed? 1 that was ever found? 
2 A. I remember seeing her, but I don't recall what 
3 she was wearing. 
4 Q. Do you recall whether she was wearing pants or 
5 not pants -- had any pants on? 
6 A. I think I remember that her pants may have 
7 been down at some point, but I don't remember if they 
8 were when I saw her. I remember hearing that. 
9 Q. When she was taken out of the room, what--
IO did you stay in the building? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And did you continue to observe the rest of 
13 the efforts to clear the building? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Okay. And what happened? 
16 A. They continued to clear the space down below, 
17 which was not as big and open as up top. 
18 I stayed primarily in a foyer area at the 
19 bottom of the stairs while the rest of the team 
20 continued to clear the rooms. 
21 Q. Did they -- did you use the dog to clear the 
22 rest of the building in the basement? 
23 A. I believe so, but I wasn't with them. I can't 
24 remember. I believe the dog was still downstairs being 
25 used for that purpose. 
2 
3 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. After the -- well, first, when you first saw 
4 the suspect who we now know was Ms. James in the basement, 
did you have any conversations with her? 5 
6 A. I don't think I did. 
7 Q. Do you remember whether she said anything that 
8 you overheard? 
9 A. I don't specifically remember anything she said. 
IO Q. Did you ever have a conversation with her? 
11 A. I don't recall if I tried to at some point in 
12 time at the hospital or not. She was fairly intoxicated, 
13 so there wasn't a whole lot to be done. 
14 Q. And I'm just trying to figure out whether you 
15 recall having any -- first of all, whether you recall 
16 having any conversations with her such as you could tell 
17 me what she said, what you remember she said? 
18 A. I don't recall having a conversation with her. 
19 Q. Do you recall overhearing anything that she said? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. You went to the hospital that night? 
22 A. I'm pretty sure that I did, which would be 
23 typical of procedure. But again, based on her status, 
24 I don't remember having a conversation with her. 
25 Q. rught. I just don't want to be at some, 
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I you !mow, somewhere down the road and have you say, 1 A. Correct. 
2 "Yeah, I remember her saying this or that." I just want 2 Q. Okay. From your perspective, what -- well, 
3 to explore your recollection. 3 let me back up. 
4 A. I don't remember. 4 You can look at it if you need to-- because 
5 Q. Okay .. Do you remember -- can you tell me what 5 I think they're in the exhibits -- but what do you 
6 you recall, if anything, about your personal observations 6 understand the Policy and Procedure to be relative to 
7 of her either at the scene or at the hospital later -- 7 use of the canine for this situation that was presented 
8 understanding you have already indicated that she was 8 on December 26th, 2010? 
9 intoxicated? 9 A. Well, we typically use the canines, as 
10 A. Well, you could smell, you !mow, the odor of 10 authorized by policy, to search for suspects. 
11 alcohol in that confined room that she was in. 11 In this case -- a potential felony suspect, 
12 I don't recall if she was walking or not when 12 a burglary scene, who is armed, and either lying in wait 
13 she was taken to the ambulance or if Barber was holding 13 or in hiding inside the building. 
14 her up, but, you !mow, she was disheveled and, from the 14 We can use them to prevent the escape of that 
15 smell, clearly intoxicated. 15 suspect, as well. 
16 Q. Anything else about your personal observations 16 Q. You have remarked several times that this was 
17 of her physical characteristics that you can recall? 17 not an urgent situation, but tell me why, if you did --
18 A. Hum-um. (Shaking head.) 18 well, strike that. 
19 Q. Is that a "No"? 19 Did you feel like the person inside the building 
20 A. No. Sorry. 20 was a threat to the safety of your officers? 
21 Q. Okay. And the protocol, you know, would then be 21 A. Because the person was armed, went to a part 
22 after going to the hospital -- well, protocol or not, 22 of the building that was dark, and we didn't know the 
23 what did you do after going to the hospital? Did you go 23 intent of that suspect-- ifit was to escape, hide, or 
24 back to the office or did you just go back on duty? 24 attack our officers when we went in. 
25 A. I don't recall exactly what I did. I don't 25 Q. To your knowledge -- well, let me just do this 
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1 remember if I went back in the field or I went back to 1 based on your own location. 
2 the office. I probably went ~ack to the office based 2 (Discussion off the record 
3 on -- well, yeah, I don't remember. 3 regarding Exhibit 17A.) 
4 Q. What would typical protocol be relative to the 4 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So from the location that you 
5 creation of the Narrative Reports that we have from the 5 were primarily at on the diagram and in the period of 
6 officers in terms of when those would be done? 6 time before entry was made -- so we're back to this 40, 
7 A. Well, ifit's a physical custody arrest, it's 7 45-minute time frame -- it's true that you did not approach 
8 done that same day, the same night. 8 the building, correct, in the sense of getting up to where 
9 If it's just a cite and release, then, 9 the railings were next to the windows or the window 
10 obviously, the citation would be issued and the Face Sheet 10 wells. Is that true? 
11 would most likely be written, but the Supplements could 11 A. I mean, not close enough to actually touch the 
12 come in at a later date. 12 broken out window or windows. I did take a little quick 
13 Q. Do you remember in this case which it was? 13 peek into the window down here, but I didn't get all 
14 A. !don't. 14 that close. 
15 Q. Was this a citation release or was this a 15 Q. Was that initially when you saw Butler or later? 
16 physical custody arrest? 16 A. Somewhere in that initial response. 
17 A. I believe she was cited. 17 Q. Right. Earlier we talked about -- I think I 
18 Q. So, from your perspective, in order to -- as a 18 mentioned that, you know, some of the officers testified 
19 supervisor if you have the authority to override the K-9 19 that they didn't get up next to the windows because that 
20 officer's recommendation to deploy a dog, you would need 20 wouldn't be a safe thing to do. 
21 to be familiar with the Use ofForce Policy at the 21 A. Correct. 
22 Police Department; correct? 22 Q. So, ifl understand correctly, based on at 
23 A. Yes. 23 least your own personal observations, that for this 
24 Q. And also the operator of the Standard Operating 24 period of time -- whether it was 40 minutes, 45 minutes, 
25 Policies and Procedures for deployment of dogs? 25 or whatever it is -- basically, the officers on-scene 
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1 are not approaching the building because the conclusion 1 
2 is it's not a safe thing to do? 2 
3 A. Correct. 3 
4 Q. Okay. And so one of the assumptions that's 4 
5 being made is that -- that I hear is that this person is 5 
6 either potentially lying in wait or hiding in the building. 6 
7 What's that based on? 7 
8 A. Based on the fact that she was seen in a 8 
9 lighted room, she exited that lighted room with the 9 
10 bladed instrument in her hand, and during that entire 10 
11 time never came back to that lighted room. 11 
12 Q. Okay. So you're assuming that if she had come 12 
13 back to the lighted room, that somebody was going to see 13 
14 her? 14 
15 A. Correct. 15 
16 Q. And who was going to see her? 16 
17 A. Any of the officers that had point of view 17 
18 through either one of those windows. 18 
19 Q. Okay. And what officers would have had a 19 
20 point of view through those lighted windows? 20 
21 A. Butler, myself, and I believe Officer Harr was 21 
22 out front -- but I'm not sure about that. 22 
23 Q. Okay. Did you believe that the suspect was 23 
24 actively resisting arrest? 24 
25 A. Yes. 25 
[Page 72] 
1 Q. And what's that based on? 1 
2 A. Once we started making our announcements, 2 
3 ordering the suspect to surrender, she failed to comply. 3 
4 Q. There was a -- let me back up. 4 
5 When the initial call came in through Dispatch, 5 
6 do you recall whether -- what you were advised? 6 
7 In other words -- 7 
8 A. Just what it says on the Dispatch printout. 8 
9 Q. Right. I guess what I'm saying is at some 9 
10 point there is a conclusion made that there is a burglary 10 
11 in process going on. 11 
12 A. Which is what the call came out as; correct. 12 
13 Q. Okay. So the Dispatch is the one that made 13 
14 the initial conclusion that what was happening there was 14 
15 a burglary? 15 
16 A. Correct. 16 
17 Q. When you were outside the building at the 17 
18 northeast comer, were you able to hear anything from 18 
19 inside the building? 19 
20 A. No. 20 
21 Q. So I take it you didn't hear any music? 21 
22 A. I don't recall that. 22 
23 Q. Okay. When you were in the building and you 23 
24 went downstairs, what were you able to hear? 24 
25 A. I don't recall hearing anything down there, 25 
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either. 
Q. Did you go into the area where the lights were on? 
A. I believe I did. 
Q. Okay. At what point in time? 
A. After the suspect was removed from the scene 
and the rest of the downstairs was cleared. 
Q. Okay. And what did you observe in that area 
where the lights were on? 
A. It looked like a dental lab. 
Q. Was there any -- how long were you in there? 
A. Just briefly. 
Q. Okay. I know one of the things that you did 
was you requested that a photographer come and take some 
pictures; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And do you recall what your instructions were 
in terms of the photos that you wanted them to take? 
A. I wanted them to take any evidentiary type 
photo -- so the weapon if it was located, the point of 
entry where the suspect came through the window, those 
types of things. 
I think there was a beer can down there 
possibly. I don't remember the rest ofmy instructions. 
Q. Did you inspect the area where the lights were 
on in this dental lab, to determine what equipment, 
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if any, was operating? 
A. I don't remember specifically doing that, no. 
Q. Do you know if anybody did? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. But not -- if they did, it wasn't at your direction? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So I'm clear, again for my record, you 
didn't have any personal conversations with the calling 
party; is that true? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you have any personal conversations with 
either owner -- well, with the owner of the building? 
A. Afterwards, yes. 
Q. Okay. Who did you talk to afterwards? There 
are two owners of the building, I guess --
A. I think one was in town and one was out of 
town, so whoever showed up on-scene. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember that person's name? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Where did that conversation take place? 
A. Inside the office -- upstairs. 
Q. Anybody present, other than you? 
A. Yes. There was a-- I think Butler was there 
and there may have been one other officer, but I can't 
remember who. 
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1 Q. What do you remember, if anything, about that 
2 conversation? 
3 A. We were trying to determine who exactly the 
4 suspect was and if she did actually have a legitimate 
5 reason to be there now that we knew her name. 
6 Q. And what did you find out? 
7 A. That she's somehow related to the lab downstairs, 
8 which is a leased facility, and apparently she somehow 
9 subleases it from that lessor -- or does contract work 
10 or something to that effect. 
11 Q. Okay. Anything else that you learned or 
12 recall learning? 
13 A. That he wanted to press charges on her for the 
14 damage to the building. 
15 Q. Anything else? 
16 A. Not that !remember. 
17 Q. Okay. Any other conversations with non-officers 
18 after -- either before or after the event? 
19 A. I don't remember. 
20 Q. Okay. Any post -- I don't want to use the 
21 word "event" or "incident" or whatever it may be -- but 
22 any post-event or post-incident reviews -- were you part 
23 of any post-event or post-incident reviews about, 
24 you know, what occurred? I don't want to know about 
25 anything that involved your attorneys. 
[Paga 76] 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. Okay. One of the reasons I ask is that the 
3 first document in that exhibit list has a stamp for 
4 Boise Police Internal Affairs. Do you see that? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Were you ever contacted or did you have any 
7 communications with anybody at Internal Affairs about 
8 what had occurred? 
9 A. Not until this suit came forward. 
10 Q. Okay. And once this suit came forward, did 
11 you have contact with or communications with Internal 
12 Affairs that would be meetings or discussions outside 
13 the scope of -- or outside the presence of your lawyer? 
14 A. We were interviewed by a specific Internal 
15 Affairs investigator on behalf of the City Attorney's 
16 Office. 
17 Q. Okay. Do you remember her name -- or his name? 
18 A. It was -- I'm drawing a blank. It's our only 
19 female investigator in there. 
20 THE WITNESS: Do you remember? Do you know 
21 her name? (Speaking to Mr. Muir.) 
22 I can't remember. 
23 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) And if you don't remember, 
24 that's fine. 
25 A. Regina -- sorry -- Regina Fredericks. 
1 Q. And who does she work for? 
2 A. Internal Affairs Division. 
3 Q. When you say, "We were all interviewed," 
4 I mean -- I gather, based on your understanding, the 
5 officers that were involved that night were all 
6 interviewed? 
7 A. That's my understanding, yes. 
8 Q. Were you interviewed collectively or individually? 
9 A. Individually. 
10 Q. Do you know if those interviews were recorded? 
11 A. I don't know. 
12 Q. Okay. So you talked to the building owner after 
13 the event. You did not talk to the complaining party. 
14 Again, I mentioned several times today that 
15 there was this cleaning person. Did you ever talk to 
16 somebody who you understood to be a cleaning person? 
17 A. I did not. 
18 Q. Did you ever talk to the assistant that the 
19 building owner said he was sending with a key? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Since the night of the incident, have you ever 
22 talked to the building owner again? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Have you ever reviewed or looked at the 
25 Lease Agreement that you mentioned? 
[Paga 78] 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. Once you approved the summary or the Narrative 
3 Reports of the two officers, is there anything else that 
4 you did from -- in an official capacity relative to this 
5 incident that you can recall? 
6 A. No. 
7 MR. BUSH: All right. Let's take a break, and 
8 I think I'm done. 
9 (Recess taken.) 
10 MR. BUSH: Back on the record. 
11 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) If you look at the Incident History, 
12 which is Exhibit 2, on the second page -- and, by the way, 
13 do you know -- let's go back to page 1. 
14 Under the entry of at 17:25:06 -- I believe 
15 it's Barber, and his number is 2511. Do you see that? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. There's a "DISPER" indication. Do you know 
18 whatthatmeans? 
19 A. "Dispatched and en route." 
20 Q. And then under that for you there's "AS STER." 
21 Is that for "Assister"? 
22 A. "Assist en route." 
23 Q. So does that mean that Barber is the first one 
24 to respond to the call where it says, "Dispatched and 
25 en route," versus "Assist en route"? 
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1 A. Well, looks like he was sent the call, but 1 when you basically -- Bonas was contacted, and he's 
2 I don't believe he was the first one on the scene. 2 apparently on his way, but basically in that 20-minute 
3 Q. Right, but does it tell us that he's the 3 period of time -- if you can recall -- were there plans 
4 first to respond? 4 being made or discussions being had about how to proceed 
5 I'm just trying see if you know if there is 5 without the bite dog -- or were you simply going to wait 
6 a difference between "Dispatched and en route" and 6 until a bite dog became available? 
7 "Assist en route"? 7 A. Say that again. I'm sorry. 
8 A. They send a call to a particular officer who 8 Q. Sure. Once it was known that there was no 
9 they see to be available, and then any other officer who 9 bite dog available -- if you can recall -- were there 
10 goes en route after that point goes as an assist. 10 plans being made on how to proceed without the presence 
11 Q. Okay. So on the second page, at 17:59:52 11 ofa dog? 
12 there's an "Assist en route" for "K916," which appears 12 A. No. My intention was to get one by calling 
13 to be Officer Bonas; is that correct? 13 them out from home ifhe wasn't responding to the radio. 
14 A. Correct. 14 Ifwe were unable to do that, then we would 
15 Q. And then at 18:02:25 there's an "EMSREQ." 15 have started thinking about other plans or how to go 
16 Is that a request for "Emergency Medical Services "? 16 forward with the plan without the bite dog. 
17 A. Yes. 17 Q. Okay. So, initially, it was just "We're going 
18 Q. And that's following your number, 2510? 18 to wait until we can locate and see if there's a dog 
19 A. Yes. 19 available"? 
20 Q. And I think that entry -- actually, I misspoke. 20 A. Yes. 
21 I think that entry is at 18:03. Is that correct? 21 MR. BUSH: Okay. All right. 
22 A. It looks like that way, yes. 22 Sergeant, that's all the questions I've got. 
23 Q. So what does that mean to you? Is that -- or 23 I appreciate your time very much. 
24 can you tell, based on what you read there, what that 24 MR. MUIR: No questions. 
25 entry was about? 25 THE REPORTER: Would you both like to receive 
[Page 80] [Page 82] 
1 A. Any time that we request the K-9 Unit to come 1 the same transcript order? 
2 to the scene and we think there's going to be a deployment 2 MR. MUIR: Yes -- and he'll read and sign. 
3 of the dog, we have EMS stand by in case there's a bite. 3 (Deposition concluded at 12:05 p.m.) 
4 Q. So what would you -- if you know or if you can 4 (Signature requested; read and sign 
5 tell me -- because initially it appears that there was a 5 secured by Scott B. Muir.) 
6 request for a canine that we talked about fairly early 6 
7 after you got at the scene. 7 ··:: 
8 A. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 8 
9 Q. And then there was a report that they weren't 9 
10 available -- or at least you didn't have a bite dog 10 
11 available right way. Is that consistent with your 11 
12 recollection? 12 
13 A. That's what I recall. 13 
14 Q. So if you don't have a bite dog in this situation 14 
15 available, what do you do? 15 
16 A. Call them at home. 16 
17 Q. What if they are never available? 17 
18 A. Then we would make a plan without them. 18 
19 Q. Okay. And would the plan without a bite dog 19 
20 be similar in the sense that you would still make entry 20 
21 into the building? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. And in the period of time -- it looks as if, 23 
24 as we talked about, at about 17:40 there is communication 24 
25 that there was no bite dog available. Then at 18:00 is 25 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
2 
3 I, TIMOTHY P. KUKLA, being first duly sworn, 
4 depose and say: 
5 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
6 deposition consisting of pages 4 through 83; that I have 
7 read said deposition and know the contents thereof; that 
8 the questions contained therein were propounded to me; 
9 and that the answers therein contained are true and 
10 correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
11 on the Change Sheet attached hereto. 
12 DATED this_ day of , 2013. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TIMOTHY P. KUKLA 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
day of 2013. 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
---
RESIDING AT 
------
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 
-
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter, certify: \ 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
me at the time_ and place therein set forth, at which time 
the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative 
or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
financially interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
20th day of August, 2013. 
(208)345-9611 
BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires 4-30-2014. 
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THE DEPOSITION OF STEVEN CHARLES BONAS was taken 
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Office, Boise City Hall, 150 North Capitol Boulevard, 
2nd Floor, PDS Conference Room 3, Boise, Idaho, commencing 
at 1:00 p.m. on May 22, 2013, before Barbara Burke, 
Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public with and 
for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled matter. 
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I N D E X 
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Examination by Mr. Bush 
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10. Boise Police Department 
Narrative Report Supplement, 
dated 12/26/2010 
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1 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 1 A. I have until 4:00 in the morning, so we're 
2 the time and place for talcing the deposition of Steven Bonas, 2 okay. 
3 pursuant to Notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 3 Q. If you need a break for any reason,just let 
4 (Exhibit 10 marked.) 4 me know--
5 5 A. Okay. 
6 STEVEN CHARLES BONAS, 6 Q. -- and I'm happy to accommodate that. 
7 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 7 We have a Court Reporter here. She is taking 
8 cause, deposes and says: 8 down everything we say. 
9 EXAMINATION 9 There will be times, I assure you, that I'm 
10 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 10 going to ask you a question, and you're going to look at 
11 Q. Officer, I'm going to have you just introduce 11 me like, "What did he just say?" 
12 yourself to our record with your full name, please. 12 It is really important that you understand my 
13 A. My full name is Steven Charles Bonas. 13 question and I understand your answer so we can 
14 Q. And you are a -- and is it a patrol officer, a 14 communicate. I don't want you to misperceive what I'm 
15 police officer? 15 asking, and I don't want to misperceive what you're 
16 A. A police officer, a canine handler. 16 saying. 
17 Q. For Boise City? 17 A. Correct. 
18 A. Boise City. Correct. 18 Q. Okay. I need you to answer audibly with a 
19 Q. Have you ever had your deposition before? 19 "Yes" ora "No" or a narrative. Ifyou use "Um-hmm" 
20 A. Yes. 20 (nodding head) or "Hmm-um" (shaking head), I may remind 
21 Q. On how many occasions? 21 you, "ls that a 'Yes' or a 'No"'? 
22 A. Once. 22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. And what was that in connection with? 23 Q. You may know what I'm about to --you know, 
24 A. I was a witness down in Los Angeles for some 24 what my question is, but let me spit it out, so to speak, 
25 officers that were accused of using force on a suspect -- 25 before you start your answer, and I'll try to do the 
[Page 4] [Page 6] 
1 which they were all exonerated. 1 same for you. That just makes her job very much easier 
2 Q. That was something that you were a witness in 2 so she's not typing while we're talking over one another. 
3 the line of duty, so to speak? 3 A. Okay. 
4 A. I didn't witness the incident. I was the one 4 Q. The Canine Unit that you are a part of started 
5 who took the report -- 5 approximately four years ago. I'm assuming that comes 
6 Q. Oh, okay. 6 with a fair amount of training? 
7 A. -- from those four officers and subsequently 7 A. Yes. 
8 was called as a witness. 8 Q. And prior to the time that you started the 
9 Q. In some of the records I saw that you came to 9 training in the Canine Unit, did you have any experience 
10 Boise from Los Angeles County -- 10 with Canine Units before? 
11 A. Correct. 11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. -- where you had been a police officer? 12 Q. And where was that? 
13 A. Correct. 13 A. In Los Angeles. 
14 Q. For how many years? 14 Q. Okay. What did you do there? 
15 A. 13. 15 A. I was a decoy for our Canine Unit. 
16 Q. How long have you been with Boise City? 16 Q. What does that mean? 
17 A. Nine years this December. 17 A. The "decoy" is the one in training who simulates 
18 Q. And how long have you been a part of the 18 the suspect in real life. So I took bites in the bite suit, 
19 Canine Unit? 19 muzzled -- hits from the dog's muzzle. 
20 A. Four years -- give or take a couple of months. 20 Q. Is that something you have to volunteer for? 
21 Q. That's fine. I appreciate that. 21 A. Correct. (Laughter.) 
22 So just a couple of ground rules. I hope that 22 Then I actually was a member of the L.A. Sheriff 
23 we're not here an inordinate amount of time -- and you 23 Department's Canine Unit for a short time. Then my wife 
24 should always worry when a lawyer says that. (Laughter.) 24 got ill before I was even issued a dog, so I had to resign 
25 My hope is we're not here too long. 25 from that position. So I was part of the unit, but I 
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1 never had worked a dog. That was only for a couple 1 Q. Okay. When he comes trained, is he ready to 
2 of weeks. 2 go out in the field -- or do you have to do more training 
3 Q. And when you came to Boise, was it with the 3 before? 
4 idea that you would be part of a Canine Unit -- or did 4 A. No. We have to -- do you want me to elaborate 
5 that opportunity just come along? 5 on the State training? 
6 A. No. It's always been a life-long goal-- 6 Q. Sure. 
7 I won't say, "life-long," but probably since I got out 7 A. For a dual purpose dog, which Ruwa is, he's 
8 of the Army a goal of mine to be a canine handler. 8 trained in both patrol work and drug work. 
9 Q. Okay. What is your educational background? 9 We have to have a minimum of240 hours between 
10 A. High school. 10 dog and handler. Those 240 hours are a minimum. I 
11 Q. Where did you go to high school? 11 exceeded that with him, in the initial training with him. 
12 A. Crescenta Valley High School in La Crescenta, 12 Then once that's done, then the dog has to go 
13 California. 13 through State certification through POST. There's two 
14 Q. Okay. 14 different certifications; there's the drug certification, 
15 A. I joined the Army; was in the Army for three 15 and then there's the patrol certification, and he has to 
16 years. I got out. 16 be certified by a State Certified POST Canine instructor. 
17 I got hired at Wichita P.O. in Kansas. 17 Q. Okay. And he needs to go through all of that 
18 I got called back into active duty while I was 18 and you need to go through all of that before he's 
19 going through the Academy there during Desert Storm. 19 allowed to be in the field? 
20 Then after I got out, I applied to the L.A. 20 A. Correct. 
21 County Sheriff's Department. 21 Q. Is there a particular type of training that he 
22 Q. And did you deploy to Iraq during Desert Storm? 22 receives or received that has, you know, some meaning in 
23 A. No. They sent me to Germany. 23 the canine world, the police dog world? 
24 Q. Other than, you know -- and again, I got a lot 24 A. For my particular dog, yes. He was a titled 
25 of your training records, but other than the training 25 dog. When he was imported from Europe, he came here 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 that you have received in law enforcement and the training 1 with the title "KNPV." It's a Dutch sporting dog. 
2 that you received in the Army, any other educational 2 Q. And I guess what I'm thinking more ofis in 
3 certificates or --you know, degrees or anything of that 3 terms of there's training where dogs are trained to bark 
4 nature? 4 and hold, for example, and other dogs might be trained 
5 A. No degrees. I have college credits through 5 to bark and bite? 
6 various colleges, but no degrees. 6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Other than the training that you've received 7 Q. Does that make any sense to you in terms of --
8 through law enforcement as it relates to the handling of 8 A. Yes. He had no police training prior to coming 
9 canines, anything else other than outside of that arena 9 to Idaho. 
10 as it pertains to -- 10 Q. Okay. So the training that ne received in 
11 A. To canines? 11 Idaho would have been the training that was directed by 
12 Q. Yes. 12 who? Was it the Boise Police Department? 
13 A. It's all been work-related and through work. 13 A. The Boise Police Department. We have our 
14 I have attended outside training, but it has 14 in-house training. Randy Arthur is our canine trainer. 
15 been paid for by work or sponsored by work. 15 There's also -- at the time there were several 
16 Q. Okay. Let's talk about the canines in the 16 other individuals that were in the unit that assisted him. 
17 Boise Police Department and Ruwa. Is that his -- 17 They were just handlers, but they assisted in the training. 
18 A. Yes. 18 Q. And was he trained to be a bite dog? 
19 Q. Have you always worked with Ruwa? 19 A. Yes. He's a patrol dog, which is a bite dog, 
20 A. Yes -- well, I take that back. I had two dogs 20 and a narcotics detection dog -- both. 
21 prior to him that I trained with; however, they didn't 21 Q. Are there dogs, if you know, law enforcement 
22 make the cut, so he was my third dog. 22 dogs that are trained to not bite; in other words, to 
23 Q. Okay. And did you do the training ofRuwa -- 23 bark and -- when I use the words "bark and hold," as 
24 or does he come trained and then you add to that? 24 opposed to bite? 
25 A. Both. 25 A. Well, there's --
[Page 9] [Page 11] 
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Q. Is there a "school of training," I guess, for 
lack of a better term? 
A. There are dogs that are trained in law 
enforcement not to bite whatsoever -- the bomb dogs, 
narcotics dogs, those dogs are trained not to bite. 
The patrol dogs, there's -- those dogs are 
trained to bite. So whether they're handler-control or 
bark and hold, both of those types of dogs are trained 
to bite. 
Q. Okay. So I guess that's the response that you 
used in one of the responses to Interrogatories. 
It indicates that the Canine Unit trains its 
dogs and handlers under the handler-controlled --
A. Correct. 
Q. -- method, as opposed to the bark and hold method? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So contrast those two for me, if you know. 
A. Roughly, there's approximately 70 percent of 
agencies nationwide use handler-control. That's from 
Terry Fleck, an article that he wrote. He's one of the 
big canine gurus in the world. 
"Handler-control" means the handler is the one 
that chooses when the dog should be -- it should actually 
bite an individual or apprehend an individual or not. 
Bark and hold actually allows the dog to make 
[Page 12] 
1 the decision himself; therefore, that's why we don't use 
2 that. We don't want our dogs making decisions on their 
3 own based on what the dog is perceiving. We want that 
4 decision to be made solely by the handlers. 
5 Q. And so rather than the dog making a decision 
6 based on what the dog is perceiving, the idea is that 
7 the handler is going to make the decision on whether to 
8 bite based on what the handler is perceiving? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. And the decision to train the handler-controlled 
11 method is one of -- it's a policy decision made by the 
12 Police Department? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. IfI could elaborate on that? 
16 Q. Sure.· 
17 A. It's a policy approved by the Department, as 
18 well as the Ombudsman. The Boise City Ombudsman has 
19 done a review of our Canine Policy and concurs with our 
20 practice ofusing handler-control. 
21 Q. Right. And I guess the distinction I was 
22 making is it's not a decision that you make; it's one 
23 that's being made at an administrative level? 
24 A. A much higher level, correct. 
25 Q. Okay. Prior to the deposition today, did you 
[Page 13] 
1 review any documents? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what did you review? 
4 A. My report. 
5 Q. Anything else? 
6 A. Boise Police Canine Policy. I do that. 
7 That's ongoing just as handler. 
8 Q. Anything else? 
9 A. Mr. Muir showed me the Exhibit 1 through--
IO these right here. 
11 Q. The exhibits that we marked at the prior 
12 deposition? 
13 A. Yes, 1 through 9, it looks like. 
14 Q. Okay. And I'm assuming he did that today? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Otherwise, he's a lot smarter than I think 
17 he is because he knew what I was going to mark beforehand --
18 not that I don't think you're smart. (Laughter.) 
19 Anything else, other than the Canine Policy, 
20 your report, and then the exhibits we've used thus far? 
21 A. I've reviewed--you're talking about just 
22 prior, in preparation for the deposition? 
23 Q. I'm talking about in preparation for the 
24 deposition, yes. 
25 A. That's it. 
[Page 14] 
1 Q. Have you had any meetings or discussions with 
2 any of the other officers prior to the deposition? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And who is that? 
5 A. The officers that were -- I don't know if it 
6 was all -- I know there was myself, Lieutenant Schoenborn --
7 this is a meeting that we had with Scott. 
8 Q. I know about that meeting. So other than in 
9 the context of that meeting, have you had any conversations 
10 with anybody about the deposition? 
11 A. Yes. I have met with Scott, Sergeant Likes, 
12 and I think Officers Butler and Kukla. 
13 Q. Was that the -- so were there two meetings 
14 that you're talking about? Let me back up. 
15 A. There's one for sure with Scott beforehand. 
16 Q. I don't get to know what you and Scott talked 
17 about, but -- and I don't want to confuse you. 
18 Sergeant Likes testified this morning that a 
19 couple of weeks ago he was at a meeting with Mr. Muir, 
20 and he was trying to list the people around the table, 
21 and I think he indicated that you were part of that 
22 meeting. 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And other than police officers who were 
25 involved in this incident and Counsel, was there anybody 
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else there? 
A. No. 
Q. Are there any other meetings that you've had 
with any of the other officers that were involved? 
A. No. There was a meeting with Randy Arthur, 
He's the canine trainer, canine coordinator. It was 
myself, Randy Arthur, Mr. Muir -- what's the other City 
Attorney's name that was with us? 
Q. But Counsel was present in that meeting? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And when did that one occur? 
A. Roughly, a month or so before the meeting that 
you're speaking of that Sergeant Likes was talking about. 
Q. Okay. But you have not talked to -- have you 
talked to any of the officers involved outside the 
presence of Boise City Attorney's --
A. No. 
Q. -- Office? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you talked with Sergeant Likes today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you see him after the deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did he talk with you about what happened 
at his deposition? 
[Page 
A. No. We talked about him being reimbursed 
financially because he's retired -- for showing up here. 
Q. I don't blame him. I think that's probably a 
good question. 
Have you listened to any audio? 
A. Only at the time I wrote my report, and that 
would be my own audio that I had. 
Q. All right. And I'll talk to you in a moment 
about your report and what went -- you know, what you 
reviewed to look at that. Actually, I am going to do 
that right now. 
I am going to hand you what I've had marked as 
Exhibit No. 10. Do you recognize that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is it? 
A. It's a copy ofmy Supplement Report. 
Q. For the record, it's a Narrative Report 
16] 
Supplement authored by you, Bates stamped BC000005 and 
BC000006. It's a two-page document; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Any other parts that you -- is the exhibit --
is that your complete report? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And that would have been turned in to whom? 
A. To Sergeant Likes. 
[Page 17] 
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Q. And in the upper right-hand comer on the 
front page where it says, "Audio Related to This 
Supplement," do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There's no check there. Should there have been? 
A. Yes. I have audio. 
Q. And I know you have audio. So that's just an 
oversight? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Did you provide the audio to Sergeant Likes? 
A. Not directly. I downloaded it into our audio 
download system, and then he would have been able to 
listen to it via that system. 
Q. Okay. How is the report transmitted to him? 
A. The report or the audio? 
Q. No, the written report. 
A. Oh, the written report is done -- this 
particular one was done in a system called "RW3," which 
is a computer program -- that's our report writing system. 
I would type the report, submit it to him, and 
then he would review the report that way. 
Because it was a canine apprehension, I believe 
I also printed off a copy ofit-- of the report from 
RW3 and provided him a hard copy, as well. 
For him to approve it, he does it -- it's all 
[Page 18] 
done via computer. 
Q. So ifl understand correctly, in the program 
that you have you can generate a report, and then you 
can send that electronically to whomever you want? 
A. Well, not to -- to the supervisor that approves it. 
Q. Right. But can you send it to somebody else 
or does it--
A. To another supe~isor. I couldn't send it to 
a fellow officer or a secretary. It has to be a Sergeant 
that's in that system that will approve it. 
Q. So does the program keep you from sending it 
to somebody else? 
A. Yes. If somebody is not deemed a supervisor, 
I can't just send it to any other officer for approval. 
Q. When you type in the -- so this program, it's 
called what again? 
A. "RW3." 
Q. "Report Writing 3"? 
A. I believe that's what it stands for. 
Q. If you gain access and write a report, can 
anybody -- does anybody else have the ability to go see 
what you've written? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And so ifl'm another officer -- and we can 
take this case, for example. I mean, if there's another 
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1 officer who is also writing a Supplemental Report and 1 
2 they want to know what you had to say, can they access 2 
3 that report through that system? 3 
4 A. Yes. 4 
5 Q. Okay. The Canine Policy for Boise City, which 5 
6 you reviewed -- it's Exhibit No. 7, I believe, or Exhibit 8. 6 
7 I'll give that to you to review if you need to. 7 
8 I've just got a couple of general questions, 8 
9 which I think you know the answer to. 9 
10 When a canine is deployed and the apprehension 10 
11 is made, for example, like in this case, one of the things 11 
12 that the policy requires you as the canine handler is 12 
13 that you author a report as to what happened. 13 
14 A. Correct. 14 
15 Q. And one of the things, as I read the policy, 15 
16 that you need to do in the report -- or that you're 16 
17 supposed to do -- is put in the report the justification 17 
18 for the deployment? 18 
19 A. Correct. 19 
20 Q. Okay. So when you write a report following 20 
21 deployment ofa canine, one of the things that you 21 
22 understand is that this report is going to be reviewed 22 
23 by somebody for the purposes of determining whether or 23 
24 not the actions were justified? 24 
25 A. Yes. 25 
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itself, Exhibit No. 10: 
I know you have reviewed it prior to the 
deposition, but as you sit here today, do you have any 
independent recollection of events that occurred on 
July 26th, 2010, that are not contained in the report? 
A. No. 
Q. And to be fair to you, obviously, we're 
two-plus years --
A. Well, if I could be --
Q. Go ahead. 
A. There are some things that came up that weren't 
included in here that I did after the fact -- I guess 
you could say my memory was refreshed -- and when I 
heard that, I was like, "Oh, yeah, that happened," which 
it's not contained in the report. 
Q. Do you have anything specific in mind? 
A. A PA announcement that was made prior to 
making entry. 
Q. And when was your recollection refreshed in 
that regard? 
A. Gosh, I don't know at what time. 
Q. Well, when did that recently -- I mean, has 
that recently come to your mind that that was something 
that you remember? 
A. Probably when I first got notification that 
[Page 22] 
1 Q. Is that fair? 1 there was a civil suit filed. 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. Okay. And one of the things that -- is it 
4 fair to say that another purpose of the report, at least 
5 from your perspective, is that not only are you justifying 
6 your actions, but you're also documenting what occurred? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And that in doing the report, one of the 
9 things that you try to do is you try to be accurate? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Truthful? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And fair to all parties? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And in fact, it's a policy of the Department, 
16 Boise Police Department, that it will be firm and fair 
17 with no favoritism in regulation either for personal or 
18 political reasons; is that correct? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. The report, when it is being written to 
21 justify the reasons for the deployment, is also going to 
22 be a reflection, at least of some level, of your thought 
23 process. Would you agree with that? 
24 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you know who made the PA announcement? 
3 A. Officer Butler. 
4 Q. Do you recall anything else about that? Did 
5 he make it from his car? 
6 A. I don't know ifit was his assigned car. 
7 It was a Boise City Police car -- or a patrol car. 
8 Q. Do you recall where you were when he made the 
9 announcement? 
10 A. Close to the northeast corner of the dental 
11 office. 
12 Q. And when in relation was that announcement 
13 before you made entry? 
14 A. Before we walked right up to the actual door. 
15 There is a glass door that was locked that we 
16 had the key for. So that PA announcement was made prior 
17 to going up on some stairs and exposing ourselves in 
18 front ofa glass window. 
19 Q. Okay. How long did you wait after the PA 
20 announcement before you walked up and exposed yourself? 
21 A. This would be an approximate. 
22 Q. Let me ask you, do you remember? 
23 A. An exact time? 
24 Q. Yes. 
25 Q. And let me ask you this in terms of the report 25 A. No, I couldn't say an exact time. 
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1 Q. Did you hear it? 
2 A. Oh, absolutely. I was very close. 
3 Q. Where was the car in relation to where you 
4 were standing? 
5 A. To the best ofmy recollection, if-- can I 
6 use this, basically, kind ofas the building here or do 
7 you want me to draw it on the board? 
8 Q. Actually, do you have a recollection of the 
9 building enough that you can tell me -- you know, you 
10 can show me? It doesn't have to be perfect. 
11 A. Yes. I can give you my recollection of the 
12 general area that we were deployed in. (Drawing.) 
13 Okay. So this would be -- this is north 
14 facing this way. This is Northview. This is Cole Road. 
15 This is the dental office where this occurred, a 
16 two-story building. 
17 Right in this area there's a driveway, and 
18 this is a parking lot on the east side. 
19 The patrol car was roughly right here on the 
20 northeast comer of the building. 
21 Q. Okay. Why don't you use my red pen on there 
22 and mark where the entrance -- where you guys made entrance 
23 into the building. 
24 A. It was a door -- I believe it was right here 
25 on the east side. I would have to -- it's the main door 
[Paga 24] 
1 to the building. Without going back to the building and 
2 looking at it, I couldn't say for sure, but it's roughly 
3 right here on the northeast corner. I don't re~ember if 
4 it had steps or a ramp that went up to it, but it's a 
5 set of glass doors. 
6 Q. Okay. I'm going to show you a photo which it 
7 is my understanding and my representation these were 
8 taken by an officer of the Boise Police Department. 
9 Is the entry reflected in that photo? 
10 A. I believe so. I believe -- is this the north 
11 side of the building? 
12 Q. You're going to have to make that call on your 
13 own, Officer. I don't know. 
14 A. Okay. I believe that is -- if this is the 
15 north side of the building, then these would have been 
16 the doors that we went in right here. So it's kind of 
17 the northeast corner of the building. 
18 The doors themselves are on the east side, 
19 but they're closer to the front. So it's a northeast 
20 corner. 
21 Q. Okay. And the patrol car that-- have you 
22 marked the patrol car on the diagram that you drew? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And can you take my red pen and just indicate 
25 where the patrol car is? · 
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A. Yes. This is just a rough estimate as far as 
feet and so forth. 
Q. All right. Did that patrol car have its 
lights on? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Let me ask you this: 
I'm going to refer to your diagram. When you 
got there, do you remember how many cars were there? 
A. Not exactly, no. 
Q. Were there other patrol cars there? 
A. I believe there were maybe one or two. 
Q. Where did you park? 
A. I parked in this parking lot. 
Q. In the front parking lot --
A. On the east side of the building. 
Q. And is there -- so to the east of this 
building, is there another building or is there a road? 
A. No. There's a parking lot. The east side of 
this building is a parking lot. 
I think there's a cinderblock wall or a fence 
on the far end of that east side of the parking lot. 
Q. All right. Let's go off the record for a minute. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
MR. BUSH: Let's mark the diagram as Exhibit 11, 
please. 
[Paga 26] 
(Exhibit 11 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) In your report is there 
anything that mentions the fact that there was a PA 
announcement made before you guys entered the building? 
A. Are we back on record? 
Q. Yes. I'm sorry. 
A. No. I did not indicate that. 
Q. Have you reviewed Officer Butler's report? 
A. No. 
Q. The report -- again, Exhibit 10 -- as near as 
I can tell, doesn't have a -- well, strike that. 
What day was the narrative completed, the 
report completed? 
A. I would have -- I don't know. I believe it 
was actually on the 26th, the evening of the incident. 
Q. So there is a date and time of the incident, 
and there is also in the upper right-hand comer a date 
of this narrative; correct? 
A. Correct. So it would be the same date. 
Q. So that says, "12/26/2010"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So am I to take from that that after this 
incident was over, you would have gone to the station 
and typed your report? 
A. Eventually, yes. I don't -- I don't know for 
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1 sure what I did. This incident occurred, and then after 1 
2 this incident, depending on call load, whether there's 2 
3 another emergent call or a need for a canine or an 3 
4 assist unit, I may attend to those duties and ultimately 4 
5 woupd my way back to the station, but it was completed 5 
6 the 26th. 6 
7 Q. Based on your understanding of the RW3 program, 7 
8 is the date that's entered done by the program or do you 8 
9 enter the date? 9 
10 A. I don't know. 10 
11 Q. Okay. So ifl'm looking at this report -- 11 
12 and, obviously, I'll say today is the first time I ever 12 
13 saw -- I look at the date of the narrative, 12/26/2010, 13 
14 does that mean to me or somebody who is looking at this 14 
15 for the first time that that was the date that it was 15 
16 created and finished? 16 
17 A. I believe so. I couldn't say definitively, 17 
18 though. I don't know. 18 
19 Q. Well, do you have any recollection of doing or 19 
20 working on this report after December 26th, 2010? 20 
21 A. I don't. 21 
22 Q. Okay. Let's talk about some of the things in 22 
23 your report. 23 
24 The identifying information of the suspect, 24 
25 Ms. James, obviously would have come after the fact? 25 
[Page 28] 
1 A. Correct. 1 
2 Q. Because you didn't know who she was? 2 
3 A. I didn't know who was in there, no. 3 
4 Q. You write that on the 26th of December at 4 
5 approximately 18:00 hours -- so that would be 6:00 p.m.? 5 
6 A. Correct. 6 
7 Q. You received a call or received a request for 7 
8 a patrol canine? 8 
9 A. Correct. 9 
10 Q. And that request came from Sergeant Kukla? 10 
11 A. Correct. 11 
12 Q. And where were you? Were you on duty that day? 12 
13 A. Yes. In my patrol car. 13 
14 Q. Okay. And then you write that you received a 14 
15 request for a patrol canine for a burglary in progress 15 
16 at a dental office? 16 
17 A. Correct. 17 
18 Q. Okay. The source ofthat information was who? 18 
19 A. Sergeant Kukla. 19 
20 Q. Okay. So prior to receiving the call, had you 20 
21 heard any -- if you can remember -- any information coming 21 
22 over Dispatch about this incident? 22 
23 A. No. I start my shift right at 18:00, so I saw -- 23 
24 ifl could elaborate? 24 
25 Q. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 25 
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A. On the CAD printout in here -- this actually 
occurred -- or they received the call roughly at 17:22 hours. 
I saw that there was a request for a canine sometime 
between 17:22 and 18:00. 
Dispatch had notified them that there were no 
dogs that were on. So then once I logged on, obviously, 
that's when they requested me. 
Q. Okay. And so you responded to the location; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And when you got to the location, if you can 
recall, what's the first thing that you did? 
A. Well, I responded "Code 3," which is lights 
and siren. 
When I got there, I contacted the officers 
that were on the scene that were the primary officers in 
charge, and I was advised by them what they had -- what 
type of situation. 
Q. Okay. The officers on-scene that you contacted, 
are those listed in your report? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that would be Kukla, Barber, and Butler? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And did you speak initially to any other officers, 
other than those three, if you recall? 
[Page 30] 
A. I believe I spoke to Lieutenant Schoenborn. 
I don't know if -- I remember him being there. I don't 
know ifl spoke to him directly or he was just standing 
there while I was being briefed, but I remember him 
being there on-scene. 
Q. Okay. So when you got on the scene, one of 
the things that you -- well, did you know when you got 
on-scene that there had been officers there for some 
period oftime? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have a sense as to how long they had 
been there? 
A. No. 
Q. And so you may have spoken to Lieutenant Schoenborn, 
Sergeant Kukla, Officer Barber, Officer Butler; correct? 
A. Correct. 
-
Q. And then when -- there's also a note in your 
report that there was an Entry Team -- I don't know if 
that's the right word. 
A. Yes. 
Q. But the Entry Team included -- in addition to 
Kukla, and Barber, and Butler, but it also included 
Officer Rapp and Officer Harr? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Were they on-scene when you first got there 
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1 initially? 1 Q. Okay. Your report writes that you were told 
2 A. I believe so. 2 "A witness called 911 after seeing a female--" Again, 
3 Q. And help me -- 3 I'm referring to your report, so if you want to look at 
4 A. I can't say for certain. I don't remember -- 4 that, that's fine -- and that you were told "A witness 
5 actually, I am assuming they were. I don't know for 5 called 911 after seeing a female suspect, James, force entry 
6 sure whether they arrived while I was briefing or if 6 into the dental office by shattering a downstairs window." 
7 they were there. 7 Do you see that? 
8 Q. Okay: Fair enough. And, you know, as you 8 A. Yes. 
9 pointed out, the Incident History with the calls, the 9 Q. Who told you that? 
10 CAD calls are going to tell us who was on-scene. 10 A. One of those three officers that I contacted. 
11 A. Well, they will tell you who was on-scene, 11 Q. You don't remember which one? 
12 but if -- it's a computer system. So it might not 12 A. I don't. 
13 necessarily be accurate, as opposed to who went on-scene 13 Q. Again, understanding that one of the things 
14 at what times. 14 that you're trying to do in the reports is to be, you know, 
15 What I mean by that is you have a mobile 15 as accurate as possible, is it your recollection that 
16 digital terminal, a computer laptop in the car, and you 16 you were told by one of these officers that the witness 
17 have to hit a button or touch the screen to put yourself 17 said that he saw the suspect force entry into the dental 
18 on-scene or voice it over your radio. So any of those 18 · office by shattering a window? 
19 methods will show you on-scene. 19 A. Correct. When I arrived on-scene, I met with 
20 If somebody pulls up and they're on-scene, 20 those officers that I've listed up here -- Sergeant Kukla, 
21 but they fail to acknowledge it on the radio through 21 Officer Barber, and Officer Butler. There was a four-way 
22 Dispatch, touch a button on the screen or touch the 22 conversation at that point. 
23 screen itself, then it won't be accurate as far as what 23 Q. And fair enough, but the inference that I get 
24 time they were actually there. 24 from that statement, Officer, is that somebody saw 
25 Q. Okay. That's fair enough. One of the things 25 Ms. James actually shatter a window. 
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1 it will tell us, though, if they are shown on-scene, is 1 A. Correct. That's what I was told. 
2 that they pressed the button or connected with Dispatch 2 Q. All right. Did you ever talk to the witness? 
3 and so they were there. In fact, there may be more 3 A. No. 
4 officers that were there if they hadn't done those things. 4 Q. Do you know if anybody did? Obviously, it 
5 A. Correct -- or it could be even officers that 5 says, "I was told a witness called 911," but other than 
6 were assigned the call that there were enough officers 6 the 911 call, do you know if any of the officers at the 
7 eventually went on-scene, and they never even went 7 scene actually talked to this witness? 
8 on-scene. They might have even actually accidentally 8 A. Yes. To the best ofmy recollection, it was 
9 hit on-scene. So there's room for human error is what 9 Officer Barber. 
10 I'm saying. 10 Q. Is it Standard Operating Procedure within the 
11 Q. Fair enough, but at least one of the things 11 Department -- I mean, you folks carry radios? 
12 that it's fair to conclude is when you got on-scene 12 A. Correct. 
13 there were at least four other officers and maybe more? 13 Q. And you have the ability to record conversations? 
14 A. Yes. Absolutely. 14 A. Not from my radio, no. 
15 Q. Did you ever make a personal observation of 15 Q. Well, what device is it that's on so when you 
16 where those police officers were located? 16 say, "Audio related to the Supplement," and there is an 
17 A. There were Officer Butler, Sergeant Kukla, 17 audio, what device is that? 
18 I believe Lieutenant Schoenborn and Officer Barber were 18 A. A digital audio recorder. 
19 all there on the northeast comer of the parking lot. 19 Q. Okay. Where is that kept? 
20 So I know they were there. 20 A. It's specific to each individual officer. 
21 Q. Did you observe, at any point in time before 21 Q. Okay. I don't want to ask you questions that 
22 you made entry into the building, anybody standing near 22 are going to get me in trouble or you in trouble --
23 or close to the building looking in making observation? 23 A. No, no. I can tell you where I keep mine. 
24 A. No. -- wait. If you could scratch "No." 24 Q. But-- so, I mean, but is it on part of your 
25 I don't recall. 25 equipment and your uniform --
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1 A. Yes. 1 
2 Q. -- at all times? 2 
3 A. Yes. 3 
4 Q. And what is the process of activating that audio? 4 
5 A. Just push the "record" button. I can give you 5 
6 an example of mine here and show you where mine is at 6 
7 if you'd like. 7 
8 Q. It doesn't matter. That's fine. But what I'm 8 
9 getting at is -- the question I have is, is it Standard 9 
10 Operating Procedure that if you're at a scene like this, 10 
11 for example, and if you had gone and talked to the 11 
12 witness, would you record that? 12 
13 A. No. 13 
14 Q. How come? 14 
15 A. Our policy is just recording suspects or a 15 
16 victim -- like on a domestic, whether there is a possibility 16 
17 that they could recant later, but we don't -- we're not 17 
' 18 mandated to record every person we have contact with. 18 
19 Q. Okay. And so that speaks to me that there is 19 
20 a written policy that talks about when to engage and 20 
21 perhaps not engage your audio recorder? 21 
22 A. Yes, there is. 22 
23 Q. Okay. Do you know where I can find that 23 
24 policy? 24 
25 A. The Boise Police Policy and Procedure Manual. 25 
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1 Q. Right. Do you know what it's called? 1 
2 A. Probably "Audio Recording." I don't -- 2 
3 Q. Okay. 3 
4 A. No. I mean -- 4 
5 Q. I'm just trying to help Mr. Muir out so when 5 
6 he goes to look for it, he will know where he can look. 6 
7 A. I can provide him a copy, no problem. 7 
8 Q. I'm sure we can find it. 8 
9 Then you indicate that as units arrived on-scene 9 
10 and set up a perimeter -- do you see that in your report? 10 
11 A. Yes. 11 
12 Q. What that suggests to me is that there had been 12 
13 no perimeter established before you got there. Is that 13 
14 fair? 14 
15 A. No. That perimeter was already there. 15 
16 Q. Okay. So this is information that's being 16 
17 relayed to you, as opposed to something that you are 17 
18 personally observing? 18 
19 A. Yes. That's part of -- when I was briefed by 19 
20 them, that's what they told me in the briefing. 20 
21 Q. When you used the word "perimeter" in the context 21 
22 that it's used in your report, what does that mean? 22 
23 A. Basically, a surrounding of the building, a 23 
24 visual on all four sides. 24 
25 Q. Okay. And so it was your understanding that 25 
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before you got there, that had already been done --
A. Correct --
Q. -- the perimeter had been set up? 
A. It was my understanding before I got there. 
Then I verified that it was, in fact, set up upon my arrival. 
Q. And when you verified that it was set up on 
your arrival, how do you go about doing that? 
A. I asked about it during the briefing. 
Q. So when these three were talking to you in the 
front there in the parking lot, were there other officers 
manning the perimeter during that conversation? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And how many officers were part of this perimeter, 
if you recall? 
A. I don't know for sure. 
Q. In the building this size that we're talking 
about, as best you can recall, what would you expect in 
terms of the number of officers necessary to establish 
the type of perimeter that you need? 
A. We use a numbing system on buildings -- "1" 
being the front of the building -- it doesn't matter 
what side of the building -- ifit faces north, south, 
east, or west. "1" is the front, and then clockwise 
"2, 3, 4." So that is on a standard four-sided building. 
So we were at the 1-4 corner of the building. 
[Page 38] 
So as long as we had two officers that were on what we 
refer to as the 2-3 corner, we could see all four sides 
of the building. 
Q. Who is on the back of the building? 
A. I don't know who was back there. I remember --
I believe Officer Davis was one of the officers that was 
in the rear, but as long as we have somebody on those 
comers, of the 2-3 comer and the 1-4, we have four-sided 
containment of the building. 
Q. So --
A. That's just the way I would do it. What happened 
that night, I don't know -- I don't remember the perimeter 
positions. 
Q. I understand that. I'm just trying to get --
if there's a perimeter already established before you 
get there, is that -- would that be -- and we know there's 
at least four officers there already and three of them 
are with you -- if the perimeter is going to be maintained, 
how many additional officers should have been there to 
maintain it? 
A. A minimum of two. 
Q. And that's for the back and the opposite side 
where you were from? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And one of the purposes of the perimeter is 
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1 make sure no one escapes from the building? 1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. Correct. 2 A. -- I think he went like this. (Gesturing.) 
3 Q. And are you also keeping visual observation of 3 I don't remember if it was like this or like that 
4 the building? 
5 A. Correct. 
4 (Gesturing), but I remember him making some type of 
5 motion with his hands, as well. 
6 Q. One of the things that you might be looking for 6 Q. Okay. And so he described-- well, it doesn't 
7 if there's a burglary in progress, for example, would be 
8 is there a flashlight being shown around if the building 
9 is dark? 
7 say in your report initially -- it may later, but in that 
8 initial statement it doesn't say where this person was. 
9 Do you recall whether he ever told you where 
10 A. Possibly, Yes. 10 shewas? 
11 Q. Okay. What other things are they looking for? 11 A. It was the east corner. I don't recall --
12 A. People not in the building. People on the outside, 
13 lookouts, possibly multiple suspects. Just because the 
12 there's -- like you would see on the exhibit -- I think 
13 you called it 11 or 12. 12? 
14 crime is occurring inside a building doesn't mean there's 
15 not an accomplice or two or three on the outside, as well. 
16 Q. Did you, at any point in time prior to making 
14 Q. No. It's right there. (Indicating.) 
15 A. Or 11. Yes. There's windows all the way 
17 the decision to enter the building with the dog, okay, 
18 did you ever make your own independent judgment or 
19 assessment -- "judgment" is probably a bad word --
16 around. I don't know specifically what window. I know 
17 it was a downstairs window, and it was on this northeast 
18 corner. 
19 Q. Okay. So your understanding is that Butler 
20 independent assessment as to whether or not there was 
21 actually a burglary going on inside that building? 
20 was at some position where he was able to observe this 
21 person inside the building? 
22 A. Absolutely. 22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And what did you do in that regard? 23 Q. Okay. And you think it was somewhere around 
24 A. I spoke to the officers that were on-scene. 24 the northeast corner? 
25 I was briefed by them. I took into consideration all 25 A. Correct. 
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1 of their observations, the information they had gathered 1 
2 prior to my arrival. 2 
3 Based on the totality of that, that helped me 3 
4 form my opinion of what I would do next. 4 
5 Q. Okay. So you reached an independent conclusion 5 
6 on your own that there was, in fact, a burglary in progress 6 
7 going on? 7 
8 A. Correct. 8 
9 Q. One of the things that you note in your report 9 
10 is that Officer Butler stated that he had seen James -- 10 
11 who you knew at that time when you wrote your report, 11 
12 but you didn't know at the time? 12 
13 A. Correct -- just a female at the time. 13 
14 Q. Through a window and could see that James was 14 
15 armedwithaknife? 15 
16 A. Correct. 16 
17 Q. Is that a paraphrase of what he told you or 17 
18 is that pretty close to, you know, what he told you? 18 
19 A. It's pretty much verbatim. When I arrived, 19 
20 at some point during our briefing of what was going on, 20 
21 he told me that he saw a female with a knife. 21 
22 Q. And did he describe the knife? 22 
23 A. I believe he did. I think he just kind of 23 
24 with his fingers -- and I don't recall the length, but 24 
25 he used the word "knife," and -- 25 
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Q. Okay. Did you ever observe, before you 
deployed the dog -- or entered the building I guess 
is a better term at this point -- but did you ever 
observe the location where the window was broken out? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So you saw the broken window? 
A. Correct. And I know it was the downstairs 
northeast corner. 
Q. Right. Okay. And do you have a sense as to 
where that -- if that's the location where Butler was 
when he saw her? 
A. I believe he was. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I know he was on the northeast corner. 
Q. And we'll talk to him and try to clarify that. 
I'm just trying to get a sense as to what you knew. 
A. I knew he was somewhere on the northeast 
corner when he saw her. 
I know he wasn't out on the west side off 
of Cole or on the south side. 
Q. When you observed the broken window, the 
lights were on in that basement area; correct? 
A. I don't recall. When I did it, it was just 
kind of a -- as we were walking by, going to the front 
door to actually enter the building. For safety reasons, 
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, 
1 I didn't want to just walk up and start examining 
2 the window. 
3 Q. Well, but one of the things that you were 
4 doing was making your own assessment as to whether or 
5 not the use of the dog was the appropriate thing to do; 
6 correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Do you remember whether the lights were on or off? 
9 A. The majority of the building was dark. I remember 
10 there was a light somewhere on -- again, on the northeast 
11 comer. I remember seeing something lit, but I know the 
12 entire upstairs and downstairs for the majority of the 
13 building was dark. 
14 Q. Okay. Do you know -- did you ever get--
15 let me back up. 
16 So some of the information you got from 
17 Officer Butler was that when he saw the person, they 
18 were in the basement? 
19 A. Correct. Yes. Downstairs. 
20 Q. And did he see -- and was it your impression 
21 that he saw her in this room where the broken window led 
22 into? 
23 A. That, I don't know which room he saw her in. 
24 Q. Okay. Did he provide you any other information 
25 about what he saw, other than what you put in your report, 
[Page 44] 
1 that she was armed with a knife? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Did he tell you that she had a beer in her hand? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did he tell you that she had dental instruments 
6 in her hand? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Did he tell you that she appeared to be manipulating 
9 dental instruments? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. He gave you no information whatsoever that would 
12 suggest that she was down in that area working? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Did you ever get any information from him as 
15 to how long he had observed her? 
16 A. No. The length of time, no. 
17 Q. Did you get any information from him as to 
18 whether he attempted to make contact with her? 
19 A. No -- I shouldn't say that. He didn't make 
20 contact with her. 
21 Q. Did you talk to him about that? 
22 A. No. He told me saw her, and he never said that, 
23 "Hey, I tried to hail out to her or contact her." 
24 Q. He didn't say one way or the other -- or he 
25 indicated that he chose not to? 
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A. He didn't say one way or the other. I mean, 
ifhe did, I -- I mean, ifl was in his position, I would 
not have hailed out to her. 
Q. When you -- we don't know -- you think it was 
Officer Barber -- and let's just assume that it was --
I guess it really doesn't matter -- but whomever you got 
the information from that there had been a forced entry 
into this building. Did anybody ever tell you that the 
person who made the call actually talked to the person 
going in the building? 
A. No. 
Q. So from that, I gather, nobody ever told you 
that there was a conversation between those two? 
A. No. 
Q. And so nobody told you that the suspect who 
was going in, the person who was in the building, had 
told the witness that she was going in to get her keys? 
A. No. 
Q. That was information you never had? 
A. No. 
Q. In looking at the totality of the circumstances, 
that would have been information that -- who knows what 
you would have done with it, but it would have been 
information certainly that you would have considered --
A. Yes. 
[Page 46] 
Q. -- as you would if somebody had said that she 
had a beer in her hand with dental instruments and 
manipulating dental instruments or doing something that 
looked like she was working, that's information you 
would have taken into account? 
A. Taken it into account based on --
Q. We don't know how it would have affected you 
because you didn't know. 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay. But it's information that had you had 
available, it was something you would have considered? 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Okay. Would the fact that the light was on in 
this area -- well, let me back up. 
Before you entered the building -- strike that. 
At some point in time did you learn that this 
area where the window was broken that the room that that 
led into was a dental lab? 
A. After the fact. 
Q. Okay. So you didn't know of that beforehand? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. And when you went downstairs and cleared 
the basement area, one of the areas that you would have 
been -- that you would have cleared would have been that 
dental lab? 
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1 A. Yes. 1 A. Yes, absolutely -- ifl could elaborate on that? 
2 Q. Were the lights on when you cleared that area? 2 Q. Sure. 
3 A. Yes. There were lights on downstairs. At the 3 A. Officer Barber also spoke to one of the 
4 bottom of the staircase, there were lights on. 4 dentists there, and he said that there should be nobody 
5 Q. Okay. And the lights were on in the lab? 5 there that would enter the building -- if anybody entered 
6 A. I don't recall which room the lab was, but at 6 the building by forcing a window open, that that was 
7 the bottom of the stairs there were lights on. 7 somebody that defmitely was not allowed in that building. 
8 Q. I'm just asking -- so do you remember whether 8 Q. That's Dr. Brewster. That's when I was asking 
9 or not, when you cleared the lab, whether or not the 9 you if you talked to Dr. Brewster. I think he's the 
10 lights were on? 10 dentist -- at least that's who I was referring to. 
11 A. No. 11 A. Okay. 
12 Q. You don't recall? That was a horrible question 12 Q. And you don't know what the conversation, 
13 by me because it -- do you recall when you cleared the -- 13 I gather, between Dr. Brewster and whoever they were 
14 were the lights on in the lab when you cleared it? 14 talking with -- whichever officer they were talking with --
15 A. I don't recall specifically what part was the lab. 15 what that consisted of? 
16 Q. I understand. 16 A. Verbatim, no. I just know that they assured us 
17 A. It was a dental office. There's a lot of 17 that, according to him, nobody should be in that business. 
18 I guess stuff to me that would appear to me to be a lab, 18 Q. All right. But what you don't have any personal 
19 but I know at the bottom of the stairs in that hallway 19 knowledge of, to be fair, is whether or not they informed 
20 the lights were on. 20 Dr. Brewster that it could have been the person who 
21 Q. Okay. Did you ever talk to the owner of the 21 worked in the lab? 
22 building, Brewster? 22 A. Correct. 
23 A. I don't believe so. 23 Q. Okay. So consistent with what I understand 
24 Q. Okay. Did you ever talk to -- and let me just 24 the policy to be, there are a number of factors that you 
25 short-circuit all of that. 25 consider before making a decision to enter the building 
[Page 48] [Page 50] 
1 Other than police officers at the scene, did 1 with the dog? 
2 you talk to anybody else before entering the building? 2 A. Yes. 
3 A. Before entering, no. 3 Q. Okay. And so that you and I can communicate --
4 Q. Okay. And so if there was a cleaning lady there, 4 because I think Sergeant Likes and I probably got a 
5 for example, who was bringing a key, that's not someone 5 little offtrack this morning when we were talking --
6 you would have talked to? 6 and it has to do with the word "deploy." 
7 A. No. I believe Officer Barber spoke to her. 7 So as the canine handler, what does the word 
8 Q. And do you recall what Officer Barber told you 8 "deploy" mean to you? 
9 that she had said? 9 A. A deployment can be one of many things with a 
10 A. I remember -- yes. Between Sergeant Kukla, 10 police dog. lfl take him out of the dog -- not out of 
11 Officer Barber, and Officer Butler -- prior to my arrival -- 11 the dog -- out of the car to do a drug sniff, that's a 
12 they had made determinations that, based on the people 12 canine deployment. 
13 that they spoke to, that nobody should be in the building 13 Ifl take him out of the car to search for an 
14 at all. 14 article -- if somebody threw -- be it a gun, or a knife, 
15 Q. Yes. That's a little different than my question 15 or a baseball hat, or a set of car keys and I'm searching 
16 which was, do you remember what Barber said to you about 16 for those items, that's a deployment. 
17 talking to the cleaning person? 17 If I'm going to a building such as this for a 
18 A. That nobody should be in the building. 18 burglary in progress call and I bring the dog out of the 
19 Q. Were you ever provided any information that, 19 car and use him, that's a deployment. 
20 prior to entering the building, that there was a person 20 It's basically any application of the dog, 
21 on-scene who said, "That may be Melene. She works here"? 21 other than a demonstration, would be considered a deployment. 
22 A. No, not at all. 22 Q. Okay. And so ifwe use those terms when the 
23 Q. And if you had that information, that certainly 23 decision is made to enter the building with the dog, 
24 would have been something you would have factored into 24 that's a decision to deploy? 
25 the totality of the circumstances? 25 A. Correct. 
[Page 49] [Page 51] 
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1 Q. Okay. When the decision to deploy is made -- 1 of our Policy and Procedure Manual. 
2 strike that. 2 Q. Okay. But there is something that is actually 
3 Using a police dog, for example, to enter a 3 called "Enforcement Philosophy" or something like that? 
4 building to assist in either finding somebody or looking 4 A. Basically, yes, sir. 
5 for -- well, let's just say finding somebody -- would 5 Q. Okay. 
6 you agree with me that that is a decision to use force? 6 A. You know, it includes our Department's Mission 
7 A. No. 7 Statement. It's a totality of, basically, all the 
8 Q. Okay. Why not? 8 beliefs of the Department. 
9 A. The dogs aren't -- like we have our firearms, 9 Q. So let me rephrase, I guess, to see if we can 
10 we have batons, we have tasers, we have pepper spray. 10 agree this way: 
11 Those are -- when you use those, you're using force. 11 When you make the decision to enter the building 
12 If I hit somebody with my baton, that's force. 12 with a dog -- as in the circumstances of this case --
13 Utilizing -- deploying the dog is not necessarily 13 have you made a decision that you are going to use force, 
14 force. He can be used as a search tool, he can be used 14 if necessary? 
15 as a locating tool, he can be used as an actual deterrent. 15 A. Ifnecessary. I mean, ultimately a peaceful 
16 I've had numerous times in situations exactly 16 surrender is what we're looking for. 
17 like this where I've brought the dog up and made the 17 Q. And I understand that completely. 
18 announcement, he starts barking, and people surrender. 18 I'm just trying to understand that when the 
19 So there's no use of force whatsoever. 19 Policies and Procedures talk about deploying a dog and 
20 So the deployment or the use of a dog is not 20 there's the factors that you consider, you are making a 
21 necessarily always going to be a use of force. He can 21 choice that it's better to use the dog than to go in, 
22 be used as force, though. 22 for example, with your guns drawn? 
23 Q. And we may be, you know, talking semantics 23 A. Absolutely. 
24 here or we may not, so I'm going to first of all direct 24 Q. And going in with your guns drawn, for example, 
25 you to the Canine Operating Procedure. 25 would be considered a use of force? 
[Page 52] [Page 54] 
1 And under the "Directive" on the -- and this 1 A. No. 
2 is Exhibit No. 8. It says, "Utilization of police canines 2 Q. A potential use of force? 
3 requires adherence to procedures that properly control a 3 A. It could be --
4 canine's use-of-force potential." 4 Q. Is that where we're getting hung up? 
5 A. Yes. 5 A. It wouldn't be considered a potential use of 
6 Q. Okay. So the first question I have is that 6 force. The potential for a use of force would be there. 
7 when you say, "adherence to procedures," do you know 7 If you're going into a building where somebody 
8 what that means? 8 is clearly not coming out, you know, after numerous 
9 A. Following guidelines or following procedure. 9 commands, the potential would be there, but just because 
10 Q. Okay. And what are the guidelines? That's 10 somebody is going in with their weapon drawn doesn't mean --
11 what this policy is? 11 Q. It doesn't mean they're going to use it? 
12 A. Yes. 12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Okay. And it says, "The Canine Unit shall at 13 Q. Right. I understand that. Okay. 
14 all times function within the scope of the Department's 14 A. I guess I maybe misunderstood your question. 
15 enforcement philosophy." Do you see that? 15 Q. No. I think you understand. I'm just trying to --
16 A. Yes. 16 we're fine. 
17 Q. Do you know what that is, the "enforcement 17 So you report to Sergeant Likes; is that correct? 
18 philosophy"? 18 A. As far as --
19 A. You know, it's long. It's in our Policy and 19 Q. Let's step aside from -- let's talk generally. 
20 Procedure Manual. It's basically what you read earlier, 20 A. Chain of command? 
21 you know, about fairness and-- 21 Q. Yes. 
22 Q. Is that from -- in the Use of Force Policy, 22 A. I have numerous people that I report to. 
23 at the head of the section, there's 1.01.00, Use of Force. 23 My Shift Sergeant and Shift Watch Commander, 
24 I think that's what I was referring to. 24 which are assigned to the shift that I work. 
25 A. No. It's actually in the very, very beginning 25 We also have a Canine Sergeant who --
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1 actually, I have two Canine Sergeants and a Canine 
2 Lieutenant, as well. 
3 So I actually have five supervisors that are 
4 basically my immediate supervisors. 
5 Q. Okay. So explain to me the relationship from 
6 a chain of command perspective in December of 2010 between 
7 you and Sergeant Likes. 
8 A. He was the Canine Sergeant. 
9 Q. Okay. And what does that mean? 
10 A. He's in charge of supervision of the unit. 
11 I can give you -- ifl can refer to Exhibit 8. 
12 Q. I can read the definition. I'm just kind of 
13 generally wanting to get your sense of what that 
14 relationship is. 
15 A. He's the direct supervisor of the Canine Unit. 
16 Q. And one of the things that he does is he also --
17 you know, as I talked to you earlier, one of the things 
18 is if you deploy a dog and there's an apprehension, for 
19 example, by Policy and Procedure you have to write a report? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. And the policy says he has to write a report? 
22 A. No -- well, him -- and if he's unavailable, 
23 then that would change. 
24 Q. Sure. But according to the policies, if you're 
25 in that situation --
[Page 56] 
1 A. He's first. 
2 Q. -- he needs to be contacted and then he's got 
3 a laundry list of things that he is supposed to do? 
4 A. Correct. If he's available --
5 Q. Right. 
6 A. -- then per policy, if there's an apprehension, 
7 I notify him of the apprehension and he goes and does 
8 his thing. 
9 Q. Right -- which includes writing a report? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Okay. And so one of the things that he has to 
12 be knowledgeable about is how these dogs are used within 
13 the Boise Police Department? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Now, when you entered -- let's take this particular 
16 case, for example. When you entered the building -- and 
17 I understand that there was a warning, and then you make 
18 the decision to go in with the dog. 
19 At that point in time, is the dog on the leash? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And at some point in time, under the 
22 handler-control method, you make a decision -- because 
23 the dog is not going to get off the leash by himself, 
24 hopefully --
25 A. Hopefully, not. 
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Q. -- to unleash the dog? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And at that point in time, if the dog 
finds a suspect, is he going to -- is he trained to bite 
that suspect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Without a command? 
A. Without a command; correct. 
Q. So in the Interrogatory Answer that we received --
and I'll read them to you, and you can see them if you want. 
One representation is that under the 
handler-controlled method, police dogs are trained to 
bite or bark based on the direction of the handler. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Is that true? 
A. That's true. 
Q. So if the police dog has entered into the 
building and at that point, you know, is unleashed and 
he finds somebody and he can bite without command, how 
is that consistent with that policy? 
A. Well, what happens is -- there's several factors. 
If a dog enters the situation -- for example, 
ifhe enters into a building and can actually locate the 
suspect, make physical contact, then he will not bark 
and he'll automatically go into an apprehension. 
[Page 58] 
If he can't get to the suspect -- let's say 
it's this room, for instance -- and somebody climbed up 
on that counter and popped up one of the ceiling tiles 
and was hiding up in the ceiling, he would come into the 
room, and smell that human odor, and go into what's called 
a "bark alert." So he's trained to bark ifhe can't get 
to the person. 
Q. Right. But ifl read the policy, the way it's 
represented is they're trained to bite or bark based on 
the direction of the handler. 
So if there's no command to bite -- that's 
what I'm trying to understand. 
A. I'm not sure where in the policy it says that. 
I know you're getting it from the Interrogatories, but 
I don't know where --
Q. If you want to read that, that's fine, but 
I'm just -- I'm more interested, Officer, in just really 
trying to find out what the actual policy is and how 
they're trained. 
A. There is no policy -- I'm not sure where you 
got this information. 
The policy is not that the dog -- I mean, we 
can tell our dogs to bark. I mean, I can give him a 
command to bark. I can go up to an open door, give him 
a command, and he'll start barking and won't stop until 
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I tell him to be quiet. So I can do that. 1 
I can also give him a command to bite, which 2 
~~~~~~ 3 
If he's entering a building or an open field 4 
to go for a search, the way that we train -- and it's 5 
because it's handler-controlled. So once all these 6 
elements are met and I know all the criteria has been 7 
met and either we have -- officers are going out to 8 
physically start poking their heads in dark scary places 9 
or under bushes or we can allow the dog to go do that, 10 
once I deploy the dog and send him into that environment 11 
under those conditions, then he's going to bite the 12 
person if he can get to them. 13 
If he can't get to them, then he will bark, 14 
and that's how we train. 15 
Q. All right. So he is trained to bite without 16 
command? 17 
A. Correct -- and he's trained to bite upon 18 
command, as well -- both. 19 
Q. Okay. So let's get back to where we were a 20 
minute ago -- and we'll take a break here in a minute. 21 
A. I'm fine. 22 
Q. I probably need a break. 23 
A. Okay. 24 
Q. When you enter the building and you talce the 25 
[Page 60] 
1 dog off leash, he's trained to bite ifhe finds somebody? 1 
2 A. Correct. 2 
3 Q. Then do you consider that a use of force? 3 
4 A. No. 4 
5 Q. Because -- 5 
6 A. Until he actually bites somebody, there's no force. 6 
7 Q. Okay. Ifhe had entered this building -- 7 
8 let's take this, for example -- and there was a janitor 8 
9 in that building and he found him, would he have bitten him? 9 
10 A. Yes -- well, under the conditions that were 10 
11 present that evening, ifl sent him in the building and 11 
12 there was a janitor that was in there, your question was 12 
13 "Will he bite him?" I would say, "I don't know." 13 
14 Is he trained to bite and should he bite? 14 
15 Yes, because he's not trained to think and decide for -- 15 
16 I'm the person that does that -- that makes that decision. 16 
17 Q. Right. So if you see somebody that, "Now, 17 
18 wait a minute. That's probably not a good idea," you 18 
19 can call him offi 19 
20 A. Absolutely, yes. 20 
21 Q. But if he's not in your view and he finds 21 
22 somebody, he is going to bite them. 22 
23 A. He should bite them. Whether he does or not -- 23 
24 I mean, there's factors there, but he's trained and 24 
25 should bite that person. 25 
[Page 61] 
MR. BUSH: Okay. Let's take a quick break. 
(Recess taken.) 
MR. BUSH: Let's go back on the record. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Let's go to the Use of Force 
Policy, which is, I believe, Exhibit No. 9. I'll hand 
that to you. If you will turn to page -- this is a 
document that you're familiar with; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If you'll turn to page 3, under Section 1.01.05 
"Criteria For Use of Force." Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that policy apply to the decision-making 
process that goes into deployment of a canine? 
A. This, coupled with the --
Q. And I'll get there. 
A. Yes. 
Q. These are factors? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Included within those factors are some 
of the factors that I think you are referencing under 
the Canine Policy on -- under the Canine Unit Utilization, 
"Decisions to deploy shall be based on the following--" 
and then there's four factors? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. So let's look at your report -- and we 
[Page 62] 
may touch on some of these factors or we may not, 
depending on your response -- but in your report, one of 
the things that you do, ~ we talked about, is you write 
your justification for deployment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's contained in your report; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. It starts on the first page where it says, 
"B~ed on the above, I weighed these factors:"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And one of these factors is the severity of 
the crime? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the crime is -- can you explain -- first 
of all, let's explain what that means because I'm not 
sure what "severity" means in terms of, you know, 
compared to what type of situation. 
A. Well, burglary is a felony crime. It's an 
intrusion on somebody's personal property. You know, 
if it's a residence that's -- a man's home is his c~tle, 
I mean, so that's one of the biggest violations you can 
make on somebody is break into their home. 
A busines~, the same thing. People's livelihoods 
depend on that business. So the severity is there. 
A crime that wouldn't be, you know, a severe 
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crime in which we would utilize a police dog would be 1 
somebody driving on a suspended license that -- that, 2 
by itself, they did a traffic stop and the driver took 3 
off and ran and hid in some bushes. We would not go -- 4 
it doesn't meet the severity of the crime. 5 
Q. Okay. I understand it's -- again, you know, 6 
the words "totality of the circumstances" is important 7 
in this process, but is there anything within the 8 
Policies and Procedures of the Department that you're 9 
aware of that says, "Look, these are the types of 10 
situations we will not use a police dog. It just will 11 
not happen because of the nature of the crime?" 12 
A. No. 13 
Q. Is there anything written? 14 
A. No. Again, depending -- it's dependent on the 15 
totality of the circumstances. That person who fled and 16 
ran on a suspended license might be somebody that we 17 
usually did use a dog on. 18 
Q. Right. 19 
A. We again, depending on the totality of 20 
everything else involved. 21 
Q. Okay. So when you are looking -- when you are 22 
receiving training into these Policies and Procedures 23 
and one of the things that is being discussed is the 24 
severity of the crime, what are they teaching you? 25 
[Page 64] 
A. Again, ~t's the totality. It's not just 1 
canine specific. It's law enforcement as a whole when 2 
you look at the severity of the crimes. 3 
Force is -- the potential of force being used 4 
is -- you're not going to use it on a juvenile ten-year-old 5 
kid who stole a pack of gum and doesn't want to, you know, get 6 
handcuffed. 7 
It's basically a career-long -- I mean, starting 8 
from the Academy into the field training program, ongoing 9 
legal updates, training and all of that that encompasses 10 
the learning process for the severity of the crime, not 11 
just canine. 12 
Q. Okay. 13 
A. You could break them down, essentially. 14 
Crimes against persons, obviously, are going to be more 15 
severe than crimes against property. Crimes against 16 
property are going to be, you know, more severe than 17 
say somebody who has committed a forgery. 18 
So that's not changing the fact that I 19 
wouldn't deploy a dog, but just to kind of give you an 20 
analogy of severity of the crime. 21 
Q. Right. I understand. I'm just trying to 22 
figure out if there's anything in written form, you know, 23 
a Policy and Procedure that says, "Here is how we assess 24 
and assign these crimes, the various factors"? 25 
[Page 65] 
A. There's not. It's the totality. 
Q. Okay. You also write that, "There were recent 
burglaries--" well, let me back up. 
When you talk about these factors that you're 
weighing in making a decision, these are things that you 
are doing before the decision is made to take the dog 
out of the car, basically? 
A. Yes. Absolutely. 
Q. All right. You mentioned, "Recent burglaries 
at local dental offices which had already occurred that 
month"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I gather that -- how did you come by that 
information? 
A. Briefings, our patrol briefings. 
Q. Okay. And do you recall how many burglaries 
you had in mind? 
A. I don't recall how many. I knew of several 
at the time. I've later read since somewhere that there 
were seven that month. 
Q. Seven in the month of December? 
A. Yes. I read that on one of your Interrogatories 
that you had sent. 
Q. So you have -- or you mean the Plaintiffs 
Interrogatories that we send to --
[Page 66] 
A. Yes. You sent them to me. 
Q. Okay. All right. You indicate that one of 
the factors was, "The suspect was seen armed with a 
knife"; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's not something that you personally 
observed; that's something that somebody told you? 
A. Correct. 
Q. "Knowledge that dental offices contain many 
nontraditional weapons"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. It seems self-explanatory, but I'm assuming 
that you're referring to dental instruments? 
A. Dental instruments, scissors, janitorial closets 
with broomsticks, mop handles, caustic chemicals. 
Q. Some of those factors, I suppose, would weigh 
into whether you let the dog in because you don't want 
to harm the dog? 
A. Correct. I wouldn't send him into a -- well, 
it depends. Ultimately, we would send the dog in before 
people, but yes, if there's a toxic environment -- you know, 
it's a nuclear reactor that's leaking and somebody is in 
there, yeah. 
Q. Well, I thought I read in one of the Policies 
and Procedures that actually there are some criteria you 
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1 follow-- 1 was shattered glass all over the floor. 
2 A. There are, yes. 2 Q. Okay. So that was the room that she entered --
3 Q. -- to not send in the dog if the dog is going 3 based on the fact there was shattered glass on the floor? 
4 to be put at risk? 4 A. I would speculate, yes. 
5 A. Correct; however, if the risk to the human 5 Q. Okay. 
6 outweighs the risk to the dog, then the policy states 6 A. I didn't personally witness her --
7 then we'll send the dog. 7 Q. I understand that. But, I mean-- let me back 
8 Q. I'm sorry. You're going to have to say that again. 8 it up then and say this: 
9 A. The policy states that we wouldn't deploy the 9 In terms of assessing the decision to deploy 
10 dog if there was a hazard to the dog; however, if the 10 the dog, you were aware that there was a light on 
11 hazard to the humans outweighs the risks of the hazard 11 somewhere in the building? 
12 to the dog, then we will send the dog. 12 A. I saw in the northeast corner there was a light. 
13 I can look it up for you here. (Pause.) 13 I can't just say, "It was the second window" to you right 
14 Oh, it would help ifl looked at the Canine Policy, 14 now, but yes, there was definitely a light on in that 
15 wouldn't it? 15 northeast corner. 
16 Q. I think it's on page 4, No. 5. "A canine 16 Q. If somebody is going to burglarize a place, 
17 shall not be used to search facilities that contain 17 do they typically leave a light on? 
18 substances potentially harmful to the animal--"? 18 A. People do very odd things I've noticed in 
19 A. Correct. 19 22 years of law enforcement. I've been into burglaries 
20 Q. 11-- unless the overriding risk to human life 20 where every single light in the place is on. I've been 
21 is present"? 21 into burglaries that are pitch black. I'm been into 
22 A. Correct. Back to your question about the 22 burglaries in progress where there's some lights on. 
23 nontraditional weapons. 23 I've been in there where we've seen somebody walking 
24 Q. Um-hmm. (Nodding head.) 24 around with a flashlight. So there's all different 
25 A. That just -- yeah, really anything that would 25 manners that I have encountered. 
[Paga 68] [Paga 70] 
1 be in a dental office. There's tons of sharp instruments. 1 Q. Have you encountered burglary situations where 
2 They use scalpels when they're pulling teeth and -- 2 the suspected burglar, before they entered the building, 
3 Q. Sure. Another factor that you mentioned is 3 was seen and knew they had been seen entering the building? 
4 that, "The suspect would have the tactical advantage and 4 A. Yes. 
5 could easily be lying in wait. The interior of the building 5 Q. You indicate, "The suspects ignored my commands 
6 was dark. All lights appeared to be turned off, except for 6 to surrender, despite being told a police canine may be 
7 a small portion of the southeast downstairs area"? 7 used and they may be bitten." That's No. 6; correct? 
8 A. Yes. 8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Where the light was on, do you know whether 9 Q. The commands that you made for the suspect to 
10 that was the area where Officer Butler had seen the person? 10 surrender were made after the decision to deploy the 
11 A. I know it was in that northeast corner. 11 dog, though; correct? 
12 I don't know if it was where the broken window 12 A. Yes. 
13 was, if the broken window was the room where the light 13 Q. So that would not have been a factor that you 
14 was on, or if it was adjacent to. 14 weighed when making the initial decision to take the dog 
15 Q. Well, I guess when you say, 11-- except for a 15 out of the car? 
16 small portion of the southeast downstairs area, 11 do you 16 A. Not to take the dog out, no. 
17 know what was in there -- when you say, "There was a 17 Q. Okay. 
18 light on down there"? 18 A. But to actually send him in the building to 
19 Did anybody ever make a determination of where 19 start a search, and that's why -- I don't know if right 
20 that --you know, where that light was coming from? 20 after No. 7 is -- based on all of that, that's when I 
21 A. Oh, we -- I mean, once we went down there and 21 determined that the use of the dog was reasonable and 
22 started our search, I actually entered the area where 22 necessary. 
23 that light was on. 23 Q. Well, I guess again that's where I'm a little 
24 Q. Okay. Where was it? 24 bit confused because what you're doing is making a 
25 A. In that northeast area of the building. There 25 decision first of whether you are going to deploy the 
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dog, take him out of the car. 1 
A. It's in steps, yes. 2 
Q. And there are a number of factors that you 3 
go through? 4 
A. Correct. 5 
Q. And in making that initial decision to take the 6 
dog out of the car and to deploy the dog into the building, 7 
one of the factors that had yet to be considered is the 8 
fact that she had been warned and -- or the suspect had 9 
been warned and didn't respond? 10 
A. Right. 11 
Q. Right? 12 
A. Yes. The initial taking --yes. I took him 13 
out of the vehicle, which I guess you could say would 14 
start the actual deployment of the dog, but it's fluid 15 
and ongoing. 16 
So I'm weighing these factors. All these factors 17 
that I'm weighing started from the time I received the 18 
call to go and assist. I'm listening to the radio 19 
traffic. I'm getting on-scene. I'm briefing with the 20 
officers on-scene. I'm going through, yo·u know, reflecting 21 
on my own personal training and experience. All of that 22 
stuff is ongoing to the final movement where I unhook 23 
the leash and turned the dog in. 24 
Q. Right. 25 
[Page 72] 
A. And then again, too, if at any time somebody 1 
would have surrendered, the dog would have immediately 2 
been recalled back. 3 
Q. Fair enough, but that also assumes, does it not, 4 
that the person whom you are giving the warning to can 5 
hear you? 6 
A. Correct. 7 
Q. And you have no -- do you have any personal 8 
knowledge -- you know, I understand that you have to 9 
make a conclusion that "If I give a warning and I don't 10 
get a response, the person is either not responding or 11 
they can't hear me," but do you have any information one 12 
way or the other as to whether or not Ms. James could 13 
hear you? 14 
A. I have no knowledge on that. 15 
Q. Do you have any information as to whether she 16 
knew that police officers were even on the scene? 17 
A. I have no idea if she knew that or not. 18 
Q. The use of a dog in the circumstance similar to 19 
what happened on the 26th of December, you know, of going 20 
into a building and finding somebody who was suspected 21 
of something -- is not -- that's a fairly common use; 22 
correct? 23 
A. Well, suspected of -- 24 
Q. Sure. 25 
[Page 73] I 
A. !fit meets the criteria and somebody is in 
a building, all the events that unfolded here, and I get 
to that moment of, "Are we going to search ourselves or 
are we going to use the dog to search?" then yes. 
Q. Okay. Then you write, "Officers searching the 
business for James. Any additional suspects would have 
their weapon drawn for their protection increasing the 
danger of all parties making the use of the dog a safer 
manner." 
My only question there is I -- I understand 
that from experience one of the things that you would 
certainly think about is, "Are there other people and do 
they have weapons?" Okay. I get that. 
But was there any information that you had at 
that.scene that suggested there were any other persons? 
A. There was no witness that said, "Hey, I saw 
two people, I saw three people, I saw four," et cetera, no. 
Q. And in the 40-plus minutes that officers were 
on the scene -- a number of officers were on the scene 
prior to the time that you entered the building, was 
there any indication that there were other people 
involved? 
A. No -- and that's what makes it scary for us, 
because it's unknown. It's a two-story dark building. 
That's all the more reason why we would use a dog. 
[Page 74] 
Q. Okay. Who selects the Entry Team? 
A. More often than not, myself. 
Q. Okay. And did you in this case? 
A. I don't recall ifl did. 
Q. Okay. 
A. There's several factors on that. Factor in 
what type of suspect that we are looking for, what type 
of environment we're going to be searching. So that 
would determine how many officers that I would select. 
It determines -- if it's an armed individual, 
we know they're armed, and commit -- you know, like a 
murder suspect, an extremely violent individual, where 
it's going to be a SW AT call-out, I would be searching 
with the SWAT guys as opposed to patrol officers. 
Basically, what determines my selection is the 
size of the area to be searched, how many suspects that 
we know and we're predicting could be in there. 
Q. So in the criteria for the use of force, for 
example, the 1.01.05 that we looked at earlier, one of 
the things that is mentioned is "The nature and extent 
of the threat posed by the suspect." 
A. Correct. 
Q. What was the threat Melene James was posing? 
A. She was seen with a knife. She was given numerous 
commands to exit a building. She refused all those commands. 
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There was an open window that she was seen in 
the vicinity of. There were multiple commands, and she 
refused all of them. 
So actually, as this progressed, it actually 
was increasing as the incident went on. 
Q. Okay. And again, the assumption that you're 
making is that she's hearing and refusing --
A. Correct. 
Q. -- as opposed to not hearing? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yes. I mean, I can't read her mind. I don't 
know if she did or did not hear me. 
Q. Which is why one of the things that you do 
when you're making these decisions is trying to act upon 
all the information that's available? 
A. Correct. That's the reason for making multiple 
commands, using a PA, to make absolute certainty that 
the person inside had every opportunity to hear those 
commands. 
Q. And in these types of situations, it's based 
upon good quality teamwork of all the officers involved; 
agree? 
A. Is --
Q. When you are entering a building and you've 
[Page 76] 
got a team, I mean --
A. Oh, yes. It's a risky situation. 
Q. Yes, but communication is important--
A. Yes. 
Q. -- both while you're in there, but in making 
the decision to go in? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And all trained officers know that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The severity of the crime. Again, we talked a 
little bit about that, but here there is a -- in the use 
of force criteria, it talks about "non-violent versus 
violent, non-criminal mental hold," et cetera. 
The crime that apparently was being suspected, 
a burglary in progress, was that a non-violent or a 
violent crime? 
A. A burglary in progress, that's a severe crime. 
I mean, it's a ~- the crime itself is -- would it be 
construed as violent? It depends. 
A burglary can be committed -- if somebody 
breaks into a house to rape a woman, that would be a 
violent burglary. 
If it's an unoccupied house, there's nobody home, 
it's an intrusion of the deepest form of someone's personal 
property, but it's not violent at that time. 
[Page 77] 
1 Q. In the context of what went on with Melene James, 
2 was this considered non-violent or violent? 
3 A. The burglary portion of it wouldn't be violent; 
4 however, the fact that she was seen with a knife and 
5 refusing commands to come out would make me believe it's 
6 going to turn violent -- and not knowing whether it was 
7 just her in there or multiple people. 
8 Q. Another criteria is "The degree to which the 
9 subject resists arrest or detention"? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. I think we already talked about this, but 
12 prior to going into the building -- or let's even back up. 
13 Prior to deciding whether to deploy the dog, 
14 was there any indication that this was a person who was 
15 resisting arrest? 
16 A. Prior to deploying the dog, yes. 
17 Q. Prior to making the decision to deploy the dog, 
18 was there any indication that this person was resisting 
19 arrest? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And what was that? 
22 A. She refused the PA announcement to come out; 
23 and then after she refused the PA announcement to come out, 
24 then I made announcements at the threshold of the door. 
25 She also refused those. 
[Page 78] 
1 Q. I thought that we had gone through this, but 
2 let me back up because the criteria -- as I read the 
3 Policy and Procedure, there are those factors that you 
4 go through before you decide to pull the dog out of the 
5 car? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And once you pull the dog out of the car, 
8 you have made the decision that it's safer for everybody 
9 involved to use this dog to go locate this person? 
10 A. No, because up until that point there I'm not --
11 I haven't formed the opinion to actually let him go search. 
12 There's things that could happen -- if we give 
13 the announcements while the dog is there on leash and 
14 the person surrenders, if the dog barks and somebody 
15 surrenders. 
16 I've used the dog numerous times, just given 
17 the warning and made him bark, and people will give up. 
18 Q. Okay. But that's using the dog? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. That's deploying the dog? 
21 A. Yes. It's a -- that's correct. It's a deployment 
22 of the dog, not an apprehension -- which is two different 
23 things. 
24 Q. Right. I'm really focused on the decision to 
25 deploy, not the ultimate end result, because that's what 
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we're talking about is the decision to deploy. 1 physical attributes of the person that you were looking for? 
A. Oh. Could you go back to the initial 
question, then. 
2 A. No -- just that it was a female suspect with 
3 aknife. 
Q. Sure. I used taking the dog out of the car-- 4 Q. What is Standard Operating Procedure for the 
and maybe that's where we're getting hung up -- but 
when -- but I think that's what we're really talking about 
is when you take the dog out of the car, the decision is 
made that you're going to deploy? 
5 Entry Team in terms of use of their audio? 
6 A. The use of their audio? 
7 Q. Yes. 
8 A. That it's not a requirement. 
A. Given these circumstances, yes, it would 
constitute a deployment. Once I took him out of the 
back seat -- not to go relieve himself, but as I'm walking 
up to the entry point of that building, I have made a 
decision to deploy that dog in some form. 
9 Q. Tum to the second page of your report. I'll 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
10 try to move along a little bit. 
11 I understand that you made announcements, and 
12 gave warnings, and then allowed -- after a period of 
13 time allowed Ruwa to search. This is the upstairs 
Q. Okay. And I understand what you're saying --
there may be things that happen during the deployment 
that will change whether you take the dog off a leash or 
whatever. 
14 portion of the building. 
15 A. Yes. After the initial PA announcement, then 
16 announcements were made, we opened up the front doors --
17 the glass doors that we had a key provided to us -- and 
A. How I use him, correct. 18 then I made announcements at that door before we made 
Q. Sure. But the initial decision, based on 19 entry. I made several and waited. No response, and 
the factors that are found in the Standard Operating 
Procedure in the use of force, those are the factors 
that you're deciding and looking at before you take the 
dog out of the car? 
20 then we made entry. 
21 Q. Right. In the upstairs portion you didn't 
22 find anything? 
23 A. Correct. 
A. Yes. 24 Q. You didn't find a person? 
Q. Okay. Let me just ask you, was the dog out of 
[Page 00·1 
25 A. ·No. 
1 the car before or after the PA announcement? 1 
2 A. I believe it was before. I took him out, made 2 
3 the PA announcements, and then -- and the reason for that 3 
4 is if somebody comes running out of the building and if 4 
5 the dog is in the back seat of the car, he's useless. 5 
6 So if somebody came blasting out a door and 6 
7 was going towards a fence getting ready to jump the fence 7 
8 and the dog is sitting in the car, now we've got a 8 
9 felony burglary suspect who is now running through 9 
10 people's yards. 10 
11 Q. When did you turn your audio on? 11 
12 A. Right when I was making my announcements at 12 
13 the door. 13 
14 Q. Were there any attempts by the subject to 14 
15 evade arrest by flight? 15 
16 A. I don't know. 16 
17 Q. Did you have any information from -- again, 17 
18 going back -- as far as we know -- at least as far as 18 
19 I know -- the only person who saw this individual was 19 
20 the party that called and Officer Butler. Is that correct? 20 
21 A. Correct. That's what I understand. 21 
22 Q. Did you receive any information from either of 22 
23 those two folks -- well, I know it wasn't the complaining 23 
24 party -- you didn't talk to him -- but did you receive 24 
25 any information from Officer Butler as to the size or 25 
[Page 81] 
[Page 82] 
Q. You found no evidence of burglary? 
A. We weren't looking for any evidence of burglary 
at that time. We were just looking for suspects. 
Q. Did you find any evidence of burglary? 
A. I didn't. That's not my job. 
Q. Okay. And then you proceeded to a stairwell--
or a stairway, I guess? 
A. After clearing the top floor? 
Q. Right. 
A. So after making entry, after those announcements, 
cleared the top floor. It was a pretty decent sized 
dental office, two stories. 
Midway through the search of the top floor 
I put Ruwa on a down stay, which is just making him lay 
down, and then I gave another announcement before we 
continue deeper into the building. 
Q. When you say, "deeper," what area are you 
referring to? 
A. So we're on the top floor. We entered from 
the northeast side there. I believe the door is on the 
east as the photo showed. 
We went in. About midway through the building --
there's actually the staircase that we went down later 
on in the incident. I downed him right there. There's 
a little -- it's not a hallway -- it's just kind of an 
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1 entryway to where the staircase is. I downed him there, 1 
2 gave another command, and then continued further westbound 2 
3 into the building. I searched the top floor -- 3 
4 Q. Okay. 4 
5 A. -- and then completed that. 5 
6 Q. Right. So when you cleared the top floor and 6 
7 before you entered the basement -- went to the basement, 7 
8 you stopped and made another announcement? 8 
9 A. A third announcement, yes. 9 
10 Q. A third announcement. Okay. 10 
11 A. A third announcement myself. It would be the 11 
12 fourth total announcement, but my third announcement. 12 
13 Q. And was that at the top of the stairway? 13 
14 A. Yes. 14 
15 Q. Did you, going in, know there was a stairway? 15 
16 A. No. 16 
17 Q. Is that something that you discovered while 17 
18 you were in clearing the upper floor? 18 
19 A. Yes. I mean I -- 19 
20 Q. What I'm getting at -- 20 
21 A. I assumed there was a stairway, as opposed to 21 
22 an elevator, but I knew being a two-story that there had 22 
23 to be some means, more than likely, to get down there. 23 
24 Q. I mean, I guess, did the doctor or the owner 24 
25 of the building or anyone say, "There is a stairway and 25 
[Page 84] 
1 here is where it is"? 1 
2 A. I don't recall if I knew that. 2 
3 Q. And that's what I'm getting at. 3 
4 So you're at the top of the stairway? 4 
5 A. Correct. 5 
6 Q. Can you see down -- or is it too dark? 6 
7 A. I could see down ifl stuck my head around, 7 
8 but not knowing if anybody was there -- what we did was 8 
9 we had part of the Search Team that secured that portion 9 
10 of the stairs as we continued our search, and then we 10 
11 came back to where they were at. So we weren't peeking 11 
12 down the stairs because we didn't know who was down 12 
13 there. 13 
14 Eventually, once I had Ruwa on the threshold 14 
15 of the stairway, then I looked down, saw that there were 15 
16 stairs, and I could see that it was lit at the bottom of 16 
17 the stairs. 17 
18 Q. Was there a door at the bottom of the stairway? 18 
19 A. From our angle, I don't believe I saw any doors 19 
20 until I got further down the stairs. 20 
21 Q. Well, what I'm trying to get to is when you 21 
22 gave the third or the fourth command or warning, where 22 
23 were you located? 23 
24 A. At the top of the stairs. 24 
25 Q. Okay. And were you at a point at the top of 25 
[Page 85] 
the stairs where you could see down the stairs? 
A. Not initially. Initially, I had Ruwa --
he was at the top of the stairs where he could see down 
and -- because if I start giving those announcements and 
there is a suspect in there that potentially has a gun 
and I'm standing right there in the threshold of that 
hallway and they pop out, bad things can happen. 
So initially I give him the command from 
around the comer. Then once there's no response, then 
I peeked around the comer, looked down the hallway --
excuse me -- down the stairs, saw that it was lit, and 
then sent him down the stairs. 
Q. Okay. How many stairs? 
A. I would say maybe 10 to 12, roughly. 
Q. Okay. One of the factors that you're considering 
in terms of-- I mean, to be fair, you want this person 
that you're looking for to hear you and come? 
A. I want them to give up --
Q. Right. 
A. -- and acknowledge their presence, surrender, 
something -- yes. 
Q. Okay. And in looking down the stairway, was 
it open or were there walls? 
A. The sides of the stairs were walled. 
Q. And did the walls go to the ceiling? 
[Page 86] 
A. Yes. I would say that they were walled in --
from the top of the stairs to the bottom of the stairs, 
I would guesstimate 10 to 12 feet. 
Q. Okay. So you gave the warning, and then you 
gave a command to Ruwa to go down the stairs? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And did you observe him, the dog, go down 
the stairs? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did he do when he got to the bottom 
of the stairs? 
A. He turned left or right -- I don't recall 
which way he went. 
Q. Okay. And then what did he do? 
A. He was down there. He was searching. At some 
point, he finally went into a bark alert. 
Q. Okay. And when you say, "bark alert," how 
do you -- what did that mean to you? 
A. He's barking. 
Q. Barking repeatedly, or once, or --
A. No. It's repetitively. It's a different bark. 
I'm not sure if you have dogs --
Q. I do. I have a lot of whimpering. 
A. If you have a dog -- if somebody is coming up 
your driveway, you know, they have a different bark as 
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to if they're hungry or they want to go outside. 1 suspects is still there. We have a blind comer looking 
When our dogs -- and I'm speaking specifically 
about Ruwa. When he goes into a bark alert, it's more 
of a rhythmic just, "Woof, woof, woof, woof." 
2 down the staircase, so I have no idea who could possibly 
3 be down there lying in wait. 
4 I don't know what Ruwa is doing at that time 
Q. Okay. 
A. Then at some point he will stop. He's trying 
5 or where he's at. So I'm giving him the command to actually 
6 find that person -- or apprehend the person. 
to find a back door in. But that bark and that rhythmic 
bark indicates to me that he is smelling the odor of a 
human. 
7 I don't want him to get stabbed or shot -- or 
8 any of us officers, as well -- so the safest means to do 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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20 
21 
22 
23 
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25 
Q. Okay. So that was an alert to you that he 
found somebody? 
9 that is to actually have him make contact with our suspect 
or suspects as opposed to just barking. 10 
11 Odor does strange things. There's certain 
A. Well, that he smelled somebody, not found. 
Q. Okay. And I don't-- maybe there's no -- I don't 
know if there's a difference or not, but, of course, it 
could be he smells the scent of nobody there? 
12 things called "chimney effect" where somebody could 
actually be on this side of the room and, depending on 13 
A. Correct. 
14 the conditions in the room -- weather, air vents drawing 
and sucking -- they could be here, and their odor could 
actually go up, travel across the ceiling, and fall on 
15 
16 
Q. Okay. All right. 17 that side of the room. 
18 
19 
20 
We have seen dogs numerous times where they're 
actually barking at a blank wall. They've located the 
source of that odor, and they're barking at the blank wall, 
A. I guess kind of an analogy would be again if 
somebody is up -- hiding up in the attic here, and he 
came in and that odor was dropping down through these 
ceiling tiles, he has located that person's odor, but he 21 and the suspect is over here. 
is yet to find them because he has no idea where they're 
at, other than he's smelling that odor in the room. 
22 The reason for me giving him his bite command 
23 is if he's encountering something like that, that he'll, 
Q. You have never been in this building before? 
A. The dental office, no. 
24 you know, kind of change his focus and start using, you 
25 know, either his eyes or his ears, as opposed to just 
[Page 88] 
1 Q. So you don't know where he is or what he's -- 1 
2 you know, where he's alerting? 2 
3 A. No. I just know he's downstairs. 3 
4 Q. Okay. So after that, when he has smelled the 4 
5 odor, what happens next? 5 
6 A. Once he's barking? 6 
7 Q. Yes. 7 
8 A. Then I give him the -- give him his bite command 8 
9 trying to encourage him to actually locate the source of 9 
10 that odor. 10 
11 Q. Okay. And did you do that? 11 
12 A. Yes. 12 
13 Q. And what is the bite command? 13 
14 A. It's Stellin, S-t-e-1-1-i-n. It's a Dutch command. 14 
15 Q. And at the point that he has detected the odor 15 
16 and then after you give the bite command, what does the 16 
17 team do? 17 
18 A. We're all staying up -- we're staying out of 18 
19 view stacked up at the top of the staircase. 19 
20 Q. Okay. And then take it from there. Is that 20 
21 when you hear -- well, what do you hear next? 21 
22 A. I hear him barking -- and then again, based on 22 
23 the totality of everything, not knowing if we have one 23 
24 suspect -- well, we know we have one suspect that's not 24 
25 compliant and was seen armed -- the potential for multiple 25 
[Page 89] 
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his nose, which can allow the dog to, you know, tum his 
head and go, "Oh, there's the suspect there." 
Q. So you give the bite command? 
A. Okay. 
Q. And then what happens after that? 
A. After I gave the bite command --
Q. Right. 
A. -- there's a pause for like a matter of maybe 
a few seconds, and then at that point then I could hear 
screaming. 
Q. And when you started to hear the screaming, 
what did the team do? 
A. Initially, to the best of my recollection, 
I gave a command for the suspect to call out, to surrender 
or something of that nature, and just heard her continued 
screaming. 
Then we made our way down the staircase. 
Q. Okay. Then who was the first one down? 
A. Me. 
Q. And when you turned, whichever way you turned --
1 assume you turned? 
A. Yes, I believe it was down and then almost --
Q. I can show you a photo. It's going to be to 
the left, but -- it's not a big secret -- but you turned, 
and what did you see? 
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1 A. I saw a bathroom door that was open a few inches, 
2 and I could see a torso of a human, which I assumed was 
3 female just based on the screams, and I could see Ruwa. 
4 Q. Okay. So where was Ruwa? 
5 A. In the bathroom with the suspect. 
6 Q. Was he completely inside? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And so you knew the suspect was inside? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And the door was open approximately how far? 
11 A. Probably about like that, seven or eight inches, 
12 roughly. 
13 Q. Okay. And then what happened? Eventually, 
14 the door gets shut? 
15 A. The door closed. 
16 Q. And does the door swing into the bathroom or 
17 swing out? 
18 A. It swings in from right to left. 
19 Q. Okay. And so Ruwa is in the bathroom, the 
20 door is closed, he's got the bite command, and the 
21 suspect is screaming? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And at that point with the door closed, can 
24 you give a command to stop biting? 
25 A. Yes. 
1 to bite only -- or to differentiate between parts of the 
2 body. 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. So he's not, you know, trained to only bite an 
5 arm or only bite a leg? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. He will bite wherever he bites? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And so, you know, certainly with the door closed 
10 in there, one of the risks that this person was facing 
11 is that this dog might bite her in the neck? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And that's a known to the Department and to 
14 you as a trainer? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. Okay. Is there anything that you do to try to 
17 take that into consideration? If a dog bites -- strike that. 
18 Would you agree with me that if a dog bites 
19 somebody on the neck, you know, the potential for death 
20 goes up significantly? 
21 A. I don't know about death. I mean, I'm not 
22 adoctor. 
23 I would think that the risk -- the nature of 
24 the injury could be even more substantial if bitten in 
25 the neck, depending on how the bite was. 
[Page 92] [Page 94] 
1 Q. Will he follow that if he's not -- ifhe can't 1 If it was just a frontal bite with just a 
2 see you? 2 little bit ofneck, that would be no riskier than, 
3 A. Yes. We train that almost weekly. 3 you know, on the leg. 
4 Q. One of the officers wrote in his report that 4 If it was a full mouth bite over the esophagus, 
5 he had to get the door open so that you could give him 5 then you obviously would have the potential for risk. 
6 commands. 6 So it would just depend -- the factors of how 
7 A. No. I could give him commands, but before I 7 much of the neck was being bit, but I would say that the 
8 gave him the command to release, we needed to get the 8 neck is a more vital target and more risk than other 
9 door open. 9 body parts. 
10 Our concern at that point was still we have a 10 Q. Okay. You know, anything that punctures or 
11 suspect who was seen with a knife. Again, just because 11 opens up a vein to the point where, you know, somebody 
12 the dog is biting one suspect, we don't know if there's 12 could bleed out? 
13 another suspect that's in there, as well. So we can't 13 A. Could be. It could be bad, yes. 
14 just run down and swing the door open. 14 Q. And the dog is not trained to differentiate or 
15 Q. I understand. My question, though, is that 15 to, you know, avoid that? 
16 the officer that suggested in his report that the reason 16 A. No. 
17 to get the door open was so that you could give him 17 Q. Okay. 
18 commands, that's not necessarily accurate because you 18 A. And that's why we do all of those other factors 
19 can give him commands even though the door is closed? 19 beforehand, because that potential is there. So we try 
20 A. Correct. 20 to eliminate and make it -- you know, lower the risk for 
21 Q. And you will expect that he will respond to 21 all involved by doing all the things mentioned. 
22 those commands? 22 Q. I understand. Orie of the officers was ultimately 
23 A. Correct. 23 able to open the door? 
24 Q. Okay. One of the things that Sergeant Likes 24 A. Yes. 
25 talked about this morning was that the dogs are not trained 25 Q. And, as I read the record, it was by using a shield? 
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1 A. He didn't use the shield to open the door. 1 Q. Okay. Then you say, "Seconds later I gave 
2 He had the shield and pushed the door -- kind of using -- 2 Ruwa the command to release and lay down, which he did"? 
3 he was using the shield for protection if somebody was 3 A. Yes. 
4 in there that, you know, if they had a weapon. So he 4 Q. How many times did you give the command to release? 
5 was using that as protection and at the same time pushing 5 A. Several. I don't remember how many, but I 
6 the door open. 6 gave him several. 
7 Q. And that actually raises a question: 7 Q. Okay. Was there a period of time that-- was 
8 One of the things that -- the team, when it went in, 8 there a delay from the first command to release to when 
9 you had an officer with a shield? 9 he actually did? 
10 A. Yes. 10 A. No. He let go and laid down. 
11 Q. But only one? One shield? 11 Then Officer Rapp was standing at the threshold 
12 A. Yes. 12 of the door with the shield with his legs spread. I had 
13 Q. Were you guys wearing -- were they flight jackets? 13 to give him commands to exit the bathroom and come out, 
14 A. Our bulletproof vests. 14 crawl through Officer Rapp's legs, past the several other 
15 Q. Oh, your bulletproof vests. 15 officers that were on the Search Team, and then back to 
16 A. Yes. 16 my position. 
17 Q. It's Standard Operating Procedure to wear those, 17 Q. And the command for release is what? 
18 anyway; right? 18 A. "Off," o-f-f. That's the command to release, 
19 A. Yes. 19 and it's the command to lay down. So when I say, "Off," 
20 Q. Any other forms of protection that the officers -- 20 he lets go and lays down. That way, if a suspect 
21 or at least you were wearing? 21 produces a weapon or starts to fight or flee, we can 
22 A. That I was wearing? 22 immediately reengage. 
23 Q. Yes. 23 Q. Okay. And in the audio -- and maybe you 
24 A. That's all I have, other than a helmet. 24 haven't listened to it recently, but I'll represent to 
25 Q. Were you wearing the helmet? 25 you that there are multiple commands -- what sound like 
[Page 96] [Page 98] 
1 A. No -- and the reason being it actually prevents 1 the release command. 
2 your hearing -- your hearing isn't as great -- so I 2 A. Yes. The release and lay down. 
3 opted not to use it so if somebody was calling out to 3 Q. Okay. But it's your recollection that he let 
4 surrender, that I would hear that better. 4 go and released his bite right after the first command? 
5 Q. Okay. When the door opened -- in your report 5 A. Yes. 
6 you say that you saw that Ruwa was biting her right arm? 6 Q. Okay. What did you observe of Ms. James after 
7 A. Yes. 7 Ruwa had released her and then left the bathroom? 
8 Q. But you couldn't see her hands to see if she 8 A. After he apprehended her, I recalled him back 
9 was still armed, "-- and she ignored my commands to 9 to my position. 
10 show me her hands"? 10 Then officers on the Search Team were able to 
11 A. Correct. 11 handcuff her and escorted her up the stairs. 
12 Q. Okay. And the reason for telling this person 12 Q. Did you actually observe her in the bathroom? 
13 to show their hands -- well, let's back up. 13 A. No -- well, except for the time when the dog 
14 A fairly chaotic situation. I've heard the audio. 14 was apprehending her and we were releasing. At that 
15 So it's a fairly chaotic situation; agreed? 15 point, I did. 
16 A. Yes. 16 Then I moved down the hallway where I recalled 
17 Q. Screaming, yelling by the officers, the dog. 17 him back to my position. 
18 So lots going on? 18 We had the entire downstairs, except for this 
19 A. Correct. 19 one little area, was the only area that was searched. 
20 Q. And one of the reasons you want to see the 20 So we had numerous rooms and dark hallways that were --
21 hands is so that you have the peace of mind that she's 21 there were no lights on. At that point, I was covering 
22 not capable of attacking either the dog or the officers? 22 those waiting for the Entry Team to remove the suspect 
23 A. Mainly, the officers. An officer is eventually 23 out and continue our search. 
24 going to have to go in and handcuff her, so we want to 24 Q. When you first observed James and gave the 
25 make sure that the hands are clear. 25 command to release, was she on the toilet? Was she on 
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the floor? 
A. On the floor. 
Q. Was she lying down? Was she sitting up? 
A. She appeared to be lying down on the floor right --
the door had to be pushed, and it actually moved her and 
the dog a little bit once the door was open. 
Q. And when you say you couldn't see her hands, 
why not? 
A. It was a dark bathroom. There was no light on. 
Q. Okay. 
A. So the bathroom was pitch black, and the door 
was not fully open at that time. 
Q. And you have no knowledge as to whether the 
light was on before Ruwa went in there? 
A. No. 
Q. We don't know if the light was on before, or 
if the light was turned down during what happened while 
they were inside, or if it was turned off some time 
later? 
A. No idea. When the door -- when I went down 
the stairs and saw the door open six to eight inc~es, 
it was dark in there. 
Then when the door was pushed all the way open, 
it was still dark. There was no -- there was no light 
on in the bathroom at any time when I saw it. 
[Page 100] 
1 Q. Okay. Was Ruwa's positioning a factor at all 
2 in your inability to see her hands? 
3 A. No. The darkness and the lack of the door 
4 being open were. 
5 Q. So his body didn't obscure her hands at all? 
6 A. Actually, if I could restate that. 
7 His body, the darkness, the positioning, Officer 
8 Rapp with the shield, all those kind of prevented it. 
9 The whole time, from the time I heard her 
10 screaming to the time I removed Ruwa from the bite, was 
11 just a matter of seconds. It was well under a minute, 
12 as well. 
13 Q. Well, we can actually figure out exactly how 
14 long it was because we have the audio. 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. Then after they placed the handcuffs -- so 
17 what they do is you have the dog inside, as you've 
18 described, and then the other officers are involved in 
19 having her lie down, put her hands behind her back, and 
20 she's handcuffed and then taken out? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And she's taken out a door downstairs. Do you 
23 recall that? 
24 A. Right. I don't know which door -- where she 
25 was taken out. 
[Page 101] 
1 Q. So you don't know if they took her back up 
2 or if they took her out a door downstairs? 
3 A. No. I was still surveilling all the areas 
4 that needed to be searched. 
5 Q. Okay. So you completed that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. And then you cleared the rest of the 
8 area, and you didn't find anybody else? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Did you ever observe personally the knife that 
11 she was supposedly armed with? 
12 A. I did not, no. 
13 Q. When you cleared the basement area, then what 
14 do you do? Do you exit the building? 
15 A. After she was -- after the apprehension? 
16 Q. Right. 
17 A. Yes. After we finally ultimately cleared the 
18 entire top and bottom, then I made my way back out to 
19 the door and put Ruwa in the car. 
20 Q. Okay. And did you talk to her at any point in 
21 time thereafter? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. You went to the hospital? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And did you talk to her there? 
[Page 102] 
1 A. No. 
2 
3 
Q. When you exited the building and took Ruwa 
back to the car, was the ambulance still there? 
4 A. I don't recall. 
5 Q. Because you never even saw her, let alone 
6 talked to her? 
7 A. I saw her at the hospital. 
8 Q. But you didn't talk to her? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. One of the things that you are required to do 
11 is fill out a contact form that shows where, you know, 
12 where she was bitten? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And you did that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And how did you obtain that information? 
17 A. The information where she was bit? 
18 Q. Yes. 
19 A. I saw her in the hospital bed. 
20 Q. Okay. So you're in the hospital room with her --
21 A. No. I'm outside. In the Emergency Room there's 
22 multiple beds with curtains that are there. She was at 
23 Saint Alphonsus. I, at one point, walked in to the bed 
24 where she was at. 
25 Q. So Exhibit No. 6 that I marked this morning is 
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1 the Canine Unit Contact Diagram; correct? 1 
2 A. Correct. 2 
3 Q. And that's what you filled out? 3 
4 A. Yes. 4 
5 Q. So just tell me what you did and how you found -- 5 
6 you know, what you did in order to fill that document out. 6 
7 A. While she was in the hospital, in the hospital 7 
8 bed, I entered the curtain area where the bed was while 8 
9 she was being tended to by the medical personnel and 9 
10 observed the injuries that she had at that time. 10 
11 I never spoke to her or interviewed her, but 11 
12 I just observed. 12 
13 Q. Did you ask the doctors to assist you in 13 
14 identifying where the puncture marks were or the bite 14 
15 marks or whatever. 15 
16 A. 1 was watching them triage her, so I was 16 
17 observing. They were the ones that were looking for the 17 
18 injuries. These are the ones that I saw while I was 18 
19 there. (Indicating.) 19 
20 Q. Okay. So she may have had more; you just 20 
21 didn't see them? 21 
22 A. Possibly. 22 
23 Q. But those are the ones that you personally saw? 23 
24 A. These are the ones that I personally saw, yes. 24 
25 Q. All right. And then eventually you leave the 25 
[Page 104] 
the doctor about the incident? 
A. No. Not at all, no. 
Q. Okay. Since that-- and then eventually,just 
to make sure I'm clear, you talked to Likes. Did you 
talk to Hunsaker? 
A. I believe I -- I don't remember the conversation, 
but just letting him know because he was a CSS that we 
needed photos of a dog bite and that she was in bed 
such-and-such. 
Q. Okay. What were your observations of her 
while she was in the bed? 
A. She was laying there. She was hard to understand, 
mumbling her words, slurring her words. 
I could see the injuries here. 
I noticed that it appeared she had what I 
would use the term as "Meth sores" on her face and arms. 
She appeared to be under the influence of 
alcohol. She smelled of alcohol. 
I was fairly close to her bed, but I did not 
interview her because she was -- the hospital staff was 
having difficulties trying to communicate with her. 
Q. Did she seem to be in pain? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she ever make any comments about the fact 
that she worked at the dental office? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Did you talk to anybody at the hospital? 
A. Sergeant Likes. 
Q. Okay. And is that where you -- well, if 
Sergeant Likes was at the hospital, you obviously would 
have advised him earlier that you were deployed and you 
apprehended --
A. Correct. He is the canine supervisor, so I 
made notification to him of the apprehension. 
He subsequently responded to the hospital, 
and I briefed him on the incident. 
I believe -- "Officer" at the time --
now Sergeant Hunsaker was there also to photograph. 
Q. Okay. Then anybody else that you spoke to 
at the hospital? 
A. The doctor -- one of the nurses, I believe. 
I just got the doctor who was treating her and the 
patient ID number. I don't know who that -- if it was --
1 don't know their position or title -- or if it was a 
nurse or who that would have been. 
Q. Other than what I will call "administrative 
information" --you know, name and serial number and 
that type of thing -- did you have any conversations of 
substance with any of the -- with either the nurse or 
[Page 105] 
2 just kind of mumbling. I didn't hear any actual words 
3 that she spoke. 
4 Q. Who was the officer -- was there an officer at 
5 the scene, at the dental place, who was considered to be 
6 the officer in charge or --
7 A. Lieutenant Schoenborn ultimately would have 
8 been what we called the "Incident Commander." 
9 Q. And that's because of his rank? 
10 A. Correct. He was the Watch Commander at the time. 
11 Q. Do you have any idea -- I'm assuming you have 
12 no knowledge as to what time he got there and who would 
13 have been in charge prior to him? 
14 A. I don't know, no. I could look at the CAD and 
15 tell you what the CAD printout says. 
16 Q. That's fine. Eventually, you leave the hospital? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Have we covered everybody you talked to there? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And do you then go off that particular call, 
21 back on duty or --
22 A. Yes. At that point, I don't know -- I'd have 
23 to look at my Unit History to find out ifl went back to 
24 the station to start the report or I went on to another 
25 call. I don't know. 
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1 Q. It doesn't matter, but for the purposes of 
2 what happened in this case --
3 A. I was done. 
4 Q. You were done? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. And from that day until today, have you 
7 ever had contact with Melene James? 
8 A. I have not. 
9 Q. Okay. I've got one other area that I need to 
10 cover. Hopefully, we can do it fairly quickly, but 
11 let's take another quick five-minute break. 
12 MR. MUIR: Sounds good. 
13 (Recess taken.) 
14 MR. BUSH: Back on the record. 
15 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer, I'm going to hand you 
16 Exhibit No. 1, which we marked this morning. I just 
17 wanted you to look at the front page. 
18 As I understand it, that's what was termed as 
19 a "face page" for a Use of Force Report. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And it appears that the form requires your 
22 review and at least initial; is that correct? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. So your initials appear on that form? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And--
A. I see my name, employee number, and date. 
Q. Yes. So in protocol, that's something that 
you're required to review? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And do you review it for substance? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so does your signature on the document 
reflect that you agree with the information that's 
contained therein? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Were you part of any of the interviews 
of the -- other than, you know, you were interviewed, 
it appears, by Sergeant Likes; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And it indicates that that interview -- do you 
know when that occurred? When did that interview occur? 
A. I do not know. Well, I believe -- and you 
would have to ask Sergeant Likes -- but I believe I had 
the incident, gave him my report, spoke to him at the 
hospital and debriefed him of the incident. 
After that, he prepared this. I don't recall 
any actual other interview, other than that. 
Q. I've got to back that up a little bit because 
you said you "Gave him my report" and then "debriefed 
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1 him of the incident"? 
2 A. I submitted my report to him. 
3 So I debriefed at the hospital --
4 Q. And then gave him your report? 
5 A. -- and I submitted report after that. 
6 Q. Right. 
7 A. I don't recall if there was any other interview 
8 or briefing of him regarding this incident. I think I 
9 gave him everything that night and then, based on that, 
10 he prepared this document here. 
11 Q. Okay. And there were interviews of-- I think 
12 it was Officer Barber. Were you part or privy to that 
13 at all? 
14 A. No. The only one that I'm aware ofis the one 
15 between he and I. 
16 Q. Okay. So you did not -- so I guess what I'm 
17 saying is you were not the person that conducted an 
18 interview of Officer Barber? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. You were not the person that interviewed 
21 Ms. James? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Hendricks? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Or Brewster? 
[Page 110] 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. Okay. So let's talk about -- let's go to the 
3 policies for a minute. 
4 In the Canine Policy, page 3 under Canine Unit 
5 Utilization, it says, "Canine teams are available to 
6 conduct building searches for offenders in hiding." 
7 Do you see that? 
8 A. I do. 
9 Q. At the time that the decision to deploy Ruwa 
10 was made, was there some belief that Ms. James, even 
11 though you didn't know who she was, was hiding? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And what was that based on? 
14 A. Based on the failure to respond to any of the 
15 announcements that were made. It was an ongoing opinion 
16 that I was, you know, forming after the first time with 
17 the PA announcements, then the second one that I made on 
18 the initial entry, then the third one, and then the 
19 fourth one. 
20 All of those -- it was kind of a fluid deal 
21 that made me believe that she was in hiding because she 
22 was never responding out --
23 Q. And to get back --
24 A. -- and not just her. I was assuming that --
25 not "assuming" -- but under the belief that there could 
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1 potentially be more than one suspect in there. 1 
2 Q. I apologize for interrupting you. 2 
3 So we kind of get back to this, you know, 3 
4 "What does deployment mean?" again. Okay? 4 
5 So when the decision was made to use Ruwa to 5 
6 enter the building -- actually, let me back up further. 6 
7 When the decision was made to take Ruwa out of 7 
8 the car, was there some belief that the person inside 8 
9 was hiding? 9 
10 A. At that point, yes. 10 
11 Q. And what was that based on? 11 
12 A. The fact that officers had been on-scene for 12 
13 quite some time, there's a broken shattered window, that 13 
14 there was an individual that was seen at one point and 14 
15 then never seen again -- 15 
16 Q. Okay. And what information did you-- sorry. 16 
17 A. -- and the fact that the entire building was 17 
18 dark, except the one lit room, and the individual never 18 
19 came back into that lit room. 19 
20 Q. Okay. Your statement that "the individual 20 
21 never came back into that lit room" is based on what? 21 
22 A. What my fellow officers on the scene told me. 22 
23 So after Officer Butler had witnessed her 23 
24 holding what he described as a knife, no one on-scene 24 
25 saw her after that point until we found her in the 25 
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1 bathroom. 1 
2 Q. Okay. Do you have knowledge -- or did you 2 
3 have knowledge -- as to where the officers were located 3 
4 and whether they were located in a position -- whether 4 
5 they could see her? Did you have that knowledge? 5 
6 A. Well, the ones on the northeast comer -- 6 
7 I knew there were officers there where that lit room was. 7 
8 The other ones, I don't know what their exact 8 
9 positions were. I don't know if they did or they did not. 9 
10 Q. Okay. Remember when I asked you earlier in 10 
11 the deposition when you got there and you met with the 11 
12 officers, you were out at the parking lot? 12 
13 A. Correct. 13 
14 Q. When you pulled up to where you were, did you 14 
15 see any officers anywhere in and around the building 15 
16 looking through windows? 16 
17 A. No. That would not be smart. 17 
18 Q. Okay. So if you're making an assumption that 18 
19 she's not seen, but it's not smart to look, then how do 19 
20 you know if she's hiding? 20 
21 A. Well, it was dark, so the one room that was 21 
22 lit -- somebody would have obviously been able to see 22 
23 her enter that room. The rest of the place was dark. 23 
24 I guess, to answer your question, without them -- 24 
25 I don't know what they were doing. Me personally, I could 25 
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speak to what I would do. I would not be peering 
through dark windows. 
Q. And I get that. I guess what I'm saying is --
and I'm not trying to challenge you --
A. No, I don't take it -- I just don't know what 
everybody did. 
Q. What I'm really trying to figure out is when 
you make a -- when you pull the dog out of the car and 
you're saying that part of the consideration is we 
thought the suspect was hiding, I'm trying to figure out 
what that's based on. 
So if the response is, "Well, nobody saw her," 
then my question is, "Were they looking for her?" and, 
if so, who and where were they looking? I just want to 
know if you have that information. 
A. I don't have the location of specific positions. 
I don't even -- I can't even say they were 
looking for her. If they were doing the right thing at 
the right time, they should be looking for her. They 
should be keeping a view on the building, looking for 
movement, looking for lights in a safe manner, obviously. 
It would be foolish for them to go up to a 
dark glass window and start peering in. They should be 
observing and looking and trying to find anything. 
For me personally, no one made any 
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notifications to me or anybody on-scene that they had 
seen or heard anything other than when Butler first saw 
her with the knife. 
Q. Okay. And, I mean, obviously, one of the things 
that the perimeter is designed to do, as we've talked about, 
is to see if someone exits the building? 
A. Correct -- to prevent escape and keep containment. 
Q. Do you have personal knowledge, Officer, as to 
where any single particular officer was located at any 
given point in time prior to, you know, going in with 
the Entry Team? 
I know you've got the three officers that 
you're talkµig to in the parking lot, so that's probably 
not a fair question because you knew where they were, 
but in terms of officers who had their eyes on the 
building, do you have any personal knowledge as to who 
was where and what could be seen? 
A. I have a general knowledge, just -- I mean, 
it's hearsay. I was told by assist units and then heard 
radio traffic from other officers indicating where they 
were at. 
Exact positioning on the building, I don't know, 
but to me it sounded like they were on the south side of 
the southwest comer of the building. 
Q. Okay. The Dispatch is all going to be recorded, 
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1 so we're going to know what you were able to hear over 1 
2 the radio. 2 
3 A. I don't know if they recorded everything. 3 
4 They recorded the main -- we have a main frequency, our 4 
5 main Dispatch channel, which is recorded when the calls 5 
6 are dispatched. 6 
7 When it goes to a side channel, I don't know 7 
8 if Dispatch records that or not. 8 
9 Q. Okay. 9 
10 A. So if they did, there should be, you know, 10 
11 from 17:22 until whenever the last unit terminated 11 
12 recording of that. I don't know if Dispatch recorded 12 
13 that or not. I have no way to even have that knowledge. 13 
14 I guess you would have to ask the Dispatch supervisor 14 
15 that. 15 
16 Q. Let's see ifl can ask it this way: 16 
17 Let me go back to some of the photos, and we 17 
18 will take a look at No. 1 and No. 2. Let's go ahead and 18 
19 mark those. 19 
20 (Exhibits 12 and 13 marked.) 20 
21 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Do you generally recognize 21 
22 Exhibit 1 (sic) or is this the first time you've ever 22 
23 seen it? 23 
24 A. No. 1 or No. 12? 24 
25 Q. Photo No. 1, which is Exhibit No. 12. Sorry. 25 
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1 A. Yes. It appears to be the basement of the 1 
2 dental office. 2 
3 Q. Okay. There's kind of like a window well there; 3 
4 ri~ 4 
5 A. Yes. 5 
6 Q. And if you look at Photo No. 2 -- and I'm not 6 
7 going to represent that this is the same well we're 7 
8 looking at in Photo No. 1 in Exhibit No. 13. 8 
9 Exhibit 13 is the photo we looked at earlier 9 
10 that may show the front of the building where you entered; 10 
11 correct? 11 
12 A. Well, I believe the front is going to be where 12 
13 it says, "Northview Dental," which is on the north side 13 
14 of the building. I'm determining that because the 14 
15 address is there, and it's a Northview address, so I'm 15 
16 assuming that is going to be the front, the north side. 16 
17 We actually made entry on the east side of the 17 
18 building. So it's not the front. It's the east side of 18 
19 the building. 19 
20 Q. Oh, okay. The side where you see there is the 20 
21 overhang there? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. But I guess my question is this: 23 
24 The location of the window and the well -- 24 
25 and if you look at Exhibit No. 13, it appears that there 25 
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is a railing; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then down below, it appears that there 
are windows? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that those windows would look into the 
basement? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. So is it a fair statement that unless 
you are standing either at or near the railing, you're 
not going to be able to see inside the basement from a 
distance --
A. From a distance --
Q. -- at least based on those photos? 
A. Yes. Based on these, I would say that would 
sound accurate. 
Q. So if an officer in the perimeter is standing 
ten feet away from the building, if the building is all 
like what's depicted in these photos, they're not going 
to be able to see inside the basement? 
A. I would think that would probably depend on 
the officer's height. If he's a short officer, I'd say 
ten feet away they would. Ifit was a tall officer, 
they might be able to. 
Q. Well, we can figure that out, but I guess at 
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any point in time when you were on-scene before you took 
Ruwa out of the car, did you see any officers standing 
at or near the railings of the building --
A. No. 
Q. -- so they were at a point where they could 
see inside? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
A. If when I got there, everybody was -- if I 
could refer to Exhibit 11 -- the people that I saw were 
congregated up here on the northeast comer. 
Q. Up by where you marked the patrol car? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you don't know where the officers were 
exactly, the other officers? 
A. The other officers, no. 
Q. But from that, I also take it you didn't 
observe somebody on that northeast comer standing by 
the railing looking into the building? 
A. Correct. It was dark, so there might have 
been an officer up there, but I don't remember seeing 
anybody. I didn't observe that. 
Q. Okay. In this Canine Unit Utilization, when 
we were talking about that, dogs can be used to conduct 
building searches for offenders in hiding, to assist in 
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1 the arrest or prevent the escape of a serious -- I think 
2 there's probably a typo in this policy --
3 A. There is, yes. 
4 Q. -- it says, "serious 'of' violent offender." 
5 A. There is. 
6 Q. But at the point that you were there and 
7 before you took Ruwa out of the car, did you have any 
8 information that this person was a violent offender? 
9 A. No, I don't think anybody knew that they were 
10 violent, but it goes on to say, "protect officers--" 
11 Q. I'm getting there. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So as far as --
14 A. Yes, it would be unknown. 
15 Q. Okay. They are available to protect officers 
16 and others from death or serious injury? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. And is that one of the factors that you considered 
19 in deciding to take Ruwa out of the car? 
20 A. Yes--
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. -- as well as the first sentence, too, with 
23 "offenders in hiding." 
24 Q. Yes. We talked about that--
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Okay. So my first question is, is that --
2 you know, earlier we were talking about when you deploy 
3 the dog. One of the things that you did here is you 
4 deployed the dog with the intent to locate and apprehend 
5 the person that was in the building? 
6 A. Not necessarily, no. I deployed the dog with --
7 my main intent would be to hopefully get a peaceful surrender 
8 with the presence of the dog. 
9 Q. Sure, but that would be an apprehension. If 
10 the person responded to your "Come out or we're going to 
11 send the dog in." 
12 A. It counts as an apprehension --
13 Q. Right. 
14 A. -- one in which they weren't bit. Correct. 
15 Q. And the command or the warning that says, 
16 "Come out. I've got a dog, and I'm going to send it in 
17 if you don't come out," is a deployment? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. So that's a use of force per the policy? 
20 A. Per the policy, I would agree with you. 
21 I believe it's not written correctly -- the 
22 way the Supreme Courts -- the Ninth Circuit, the Sixth 
23 Circuit -- I can't state the exact cases right now. I 
24 can provide those, if need be, but the presence of a dog 
25 is not a use of force. 
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Q. -- and I tried to get -- I think I understand 1 It's just like me walking into a scene with 
a gun, a baton, a taser, pepper spray isn't a use 
of force. 
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what your position is and why you thought she was hiding. 2 
A. Correct. 3 
Q. Okay. And my point being that -- well, strike 4 
that. It doesn't matter what my point is. 5 
You have told me the information that you had 6 
available to you and that you considered before you took 7 
Ruwa out of the car that led you to the belief that this 8 
person may be hiding; correct? 9 
A. Correct, coupled with the information I received 10 
after he was out of the car, as well. 11 
Q. I understand, but all I'm focused on now is 12 
the decision to pull this dog out of the car. 13 
A. Yes. That would be correct. 14 
Q. All right. So if you go to No. 3 of the 15 
Canine Unit Utilization, it says, "The deployment of a 16 
police canine for the location and apprehension of a 17 
suspect is a use of force"; correct? 18 
Well, let's read No. 3, "Canine Unit Utilization" 19 
on page 3 of the Standard Operating Policy. 20 
A. Okay. "The deployment of a police canine for 21 
the location and apprehension of a suspect is a use of 22 
force and shall conform to the Department's principles 23 
of escalation and de-escalation of force guidelines as 24 
outlined in BP Policy and Procedures Manual 1.01.00." 25 
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Q. According to your policy --
A. According to my policy, it sounds to me like 
it is, yes. The way that it's written, I would agree. 
Q. Okay. And then it says,"-- shall conform to 
the Department's principles of escalation and de-escalation 
of force guidelines." Do you know what they are? 
A. They're in the "Use of Force" section. 
Q. Can you help me understand -- I did this with 
Sergeant Likes, but in the Use of Force Guidelines --
A. Do you want me to refer to it or just tell you 
what 1--
Q. Yes. Can you tell me in the Use of Force 
Guidelines where it talks about the escalation and the 
de-escalation? 
A. That's referring to a completely different 
section here. So that's going to be a section in our 
manual that's not in the Use of Force section here. 
It's a different section. It's --
Q. Now, it refers to -- I'm sorry. 
A. -- 1.01.00, which is --
Q. If you look at the first page --
A. The first page is 1.01.01. So it's not the --
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we don't have 1.01.00. 
Q. Okay. Let's go off the record for a minute. 
(Discussion off the record.) 
MR. BUSH: Back on the record. Let me go back 
on the record and ask the officer a question. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) When the Standard Operating 
Procedure for canines refers to "Department's principles 
of escalation and de-escalation of force guidelines," 
I mean, are you familiar with the policy that refers to --
that has guidelines for escalation and de-escalation of 
force? 
A. I know it's somewhere. I mean, the escalation 
basically is similar to somebody surrendering and complying 
or you are able to overcome their resistance yourself, 
all force shall stop. 
Q. And I understand that you may have an understanding 
what the policy says --
A. You're just asking, "Where is that?" 
Q. I'm asking, is there really a policy that uses 
the words "escalation, de-escalation" as guidelines, is 
that -- I'm trying to find out what this refers to. 
A. Yes. I mean, if it's a typo, it's referring 
to the first portion of the use of force. If it's not a 
typo, it's referring to another portion of the Manual. 
MR. MUIR: Let's take a quick break. 
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1 I'll run up and have my paralegal look and see 1 
2 if there is such a thing. 2 
3 MR. BUSH: That's fine. I think that's safer 3 
4 because if there is one, I don't want to have to come 4 
5 back for ten minutes to talk to him about it. 5 
6 MR. MUIR: Give me five minutes, I will see 6 
7 what can I find. 7 
8 (Recess taken.) 8 
9 (Discussion held off the record.) 9 
10 MR. BUSH: Go back on the record for a minute, 10 
11 and I will tell you what my question will be and you can 11 
12 go from there. 12 
13 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) My question is, in the Canine 13 
14 Unit Utilization, paragraph 3 on page 3, it refers to 14 
15 "The Department's principles of escalation and de-escalation 15 
16 of force guidelines." Do you know what that refers to? 16 
17 A. I don't see it in the actual use of force. 17 
18 I know our use of force is based off the 18 
19 Supreme Court decision of Graham vs. Connor, which 19 
20 articulates the escalation and de-escalation of force. 20 
21 Q. Okay. 21 
22 A. I'm just assuming then that they have based it 22 
23 off of that Supreme Court ruling, but I don't -- I don't 23 
24 see anything where specifically it was written and talking 24 
25 about the escalation and de-escalation and referring to 25 
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the force involved. 
Q. Did you have involvement in drafting either 
the Canine -- well, the Canine Standard Operating 
Procedures and Policy? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you have any involvement in the Use of 
Force Policy --
A. No. 
Q. -- in drafting of the Use of Force Policy? 
A. No. 
Q. That was a poor question. 
So back to the Canine Standard Operating 
Procedure. Under "Area Searches and Tracking" on page 4, 
it talks about, "Police canines are available to locate 
suspects"; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that's what was going on in this situation; 
fair? 
A. Yes. The area search and tracking is a 
different type of deployment. 
Ours, the one that we were doing, was the 
building search. 
It's basically stating the Policy and Procedures 
when doing an area search or tracking, which is outdoors, 
as opposed to the building search indoors. 
Q. All right. Is that why it talks about --
A. I mean, some of it --
[Page 126] 
Q. It talks about an open area -- I guess my 
question is going to be because it talks about the canine 
handlers are supposed to keep the canine in sight during 
off leash searches? 
A. Yes. That's for an area search. The difference --
if I can elaborate on that? 
Q. Sure. 
A. The difference between the two is when we're in 
a building and it's contained, and we've made announcements 
and given every opportunity for anybody inside to surrender, 
ifwe don't have any response, we're now comfortable 
sending that dog into the building because it's a 
contained building -- as opposed to an area search when 
we're in a neighborhood where there's multiple homes, 
apartments, businesses, and so on and so forth, we have 
to keep the dog in sight at that time or during that 
type of a search because the difference is there could 
be a member of the public who happens to walk out their 
front door at the time we're searching a bush in a front 
yard, and we need to be able to see that and to call the 
dog off, you know, so we don't have an accidental bite. 
So there's a difference between a building 
search and an area search as far as keeping the dog in 
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sight. 
Also, I mean, that puts us at a disadvantage; 
however, it's to keep the public safe. 
Q. Well, yes, so -- basically, what you're saying 
is that policy doesn't apply to the situation in hand in 
this case? 
A. Oh, keeping the dog in sight? 
Q. Right. 
A. Yes. It only applies to open area searches --
not buildings. 
Q. Okay. Makes sense. 
I am assuming that you, as the canine handler, 
were not involved in the decisions with what Ms. James 
was going to be charged with? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. That would have been left to the 
Commanding Officer on-scene? 
A. It could -- and I'm just --
Q. I'm just trying to understand generally the 
protocol. 
A. I'm speaking just generally. 
It would be initially up to the primary officer 
who was handling the call, who it was assigned to, his 
entire investigation. 
If a detective was called in or not called in 
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1 would be a deciding factor, as well. 
2 So it can change just depending on "Do we have 
3 just the primary officer? Do we have detectives involved? 
4 Do we have information that was learned after the fact?" 
5 All those factors can change what somebody is 
6 charged with -- as well as to cooperation sometimes from --
7 I mean, not necessarily on a burglary, but drug charges. 
8 Oftentimes, suspects -- if it's a misdemeanor, drug 
9 paraphernalia, they might not get charged with that 
10 because they're providing information in the interest of 
11 justice to go after the drug dealer himself, but there's 
12 a lot of factors. I think I rambled there. Sorry. 
13 Q. Under the "Incident History" -- you referred 
14 to that earlier, but I want you to take a look at that. 
15 That is Exhibit 2. 
16 A. No 2. 
17 Q. If I'm reading this correctly, it appears as 
18 the comment, "The dog's away" -- is that-- what does 
19 that mean? I'm looking at the second page under --
20 A. That would be --
21 Q. -- entry at 18:19. 
22 A. That would be something -- a lot of times 
23 Dispatch we will have a Dispatcher that's actually 
24 monitoring the call itself, and they will do their 
25 version of shorthand, and they will actually be typing 
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1 narratives about the call. 
2 So ifl'm up on a building at the threshold 
3 of a door getting ready to deploy the dog inside the 
4 building or send him inside a building, often I will 
5 advise on the radio that, "The canine has just been 
6 deployed inside the building." 
7 Based on what I say or somebody else might 
8 have said, something of that nature, as well, the 
9 Dispatcher will type a little deal like -- I don't know 
10 if you see it on the second page -- "Grabbed a shield 
11 out of the back ofmy car." Somebody is saying that 
12 they have a 40-millimeter on-scene." 
13 So it's just the radio traffic that's being 
14 said -- there's a Dispatcher in there that's typing 
15 their version, I guess, a Dispatch shorthand of what's 
16 going on. 
17 Q. Right, and I get that. 
18 I guess my question is, can we read from this 
19 that at 18:19 an officer with the number 2511 -- who I 
20 think is Barber -- has communicated to Dispatch that 
21 "The dog's away" -- or communicated to someone which was 
22 picked up by Dispatch. 
23 A. I would say that would probably be roughly 
24 around the time, then, that the dog was sent in. 
25 Q. Okay . In the entry right above that at 18: 17 
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I there's an entry again from Officer 2511; is that correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And that's again -- if you want to confirm --
. 4 you don't have to, but I think it's Officer Barber -- it 
5 says, "We're going to make entry, make a canine announcement, 
6 and then search top floor. Lieutenant is going to watch 
7 front entry." 
8 So does that suggest that as of 18: 17, a decision 
9 had been made that they were going to make entry with 
10 the dog? 
11 A. At some point, yes. I don't know what the 
12 Dispatcher -- when they heard it and when they typed it, 
13 but that would be -- I'm not sure exactly how this works. 
14 Q. Okay. But one thing that-- !think if we're 
15 reading this correctly -- and ifl'm not reading it 
16 correctly and you don't think I am, let me know, but at 
17 least it tells us that as of 18:17, somebody -- we think 
18 it's Officer 2511 ·- advised Dispatch that, "We're going 
19 to make an entry"? 
20 A. Going to make an entry and yet to make an 
21 announcement. 
22 Q. Okay. And the decision may have been made 
23 earlier than that? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. But probably not later? 
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1 A. I would assume so. I would say that if they 1 
2 are saying that, that that's probably already been discussed 2 
3 and that they're putting that out over the air for 3 
4 Dispatch and perimeter units to know what's going on. 4 
5 Q. And your call number was it "K916"? 5 
6 A. Correct. 6 
7 Q. And it shows you -- when you got on-scene, did 7 
8 you do what you had to do with the computer or whatever 8 
9 to indicate that you were on-scene? 9 
10 A. To the best ofmy recollection. It shows me -- 10 
11 I got the call -- at 17:59 is when I went en route, at 11 
12 17:59. Then I went on-scene at 18:10. So it took me 12 
13 11 minutes to get there. 13 
14 Q. Okay. So if you're on-scene at 18:10 and by 14 
15 18:17 there's been notification to Dispatch that you are 15 
16 going to make entry, what we can conclude from that is 16 
17 that the decision to deploy or take the dog out of the 17 
18 car was made in basically that seven-minute period? 18 
19 A. I would say by looking at this, roughly, yes. 19 
20 Q. Okay. If you look at the entry just above your 20 
21 on-scene time· -- where it's "Misc 2511" and "A A dental lab"? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. That entry was made at 18:05, it appears -- 23 
24 or that communication. So about fiv~ minutes before you 24 
25 get there; is that correct? 25 
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1 A. That's about it, yes. I don't know what that's 1 
2 referring to. 2 
3 Q. Well, I'm not sure what it's referring to, 3 
4 either. We may or may not find out. 4 
5 Ifl understand your testimony earlier, you 5 
6 don't recall being advised that there was a dental lab 6 
7 in the basement? 7 
8 A.~ 8 
9 Q. And-- 9 
10 A. Unless the -- I mean, I don't recall. I would 10 
11 base my decision, though, on the dentist being there and 11 
12 him telling me "No one should be in that building," so -- 12 
13 Q. You didn't talk to the dentist -- 13 
14 A. No. 14 
15 Q. -- so the information you got was whatever 15 
16 some person said they said? 16 
17 A. Yes. Another officer interviewed the dentist 17 
18 who said, "Nobody should be in there -- in this building -- 18 
19 in any part of the building," and certainly not entering 19 
20 by breaking a window. 20 
21 So I relied on the information that the 21 
22 dentist gave that officer who told me, which would have 22 
23 been Barber -- actually, it was Barber, Kukla, and 23 
24 Butler who were all there when I got on-scene. 24 
25 MR. BUSH: Just a couple seconds and let me go 25 
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through my notes. I think I'm done. 
Let's go off the record. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
MR. BUSH: Let's go back on the record. 
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Officer, a couple of additional 
questions. 
We talked about the command to bite and the 
command to release, which is the same as the command to 
be down? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So, for example, when you were upstairs and 
you wanted Ruwa to be down, what did you say, "Oft"? 
A .. Oh, when we were going through the hallway? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Are there any other commands that you 
give, other than "Off' and the bite command? 
A. During this incident or just in general? 
Q. Well, let's say during the incident, I guess. 
A. I don't -- I would have to listen to my audio 
to recall which ones I did, but --
Q. Generally, what other types of commands are 
there? 
A. Well, they're "Recall" -- I can tell him to sit, 
I can tell him to let go, I can tell him to bark, 
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I can tell him to search for drugs, I can tell him to go 
out and do an area search, I can tell him to bite, I can 
tell him to heel. 
I can have him -- as we're walking, follow 
along on my left side without a leash or anything, just 
walking on my left side as we're walking along. 
I can give him a command to go from my left side --
to wrap around me and heel-up on my right side as we 
continue to walk. 
I can give him a command to search for an article --
like, you know, if somebody discarded a pocket knife, or 
a set of car keys, or something like that. 
Q. So what's the command for bark? 
A. "Loot," 1-o-o-t. That's a Dutch command. 
I can give him a command to jump up and jump 
through a window. 
Q. In one of the reports -- I think it's 
Officer Likes' report -- did you ever review his report 
prior to it being submitted? 
A. Yes, I signed off on it. I think I dated it 
when I signed it. 
Q. Well, you've got it. It's going to be Exhibit 
No. I. 
A. Yes. 
Q. So when you signed off on that, you sign-off 
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1 not only on the cover sheet, but also the narrative? 1 it up. I've seen him do that before on doors. I don't 
2 A. Yes -- on January 4th of 2011. 2 think it's that he's that smart; I think it's just he's 
3 Q. Okay. So you did review the narrative? 3 jumping up, and at some point his paw hit it, but --
4 A. Yes. 4 I mean, the door was either open or closed. I don't 
5 Q. Okay. And is your signature on the cover page 5 know which one it was. 
6 also a representation that you have reviewed and agreed 6 Q. What would have happened if after the door --
7 with the narrative? 7 because we know when you got down there the door was 
8 A. Yes. 8 partially open --
9 Q. Okay. So on the second page of the narrative, 9 A. Yes. 
10 BC000076, in the third paragraph from the top where it 10 Q. -- and then it closed, and there is a lot of 
11 says, "The room in which Melene was in does have a 11 activity going on inside that room. 
12 lever-type handle" -- go ahead and read that paragraph 12 A. Yes. 
13 for me because I have a question for you. 13 Q. What happens if that door has a lock on the 
14 A. "The room in which Melene was in does have a 14 inside and it locks, and you're locked out from the inside? 
15 lever-type handle. After Ruwa went on the bark alert, 15 A. Well, the first thing I would be doing was 
16 it is not known how the door was opened. Either Melene 16 giving commands to the suspect, "Do you surrender?" 
17 opened it or Ruwa was able to operate the lever by 17 Trying to get some kind of verbal compliance:; from them. 
18 jumping up and hitting it with his paw. This room 18 I don't want to have the dog in there, let him 
19 turned outto be a bathroom." 19 let go of a suspect who then could open the door and 
20 Q. Do you know what the source of that information is? 20 start shooting at us or shoot through the door. So I 
21 A. The source? It would have been during the 21 want to try to gain some type of verbal compliance. 
22 interview with myself and Sergeant Likes. 22 As a handler, that's an area where you have to 
23 Q. I mean, was that a conclusion that you had 23 use discretion if you have somebody who is being bit by 
24 reached, or is that Likes' conclusion, or do you know? 24 a dog, and they're screaming and there's no response as 
25 A. A combination. I would say mainly mine 25 you're trying to have dialogue with them. You have to 
[Page 136] [Page 138] 
1 because he's doing an investigation. 1 evaluate that in milliseconds and say, "Is this person 
2 I gave him the story, and he would have asked, 2 not answering me because they're still a threat, or are 
3 you know, "How did the dog --" He went into a bark 3 they ignoring me or are they being overwhelmed by the 
4 alert first, and as far as an explanation of why he went 4 dog?" So we take all of that into consideration. 
5 into bark alert, as opposed to actually going right into 5 In this situation if I heard that and gave her 
6 an apprehension, I mean, it can be many factors. It 6 commands and she didn't comply, which is exactly what 
7 could be that. 7 happened in this case, and the door would have locked, 
8 It could even be from me not seeing him, he 8 I would have given him -- ultimately given him the 
9 could have been initially barking -- like I said earlier 9 off command and had him lay down. 
10 with the chimney effect. He could have been barking 10 At that point, I could ask the suspect, 
11 completely on a different wall. 11 "Hey, can you open the door?" and the suspect could exit 
12 I'm assuming that it was the door, but it 12 the door or open the door and come out. That's one way 
13 could have been a wall on the other side of the hallway 13 to get them out. 
14 that he was barking at, which is another reason why I 14 If they are refusing to come out, now I have 
15 give him the bite command in an instance like that. 15 to ask myself, "Are they refusing to come out? Are they 
16 Q. Okay. It also assumes that the door was 16 incapable of coming out? Are they barricaded?" and go 
17 closed initially? 17 from there. 
18 A. Unknown, yes. It could be -- I mean, I can 18 Q. One last question -- mostly out of curiosity, 
19 give you my opinion on what it is. 19 I suppose. In your report -- remember, we talked 
20 Q. Sure. 20 earlier about you were given information that somebody 
21 A. My opinion is either the door was open, and he 21 witnessed her physically force or break this window, 
22 just wasn't catching the source of the odor -- that he 22 force this window open -- I can't remember what you put 
23 was barking in a different area; or the door was closed, 23 exactly in this report. Anyway, somebody witnessed her 
24 and she opened it; or the door was closed, and Ruwa was 24 actually break this window out and gain entry into the 
25 able to jump up with his paw and hit the lever and open 25 building; correct? 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. In Officer Likes' report, which you reviewed 
3 and approved, he references that the calling party heard 
4 glass breaking and saw a female enter the business, as 
5 opposed to seeing the female break the glass. 
6 Do you see a distinction there? 
7 A. To me, it's just a play on words. I mean, if 
8 you got down and dissected it, I guess you could argue a 
9 difference there, but --
10 Q. I gather nobody ever told you that what 
11 happened is the calling party was across the street at 
12 his residence and heard glass breaking, which is why he 
13 came over in the first place? Nobody ever told you 
14 that, I gather? 
15 A. No. I saw in the CAD -- I read that printout --
16 that he made contact, and it was a female that appeared 
17 to be drunk or under the influence of drugs that was 
18 going in. I saw that in there. 
19 Q. I guess my point being is that if you saw that --
20 when did you see that? 
21 A. The CAD printout? 
22 Q. Yes. 
23 A. At some point when the civil suit came about. 
24 Q. Okay. So before you authored your report? 
25 A. Yes. 
[Page 140] 
1 Q. Because do you see a distinction between a 
2 witness who sees a person physically breaking a window 
3 and then climbing in versus a person who hears glass 
4 breaking, and that's what draws them over, and then they 
5 see the person climb in? 
6 A. I see a difference, but as far as for me in 
7 deploying a canine in a situation like this, it's --
8 either way, I would have deployed the same. 
9 I have a closed business with an owner saying, 
10 "Nobody should be in there." There's an open window, 
11 and somebody was seen inside and it needs to be cleared. 
12 Q. Okay. I understand. But there's a distinction --
13 I mean, somebody is making a conclusion, apparently, that 
14 this person had forced entry into the dental office, but 
15 nobody saw that, as far as you know; correct? 
16 A. As far as I know, no. I know there was a 
17 broken window and somebody seen inside. 
18 Q. Okay. All right. 
19 MR. BUSH: Officer, that's all the questions 
20 I have. I appreciate very much your patience with me 
21 this afternoon, and I'm sorry that it went on as long as 
22 it did --
23 THE WITNESS: Well, that's what I'm here for. 
24 MR. BUSH: -- but that's what happens. 
25 MR. MUIR: No questions. 
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Read and sign, and give us a copy, please. 
(Deposition concluded at 4:36 p.m.) 
(Signature requested; read and sign 
secured by Scott B. Muir.) 
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I, STEVEN CHARLES BONAS, being first duly sworn, 
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have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
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me; and that the answers therein contained are true and 
correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
on the Change Sheet attached hereto. 
DATED this_day of 2013. 
STEVEN CHARLES BONAS 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ 
day of . 2013. 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BARBARA BURKE, CSR NO. 463, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken before 
me at the time and place therein set forth, at which time 
the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
transcribed by me, or under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative 
or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I 
financially interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
31st day of May, 2013. 
(208)345-9611 
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1 LIEUTENANT DOUGLAS SCHOENBORN, 1 had an opportunity to review any documents? 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to 2 A. Yes. 
3 said cause, testified as follows: 3 Q. What have you reviewed? 
4 4 A. I reviewed an Internal Affairs 
5 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect this 5 document, synopsis of the event and the use of 
6 is the time and place for the taking of the 6 force. 
7 deposition -- is it Schoenborn? -- of Doug 7 Q. Use of force policy? 
8 Schoenborn pursuant to notice and the Idaho Rules 8 A. The use of force, the administrative 
9 of Civil Procedure. 9 review of performance use of force. It's an 
10 10 internal document. 
11 EXAMINATION 11 Q. So is that two documents or one 
12 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 12 document? 
13 Q. Even though we just introduced you to 13 A. Two separate documents. 
14 the record, we'll have you go ahead and just 14 Q. Help me understand. One thing we may 
15 state your name and how you are employed. 15 do, so Exhibit No. 1 has been already been marked 
16 A. Douglas Schoenborn, 16 in this case. It has been identified by Bates 
17 S-c-h-o-e-n-b-o-r-n, lieutenant, Boise Police 17 stamp as BC000074. Is that a document, that 
18 Department. 18 first page of that exhibit, is that something 
19 Q. How long have you been a lieutenant 19 that you reviewed prior to the depo? 
20 with the Boise Police Department? 20 A. Yes. 
21 A. Total years of being lieutenant is 21 Q. Is that the Internal Affairs synopsis 
22 probably over ten years. 22 that you are referring to? 
23 Q. How long have you been with the Boise 23 A. This is the use of force from Internal 
24 Police Department? 24 Affairs, yes. 
25 A. Over 19 years. 25 Q. Was it just the first page or did you 
[Page 4] [Page 6] 
1 Q. In that 19 years have you had occasion 1 review all the pages in that exhibit? 
2 to have your deposition taken before? 2 A. I believe I referred to all -- reviewed 
3 A. Yes. 3 all of them. 
4 Q. How many times? 4 Q. Was there something in addition to 
5 A. Once. 5 those four pages that you reviewed and you 
6 Q. How long ago was that? 6 referred to as the administrative review or is 
7 A. Approximately 19 years ago. 7 that what we are talking about? 
8 Q. Our process, although somewhat 8 A. I reviewed the Internal Affairs 
9 informal, is important in the context of what is 9 synopsis of the event. That is a report that was 
10 going on. We are making a verbatim record of the 10 done by Internal Affairs. 
11 testimony that you are going to give in this 11 Q. That is different than Exhibit No. 1? 
12 case. Ifl ask questions this morning, which I'm 12 A. Yes. 
13 sure will happen, that you don't understand, 13 Q. Do you know who the author of the 
14 please let me know and I'll be happy to rephrase 14 Internal Affairs synopsis would have been? 
15 them. 15 A. Regina Fredricks. 
16 I need you to answer my questions with 16 Q. How many pages is that document? 
17 a "yes" or a "no" or a narrative as opposed to an 17 A. I don't know. 
18 "huh-uh" or an "uh-huh" or a shake of the head or 18 Q. What is contained in the document? 
19 something like that. If you do an "uh-huh" or a 19 A. That is her collection of paperwork or 
20 shake of the head or something, I may prompt you 20 collection of information regarding this event. 
21 just for a verbal answer. Don't think that I'm 21 Q. As I understand --
22 rude, I'm just doing that so we have a record. 22 MR. MUIR: John, just for the record, 
23 Okay? 23 just to put an objection in there. I think you 
24 A. I understand. 24 are entitled to ask him about this stuff, but we 
25 Q. Prior to the deposition today have you 25 are not waiving a privilege. I think this is 
[Page 5] [Page 7] 
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1 possibly a document that was prepared at the 1 of the officers following their depositions 
2 request of the City Attorney's Office. So I just 2 wherein you discussed the nature of the questions 
3 want to make it clear that we are not waiving a 3 that I've been asking or anything of that nature? 
4 claim of privilege on it. 4 A. No. 
5 MR. BUSH: I understand. What I'm 5 Q. Thank you. 
6 going to do is I'm going to identify what it is 6 You were at the scene on December 26, 
7 and then we'll have a discussion about whether or 7 2010 where this incident took place; correct? 
8 not the fact that he reviewed it in preparation 8 A. Yes. 
9 for the deposition ultimately makes it 9 Q. We'll get into the time or try to 
10 discoverable. 10 approximate the time that you arrived, but one of 
11 MR. MUIR: Fair enough. 11 the things that does not exist in the materials 
12 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) As I understand it, 12 that we were provided is any type of narrative or 
13 Regina Fredricks' POST incident of this incident 13 written report authored by you. Is that standard 
14 involving my client on behalf of -- and you may 14 procedure? 
15 not know, so don't let me put words in your 15 A. For the watch commander, yes. 
16 mouth -- but she conducted somewhat of a, I'll 16 Q. That was going to be my next question: 
17 call it an investigation, in which she 17 What was your role at the scene? I think you 
18 interviewed several of the officers involved. Is 18 have indicated you were the watch commander? 
19 that consistent with your understanding? 19 A. That's correct. 
20 A. Yes. 20 Q. What does that mean? 
21 Q. Did she also interview you? 21 A. The watch commander is ultimately 
22 A. Yes. 22 responsible for the watch, that is, the 
23 Q. Is the document you're referring to, 23 supervisors under his command for that shift and 
24 this internal review synopsis, does it include, 24 the officers. 
25 for example, Ms. Fredricks' synopsis of those 25 Q. When you say "watch," do you mean that 
[Page 8] [Page 10] 
1 interviews with the various officers that were 1 while you are on duty on a given night if you are 
2 involved? 2 the watch commander you would be ultimately 
3 A. Yes. 3 responsible for basically everything that happens 
4 Q. How many pages -- ifl asked you this, 4 in the city of Boise that evening? 
5 I'm sorry -- how many pages is this document? 5 A. More or less, yes. 
6 A. I think I replied that I didn't know. 6 Q. That is what the watch is or is it 
7 Q. I'm sorry. 7 something more specific tied to a specific event, 
8 Other than the synopsis and Exhibit 8 I guess? 
9 No. 1, any other documents that you reviewed 9 A. The watch pertains to a shift in which 
10 prior to the deposition? · 10 a different shift commander is responsible for 
11 A. I don't recall reviewing any others. 11 what happens during the time frame of that watch. 
12 Q. Thank you. 12 There is a day shift, swing shift, and night 
13 Have you talked, other than Mr. Muir or 13 shift. The swing shift watch commander would be 
14 anybody with the Boise City Attorney's Office, 14 responsible for the events in the city on swing 
15 have you talked to any other officers in 15 shift. 
16 preparation for the deposition? 16 Q. That would be all calls, all events? 
17 A. Just the officers involved. 17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. When did you talk to them? 18 Q. So do you remember where you were when 
19 A. We had a meeting with Mr. Muir at the 19 you heard of what was happening at this dentist 
20 police department. 20 office on Cole? 
21 Q. Independent of that meeting have you 21 A. No. 
22 had any discussions? 22 Q. If you are a watch commander over the 
23 A. Just superficial conversations, more 23 swing shift, would you typically be on patrol in 
24 about depositions, et cetera. 24 your car or would you be back at the station; 
25 Q. Have you had any conversations with any 25 where would you typically be? 
[Page 9] [Page 11] 
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1 A. Either one. 1 actions that took place? 
2 Q. It just depends? 2 A. That would have required typical 
3 A. Depends. 3 documentation and report, no. 
4 Q. What would take you out of the station? 4 Q. In terms of, again, just the general 
5 A. Any number of things. 5 hierarchy of command, if you will, at the 
6 Q. Such as responding to calls? 6 Northview-Cole street location where this 
7 A. Yes. 7 incident occurred, do you recall what that would 
8 Q. Is there anything that dictates --I'm 8 have been? 
9 just trying to get a general sense of the 9 A. What do you mean? 
10 process. Is there a priority of types of calls 10 Q. Well, you are a watch commander, so you 
11 that might take you out as opposed to staying in 11 are probably the highest ranking officer at the 
12 the station and monitoring calls or anything of 12 location; is that correct? 
13 that nature? 13 A. Yes. 
14 A. The watch commander can stay in the 14 Q. Does that mean that you were the person 
15 station or go into the field; it's his 15 in charge of the whole thing? 
16 discretion. It depends on what's happening in 16 A. I would say that I was the incident 
17 the field. 17 commander for that call. 
18 Q. But in any event, one of the things 18 Q. So what does that mean in terms of 
19 that is not atypical is where there is an event 19 incident commander? 
20 or an incident and you are there as a watch 20 A. The incident commander is responsible 
21 commander, it's not -- again, a poor question -- 21 ultimately for how a call is handled. There are 
22 but it's not typical for you to generate any type 22 subsections of incident commander. 
23 of narrative or written report; is that true? 23 Q. That is one of the things when I say 
24 A. Not necessarily. 24 "hierarchy," that's what I'm trying to figure out 
25 Q. Are there situations where you might do 25 is how does that work? 
[Page 12] [Page 14] 
1 that? 1 A. Ultimately at the scene as the highest 
2 A. It depends. 2 ranking officer on a particular call, the 
3 Q. Help me understand what it would depend 3 incident commander would be responsible for 
4 on. 4 incident status, objectives, mission. 
5 A. Ifl were the watch commander in the 5 Q. Do you become incident commander at the 
6 field and the officers conducted an 6 time you arrive or are you the incident commander 
7 investigation, overseen by a supervisor, reports 7 prior to that? 
8 are typically generated there and reviewed by the 8 A. It depends. 
9 watch commander. If a watch commander is 9 Q. Okay. 
10 directly involved and I do something specifically 10 A. Ifl am assigned a call, I might 
11 in which I need to document on my own actions, 11 automatically be the incident commander. Ifl'm 
12 then I might generate a report for that. 12 told to be the incident commander, then I might 
13 Q. If you are in a situation where you are 13 automatically be. 
14 more in your supervisory capacity, then that may 14 Q. Let me stop you there. Who would tell 
15 not be one that generates a need to do a report? 15 you that? 
16 A. As the watch commander I almost never 16 A. It depends; I could be dispatched, I 
17 complete reports in the field because of events 17 could be ordered by a higher rank officer, could 
18 in the field. 18 be decided by a peer. But ifl respond on a 
19 Q. You did not complete a report as it 19 call, it doesn't automatically make me the 
20 relates to this incident we are here about; 20 incident commander. 
21 correct? 21 Q. Based on the documents that I've seen 
22 A. No. 22 it appears to me that you arrived at the scene 
23 Q. The reason for that being what? 23 sometime after there were other officers already 
24 A. It wasn't necessary. 24 there. Is that consistent with your 
25 Q. You had no direct involvement in the 25 recollection? 
[Page 13] [Page 15] 
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1 A. Yes. 1 other? 
2 Q. Ifwe look at the incident history, 2 A. No. 
3 which we can here in a second, but it appears 3 Q. You don't have a recollection; correct? 
4 that you were dispatched as an assist. Does that 4 A. No. I could have gone en route myself, 
5 make sense? 5 which is probably what happened. 
6 A. I don't recall that, specifically being 6 Q. Then if we go down a few lines it 
7 dispatched as an assist. 7 appears that you arrived on scene or at least 
8 Q. If you'll look at Exhibit No. 2 which 8 reported being on scene at 17 51 ; is that correct? 
9 we previously marked in this case, it's referred 9 A. Yes. 
10 to as an Incident History for a certain call 10 Q. One of the reasons I was asking you 
11 number, which I'll represent to you is -- or a 11 about a report, Lieutenant, when this incident 
12 certain BP number, but I'll represent to you that 12 happened, we are here in August of 2013, this 
13 is this case. 13 happened in December of 2010. So a lot of time 
14 Let me ask you this: What is your 14 has passed obviously since the events of that 
15 number, is it 2002? 15 night. What is your general recollection of that 
16 A. Yeah, I believe that was my designator 16 evening, do you have one, or is it really going 
17 that night. 17 to be based on what you recall from looking at 
18 Q. Does that change? 18 the incident reviews? 
19 A. Itcould. 19 A. I remember parts of that night, sure. 
20 Q. At least that night it appears that you 20 Q. What I want to do, part of my job is to 
21 were under 2002? 21 kind of explore what your memory is so that I 
22 A. Yes. 22 have an understanding of what you do recall and 
23 Q. On the second page, at least under the 23 what you don't. Okay? 
24 Incident History, at 1744 under the designation 24 So when you arrived on the scene, do 
25 ASSTER, there is the 2002. Do you see that? 25 you remember or do you recall who would have been 
[Page 16] [Page 18] 
I A. Yes. 1 in charge at that point? 
2 Q. Does that have any meaning to you? 2 A. Sergeant Kukla was in charge of the 
3 A. Yes. 3 scene. 
4 Q. What does that mean? 4 Q. Would he have been the incident 
5 A. That means that at that point, 174436, 5 commander at that point? 
6 is when I went en route to that location as an 6 A. Yes. 
7 assist. 7 Q. Again, in the hierarchy of things, is 
8 Q. Then to the right of that it says 8 there another level of responsibility below 
9 "SFT/B." Do you know what that means? 9 incident commander? In other words, let me ask 
10 A. I'm not sure what SFT/B is. 10 it this way: When you arrive and you become the 
11 Q. Then the number 492 and then after that 11 incident commander, what does Sergeant Kukla's 
12 it has your name; correct? 12 role become at that point? 
13 A. Yes. 13 A. I often as the watch commander respond 
14 Q. 492, is that your employee number or 14 to calls and assess the call without taking 
15 your officer number? 15 charge as the incident commander. If! respond 
16 A. Yes. 16 to a call and I decide to take incident command 
17 Q. Do you have any recollection of -- I 17 or stay at that call and assist running that 
18 asked you this -- but you don't recall where you 18 call, the incident commander typically delegates 
19 were when you received this call? 19 duties underneath him. 
20 A. No. 20 Q. So in this situation you've indicated 
21 Q. From looking at th.is document, does 21 that you took over or became the incident 
22 this suggest that you would have received a call 22 commander for this call, so that means Sergeant 
23 from dispatch asking for your assistance? 23 Kukla would have been doing something else; is 
24 A. Not necessarily. 24 that correct? He would no longer have had those 
25 Q. So that doesn't tell you one way or the 25 responsibilities? 
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1 A. That depends on what you mean by "those 
2 responsibilities." 
3 Q. Well, those of being the incident 
4 commander at the scene. 
5 A. Once a lieutenant responds to the scene 
6 and takes over incident command, whoever the 
7 previous incident commander was is no longer the 
8 incident commander. 
9 Q. Right. If you remember, at the time 
10 that you took over, what was Kukla's role at that 
11 point since he had been the incident commander? 
12 A. Lieutenant -- or Sergeant Kukla at the 
13 time --
14 Q. Sergeant, right. 
15 A. -- was responsible for the inner 
16 perimeter. 
17 Q. After you came? 
18 A. Well, he was responsible for it, he was 
19 already responsible for the inner perimeter. 
20 What the arrival of the incident commander does, 
21 when the lieutenant arrives, is takes over 
22 burdens of things not associated necessarily with 
23 the inner perimeter. 
24 Q. When you say "inner perimeter," what 
25 are you referring to? 
[Page 20] 
1 A. The immediate area of operation 
2 probably is the easiest way to say that. 
3 Q. In this situation what we are dealing 
4 with is a building; correct? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Then there is the area around the 
7 building; is that correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Then there are the streets and the 
10 blocks and things away from the building; fair? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. I'm just trying to get a definition of 
13 what the "inner perimeter" would be. Would that 
14 be the area immediately surrounding the building? 
15 A. I think that's the easiest way for this 
16 scenario to describe it, yes. 
17 Q. When you got there, was the -- and I'm 
18 going to use a term, and maybe you will 
19 understand it and maybe you won't. But when you 
20 arrived, was the inner perimeter already secure 
21 from a law enforcement standpoint? In other 
22 words, were there officers already around the 
23 building monitoring that perimeter, as you 
24 recall? 
25 A. I remember that when I responded to 
" [Page 21] 
1 that location I set up a command post west of 
2 Cole on Northview near St. Mark's School. That 
3 is where I initially responded. 
4 Q. When you set up that -- what did you 
5 call it, a watch post? 
6 A. Command post. 
7 Q. Command post. 
8 Is that the location where you stayed? 
9 A. I stayed there for a period of time and 
10 then I moved over across the street east of Cole 
11 in front of the dentist building. 
12 Q. When did you make that move? 
13 A. It was sometime after that. I don't 
14 recall exactly how long. 
15 Q. Why did you make that move? 
16 A. I remember that I was isolated west of 
17 that event, west of Cole, and that I wanted to 
18 come over closer to the event. I'm not sure of 
19 the exact reason, but I know reasons why I would 
20 have made a decision like that. 
21 Q. Such as? 
22 A. The command post west of Cole was not 
23 very active, communication with Sergeant Kukla on 
24 the inner perimeter was easier east of Cole. 
25 There were no other resources at the command post 
[Page 22] 
1 that I felt I needed to maintain that command 
2 post west of the location. 
3 Q. When you say "west of the location," 
4 how far away? 
5 A. I'm referring to west of Cole. 
6 Q. The initial command post? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. How far away from the dentist office 
9 was that? 
10 A. It was across Cole, maybe 200 feet west 
11 of the building possibly. 
12 Q. You mentioned the school. What was the 
13 school that it was located by, St. Mark's? 
14 A. I believe that is St. Mark's School. 
15 Q. Were you in the parking lot of 
16 St. Mark's School? 
17 A. I was parked on Northview. It would be 
18 the southwest corner of Northview and Cole. 
19 Q. I've been using this diagram kind ofto 
20 mark some locations where folks were at various 
21 points in time. This is a clean copy. There is 
22 actually one that has already been marked as an 
23 exhibit. But from that diagram, would you be 
24 able to identify, even though St. Mark's is not 
25 on there, would you be able to identify 
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1 approximately where you initially set up your 1 doing tactical operations. I'm sure it was a 
2 command post? 2 side channel, correct. 
3 A. I don't believe it would be on that 3 Q. Just generally, if they're on a side 
4 piece of paper. 4 channel and you've got all this other traffic 
5 Q. Is St. Mark's School on Cole Road or 5 that you are also listening to or monitoring from 
6 Northview? 6 around the city, I mean, are you able to 
7 A. Northview. It's at the corner of 7 physically listen to all of that? I don't mean 
8 Northview and Cole. 8 in the sense that it's coming in and out. I 
9 Q. But the dentist office is also at the 9 mean, do you have the capability of listening to 
10 corner of North view and Cole; correct? 10 what is going on on a different channel at this 
11 A. Yes. 11 incident, at the same time listening to what is 
12 Q. So is St. Mark's School, as you recall, I'2 going on on the other channels around town? 
13 directly across the street? 13 A. Multitasking is part of the watch 
14 A. Yes. 14 commander's job. And at the point that I arrived 
15 Q. So even though it's not shown on the 15 I was very comfortable with what I was able to 
16 diagram, basically you'd just be on the other 16 accomplish. 
17 side? 17 Q. Right. I get that. 
18 A. You're indicating north of the location 18 I guess what I'm getting at is --
19 across Northview and I'm indicating west of Cole 19 that's an example of a really bad question. 
20 on Northview, west of Cole Road. 20 Maybe it's better asked this way: Electronically 
21 Q. So you're across Cole Road, so it's on 21 did you have the ability to listen to the secure 
22 the other side of the street? 22 channel, what is happening in and around the 
23 A. Yes. 23 dentist office, as well as everything else or was 
24 Q. I got it. Thank you. I've actually 24 it being interrupted? I'm not doing a very good 
25 been out there, I just don't remember where 25 job of making myself clear. 
[Page 24] [Page 26] 
I St. Mark's is. 1 But my understanding is that you've got 
2 So in any event, when you first 2 the officers at this scene who are communicating 
3 arrived, that's where you set up the command 3 on a different channel than the general traffic 
4 post. You are able to monitor all of the radio 4 around the city. Does that make sense? 
5 traffic that is going on; correct? 5 A. Officers on a call like this would be 
6 A. Not necessarily. 6 on their own separate channel. Meanwhile there 
7 Q. Howcome? 7 would be normal radio traffic from dispatch. 
8 A. The watch commander is responsible for 8 It's possible to monitor both at the same time. 
9 the calls that are occurring within the city. 9 Q. That is what I'm trying to figure out, 
10 There may be more than 50 officers working at a 10 how is that possible? 
11 time with multiple supervisors, multiple high 11 A. A common tactic that I use is I have a 
12 priority calls, multiple requests from outside 12 handheld radio, I also have a car radio. I can 
13 agencies that are directed to the watch 13 set the car radio to the tactical channel and set 
14 commander, notices from headquarters. There is 14 my mobile device to monitor what is happening in 
15 lots of activity for the watch commander. 15 the field. 
16 Q. So you've got a lot on your plate. One 16 Q. That's what I was trying to figure out, 
17 of the things, including the radio traffic that's 17 electronically how were you able to do that. So 
18 going on relative to this incident? 18 you use two different radios? 
19 A. Yes. 19 A. I don't recall exactly what I did that 
20 Q. So "monitor" may not be the great word. 20 night. That's typically what I do on most 
21 You had the ability to listen if you wanted to. 21 occasions. 
22 A. Yes. And I was listening. 22 Q. This is part of the multitasking, I 
23 Q. Now, they went to a secure channel. Do 23 suppose. If you need to communicate with the 
24 you recall that? 24 folks at this incident, but that doesn't get it 
25 A. I recall that they were on a channel 25 into the general channel of traffic around the 
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1 city, what device would you use? 1 building with the dog? 
2 A. To talk to people on the inner 2 A. Yes. 
3 perimeter? 3 Q. Did your vehicle ever move prior to 
4 Q. Sure. 4 entry with the dog from its present location as 
5 A. I could use any number of devices. 5 marked here on the exhibit? 
6 There is the mobile data terminal, the radio 6 A. I may have moved it several times. 
7 frequency, cell phone, verbal, I suppose even 7 Q. Do you recall doing that? 
8 hand signals. 8 A. I think I probably moved my vehicle 
9 Q. When you first set up the command post 9 more than once. 
10 across the street, across Cole Road near the 10 Q. Do you think you moved your vehicle 
11 St. Mark's School, was there anybody with you? 11 before entry was made with the K9? 
12 A. I don't remember anybody with me. 12 A. I don't remember. 
13 Q. You were there for a period of time, 13 Q. Do you remember why you moved your 
14 but you don't recall for how long; correct? 14 vehicle, if you did? 
15 A. Correct. 15 A. It's possible that because of different 
16 Q. At some point you move over to the 16 traffic that was coming through there I needed to 
17 location or the dentist office. 17 move my car, and that's what I'm trying to 
18 A. Yes. 18 remember. 
19 Q. You were in a car; correct? 19 Q. When you refer to "traffic," you're 
20 A. Yes. 20 referring to vehicle traffic? 
21 Q. Was it a marked or an unmarked vehicle? 21 A. Well, there was vehicle traffic, but 
22 A. It was an unmarked SUV, I believe. 22 there were also other police cars there, EMS had 
23 Q. Do you recall where you moved your 23 also responded, I think there was probably a fire 
24 vehicle? 24 truck, at least one. Any number of reasons I can 
25 A. Yes. 25 think why I might have to move my car. 
[Page 28] [Page 30] 
1 Q. Can you show me. I'll give you a pen 1 Q. Right. Again, one of the things that 
2 and this diagram, and show me where you moved 2 is unfortunate about this is that we are 
3 your vehicle, if you don't mind. 3 three-plus years since the event, so I've got to 
4 A. (Complies.) Somewhere in that area. 4 try my best to figure out what you recall versus 
5 Q. So you stayed on the street? 5 what you don't. 
6 A. Yes. My vehicle, is that what you 6 So when I say "vehicle traffic," 
7 mean? 7 certainly I was anticipating other emergency or 
8 Q. Yes. 8 law enforcement personnel. But let me just ask 
9 A. Yes. 9 it this way, Lieutenant: Do you have a specific 
10 Q. Actually, if you remember, let's do it 10 recollection of moving your car such that you 
11 in a rectangle fashion. So I want to know which 11 could tell me when and where? 
12 direction the front of your car was pointed. 12 A. No. 
13 A. Yeah, my best recollection is that it 13 Q. Do you recall whether you ever moved 
14 was pointed south. I may have been up in the 14 your car or put your car in a location around the 
15 curb area here. 15 building where you could shine lights into it? 
16 Q. So go ahead and put in a rectangle 16 When I say "it," the building. 
17 where you think, how your car would have been. 17 A. Yes. Actually, I seem to recall 
18 A. (Complies.) 18 pulling up there and using my spotlight. 
19 Q. Then I'm going to do this with a little 19 Q. Was your SUV equipped with what I'll 
20 arrow so that that would designate the front of 20 call a PA system? 
21 the car; is that fair? 21 A. Yes. 
22 A. That is fair. 22 Q. Did you ever move or use your vehicle 
23 Q. So I will just take you through so we 23 so that you could make PA announcements? 
24 have some context to the question. Did you move 24 A. I don't remember specifically. It's 
25 your vehicle before entry was made into the 25 possible. 
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Q. Do you remember whether you personally 
ever made any PA announcements? 
· A. I did not. 
Q. Do you recall whether any were made? 
A. I don't remember them specifically. 
That is standard operating procedure. 
Q. Do you recall whether you gave an order 
to somebody that a PA announcement be given? 
A. I don't recall specifically ordering 
anyone to do that. 
Q. Would that be your responsibility or 
somebody else's or just as you indicated, 
standard operating procedure? 
A. It depends. 
Q. On what? 
A. It depends on the circumstances. 
Training dictates different tactics. We do not 
always employ the same tactics at every incident. 
So it would have to depend. 
Q. In this particular incident, do you 
have a specific recall as to what happened as it 
relates to the PA announcement? 
A. What do you mean? 
Q. Well, was there a PA? One of the 
things you indicated was that it would be 
[Page 32] 
1 standard operating procedure, but apparently 
2 there are some situations where maybe that 
3 doesn't happen, depending on the incident or the 
4 circumstances. So I'm just asking whether in 
5 this particular case you have a specification 
6 recollection as to whether there was a PA 
7 announcement at any point in time. 
8 A. I do not specifically remember hearing 
9 a PA announcement. That does not mean that a PA 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
announcement wasn't made. 
Q. I understand. 
Do you have a specific recollection or 
any recollection as to whether there was an order 
given to make a PA announcement? 
A. I believe there was an order that was 
given and that that was probably part of the 
discussions that I had with Sergeant Kukla. 
Q. In that situation where you've got the 
circumstances of the incident that are being 
considered, which include whether or not to make 
a PA announcement, if I understand correctly, 
given the hierarchy that was there, would it be 
you, given the circumstances, that would make the 
order for the PA announcement? 
A. An order? I'm unclear with what you 
[Page 33] 
1 mean by "order." 
2 Q. Make sure you guys do a PA announcement 
3 before you take the dog in. 
4 A. Yeah, that's all part of what we do, 
5 that's all part of our training. 
6 Q. Right. 
7 A. There are a lot of inherent tactics 
8 that are not specifically micromanaged from the 
9 incident commander level. 
10 Q. I understand. I understand that this 
11 is a situation that you guys are dealing with and 
12 it's fluid. But I'm trying to figure out 
13 whether, again, given the hierarchy that was 
14 there, and if you are the watch commander-- and 
15 I understand we'll get into the meeting or the 
16 discussions that you had with the other 
17 officers -- but if protocol were followed, would 
18 it have been the watch commander that would have 
19 said, Look, guys, make sure you do a PA 
20 announcement, given the circumstances of this 
21 incident, that's the appropriate thing to do? 
22 A. Not necessarily. 
23 Q. So from the time that you get there, 
24 you are at the St. Mark's, I'll call it the 
25 St. Mark's location, then you move to the 
[Page 34] 
1 location on -- actually, let's make sure we do 
2 this for the record. Will you just put right in 
3 the circle, just put "Lt. S." so we know that is 
4 your car and then I'm going to mark that as an 
5 exhibit. 
6 A. (Complies.) 
7 (Exhibit 19 marked.) 
8 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So you arrive at the 
9 scene and you're at the St. Mark's location for a 
10 period of time, you move your car to where it is 
11 marked on Exhibit 19. You may have moved your 
12 car a few more times after that, we are not sure. 
13 But my question is: At some point in time entry 
14 is made into the building with the K9; correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Do you have a sense from the time that 
you got there to the St. Mark's location until 
the time that entry was made in the building how 
much time had passed? 
A. It was a lengthy period of time. I 
don't know exactly how long it was from the time 
I arrived until the time they entered. 
Q. That's fair enough. I'm just trying to 
get a sense when you say "lengthy," are we 
talking several hours? 
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1 A. I think several hours would probably be 
2 too long. 
3 Q. Less than ten minutes? 
4 A. Certainly more than ten minutes. 
5 Q. So I'm just trying to get a sense. I'm 
6 not holding it to you in the sense that this is 
7 exactly it. But more than ten minutes, was it as 
8 long as an hour? 
9 A. It could have been. I remember there 
10 were many things that were happening and the 
11 situation required a lot of things to take place. 
12 So we were putting those things into place and I 
13 recall that that took some time. 
14 Q. So let me ask you about that. What do 
15 you remember about the things that needed to take 
16 place? 
17 A. We needed to contain the location. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. When you say "contain," what do you 
mean? 
A. Keep things in. 
Q. So is that having officers around the 
perimeter and making sure nobody is exiting the 
building? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What else? 
[Page 36] 
1 A. We needed to isolate the location. 
2 Q. What is different about containing when 
3 you say "isolate"? 
4 A. Isolate keeps things out; contain keeps 
5 things in. 
6 Q. So ifwe have officers on the perimeter 
7 who are watching to make sure nobody is leaving, 
8 did you have additional officers outside of the 
9 inner perimeter making sure nobody is coming in? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. So how did you isolate the location? 
12 A. The officers that are containing can 
13 also isolate. 
14 Q. What else needed to happen? 
15 A. My thought process then was that we 
16 needed a K9 unit at our location, we needed to 
17 order up a police K9. One was not immediately on 
18 scene, so I recall having to wait for one to 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
arrive. 
Q. Do you recall issuing the request or 
the order for the K9? 
A. I remember that it was done. 
Q. Do you remember if it was done by you 
or by somebody else? 
A. I don't recall specifically who ordered 
[Page 37] 
1 theK9. 
2 Q. Do you recall if the request for a K9 
3 had already been made before you got there or did 
4 it come after you arrived? 
5 A. It may have been both. 
6 Q. Do you have any sense as to how long 
7 officers had been on the scene before you 
8 arrived? 
. 9 A. They were in the early stages of 
10 containing the location, and that is what I 
11 remember. And I remember that they were still in 
12 the process of trying to accomplish that. 
13 Q. Do you recall -- at some point Officer 
14 Bonas arrived with Ruwa; correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. That is the canine? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you recall how long you had been at 
19 the scene before he arrived? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Do you have any sense at all? 
A. I would have to guess. 
Q. So we have the K9 order, isolating the 
location, containing the location, and what else 
is going through your mind in terms of the number 
[Page 38] 
1 of things that needed to happen? 
2 A. Well, we also had traffic. 
3 Q. That is civilian traffic? 
4 A. It is. Could be pedestrians, but 
5 vehicle traffic as well. We also needed to get 
6 an EMS on scene. Typically we stage EMS, 
7 paramedics, and the fire department off site. We 
8 also needed to do some investigation on the 
9 building, the owner follow-up, the purpose while 
10 we were there investigating the burglary in 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
progress. 
Q. Anything else that you can recall? 
A. I'm sure there were additional things 
that I was concerned with during that point. 
Q. I'm sure there were. I'm just, again, 
trying to figure out what you can remember and 
what you can't. So anything else that you can 
remember? 
A. I remember that I very methodically at 
a reasonable pace evaluated the situation. 
Q. I appreciate that. When you say 
"reasonable pace," was there a sense of urgency 
to get into this building? 
A. No. 
Q. When you talk about one of the things 
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1 that you have to deal with at this scene is 1 with other parties that had either seen the 
2 traffic, whether it be pedestrian or vehicle 2 suspect or had knowledge of the building. I'm 
3 traffic of nonemergency personnel or non-law 3 not aware of any other additional information 
4 enforcement personnel, how were you dealing with 4 that could have been gained that we didn't gain 
5 that, as you recall? 5 in that time frame. 
6 A. I don't remember dealing with it. It 6 Q. Do you recall gathering or gaining 
7 may have been just making sure that it doesn't 7 information that the person that was in the 
8 interfere with the inner perimeter. 8 building may have had a reason to be there? 
9 Q. Do you recall, for example, when you 9 A. No. 
10 moved your car to its location, and let's say it 10 Q. So you don't recall ever being advised 
11 was just parked there for a while, was it dark or 11 that the person inside the building may have 
12 did you leave your lights on, did you have your 12 worked there? 
13 emergency lights on, or do you remember? 13 A. No. 
14 A. I don't remember what lights were on. 14 Q. Do you ever recall being advised that 
15 Q. Do you remember any of the other patrol 15 the person inside the building had told somebody 
16 vehicles that were there, whether they had their 16 that they were entering because they had to get 
17 lights on, emergency lights on, those types of 17 their keys? 
18 things, or were they dark? 18 A. No. 
19 A. I don't remember any emergency lights 19 Q. Were you ever advised that the person 
20 being on. We typically don't do that. 20 inside the building may have worked in the dental 
21 Q. Whynot? 21 lab? 
22 A. Emergency lights in a tactical setting 22 A. No. 
23 are unsafe. Emergency lights are designed to 23 Q. Would that have been helpful 
24 draw attention to the vehicle, a traffic stop or 24 information to you in deciding whether or not to 
25 some other reason. But in a tactical settinf 25 make entry or how to make entry? 
Page 40] [Page 42] 
1 they tend to disrupt the eyesight of the officers 1 A. Well, if you are asking me to speculate 
2 on the inner perimeter. 2 on non-facts, I could. 
3 Q. Fair enough. 3 Q. Well, one of the things that you are 
4 Also might bring people you don't want 4 mentioning is that what you are trying to do is 
5 there to see what is happening; is that a 5 gather as much helpful information as possible to 
6 consideration as well? 6 guide you in your decision making; is that fair? 
7 A. It's possible. 7 A. Exactly what I was doing was trying to 
8 Q. Do you know in relation to your arrival 8 obtain all the information that I could to make 
9 when the EMS folks were called? 9 the best decisions possible. 
10 A. No. 10 Q. So if you had had information that 
11 Q. Were they called after you arrived or 11 would have led you at least to think about the 
12 before, or do you know? 12 fact that the person in the building was not 
13 A. I don't know. 13 burglarizing the building but may have been 
14 Q. You mentioned that part of the 14 working in there, would that have been helpful 
15 investigation was on the building and you want to 15 information in making your decision? 
16 check with the owner. I understand that. Did 16 A. It's possible. 
17 you also try to investigate anything about the 17 Q. If you'll look at Exhibit No. 10 --
18 person who was in the building or who was 18 actually, let's go to Exhibit No. 1, which is the 
19 believed to be in the building? 19 Administrative Review form. In the bottom of 
20 A. We did everything that we reasonably 20 that exhibit there is a number of places for 
21 could do at the scene to investigate the reports 21 signatures. 
22 that that was a burglary in progress. Officers 22 A. I see. 
23 had seen the suspect inside the building. I felt 23 Q. Are any of those yours? 
24 like we had obtained useful information by what 24 A. No. 
25 they saw. I believe we also had made contact 25 Q. So can I take from that that this would 
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1 not have been a document that would have been 
2 routed by your desk for review and approval? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. On the second page of the document--
5 and the author of this report is Sergeant Likes; 
6 correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. In the third paragraph it starts: 
9 "Based on the supplied information." Do you see 
10 that? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. I'm going to just read that first 
13 sentence. It says: "Based on the supplied 
14 information Officer Bonas, Lieutenant Schoenborn, 
15 and Sergeant Kukla, all determined that the K9 
16 should be deployed into the building." From that 
17 I take it, at least Sergeant Likes is reporting, 
18 that the decision to use the K9 and deploy it 
19 into the building was made by not only Officer 
20 Bonas and Sergeant Kukla but yourself as well? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. There is a policy for deployment ofK9s 
23 followed by the Boise Police Department; correct? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Use of a K9 in a situation like this is 
[Page 44] 
1 also a use of force; correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. So I want to just again test your 
4 recollection as to what information was -- let's 
5 back up so I understand kind of the logistics of 
6 the process. 
7 Can you recall how the decision to 
8 deploy the K9 was made? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. So help me understand. 
11 A. I had a conversation with Sergeant 
12 Kukla at the scene, Sergeant Kukla briefed me of 
13 the situation, briefed me of the actions that had 
14 taken place, we set objectives. We then 
15 discussed reasonable courses of action in order 
16 to accomplish those objectives. 
17 Q. The conversation with Sergeant Kukla 
18 took place where at the scene, if you recall? 
19 A. I recall having several conversations 
20 with Sergeant Kukla that night. The conversation 
21 in particular regarding objectives, the K9 entry 
22 into the location, as I recall, were near my 
23 vehicle. 
24 Q. Where it's located on Exhibit 19? 
25 A. In that area. 
[Page 45] 
1 Q. By the way, when you got there did you 
2 ever go up to the building and look around? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. So we've got basically a rectangular 
5 building on the comer of North view and Cole; 
6 correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Did you go around the whole building or 
9 was there a particular area that you went up and 
10 looked around? 
11 A. I did not go entirely around the 
12 building; I went to the northeast comer. 
13 Q. Did you go to that location because 
14 that is where -- why did you go to that location? 
15 A. Yeah, I believe that that was part of a 
16 containment objective, to assist with 
17 containment. 
18 Q. Where and how close did you get to the 
19 building? 
20 A. Within less than 20 feet probably. 
21 Q. Well, as you sit here today, can you 
22 recall whether there were any lights on inside 
23 the building? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Were there lights on inside the 
[Page 46] 
1 building? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Was that on the northeast comer? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. In the basement? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Did you ever get close enough to the 
8 building so that you could see in? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you ever observe the location where 
11 the window was broken? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. How far or how close to the building 
14 were you when you observed the broken window? 
15 A. Probably in the area of20 feet, maybe 
16 closer. 
17 Q. Did you ever get up right next to the 
18 building? There is some pictures, and I'm not 
19 sure which exhibits. Let me see which exhibits 
20 they are. 
21 So if you'll look at Exhibit, I guess 
22 I'll go to 13 first and then 12 is also a 
23 picture. But if you can kind of orient yourself 
24 on Exhibit 13, you can see there is some railing 
25 around the building and then there is some what 
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1 appear to be some, I'll call them window wells. 1 Q. Let's just take the northeast comer. 
2 Does that generally sound accurate? 2 A. I would say based on the angles of the 
3 A. Yes. 3 windows in the photographs it wouldn't be 
4 Q. Did you ever get close enough or up to 4 necessary to get within 5 feet to see the 
5 those window wells when you were looking at the 5 windows. I don't know the distance I was at. 
6 building or doing your containment? 6 Q. One of the things that you indicated 
7 A. I was on a position on the northeast 7 was that you were probably in the 20-foot range 
8 comer in which I could see those windows. 8 when you were able to observe the broken glass in 
9 Q. Right. But did you ever get right up 9 the window. Is that consistent with what you 
10 to the railing? 10 remember? 
11 A. I don't recall getting up to the _ 11 A. Is it consistent with my answer? 
12 railing. 12 Q. Yes. I'm just going back to set up 
13 Q. Well, just based on your own 13 another question. I'm trying not to redundant. 
14 recollection, what is the closest that you ever 14 But basically a minute ago I think you said, 
15 got to the building? 15 Look, when I saw the broken window I was probably 
16 A. I don't know specifically. It would 16 about 20 feet away; is that fair? 
17 have been in such a way so that I could maintain 17 A. That is what I said, yes, or within 20 
18 visual on that window. 18 feet. 
19 Q. One 'of the things that I've been told 19 Q. Okay. 
20 during this process while we are talking to some 20 A. I think was my answer. 
21 of these officers is they didn't approach the 21 Q. Okay. At the time that you were 
22 building or at least get real close to the 22 looking or holding that containment of the 
23 building because that would be unsafe. They 23 northeast comer, did you see anybody inside that 
24 didn't know if somebody that was inside the 24 lit-up area? 
25 building might take a shot or do whatever. Is 25 A. No. 
[Page 48] [Page 50] 
1 that consistent with standard operating procedure 1 Q. How long did you observe? 
2 in a containment situation, for example? 2 A. How long did I? 
3 A. Well, I think it depends. I think 3 Q. Were you in that area holding 
4 standing in front of a window in which possibly 4 containment and observing that comer. 
5 armed suspects are inside is unsafe. 5 A. I would estimate a matter of minutes. 
6 Q. I guess what I'm trying to find out and 6 Q. Was there any other officer in that 
7 the reason I ask it, Lieutenant, is in that 7 area that you recall? 
8 context would you have followed that same 8 A. In the area on the northeast corner? 
9 protocol; would you have tried to avoid getting 9 Q. Yes, sir. 
10 close to the building because it would be 10 A. There might have been, I don't recall 
11 potentially unsafe? 11 being specifically with anyone. 
12 A. My actions that night were calculated 12 Q. I understand that you had several 
13 and safe. I feel as if an officer has the 13 conversations with Sergeant Kukla, but the one at 
14 discretion to make certain judgment calls on 14 least at this point that I'm most interested in 
15 tactics and distance and exposure. 15 is the one where the decision is made to use the 
16 Q. That is why, again, I'm asking, I'm 16 K9. O~ay? 
17 trying to get a sense of how close you got to 17 Ifl understand your testimony so far, 
18 this building at any point in time. 18 one of the things that is going through your mind 
19 A. I think the distance that I had to that 19 when you get there is we need to get a K9 here. 
20 building was a distance in which I felt 20 But I take it that doesn't necessarily mean you 
21 comfortably safe in a calculated manner to do 21 are going to use the K9; correct? 
22 what I needed to do. 22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. But again, can you remember getting 23 Q. So at some point in time there is a 
24 within 5 feet of the building? 24 discussion where you are using the information 
25 A. What part of the building? 25 that you've been able to gather and ultimately a 
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1 decision is made to deploy the K9; is that 1 discussed? 
2 correct? 2 A. The typical objectives on a burglary in 
3 A. Not necessarily. 3 progress would be to isolate and contain the 
4 Q. Help me understand how it happened in 4 location. We like to slow the situation down. 
5 this situation. 5 Sometimes that's the most immediate need is to 
6 A. All right. When preparing to enter a 6 contain it, getting enough resources on scene to 
7 building, it's my job as the watch commander to 7 make sure that the officers on the perimeter are 
8 make sure that it's done according to policy, 8 safe, that we have isolated it from unwanted 
9 tactics, the safety of all involved, as much as 9 intrusions by other people. 
IO possible. The use of force options are with the IO Putting mechanisms in place, such as 
11 officers at all of the different levels. The 11 making notifications, have we established our 
12 watch commander doesn't set what use of force 12 reason to be here. Are we at the investigation 
13 option is used, but gives the officers the amount 13 stage that we need to be at, ensuring that that 
14 of tools provided by the department that they 14 has occurred. Ensuring appropriate EMS has · 
15 need to safely get their job done. 15 responded. The objectives of trying to hail who 
16 Upon entering into the building, the 16 is inside the location and let them know the 
17 officers still have their verbal commands, their 17 police are here, you need to surrender. 
18 visible presence, they still have all of the 18 These are the types of objectives that 
19 tools that they carry, other intermediate 19 we talked about, which is, how can we investigate 
20 weapons, et cetera. They also have deadly force 20 this burglary in progress the way we are trained 
21 options, in addition to the K9. 21 with the tools we have? 
22 Q. Let's try it this way: Where were you 22 Q. One of the things I didn't tell you --
23 when Sergeant Bonas arrived with the dog? 23 I don't know how much longer we'll be -- but any 
24 A. The K9 Officer Bonas arrived with the 24 time you need a break, just let me know. 
25 dog at some point and I don't know where I was. 25 A. I'm good. 
[Page 52] [Page 54] 
1 Q. Had the decision to use the dog been 1 Q. Do you recall where entry was made in 
2 made at that point? In other words, when he got 2 this building with the entry team and the dog? 
3 on scene had the decision to use the dog and 3 A. Yes. 
4 deploy it into the building been made? 4 Q. ls it this location on the diagram 
5 A. I don't think it had been. 5 (indicating)? 
6 Q. So from that point when he's on did you 6 A. The upper east central doors, yes. 
7 ever have conversations with Officer Bonas? 7 Q. So I'm going to actually have you mark, 
8 A. I don't remember talking directly to 8 just go ahead and circle on the diagram where 
9 him at all. 9 entry was made. 
10 Q. Did you ever have conversations with IO A. (Complies.) 
11 Officer, I believe it's Barber? 11 Q. Thank you. 
12 A. I don't recall speaking to him 12 You were not with the entry team; is 
13 directly. 13 that correct? 
14 Q. Did you ever talk to Officer Butler? 14 A. Correct. 
15 A. I do not remember any conversations 15 Q. Where were you located when the entry 
16 with Butler. 16 was made? 
17 Q. Do you remember conversations with any 17 A. I believe I was in my car or at my car 
18 officers other than Sergeant Kukla? 18 on Northview Street, in that area, possibly up by 
19 A. No. 19 the curb. 
20 Q. So when you were first briefed by 20 Q. So your car may have been where it's 
21 Sergeant Kukla at the scene, would that have been 21 indicated on the exhibit or you may have moved it 
22 your first conversation with him? 22 somewhere else, but you were in your car? 
23 A. I don't know. 23 A. I believe I was at my or in my car. 
24 Q. When you set objectives, can you tell 24 Q. Was there anybody with you? 
25 me what objectives you and Sergeant Kukla 25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Did you monitor the actions of the 1 Kukla was when we had established that we had 
2 entry team on the radio? 2 achieved all of the objectives that we wanted to 
3 A. Yes., 3 achieve and were now prepared to enter the 
4 Q. So tell me as best you can recall what 4 building in an attempt to locate the suspect that 
5 Sergeant Kukla told you when he briefed you at 5 we believed was inside. 
6 the scene. 6 Q. Do you recall where Sergeant Kukla was 
7 A. We discussed that the call was a 7 located? 
8 burglary in progress reported by a citizen who 8 A. When? 
9 observed what they believed was a burglary in 9 Q. At any given point in time. I guess 
10 progress via the breaking of a window and 10 I'm trying to get a sense as to, are these 
11 entering into a building. We discussed that the 11 conversations you are having with him face to 
12 owner of the location had provided a key and had 12 face or are they on the radio? 
13 established that no one was supposed to be in the 13 A. The conversations were face to face, 
14 building. We also discussed an appropriate 14 and I recall speaking with Sergeant Kukla back 
15 course of action following a logical sequence of 15 near my vehicle. 
16 steps to investigate the crime that we believed 16 Q. There was more than one; correct? 
17 was occurring. 17 A. As I recall there were several. 
18 Q. I understand what you are saying, but 18 Q. Do you recall how much time passed 
19 just tell me what the course of action was that 19 between the initial briefmg given to you at the 
20 you were discussing. 20 scene by Sergeant Kukla and the last discussion 
21 A. Isolate, contain, call for additional 21 that you had with him about let's deploy the K9 
22 resources that we felt may be used at the scene 22 and enter the building? 
23 such as the K9 unit, get emergency services to 23 A. It was a substantial period of time. 
24 the scene, attempt to hail the individual inside, 24 Q. When you say "substantial," can you 
25 set up a plan for entry into the building that 25 help me, that is more than ten minutes? 
[Page 56] [Page 58] 
1 was safe, methodical. 1 A. It is certainly more than ten minutes. 
2 Q. What that suggests to me, and again, I 2 Q. More than half an hour? 
3 want to be clear and fair to the record, is that 3 A. It may have been in the area of an 
4 at the time that you initially were having your 4 hour. 
5 conversation -- "initially" may not be the right 5 Q. That is between the briefmg and then 
6 word -- but at the time you are being briefed by 6 let's enter with the dog; is that right? 
7 Sergeant Kukla, you are discussing the fact that 7 A. What do you mean by "briefmg"? 
8 you need more people to contain and isolate the 8 Q. Again, I'm trying to use your words. 
9 location; is that fair? 9 My understanding is that you had a conversation 
10 A. I recall several conversations with 10 with Sergeant Kukla, which I assume is one of the 
11 Sergeant Kukla throughout the incident. And it's 11 first conversations that you had with him, where 
12 probable that that conversation, that piece of 12 he briefed you at the scene about the events that 
13 the conversation was one of the earlier 13 have been transpiring up until the point you got 
14 conversations. 14 there. 
15 Q. Your discussion with Sergeant Kukla 15 A. Yes. 
16 about let's get a K9 here, did that take place 16 Q. So from that initial -- and I say 
17 during that initial briefmg? 17 "initial" -- but from that briefmg from Sergeant 
18 A. It may have. 18 Kukla, initial briefing from Sergeant Kukla, 
19 Q. Making sure that we have EMS on board, 19 until the decision was made to enter with the 
20 did that take place in that initial? 20 dog, that is the time frame I'm talking about. 
21 A. I don't remember. 21 That could have been as long as an hour? 
22 Q. When in relationship to the discussions 22 A. It's possible. 
23 with Sergeant Kukla was the decision to go ahead 23 Q. Was the decision to use the dog made by 
24 and deploy the K9 made? 24 you or was it made by a combination of you, 
25 A. The last discussion I had with Sergeant 25 Sergeant Kukla, and K9 Officer Bonas? 
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1 A. What do you mean "use the dog"? 1 they couldn't see them any more. I don't 
2 Q. To deploy the dog into the building to 2 remember all of the specific information that I 
3 assist in the search for the suspect. 3 received about her. 
4 A. Who made that decision? 4 Q. Do you recall being advised that the 
5 Q. Yes. 5 officer had also seen her manipulating dental 
6 A. I authorized that decision after 6 instruments? 
7 discussions with Sergeant Kukla at the scene. 7 A. No. 
8 Q. Was Officer Bonas, K9 Officer Bonas 8 Q. At any point in time prior to 
9 involved in that discussion or authorization? 9 authorizing use of the dog or deploying the dog 
10 A. No. 10 into the building, were you advised that this 
11 Q. The entry team was made up of several 11 location where this person had been seen was a 
12 officers; correct? 12 dental lab? 
13 A. Yes. 13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Did you have any role in choosing what 14 Q. Do you recall how you received that 
15 officers would be part of the entry team? 15 information? 
16 A. No. 16 A. Probably on the building. It may have 
17 Q. Do you know who made that decision? 17 been part of the original call, may have involved 
18 A. I believe then and now that it was 18 subsequent conversations with Sergeant Kukla. 
19 Sergeant Kukla. 19 Q. But so I'm clear, you don't ever 
20 Q. Did you have any conversations with the 20 remember being advised that the person inside the 
21 suspect Melene James? 21 building may have worked in the dental lab? 
22 A. No. 22 A. I did not receive that information. 
23 Q. At any point in time. 23 Q. Thank you. 
24 A. No.· 24 Did you ever see after the event 
25 Q. Did anybody ever report to you anything 25 transpired and after the suspect or Ms. James was 
[Page 60] [Page 62] 
1 that they heard her say or do? That is a really 1 taken from the building, and I gather to the 
2 bad question. 2 paramedics, did you ever see her? 
3 I mean, a piece of the information that 3 A. Yes. 
4 you got, or did you, that the person had been 4 Q. What do you recall about her? Do you 
5 seen inside the building. Another bad question. 5 have any memory of your observations of her? 
6 Let me back up. 6 A. The only memory I can think of is when 
7 One of the pieces of information that 7 I went to the hospital and saw her in the 
8 you had is that a citizen had called in and 8 hospital. 
9 apparently seen somebody breaking into the 9 Q. I mean at the scene first of all. Do 
10 building? 10 you remember what your observations were at the 
11 A. Yes.· 11 scene? 
12 Q. Then there is also some information in 12 A. No. 
13 these reports about an officer that actually saw 13 Q. Then I know that you did go to the 
14 her in the building. Do you recall that? 14 hospital; correct? 
15 A. Yes. 15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Do you recall what you were advised 16 Q. How long were you at the hospital? 
17 regarding what that officer saw? 17 A. Maybe a few minutes. 
18 A. Yes. 18 Q. There were a number of other officers 
19 Q. Can you tell me what you were told. 19 at the hospital, as I recall. 
20 A. That that individual had been holding a 20 A. Probably. 
21 sharp object. 21 Q. What did you observe at the hospital? 
22 Q. Anything else that you recall being 22 A. I remember seeing the suspect on the 
23 told? 23 gurney inside the emergency room. 
24 A. The officer had seen the suspect inside 24 Q. Had she gone back into the treatment 
25 the location with the sharp object, probably that 25 rooms or was she still just at the general entry 
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1 or where was that? 1 to my other duties. 
2 A. She was at the first bed on the left 2 Q. Did you do that? 
3 entering the emergency room of Saint Al's. 3 A. I don't know what specifically I did 
4 Q. Was there anybody else in the room with 4 afterward. 
5 her at that point? 5 Q. Do you recall doing anything specific 
6 A. It's not a room. There were probably 6 in terms of authorizing or directing officers to 
7 lots of people that are working. 7 do certain events after Ms. James has been taken 
8 Q. But I mean in terms of officers or 8 from the building and the building has been 
9 family members or anybody there yet? 9 cleared; in other words, whether it be additional 
10 A. I'm sure that there were officers 10 steps of the investigation, taking photos, doing 
11 there. 11 anything of that nature? 
12 Q. What do you remember observing? 12 A. There is the normal follow-up after use 
13 A. I remember seeing her on the gurney. 13 of force which I would be concerned with, and I 
14 Q. That's it? 14 believe that I was then, which is making sure 
15 A. Well, are you asking me what my 15 that the use of force report and information, the 
16 observations were of her? 16 investigation that follows these types of events, 
17 Q. Yes. 17 the mechanism for that is taking place. 
18 A. She looked out of it. 18 Sergeant Likes responded to the scene, 
19 Q. "Out of it" in the sense ofl 19 I knew that it is his job as the K9 supervisor to 
20 A. She looked like she was under the 20 write, evaluate the use of force by a K9. The 
21 influence of something. 21 normal processing of the scene, I'm sure I was 
22 Q. Could you smell anything? 22 concerned with it, making sure that the scene, 
23 A. I don't recall smelling anything. 23 that it was secure, that we had debriefed the 
24 Q. How close did you get to her? 24 appropriate amount of people, that we had done 
25 A. Not close. 25 what we needed to at the scene as well. 
[Page 64] [Page 66] 
1 Q. Could you observe any injuries? 1 It also depends on your time frame that 
2 A. I don't remember specific injuries. I 2 you are asking about. 
3 probably did. 3 Q. Sure. I'm talking about after the 
4 Q. Anything else that stands out in your 4 building was cleared, after she is gone. 
5 mind? 5 Basically it sounds like what you then do is make 
6 A. No. 6 sure the protocol is followed, that the reports 
7 Q. Did you try to talk to her? 7 are generated, and that the officers who have 
8 A. I don't recall trying to talk to her at 8 those responsibilities are doing them? 
9 all. 9 A. That's right. 
10 Q. Did you hear anything coming from her, IO MR. BUSH: Let's take a break. I think 
11 whether it be words, moans, groans, anything of 11 I'm done. 
12 that nature? 12 (Recess taken.) 
13 A. I don't remember anything specific. 13 Q. (BY MR. BUSH) I just have a couple 
14 Q. Would standard protocol for you after 14 more. 
15 you -- and again, I don't know necessarily what 15 On the Incident History, which is 
16 the right terminology is. After the hospital do 16 Exhibit No. 2, if you go to actually the last 
17 you then clear the scene and go back to your, I 17 page, there is some indications on there where 
18 don't want to say "normal duties," because your 18 there is the okays and then it has the officer 
19 normal duties are you do everything, but I guess 19 numbers and then it has "C4 NF." Do you see that 
20 what happens after you leave the hospital? 20 down in here (indicating)? 
21 A. Well, ifI have ensured that the 21 A. Yes. 
22 investigation and the procedures that are taking 22 Q. I'm just wondering, do you know what 
23 place are all appropriate, that the officers have 23 "C4 NF" means? 
24 the tools and the resources that they need, it 24 A. Code 4 stands for -- "C4" stands for 
25 wouldn't be uncommon for me to leave and go back 25 code 4. "NF" means no further. And what that is 
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1 is a code by dispatch that means that the officer 
2 is code 4 at the scene, the situation is under 
3 control, and that NF, there are no further 
4 security checks required by dispatch. 
5 Q. So what does code 4 mean? 
6 A. Code 4 means the situation is under 
7 control more or less. The officer is okay. 
8 Q. I asked you if you had talked to any of 
9 the other officers at the scene other than 
10 Sergeant Kukla, but I didn't ask you, did you 
11 ever talk to the owner of the building? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Did you ever talk to the citizen who 
14 made the call? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Other than Sergeant Kukla do you recall 
17 talking to anybody else at the scene? I know 
18 there may be radio traffic, but I mean other than 
19 people that are involved in this incident. 
20 A. I don't specifically remember. It's 
21 possible, but I don't remember. 
22 MR. BUSH: Lieutenant, I appreciate 
23 your time. I know that you would rather be doing 
24 your police work than sitting in a room with a 
25 lawyer. 
[Page 68] 
1 THE WI1NESS: This is part of it. 
2 MR. BUSH: I appreciate your time very 
3 much. Thanks. 
4 THE WI1NESS: Thank you. 
5 (Deposition concluded at 10:33 a.m.) 
6 (Signature requested.) 
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Narrative Report 
Supplement 
Chg# Offense/Charge 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
4 Location of Occurrence 
7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
lrRI NARRATIVE 
INITIAL RESPONSE/CONTACT: 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
Approved on 12/26/201011:41:00 PM 
IDR# 2010 - 033015 
Date of This Narrative 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 
~ Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
I was dispatched along with other officers for the report of a burglary in progress. The witness, who lives 
across the street from the location, heard the window being broken. He responded to the location and 
contacted a female making entry into the building. He then retreated and called the police. 
INVOLVED PERSONS: 
Melene James is the suspect. 
Jarod Hendricks is the witness and the calling party. 
Carrick Brewster and Scott Hayhurst are the victims and owners of the building that was damaged and entered. 
WITNESS INTERVIEW: 
Jarod was at his residence directly across the street from the Dental Office building. He heard glass breakage 
come from the direction of the building. He crossed the street to investigate and noticed a female subject 
(Melene) climbing through a broken window. The broken window was on a subterranean level that was 
accessed by a trench area that ran along the building. He asked her if she was alright. She told him that she 
was going inside to get her keys. Jarod took note that Melene seemed highly intoxicated or somehow impaired 
as her speech was heavily slurred. With this information he called the police and kept an eye on the building 
until our arrival. He felt that she was still in there as he had not seen her exit, at least from the front side. 
Officer Butler was first to arrive on scene along with Sgt. Kukla. Butler was looking down into the basement 
area and saw Melene in the laboratory near the broken window where she had entered. She was standing near 
the windows and had a knife in her hand. She then moved out of the laboratory area and was not to be seen 
again until entry. 
A perimeter was set up along with an entry/clearing team. Police K9 Bonas responded to the scene to lead the 
entry/clearing team. Several keys had been obtained to aid in entry. Carrick Brewster had called to have one of 
his assistants who lived nearby respond and provide us with a key. A cleaning lady also showed up about the 
same time as the assistant, she also gave us a key. Carrick Brewster showed up prior to entry and confirmed 
that no one should be in the building. Especially no one who entered by breaking out a window. 
The entry/clearing team, led by Bonas, made entry through the East door. The upstairs was cleared first. 
Bonas called out several warnings for the suspect to surrender prior to K9 deployment. No one was located on 
the upper level. Prior to going downstairs, Bonas again called out several warnings before his K9 was sent. 
The entry/clearing team was staged on the stairs while the K9 searched the downstairs area. (See Bonas' report 
for K9 actions). Ultimately the dog found Melene in the bathroom area. Bonas called off and controlled his dog 
while I secured Melene and immediately took her outside where Paramedics were staged. I then followed the 
Ambulance to St. Alphonsus Hospital where she was treated for her wounds. The entry/clearing team 
continued to clear the downstairs area and no one else was located. Carrick Brewster took a quick inventory 
and stated that it appeared nothing was missing or out of place from either of the Dentist offices upstairs. He 
confirmed that the broken window in the laboratory was new and from this incident. There was another window 
in the laboratory area that had a crack in it, but Carrick stated that was old damage. 
VICTIM INTERVIEW: 
Carrick Brewster responded to the scene. He advised us that no one should be in the building as far as he 
knew. He told us that he did absolutely know that no one should be in his building who entered by breaking out 
a window! He had arranged for us to have a key and waited for us to clear the building. He later inspected his 
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Narrative Report 
Supplement 
ChglO Offense/Charge 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
4 Location of Occurrence 
7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
Approved on 12/26/2010 11:41:00 PM 
IDR# 2010 - 033015 
Date of This Narrative 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 
~ Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
building and offices to check for property and damage. He did not feel anything other than the window that 
Melene had broken was disturbed. He also signed a summons for Malicious Injury to Property and stated that 
he did wish to follow through with charges. 
SUSPECT INTERVIEW: 
Melene was never directly interviewed by police. She was heavily intoxicated and it was all that medical 
personnel could do to get medical information from her. She did tell the paramedics that she had drunk three 
beers, but later told the hospital staff that it was two beers. There was one 24oz. Steel's Reserve Beer in the 
bathroom with her at the Dentist office. She also admitted to being on Medication for Anxiety that according to 
medical staff does not mix well with alcohol. She told hospital staff that she went to her laboratory to fix a tooth 
on a denture for a friend. She did not have her key so she broke through the window to get in. 
I witnessed all of these statements other than the one to the paramedics. She told them about the beer during 
transport to the hospital. 
I was unable to directly interview her due to her level of intoxication and later consciousness after doctors had 
medicated her. 
I spoke with Melene's daughter at the hospital. She told me that she knew her mother was going in to work on 
some dentures that she had agreed to fix for a friend. She told me that Melene has been taking Anxiety 
medication regularly with no problems. She also said that Melene sometimes drank a beer but was not a heavy 
drinker. She also denied any illegal drug use by her mother. She was shocked to hear that Melene was 
extremely intoxicated and had broken a window to gain entry into her laboratory. She said that is very 
uncharacteristic of her mother and she was not acting as her normal self with these actions. She also told me 
that Melene is a part owner of the Laboratory. She owns the Laboratory company and her partner "Gene" 
leases the space. I was unable to confirm the exact business relationship or agreements at this time. 
INJURIES (VICTIM & SUSPECT): 
Melene had marks on her right arm and right cheek area. See Bonas' report and CSI report and photos by 
Officer Hunsaker. 
DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY/EVIDENCE/WEAPONS: 
CSS Nielson responded to the Dentist office scene and processed it. See his report. 
CSI Hunsaker responded to the Hospital and took photos of Melene's injuries. See his report. 
CONCLUSION: 
Melene was cited for Malicious injury to property as she was not going to be released from the hospital anytime 
soon. 
Route this report to prosecutors for review of charges on Resisting and Obstruction for Melene's failure to 
comply to police surrender commands prior to K9 deployment. She was allowed several opportunities 
throughout the search but failed to respond to officers. 
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CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATIORNEY 
SCOTI B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY A TIORNEY' S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCity Attorney@cityofboise.org 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES 1-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
CITY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO 
FIRST INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW Defendants, City of Boise, Steve Bonas, Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and 
Rodney Likes ("City Defendants"), by and through their attorneys, Scott B. Muir and Kelly K. 
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Fleming, and answer Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Document to Defendants as follows: 
GENERAL OBJECTIONS 
City Defendants object to the extent that these discovery requests are framed to seek 
information which is not specific to the Plaintiffs claims and are irrelevant to the issues pied in 
Plaintiffs Complaint and are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. 
City Defendants object to introductory language contained in these requests to the extent 
it purports to demand discovery on terms, or to impose obligations upon City Defendants which 
are beyond the scope of, or different from, the provisions governing discovery in the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please state the name, address and telephone number 
of each and every person known to you or your attorneys who has any knowledge of, or who 
purports to have any knowledge of any of the facts of this case. By this interrogatory, we 
seek the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all witnesses who have any knowledge of 
any fact pertinent to damages and/or liability. 
RESPONSE: 
1. Plaintiff, Melene James 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Officer Daniel Barber, Ada #509 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Barber has information relative to the incident of December 
26, 2010. He was an officer dispatched to the call. He assisted in 
setting up a perimeter and to make telephone calls to gain access to the 
dental building. 
Sgt. Timothy Kukla, Ada #588 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Sgt. Kukla has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He requested a K-9 unit come to the scene and went over entry 
plan with Lt. Schoenborn. 
Officer Steve Butler, Ada #718 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Butler has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He was the first officer to arrive at the scene, contacted the 
complaining party, and observed Plaintiff in the downstairs portion of 
the building. 
Officer Deidra Harr, Ada #683 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Harr has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. She was part of the entry team and assisted in clearing the 
building. 
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6. Officer Chris Davis, Ada #608 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Davis has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He assisted in securing the perimeter. 
7. Officer Chris Rogers, Ada #519 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Rogers has information relative to the incident of December 
26, 2010. He assisted in securing the perimeter. 
8. Lieutenant Doug Schoenborn, Ada #492 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Lt. Schoenborn has information relative to the incident of December 
26, 2010. He discussed the course of action for entry of the building 
with Sgt. Kukla. 
9. Officer Gene Rapp, Ada #687 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Rapp has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He was part of the entry team clearing the building. 
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10. Officer Steve Bonas, Ada #705 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Bonas has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He was the K-9 officer that responded to the scene, and was part 
of the entry team clearing the building. 
11. Officer Dave Hunsaker, Ada #562 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Officer Hunsaker has information relative to the incident of December 
26, 2010. He was assigned to respond to the hospital to document the 
injuries to Plaintiff. 
12. CSS Rick Nielsen, Ada #7973 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Community Service Specialist Nielsen has information relative to the 
incident of December 26, 2010. He took photographs of the scene. 
13. Sgt. Rodney Likes, Ada #315 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Sgt. Likes has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. 
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14. Lieutenant Alan Cavener, Ada #554 
Boise Police Department 
c/o Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
PH: (208) 384-3870 
Lt. Cavener has information relative to the incident of December 26, 
2010. He responded after the incident. 
15. Carrick Brewster 
7337 Northview 
Boise, ID 83701 
PH: (208) 376-7447 
Mr. Brewster was an owner of the building located at 7337 Northview, 
Boise, Idaho. 
16. Jared Hendricks 
P.O. Box 123 
Idaho City, ID 83631 
PH: (208) 392-4494 
Mr. Hendricks was the complaining party that made the 9-1-1 call of a 
break-in at the dental building. 
17. Holly Smith 
c/o Comstock & Bush 
Boise, ID 83702 
Ms. Smith is PlaintiffMelene James' daughter and was with Ms. 
James prior to and following the incident of December 26, 2010. 
18. Katie Smith 
c/o Comstock & Bush 
Boise, ID 83702 
Ms. Smith is PlaintiffMelene James' daughter and was with Ms. 
James prior to and following the incident of December 26, 2010. 
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19. Gene Vail 
7337 Northview 
Boise, ID 83704 
(208)343-2997 
Mr. Vail is the owner of A & A Dental Lab, the location where the 
December 26, 2010, incident took place. Mr. Vail has knowledge of 
Ms. James' access to the building and lab and any agreements with 
Ms. James to use the lab. 
20. Selissa Richter 
Lane Corless 
Ada County Paramedics 
370 Benjamin Lane 
Boise, ID 83704 
Ms. Richter and Mr. Corless are paramedics who were on the scene of 
the incident of December 26,2010, and provided care to Ms. James. 
21. Sean Hassinger, M.D. 
Allied Orthopaedics 
6590 W. Norwood Dr. 
Boise, ID 83704 
Dr. Hassinger is a medical care provider of Ms. James. 
22. Kevin Hearon, D.C. 
Boise Chiropractic Clinic 
3314 N. Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Dr. Hearon is a medical care provider of Ms. James. 
23. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Rd. 
Boise, ID 83706 
St. Alphonsus is the hospital to which Plaintiff was taken after the 
December 26, 2010, incident. 
24. Jeffrey Gallardo 
Boise, ID 
Mr. Gallardo is the boyfriend of Katie Smith and was drinking beer 
with Plaintiff prior to the December 26, 2010, incident. 
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Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please state the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of all persons you intend to call as a factual witness at the trial of this case. 
RESPONSE: It has not yet been determined what witnesses will be called at the trial of 
this matter. Defendant may call any person identified in the response to Interrogatory No. 1 or 
any discovery responses. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented 
as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: With respect to the persons you intend to call at the trial 
of this cause, please state the general nature of the facts to which they will testify. 
RESPONSE: Answering Defendants object to this interrogatory to the extent that it 
seeks information protected by the attorney/client privilege and attorney work product doctrine. 
Defendants object to this interrogatory as being overly broad and burdensome and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, see 
Response to Interrogatory No. 1 above. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Have you, your attorneys, or any person, firm or 
corporation acting on your behalf, consulted with or engaged any experts in connection with this 
litigation? If so, please state their names and addresses, and for each such expert, describe the 
subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, set forth the underlying facts or data 
supporting the opinion as required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26, and state the substance 
of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected to testify. 
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RESPONSE: City Defendants have not engaged any experts in connection with this 
litigation at this time. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as 
required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify in full and complete detail each and every 
document, writing, photograph or other physical evidence which you intend to offer as an exhibit 
in the trial of this matter. If you will do so without a Motion to Produce, please attach a copy of 
said exhibits to your Answers to the Interrogatories. 
RESPONSE: It has not yet been determined what documents or tangible evidence will 
be offered as exhibits at the trial of this matter. Any of the documents or tangible evidence 
identified in the course of discovery could be offered as exhibits at the trial of this matter. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please describe each and every statement, whether oral, 
written or recorded, made by any party, witness or other person, which relates to any of the 
issues involved in this action. For each statement please state: 
(a) Date and time it was made; 
(b) Whether it was oral or written; 
(c) The name and job title of the individual, employee, agent or representative of 
Plaintiff who made the statement, and the substance of the statement. 
RESPONSE: Answering Defendants object to the extent this Interrogatory seeks 
information protected by the attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine. Without 
waiving said objection, reports were written by the various officers who responded to the scene, 
as well as a written statement of a building owner (#14 in Response to Interrogatory Number 1 
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above). Regina Fredricks with the Boise Police Department was directed by the Boise City 
Attorney's office to take recorded interviews in anticipation of litigation from several persons 
with knowledge of the December 26, 2010, incident. As a product of these interviews, Ms. 
Fredricks drafted a report. These recorded interviews and the report are protected by the work 
product doctrine and the attorney-client privilege. Ms. Fredricks had recorded interviews with: 
Officer Deidra Harr, Officer Chris Davis, Officer Dan Barber, CSS Rick Nielsen, Sgt. Tim 
Kukla, Officer Dave Hunsaker, Lt. Doug Schoenborn, Lt. Alan Cavener, Officer Steve Bonas, 
Officer Steve Butler, Sgt. Rodney Likes, Officer Chris Rogers, Officer Gene Rapp, and Jared 
Hendricks. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required 
by Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Are there presently, or were there at the time of the event 
which is the subject of this litigation, any insurance agreements under which any person or 
entities carrying on an insurance business may be liable to satisfy part or all of any judgment that 
may be entered against you in this action, or to indemnify or reimburse you for payments made 
to satisfy such judgment? If so, with respect to each such agreement, specify: 
(a) The name and address of such insurer; 
(b) The policy number of each such insurer; 
( c) The limits of liability set forth in each such insurance agreement; 
(d) Whether such insurance is primary or excess; 
(e) The effective period of each such policy of insurance. 
RESPONSE: At the time of incident, the City of Boise was self-insured up to $450,000. 
The City of Boise current had an excess insurance policy through 
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(a) Illinois Union Insurance Company, 525 W. Monroe St., Suite 400, Chicago, IL 
60661; 
(b) Policy Number PEP G19851047; 
(c) The limits ofliability for each act, accident, claim or occurrence is $5,000,000; 
(d) Excess; 
(e) The effective period of the policy is from October 1, 2010 to October 1, 2011. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Identify each and every individual providing information 
and/or documentation utilized in responding to these discovery requests. 
RESPONSE: Information and/or documentation utilized in responding to these 
discovery requests have been provided by the named Defendants and the custodian of the records 
at the Boise Police Department. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: In your Answer on file herein, you set forth several 
affirmative defenses. For each affirmative defense, please state with particularity the factual 
basis for the allegation, and set forth in full and complete detail each and every witness, fact, 
document and/or occurrence which you contend supports said allegation. 
RESPONSE: Answering Defendants object to this Interrogatory to the extent it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client privilege and attorney work product. Answering 
Defendants object to this Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks disclosure of the mental 
impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of Defendants' attorneys. Without waiving 
said objection, Defendants state that the affirmative defenses are supported, as follows: 
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1) Plaintiff was negligent by being extremely intoxicated from alcohol and/or drugs. 
She was further negligent in breaking and entering the building by maliciously 
breaking the window. Plaintiffs medical records show her alcohol level to be at 0.27 
(over 3 times the legal level to drive), and she tested positive for canniboids. The 
reporting party, Jered Hendricks will testify that Plaintiff was extremely intoxicated 
when he encountered her. 
2) But for Plaintiff breaking the window to gain access to the building, the Boise police 
would have never responded to the scene. As stated in the police reports, the Boise 
police were called to the scene because of a report of a burglary. Mr. Hendricks will 
testify that he called the police when he witnessed Plaintiff gain access to the building 
by breaking a window, and he believed that she was burglarizing the building. 
Plaintiff did not respond to the announcement by the Boise police that they were there 
with a police dog and it would bite any person who did not surrender. The police 
reports, audio recording, and testimony of those present show that the police gave 
loud and audible announcements before letting the dog search, and Plaintiff did not 
respond. 
3) If an insurance company paid some or all of Plaintiffs bills, which she now claims as 
damages, the insurance company, and not the Plaintiff would be the real party in 
interest in respect to those claims for damages. 
4) Plaintiff failed to mitigate her damages, if any, by her failure to pursue gainful 
employment or continue with her educational pursuits. 
5) The actions of the Defendants were reasonable under the circumstances and did not 
rise to a level of a deprivation of rights which are protected by the Constitution. The 
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police reports, audio recordings, and testimony of the officers show that Defendants' 
actions were reasonable under the circumstances. 
6) Plaintiff's state law claims are limited by the exceptions to liability and immunities 
found in the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. Of particular 
relevance are the exceptions to governmental liability found at Idaho Code § 6-
904(3). 
7) Plaintiff's state law claims are limited by the exceptions to liability and immunities 
found in the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. Of particular 
relevance are the exceptions to governmental liability found at Idaho Code § 6-
904(3). 
8) Many of the exceptions to governmental liability found in the Idaho Tort Claims Act, 
Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code are based on the employees acting within the course 
and scope of their employment without malice or criminal intent. The police reports, 
audio recordings, and the testimony of the Boise officers show that their actions were 
within the course and scope of their employment without malice or criminal intent. 
Further, in § 1983 actions, the doctrine of qualified immunity protects the individual 
defendants from personal liability in their individual capacities for their official 
conduct so long as that conduct is objectively reasonable and does not violate clearly 
established federal rights. 
9) Defendants are not liable for punitive damages in a § 1983 suit when sued in their 
official capacity. 
10) Defendants are not liable for punitive damages in a § 1983 suit when sued in their 
official capacity. 
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11) In § 1983 actions, the doctrine of qualified immunity protects the individual 
defendants from personal liability in their individual capacities for their official 
conduct so long as that conduct is objectively reasonable and does not violate clearly 
established federal rights. 
12) Defendants acted reasonably and followed City policies that are reasonable and 
constitutional. 
13) The individual defendants are entitled to qualified immunity and all defendants are 
entitled to the statutory immunities provided by the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, 
Chapter 9, Idaho Code. 
14) The police reports, audio recordings, and testimony of witnesses show that 
Defendants at all times acted reasonably and without malice. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Identify the person most knowledgeable with regard to 
the Boise City Police Department's protocols, policies and procedures involving the use of K-9 
units and/or police dogs to apprehend suspects. 
RESPONSE: Officer William R. Arthur, c/o Boise City Attorney's Office, 150 N. 
Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 500, Boise, ID 83701-0500. Officer Arthur is the person most 
knowledgable with the training of the K-9s and the use of K-9s. 
Captain Randy Roper, c/o Boise City Attorney's Office, 150 N. Capitol Blvd., P.O. Box 
500, Boise, ID 83701-0500. Captain Roper is the person most knowledgeable with the Boise 
City Police Department's use of force protocols, policies and procedures. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Identify the person by name, address and telephone 
number, who telephoned the Boise City Police Department the night of December 26, 2010, to 
report that the Plaintiff had broken a window. 
RESPONSE: Jared Hendricks, P.O. Box 123, Idaho City, ID 83631; PH: (208) 392-
4494. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Identify the person(s), by name, address and telephone 
number, who provided key(s) to the entry/clearing team to gain access to the dental office. 
RESPONSE: The name, address and telephone number of the person(s) providing the 
key(s) for entry into the building were not recorded, either by audio or in written report form. 
According to the Supplemental Report of Officer Daniel Barber, an owner of the building, 
Carrick Brewster, called his assistant to bring a key. The assistant responded and brought a key. 
In addition, a cleaning lady also arrived at the scene who possessed a key to the building. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State in detail the specific information provided to the 
officers by the individual(s) identified in response to Interrogatory No. 12. 
RESPONSE: No detail is available, other than what is contained in Officer Barber's 
Supplemental Report. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as 
required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Describe, in detail, the Boise City Police Department's 
standard operating procedures or protocols for responding to a situation such as the incident that 
occurred on December 26, 2010. 
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RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department's policy and practice for responding to a 
burglary in progress are contained in the Boise Police Department Policy Manual under Policy 
1.02.04 and Standard Operating Procedure P3.0001.0. These documents are disclosed in the 
response to requests for production of documents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Describe, in detail, the Boise City Police Department's 
standard operating procedures or protocols for the use of a Canine (K-9) when responding to a 
situation such as the incident that occurred on December 26, 2010. 
RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department's policy and practice for the use of a police 
canine are contained in the Boise Police Department Policy Manual under Policy 1.02.04 and 
Standard Operating Procedure P3.0001.0. These documents are disclosed in the response to 
requests for production of documents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Describe who made and state in detail why the decision 
was made to use a K-9 police dog to search the premises where the Plaintiff was working on the 
evening of December 26, 2010. 
RESPONSE: Sergeant Tim Kukla, Ada #588 was the officer in charge at the scene on 
December 26, 2010. Sgt. Kukla made the request for a canine unit. Sgt. Kukla, Lieutenant Doug 
Schoenborn, the Commanding Officer at the scene, and Officer Steve Bonas put together the 
plan for entry into the building. The plan included a search team together with a police canine. 
Officer Bonas considered the severity of the crime of burglary, the recent burglaries at 
local dental offices which had occurred in December, that a suspect had been seen armed with a 
knife, knowledge that a dental office contains many non-traditional weapons, the suspect would 
have tactical advantage and could easily be lying in wait, that the building was dark except for a 
small portion of the southeast downstairs area, that the suspect ignored his commands to 
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surrender despite being told a police dog would be used and that the suspect may be bitten, and 
that officers searching the building would have their weapons drawn for their protection, 
increasing the danger to all parties, thus making the use of a police dog a safer manner to locate 
and possibly apprehend the suspect. 
Lt. Schoenborn felt that using a canine for the incident of December 26, 2010, was the 
most reasonable decision taking all of the facts into consideration known to him at that time; it 
fell into line with the Police Department's policies on priorities of life, his past experience and 
training, and guidance by the Department on use of the canines. It was the most appropriate tool 
that they had at the time. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Describe in detail why the decision was made to give 
the bite command rather than a bark and hold command to K-9 police dog Ruwa while Plaintiff 
was using the bathroom on the evening of December 26, 2010. 
RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department Canine Unit trains its dogs and handlers 
under the "Handler Controlled" (HC) method, as opposed to the "Bark and Hold" (BH) method. 
Under the HC method, the police dogs are trained to bite or bark based on the direction of the 
handler. The Boise Police Department Canine Unit believes that the HC method is safer for the 
public, suspects, and our handler/officers. On December 26, 2010, Ruwa was given the bite 
command when he located a burglary suspect, who was believed to be armed and had failed to 
respond to the canine announcements. The safety of the officers was the paramount concern. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Was there an investigation conducted with regard to 
Ruwa biting the Plaintiff following the subject incident on December 26, 2010? If yes, please 
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describe the investigation performed, the result of the investigation and identity the person(s) 
who conducted the investigation. 
RESPONSE: Answering Defendants object to this request in that it seeks information 
protected by the work product doctrine and/or attorney-client privilege. Without waiving said 
objection, Regina Fredricks with the Boise Police Department was asked to investigate the 
incident by the Boise City Attorney's Office in anticipation of litigation. Her investigation was 
to include interviews with persons with knowledge of the incident. The recorded interviews 
were: Officer Deidra Harr, Officer Chris Davis, Officer Dan Barber, CSS Rick Nielsen, Sgt. Tim 
Kukla, Officer Dave Hunsaker, St. Doug Schoenborn, Lt. Alan Cavener, Officer Steve Bonas, 
Officer Steve Butler, Sgt. Rodney Likes, Officer Chris Rogers, Officer Gene Rapp, and Jared 
Hendricks. As a product of the interviews, Ms. Fredericks drafted a report. Ms. Fredricks' 
investigation and report are subject to the work product doctrine and attorney/client privilege. 
On or about January 3, 2011, Sergeant Rodney Likes performed a review of the incident 
of December 26, 2010. It was determined that Officer Bonas followed all policies and procedures 
of the Boise Police Department. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Were any of the investigating officers reprimanded in 
any way as a result of the subject incident which took place an December 26, 2010? 
RESPONSE: No 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Were any Boise City Police Department standard 
operating procedures, protocols, guidelines, and/or policies changed as a result the subject 
incident which took place on December 26, 2010? If yes, please identify which ones and why? 
RESPONSE: No. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Identify the number of burglaries that took place at 
dental facilities in Boise during the month of December, 2010. 
RESPONSE: See list of commercial burglaries between June 1, 2010, and December 31, 
2010, attached as Bates Number BC000078. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Were officers informed at any time before Ruwa was 
given the "bite" command that the "suspect" could be an employee who works in the denture 
lab? If so, state which officers were so informed and by whom. 
RESPONSE: Officer Daniel Barber spoke with the cleaning lady (name unknown) who 
indicated there were other people who worked in the building. She tried to describe what the 
lady looked like, however, Mr. Carrick Brewster reiterated that anyone who had to break into the 
building was not supposed to be there, so the conversation ended. Discovery is ongoing and this 
answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure . 
. INTERROGATORY NO. 23: State how long Ruwa attacked the Plaintiff before the 
attack was ceased. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to use of the word "attack" to describe the incident and 
it is unclear what Plaintiff is asking. Therefore, Defendants do not have an answer to this 
interrogatory. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as 
required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 4. 
RESPONSE: No documents exist to respond this Request. Discovery is ongoing and this 
answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Produce copies of every document, writing, 
photograph or other physical evidence which you intend to offer as an exhibit in the trial and/or 
referred to, identified, or utilized in responding to Interrogatory No. 5. 
RESPONSE: It has not yet been determined what documents or tangible evidence will 
be offered as exhibits at the trial of this matter. Any of the documents or tangible evidence 
identified in the course of discovery could be offered as exhibits at the trial of this matter. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Produce copies of any and all statements 
referred to, identified, or utilized in responding to Interrogatory No. 6. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request to the extent that it seeks documents 
protected by the work product doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. Without waiving said 
objections, reports written by the various officers who responded to the scene, as well as a 
statement of the owner of the building are attached hereto, Bates Numbered BCOOOOOl through 
BC000021. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required 
by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Produce copies of all declaration pages of 
any insurance policies and a copy of any insurance policy identified in your Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 7. 
RESPONSE: See attached insurance policies, Bates Numbered BC000022 through 
BC000049. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 9. 
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RESPONSE: See all documents provided in response to Plaintiff's Requests for 
Production of Documents. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 13, including, but not 
limited to, any audio and/or transcripts of recorded conversations. 
RESPONSE: See the Supplemental Report of Officer Daniel Barber, Bates Numbered 
BC000003 through BC000004. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Produce copies of any and all policies and 
procedures pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 14. 
RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department's policies for responding to a burglary in 
progress are contained in Boise Police Department Policy Manual under Policy 1.02.04 and 
Standard Operating Procedure P3.0001.0 and are attached hereto, Bates Numbered BCOOOOSO 
through BC000072. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as 
required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Produce copies of any and all policies and 
procedures pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 15. 
RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department's policies for the use of a police canine 
when responding to a burglary in progress are contained in the Boise Police Department Policy 
Manual under Policy 1.02.04 and Standard Operating Procedure P3.0001.0, and are attached 
hereto, Bates Numbered BCOOOOSO through BC000072. Discovery is ongoing and this answer 
will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Produce copies of any and all policies and 
procedures pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 16. 
RESPONSE: See Responses to Request for Production 7 and 8 above. Discovery is 
ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Produce copies of any and all policies and 
procedures pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 17. 
RESPONSE: See Responses to Request for Production 7 and 8 above. Discovery is 
ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 18, including but not 
limited to, any investigative reports, supplemental reports, notes, emails and/or memoranda. 
RESPONSE: Answering Defendants object to this request in that it seeks information 
protected by the work product doctrine, attorney/client privilege, and documents prepared in 
anticipation of litigation. The investigation and report by Regina Fredricks of the Boise Police 
Department and any documents produced thereby are subject to the work product doctrine and/or 
the attorney/client privilege. The review report prepared by Sergeant Rodney Likes is attached 
Bates Numbered BC000073 through BC000077. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 19. 
RESPONSE: No documents exist in response to this Request. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 20. 
RESPONSE: No documents exist in response to this Request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 21. 
RESPONSE: See list of commercial burglaries between June 1, 2010, and December 31, 
2010, attached as Bates Number BC000078. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be 
seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Produce copies of any and all documents 
pertaining to, identified, or utilized in your response to Interrogatory No. 22, including, but not 
limited to, any audio and/or transcripts of recorded conversations. 
RESPONSE: No documents or audios exist in response to this Request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Produce reprints of any and all photographs 
and duplicate copies of any videotapes taken of the event scene itself prior to and after the 
subject incident of December 26, 2010. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request to the extent that it seeks documents 
protected by the work product doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. Without waiving said 
objection, see attached photographs Bates Numbered BC000079 through BC000121. Discovery 
is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Produce complete unredacted copies of all 
investigative reports including supplemental reports, photographs, CDs, DVDs, audio recordings, 
standard statement forms, incident reports, correspondence, internal memoranda, written 
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conclusions, investigative notes and/or e-mails in your possession and/or which were prepared, 
generated or created by the Boise City Police Department as a result of the December 26, 2010 
incident. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request to the extent that it seeks documents 
protected by the work product doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. Any documents 
produced by Regina Fredricks as part of her investigation are subject to the work product 
doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. Without waiving said objection, see attached police 
general reports, supplements, witness statements, and audio recordings for the incident that 
occurred December 26, 2010, Bates Numbered BCOOOOOl through BC000021 (reports), and 
BC000123 through BC000256 (audios). Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be 
seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Produce a copy of the audio recording 
and/or transcript from the 911 telephone call made December 26, 2010 reporting the broken 
window. 
RESPONSE: See attached audio recording of the ~-1-1 call made the night of December 
26, 2010, Bates Numbered BC000256. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Produce a copy of Steven Bonas's 
complete employment/personnel file from Boise City Police Department, whether written 
documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things, including, but not limited to, all 
training he received to handle or train police canines, all notes, emails, letters, written reprimands 
or suspensions, co-worker complaints, human resource investigation materials, code of conduct 
violations, written determinations, correspondence, evaluations, and other tangible things. 
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RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request as it seeks confidential and privileged 
personnel records. Further, this request seeks information not relevant to this action. Without 
waiving said objection, see attached documents, Bates Numbered BC000268 through BC000415. 
Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Produce a copy of Boise City Police K-9 
Ruwa's complete training and employment/personnel file from Boise City Police Department, 
whether written documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things, including, but 
not limited to, all notes, emails, letters, written reprimands or suspensions, co-worker complaints, 
human resource investigation materials, code of conduct violations, written determinations, 
correspondence, evaluations, and other tangible things. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to the extent that this request seeks information not 
relevant to this action. Without waiving said objection, see attached Canine Activity Reports 
Bates Numbered BC000416 through BC000429. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be 
seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Produce any and all documents, videos, 
computerized training materials or other tools evidencing training of Boise City Police K-9 
Ruwa, including, but not limited to all training videos and/or demonstration videos featuring 
Ruwa. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request as being overly broad and burdensome. 
Without waiving said objection, see attached training records Bates Numbered BC000430 
through BC000690. Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be seasonably supplemented as 
required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Produce the Boise City Police Department's 
standard operating procedures, protocols, guidelines, and/or policies in place on or about 
December 26, 2010, for handling matters such as the incident which is the subject of this 
litigation. 
RESPONSE: See Responses to Request for Production 7 and 8 above. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: Produce the Boise City Police Department's 
standard opera~ing procedures, protocols, guidelines, and/or policies, in place on or about 
December 26, 2010, for use of Police Canine (K-9) units to apprehend police suspects. 
RESPONSE: See Responses to Request for Production 7 and 8 above. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Produce a complete copy ofMelene James' 
probation file, whether written documents, electronically stored information, including, but not 
limited to, all notes, emails, letters, memoranda, testing, test results, written warning, violations, 
write-ups, reprimands, correspondence, evaluations, and all documents referenced or referred to 
at Ms. James' deposition. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to this request as they are not the custodian for 
probation records. However, certain probation information is available through public court 
records in felony case CR-FE-2009-0020634 which speak to the Plaintiffs terms of probation in 
that particular case. Without waiving said objection, attached are records which Defendants have 
obtained and may be responsive to this request, Bates numbered BC000257 through BC000267. 
DATED this rf'zi..flay of ~pril 2013. ~~H.~~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
P.O. Box500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Email: BoiseCityAttomey@cityofboise.org 
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VERIHCATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, Steve C. Bonas, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
Not Pu~Ii~ for Sta~e of Idwi if I ,J 
My Conm11ss1on Expires '1 ;;. 20 t l, 
r 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, Steve M. Butler, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
That I am one of the Defendants in the above-entitled action; that I have read the within 
and foregoing Responses to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, 
know the contents thereof of my own personal knowledge, and believe the facts therein stated to 
be true. 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, Rodney H. Likes, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
STATE OF IDAHO ) · 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Not Public for State ofld~o / 
My Commission Expiresb. fZo I 8 
J 
VERIFICATION 
I, Tim P. Kukla, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
That I am one of the Defendants in the above-entitled action; that I have read the within 
and foregoing Responses to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, 
know the contents thereof of my own personal knowledge, and beli the facts therein stated to 
be true. 
Sub ore ~e this L day of April, 2013. 
~(flu,. 67JIJ,/tv~ 
otary Public for State of lpaho 
My Commission Expires tp. /y-Zo[7-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ hereby certify that I have on this / 1.,r:i:_ day of April 2013, served the foregoing 
document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & 
BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P .0. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
lJ U.S. Mail 
lJ Personal Delivery 
lJ Facsimile 
'11 Electronic Means w/ Consent 
lJ Other: 
-------
-~~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
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DIVISION 
Standard Operating Procedure 
SOP# P3.0001.0 Police Canine (K-9) Units 
Effected Units/Divisions: Effective Date: 
Patrol- Canine Unit November 06, 2002 
PURPOSE 
To provide guidelines for the management of the Boise Police Department's Canine Unit and use of police canines in 
field training. 
DEFINITIONS 
Canine Team 
A patrol officer/handler and the assigned police canine whose primary duties augment patrol activities including 
protection and suspect apprehension. The canine may have secondary training and with skills in drug and explosive 
detection. 
Canine Supervisor 
A sergeant charged with the direct supervisory responsibilities involving the operation of the canine unit. 
Canine Coordinator 
A lieutenant charged with coordinating the functions and activities of the canine detail, and management of all canine 
unit personnel 
DIRECTIVE 
Utilization of police canines requires adherence to procedures that properly control a canine's use-of-force potential 
and channel the canine's specialized capacities into legally acceptable crime-prevention and control activities. Canine 
handlers shall perform their duties in furtherance of the Boise Police Department's mission statement. The canine unit 
shall at all times function within the scope of the department's enforcement philosophy. 
PROCEDURE 
Unit Qualifications EXHIBIT 
• Applicants for the police canine unit must have: 
May200S 
o Minimum qualifications as established in F.M. 24.0902. 
o A willingness to remain with the unit for at least four years. 
o A willingness (together with other family members) to care for and house the canine at the officer's 
residence with a secure outdoor area for the canine (the area must conform to departmental 
requirements). 
o A strong desire to work with canines and willingness to care for and train the animal. 
o, The ability to pass designated physical fitness and agility tests related to the tasks of canine hand I ing. 
o Demonstrated maturity in handling priority calls for service. 
Exh. No. 
Date 
~,~-13 
~lk.e~ 
M & M Cou,•t Reporl/ng 
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• The canine coordinator and the canine supervisor shall be responsible for the selection/recommendation of 
canine handlers in accordance with established departmental procedures. 
• Satisfactory recommendations shall be routed to the Chief of Police for approval via chain of command. 
Training 
l. All departmental canines must meet established state POST and department certification requirements. No 
uncertified canines may be used for canine duty. 
2. New canine handlers must complete the prescribed canine training course and successfully meet all course 
requirements. 
3. Handlers and their assigned canines shall complete and document in-service training (during duty hours) 
as follows: 
• Daily .... a minimum of30 minutes obedience training. 
• Weekly - a minimum of four hours canine unit training, protection, searching and tracking. This 
training shall be coordinated and performed at the direction of the canine supervisor, and should 
include all current members of the canine unit. 
• Yearly - the canine supervisor will arrange the annual POST recertification of the canine teams. 
• Training Seminars - Handlers and their assigned canines will attend training seminars, outside the 
normal courses of training, in furtherance of Boise Police Department's mission. This training 
will be subject to the approval of the canine supervisor, canine coordinator, designated division 
commander, and availability of training funds. 
4. Canine handlers are responsible to maintain their canines in a safe and secure manner. 
5. During weekly training, the canine supervisor and/or canine coordinator will be present to act as a safety 
officer and ensure safe training practices are employed. In the event that neither is available, a department 
supervisor will be utilized in this safety officer capacity. No simultaneous bite scenarios will be conducted 
without safety officers for each scenario. No canine bite work will be conducted involving untrained 
agitators. All weekly canine training will include components designed to test the handlers understanding 
of proper canine deployment. No canine bite training will occur outside if weekly training without prior 
approval of either the canine supervisor or canine coordinator. ln no case will bite training be conducted 
without a safety officer present. A safety officer shall be either a supervisor, trained agitator, or another 
canine handler. 
6. Remedial Training 
• The handler shall be responsible for notifying the canine supervisor any time the assigned canine 
is failing to respond to training. 
• The canine supervisor shall review the circµmstances of the failure and notify the canine 
coordinator. 
• The handler, canine supervisor, and canine coordinator shall determine if the failure is sufficient 
to remove the canine from active service until such time as the canine and handler can receive 
remedial training to correct the training failure. The canine coordinator shall be responsible for 
removing the canine from service and making written notification to the designated division 
commander. 
• Remedial training may be accomplished within the canine unit and/or with the assistance of 
outside police canine trainers chosen by the department. 
• Upon successful completion of the remedial training, the canine may be returned to active service 
upon approval of the canine supervisor, canine coordinator, and designated division commander. 
7. Reporting of Training 
May2005 
• All canine training shall be documented by the handler on a Canine Unit Training Evaluation 
Report (BPD-300-P) or Canine Unit Scent Training Evaluation Report (BPD-301-P). 
• The handler shall maintain a copy of the training evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-301-P) on a 
presentable format for supervisory review. 
• The handler shall submit the original training evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-301-P) to the 
canine supervisor on a weekly basis. 
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• The canine supervisor shall review and forward the original evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-
301-P) to the canine coordinator. 
• The canine coordinator shall review and forward the original evaluations (BPD-300-P and BPD-
301-P) to the training section where files will be maintained. 
• The canine supervisor shall prepare and submit to the canine coordinator a monthly and yearly 
report summarizing all canine training. 
• The canine coordinator shall review and forward the monthly and yearly training summaries to 
the designated division commanders. 
• The designated division commander shall review and forward the monthly and yearly training 
summaries to the training section where files will be maintained. 
Canine Unit Utiliza
0
tion 
l. Canine teams are available to conduct building searches for offenders in hiding, assist in the arrest or 
prevent the escape of serious of violent offenders, protect officers or others from death or serious injury, 
track suspects, locate lost or missing persons, locate hidden instruments or evidence of a crime, and detect 
the presence of illicit drugs or explosives. 
2. Canine handlers are responsible for determining whether a situation justifies canine use and the 
appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. Decisions to use canines will be reviewed based on this 
standard in view of the totality of circumstances that existed at the time of deployment. When the on-
scene field commander disagrees with the handler's tactical assessment, the canine unit supervisor shall 
be notified. When time does not permit such notification, the canine shall not be deployed. · 
3. The deployment of a police canine for the location and apprehension of a suspect is a use of force and 
shall conform to the Department's principles of escalation and de-escalation of force guidelines as 
outlined in BPD Policy and Procedures Manual 1.0100. 
4. Decisions to deploy the canine shall be based upon the following: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the time. 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of uninvolved citizens and other 
officers. 
5. Whenever a canine is deployed to apprehend a suspect an announcement of this intention shall be made 
by the canine handler. In any case where an announcement is not made, the reason shall be justified in the 
deployment report. 
Canine Team Call-out 
I. After-hours contact and/or call-out of canine teams shall be accomplished by the on-scene field 
commander, who notifies the on-duty watch commander, and contacts the canine supervisor. 
2. The canine supervisor shall review and approve the contact with the canine handler and notify the canine 
handler. 
3. If available, a canine team shall respond to the request for assistance. 
4. The canine team shall report to the on-scene field commander equipped, dressed, and fit for duty. 
Building Searches 
A primary use of department canines is for locating suspects in buildings or related structures where search by officers 
would create an unnecessary risk. These searches shall be governed by the following: 
I. The building perimeter shall be secured by patrol personnel. 
2. Whenever possible, the building's owner should be contacted to determine whether there may be tenants 
or others in the building and to ascertain the building's layout. 
3. When a canine building search is anticipated, a preliminary search by officers should not be conducted as 
such a search will interfere with the canine's ability to discriminate scents. 
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4. The on-scene field commander also shall take the following steps in preparation for the canine search: 
• Evacuate all tenants, workers, or others from the facility. 
• Request that al I air conditioning, heating, or air-blowing systems be shut off so as not to interfere with 
the canine's scenting. 
5. The canine should not be used to search facilities that contain substances potentially harmful to the animal 
unless overriding risk to human life is present. 
6. Before beginning the search, the handler or other appropriate personnel shall announce loudly and repeat 
the statement that there are police officers on the premises and that a police canine will be released if the 
individual does not surrender. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the suspect to respond. 
This warning shall be repeated on each level of all multilevel structures. ln cases where tactical 
considerations prohibit a canine announcement, this exception will be noted and explained in the 
deployment report and any administrative reports completed. 
7. Upon entrance to the building, all exists should be secured and communications limited to those of a 
tactical nature. 
8. When apprehending suspects in these or related circumstances, canines shall be commanded to disengage 
as soon as the suspect is subdued or readily complies with officer directions. 
9. Arrestees shall not be transported in the same vehicle with a law enforcement canine unless alternative 
transportation is not available and immediate transport is essential for safety or security reasons. 
Area Searches and Tracking 
Police canines are available to locate suspects and/or missing persons, or to locate evidence that the officer has reason 
to believe has been abandoned or hidden in a specified open area. Such searches are subject to the following 
conditions and limitations. 
1. When officers are pursing suspect(s) and contact with the suspect is lost, the officer, prior to summoning a 
canine team shall: 
• Stop and pinpoint the location where the suspect or subject was last seen. 
• Shut off engines of vehicles in the area if possible. 
• A void vehicle or foot movement in the area where the suspect or subject was last seen. 
2. Canine teams should not be used to locate lost individuals unless there is a reasonable suspicion of foul 
play or a belief that serious bodily harm or death will occur if the person is not located immediately. 
3. On-scene field commanders shall: 
• Secure the perimeter of the area to be searched. 
• Secure the integrity of the area to be searched by keeping all personnel out of the area. 
• Protect items of clothing that may be used for scent from being handled. 
4. Canine handlers shall keep the canine in sight during off leash searches and shall maintain sufficient 
control to prevent the accidental biting of any person during area searches whether on or off leash. 
Crowd Control 
l. Canine teams shall not be used for crowed control at peaceful demonstrations. 
2. Upon arrival of the watch commander, canine teams may be used for crowd control to protect life or 
property during a riot or other major unauthorized gathering that cannot be controlled by other means. In 
these situations, canines shall: 
May2005 
• Be leashed at all times, unless no other means are available to protect an individual from serious 
injury. 
• Not initiate any offensive action, unless to guard against imminent loss of life or serious bodily 
injury. 
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Special Operations Group Use of Canines 
When used in support of the Special Operations Group (SOG) the handler and the canine are under the operational 
control of the SOG Commander. 
• Canine team as perimeter unit. 
o Canine teams shall function using a cover officer if one is available. 
o ,Notification will be made to all other perimeter units and entry teams that a canine team is on 
nocation. 
o J Handlers will be under the guidelines for canine bite deployment delineated in (C) of this policy. 
• Entry Teams 
o Only canine teams which have trained with SOG entry teams and who have been approved by 
canine supervisor will be utilized with entry teams. 
o The SOG Commander will determine if the standard canine announcement procedure is 
appropriate for the tactical situation. 
Out-of-Jurisdiction Response 
I. Requests from other law enforcement jurisdictions for emergent assistance in apprehension (as described 
in Canine Unit Utilization, Section C) shall be authorized by the on-duty watch commander prior to 
canine team deployment. The watch commander shall ensure the canine sergeant is notified of the out-of-
jurisdiction deployment. 
2. For emergent assistance in apprehension, the canine sergeant shall respond to the scene to assist in I iaison 
with the other law enforcement jurisdiction and to ensure the canine deployment is appropriate under the 
provisions of current department policy and procedures. If the canine sergeant is not available to respond, 
the canine coordinator or an on-duty field commander shall respond to fulfill this requirement. 
3. Long term or long distance requests from other law enforcement jurisdictions shall be approved by the 
designated division Captain prior to a canine team responding. This directive presupposes a canine team 
cannot be effectively deployed without prior planning for travel, lodging, and per diem. 
Reporting of Canine Deployment 
I. The handler shall submit a Canine Unit Activity Report (BPD-298-P) to the canine supervisor when: 
a. A public relations demonstration with canines is conducted. 
b. In all instances when a canine is deployed in a tactical situation. 
2. The Canine Unit Activity Report (BPD-298-P) shall be considered an internal document to be used for 
collecting data on the effectiveness and efficiency of canine deployment and subject to command staff 
review. 
3. The canine supervisor shall maintain the original canine unit activity reports (BPD-298-P) on file in the 
designated patrol division. 
4. The canine supervisor shall prepare and submit to the canine coordinator a monthly and yearly report 
summarizing all canine activity. 
5. The canine coordinator shall review the monthly and yearly activity reports and forward the reports to the 
designated patrol division, which shall maintain the reports. 
Canine Bite and Injuries 
Use of specially trained police canines for law enforcement responsibilities constitutes a real or implied use of force. 
In this, as in other cases, officers may use only that degree of force that reasonably appears necessary to apprehend or 
secure a suspect as governed by the department's policy on use of force. (See Policy and Procedures Manual, Section 
1.0100.) 
When it has been alleged that a police canine has bitten or otherwise injured an individual, whether or not in the line 
of duty, the handler shall: 
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I. Summon the canine supervisor to the scene. If the supervisor is not available, summon a field commander. 
2. Obtain medical. treatment for the person. Medical personnel should examine the affected area regardless of 
the perceived seriousness of the bite or injury. 
3. Complete a Miscellaneous Report (BPD-002-ADP) as required by departmental policy (Section I .0 I 03, 
Reporting Requirements). The report shall detail the circumstances surrounding the incident, the identity 
if the individual involved and any witnesses, the extent of injuries, if known, the measures taken in 
response to the incident. 
4. Complete a Canine Activity Report (BPD-298-P) and forward the report to the canine supervisor, or in 
his/her absence, to the field commander. 
5. The canine supervisor, or in his/her absence, the field commander shall: 
a. Respond to the scene. 
b. Ensure the injured party receives medical care. 
c. Arrange for transporting officer. 
d. Ensure color photographs of the individual's affected/injured area are taken. 
e. Conduct a taped interview with the subject and witnesses as necessary and when possible. 
f. Complete a Canine Unit Contact Diagram (BPD-299-P). 
g. Complete and forward Administrative Use of Force Review Form (BPD-271-ADP) as described in 
departmental policy, Section 1.0 I 03, Reporting Requirements. 
Canine Demonstrations 
Canine demonstrations of apprehension demand a handler's efforts to provide for the safety of the audience. Safety 
measures are evidence by: 
I. Sufficient safety zones between the canine/agitator teams and the audience. 
2. The audience being behind or parallel to the canine's apprehension path. 
3. When possible, utilizing barriers (i.e. - fences, walls, traffic cones) to delineate the safety zone for the 
audience. 
4. A fully functional "E" collar worn by the canine, and utilized as an ultimate down command by the 
handler. 
5. The handler giving safety instructions to the audience particularly noting the safety zone and restrictions 
on petting the canine. 
Canine Use and Care 
I. Police canines shall not be used for breeding, participating in shows, field trials, exhibitions or other 
demonstrations, or for off-duty deployment unless authorized by the designated division Captain. 
2. When not under the direct supervision or control of the handler, the canine shall be in a secured area. 
Direct supervision is demonstrated by control via leash or eye contact with the canine, reinforced with 
voice command and/or electronic collar. 
3. Police canines shall be muzzled during attendance al police briefings. 
4. Teasing, agitating, or rough housing with a police canine is strictly prohibited unless performed as part of 
a training exercise. 
5. Handlers shall not permit physical contact with his/her canine without the handler's immediate 
supervision. 
6. A handler is personally responsible for the daily care and feeding of his/her canine, and duties include: 
a. Maintenance and cleaning of the kennel and yard area where the canine is housed. 
b. Provision of food, water, and general diet maintenance as prescribed by the departmentally authorized 
veterinarian. 
c. Grooming on a daily basis, or more often, as required by weather, working on conditions, or other 
factors. 
d. Daily exercise (police canines are not permitted to run at large). 
e. General medical attention and maintenance of health care records. 
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Canine Retirement 
A police canine shall be retired when he/she no longer is suitable for duty, or the handler is transferred, promoted, or 
retires and the Department decides not to retain the canine for another handler. 
The department and the Boise City Council believe a retiring police canine should be in a familiar environment and 
should remain with the handler. Under Boise City Code, the City Council can approve a donation of the police canine 
to the handler. On donation and transfer of ownership to the handler, the Boise Police Department will not be 
responsible for any costs, liability, responsibility, care, maintenance, or any other duties associated with the retired 
canine. No warranty or perfonnance expectations concerning the canine are expressed or implied, and the canine is 
transferred to the new owner "as is". 
The Boise Police Department's and City Council's intent in the transfer of ownership to the handler is that the retired 
canine shall remain in the handler's possession for the rest of the canine's life and be treated in a humane and caring 
manner. 
REFERENCE 
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Narrative Report 
Supplement 
: Chat Offonoo/Chorge 
1 Malicious Injury to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism UR# .. 2010··--033015""'] L_ ____ ,, ____________ ..... 
Date of This NarraUve 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred .. 
12/26/2010 1722 
ir _______ ·----
---·------- .. ! I Audio Related to this 
Supplemenl 
4 LocaUon of Occurrence 
_?337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
NARRATIVE 
Suspect: 
James, Melene Moody 
FW/03-10-61, 506/120, bld/blu 
7237 W. Colonial B-2 
Boise, ID 83704 
On 12/26/10 at approximately 1800hrs, I received a request for a patrol K-9 by Sgt Kukla #588 for a Burglary in 
progress at a dental office. I responded code-3 with K-9 Ruwa to 7337 W. Northview St. which was the location 
where the incident was occurring. 
When I arrived, I was briefed by Sgt Kukla, Ofc Barber #509, and Ofc Butler #718. I was told that a witness 
called 911after seeing a female (suspect James) force entry into the dental office by shattering a downstairs 
window. As units arrived on scene and set up a perimeter, Ofc Butler stated he saw James through a window 
and could see that James was armed with a knife. Sgt Kukla and Ofc Barber added the owner of the business 
(Dr. Brewster) was on scene and informed them absolutely no one should be inside the business. 
Based on the above I weighed these factors: 
1. The severity of the crime of Burglary. 
2. The recent Burglaries at local dental offices which had already occurred this month. 
3. The fact that the one suspect was seen armed with a knife. 
4. Knowledge that dental offices contain many non-traditional weapons. 
5. The fact the suspect(s) would have the tactical advantage (ie cover, concealment) and could easily be lying in 
wait. The interior of the building was dark. · All lights appeared to be turned off except for a small portion of the 
southeast downstairs area. 
6. The suspect(s) ignored my commands to surrender despite being told a police K-9 would be used and that 
they may be bitten. 
7. Officers searching the business for James and any additional suspects would have their weapons drawn for 
their protection, increasing the danger to all parties involved, thus making the use of a police dog a safer 
manner to locate and possibly apprehend James. 
Based on the above I determined the use of a police dog was both reasonable and necessary, as well as the 
safest manner to search for the suspect. · 
After verifying paramedics were staged, I proceeded to the upstairs east side door with an arrest team 
consisting of Sgt Kukla, Ofc Barber, Ofc Rapp, Ofc Butler, and Ofc Harr. Once there, Ofc Barber unlocked the 
door and I made my initial K-9 announcement through the open door. After giving the announcement Ruwa 
..,t. -
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Narrative Report 
Supplement 
! Chgl Offcnse/ChBIQO 
1 Malicious lr]JUry to Property 
2 Resisting and Obstructing 0 
4 Location of Occurrence 
7337 W NORTHVIEW ST BOISE 
Boise Police Department 
Report Type: Vandalism 
-
IDR# 2010 - 03301 U 
Date of This Narrative 
12/26/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
12/26/2010 1722 
I"-] Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
began barking loudly. When we did not get any response from the suspect(s) Ruwa entered the building and 
began searching. Approximately two minutes into our search of the upstairs, I downed Ruwa and made a 
second K-9 announcement. The area where I made the second announcement was in the upstairs hallway 
adjacent to the steps leading downstairs. Ruwa again barked loudly. Despite my commands followed by 
Ruwa's barking, still no one surrendered. 
Once the top floor of the business had been searched, we staged at the top of the stairs leading to the bottom 
floor. I then made a third K-9 announcement which was again followed by Ruwa barking. Again, no one called 
out to surrender or even make their presence known. I gave Ruwa the command to search and he proceeded 
down the stairs. 
A short time later I heard Ruwa start barking near the bottom of the staircase. This indicated to me he had 
located the source of the odor of a suspect(s) but was unable to get to them. Knowing that at least one suspect 
was armed with a knife I gave Ruwa the bite command. Ruwa continued to bark for several more seconds and 
then I heard a female start screaming near the bottom of the steps, but out of view. 
As the search team and I made our way to the bottom of the stairs, I could see a door was opened 
approximately 6-8 inches. When I looked through the opening I could see James' upper torso only and that it 
appeared she was on the floor. Then the door shut completely. I could still hear James yelling but had no visual 
of her to see if she was still armed or if there were additional suspects in the room with her. When we 
approached the closed door Ofc Rapp placed his shield in front of the door and opened it. When he did, I saw 
Ruwa was biting James' right arm, however I could not see her hands to see if she was still armed and she 
ignored my commands to show me her hands. 
Seconds later I gave Ruwa the command to release and lay down which he did. When I saw James was no 
longer armed I gave Ruwa commands to return to me. The arrest team then handcuffed James and she was 
escorted out of the building and received immediate medical attention from Ada County Paramedics who were 
already on scene. The Paramedics subsequently transported James to the St Alphonsus E.R. 
The remainder of the search team and I continued to complete the search of the building for any additional 
suspects. Upon clearing the building I proceeded outside and immediately notified Lt Schoenborn #492, who 
was on scene, of my actions. I then notified Sgt Likes #315 via telephone and informed him too of my actions. 
I responded to the ER and met with Sgt Likes and Ofc Hunsaker. Ofc Hunsaker photographed James' injuries 
and Sgt Likes attempted to interview her. James was treated for her injuries by Dr. Kim (patie11t ID# 
002005164). While in the E.R. I saw James had several puncture marks that appeared to be from Ruwa on her 
right forearm, her right cheek area, and on her left hand. 
See supplemental reports by assisting officers for further. 
Route to Boise City Prosecutors, K-9 Lieutenant Cavener and K-9 Sgt Likes. 
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:saint Alphonsus Regio, .al Medical Center 
Boise, Idaho 
A Member o1 Trinity Health 
Novi, Michigan 
Palient N . 
MAN: 
IJale o1 Birth: 
· Admit Date. 
Discharge Date. 
 Number. 
Patient Type. 
Attending: 
JAMES. MELENE 
4 
12/27/2010 
Inpatient 
Nelson MD. Lisa M 
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Dog bile 
Date. 12/26/2010 7.26.38 PM MST 
Electronically Signed By. Kun MD, David T Date Signed. 12/27/2010 2.31:08 AM MST 
Patient: JAMES, MELENE 
DOB:  Age: 49 years Sex: Female 
Associated Diagnoses: None 
Author: Kim MD, David T 
History of Present Illness 
The patient presents with a dog bite. The onset was 30 minutes ago. The 
course/duration of-symptoms is constant. The location where the incident occurred was 
dental office. The character of symptoms is pain and bleeding. The degree of pain is 
severe. The degree of bleeding is minimal. Rabies risk animal vaccination up-to-date. 
Incident situation: Pt was bitten by police K9 unit. Additional history: Pt is in 
custody of Boise Police. Pt had broken into dental office. Police report cans of beer 
and acting out of it. Pt sustained multiple bites from police dog, including R forearm; 
R cheek. BG PTA was 101-.-
Review of Systems 
Constitutional symptoms: No fever, 
Skin symptoms: No rash, 
ENMT symptoms: No sore throat, no nasal congestion. 
Respiratory symptoms: No shortness of breath, no cough. 
Cardiovascular symptoms: No chest pain, no peripheral edema. 
Gastrointestinal symptoms: No bloody stools or melena, no vomiting, no diarrhea. 
Genitourinary symptoms: No dysuria, 
Musculoskeletal symptoms: No back pain, 
Additional review of systems information: 10 point ROS is otherwise negative. 
Health Status 
Allergies : . 
No active allergies have been recorded. 
Immunizations: Unknown. 
Past Medical/ Family/ Social History 
Medical history 
Cardiovascular: no hypertension. 
Endocrine: no diabetes. 
Psychiatric: depression, anxiety. 
Social history: Alcohol use: Occasionally, Tobacco use: Regularly, Drug use: Denies. 
Additional Past History: PCP: Jacobsen. 
Physical Examination 
Vital Signs 
Vital Signs/Measurements. 
12/27/2010 01:51 MST 02 Device Flow 
12/27/2010 01:36 MST · Pulse Rate 
Printed Date: 12/14/11 
Printed Time: 16:20 
Respiratory Rate 
Pulse Oximetry 
2.000 L/min 
72 BPM 
22 Br PM 
93 % NML 
I 
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; Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
Boise, Idaho 
A Member of Trinity Health 
Novi, Michigan 
Patient 
MAN. 
 
Admit Date: 
Discharge Date: 
 Number: 
Patient Type. 
A1tend1ng: 
JAMES, MELENE 
(BIA)-00200  
 
12/27/2010 
12/27/2010 
Inpatient 
Nelson MD. Lisa M 
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Dog bite 
Date: · 12/26/2010 7:26.38 PM MST 
Electronically Signed By: Kim MD. David T Date Signed: 12/27/2010 2:31:08 AM MST 
Pain Intensity Scale Verbal Numeric Rating Scale (Adults) 
12/26/2010 19:07 MST 
12/26/2010 18:56 MST 
Pulse Oximetry. 
Oxygen Delivery 
Pulse Rate 
Respiratory Rate 
Pulse Oximetry 
Oxygen Delivery 
Systolic BP 
Diastolic BP 
Room air 
59 BPM 
18 Br PM 
95 % NML 
Room air 
97 mmHg 
69 mmHg 
12/27/2010 01:36 MST Pulse Oximetry 93 % NML 
12/27/2010 00:20 MST Pulse Oximetry 91 % NML 
12/26/2010 23:18 MST Pulse Oximetry 92 % NML 
12/26/2010 22:20 MST Pulse Oximetry 90 % NML 
12/26/2010 21:53 MST Pulse Oximetry 90 % NML 
12/26/2010 21:02 MST Pulse Oximetry 90 % NML 
12/26/2010 18:56 MST Pulse Oximetry 95 % NML 
General: Alert, severe distress, anxious, well nourished. 
Skin: Warm, dry, Muliple puncture wounds and small lacerations to R angle of mandible, 
R forearm/wrist and over palmar aspect of L 5th finger DIP joint and on palmar aspect of 
L hand between MCP of 3rd and 4th digits. No obvious foreign body. 
Head: Normocephalic. 
Neck: Supple, trachea midline, no tenderness, no thyromegaly or masses. 
Eye: Pupils are equal, round and reactive to light, extraocular movements are intact, 
normal conjunctiva, no scleral icterus. 
Ears, nose, mouth and throat: Oral mucosa moist. 
Cardiovascular: Regular rate and rhythm, No edema, no murmurs, rubs or gallups, 
Arterial pulses: Bilateral, radial, femoral, normal. 
Respiratory: Lungs are clear to auscultation, respirations are non-labored, breath 
sounds are equal, Symmetrical chest wall expansion. 
Chest wall: No tenderness, No deformity, On exam: no crepitus. 
Back: Nontender, Normal alignment, no step-offs, No costovertebral angle tenderness, 
Musculoskeletal: Normal ROM, normal strength, no tenderness, no swelling. 
Gastrointestinal: Soft, Nontender, Non distended, Normal bowel sounds, No organomegaly, 
Rectal exam not indicated. , no pulsatile masses or hernias, Guarding: Negative, 
Rebound: Negative. 
Neurological: No focal neurological deficit observed, CN II-XII intact, normal speech 
observed, Exam is challenging due to patient's pain and emotional distress but no 
obvious motor or sensory deficits. 
Psychiatric: Cooperative, appropriate mood & affect. 
Medical Decision Making 
Rationale: Pt is hysterical due to multiple dog bites to R face, R forearm and L hand 
and possible intoxication. Pt will be given NS IV,·tetanus update, dilaudid 1mg IV and 
ativan 1mg IV, Larger wounds on L hand and R forearm locally infiltrated with 0.25% 
marcaine with epi x 10 ml. Protruding fat from R forearm wouinds debrided with iris 
scissors. Staff will irrigate all wounds. Will give rocephin for infection 
prophylaxis. Will also xray R forearm/elbow. 
Orders Launch Orders, 
Laboratory: 
Printed Dale: 12/14/11 
Pnnted Time: 16:20 
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int Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Patient Name: MAN: 
 
JAMES, MELENE 
(BIA)  
01/01/2011 
11, Idaho 
~mber of Trinity Health 
., Michigan 
:mergency Department 
ectronically Signed By: Angleton MD, Peter J 
IEF COMPLAINT: 
ght forearm injury. 
'STORIAN: 
1e patient, prior records. 
:STORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
Admit Date: 
Discharge Date: 
 Number: 
Patient Type: 
Attending: Angleton MD, Peter J 
Date Signed: 01/27/20111 :15:52 AM MST 
1is 49-year-old female was bitten by a police dog on 12/26/2010. She returns now with 
,ntinued pain in the right forearm and purulent drainage noted from several wounds. 
~e is taking Augmentin for infection. Dr. Hassinger has been her orthopedic surgeon. 
ecords are reviewed. She was discharged on the 12/27/2010 with diagnoses of aspiration 
neumonia, right forearm fracture, dog bite, depression, panic attacks and 
ypothyroidism. ~ The patient has had her forearm splinted. She notes the pain is 
ore-or-less the same now as it has been recently. Denies numbness or tingling of the 
and. No chest pain or difficulty breathing, abdominal pain, vomiting or nausea. She 
otes improving pain along her right jaw where she was bitten, as well. She notes some 
1ild right ear discomfort. She has had no fevers or chills. 
:URRENT MEDICATIONS: 
:ee chart, antibiotic is Augmentin. 
,LLERGIES: 
IONE KNOWN. 
MMUNIZATIONS: 
~-to-date tetanus status. 
·AST MEDICAL HISTORY: 
~ted above and on the chart . 
. EVIEW OF SYSTEMS: 
.s noted above. 
HYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
·ITAL SIGNS: See chart, no fever noted. 
:ENERAL: Uncomfortable, nontoxic female. 
KIN: Warm, dry. 
EENT: Some abrasions over the right mandibular area are noted. '.There is some blood in 
he external auditory canal of the right ear which obscures intact membrane. No signs 
f inflammation or infection evident. Oral cavity moist and clear. Left ear normal . 
. yes: Conjunctivae are clear. Sclerae are anicteric. Lids appear normal. 
'ECK: Some bruising of the neck is noted without tenderness. No dysphonia or stridor. 
·o soft-tissue swe+ling. No penetrating wounds. 
~EST: Cl~ar. . 
ARDIAC: Regular heart tones without murmur. 
BDOMEN: Nontender to palpation. 
,XTREMITIES: Innumerable bite marks on the right forearm are noted. There is some 
cant purulent drainage noted from some of them. There is swelling about the forearm 
.ore pronounced distally. The skin is not tense. There is no tenting of the skin. 
iffuse tenderness noted. No crepitus. Radial pulses intact. Swelling of the dorsum 
f the hand is noted. No swelling above the elbow. 
EUROLOGIC: The pati.ent is alert, appears oriented. She has intact sensation to light 
rinted Date: 04/07/11 
rinted Time: 15:31 
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Patient Name: 
MRN: 
   
-nt Alphonsus Regional Medical Center JAMES, MELENE (BIA)-002005164 
 
01/01/2011 
Emergency 
11 Idaho 
1mber of Trinity Health 
, Michigan 
nergency Department 
ictronlcally Signed By: Angleton MO, Peter J 
Admit Date: 
Discharge Date:
 Number: 
Patient Type: 
Attending: Angleton MO, Peter J 
Date Signed: 01/27/20111 :15:52 AM MST 
Jch involving all distributions of the right hand. She is able to flex and extend her 
ngers, however, has poor abduction of her right thumb. Practically no range of motion 
the right wrist. Elsewhere, normal-appearing sensory and motor function. 
NTAL STATUS: Generally appropriate. 
AGNOSTICS: 
ray was obtained, demonstrating soft-tissue swelling; however, no gas is seen. 
acture is noted to be in anatomical alignment. Reviewed reports, as well as images. 
P very low at 0.7, sed rate normal at 9. White blood cell count normal. Metabolic 
.nel without major abnormalities. 
I COURSE AND DISCUSSION: 
1e patient complains of some purulent drainage coming from some of her recent bite 
iunds. I questioned her carefully regarding any increasing pain that might point to 
?crotizing fasciitis or other limb-threatening condition. She denied any significant 
1ange in her pain over the past several days. X-ray is negative for obvious 
)ft-tissue gas to suggest a n·ecrotizing or gas-forming process. Her vital signs are 
:able. She has reassuring laboratory studies and unchanged x-ray from the standpoint 
c the bony alignment. She was given Unasyn 3 grams IV. Dr. Schwartsman was consulted 
1d recommended the patient will be seen on Monday, this now being Saturday afternoon. 
1e patient was so informed and was in agreement. I fitted her with a volar splint to 
~tter support her hand, as Dr. Schwartsman recommended. This was well-padded, made of 
Lberglass. Afterwards she had unchanged neurovascular status. The patient had very 
Lttle discomfort with passive stretch, which would again argue against compartment 
rndrome or limb-threatening condition at this time. Prescribed Norco for pain. Or. 
~hwartsman did have recommend adding another antibiotic and suggested Bactrim, which I 
iVe her a 1st dose of and a prescription to follow. Bactrim-DS b.i.d. is prescribed 
)r a week. Return for any worsening or new concerns. Otherwise follow up as described 
)Ove with Dr. Hassinger on Monday. 
[AGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: 
Right ulnar fracture. 
Multiple bite wounds, right forearm. 
:..AN: 
3 noted above. Patient's wounds were dressed with antibiotic ointment, and a dressing 
is applied prior to application of the splint. 
, ~TER J. ANGLETON, MD 
JA:kjs 
: 01/01/2011 21:27:53 
: 01/01/2011 23:18:43 
: 852467 
: 3958731 
)S: 01/01/2011 
:P: X ZZTERRY REILLY WHC 
: : ROMAN SCHWARTSMAN, MD* 
~AN M HASSINGER, MD* 
inted Date: 04/07/11 
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History and Physical 
Electronically Signed By: Nelson MD, Lisa M Date Signed. 12/27/2010 2:11.02 PM MST 
Sodium 135, potassium 4.0, chloride 102, bicarbonate 24, glucose 102, BUN 6, creatinine 
0.76 and total calcium 9.0. Total protein is 7.5, alkaline phosphatase 60, ALT 33, AST 
39, total bilirubin 0.7, albumin 4.6 and globulin 2.9. Blood alcohol level is 0.27. 
Drug screen is positive for cannabinoids. TSH is 9.28 and free T4 is 1.38. CBC shows 
white blood cell count of 9.6, hemoglobin 16.4, hematocrit 46.5, MCV 101, MCH elevated 
at 35.6, MCHC 35.4 and platelet count 289,000. Differential is within normal limits. 
Urine is pertinent for trace blood, trace mucus, trace amorphous crystals and trace 
hyaline casts, but no white blood cells and it was not held for culture. Urine 
pregnancy test is negative. 
IMAGING STUDIES: 
1. ,A 2-view chest x-ray shows right lower lobe opacity without pleural effusion. 
2. X-ray of the right elbow shows soft tissue injury with gas throughout but no foreign 
object or fracture. 
3. X-ray of the right forearm shows oblique distal ulna metaphyseal fracture which is 
nondisplaced. Question focal chip fracture of the mid radial shaft. There is excessive 
soft tissue gas present.· 
EKG shows sinus rhythm with a rate of 63 without acute ST or T-wave changes. There are 
U waves present in leads V2 through VS. 
ASSESSMENT AND PLAN: 
Ms. James is a 49-year-old female who presents with hypoxia, likely aspiration versus 
community-acquired pneumonia, dog bites and right forearm fractures. 
1. Hypoxia and pneumonia. The patient received Rocephin 1 g IV in the Emergency 
Department. Will continue Rocephin 1 gram IV daily and clindamycin 300 mg p.o. 4 times 
daily for possible aspiration pneumonia. Blood cultures were ordered. Nebulized mist 
treatments have been ordered q.4 hours p.r.n. The patient is currently on supplemental 
oxygen and this will be weaned aggressively to keep oxygen saturations greater than 92%. 
Incentive spirometry has been ordered. 
2. Dog bites. Potential pathogens should be adequately covered by Rocephin. I will 
obtain a followup x-ray of the right forearm to assess for resolution of gas from the 
dog bite injury. 
3. Right oblique distal ulnar/metadiaphyseal fracture. Dr. Hassinger was contacted by 
the Emergency Department physician and has recommended followup with his office on 
Tuesday. No operative management at this time. Morphine 2-4 mg IV q.4 hour p.r.n. and 
Norco 325/5 mg p.o. q.4 hours p.r.n. have been ordered for pain. 
4. Erythrocytosis and elevated MCV. May be related to her alcohol and tobacco use. 
Will check folate and B12 levels. I will also recheck a CBC after hydration. 
5. U waves present on EKG. Thyroid studies, ionized calcium and potassium are all 
within normal limits. May potentially be a normal variant. No other current signs of a 
cardiac event at this time. 
6. Hypothyroidism. Free T4 is within normal limits. Continue Synthroid. 
7. Alcohol intoxication. The patient denies issues with alcohol withdrawal. Will not 
place the patient on CIWA protocol for now but will monitor carefully for signs of 
withdrawal. 
8. Tobacco dependence. Nicotine patch 14 mg daily, as well as smoking cessation 
materials, have been ordered. 
9. DVT prophylaxis. Heparin 5000 units subcutaneous t.i.d. 
10. Code status. The patient requests DNAR st~tus. This may need to be readdressed 
when the patient is more sober in the morning. 
11. Disposition. A  work consult has been placed. It is currently unclear if 
Pnnted Date: 12/14'11 
Printed Time. 16:20 
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12/27/2010 
Nelson MD, Lisa M 
Electronically Signed By. Kram MD, Tanya F Date Signed: 12/28/2010 3:45:40 PM MST 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
For full details of the history and physical, please see the H&P dated 12/27/2010, but 
in brief, the patient is a 49-year-old woman who got into an altercation with a police 
dog. The patient was found to have right arm fracture with dog bite surrounding this 
arm fracture, as well as when she was seen in the Emergency Department, the patient was 
hypoxic and diagnosis of right lower lobe pneumonia. 
PROCEDURES DONE DURING HOSPITALIZATION: 
1. The patient had followup x-rays of her chest that showed persistent mild 
interstitial prominence, particularly on the right, which may represent an atypical 
pneumonitis or interstitial edema. 
2. Followup forearm x-ray that shows the splinting of the forearm, as well as 
associated soft tissue artifact obscuring the fine bone detail. However, there is 
marked improvement in the soft tissue emphysema with residual soft tissue irregularity, 
a small amount of soft tissue gas along the dorsal aspect of the forearm and ventral 
aspect of the wrist, mild dorsal angulation of the distal ulnar fragment, question tiny 
fragment along the dorsal aspect of the wrist. 
HOSPITAL COURSE BY PROBLEM LIST: 
1. Aspiration pneumonia. The patient was thought to have an aspiration pneumonia as a 
cause of her right lower lobe interstitial edema. Likely the patient aspirated due to 
her alcohol use, as well as the stress of the police situation. The patient will be on 
Augmentin 875/125, l p.a. b.i.d. for the next 7 days. The patient initially was hypoxic 
with her aspiration pneumonia. However, upon treatment of this with medication, the 
patient has a room air saturation of 99%. The patient will not require oxygen upon 
discharge. 
2. Dog bite. The patient does have a dog bite on her right forearm, reportedly. The 
patient will be on Augmentin, which will be a good antibiotic for organisms that live in 
a dog's mouth. The patient will followup with Dr. Hassinger regarding the fracture. He 
will also be able to take a look at the patient's dog bites on that forearm on 
12/28/2010. 
3. Right forearm fracture. The patient has been splinted and is in a sling. The 
patient has had relief of pain with Norco, as well as elevation of the arm. The patient 
will followup with Dr. Sean Hassinger on 12/28/2010, in his clinic for further 
evaluation and removal of the splint and further casting. 
DISCHARGE DIAGNOSES:· 
1. Aspiration pneumonia 
2. Hypoxia,· resolved, due to the aspiration pneumonia. 
3. Right forearm fracture. 
4. Dog bite. 
5. History of depression. 
6. Panic attacks. 
7. Hypothyroidism. 
DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS: 
The patient was given indigent medications of Norco 10/325, 1 p.o. every 4 hours as 
needed for pain, given 30 and Augmentin 875/125, 1 p.o. b.i.d. for the next 7 days for 
Printed Date 12/14111 
Printed Time: 16:20 
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Discharge summary 
Electrorucally Signed By. Krafft MD, Tanya F Date Signed. 12/28/2010 3:45.40 PM MST 
her pneumonia and dog bites. The patient will continue on her regular medications of 
citaloprarn 20 mg daily; Klonopin 0.5 mg daily and Synthroid 175 rncg daily. 
CONDITION AT DISCHARGE: 
Improved. 
DISCHARGE DISPOSITION: 
Horne. 
CONSULTATIONS HERE: 
Include telephone consultation with Dr. Sean Hassinger. 
COMPLICATIONS: 
None. 
FOLLOWUP: 
The patient will followup at Terry Reilly in Nampa. 
Time spent on discharge is 43 minutes. 
TANYA S. KRAFFT, MD*** 
TSK:kas 
D: 12/27/2010 12:19:08 
T: 12/27/2010 12:43:39 
J: 847456 
T: 3952180 
DOS: 12/27/2010 
PCP: X ZZTERRY REILLY WHC 
cc: . TERRY REILLY HEALTH SERVICES*, 
SEAN M HASSINGER, MD* 
Printed Date: 12/14/11 
Printed lime: 16:20 
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Emergency 
Angleton MD, Peter J 
Electronically Signed By: Angleton MD, Peter J Date Signed~ 01/27i2011 1':15:52 AM MST 
. -- " 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: 
Right forearm injury. 
HISTORIAN: 
The patient, prior records. 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
This 49-year-old female was bitten by a police dog on 12/26/2010. -Slfe i:-eturns now with 
continued pain in the right forearm and purulent drainage noted from several wounds. 
~he is taking Augmentin for infection. Dr. Hassinger has been her orthopedic surgeon. 
Records are reviewed. She was discharged on the 12/27/2010 with diagnoses of aspiration 
pneumonia, right forearm fracture, dog bite, depression, panic attacks and 
hypothyroidism. The patient has had her forearm splinted. She notes the pain is 
more-or-less the same now as it has been recently. Denies numbness or tingling of the 
hand. No chest pain or difficulty breathing, abdominal pain, vomiting or nausea. She 
notes improving pain along her right jaw where she was bitten, as well. She notes some 
mild right ear discomfort. She has had no fevers or chills. 
CURRENT MEDICATIONS: 
See chart, antibiotic is Augrnentin. 
ALLERGIES: 
NONE KNOWN. 
IMMUNIZATIONS: 
Up-to-date tetanus status. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: 
Noted above and on the chart. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: 
As noted above. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: See chart, no fever noted. 
GENERAL: Uncomfortable, nontoxic female. 
SKIN: Warm, dry. 
HEENT: Some abrasions over the right mandibular area are noted. There is some blood in 
the external auditory canal of the right ear which obscures intact membrane. No signs 
of inflammation or infection evident. Oral cavity moist and clear. Left ear normal. 
Eyes: Conjunctivae are clear. Sclerae are anicteric. Lids appear normal. 
NECK: Some bruising of the neck is noted without tenderness. No dysphonia or strider. 
No soft-tissue swelling. No penetrating wounds. 
CHEST: Clear. 
CARDIAC: Regular heart tones without murmur. 
ABDOMEN: Nontender to palpation. 
EXTREMITIES: Innumerable bite marks on the right forearm are noted. There is some 
scant purulent drainage noted from some of them. There is swelling about the forearm 
more pronounced distally. The skin is not tense. There is no tenting of the skin. 
Diffuse tenderness noted. No crepitus. Radial pulses intact. Swelling of the dorsum 
of the hand is noted. No swelling above the elbow. 
NEUROLOGIC: The patient is alert, appears oriented. She has intact sensation to light 
Pnnted Date: 12/14/11 
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Emergency Department 
Electronically Signed By: Angleton MD, Peter J Date Signed. 01/27/2011 1:15:52 AM MST 
touch involving all distributions of the right hand. She is able to flex and extend her 
fingers, however, has poor abduction of her right thumb. Practically no range of motion 
of the right wrist. Elsewhere, normal-appearing sensory and motor function. 
MENTAL STATUS: Generally appropriate. 
DIAGNOSTICS: 
X-ray was obtained, demonstrating soft-tissue swelling; however, no gas is seen. 
Fracture is noted to be in anatomical alignment. Reviewed reports, as well as'images. 
CRP very low at 0.7, sed rate normal at 9. White blood cell count normal. Metabolic 
panel without major abnormalities. 
ED COURSE AND DISCUSSION: 
The patient complains of some purulent drainage coming from some of her recent bite 
wounds. I questioned her carefully regarding any increasing pain that might point to 
necrotizing fasciitis or other limb-threatening condition. She denied any significant 
change in her pain over the past several days. X-ray is negative for obvious 
soft-tissue gas to suggest a necrotizing or gas-forming process. Her vital signs are 
stable. She has reassuring laboratory studies and unchanged x-ray from the standpoint 
of the bony alignment. She was given Unasyn 3 grams IV. Dr. Schwartsman was consulted 
and recommended the patient will be seen on Monday, this now being Saturday afternoon. 
The patient was so informed and was in agreement. I fitted her with a volar splint to 
better support her hand, as Dr. Schwartsman recommended. This was well-padded, made of 
fiberglass. Afterwards she had unchanged neurovascular status. The patient had very 
little discomfort with passive stretch, which would again argue against compartment 
syndrome or limb-threatening condition at this time. Prescribed Norco for pain. Dr. 
Schwartsman did have recommend adding another antibiotic and suggested Bactrim, which I 
gave her a 1st dose of and a prescription to follow. Bactrim-DS b.i.d. is prescribed 
for a week. Return for any worsening or new concerns. Otherwise follow up as described 
above with Dr. Hassinger on Monday. 
DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: 
1. Right ulnar fracture. 
2. Multiple bite wounds, right forearm. 
PLAN: 
As noted above. Patient's wounds were dressed with antibiotic ointment, and a dressing 
was applied prior to application of the splint. 
PETER J. ANGLETON, MD 
PJA:kjs 
D: 01/01/2011 21:27:53 
T: 01/01/2011 23:18:43 
J: 852467 
T: 3958731 
DOS: 01/01/2011 
PCP: X ZZTERRY REILLY WHC 
cc: ROMAN SCHWARTSMAN, MD* 
SEAN M HASSINGER, MD* 
Pnnted Date: 12/14/11 
Printed Time: 1 s:20 
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Dingman MD, Jeffrey A 
Electronically Signed By: Dingman MD, Jeffrey R Date Signed: 05/18/2011 2:36:52 AM MDT 
DATE OF SERVICE: 
05/16/2011 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: 
Depression. 
HISTORY:· 
Patient is a 50-year-old female who presents to the Emergency Department complaining of 
mostly depression, states she has had feelings about hurting herself, but states she 
would never do that because of her children. She is upset with how she was treated by 
police several months ago. She otherwise would not articulate what in particular was 
bothering her, other than she just felt, Saint Alphonsus was the place to go to help 
improve her psychiatric condition. She otherwise does not feel that she is a threat to 
herself or to others. Patient does complain of chronic back pain, denies any dysuria. 
She complains of chronic right arm pain as well. Denies chest pain, abdominal pain, 
swelling, or rashes. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: 
Ten-system review is negative except as stated above. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: 
Significant for nerve damage, PTSD, hypothyroidism, depression. She also has anxiety. 
History of tonsillectomy. 
ALLERGIES: 
No known drug allergies. 
 HISTORY: 
Positive tobacco and occasional alcohol use. 
MEDICATIONS: 
1. Klonopin. 
2. Citalopram. 
3. Levothyroxine. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: Temperature 99.0, blood pressure is 78/60, heart rate 63, respiratory rate 
18, oxygen saturation 99%, patient states this blood pressure is normal for her. 
GENERAL APPEARANCE: Well-nourished, well-developed female in mild distress secondary to 
depression. 
HEENT: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light. Extraocular movements are 
intact. Oropharynx is moist. Trachea is midline. 
NECK: Supple. 
LUNGS: Clear to auscultation bilaterally. No wheezes, rhonchi, or rales. 
CARDIAC: Regular rate and rhythm. No murmurs, rubs, or gallops. 
ABDOMEN: Soft, nontender, nondistended, positive bowel sounds. 
EXTREMITIES: Without cyanosis or edema. 
NEUROLOGIC: Patient is awake, alert, and oriented x3. Psychiatrically, patient is 
mildly depressed but has good insight into her problems. 
SKIN: Warm and dry. 
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT COURSE: 
Printed Date: 10/14/11 
Printed Time: 14:37 
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This is a 50-year-old female who presents to Emergency Department with depression. She 
is not suicidal or homicidal, but is having suicidal thoughts. I did consult the 
psychiatric social worker. Patient and her daughter and the social worker all agreed 
that patient could safely go home to be with her daughter. At this point, I do not feel 
patient is threat to herself, does not require hold, I think she can be safely 
discharged. In terms of her blood pressure, she states this is always her blood 
pressure. Review with the chart reveals the patient's blood pressure has always been in 
the 70s and 80s systolically as it is today. In any case, I did feel the patient could 
safely be discharged home with followup with the Garden City Community Clinic. 
DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: 
1. Depression. 
2. Chronic hypotension. 
PLAN: 
Discharge. 
JEFFREY R DINGMAN, MD 
JRD:SGSas 
D: 05/17/2011 00:30:39 
T: 05/18/2011 01:24:25 
J: 997959 
T: 4158824 
DOS: 05/16/2011 EMPI: 4854396 
PCP: X ZZTERRY REILLY WHC 
cc: 
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DATE OF SERVICE: 05/16/2009. 
TIME. 2330. 
LOCATION: Saint Alphonsus Emergency Department. 
DATE OF BIRTH:  
AGE: 52. 
GENDER Female. 
MARITAL STATUS: Divorced with 3 grown children. 
ADDRESS: Boise, Idaho. 
INSURANCE: None. 
RACE AND ETHNICITY: Caucasian. 
PRIMARY LANGUAGE: English. 
RELIGION: Unknown. 
INFORMANT: Patient. 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: 
"I hate Boise." 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
This is a SO-year-old divorced Caucasian female who presents to Saint Alphonsus 
Emergency Department via foot having walked here from her apartment due to increased 
depression and some suicidal ideation,.with a plan to overdose on Klonopin. Patient 
describes a multitude of stressors that have led her to this level of depression that 
she would be thinking about suicide. The patient describes she moved to the Boise area 
for a job, however, she was later laid off from that job. Patient apparently was 
involved in some kind of altercation with law enforcement in which the canine unit was 
dispatched and patient ended up receiving multiple bite as a result of this issue. She 
states that she has a broken back and other longer term injuries resulting from this 
situation. The patient holds an extreme amount of anger towards the Boise Police, and 
animosity in general directed at Boise as a city. Patient describes issues with sleep 
and appetite. She describes some traumatic symptoms or more to the point, she states 
she has PTSD but will not go into the exact nature of these symptoms. There is no 
evidence of any type of self-injurious behavior. Patient denies any type of psychosis. 
PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY: 
Depressive disorder, not otherwise specified (311). The patient is followed by a nurse 
practitioner at All Seasons Mental Health. She is prescribed Celexa 40 mg and Klonopin. 
Patient does not see a counselor, indicating that, "I can't afford it." Again, patient 
admits to some fleeting suicidal ideation with regarding overtaking her Klonopin pills. 
Patient has never attempted suicide in the past. There is no evidence of any type of 
self-injurious behavior. Patient has never been psychiatrically hospitalized. She 
states there is a positive family history of bipolar disorder in her ex-husband, as well 
as 2 of her 3 children. Patient denies any kind of homicidal ideation, recent or 
remote. 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE HISTORY: 
Patient denies. 
Printed Date: 10/14/11 
Printed Time: 14:38 
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CASE EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For fY) Et- ~IS <Jfbi·1 q· 
Chiropractic research has well documented success i~ the care and treatment_ of serious 
health problems. Our decision to accept your case indicates our complete confidence that 
your case will respond to our method of Chiropractic care. 
MAJOR COMPLAINTS 
...... 
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PRECIPITATING CAUSE 
STAAi N STRESS 
X-RAY FINDINGS 
Generally speaking, X-rays reveal dislocations and subluxations (misalignments) of the ver-
tebrae (individual segments of the spine.) Spinal X-rays bring the vertebrae and surrounding 
areas into view so we can locate the affected areas and analyze and correct the nerve inter-
ference. The areas of nerve impingement as revealed by your X-rays have been diagrammed 
2nd are explained in detail during your case evaluation. 
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Psychiatric 
Psychi.ab:ic Symptoms (f'=past, C=current): 
De . ssion: i\'fanfa: Psychosis: Panic Attacks: 
·· ·'.;,Low mood for >2 weeks 
~r~~p~'"' 
P/C: Grandiose 
F/C: 1ncrcased nctivity 
P IC: Hallucinations/Illusions 
P/C: Delusions 
P/C: Trembling 
P/C: .Palpitations 
~jiterest W/Anlledonia 
~;?,Jui!t/\Vorthlessne9s 
Ji1£j;:Energy ·~/Fatigue 
!>~Concentration \II 
Goal-directed/High risk 
P/C: Decreased Judgment 
P/C: Distractibility 
P/C: lITitability 
Self-reference 
People watching you 
Talking about you 
l1'1essages from media 
P/C: Nausea/Chills 
P/C: Choking/Chest pain 
P/C: Sweating 
P/C: fear: ~ Appetite/Weight 1'@ . 
P/C: Psychomotor slowing 
P/C; Sllicide: 
I'/C: Need less sleep 
P/C: Elevated mood/euphoria 
P/C: Speedy/racing thoughts 
P/C: Speedy talking 
P/C: Thought blocking/hi.sertion 
P/C: Disorganization: 
Dying/Going crazy 
P/C: Pen::alization 
Speech/Behavior 
.. /f.I°Oi?e!essness/Plan/ Access 
i;C:.4,, Self esteem 
P JC; Paranoia/Suspiciousness 
P/C: Anticipatory anxiety 
I1/C: Avoidance 
Ge · nlized Anxict : 
B· C~.,txcess won-y 
~{9-]"estless/edgy 
gl.~\£asiJy fatigued 
E_Z.Cr1-.foscle tension 
NC:~ sleep 
P/C: ~ concentration 
Socinl Phobin: 
P/C: Performance sihrntions 
Fear of embarrassment 
Fear of humiliation 
Criticfom 
Specific Phobias: 
P / C: Heights/crowds/animals 
Bodv Dvsmorphic Disorde1·: 
P/C: Excess concern with appearance 
Or certain part of body 
P/C: Avoid.incc behavior 
.Dissociauo·n: 
P/C: Amnesin 
P/C: "Fugue/Time loss 
P IC: Dcpcrsonali1ution 
P/C: Multiple Jdcnti.ties 
Obscssivc-Compnlsivc Disorder: 
}) /C: l!ltrusi vc/persistent thoughts 
P IC: Reeoguized a.5 excessive/irrational 
P/C: Repetitive behaviors 
Wnshil1g/clellllic1g 
Counting/ dwcking 
Organizing/praying 
Borderline Personality: 
P/C: feru· abandonment/rejc.ction 
P/C! 'Uosrn.blc relationships 
P/C: Chronic emptiness 
P/C; ,:.. self C$teem 
!'/C: l!!tense ange.r/outbursts 
P/C! Self-damaging bchovior 
P/C: Lilbile mood and impulsivity 
.Ea.ting Disorders: 
P IC: B i.ngi:ng/purging/restriclion/amenorrhea 
P/C: Perception of body image or weight 
Factitio·11s: 
J.'/C: Sick Role 
I'/C: Inattention/Distractibilily P/C; Defiance/foor compliance 
P/C: Poor organization/Poor follow through P/C: Augry/Re~cntful 
I'/C: Losing things/Poor niemory 
TIC: HyperactiYily/Excessive talking 
P/C: Xmpulsi.vity 
P/C: Easily ;mnoyed 
I' /G: Spiteful/Vinrlictive 
') 
P/C: Agomphobia 
··n 
Experiencec1/witucss event 
. ~ 
P (C! Persistent re-experiencing 
Jl'.L~reums/flashbacks 
Y/C: Avoidance behavior 
~yper-arousal 
P/C: 1' vigilauce/ 1- startle 
Autisocfal Pcrsonnlit)•: 
I'/C;. Forensic history 
cmests/imprisonment 
P/C: Aggressiveness/violence 
P/C: Lack of empathy/remorse 
P/C: Lack of concern for safety 
self or others 
P/C: Ch.ilc..lhood conduct disorder 
S<1rnntofot11l Disorders: 
P/C; Physical pnin/:;x 
P/C: Conversion 
P/C: Hypocbondrin 
Sexual Dysfunction: 
P/C: Desird.Arous&I 1' ..t, 
P/C: Pnin 
P/C: Xdeutity 
P/C: Po.raphilias 
Conduct Disorder: 
P/C: Aggression 
P IC: Destruction of property/fire 
setting 
P /C: Deceitfolness/Theft 
. ·rtC: Serious rule violations 
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S1.1bstance Abuse f1mctional Impact (.P(]S{ Ctlld cuJ'renO: ----/11./-JLI------------------
---··----------~----
Substanc~ Abuse Treatment History: -------J\Jµ)._ 
Orn gs of Choice: Indicate--
C Alcohol 
G Caffeine 
~ ,. Tobacco 
._Marijuana 
LSD 
Mushrooms 
__ Mescaline 
___ Prescription Drugs 
Designer Di:ugs 
Other 
---
___ None 
Unknovm 
---
C=C11rrenl l'=l'ast 
- _I11balnuts 
Cocaine 
Crnck 
Methamphetaminc 
Amphernmiac/Speed 
Heroin 
__ PCP 
E= Ev1erime11ted R=Recreatlo11al 
Which Ones? _________________________ _ 
W11ich One:.;? 
W11ich Ones? ____________ _ 
Family History of Drug/Alcohol Use (Check all that app(J', explain): 
D Father __________________________________________ _ 
D ·cvrother ____________ -------------- -----------------
0 Siblings---------- ./ 
0 Grandpareat _ ~;:::,'---------~---------------------
0Significant Other ___ _,_,.I\JC.,_· CJ;:__ _____ _ 
0 Child ' 
[]Other _______________________________________ _ 
D None---------------------
0 Unknown---------------
j.\Jedic:al 
Please indicate any history of major illnesses, surgeries, medical hospitalizations, other mr~or injrni.es, and current 
medical concems: __ ..L./"' ~3~([T (!,t(J...,,_, 121~1,c;;11v: ,NA() t2 B.&'wC:Z:: .,,{J.;::;VPd)t w-Q . 
/l.l.t') ,:,.L.cJ 4.11...-&1 7~d.1Z: Tl:IJ C u~4J;,4J: ... -S:J:S·1 ~1 /. l7:'J;<n40 ~y 
.,tL./Zcl!..L/.Gi: C}::'),;:. 614 ti·J~..,,/:) &5.1,.-,U:,- .c'4~MIJ,&0G= //.f) 1-<5;, ;2:z;, /o:f}·r 44..>?"J . 
$H6 /J,,1 t y...:2?11.rr;:- -Y72>'%!/MQJ4 ) n:::i:;'.,.,,.-r /,LS"...:.._u._~s.:.·<---------------------~ 
History of head inj116es, seizures, etc.: 
. . ... . 
------·-----~---... --.. - .,..,._ __ 
Ctment Medications (Include over the co1mter): -&=-""?c:;-~""'.:c~C'-1..,_l--'£.C//,'-L&'-"'. ~.t ... ?2(J.J-<,r-P-...,,'-/_....,..,.c..Zu.t2-:5..__,l?L2.fL;:,_,,_/_,_. ____ _ 
..; ,1:su;7/ / 
4 
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RESOURCES TO 0ENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT/PARTICIPANT'S STRENGTHS: i:1' TransportE1tion 
i1 bltelligent Family support D Social support Knov,ledge of community resources D Rapport w.ith 
cunent prov:ders C B.igh level.of personal i.m;lght IZf lnsi.l::n.uce/Medicfiid O Well developed copiug skills ·: · 
D Other (specify) -------------------------------
BARRUUlS ·ro MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT: 0 No transportation O Multiple medical conditions 11 Limited 
p~rsonal insight D Developmental disabilities D Lack of family support D Lack of social support IZf Limited 
coping skills D No insurance/Medicaid O Substance Hse D Olhcr (specify) ----~--------
DXAGNOSlS 
Axis I: __ ___;,z~i- .:;' 7 tn,fT&·(. ,101::w~,,~ I;; «Rc{L:~-WT, 1110.i0,:D<l7?;: 
--~3D9 · 8 I P-:r.tc) 
Axis II: 2 99, 96 L}y, 0£i;;u£s,a ·---~--------------
Axis ill: /::J,: -<'J;c l':5@:id,-;: 01twwG.J Z B:•twSµZd:l1iLX4t).,_L _ ___,,_,t:__,,'v.....,€ ...... / ZJ~i6.....,:i5::._,.._1[=1c,..,...->a..:L.<.o..,<...;ln,._,,- _ 
_ ,C!.(}_J(J{l).1.c-6" °'7'D /cl: AlfLJL_~~---------------------
.<U:"is JV: D Primary support gronp rd Family stressors JZ( Limited social support D Academic problems 
ii Limited il1come D Unemployruent D Housing problems D Lega.L-issnes 
D Other (specify) 7 
/ C1ment CAF AS/PECF AS Axis V: Cunent_· -t."2P Highest GAF past year 
------
CLINICAL FOR!'r:iULATION (Swnmarize data gathered, substcmtiatingfommlation of diagnosis mid current sy111pro1r1s): 
l?«::110.us: / c' ei J l\4<o t"~fudf.6 (.,d,.!./c) ,l4::J?,fo9.rf<: d r 
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TREATMENT RECOrrfl\fli~NOA TIO NS (111chufe reco111me11dations Jo,· treatment including level of care, inrensity and expected 
duration of tremmenr sen•ices): ---,.-------------~-------------' -------
. ··:· __ . ___ . _ _jA,lt21U)/JMI J;> -~ o __µ5.f!:.'L ~, IC)S:r /0~ _____ ....,___, __ 
A5<ri<-_._ z- iJ;~-11..Jeiu1J(rl ~/ e~,r/a;- LA'.2<;;; · 
_L Therapy __ Psych.asocial R.diabilitation 
__ Devdopmcnl!ll Therapy __ Case Ivlanagcment/TSC 
Res Hab _. _Ei.!rly Service Coordjnation/CSC 
__ Day 'frcannem/Partial Care __ _,PCS/Home Healtil Cilre 
__ Psychological Evaluation Brief explanation of tl1c basb for thb urder: 
Other: _____________ _ 
___ Substance Use Trcatrneot 
__ r,fodicatioJJ )Vf:magernent 
Vocational Rehab 
ffiI 
_ father: ________________________ ~-------------------
_/ __ C( 1]!.:1tcrals (focc tu focc ur1d telephone conummication with individuab huving n primmy rclntiooship with the client for Uu, puqiose of ensuring lreutme,1t 
compliance and continuity of c~rc) 
lVIED·1cAL N11~c:1~ssn:·y (l11clude tIXp/anorion of medical necessity for menral ll<wlth services 10 maintain or improve current level of 
fimc(io11i11g, etc.):------=-~-, 
-----------c:::::::-?',..-:/__,,,:<,,._--'/.,.,._.,_(_~ ...,.?'.=i.1Y".i">,:;.,(,.,.>:,,=1'~,1~r')O(li7 / L'Z.c..iNc..i,,;CZ!:.:;...,..,...:.:.•:..,.,.Q?.=..'Jr..:./_..,'~"'"/_· __________ ~ 
F1.wction2l;\.rens ofNeccl (/>.$ they coir:spond to the assessment rccommcndutio11s): 
l. ~ Keep appointments 13. D tegal issues ____ , _______ ,------
2. J.!l Improve insight 14. D Finnncc:s 
3. D }kcre11Se in hospitalization 15. D lrnprove cammunic:ution. ___________ _ 
4. O"Rcduction of symptoms 16. D Improvc:socinl accivilics, ___________ _ 
5. D Resolve pasc nbuse 17. D Improved socinl rclmio11ships __________ _ 
6. 0 Resolve imnee problcmsr.~ IS. D Improve foroily relationship3 __________ _ 
7. D Substfu1cc:use.__ 19. 0 BL!, ___________________ _ 
S. D Medication compliance 20. D Improve problem solvin~--------~--
9. D Decrease fo medication side effects 21. D Housin<:>--------------~-----
10. D Mcdicfll isstu:s 22. D Corunmniry resources 
11. D Education 7.3. D Other-Describe ______________ , 
12. 0 Employm(:nt 24. D Other-Describe __ .,~------------
-~"-""'""----: ~ -~-
Si.&inatme and Credentials of mdividual completing assessment 
_/L/iA('Lg's···rg-.-,>f?fd;?: /c;tiJ/ . , ... 
Print~d Name and Credentials o~ individual completing ossessn.1.ent 
gm1.tm·e and Credentials ofBOL approved Supervisor 
11 
/t) ... 2~· 20/Z 
Date 
--~··n·ate 
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TnEXtA):'Y TREATMJ~NT PLAN 
Age: ;{t 
No. 0981 P. 5 
DOE: 
.Date oiPlnn:_&_:/_.(.;.-;?aJZ Initial 120 D,,y Review Due: 2-l?z-'2'0_/..3__ Annual Due:__LQ_:_4:; -ZO(> 
0Ycrnll Goals (in client's own wt'lrd9)! ,. / UbithT TO F6€L .(".~.£" (fr l/ 111&@'3 (.; ':- '' 
hioritiz d Reasons for Seeking TrenbJl(mt (as dctcrminc:d by therapist): 
& -
l. :r:"50 (. LK . · .45Jt,c JG<> 6)~?07/()~JL_ -;;;;-&1 21/J:Jll-d..J..2<X'. · e 1..hUu, ')p9,1U,&KJZ,;7 P"ac (c:6 
2. CJ<k;;,..._,,_,..c,:.--'"-""""1-~---------------------------------
3. ----··~------
~- -------~--------------~---------~---~---
:i. -------------~ .------ .------------------
I 
Symptoms lhut Correspond to primary cliagnosis: _5L<i'£3?,= OC:tW,e3;;21.f eE; tl.i-:llk27:C.T)/ L).e,,::, 17C:Ji:: 
..Ci:lddw;;,ss, ,. t?a::u ,,; G5c::'.,~: 6172Yi{-Y)IJ .~ ,~: G?tU(:i:)'47X472al I ; O,,tf:Wats:.d.£n:.>< · 
_L .,,~;,,,--=·,/ l-!v::='~"' • 4«'<".Qy· L. 
~·."* .... >r > • .r-.;+.-_....:,:,-~~,..._. ... ;.c,c...:.,-:_-,,---------------~------
DSMN(ICD-9)Di:.ti::nusis: 
Axis l.: 1) ;;J<;t;,,.gz f?Zrro.,~· 0€~~(i'.1/\,) e?u.i:r).,-,u.2.e:4 .... 86:e:.Jlwl:_-,,,I-.L.Y)tD=,'=K2~·--------
2)3:'c29-· A/ · ,io/rcz. ________ 7 ____ ~------------
3) 
4' 
A;\isH: J 797- 96 J?x. UcF(;;c<(;a_ _________ ~---------
Axis Ill: /-{,; r;,J:: c~z: CR ,c fw5"J!)J~d.L ; n;J.,/~/6"' .4.&U~ 1Mrrh!Co70 {5J.M1J1 
Axis IV: D Primary support group ra- Family ~trcssors 0 Limited .5ocia\ support D Academ.ic problems D Licnited incorne 0 Unemployment D HJ;sing problems D Legal issue~(specify): _____________ _ 
Axis V: GAF: Curreot:__ .- D Last Yerir:  _ . 
80.'fO T-f/ RiflemC1:1L Ste I oo I Boise, .TD 83 70·1· Ph (!208) .921-0634 ~ Fa.c: (!208) .S!:21~108~ 
1007 w: Orchanl I Namj>a, JD 83651 .Ph (!208JtJ,6'J-!2838 ~ Fa.t: (208) ~-1n-S09.9 
2390 l}mc:ricun Legion Ste BI J\101mtai11. I-lonw, ID 836'-J.,7 Ph (208) 587-2:226' ' Fa."!: (208) .5,97-4•795 
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Clitut Name; -----Jc..ua..L-,(..1---:...,, Qf:""--"ile:..1.-!-0::!.• L-.,,.C----wf 4""-4.,,2~1,..,,~..,_~ ~- ------------
Obi el:tives and Tasks: 
Client Objective #1: 
P. 6 
Prov.icier T.aslcs: I· (ho~< Wt't.L. 1"11tX,,1 c-::6" () 5:d:E£ @,(0111 TD 17/r:;ca,K 
.TO k'DlcG:: ;a;rt.' t<::n/€r PErtv.., >t,t,luvL. fo HBd' - /,imJM.A · 
z. }"}'Jg"(B)t;;;- (,,<)t'<L 8€ 8Va:.x.JB..,g6.£,a' 7o &:;d:::ox .M9.L/aez«'-u, ,.s. 
1c, )1:f,s(U CD1 )Ai16:t ,:r2,,e,_7 < f"1TI.J.Y!J2J~d.1$_U.2/-~ P.m-1.1 <-<' "' j=lO,:c."t;uC::<" 
0c /LL.1t..l..1t,.Vg1.d.I..-£,4-------------------------------~ 
Client Objcdive #2=----------------------------------
Provider Tnsk5=-------------------------------------
Client Objective i/3: ·-----,,---------------------------------
I'rovider ·rasl(s: _________ , ___________________________ _ 
Client Objective 114: 
----,,--------------------------------
P.ro11ider Tnsk.~: 
-----------------~------------------
Client Obj1:ctivc t~s: _________________________________ _ 
Proyiuer Tns\cs: ____________________________________ _ 
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• • B 01se o ice D t epar men tS 1pec1a IO d r er 
Number: 10-18 Modifies: 2009 BPD Policy Manual, 1.01.00 
Effective Date: December Use of Force Policy 
16,2010 
Subject: Use of Force Policv 
INSTRUCTIONS: This Special Order modifies language in 2009 BPD Policy Manual, 
1.01.00 Use of Force Policy. Post this special order in your policy manual and on page 
23, handwrite "NOTE; This policy is modi.lied by Special Order 10-18, effective 
at 0001 hours on December 15, 2om" 1.01.00 Use of Force Policy updated. 
1.01.00 Use of Force 
It shall be the ultimate responsibility of the Chief of Police to determine the enforcement 
needs of the City of Boise. The enforcement of laws shall be firm and fair with no 
favoritism in regulation, either for personal or political reasons. The Boise Police 
Department's basic consideration is that the police mission is accomplished most 
efficiently and public confidence is maintained at the highest level. 
1.01.01 Definitions 
Control: Techniques including physical force that are used to subdue a subject's 
resistant actions. These control techniques include (bullets listed in alphabetical 
order): 
• Deadly Force: Any force used by an officer that is likely to result in great 
bodily harm or the loss of human life. 
• Hard Empty-Handed Control: Higher probability of injury. 
• Intermediate Weapons: The application/use of any Department-approved 
weapon/object that is not part of the human body to control resistance or 
an assault. 
• Officer Presence: The identification of police officer's authority, either by 
the unifonncd presence or the verbal identification of being a police 
officer. 
• Soft Empty-Handed Control: Minimal chance of injury. 
• Verbal Direction: Commands of direction or arrest. 
Resistance: Actions which seek to evade an officer's attempts of control, directed 
from a subject towards an officer. Types of resistance include: 
• Active Aggression: Physical actions or assaults against the officer or 
another person with less than deadly force ( e.g., advancing, challenging, 
punching, kicking, grabbing, wrestling, etc.). 
EXHIBIT 
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1.01.02 
• Deadly Force Assaults: Any force used against an officer and/or another 
person that may result in great bodily hrum or the loss of human life. 
• Defensive: Any action by a subject that attempts to prevent an officer from 
gaining control of the subject. It is not an attack on the officer. 
• Passive: Any type of resistance where the subject does not attempt to 
defeat the officer's attempt to touch or control him/her, but he/she still will 
not voluntarily comply with verbal and physical attempts of control (e.g., 
dead weight, does not react to verbal commands, etc.). 
• Psychological Intimidation: Nonverbal cues indicating subject's attitude, 
appearance, and physical readiness. 
• Verbal Noncompliance: Any verbal ·response indicating subject 
unwillingness to obey commands of detainment, arrest, or to stop unlawful 
or dangerous behavior. 
Authorii.ation 
An officer shall use only the amount of force that is reasonable and necessary to 
protect life, effect a lawful arrest, and/or gain control in any lawful circumstance. An 
officer may use deadly force when necessary to defend himself/herself or others when 
the officer reasonably believes that imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury 
exists. An officer may also use deadly force when necessary to effect the capture or 
prevent the escape of a subject, whose ·freedom is reasonably believed to represent an 
imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or to others. When 
authorized techniques are not available or practical, an officer may also use any other 
reasonable force to gain control of the situation. 
1.0 l.03 Use of Firearms in the Linc-of-Duty 
An officer shall be authorized to discharge firearms in the line-of-duty under the 
following conditions: 
• To use his/her fireann to protect himself/herself or others from what he/she 
reasonably believes to be an imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury. 
• To use his/her firearm to effect the capture or prevent the escape of a felony 
suspect whose freedom is reasonably believed to represent a significant threat of 
serious bodily injury or death to the officer or other persons. 
• During firearms training sessions as directed by the firearms instructors. 
• To shoot an animal as outlined in 11.03.24 Treatme11t of Animals. 
An officer shall not discharge firearms: 
• As a warning 
• In any misdemeanor case 
• When the discharge of the weapon may unreasonably endanger the lives of 
persons not involved in the commission of the crime in progress 
1.01.03A Use of Fireanns at a Moving Vehicle 
2 
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Firearms have limited effectiveness in stopping moving vehicles. Officers in the 
path of a moving vehicle have a better likelihood of survival if able to move out 
of the vehicle's path, instead of shooting at the vehicle. An officer threatened by 
a vehicle will move out of its path if possible, allow the vehicle to pass, and 
utilize other tactical or investigative means to apprehend the suspect. 
1.01.04 
An officer shall not discharge a fircann at a vehicle or its occupants in response to 
a threat posed solely by the vehicle, unless both of the following circumstances 
exist: 
• The officer has a reasonable belief that the suspect poses a continuing threat 
of death or serious bodily injury to self or others; and 
• The officer has no reasonable alternative course of action 
Pursuit Intervention Technique (Pin 
Circumstances warranting the use of PIT or other forced stop methods in non-
pursuit situations when an imminent danger to the public or the officer is present, 
shall be as follows: 
• Continued movement of the suspect vehicle would place others in 
significant danger of serious bodily harm and is so great as to outweigh 
the risk of harm in making the forcible stop and 
• Other means of apprehension have been considered and rejected as 
impractical. 
1.01.05 Criteria for Use of Force 
The appropriateness of an officer's actions will be determined by the totality of the 
circumstances and by the reasonableness of the officer's perceptions at the time of the 
incident. The criteria for determining use of force shall include, but not be limited to: 
• The nature and extent of the threat posed by the suspect 
• The severity of the crime (non-violent vs. violent, non-criminal mental hold, etc.) 
• The degree to which the subject resists arrest or detention 
.. Attempts by the subject to evade arrest by flight 
• Other factors, including 
o Nature and quality ofintrusion upon the individual 
o Duration of that intrusion 
o Severity of injuries inflicted, if any 
o Officer/subject size and other physical attributes 
o Environmental considerations 
o Reaction time 
o Totality of circumstances 
1.01.06 Officer's Responsibilities 
3 
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When force techniques are used, the following guidelines shall apply: 
• Notify supervisor immediately anytime that the use of force occurs and:· 
o Complaint of injury is likely to be made 
o Results in injury or complaint of injury 
o Deadly force is used 
o As soon as practical, anytime the following is used: 
• Hard empty-handed control techniques 
• Intermediate weapons (baton, flashlight, fle3Hoond, specialty impact 
munitions, conducted energy weapon, OC Aerosol st*'ftY, canine 
deployment) 
• Vascular neck restraint (L VNR) 
• Any object used as a weapon 
• Collect all evidence that is relevant to the investigation. 
• If the use of force results in serious injury or complaint of serious injury, ensure 
medical treatment is obtained. 
• If the subject is rendered unconscious but no medical emergency exists, notify 
dispatch and request EMS to transport to the hospital for medical clearance. 
When the scene is not conducive to EMS response and medical assessment of the 
· subject, transport the subject a short distance away for medical review. 
• If the subject is uncooperative or combative and EMS assessment cannot be 
made, transport for booking and document the efforts made in the report(s). 
• Complete a supplemental report and include: 
o Facts, circumstances, and ~hain;of-events 
o Resistance encountered 
o Type, extent, and reasons for the force used 
o Disposition of subject(s) 
• Review and sign the Administrative Use of Force Report with your supervisor. 
The signing of this report does not mean that the officer is in concurrence with the 
assessment, but means the officer has had an opportunity to review the report. 
1.01.07 Supervisor's Responsibilities 
When force techniques are used, the following guidelines shall apply: 
• Monitor involved officer's use of force activities to ensure compliance with these 
policies and procedures. 
• Consult with a Lieutenant if problems are noted in situations where force is 
applied. 
• Complete and forward the AdmiI.1istrative Use of Force Review form for each 
involved subject, unless there is an intentional use of deadly force, when there is 
injury or complaint of injury. 
• When one of the following techniques arc used regardless of injury ol" 
complaint of injury: 
o There is iejary er eam13laint of injury 
o Hard empty-handed control techniques are used 
o Vascular neck restraint is used 
4 
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o Intermediate weapons are used (baton, flBshligh~, flex reund, spcd:tlty 
impact munitions, conducted energy weapon, OC Aerosol s-fW9Y, canine 
deployment) 
o Any object used as a weapon 
• Conduct the initial investigation to obtain and document the facts. Theis 
in~'estigotion sheuld supervisor shall inelude: 
e- Attcm()t to obtain photographs (digital images) of the subject and nny 
alleged injuries 
o Attempt to obtain ~ed recorded interviews with subjects and witnesses-fas 
neeesstu:y 11ntl when possible) 
o Complete and attach a supplemental narrative, if necessary. 
• Attach copies of incident reports to the Administrative Use of Force Review 
form and download any audio recordings. Send any photographs to the lab 
for processing or storage. 
• Review all collected evidence as part of a regular administrative llsc of Force 
investigation. 
• Review completed Administrative Use of Force Review form with involved 
officer,-9fltl obtain the officer's signature, and fonrard to Internal Affairs as 
outlined I2.03.05H Perfonnancc Review Document policy. 
~ete nntl etteeh e supplemental narrative, if neeessaF)'. 
• Atttteh eetJies af ineideRt reperts er inter'liew hlt>es te the Admiaistfllti1i•e l:lse 
af Foree Re"iew farm. Seed eny phategPBphs te the lab fer preeessing tn· 
staFage. 
1.01.08 Lieutenant's Responsibilities 
The Lieutenant is responsible for reviewing and forwarding appropriate copies of the 
Administrative Use of Force Review form to the Division Commander with actions 
taken or needed, as well as any recommendations. The Lieutenant will also review 
use-of-force activities by involved officer(s) and make recommendations for changes 
to policy, procedure, and/or training. 
1.01.09 Division Commander's Responsibilities 
The Division Commander shalJ review the Administrative Use of Force Review form 
and forward it to the Office oflnternal Affairs, including any concerns, 
recommendations, and/or necessary follow-up. 
1.01.10 Office ofintemal Affairs (OIA) Responsibilities 
OIA shall review and submit the Administrnti~·e Use of Foree Review farm te the 
Chief, ineluEling any eammeets 11eaf.e£ reeemme0:d11tioos. OlA will ulse file the 
Administrative Use of Force Review form. When litigation is necessary or expected, 
this office will confer with the Boise City Attorney's Office. 
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1.02.00 Intermediate Weapons 
An officer is authorized to carry and use an intennecliate weapon to gain control when 
faced with actual or threatened physical resistance and the use of an intennediate 
weapon is reasonably necessary based on officer-to-subject disparity, reaction times, 
environmental conditions, and the totality of the circumstances. Physical resistance 
includes all physical resistance, except passive physical resistance. 
Only Department-authorized intermediate weapons will be carried and used by an 
employee. Authorized intermediate weapons include: 
• Baton (side-handle or collapsible) 
• "Specialty Impact Munitions" (a 12-gaugc shotgun beanbag round or 40 mm 
Launcher) 
• Conducted energy weapon 
• Oleoresin Capsicum (QC) Aerosol 
• Police Canines 
Uniformed officers shall carry two or more intermediate weapons on their person 
while on-duty. Uniformed officers who are issued a conducted energy weapon shall 
carry it as one of those weapons. If the baton or PR24 is not carried on the officer's 
person, it shall be carried in his or her assigned vehicle. 
SIM is considered a specialty weapon and is not included in the intermediate weapon 
carry requirements for unifonned officers. 
Note: The flashlight will be used only for self defense or when other intennediate 
weapons are not readily available or practical. The flashlight is not a primary impact 
weapon. 
1.02.01 Specialty Impact Munitions (SIMs): 
Specialty Impact Munition's (SIMs) rounds are a less lethal munition. The goal of a SIM 
round is to use kinetic energy in order to temporarily incapacitate a suspect or dangerous 
individual. SIM's round should be used to subdue a subject when officers have a need to 
use an intermediate weapon, and where maintaining a safe distance is paramount to 
officer safety. Only an officer who is trained and certified (annually) in the use of the 
specific SIM's round used, may deploy this round (fire the weapon). 
1.02.0lA Officer's Responsibilities SIMs 
The officer shall detennine if the SIM round needs to be deployed and, if so, 
shall: 
• Notify a supervisor to respond. The supervisor will be on scene prior to 
the deployment of the SIM unless the situation does not allow time for 
· his/her arrival. In this case, an officer trained in the deployment may 
make the decision to do so. 
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• Ensure that a plan is in place for taking physical custody of the subject 
once the SIM has been deployed. 
• Ensure the subject receives medical treatment by EMS and/or hospital 
personnel after being struck by a SIM. 
• Notify all personnel at the scene by radio or by other means that the SIM 
is being deployed and may be used. 
• Ensure that photographs are taken of the scene as it existed at the time. 
• Ensure that photographs arc taken of the subject to document the presence 
of injuries or the lack thereof regardless of whether there was an impact by 
SIM. 
• Ensure that aJI spent casings and rounds deployed, are collected for 
evidence. 
Prior to using the 12 gauge shot gun, the deploying officer will remove all lethal 
rounds from the shotgun and have it checked by a second officer. The deploying 
officer wiJI then mark the shotgun appropriately, indicating that it now contains 
less-lethal rounds, and will then load the shotgun with the SIM round. 
Prior to using the 40 mm launcher, the launcher will be checked out from-the 
locker. The deploying officer will verify that the launcher is loaded and that the 
E/0 tech sights are operational. At the end of the officer's shift, officers will 
return the 40mm launchers to the lockers. · 
1.02.0IB Supervisor/Lieutenant's Responsibilities 
The supervisor shall respond to the incident when an officer indicates the 
necessity for the SIM to be deployed and ensure that all guidelines for the 
deployment of the SIM are met. The supervisor will be on scene prior to the 
deployment of the SIM unless the situation does not allow time for his/her arrival. 
He/she shall also complete and forward the Administrative Use of Force form if a 
SIM round is deployed. 
1.02.02 OCAerosol 
Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Aerosol is defined as a non-flammable aerosol chemical. 
l .02.02A Authorization to Carry and Use 
An employee shall only carry Department provided OC. An officer assigned to 
plainclothes duty should carry OC Aerosol on his/her person when encountering 
suspected or known combative situations. 
An officer will consider all options before using OC Aerosol on a passive resistor 
and articulate those options in the arrest report. An officer's use of OC Aerosol 
on a passive resistor during peaceful demonstrations shall be determined by the 
Incident Commander. An officer may use OC Aerosol when faced by a crowd 
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that will not disperse and would threaten the loss of a subject that is in the 
officer's custody. An officer will not use OC Aerosol on the driver of a motor 
vehicle to gain compliance while the subject is still in the vehicle and has the 
capability of driving away from the scene and the officer's control. 
l .02.02B Officer's Responsibilities 
The officer shall use the OC Ac.-osol as prescribed in Department training and 
shall: 
• Cease use of OC Aerosol when subject discontinues resistance or aggression. 
• Ensure the subject receives adequate decontamination or medical attention 
after having been exposed to OC Aerosol. 
• After subject(s) have been controlled and secured, attend to innocent 
bystanders that may have been exposed. 
• As soon as possible after the incident, notify a supervisor that OC Aerosol had 
been used and the nature of the incident. 
• Include details of the incident, the rationale for the use of OC Aerosol, and the 
results of that use in related reports. 
l .02.02C Civilian's Responsibilities 
1.02.03 
The civilian employee who is issued OC Aerosol will be trained on the use of OC 
Aerosol SfH=UY. OC Aerosol should only be deployed in defense of self or others. 
If OC Aerosol is deployed, the civilian employee shall notify dispatch to request 
irrunediate police assistance. He or she shall also notify a patrol supervisor, as 
well as their immediate supervisor. 
Conducted Energy Weapon 
The Conducted Energy Weapon is defined as a weapon that fires barbed projectiles. 
The deployment generates an electrical current that causes motor dysfunction and 
pain compliance. An officer shall only carry the Department-approved Conducted 
Energy Weapon. 
1.02.03A Issuing of the Conducted Energy Weapon 
Employees shall only carry and use the Conducted Energy Weapon as approved 
by the Chief Issue of the Conducted Energy Weapon will be to selected officers, 
based on their duties. Personnel may only use Department-issued Conducted 
Energy Weapon cartridges. 
l.02.03B Use of Conducted Energy Weapon 
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The decision to use the Conducted Energy Weapon should shnll be based on the 
immediate threat posed by the suspect to officers or others (hased on current 
case law) with consideration of the following factors: 
• The totality of the circumstances 
• The severity of the crime committed 
• Prior acts by the suspect (fleeieg, crimes of violence, threats, etc.) 
• The level of resistance 
• To prevent them from harming themselves or others 
• Other criteria listed for determining use of force (see 1.01.04 Criteria for Use 
of Force) 
In the case of a fleeing subject, the fact that the subject is fleeing sh1tllookl not be 
the sole-justification for use of the Conducted Energy Weapon.-'.J'.he..severit:y-<» 
the offense, as well as ether eireumstanees, sheuld he eeesitlered befut:e 
effieers' use o Ceedueted Energy WeatJOR en a fleeing subjeeL 
Unless exigent circumstances exist, the Conducted Energy Weapon will not be 
used: 
• On women known to be or that obviously appear to be pregnant 
• On elderly persons, young children, and visibly frail persons 
• On passive subjects 
• ln combustible environments 
• On a handcuffed subject unless actively resisting or exhibiting active 
aggression to prewent individuals from harming themselves or others 
• On subjects in physical control of a vehicle in motion, including automobiles, 
trucks, motorcycles, A TVs, bicycles, and scooters 
• On subjects in a location where a fall may cause substantial injury or death 
l .02.03C Multiple Conducted Energy Weapon Deployments 
No more than one officer should activate a Conducted Energy Weapon against a 
person at a time unless exigent circumstances exist. 
I .02.03D Officer's Responsibilities 
Before being issued a Conducted Energy Weapon, an officer shall successfully 
complete the certified Conducted Energy Weapon class. On completion of the 
program, an officer will be certified to carry and use the Conducted Energy 
Weapon. The officer shall: 
• Conduct a spark test every day. 
• Determine if the Conducted Energy Weapon needs to be deployed based on 
Department policy. 
• Ensure all personnel at the scene are notified by radio or other means that the 
Conducted Energy Weapon is being deployed and may be used if time and 
conditions permit. 
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• Use minimum activations necessary to control the subject. Subsequent cycles 
will not exceed three applications unless exigent circumstances exist. 
• Ensure that a plan is in place for taking physical control of the subject once 
the Conducted Energy Weapon has been deployed. 
• Once the suspect is restrained or has complied1 there should be no further use 
of the Conducted Energy Weapon. · 
• Ensure the subject receives medical treatment by EMS and/or hospital 
personnel in the field after a Conducted Energy Weapon deployment. Only 
EMS or medical personnel shall remove probes from the Conducted Energy 
Weapon. · 
• Request photographs be taken of probe impact sites and any other related 
injuries. 
• Probes that have penetrated a body should be treated as bio-hazardous and 
handled properly. 
• Securely store the Conducted Energy Weapon when off-duty. 
• Send an email to Internal Affairs regarding the incident if an officer "red-
dots" a subject and gains compliance without deployment. The officer wiJJ 
also notify his or her supervisor. 
l.02.03E Supervisor/Lieutenant's Responsibilities 
To ensure the officer is conducting daily spark tests. the supervisor shall 
complete a download of the taser information every month as part of the 
inspection and ensure the date and time are correct on the taser. 
lbe supervisor shall respond to the incident when an officer indicates the · 
necessity for the Conducted Energy Weapon to be deployed or when the 
Conducted Energy Weapon has been deployed if the conditions did not permit 
previous notification. He/she shall also ensure that all guidelines for deployment 
are met and that proper care is provided to injured officers/subjects. Because the 
probes are considered biohaz.ards, he/she will ensure the probes are disposed of 
properly, typically deposited in a sharps container (property, ambulance, 
hospital). 
The supervisor shall download data from the Conducted Energy Weapon 
deploym~nt and print the results. He/she shall attach the printout of data 
downloaded to a completed UOF form. 
The supervisor will ensure an email is sent to Internal Affairs if an officer "red-
dots" a subject and gains compliance without deployment. 
1.02.04 Police Canines 
Canine teams are available to conduct building searches for offenders in hiding, assist 
in the arrest or prevent the escape of serious violent offenders, protect officers or 
others from death or serious injury, track suspects, locate lost or missing persons, 
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locate hidden instruments or evidence of a crime, and detect the presence of illicit 
drugs or explosives. 
Canine handlers arc responsible for detennining whether a situation justifies canine 
use and the appropriate tactical measures that should be taken. Decisions to use 
canines will be reviewed based on this standard in view of the totality of 
circumstances that existed at the time of deployment. When the on-scene field 
commander disagrees with the handler's tactical assessment, the canine unit 
supervisor shall be notified. When time does not permit such notification, the canine 
shall not be deployed. 
Decisions to deploy the canine shall be based upon the following: 
• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers and others. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest at the 
time. ... 
• Whether deployment of the canine presents a danger to the safety of uninvolved 
citizens and other officers. 
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Burglaries (Dr's/ Dentist's ... offices) 
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EXHIBIT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political ) Case No. 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; ) CV PI 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, ) 
unknown parties, ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
AUGUST 28, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR 
Notary Public 
1216734 
EXHIBIT 
i~S-
000638
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THE DEPOSITION OF OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
was taken on behalf of the Plaintiff at the Boise 
City Attorney's Office, 150 N. Capitol Blvd., 3rd 
Floor, Bogus Basin Conference Room, Boise, Idaho, 
commencing at 2:30 p.m. on August 28, 2013, 
before Beverly A. Benjamin, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter and Notary Public within and for the 
State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 
APPEARANCES: 
For the Plaintiff: 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
BY MR. JOHN A. BUSH 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
For the Defendants: 
(208)345-9611 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
BY MR. SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
150 North Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500 
M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax) 
000639
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
Examination by Mr. Bush 
NO. 
20 
(208)345-9611 
E X H I B I T S 
DESCRIPTION 
Diagram 
M & M COURT REPORTING 
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1 OFFICER DEIDRA HARR, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 
5 MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect this is the 
6 time and place for taking the deposition of Deidra Harr 
7 pursuant to notice and the Idaho Rules of Civil 
8 Procedure. 
9 
10 EXAMINATION 
11 QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSH: 
12 Q. Officer Harr, will you begin by introducing 
13 yourself to our record, please. 
14 A. DeidraD. Harr. 
15 Q. H-a-r-r? 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 Q. You are employed by the Boise Police 
18 Department; is that correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. In what capacity? 
21 A. As a Boise Police Officer, patrol officer. 
22 Q. How long have you been so employed? 
23 A. Ten years. 
24 Q. And were you a patrol officer in December of 
25 2010? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. The reason we are here today is to talk about 
3 an incident that occurred at a dental office at the 
4 comer ofNorthview and Cole on December 26, 2010. And 
5 the information that has been provided to me is that you 
6 were an assisting officer to a call at that location on 
7 that evening; is that correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. We are here in August of 2013, this happened 
10 in December of 2010, so a fair amount oftime has gone 
11 by. Do you have an independent recollection of the 
12 events that occurred that night? 
13 A. Not very much. 
14 Q. Have you reviewed any documents in preparation 
15 for the deposition today? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. So nothing at all? 
18 A. Nothing. 
19 Q. Have you talked to any officers about the 
20 depositions that have been going on? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Other than your counsel or anybody, Mr. Muir 
23 or anybody associated with the Boise City Attorney's 
24 Office, have you talked to anybody about either the 
25 claim that is being made, the litigation, anything of 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
that nature? 
A. No. 
Q. Then I suspect we'll be here a relatively 
short period of time. 
If you'll take a look, there is a bunch of 
exhibits. I'm going to push this binder in front of 
you. If you'll open it and turn to the second exhibit. 
That is aiJ. incident history. Are you familiar with that 
form of document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you recognize it'to be? 
12 A. It's a CAD printout of the call from dispatch. 
13 Q. You are familiar with CAD printouts in your 
14 job? 
15 A. Yes. 
Q. What was your patrol number? 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I've changed in the last two and a half years. 
Q. So to help you, if you'll go down to, I think 
it's 2111--
A. Yes, that's me. 
Q. And do you remember -- without looking at the 
incident report can you tell us approximately what time 
the call was made or you were asked to assist? Do you 
remember getting the call that evening? 
A. It was in the evening sometime. 
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1 Q. But do you remember the call; do you remember 
2 what was said by the dispatcher, anything of that nature 
3 at all? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. So ifwe look at the incident history, it 
6 would appear that at approximately 1735 dispatch showed 
7 that you had been sent as an assisting officer to the 
8 location on Northview Street; is that right? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 
11 
Q. And then yesterday I talked to some people, or 
an officer, about some of the other letters that are on 
12 these CAD reports, and in particular the "SFT/B 
Team/21." Does that mean you were on team 21? If you 
look, find the entry for your 2111 number. 
13 
14 
15 A. Yes, the 2100 team. 
16 Q. And what does "SFT/B" mean? 
17 A. I have no clue. 
18 Q. At the time that you -- first I'll ask you if 
19 you remember, then I'll see ifl can refresh your 
20 recollection if you don't. 
21 
22 
But at the time that you were sent to assist 
23 
on this call, were you given information as to what the 
nature of the call was or what the incident was that you 
24 were responding to? 
25 A. Yes, on side channel whatever and the initial 
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1 CAD call. 1 Q. Thanks. 
2 Q. When you say "side channel," what do you mean? 2 So according to your incident report, at 1735 
3 A. It was a burglary in progress. When that 3 you were en route. And as I understand the process, 
4 occurs, dispatch goes to a side channel to give updates 4 basically when you get to the scene you advise dispatch 
5 to the primary officers. 5 you are on scene and that gets logged in as well; is 
6 Q. Is there some information on the incident 6 that basically fair? 
7 report, or this Exhibit No. 2, which tells it was a 7 A. Well, that is basically fair. It happens many 
8 burglary in progress? 8 different ways. 
9 A. Yes. Where it says "Type." 9 Q. So how does dispatch know you are on scene? 
10 Q. So you have "Initial Type," "Final Type," then IO A. There is different ways. I could either push 
11 in parentheses it say this is a "Burglary in Progress." 11 my on scene button when I arrive, I may or may not do 
12 Is that what you are referring to? 12 that; I may advise dispatch I'm so and so on scene, I 
13 A. Yes. 13 may or may not do that; or they may hear my voice and 
14 Q. And is that information that would have been 14 log in I'm there, they may or may not do that. There is 
15 available to you on your computer screen? 15 all kinds of variables. 
16 A. Yes. 16 Q. Is there a reason why you would not let 
17 Q. The other information that is contained below, 17 dispatch know you've arrived on scene? 
18 is that also available to you on your computer screen? 18 A. Depends on what is happening at the moment. 
19 In other words, the discussion by the dispatcher as to 19 Q. Such as? 
20 what they were told when they received the call about 20 A. Could be anything. 
21 the incident that was happening at this location? 21 Q. Well, I understand that, but such as? 
22 A. Well, not necessarily. It depends on what the 22 A. I could be exiting my car, I could be 
23 dispatch types in. 23 listening to the further -- I could listen further as to 
24 Q. So I'm talking about what is on this page. 24 what other officers are talking about on scene or what 
25 A. Yes. What dispatch typed in the CAD was what 25 they need. There is all kind of variables. 
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1 she was told by the calling party, yes. 1 Q. But one of the things that dispatch -- or at 
2 Q. But that would have been available to you in 2 least standard protocol is that when you go to a call, 
3 your patrol car as well? 3 at some point in the process you need to advise dispatch 
4 A. Yes. 4 that you are on scene or somebody either knows you are 
5 Q. Do you remember as you sit here today what 5 on scene, otherwise they don't know where you are. 
6 specific information you were told by dispatch? 6 A. Correct. 
7 A. I wasn't told specific information. 7 Q. And there may be different reasons as to how 
8 Q. You were just asked to go? 8 or when you identify that you are on scene, but 
9 A. Yes. 9 typically it's normal to advise that you are on scene; 
10 Q. And what is typical, just they announce or ask 10 is that fair? 
11 for your car, if you are available, can you go en route 11 A. Correct. 
12 to this location? 12 Q. From the incident report or the incident 
13 A. They ask for additional units to assist. 13 history or the CAD report, it appears, if you'll tum to 
14 Q. What is the protocol? Do you then go, or do 14 the second page, that dispatch logged you in on scene at 
15 you call in and say I'm available and then they send 15 approximately 174356, so approximately 1744. That is on 
16 you, or do you just go, period? 16 the sixth line down; is that correct? 
17 A. I just give my designator, state that I'm 17 A. Yes. 
18 available and en route. 18 Q. And you may have been on scene earlier than 
19 Q. One of the things that I'm doing right now, 19 that or that may have been the time that -- what that 
20 which is a bad thing for us to do in a deposition, is 20 reflects is that at least either dispatch heard you on 
21 I'm starting to talk over you, so I'll stop that. And 21 the radio or you actually advised dispatch that you were 
22 then if you'll let me spit out my question before you 22 on scene. 
23 start your answer, that will help our court reporter as 23 A. Correct. 
24 well. 24 Q. So it wasn't later than that, it could have 
25 A. Sure. 25 been before that. 
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A. Correct. 
Q. So when you got on scene, if you can remember, 
what happened? Do you remember who you first talked to? 
A. I don't know exactly who I first talked to. I 
was just instructed to meet around the front of the 
building at the entry point. 
Q. If you recall, did you get those instructions 
on your way or when you first got to the location? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do you recall where you parked your car? 
A. On the west side of the building. 
Q. I'm going to hand you a diagram we've been 
using in this case that is of the location. If you'll 
take a minute and take a look at that and kind of orient 
yourself, what I'd like you to do is be able to write on 
there the location where you first -- where you parked 
your car when you first got there. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Can you do that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I'll give you a pen. 
A. (Drawing.) 
Q. So can you put for that "X," just write your 
initials, please, either "DH" or "Officer Harr." 
A. (Complies.) 
[Page 12] 
Q. Thank you. 
And that is on Cole Road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were there any other cars there at that point, 
if you can remember? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Did your car ever move from that location 
during the time that you were there before you cleared 
the scene? 
A. No. 
Q. When you parked your car, did you stay in your 
car for a period of time or did you exit or go in front 
of the building? 
A. I exited and went to the front of the 
building. 
Q. Where did you meet people? I guess when you 
say I went to meet some -- I assume other officers, 
where was that located if you can recall or show me on 
the diagram? 
A. On the east side of the building. 
Q. Can you show me approximately where -- go 
ahead and let's mark with an "A" where approximately you 
met the other officers. 
A. (Complies.) 
Q. Do you recall it being in the parking lot a 
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ways from the building or away from the building in 
terms of where you were meeting? 
A. Well, not -- yes, it's in the parking lot of 
the building; right. 
Q. I guess I can show you a picture. I can 
represent to you that there is the building, then there 
is some -- actually a ramp that goes up to the front, 
there is some sidewalks, and then there is the parking 
lot. 
A. We were actually in the parking lot. 
Q. Okay. That is what I wanted to clarify. And 
do you remember which officers you met with? 
A. Officer Butler and I think Officer Bonas, but 
I'm not 100 percent sure who was on scene, I'm not sure, 
and then Sergeant Kukla. 
Q. And were you assigned or given some task when 
you met with those officers? Were you asked to do 
something? 
A. Yes, to be on the entry team. 
Q. And so what did you do at that point; in other 
words, did you stay in that location until entry was 
made or did you go somewhere else? 
A. No. I stayed with the group, with the 
officers until we made entry. 
Q. Approximately, if you can recall, how much 
[Page 14] 
time passed from when you first got there and then met 
with the officers at the noted location before entry was 
made? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do you have any sense at all? 
A. Well, they were gathering information, so I 
can guess, but I don't know. I would say -- I don't 
know. I don't want to give a number that I'm not 100 
percent sure on, so I don't... 
Q. So tell me as best you can recall what you 
actually remember that you did from the time that you 
met with these officers in the parking lot until entry 
was made. 
A. Until entry was made? 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. I stood by the police vehicle waiting for 
information to come in and waiting for the team to 
gather and then we made entry. 
Q. So literally you just stood by the police car 
until --
A. Yes. 
Q. Ifl asked you how many officers were on the 
scene at any given point, could you tell me? 
A. No. 
Q. Ifl asked you where any officers were 
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1 located, could you tell me? 
2 A. Not exact officers. 
3 Q. Generally did you have a sense that there were 
4 other ones? We know there were other officers on scene, 
5 obviously, because you talked to at least two. But do 
6 you have a sense as to where they were located? 
7 A. Well, we had a perimeter on the outside of the 
8 building. 
9 Q. Did you ever observe the location of where 
10 those officers were on the perimeter? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Were you engaged at all in conducting that--
13 that's probably a poor term, but in doing the perimeter 
14 work? ' 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Did you ever interview or talk with the person 
17 who had called in, I guess the call-in party or the 
18 person who initially called dispatch? Did you ever talk 
19 to that person? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Were you ever advised by anybody what that 
22 person had said they saw? 
23 A. Yes. Officer Butler told me the calling party 
24 stated: I saw a female go through the broken window 
25 into the building. 
[Page 16] 
1 Q. Anything other than that? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Any other information that you recall being 
4 given by Officer Butler? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. So did he ever tell you, for example, that he 
7 saw the person inside the building? 
8 A. I don't recall. 
9 Q. Were you involved at all in the decision-
10 making process to use a K9? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you provide any information to K9 Officer 
13 Bonas? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you provide any information to Lieutenant 
16 Kukla? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Did you provide any information to Lieutenant 
19 Schoenborn? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you provide any information to Officer 
22 Butler? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you provide any information to Officer 
25 Barber? 
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A. No. 
Q. Did you ever talk to the owner, anybody who 
identified themselves or who you understood to be an 
owner of this building? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever talk to anybody identified as a 
cleaning lady for this building? 
A. No. 
Q. Other than the officers on the scene did you 
talk to anybody else at that location that evening? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you go to the hospital? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you receive any information from Officer 
Bonas? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you receive any -- so what I mean by that 
is, one of the things that you've indicated that Officer 
Butler had told you is that the call-in party had told 
him that he saw her -- this person enter through the 
window; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that was the only information that you 
recall receiving from Officer Butler; correct? 
A. Yes. 
[Page 18] 
Q. Do you recall receiving any information from 
Officer Bonas about what was going on? 
A. No. 
-
Q. Any information from Officer Barber about what 
was going on? 
A. No. 
Q. Any information from any of the officers who 
were there? 
A. No. I was just directed that we needed to set 
up an entry team, and I was on the entry team to clear 
the building. 
Q. So I'm clear, when you first got there and 
parked your car, did you immediately exit your car and 
go over to the location where you met these other 
officers? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so when you got there, the first thing 
that you were told is that you were going to be on this 
entry team? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As I understood, that was the entry team that 
was going to enter the building with a dog? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Of course I interrupted myself that time, so I 
lost my train of thought. So I will just ask. So we 
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1 covered Barber and Bonas and Butler. Did you receive 
2 any information from Lieutenant Kukla other than --
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Who was it that told you you were going to be 
5 on the entry team? 
6 A. Butler. 
7 Q. Was he who was --who did you understand to be 
8 the officer in charge when you arrived? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
the building? 
A. Yes, partial of the building. 
Q. What could you see? 
A. I could just see the windows. 
Q. Which windows could you see? 
A. The windows down in the basement. 
Q. The one that had the light on? 
A. Yes. 
9 A. Officer Butler. 9 Q. What could you see through those windows? 
10 Q. And at some point did you learn -- well, 10 A. Nothing. 
11 obviously you learned that Lieutenant Kukla was on 
12 scene; correct? 
11 Q. When I say what could you see and you say 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And at some point did you also know Lieutenant 
12 nothing, that is an example of a bad question. But I 
13 mean, could you see anything in that room other than 
14 just a light on? 
15 Schoenborn was on scene? 15 A. No. 
16 A. I didn't know he was on scene until after the 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
17 fact. 
18 Q. Fair enough. 
19 But did the fact that Lieutenant Kukla was on 
20 scene, did that change at all in terms of who the 
21 officer in charge was, at least as far as you knew? 
22 A. No. It still remained Officer Butler. 
23 Q. He was the one giving instructions to the 
24 other officers, as far as you knew? 
25 A. As far as I knew. 
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Q. So at some point does the entry team gather, 1 
if you will, to make entry into the building? 2 
A. Yes. 3 
Q. And can you tell me, Officer, based on your -- 4 
let's just take it from the point that -- I'm just going 5 
based on your recollection. Tell me the process that 6 
happened from the point in time, from where your 7 
location was and you started to make your way over to 8 
the building and enter, what happened as you can recall? 9 
If you can't tell me -- 10 
A. Well, we gathered at the patrol vehicles. 11 
Q. The location "A"? 12 
A. Uh-huh. Put our team together and we kept 13 
eyes on the broken window down here. So you could see 14 
from where she had made entry to -- where the subject 15 
had made entry because we had to go to the ramp. There 16 
was a railing there, so we had to go around to the ramp 17 
and go to the front doors, then we made entry. 18 
Q. And can you tell me what -- first of all, 19 
during the period of time -- I understand you can't 20 
remember how long you were in that parking lot area 21 
before you made entry, but while you were there did you 22 
ever approach the building? 23 
A. No. 24 
Q. F.rom where you were located could you see into 25 
[Page 21] 
Q. So you couldn't identify whether there was 
anything in the room, whether there was tables, chairs, 
anything of that nature? 
A. No. 
Q. Whynot? 
A. Because of the angle of the building. 
Q. Whatever your location was, is it fair to say 
that -- and let's back up further. Approximately how 
far away from the building were you, if you can recall, 
from your location "A" in the parking lot? 
[Page 22] 
A. Probably 10 feet. 
Q. And let's say that -- so from 10 feet away if 
you are looking into that window, is it a fair statement 
that you cannot make out anything in the room because of 
the angle that you have from the parking lot given where 
the window was in the basement of the building, if that 
makes sense? I can rephrase if it doesn't. 
A. I could just see the illuminated window, is 
what I could see. 
Q. It's my understanding, and I could be wrong, 
is that you are standing in the parking lot and this is 
a basement location where the light was on; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And there is railing and then there is a 
sidewalk and then the main floor of the building; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall, did you ever get close enough 
to the building to notice the window wells? 
A. Only when I walked from my vehicle around the 
building to meet with the officers at "A," then I 
observed as I was walking past, I saw the broken window, 
then at the point of entry met up with the officers. 
Q. On the diagram that is in front of you, do you 
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1 remember where the broken window was on that building? 1 make entry, did you ever see anybody in that location, 
2 A. No. 2 in that area where the window was? 
3 Q. Do you recall if it was on the east side or 3 A. I did not. 
4 the north side of the building? 4 Q. Given the view that you had, had there been 
5 A. I don't recall. 5 someone in there, do you think you could have seen them? 
6 Q. If you'll look at Exhibit 12. I guess from 6 A. From what position? 
7 Exhibit 12, does that appear to be what I've been 7 Q. From the position that you were at in position 
8 calling a window well or can you tell? Does that 8 "A" in the parking lot, given the view that you had of 
9 picture mean anything to you? 9 that window. 
10 A. No. 10 A. I don't recall. I don't recall like the 
11 Q. If you'll look at Exhibit 13. Can you orient 11 landscaping and what I could determine from the parking 
12 yourself with that picture at all? 12 lot. 
13 A. No. 13 Q. Were you trying to see if anybody was in 
14 Q. Do you have an independent -- it's fine, I 14 there? 
15 know it's been a long time. But do you have an 15 A. No. 
16 independent recollection as to where these windows were 16 Q. Was anybody to your knowledge in the building? 
17 located? 17 Was there anybody looking -- while you were at location 
18 A. No. 18 "A" before you made entry, was there anybody looking 
19 Q. So you don't remember if they were sunk into 19 into the building to see if somebody was inside? 
20 the ground like these deep window wells, f(?r example? 20 A. I don't recall. 
21 A. I don't recall. 21 Q. Do you recall anybody from your location being 
22 Q. When you walked from your car to the location 22 stationed there to observe that lit up area to see if 
23 "A," where did you walk as you look at the diagram? 23 there was a person in there? 
24 What I'm interested in is how close did you get to the 24 A. No. 
25 building? 25 Q. So the team assembles and you move towards the 
[Page 24] [Page 26] 
1 A. I probably came within 6 feet from the 1 entry where you are going to make entry; correct? 
2 building. 2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. If you look at Exhibit 13 again, do you see 3 Q. And then you get to the front doors of the 
4 the sidewalk? 4 building; correct? 
5 A. Correct. 5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Were you walking on the sidewalk? 6 Q. And by that point do you recall whether or not 
7 A. No. 7 you had a key? 
8 Q. So you would have been walking off the 8 A. I didn't have a key. 
9 sidewalk? 9 Q. I'm speaking generally the team. Do you 
10 A. Yes. 10 recall if the team had a key or someone on the team had 
11 Q. Your recollection is that you walked by and 11 a key? 
12 you could actually observe a broken window? 12 A. I think so. 
13 A. Yes. 13 Q. Do you remember -- I guess I'm asking do you 
14 Q. So to get back to where we were, and I don't 14 remember if the key was used or did you break the door 
15 know if either of those pictures helped you, but would 15 down? 
16 you agree if you are standing in the parking lot, given 16 A. The key was used. 
17 the design of this building, that it would be very 17 Q. So take it from there. What happens when you 
18 difficult to see in the room of a downstairs space 18 get to the door? As best you can recall, just kind of 
19 through a window from the parking lot? 19 walk me through what you recall happening. 
20 A. I don't recall. 20 A. The task of an entry team, we just enter into 
21 Q. Well, the one thing you do recall is you 21 the building, announce ourselves before entering, then 
22 couldn't see anything, you could just see the light; is 22 enter into the building and continue to ann,ounce and 
23 that still accurate? 23 clear the building room by room. 
24 A. I could see windows and I could see light. 24 Q. When you announce, what are you referring to? 
25 Q. During the time that -- before you left to 25 A. "Boise Police Department." 
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1 Q. Is that all that you say or is there something 1 A. I don't recall. 
2 more than that? 2 Q. Do you think more than once? 
3 A. I didn't say it. I don't know exactly who 3 A. I think so. 
4 said it, but whoever was in charge of the entry team 4 Q. And how long -- so it sounds like, when you 
5 made the announcement. 5 say it's normal that those PA announcements are made, it 
6 Q. Are you familiar with K9 announcements? 6 sounds like you have some experience with working with 
7 A. Yes. 7 K9 units. 
8 Q. When you go into a building with a dog, is it 8 A. Yes. , 
9 typical that K9 announcements are made? 9 Q. This wasn't the first time. 
10 A. Yes. 10 A. No, sir. 
11 Q. Are you familiar with what the K9 11 Q. So have you made entry into buildings before 
12 announcements are in terms of what they say? 12 with K9 units? 
13 A. Yes. 13 A. Yes, I have. 
14 Q. We are the Boise Police Department. We have a 14 Q. And when they make an announcement on the PA, 
15 dog. If you don't come out, we are going to let the dog 15 what is typical, based on your experience, as to how 
16 go and you may be bit by this dog? 16 long they wait after they make that PA announcement 
17 A. Yes. 17 before they actually go in the building? 
18 Q. Did that happen? 18 A. It varies. It could be anywhere from seconds 
19 A. Yes. 19 to minutes. 
20 Q. Where did that happen? 20 Q. One of the purposes of doing a PA announcement 
21 A. I don't recall exactly where. I knew it was 21 is to give the person inside, that you think is inside 
22 made prior to and several times inside. 22 the opportunity to come out. 
23 Q. When you say "prior to," what are you 23 A. Correct. 
24 referring to? 24 Q. And so what if you wait-- how do you make 
25 A. Prior to making entry into the building. 25 that determination as to how long you are going to allow 
[Page 28] [Page 30] 
1 Q. So where, at that front entry at the location 1 that person to respond to the PA announcement? 
2 of the door? 2 A. How long do I wait ifl'm making --
3 A. Yes. 3 Q. Just based on your own experience, how long in 
4 Q. And to your recollection were there any 4 your experience with these K9 units in making entry into 
5 announcements made prior to the time that you made 5 these buildings -- if you are doing a PA announcement, 
6 entry? 6 one of the purposes is to give the person inside notice 
7 A. I think Officer Butler made PA 7 that you are out there and that you are coming in with a 
8 announcements -- 8 dog and you want them to come out. How long do you wait 
9 Q. Do you remember that? 9 to see if they come out; what is typical? 
10 A. -- from his vehicle prior to us approaching 10 A. A few minutes. 
11 the door. 11 Q. Do you have a recollection as to what happened 
12 Q. Where was his car? 12 in this case; how long you waited? 
13 A. In the parking lot. 13 A. I don't know exactly how long we waited, but 
14 Q. Was there more than one car in the parking 14 nothing happened. So announcements were made. And then 
15 lot? 15 we had already formed our entry team and then we moved 
16 A. I don't recall. 16 out. Another announcement was made at the door, and 
17 Q. Do you recall where Officer Butler's car was 17 then we made entry, and another announcement was made. 
18 located? 18 Q. And then as I understand it at some point 
19 A. No. 19 while the -- you cleared the upstairs part, that means 
20 Q. Do you have an independent recollection of 20 you didn't find anybody; correct? 
21 hearing the PA announcement or do you just think that it 21 A. Correct. 
22 was made? 22 Q. And while you were upstairs did you observe 
23 A. I think I heard it. I think that was made. 23 any evidence of any burglary type activity that had been 
24 It's normally made. 24 going on? 
25 Q. How many times was the PA announcement made? 25 A. No. 
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1 Q. And then as l understand it there was a 1 being recorded and some didn't. ls there any reason 
2 stairwell; is that correct? 2 that you know of? ls there any protocol or -- you shook 
3 A. Correct. 3 your head. 
4 Q. And so did you stop at the stairwell with the 4 So as far as you know, there is no reason why 
5 team and the dog? 5 some officers would keep their audio on and some 
6 A. Yes. 6 wouldn't. 
7 Q. And was there another announcement made? 7 A. No. 
8 A. Yes, two more. 8 Q. Are you aware of any protocol that says what 
9 Q. Two more at the stairwell? 9 you should do in that situation, one way or the other? 
10 A. Yes. 10 l say "protocol," l mean policy. 
11 Q. Why two, if you know? 11 A. No. It just depends on the situation. 
12 A. It was a steep stairwell, it's pretty high -- 12 Q. What was it that caused you to leave yours on? 
13 really deep. We couldn't see past so -- it was just 13 A. I was clearing the building. 
14 steep. We knew that the basement was approximately the 14 Q. So I know the dog went downstairs, and I know 
15 same distance as the upper level. 15 the dog ultimately made contact, and l know that 
16 Q. Did you ever look down the stairwell before -- 16 ultimately the team went down there and found the dog 
17 you obviously did you if you were able to describe it 17 and the suspect in what we now know is a bathroom. But 
18 was steep. But what could you see when you looked down 18 what I'm trying to find out is what you remember and 
19 the stairwell, if you remember? 19 what your personal observations were when you went down 
20 A. Nothing. 20 the stairs. 
21 Q. So was it completely dark as you recall? 21 A. When I went downstairs, Officer Bonas was 
22 A. I don't recall. 22 already at the bottom of the stairs with the dog. We 
23 Q. Do you recall whether or not there was a door 23 started to open the door to the bathroom because the dog 
24 at the bottom? 24 was in the bathroom. 
25 A. There was not. 25 Q. So when you got downstairs, I know Officer 
[Page 32] [Page 34] 
1 Q. Can you describe for me, if you remember, what 1 Bonas was already down there, but was the dog already 
2 the assembly of the team looked like at the stairwell? 2 out of the bathroom or was the dog still in the bathroom 
3 What l mean by that is, is there someone standing right 3 with this person when you first got downstairs? 
4 in front of the stairwell, which l assume, but is there 4 A. As much as l can -- the dog was still in the 
5 someone standing at the stairwell yelling down, are you 5 bathroom. 
6 guys around to the side, or how are you assembled there? 6 Q. Were you part of the team that tried to get 
7 A. We are around to the side, and Officer Bonas 7 the door open? 
8 is giving his announcements. We are giving our 8 A. Yes. 
9 announcements from the side looking down, just peeking 9 Q. What did you do? Tell me what you remember 
10 down the stairwell. 10 doing. 
11 Q. Where is the dog? 11 A. I did not actually touch the door. Officer 
12 A. Beside him. 12 Bonas and other officers got the door open. 
13 Q. But eventually the dog goes down. 13 Q. Can you recall how they did that? 
14 A. Correct. 14 A. With the handle. 
15 Q. And a lot of this is on the audio, by the way, 15 Q. So they just turned the handle and opened the 
16 and I think you are one of the officers that maintained 16 door? 
17 the audio during that process. Have you listened to 17 A. Put their foot in the door to hold it because 
18 that? 18 it was a heavy door that was on a -- that had a release 
19 A. No, I have not. 19 action that just automatically would close, so you had 
20 Q. Do you recall that you left your audio on 20 to put force against it to hold it. 
21 during that process? 21 Q. And did they at some point get the door open? 
22 A. I assume I did, but. .. 22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. One of the reasons I ask is some officers did, 23 Q. And were you able to see in the bathroom? 
24 some officers didn't. I just wondered why that was, why 24 A. Yes. 
25 some of you guys left your radio or audio on and it was 25 Q. What did you see? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A. The female suspect on the floor. 
Q. Where was the dog? 
A. On the bite. 
Q. And could you observe how the suspect was 
dressed? 
A. Yes. 
7 Q. How was she dressed? 
8 A. Ifl recall, her pants were all the way past 
9 her knees and just a regular T-shirt on. I don't know 
10 what else she had on. 
11 Q. Was she wearing panties? 
12 A. I don't recall. 
13 Q. Do you recall seeing whether those were down 
14 to her knees? 
A. I don't recall. 15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Did you have the impression that she appeared 
to have been going to the bathroom? 
A. I assume. 
Q. How long, if you remember, did it take for 
Officer Bonas to get the dog off the bite? 
A. Not very long. We had to clear the hands 
first. 
Q. Did that take seconds, minutes, how long? 
A. Seconds. 
Q. And did the dog eventually leave the space, 
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1 the bathroom space? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Then were you able to observe -- what did you 
4 observe at that point? 
5 A. That we placed her in handcuffs and I helped 
6 pull her pants up. 
7 Q. In pulling up her pants, do you have any 
8 recollection as to whether or not she had panties on or 
9 not? 
10 A. I don't recall. 
11 Q. What was her -- so backing up a little bit. 
12 Was there a point in time that it was apparent to you 
13 that the dog had found somebody? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. What was that point in time? 
16 A. When Officer Bonas advised us of such. 
17 Q. What do you remember him saying, if anything? 
18 A. "Suspect is in the bathroom." 
19 Q. Did you ever hear any screaming? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. At any point in time did you ever hear any 
22 screaming from the suspect? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you ever hear crying or wailing or 
25 anything of that nature? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. So she was basically, as you recall, pretty 
3 silent the whole time? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. What other observations of her physical 
6 characteristics did you notice? 
7 A. She was completely out of it. Intoxicated, I 
8 could smell alcoholic beverage that had consumed her 
9 body, or odor. 
10 
11 
Q. What other characteristics did you notice? 
Did you notice whether was she was bleeding from any 
12 parts of her body? 
13 A. No, I don't recall. 
14 Q. Anything else that you could remark on or talk 
15 about? 
16 A. She was just like completely lethargic, just 
17 slumped over, like completely out of it. 
18 Q. How long had the dog been in the bathroom with 
19 her before the door was open? 
20 A. Seconds. 
21 Q. Seconds? 
22 A. I don't recall exactly how long because I was 
23 at the top of the stairs. I wasn't down there when he 
24 sent the dog. I don't know exactly how long the dog was 
25 in the bathroom with her. 
1 
2 
Q. Were you part of the arrest team? 
A. Yes. 
[Page 38] 
3 Q. Who else was part of the arrest team, if you 
4 remember? 
5 A. I don't recall. I don't know. 
6 Q. So ifl understand it correctly -- I'm going 
7 to walk you through some of this, and if it's not 
8 accurate you need to tell me. Okay? 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. So you find her in the bathroom, you get the 
11 dog out of the room, you see that the hands are clear, 
12 you get her off the floor, help put her pants back on. 
13 And then is that when you handcuffed her or do you 
14 handcuff her first then get her off the floor? 
15 A. Handcuff her first. 
16 Q. Then get her off the floor, put her pants on 
17 and then take her out; is that right? 
18 A. I didn't take her out, but ... 
19 Q. That is what the team did. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Do you remember who took her out? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Did you go with them when they took her out, 
24 or did you stay back and help clear the rest of the 
25 building? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. So before we get to clearing the rest of the 
3 building, did this person, the suspect say anything --
4 A. No. 
5 Q. -- that you heard? She didn't say anything 
6 that you recall? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Did anybody say anything to her? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Did anybody ask her why she was in there? 
11 A. I don't recall. 
12 Q. Did Officer Butler, for example, ever tell you 
13 that he saw her holding a knife? 
14 A. I don't recall. 
15 Q. Do you recall anybody asking her where the 
16 knife was? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Approximately how long did it take to get her 
19 up and -- well, handcuffed, get her up and out of the 
20 building? 
21 A. Just a few minutes. 
22 Q. Is that the last time you saw her? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. So then you go clear the rest of the building? 
25 A. Correct. 
[Paga 40] 
1 Q. And did you use the dog for that? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Do you remember going into the room that had 
4 the light on? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. What do you remember about that room, if 
7 anything? 
8 A. It was a dental lab, lots of tools. 
9 Q. Did you find anybody in there? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you find anybody in any other spot in the 
12 building? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. When you went into the dental lab, was there 
15 equipment running? 
16 A. I don't recall. 
17 Q. Do you know if anybody looked to see if there 
18 was equipment running? 
19 A. I don't recall. 
20 Q. How long did it take to clear the rest of the 
21 basement, if you remember? 
22 A. I don't know exactly. 
23 Q. Do you remember how many were still part of 
24 the team? 
25 A. No. 
[Paga 41] 
1 Q. Just a couple general questions, then I think 
2 I'm done. Well, somewhat general. But when you work 
3 with these K9 units and you enter buildings to look for 
4 suspects, is it typical that you go in with your weapons 
5 drawn in addition to the dog? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 
8 
Q. Did that happen in this case? 
A. Yes. 
9 Q. When you cleared the rest of the building 
10 downstairs, did everybody still -- at least you, as you 
11 recall, did you have your weapon drawn as well? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 
14 
Q. And as far as you know, did the other officers 
have their weapons drawn? 
A. I assume. 15 
16 Q. And when you went in with the -- let's get 
17 more specific to this incident. At least based on your 
18 recollection when you went in with the entry team, did 
19 you have any information as to, or any kind of 
20 description as to who you were looking for; male, 
21 female, large, small, anything of that nature? 
22 A. No, just a female subject. 
23 Q. Once the basement was cleared, what did you do 
24 next as you remember? 
25 A. I left. 
[Paga 42] 
1 Q. So you cleared and went back to being 
2 available for anything else that was going to happen 
3 that night? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And there was no narrative summary or report 
6 authored by you; correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 
9 
Q. Why is that? I'm not sure there is a reason, 
but why would you not have authored a report? 
A. Because I was on the entry team. 10 
11 Q. So as you understand it, following an event 
12 like this -- so if you would have been the officer in 
13 charge, for example, then you probably would have 
14 written a report? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. So that is what I'm trying to figure out. 
17 When you have an event like this, for example, what 
18 happens, what triggers in the officer's head to say, 
19 Okay, my involvement was such that I need to write a 
20 report, I need to document what happened? The officer 
21 in charge would do one? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. Who else would typically do one or is he the 
24 only one, he or she the only one? 
25 A. It just depends; each call is different. 
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1 Q. But that is what I'm getting at. So you walk 
2 away clear, you know you don't have to write one 
3 because? 
4 A. Unless the incident command officer asks me to 
5 write one of my involvement in the call. 
6 Q. So is there something that would have happened 
7 there that even if incident command hadn't said 
8 something, that you would have said, Maybe I need to 
9 document that, or does it just all depend upon the 
10 circumstances? 
11 A. It just depends on the circumstances. 
12 Q. Okay. So in the incident summary or the CAD 
13 report, which is Exhibit No. 2, would you take a look at 
14 that? 
15 Based on my review from earlier, we were on 
16 the second page which showed you on scene at 174356, and 
17 then I don't see another CAD entry or dispatch entry for 
18 you, or for that number anyway, until I believe 1858, 
19 which would be the next page. Does that appear accurate 
20 to you? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And would that be when you cleared, at 1858? 
23 A. I don't know exactly what time I cleared. 
24 That is when they gave the code for no further. 
25 Q. And there is an entry on the next page, 1916, 
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1 it's PREMPT 2111. I'm not sure what that means. Do you 
2 know what that means? 
3 A. That means I was pulled off that call for 
4 another call. So I must have left, I was preempted. 
5 Q. Now, that part I didn't follow. So when you 
6 say you left preempted, what does that mean? 
7 A. That means dispatch preempted me from this 
8 burglary in progress to another call. So I must have 
9 left and went on to the next. 
10 Q. But that happens after they show you as 
11 clearing already. 
12 A. They don't show me as clear. They show me as 
13 Code 4, no further. 
14 Q. Okay. So Code 4 means -- what does Code 4 
15 mean? 
16 A. Codes 4 means -- the scene is Code 4. It 
17 means that the scene is safe, all subjects are -- all 
18 officers are safe. 
19 Q. And no further means no further action or no 
20 further officers needed? 
21 A. No further security from dispatch. 
22 Q. So you may still have been on scene, but then 
23 they took you from there and sent you somewhere else? 
24 A. It looks like it. 
25 Q. Are you familiar with what -- I may be 
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mispronouncing this, but it's called a florey or a 
forey? It's a -- I think it's a nonlethal form of --
like a bean bag or something that is used to --
A. A40mm. 
Q. A 40mm. So what is that? 
A. It's a weapon. 
Q. What do you understand that to be? 
A. That is a nonlethal weapon that I carry with 
beanbags or rubber bullets. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember at any point in time 
while you were on this particular call any discussion 
about using a 40? 
A. I carry a 40; right. 
Q. But do you remember any discussion, anybody 
asking if you had it or any discussion with anybody 
about using it? 
A. I can't remember ifI announced. Because when 
a 40 is brought on to the scene, I, as the handler, have 
to announce to dispatch that a 40 is on scene or 
somebody has to announce that 40 is on scene. I don't 
recall. It's been so long I don't recall if I took the 
40 or not. 
Q. And the reason I ask, I'll represent to you, 
is that in the audio and in the dispatch that we have 
there is some discussion about a 40. I think I asked 
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somebody before, and that is where I got this florey. 
So that is why I'm confused. 
But what I'm really interested in is testing 
your recollection as to whether there was any discussion 
that you recall about going into the building or using 
the 40 as opposed to a dog. I don't know if that's a 
normal part of the discussions when you are doing these 
types of things or not. I'm trying to test your 
recollection as to why this came up. 
A. I don't recall that night, but we do use 40s 
in conjunction with the K9. 
Q. Is the 40, are you wearing that now? 
A. No, it's in my vehicle. It's this big 
(indicating). So it's a 40mm launcher. 
MR. BUSH: So that is something that -- well, 
it doesn't matter. 
Officer, that is all the questions I've got. 
I appreciate your time. 
MR. MUIR: No questions. 
MR. BUSH: This will be marked, the drawing, 
as Exhibit No. 20. 
(Exhibit 20 marked.) 
(Deposition concluded at 3:26 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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2 I, OFFICER DEIDRA HARR, being first duly sworn, 
3 depose and say: 
4 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
5 deposition, consisting of pages 1 through 50; that I 
6 have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
7 that the questions contained therein were propounded to 
8 me; and that the answers contained therein are true and 
9 correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
10 on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
11 DATED this __ day of ___ __,. 20_. 
12 
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16 
OFFICER DEIDRA HARR 
17 SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day 
18 of 20_ 
19 
20 
21 NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
22 NOTARY PUBLIC FOR ______ _ 
23 RESIDING AT _________ _ 
24 MY COMMISSION EXPIRES------
25 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the foregoing 
proceedings were taken before me at the time and place 
therein set forth, at which time the witness was put 
under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
9th day of September 2013. 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My commission expires May 28, 2019 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW The Plaintiff, by and through her counsel of record, and hereby 
submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgme_nt.1 
I. 
EXCESSIVE FORCE WAS USED TO SEIZE AN INNOCENT PERSON 
The Boise Police officers in this case used force to apprehend and arrest a 
woman who had done nothing more than accidentally break a window (which was 
already damaged) while trying to gain access to dental lab that she had an absolute 
1 Plaintiff concedes that Officer Likes should be dismissed from this lawsuit as he was not present at any relevant 
point in the proceedings. 
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right to be in. The "suspect," Plaintiff Melene James, had been working on a denture 
the evening of December 26, 2010 and she took a break to have a cigarette. While 
outside, she realized that she had left her keys and her phone inside the dental lab. 
She was locked out. She attempted to gain access through the window that was 
typically unlocked because there was a risk that substantial property damage might 
occur if she left her equipment running and something caught fire or her pressure 
cooker overheated. 
In its Motion for Summary Judgment, the Defendant Officers and the City of 
Boise (City) simply assume that any use of force, regardless of degree, was appropriate 
in this case. The Defendants ignore and fail to provide any analysis which justifies the 
decision to use force when they knew, or should have known, that the person in the 
building was actually someone who worked in the dental lab. Had they evaluated the 
totality of circumstances from that perspective, a reasonable police officer would have 
concluded that the person seen "manipulating" dental instruments was actually working 
and, since she stated she was entering through the window to "get her keys," she must 
have locked herself out of the building. 
II. 
LEGAL STANDARDS 
The parties seem to be in general agreement as to the applicable standards on 
Plaintiff's excessive force claims. Allegations that a law enforcement officer used 
excessive force -- deadly or otherwise -- in the course of an arrest, investigatory stop, 
or other seizure -- should be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment and its 
"reasonableness" standard. The Fourth Amendment requires police officers making an 
arrest to use only an amount of force that is objectively reasonable in light of the 
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circumstances confronting them. See, Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 394, 109 S. 
Ct. 1865, 104 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1989). 
A. No Force Should have been Used in this Case. 
An objective view of the factual record in this case raises significant questions as 
to whether the officers should have used any force. As stated by Lt. Schoenborn, in 
assessing what to do, the process is one of gathering as much information as you can 
to then guide your decision making process. (See, Plaintiff's Statement of Disputed 
Facts, "SOF" at 1J 16, filed concurrently herewith). 
Here, the officers had information that would have led a reasonable police officer 
to consider options other than entry with a police canine which, by definition, is a use of 
force. For example, the officers knew: 
a) The suspect was seen entering the building by a witness and she told the 
witness she was going in to get her keys. (See, SOF, 1J 7). 
b) The suspect was entering a dental lab which was lit. In addition, the suspect 
did not flee, even though she knew she had been seen. Rather, she was 
observed by Officer Butler, some 8-10 minutes after the witness called 911, 
and she was still in the dental lab with a beer and observed "manipulating 
dental instruments." (See, SOF, 1J 9; see also, Incident History dated 
December 26, 2010 "Incident Hist.," Ex. B to the Affidavit of John A. Bush in 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment "Bush Aff.") 
c) Officers made contact with a cleaning lady and one of the building owners 
where they learned that other people had access to the building. The BPD's 
policy regarding use of canines for building searches requires that building 
owners be contacted, if possible, and inquiry made as to whether there may 
be tenants or others in the building. The cleaning lady advised Officer Barber 
that there was a female who worked in the building and she started to 
describe that person. However, the conversation was cut off when the 
building owner stated that no one should be in the building if they had to 
break a window to get in. (See, SOF, 1J 15; see also, Standard Operating 
Procedure,# P3.0001.0 "SOP K-9," attached as Ex. K, Bush Aff.). 
Under the BPD's use of force policy, use of a canine is considered an 
"intermediate weapon." Use of an intermediate weapon is authorized: 
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• . . 
[t]o gain control "when faced with actual or threatened 
physical resistance and the use of an intermediate weapon 
is reasonably necessary based on officer to subject disparity, 
reaction times, environmental conditions, and the totality of 
the circumstances. Physical resistance includes all physical 
resistance, except passive physical resistance. 
(See, Boise Police Department Special Order- Use of Force Policy "Use of Force," at p. 
6, section 1.02.00 Intermediate Weapons, Ex. P to Bush Aff.). 
Passive resistance is defined as: 
Any type of resistance where the subject does not attempt to 
defeat the officer's attempt to touch or control him/her, but 
he/she still will not voluntarily comply with verbal or physical 
attempts of control (e.g. dead weight, does not react to 
verbal commands, etc.). 
(Id., at 1.01.01). 
There is no evidence that Ms. James was actually or threatening to actually 
physically resist anything. She did not even know the Boise Police Department (BPD) 
was on site. The officers did not reasonably evaluate the "totality of the circumstances." 
A reasonable police officer would ask themselves why, if someone was intent on 
burglarizing a building, they would still be in the lit room where they had been seen 
entering, some 8 - 10 minutes later, and why are they drinking a beer and using dental 
instruments in a dental lab? Those facts are not consistent with someone who has the 
criminal intent to burglarize a building. (See, Affidavit of Dan Montgomery "Montgomery 
Aff." at1J1J 11, 12, 13, filed concurrently herewith). 
It was wholly unreasonable to cut off the flow of information from the cleaning 
lady and not inquire further, as required by policy, as to whether there was a tenant 
relationship with respect to the dental lab. It is similarly unreasonable to let the victim 
dictate police procedure. Had the officers inquired of the building owner about the 
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nature of the tenant relationship, or had they allowed the cleaning lady to finish her 
description, it is quite likely they would have discovered that there was a tenant who 
then could be called, or they would have learned that the person in the building was Ms. 
James and/or they would have learned that her residence was merely a block away. 
Until those steps had been taken, or until at least some additional effort to identify the 
person had been made, no use of force was warranted. (See, Montgomery Aff., ,r,r 14, 
15, ). 
Before a canine is used to conduct a building search, all tenants or workers are 
to be evacuated from the building. (See, SOP K-9, p. 4, Ex. K, Bush Aff.). Here, rather 
than follow up on the information that someone may be working in the building and 
evacuate them, the officers chose to send in a police canine which was contrary to their 
own stated policy. The consequence was that they used force to apprehend and seize 
a person who was not physically resisting arrest and who had been working in the 
building. 
1. Was the Force Used Constitutional and/or Consistent with 
BPD Policy 
Whether a specific use of force is reasonable requires a court to balance the 
nature and quality of the intrusion on an individual's liberty with the countervailing 
governmental interests at stake. Graham v. Conner, supra, at 396. The analysis should 
be approached using the following three-step inquiry: 
First, the gravity of the particular intrusion on Fourth Amendment interests is 
assessed by evaluating the type and amount of force inflicted. See, Miller v. Clark 
County,· 340 F.3d 959, 964 (9th Cir. 2003) (citing Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432, 1440 
(9th Cir. 1994)). Second, the importance of the government interests is taken into 
account by evaluating: "(1) the severity of the crime at issue, (2) whether the suspect 
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poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others, and (3) whether he is 
actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by flight." Smith, 394 F.3d at 701 
(quoting Graham, 490 U.S. at 396). Third, the gravity of the intrusion on the alleged 
victim's liberty is balanced against the government's need for that intrusion. Miller, 340 
F.3d at 964 (citing Headwaters Forest Defense v. County of Humboldt, 240 F.3d 1185, 
1199 (9th Cir. 2000) (reaffirmed after remand by Headwaters Forest Defense v. County 
of Humboldt, 276 F.3d 1125, 1127 (9th Cir. 2002)). 
B. Nature and Quality of the Intrusion. 
The Defendants argue that the amount of force used in this case was minimal, or 
moderate, and, as such, it did not rise to the level of an unconstitutional intrusion. 
(Def.'s Brief, p. 8). The factual basis supporting that conclusion is that the "entire 
duration of the bite was a matter of seconds, well under a minute" and Ms. James 
suffered injuries that were similarly modest, at least when compared to other cases 
where the severity of the injuries were much worse. The Defendants' position cannot 
be supported. 
The canine in this case, Ruwa, was trained to bite without command and without 
discrimination as to body part. He bites where he bites. (See, Deposition transcript of 
Steven Bonas "Bonas Depa.", p. 93, I. 24 - p. 94, I. 8., Ex. G, Bush Aff., see a/so, SOF 
11 26). Thus, when the dog was left alone, in a tiny bathroom with Ms. James, with the 
door closed, it was merely fortuitous that Ruwa did not bite or sever some major artery 
which could very easily have led to Ms. James' death. 
The record similarly does not support that the bite lasted but a "matter of 
seconds." The audio reflects that Ruwa was on the bite for some 36 seconds, or more, 
as the audio only picks up the sounds of screaming and then the commands to stop. 
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There is no way to know if Ruwa was biting before the screaming could be picked up by 
the audio or if he immediately stopped biting upon on the first command. (See, Bonas 
Audio, Flemming Deel., para. 12, Ex. K) Regardless, the ER doctor stated that the 
number of bites were too "innumerable" to count. Ms. James had puncture wounds and 
bite marks on her face (cheek and jaw), up and down her right arm, and her left hand. 
She suffered lacerations to her jaw, abrasions to her left hip, a right ulnar fracture 
(oblique distal fracture and chip off mid shaft radius), right elbow and wrist subluxation, 
aspiration pneumonia a left L 1 transverse process fracture, and she had blood in her 
right ear. (See, SOF 1J 29, see also, Medical Records of Melene James "Medical 
Records," Ex. 0 to Bush Aff.). 
Her bites became infected which necessitated that she take an antibiotic that was 
specific to dog bite wounds but to which she was allergic. Despite that allergy, she had 
to take the antibiotic or run the risk of her complete arm becoming infected and 
potentially losing her arm. The antibiotic made her very ill over the course of the next 
several months. (See, Deposition Transcript of Melene James "James Depo." at p. 68, 
I. 2 - p. 69, I. 4, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
Ms. James suffered nerve damage in her right arm and she has not regained full 
use of that arm even today which has impacted her ability to make dentures and 
continue her work in the dental appliance field. Emotionally, she still suffers from anxiety 
and has been diagnosed with PTSD. (See, James Depo. p. 7, II. 6-16; p. 30, I. 16 - 32, 
I. 6; 60, I. 9 - 61, I. 14; 69, I. 9 - p. 70, I. 6; 70, I. 25 - p. 71, I. 16; p. 78, I. 12 - p. 79, I. 2, 
Ex. A, Bush Aff.; see also, Medical Records, Ex. 0, Bush Aff.). 
Certainly, in defense of the case, the Defendants must attempt to downplay the 
significance of the injuries caused by Ruwa. However, whether the bite lasted 36 
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seconds, or ten, the injuries are documented and significant. Bite marks, puncture 
wounds, flesh tears, which are too "innumerable" to count, reflect that Ruwa repeatedly 
bit Ms. James while in the closed confines of the small bathroom. One can only 
imagine the horror that Ms. James must have felt as she had absolutely no idea that the 
BPD was outside nor that they had literally unleashed a dog whose only goal was to find 
and attack her. 
The force used in this case was significant and the injuries, certainly to Ms. 
James, severe. Whether others would consider the nature of the force and the extent of 
the injuries to be severe, or of such quality as to be constitutionally impermissible, is a 
question of fact. 
. 
C. Governmental Interest at Stake. 
Defendants have correctly stated the legal standard applied prior to the balancing 
which must take place. The Court must look at (1) the severity of the crime at issue; (2) 
whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others; 
and (3) whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest 
by flight. The Court may consider other relevant facts to a particular case to effect a 
totality of the circumstances analysis. (Defs. Brief, p. 8). 
1. Severity of Crime 
Defendants argue that the crime at issue was burglary, a felony, and that officers 
had information that the person seen entering the building through a broken window 
was intoxicated, or under the influence of drugs, no one was supposed to be in the 
building, the person was seen drinking from a can of beer and was armed with knife. 
Defendants also suggest that the events were occurring "in an area that experienced a 
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recent string of thefts from other dental offices".2 
However, reasonable police officers must also make assessments at the scene 
and determine if the initial information received is, in fact, accurate. Moreover, in review 
of the officers' reports, which all conclude that they believed a burglary was in process, 
it is appropriate for the Court to scrutinize the reports and consider the fact that they 
were written after the officers realized and understood that the person whom they had 
just injured was, in fact, a person that not only had a right to be in the building but was, 
in fact, working in the building that evening.3 
One of the very first pieces of information that the officers gathered should have 
raised serious questions as to whether there was actually a burglary taking place. 
Specifically, as stated above, Officer Butler observed Ms. James in the lit dental lab, 
manipulating dental instruments, and drinking beer. That is not consistent with someone 
intent on committing a crime. Moreover, the person was still in the same room that she 
had been seen entering, after some 8 - 1 O minutes, which meant that she did not flee 
even though she knew someone saw her go into the building. The officers did not 
consider the contradictions as part of the investigatory process and allowed their actions 
to be misguided by ill-founded conclusions. (See, Montgomery Aff., 1{ 13). 
The Defendants suggest that the case of Lowery v. City of San Diego, U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 77064 (S.D. Cal. May 31, 2013), represents a factually similar case in that the 
2 This "basis" was listed in Officer Bonas' report. However, the "string of thefts" that Bonas was apparently 
referring to actually included one that occurred after this incident, and 6 other reports dated between June and 
December of 2010. Of those incidents, there was no "theft" In three and one reported a loss of $25. (See, 
BC000078, Ex. Q to Bush Aff.). 
3 For example, Officer Butler wrote in his report, and. told Officer Bonas, that the witness, Mr. Hendricks, had 
witnessed Ms. James break the window. That is not true, as Mr. Hendricks told dispatch that he heard breaking 
glass, which is why he went to see what was happening. Officer Bonas wrote in his report: I was told that a 
witness called 911 after seeing a female (suspect James) force entry into the dental office by shattering a 
downstairs window. 
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person bitten by the police dog actually worked in the building. However, even a 
cursory reading of the facts in Lowery reflect substantial factual differences. In Lowery, 
the officers were reacting to a tripped burglar alarm. They never saw the suspect, never 
observed her actions, nor had any discussions with the building owner, a witness, or a 
cleaning lady, prior to making entry into the building. There is no factual comparison to 
this case where, if viewed objectively, a reasonable police officer would have 
questioned whether a burglary was ongoing or whether they had a person who was 
working on a Sunday afternoon. 
The Plaintiff does not take issue with the fact that burglary is a "serious" crime. 
However, the Plaintiff does take issue with the characterization of this particular incident 
as a "burglary" based on the totality of information which was known to the officers at 
the time. Understanding that the facts and the reasonable inferences must be 
construed in the Plaintiff's favor, this factor also weighs in the Plaintiff's favor. 
2. Did the Suspect Pose an "Immediate" Threat of Safety to the 
Officers or Others. 
Again, Plaintiff does not quibble with the legal standard advanced by the 
Defendants; to wit, the most important Graham factor is whether the suspect poses an 
immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others and the threat must be 
evidenced by objective factors rather than by a simple statement that an officer feared 
for his safety or the safety of others. The facts here simply do not support any 
reasonable suggestion that Ms. James was an "immediate" threat, let alone any threat, 
to the officers or anyone else. 
First, it is important to understand that the officers had secured the building and 
there was no urgency presented. If anyone left the building they would be seen and 
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presumably stopped or apprehended. The officers were content enough to wait for a 
bite dog; but also to invite others to the scene, i.e., the building owner.4 From the time 
that they first arrived on scene, until they time they entered the building, almost 50 
minutes had passed. 
Second, there is no evidence that the suspect had done (or would do) anything 
aggressive. Active aggression is defined by BPD policy as physical actions or assaults 
against officers or another person. (See, Use of Force, p. 1, Ex. P, Bush Aff.) The 
officers were told that the suspect was "lethargic" and "totally out of it" and she was 
observed drinking a beer and using dental instruments. 
Third, the Defendants' entire argument is that Ms. James was an "immediate 
threat" is mostly based on factors that officers might encounter if they made entry into 
the building. In determining whether the use of force in this case was justified, the 
Court must consider what facts existed prior to making entry into the building with a 
canine because that is the "use of force" decision. Under BPD policy, the decision to 
use a canine is a decision to use an intermediate weapon and decision to use force. It 
is circular reasoning for the Defendants to state that if we enter, the suspect becomes 
an "immediate" threat therefore the use of force is justified. Here, there was no 
evidence, and there is no argument, that before the decision to enter was made, Ms. 
James was an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others. Even if that 
assessment had been done, it would have been inconsistent with what the officers 
knew, as discussed above. 
Defendants do suggest that one of the factors that supports the conclusion that 
4 In fact, Officer Barber testified that when the cleaning lady was trying to describe the woman who might be In 
the building, Dr. Brewster stated that it did not matter because no one should be in the building if they had to 
break a window to get in. Officer Barber found that statement to be funny. Clearly, Officer Barber did not 
perceive his safety to be imminently in danger. (See, Barber Depo., p. 61, I. 1- p. 62, I. 11., Ex. E, Bush Aff.) 
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Ms. James was an immediate threat to their safety was the conclusion that she was 
"hiding.": The basis of this conclusion is, apparently, the fact that she walked out of 
Officer Butler's view and was not seen again. It is also based on the assumption that 
someone was looking for the suspect. 
The testimony is contradictory as to whether any officers (other than Officer 
Butler) actually looked into the dental lab to see if Ms. James was still there. Sgt. Kukla 
testified that officers were not approaching because it was not a safe thing to do. ( See, 
Kukla Depa. p. 71, I. 17 - p. 72, I. 3, Ex. F, Bush Aff.). In addition, Officer Bonas 
conceded because this was a basement, unless you are standing at or near the railing 
of the window well, you could not see into the basement rooms. (See, Bonas Depa., p. 
117, I. 23 - p. 118, I. 16, Ex. G, Bush Aff.; see a/so, BPD Building Photos, Ex. R to 
Bush Aff.). Thus, if no one was looking to see if she was still in the dental lab, the 
conclusion that she was hiding is simply speculative.5 
The Defendants' arguments that Ms. James was an immediate threat to their 
safety is based, not on Ms. James' actual conduct, which was observed, but, rather, on 
their own ill-founded assumptions as to what was occurring and their decision to enter 
the building rather than find out if the person inside had a legitimate right to be there. 
For example, again, Ms. James was not "armed" with a knife. That was Officer Butler's 
conclusion but he did not know her "intent." All he saw was that she was using dental 
instruments. In addition, Officer Barber, the primary officer on scene who arrived at 
approximately the same time, did not say that he had seen a knife. Rather, he 
described it as a bladed tool of some kind. (See, Barber Depa. p. 42, I. 18 - p. 43, I. 5, 
Ex. E, Bush Aff.). 
5 It also begs the question of why she would be hiding. The officers did not announce their presence until after 
they decided to use the dog. (See, SOF, ,i 22). 
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Based on the record, Ms. James was not an immediate threat to anyone. (See, 
Montgomery Aff., 1J 19). This factor weighs in Plaintiff's favor. 
3. Actively Resisting Arrest or Attempting to Evade Arrest by 
Flight. 
Defendants contend that Ms. James was actively resisting arrest because she 
ignored "multiple commands" to surrender or risk a dog bite. Those commands, 
according to the Defendants, included a PA announcement and three canine 
warnings within the building. Thus, according to the defense, any reasonable officer 
would conclude that Ms. James was purposefully ignoring commands and attempting 
to evade discovery by hiding in the dark basement bathroom. 
However, by definition, the failure to respond to verbal commands is defined by 
the BPD use of force policy as "passive" resistance. (See, Use of Force at 1.01.01, 
Ex. P, Bush Aff.). Thus, Defendants arguments actually reflect that Officer Bonas and 
Sgt. Kukla violated BPD's use of force policy, at least to the extent that they _ 
considered the suspect to be actively resisting arrest as justification to deploy the dog. 
In addition, the Defendants' argument reflects yet another example of circular 
self-authenticating rationale. The Court will note that Officer Bonas testified that all 
comm~nds to surrender were made after the decision to deploy the dog had been 
made.6 (See, SOF, 1J 22). Thus, the suspects al!eged refusal to obey those 
commands could not have been a factor in deciding whether to deploy the dog in the 
first instance because that decision had already been made. 
6 The Defendants claim that at least one, if not two, announcements were made over the PA However, 
there is conflicting evidence about that. Ofc. Butler testified that he made the announcement from his 
car. Ofc. Barber says that announcement was made from his car. Ofc. Butler also says that the PA 
announcement was made at least 1 a minutes, likely more, before entry was made with the canine. 
However, if true, then the announcement was made before Ofc, Bonas even arrived on scene with the 
dog. (See, Butler Depa. p. 56, I. 3 - p. 63, I. 20, Ex. D, Bush Aff.; see a/so, Barber Depa. p. 16, II. 13-
24, Ex. E, Bush Aff.). 
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The only evidence of Ms. James' activity after officers arrived is that she was 
seen drinking a beer, using dental instruments, in a dental lab. No other observations 
were made until she was found lying on the bathroom floor, with her pants and 
panties pulled down below her waist, being attacked by Ruwa. She was not actively 
resisting arrest, or evading the officers, and their stated rationale cannot be 
supported. This factor weighs heavily in plaintiffs favor. (See, Montgomery Aff., 1J 
20). 
4. Additional Factors 
Defendants raise several "additional factors" for the Court's consideration, 
arguing that there were no reasonable alternatives, they provided ample warnings, Ms. 
James was highly intoxicated which meant she was someone that would be 
unpredictable, and the officers complied with BPD policies and procedures. Plaintiff 
has already addressed and responded to many of the particulars argued by the 
Defendants under their "additional factors" analysis and she will not restate all of those 
arguments here. 
Plaintiff would point out, however, that as to the warnings, the evidence reflects 
that the officers entered approximately 1 minute and 23 seconds after whatever 
warnings were given. (See, SOF, 1J 19). It is certainly questionable as to whether the 
officers really intended to allow a reasonable time to pass to see if they would work. 
More importantly, BPD policy requires that if you are using a canine to search a 
building in a multilevel structure, a warning must be repeated on each level and a 
reasonable amount of time must be allowed for the suspect to respond. (See, SOP K-9, 
Ex. K, Bush Aff.). Here, the undisputed evidence is that Officer Bonas did not issue a 
warning on the basement level. Rather, he did it from the top of a long stairway leading 
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into the basement which led into a hallway. (See, Bonas Depa. p. 83, I. 6 - p. 84, I. 16, 
Ex. G, Bush Aff.). Ironically, within seconds of commanding Ruwa to the basement he 
alerted on a person and was then given the command to attack. (See, Plaintiffs 
Statement of Disputed Fact "SOF" at 111125, 26). Per policy, Officer Bonas should have 
given a warning on the basement level at which point, given the proximity to the 
bathroom, Ms. James likely would have heard the warning and responded. 
The Defendants also argue that other alternatives such as lasers, guns, and 
other weapons were considered. Yet, Defendants again ignore that the most obvious 
"alternative" available which was to find out who was in the building so that, potentially, 
no entry and no force would be necessary. (See, Montgomery Aff., 111110-16). 
Lastly, the Defendants note that compliance with policies and procedures is a 
relevant consideration, citing Jones v. Kootenai County, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4131 
(D. Idaho Jan. 13, 2011 ). Defendants then argue that the deployment of the canine in 
this case "comported at all times with the applicable policies and procedures." To the 
contrary, as previously discussed, the deployment in this case was contrary to BPD 
policies and procedures in at least three significant respects: (1) officers failed to follow 
up on information that the building had tenants, or others who worked in the building, 
and to make sure that such persons were evacuated; (2) Officer Bonas failed to give a 
warning on the basement level of the multi-level building and allow a reasonable period 
of time to elapse for the subject to respond; (3) Officer Bonas and Sgt. Kukla used the 
I 
passive. resistance of the subject (i.e. failure to respond to warnings) as a basis to 
justify deployment. 
5. Balancing the Intrusion Against the Governmental Interest. 
When the Court balances the gravity of the intrusion against the government's 
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interest, it must look at the facts in a light most favorable to the Plaintiff. In doing so, the 
Court should consider that there was no urgency and the BPD had reason to believe 
that the person inside may be there under innocent circumstances. Yet, the officers 
made the decision to deploy the canine in 7 minutes or less. (See, SOF, 1I 19). 
The Court should consider that there were numerous facts which cut against the 
assumption that the suspect was acting with the criminal intent to burglarize the 
building, which includes the fact that she knew she had been seen entering the building 
but, rather than fleeing, she remained at the very location where she entered, a lit dental 
lab, and was seen drinking beer and using dental instruments. 
The Court should consider that in their apparent zeal to use the canine, the 
officers sidestepped their own policies and procedures both as to investigating whether 
others had a right to be in the building but also as to the warnings that were issued. The 
Court should consider that when writing their reports, after the fact, the officers were 
aware that they had unleashed the dog on a person who had a right to be in the 
building. Officer Butler and Officer Bonas were not accurate in their depiction of critical 
facts. They used facts, such as Ms. James' refusal to obey commands, to justify 
decisions which, the record now shows, were actually made before the commands were 
issued .. 
After balancing those factors, the Court should conclude that there are significant 
material questions of fact as to whether the force used in this case was constitutionally 
permissible. Even Defendants point out that summary judgment is sparingly granted in 
these types of cases and reasonableness traditionally is a question of fact for the jury. 
(See, Def.'s Brief, p. 15, citing Scott v. Henrich, 39, F.3d, 912, 915 (9th Cir. 1994); Long 
v. City and County of Honolulu, 511 F3.D 901, 905 (9th Cir. 2007). Summary judgment 
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in these cases is the exception rather than the rule and this case is not an appropriate 
case for the exception. 
Ill. 
QUALIFIED IMMUNITY 
The doctrine of qualified immunity provides a public official with immunity from 
liability in a civil action for damages, provided his or her conduct does not violate clearly 
established federal statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would 
have known. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818, 102 S. Ct. 2727, 73 L. Ed. 2d 396 
(1982). The analysis employed in determining whether a government official is entitled 
to qualified immunity consists of two inquiries. First, "taken in the light most favorable to 
the Plaintiff, the court must consider whether the facts alleged show the officer's 
conduct violated a constitutional right." If a violation of a constitutional right can be 
found, then the court must consider whether the rig,ht at issue, in the context of the facts 
and circumstances of the case, was clearly established. Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201. 
Under this inquiry, a defendant may be shielded from liability if his or her "actions did 
not violate 'clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable 
person would have known."' Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 739, 122 S. Ct. 2508, 153 L. 
Ed. 2d 666 (2002) (quoting Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818). 
The clearly established right at issue here is a citizen's right "to be free from 
excessive use of force under the facts and circumstances presented in this case." 
Brown v. City of Golden Valley, 574 F.3d 491, 499 (8th Cir. 2009); Graham, 490 U.S. at 
396. Specifically, "it is clearly established that force is least justified against nonviolent 
[offenders] who do not flee or actively resist arrest and pose little or no threat to the 
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security of the officers or the public, [and] whose only noncompliance with the officer's 
commands was to disobey" orders concerning matters that do not pose a threat to 
officer safety. Brown, 574 F.3d at 499 (citing Casey v. City of Fed. Heights, 509 F.3d 
1278, 1287 (1oth Cir. 2007) (citing Graham, 490 U.S. at 396)). 
The law is clearly established that "where there is no need for force, any force 
used is constitutionally unreasonable." Headwaters Forest Defense v. County of 
Humboldt, 240 F.3d 1185, 1199 (9th Cir. 2000) (emphasis is original), vacated on other 
grounds, County of Humboldt v. Headwaters Forest Defense, 534 U.S. 801, 122 S. Ct. 
24, 151 L. Ed. 2d 1 (2001 ). 
Here, it is the Plaintiff's contention that no force was necessary because had the 
officers evaluated the totality of circumstances it was highly likely that they would have 
discovered who she was and why she was there. Moreover, the facts which the Court 
must look at to determine qualified immunity are the same as those which the Court 
assesses to determine whether the force that was used was excessive and 
constitutionally impermissible. See, Hopkins v. Andaya, 958 F.2d 881, 885 n. 3 (9th Cir. 
1992) (declining to evaluate qualified immunity separate from that of summary judgment 
on the merits because "the qualified immunity inquiry is the same as the inquiry made 
on the merits"); Scott v. Henrich, 39 F.3d 912, 914 (9th Cir.1994). Thus, if there are 
questions of fact as to whether the force at issue was excessive, it only follows, 
logically, that questions of fact must similarly exist as to whether any force was 
reasonable. 
Finally, the Court should also consider that the law is well established that the 
failure to follow policy and procedure as respects use of force can and will be 
considered in terms of the constitutional violation. In fact, as addressed above, the 
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Defendants rely on their purported compliance with policy and procedure as a basis to 
justify their actions. See, Jones v. Kootenai County, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4131 (D. 
Idaho Jan. 13, 2011).; see also, Def.'s Brief, p. 14. 
Here, Officer Bonas failed to give a warning that he was about to release Ruwa 
on the basement level of the multi-story building. That was in violation of policy. The 
other officers of the entry team, which included Officer Butler, are charged with 
knowledge of that policy and they had an obligation to step in. "[P]olice officers have a 
duty to intercede when their fellow officers violate the constitutional right of a suspect or 
other citizen.'' Cunningham v. Gates, 229 F.3d 1271, 1289 (9th Cir. 2000). "[T]he 
constitutional right violated by the passive defendant is analytically the same as the right 
violated by the person who strikes the blows." United States v. Koon, 34 F.3d 1416, 
1447 n.25 (9th Cir. 1994) aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 518 U.S.81 (1996). An officer who 
fails to intervene when his fellow officers use excessive force to effect a seizure would 
be responsible, like his colleagues, for violating the Fourth Amendment. Id. 
Sgt. Kukla violated policy when he approved use of the canine knowing that the 
suspect was not actively resisting arrest nor an immediate threat to officers and he 
should also have known that there was a likelihood that she had a right to be in the 
building. The same holds true for Officer Butler, who was the lead officer on scene, and 
who, at any time, could and should have questioned whether use of the dog was 
appropriate. Again, both Sgt. Kukla and Officer Butler, as trained police officers, are 
aware of the policies as to use of force and that use of excessive force is an 
unconstitutional act. 
Based on the above, summary judgment must be denied. If the officers in 
question either shaped the facts, side stepped policy, or simply ignored that which was 
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in front of them, so as to justify the use of force against a non-violent offender, who did 
not flee, who was not resisting arrest, and who posed little or no threat to officer safety; 
they are not entitled to the protection of qualified immunity. 
IV. 
STATE LAW CLAIMS 
The only issue raised in Defendants' Memorandum as to the state law claims ls 
that Plaintiff cannot establish that the officers acted with malice or criminal intent, and, 
as such, they are immune from liability. In other words, Defendants do not challenge 
the particular elements of a civil assault and battery claim. Rather, the focus is on the 
immunity provisions and the "malice or criminal intent" language. Plaintiff's response is 
tailored accordingly. 
Plaintiff agrees that the legal definitions as to "malice" or "criminal intent" are 
different, if only slightly, in that the former requires some proof of ill will where the latter 
does not. See, Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176 (1986). Plaintiff's would 
further concede that the record, at this point, does not support a conclusion that he 
officers, or the City, acted with ill will. 
However, the record does establish clear questions of fact as to whether Officer 
Butler, Officer Bonas, and/or Sgt. Kukla committed an intentional "wrongful or unlawful 
act without legal justification, or excuse, whether or not injury was intended." Id. As 
noted above, where no force is needed, any force used by a police officer is, by 
definition, constitutionally excessive. See, Headwaters Forest Defense v. County of 
Humboldt, supra. If the Court finds, as it should, that there are questions of fact as to 
whether any force was appropriate in this case, or that the force used was excessive, 
then it must necessarily find that there are questions of fact as to whether these officers 
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acted without legal justification. Their actions are necessarily intentional, as there is no 
dispute that Officer Bonas and Sgt. Kukla recommended and approved use of the 
canine and Officer Butler was a participant in the decision making discussion and on the 
entry team. Their actions are wrongful or unlawful if no force was legally justified or if 
the force used was excessive and constitutionally impermissible. 
If the jury finds, for example, that no force should have been used, or that the 
Defendants failed to justify the use of the particular force used, or that the Defendants 
failed to follow their own policies, and therefore violated Ms. James' constitutional rights; 
then it logically follows that the Defendants committed an intentional wrongful or 
unlawful act (excessive use of force) without legal justification or excuse. See, Dunn v. 
Nance, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58131 (D. Idaho, July 6, 2009) (summary judgment was 
not warranted on state law assault and battery claims because there was question of 
fact as to whether the dog handler acted with malice or criminal intent where the Court 
found question of fact on whether force was excessive, and therefore, potentially 
unconstitutional). 
V. 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
Defendants challenge each element of the Plaintiffs claim for intentional infliction 
of emotional distress (IIED). Plaintiffs response can be stated in fairly straightforward 
terms, tailored to the particular elements, i.e. did the Defendant(s) act intentionally or 
recklessly; was the conduct extreme and outrageous; is there a causal relationship 
between the conduct and the emotional distress; was the emotional distress severe. 
Ms. James submits that evidence will support the following: 
1) A police officer is sworn to uphold the constitution and to "serve and protect" 
the public. An officer, who unconstitutionally orders that a citizen be attacked 
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by a police dog, necessarily acts intentionally or recklessly and in an extreme 
and outrageous fashion. Again, as stated above, if police officers use force 
where none is called for, it is essentially excessive use of force by definition 
and there is no circumstance where the Plaintiff can rationalize such action 
as being anything less than extreme and outrageous. Police officers are 
held to a standard of trust and citizens should not be worried about whether 
they will be attacked by police canines for unjustified or unlawful reasons. 
2) Ms. James has been diagnosed with PTSD as a direct result of the vicious 
dog attack. The Defendants suggestion that Ms. James' distress cannot be 
termed severe because she has no memory simply reflects a remarkable 
lack of understanding as to what emotional (and physical) symptoms must be 
present to support a diagnosis of PTSD. The reason that Ms. James has no 
memory is because the emotional trauma of the event was so great that her 
body's protective mechanisms have chosen to block it out. It is called 
traumatic amnesia. That doesn't mean she will not recover the memory, nor 
does it mean she did was not aware of what was happening at the time, nor 
does it mean that her related symptoms of anxiety, fear are not real. 
Based on the above, the Plaintiff submits that there are material questions of fact 
as to each element of the IIED claim which preclude summary judgment. 
VI. 
NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO TRAIN, SUPERVISE, CONTROL RUWA 
The Defendant's entire argument as to this claim is: 
Ruwa was properly trained and certified by the state of 
Idaho as a law enforcement dog, Ruwa was at all times 
in the control of his handler, Officer Bonas, and acted 
exactly as directed and as he had been trained. Plaintiff 
cannot point to any factual support in the record to 
support this claim and, therefore, it must be dismissed. 
(See, Def.'s Brief, p. 19.) 
Plaintiff really has no way to respond because she does not know what the legal 
authority or basis of the motion is, as respects this claim, other than the conclusory 
' 
statements. Plaintiff's would therefore object to the Motion, as to this claim, on the 
basis that the Defendants have not met their burden to establish the factual and legal 
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basis supporting their argument. 
Without waiving, Plaintiff points to the following facts supporting the claim. 
First, in response to Interrogatories regarding the City's policies regarding use of 
canines, the City stated: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Describe in detail why the decision was 
made to give the bite command rather than a bark and hold command to 
K-9 police dog Ruwa while Plaintiff was using the bathroom on the· 
evening of December 26, 2010. 
RESPONSE: The Boise Police Department Canine Unit trains its dogs 
and handlers under the "Handler Controlled" (HC) method, as opposed to 
the "Bark and Hold" (BH) method. Under the HC method, the police dogs 
are trained to bite or bark based on the direction of the handler. The 
Boise Police Department Canine Unit believes that the HC method is 
safer for the public, suspects, and our handler/officers. On December 
26, 2010, Ruwa was given the bite command when he located a 
burglary suspect, who was believed to be armed and had failed to 
respond to the canine announcements. The safety of the officers was the 
paramount concern. 
(See, SOF 1J 24). 
Despite this stated policy, Officer Bonas testified that he did not know where this 
policy came from and that Ruwa was trained to bite, without command, indiscriminately 
as to location or person. In other words, even if Ruwa was off leash, out of sight of his 
handler, he was trained to bite the first person he came into contact with and "he bites 
where he bites." (See, SOF 1J 26; see also, Bonas Depo. p. 57, I. 15-61, I. 25, Ex. G, 
Bush Aff.). Thus, there is clearly a question of fact as to whether Ruwa was being used 
consistent with the "Handler Controlled" method, as represented by the City, or, whether 
the policy, which the City indicates was in place, actually was being followed in the field. 
In addition, the City's endorsement of a policy that essentially allows a canine to 
be off leash, and out of sight of its handler, where it can indiscriminately bite innocent 
bystanders, and indiscriminately bite any body part, is negligent and inconsistent with 
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best practices for police departments. A police dog trained in the "bite and hold" mode 
is contrary to the recommendations of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. 
Had Ruwa been trained in the find and bark mode, Ms. James would not have been 
injured. Consequently, the policies, and the training of the City, are not consistent with 
preferred law enforcement practices. {See, Montgomery Aff., 1J 22, 23). 
This is further highlighted when one considers, as evidenced above, that the City 
condoned and encouraged police canine practices that are not preferred law 
enforcement practices and, in doing so, displayed disregard for the safety of the public. 
Id. 
VII. 
IMMUNITY UNDER IDAHO CODE § 25-2808 
Defendants argue that they are entitled to immunity for all state law claims 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 25-2808 which states: 
Neither the state of Idaho, nor any city or county, nor any 
peace officer employed by any of them, shall be criminally 
liable under the provisions of section 25-2805, Idaho Code, 
or civilly liable in damages for injury committed by a dog 
when: (1) the dog has been trained to assist in law 
enforcement; and (2) the injury occurs while the dog is 
reasonably and carefully being used in the apprehension, 
arrest or location of a suspected offender or in maintaining or 
controlling the public order. (Emphasis added). 
It is axiomatic, under the law, that whether someone acted "reasonably and 
carefully" is inherently factual where, even in absence of disputed facts, a court 
would be hard pressed to substitute its judgment for that of a jury. Simply put, 
based on the factual disputes that exist in this case, there is no basis to grant 
summary judgment based on this statutory provision. 
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VIII. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court deny the 
Defend~nts' Motion for Summary JudJ1~ its entirety. 
. DATED this'5!. day of J£~:lo13. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT . 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF DAN MONTGOMERY 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF COLORADO ) 
)ss. 
County of Jefferson ) 
I, Dan Montgomery, being of lawful age, and being first duly sworn upon my oath, 
depose and state: 
1. I am veteran police officer and retired Chief of Police. I have extensive 
training, education and experience in police practices, public safety and security which 
has been gained over a 50 plus year career in law enforcement. My full qualifications 
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and educational background are found on my curriculum vitae which is attached as 
Exhibit "A." 
2. I have been retained by Plaintiff's counsel in this case and as such I have 
reviewed the records and documents identified in Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
3. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge, and express 
the following opinions to a reasonable degree of certainty. 
4. I have 52 years of experience in law enforcement, including 25 years as a 
Chief of Police in Westminster, Colorado. In that time, I have worked as a canine 
instructor and supervisor. I am well aware and familiar with the use of canines as part 
of the tools available to police officers to perform their jobs. Since 1985, I have been a 
police consultant in various capacities, and after I retired in 2007, I focused my time on 
my consulting practice. As a police consultant, I have conducted many internal affairs 
investigations, and policy/procedure evaluations and audits for other police 
departments. I hold an Associate's Degree in Law Enforcement from West 
Valley Community College in Campbell, California (1971 ); a Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Law Enforcement from Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colorado 
(1978); and a Master's Degree in Criminal Justice Administration from the University of 
Colorado in Denver, Colorado (1982). I am a force science analyst having been 
certified by the Force Science Institute at Minnesota State University-Mankato. I also 
held ce~ifications for the use of TASERS, PPCT (pressure point control tactics), QC 
Spray and MACE, batons, police pursuit driving and PIT (precision immobilization 
technique), as well as the use of lethal and less-lethal force. I am currently a 
certified instructor in the prevention of in-custody deaths having been certified by the 
Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths. 
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5. I am familiar with the law enforcement literature as it relates to well-
established and modem police practices and standards, and how reasonable police 
officers conduct themselves given certain circumstances. My familiarity is based on 
my education, training, experience, and knowledge gained over a 52-year career in law 
enforcement. 
6. There is a body of knowledge and literature about the practices and 
standards to which modem, professionally-administered police agencies and police 
officers should adhere. These standards and accepted practices have evolved over 
time in the interest of fostering and maintaining police agencies that are professional, 
effective and whose practices, policies, procedures, and rules are observant of the law. 
These standards have evolved, in part, as a response to reported cases of police 
misconduct and as tools to limit police discretion and ensure that police behavior is 
within acceptable professional, legal and constitutional limits. There is also a substantial 
body of literature and knowledge regarding the types and causes of police misconduct. 
I am familiar with this literature and body of knowledge as well. 
7. Police officers are sometimes called upon to use physical force to 
defend themselves and/or others from attack, and/or to effectively control someone 
who is being temporarily detained or seized and placed under arrest. Research has 
indicated that les~ than one-half of one percent of all police encounters involves the use 
of physi,cal force by police officers, and in the majority of these cases where police 
officers do in fact use physical force, the force is reasonable, lawful and appropriate. 
(United States Department of Justice, "Officers Killed and Assaulted, 2012, published in 
2013) .. 
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8. In those cases where police officers find it necessary to employ physical 
force, the key test for determining whether or not the officers use appropriate physical 
force, and which is used to train police officers throughout the United States, is found in 
Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 394, 109 S. Ct. 1865, 104 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1989). The 
United States Supreme Court in this landmark case established the major test for 
evaluating the physical force used by police officers. That test was and is, whether or 
not the force used was reasonable in light of the facts and circumstances present. 
In other words, the force has to be objectively reasonable with careful attention given 
to the facts and circumstances of each particular case. 
9. It is my professional opinion that the decision to deploy the canine in this 
particular case was not objectively reasonable when the totality of the circumstances 
are considered. The decision to deploy a canine to find or locate a person is a choice to 
use very significant force that, while being less lethal, it can become lethal. As a 
consequence, consistent with the best practices of the police industry, and consistent 
with proper practices and standards, the use of canines should be limited to those 
situations involving serious cri.mes where there are also serious and immediate risks to 
the safety and well-being of the officer and/or citizens. 
10. Initially, it is my opinion that there was not an objective need to use any 
force, at least until the officers assessed the situation and investigated the information 
at hand which should have led a reasonable police officer to the conclusion that the 
person inside the building may have had the right to be there. It is a fundamental tenet 
of responsible police work that where timely and appropriate, before a choice to use 
force is made, all available information is considered before a plan is made. This is 
confirmed by the testimony of both Sgt. Kukla and Lt. Schoenborn. 
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11. The developed facts in this case reveal that Ms. James was seen entering 
the dental lab through a broken window. She knew she had been seen because she 
communicated with the witness and advised him that she had to go in to get her keys. 
While her actions would certainly appear suspicious, her statements are also consistent 
with someone who had locked herself out of the building. Regardless, it is unusual for 
females to commit forced entry burglaries and it is also rare that a person with the 
criminal intent to burglarize would continue the crime if they have been spotted and/or 
identified. 
12. When Officer Butler arrived at the scene, he spoke with the witness and 
then walked to the area where entry was made. He ~as able to observe the person in 
the room where she had made entry because the lights were on. The lights in the 
dental lab remained on, while the rest of the building remained dark, and that situation 
never changed while the officers had the building under surveillance. Nighttime 
burglaries into office buildings which are closed for business do not typically involve lit 
rooms. Burglars typically prefer to operate in the dark using darkness and stealth to 
their advantage. 
13. Importantly, it should be noted that Officer Butler arrived on scene some 8 
minutes or so after the 911 call was received. Yet, the person who was seen entering 
the dental lab, and who knew she had been seen entering the dental lab, was still in the 
dental lab and she was observed by Officer Butler holding a can of beer and doing 
something that required her to manipulate dental instruments. A reasonable officer 
would ask themselves why this person would still be in the exact area where she was 
seen entering, knowing she had been seen, and then take time to drink beer and use 
dental instruments (in a dental lab) if, in fact, she was intent on committing a burglary. 
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14. At some point before entry was made with a K-9 team, the officers had 
information that persons not associated with the dental office also worked in the 
building. Specifically, it appears that a cleaning lady was on site and she apparently 
started to describe a female who worked in the building. She was cut off, however, and 
the conversation was not completed because the building owner indicated that no one 
had a right to be in the building if they had to break a window to gain access. Boise 
Police Department policy requires, if a K-9 is to be used to search for suspects in a 
building, that officers inquire as to whether there are tenants or workers in the building, 
and if so, to evacuate those persons before the canine is released. 
15. The officers knew the person in the building was female. The officers 
knew that the person in the building entered into the dental lab, stating she needed to 
get keys. The officers knew that the person was seen in the dental lab well after the 
initial call was made to 911 and that the person also knew she had been seen entering 
the building. When the officers then learned that there was a tenant relationship where 
persons other than the building owner had access and the right to be in the building, it 
was completely unreasonable for trained police officers to not follow up on this 
information, regardless of what the victim says. The victim may be operating under the 
emotion of the situation and they are typically not trained in police tactics and 
procedures. At the point that the cleaning lady indicated that there was a female person 
who worked in the building, the officers had another piece of information which raised 
significant doubt on whether there was actually a person in the building who had the 
criminal intent to burglarize. Rather than cut off the flow of information, a reasonable 
officer would have allowed the cleaning lady to finish her description and then talked 
with other officers, or even the witness, to see if the description matched. The officers 
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should have talked with the doctor to get names or numbers of the people who worked 
in the lab so that phone calls could be made to identify who the person might be. Any of 
those steps would have likely led to the identification of Ms. James at which point the 
officers would have discovered that she lived less than a block away. Once that 
information was obtained, it is virtually certain that the officers would have connected 
the dots and figured out that the person in the building worked there and was in fact 
working that evening. 
16. The officers had ample time to continue investigating and gathering 
information. It is evident that there was no urgency, as stated by several officers. The 
building was under surveillance and secure so anyone leaving would have been seen. 
However, rather than continuing to gather facts and investigate, the officers actually 
shut down the flow of information and escalated the situation once Officer Bonas arrived 
with the K-9. That is reflected by the fact that entry was made into the building within 10 
minutes of Officer Bonas' arrival. That reflects an intent to move quickly. 
17. When applying the Graham v. Conner factors, it is my opinion that the 
use of force was not in concert with law enforcement industry standards, and 
consequently was excessive. The Model Policies of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police dealing with the use of force by police officers state: "It is the policy of 
this law enforcement agency that officers use only the force that reasonably appears 
necessary to effectively bring an incident under control, while protecting the lives of the 
officer and others. It must be stressed that the use of force is not left to the unfettered 
discretion of the involved officer. This is not a subjective determination. The use of 
force must be objectively reasonable. Under Graham, one must consider the severity 
of the crime, whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the 
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officers, or others, and whether or not the suspect is actively resisting arrest or 
attempting to evade the officers by flight, in looking at whether the officers actions were 
objectiv~ly reasonable. 
18. While the crime of burglary is serious, for the reasons stated above, there 
are numerous factors which, if considered, would have led a reasonable police officer to 
seriously question whether or not the situation at hand was a burglary in process. The 
facts simply do not add up and there were too many factors that were inconsistent with 
an ongoing burglary. It is also troubling that the officers in this case wrote their reports 
in a manner that seem slanted to support their conclusions, rather than an unbiased 
review of the facts. For example, Officer Butler and Officer Bonas both write in their 
reports that the female suspect was observed breaking the window. Officer Bonas 
implies that she was seen "smashing" the window. However, the witness did not see 
Ms. James break the window, thus any conclusion to the contrary is wrong and 
adjectives designed to embellish what happened are suspect. At best, I do not believe 
that a reasonable police officer, at the scene, would have blindly accepted the fact that 
a burglary was going on, particularly when they learned that others might work in the 
building. 
19. In my opinion, there is not any reasonable evidence to suggest that the 
suspect .was an "immediate" threat to the officers. The suspect was reported to be 
"lethargic" and "totally out if', which does not imply that she was or would be an 
"immediate" threat.· Also, for the reasons identified above, the officers had information 
which suggested that the person inside may well have a right to be there because she 
worked in the dental lab and was actually seen doing something that would be 
consistent with working, i.e. manipulating dental instruments. In addition, all officers 
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who were asked testified that there was no urgency and the perimeter of the building 
was secure which is simply inconsistent with the idea that person inside posed an 
"immediate" threat to someone. While Officer Butler stated that she had a knife, there is 
contradictory testimony from Officer Barber who said that he understood that she was 
holding a bladed tool, based on what Officer Butler described. Regardless, there is no 
evidence reflecting what the suspect was doing with the knife or bladed tool. The only 
report of any affirmative acts of the suspect was that she was seen manipulating (using) 
dental instruments. I would also note that Officer Barber testified that he chuckled when 
the building owner stated that no one should be in building if they had to break a 
window to gain entry. While that is troubling for several reasons, it certainly shows that 
Officer Barber, at least, did not feel that his safety was imminently at risk. 
20. It is my opinion that the suspect was not "actively" resisting arrest nor was 
she attempting to evade arrest by flight. Again, it was described that the building 
perimeter was secure. It does not appear from the record that the officers were making 
any serious effort to observe what, if anything, she was doing after Officer Butler's initial 
observation. No one saw or reported seeing anything that would suggest she was 
actively resisting arrest. Rather, that conclusion is based on the assumption that she 
heard and did not respond to the various warnings. Consequently, under the BPD's 
own policy, her resistance would be considered passive and it would not be a basis to 
justify use of force through a police canine. 
2,1. Officer Bonas, in his report and deposition, and Sgt. Kukla, in his 
deposition, each indicated that the basis for concluding that Ms. James was actively 
resisting arrest was her failure to respond to warnings. However, there are several 
problems with those statements. First, Officer Bonas did not comply with BPD policy 
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which requires a warning on each level of a multi level building. He admits that no 
warning was given on the basement level. Rather, he gave a warning from the top of 
the stairs and then ordered the canine to the basement where, while out of sight, he 
alerted to the suspect almost immediately. Second, although redundant, failure to 
respond to a verbal warning or command is passive, not active, resistance. Third, 
Officer Bonas stated that all of the warnings were given after the decision to deploy the 
dog had been made. Consequently, the failure to respond to those warnings could not 
possibly have been a factor in the decision to use force and deploy the canine because, 
as noted, the decision had already been made. 
22. As respects the BPD policy regarding use of canine, there is some 
inconsistency, or at least confusion, in the record which is also problematic. BPD states 
in interrogatories that it trains its dogs and handlers under the "Handler Controlled" 
(HC) method, as opposed to the "Bark and Hold" (BH) method. Under the HC method, 
the police dogs are trained to bite or bark based on the direction of the handler. The 
' Boise Police Department Canine Unit believes that the HC method is safer for the 
public, suspects, and our handler/officers. Officer Bonas testified, however, that once 
Ruwa was unleashed with a command to find a suspect, he was trained to bite the first 
person he came into contact with, without further order. Consequently, Officer Bonas 
was either using Ruwa in a manner inconsistent with the stated policy or the City is not 
knowledgeable about the practices in the field. Either way, a policy which allows a 
canine to bite indiscriminately, without command, particularly when the canine is out of 
sight of his handler, is dangerous and evidences disregard for the safety of the public. 
23. The International Association of Chiefs of Police, and the United States 
Department of Justice have, for many years, adopted the recommendation that a "bark 
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and hold" policy should be followed by those police departments who use canines to 
search for c;1nd apprehend suspects. These bark and hold model policies and policy 
recommendations are used by many police departments throughout the United States 
and are considered law enforcement industry standards as reflected by the IACP and 
the DOJ. While the City of Boise apparently uses a modified version of the "bite and 
hold" policy, 9iving discretion to the handler as to whether the canine is ordered to hold 
or to bite,· the actual practice is much different qnd neither are consistent with the best 
practices policy identified above. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
G tn-ucu--tR ~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ':) day of Jamlafy, ~-
......... ~~~~~~::::~~· 
CME&.SIE,LANDBERG 
\~PUBLIC 
STATE OF COLORADO 
NOTARY ID 20074030268 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 08~015 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this .d::..__ day off~( I served a true and 
/ 
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
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PROFESSIONAL POLICE & PUBLIC SAFETY CONSULTING, LLC 
52 Years of Professional Police Experience & Service 
Dan Montgomery, Chief of Police (Retired) 
Police Practices, Public Safety & Security Expert 
P.O. Box 745039 
Arvada, Colorado 80006-5039 
dancommand@msn.com 
www.professionalpoliceconsulting.com 
303-888-7922 
CURRICULUM VITAE (Rev. 11-25-13) 
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL VALUES 
Professionals embody the elements of SPIRIT--Service, Pride, Integrity, Responsibility, 
Innovation and Teamwork. This means producing a quality service; taking pride in yourself 
and what you do; having impeccable integrity; being responsible and accepting 
· responsibility for your decisions; being innovative; and being a team player. 
EDUCATION 
•!• Associate's Degree in Law Enforcement, West Valley Community College, 
Campbell, California, 1971. 
•!• Bachelor of Science Degree, Magna Cum Laude, in Law Enforcement, with an 
emphasis on Personnel Management. Metropolitan State College, Denver, 
Colorado, 1978. 
•!• Master's Degree in Criminal Justice Administration, with an emphasis on Public 
Administration. University of Colorado at Denver, 1982. 
TRAINING 
Extensive in-service and professional training with a variety of certifications and 
accomplishments, over a 52-year career in law enforcement: 
• Police Force Science Analyst Certification: Force Science Institute, Minnesota 
State University-Mankato. 
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• Police Instructor Certification: Management of In-Custody Deaths, Institute for the 
Prevention of In-Custody Deaths; 
• Police Firearms Expert and Master Ratings: Including seven years of competition 
shooting in Camp Perry-style bulls-eye, and in the California Police Combat 
Shooting Circuit. 
• Police Arrest Control: Including PPCT (pressure point control tactics), TASER, MACE, 
OC Spray, tear gas, crowd and riot control, police batons, and truncheon devices, 
stop sticks, Police K-9's, etc. 
• Police Pursuit Driving: Including pursuit driving, PIT (precision immobilization 
technique), police motorcycle operation, and emergency vehicle operations 
(EVOC) at the California Highway Patrol Training Academy. 
• Police Leadership: Police leadership, management, and supervision. 
Extensive and specialized training in a variety of criminal justice and police-related 
subjects including but not limited to the following: 
1. California Highway Patrol Academy: "Police Motorcycle and Emergency Vehicle 
Operations," Sacramento, California (1965). 
2. California Peace Officers Standards & Training Commission: "Police Supervision," 
Gavilan College, Gilroy, California (1969). 
3 .. State of Colorado: "Narcotics and Dangerous Drug Recognition and Tactical 
Intervention," Camp George West, Golden, Colorado (1973). 
4. State of California Specialized Training Institute: "Civil Emergency Preparedness," 
Camp San Luis Obispo, California (1977). 
5. Southern Police Institute: "Executive Management and Leadership," Louisville, 
Kentucky, (1978). 
6. New York University School of Medicine: "Forensic Pathology Investigation," New 
York, NY (1980). 
7. Federal Bureau of Investigation~ "Law Enforcement Executive Development," 
Quantico, Virginia (1987). 
8. FEMA: "Executive Emergency Management" Emmetsburg, Maryland (1997). 
9. Calibre Press Officer Survival: Colorado Springs, Colorado ( 1999). 
10. FEMA, "Executive Emergency Management," Mt. Weather, Virginia (2002). 
11. Calibre Press Officer Survival: Anaheim, California, (2003). 
12. Lorman Institute Panelist: "Defending Police and Sheriff Liability Claims," (2008). 
13. TASER International:" Use of Force, Risk Management and Legal Strategies," (2009). 
14. Tyco Electronics Guest Panelist: "10 Years Since Columbine, How Far Have We 
Come?" (2009). . 
15. Westminster Police Department: "Off-Duty Police Encounter Tactics." (2009). 
16. International Association of Chiefs of Police Conference: 2009 (and prior years). 
17. Minnesota State University-Mankato, Force Science Institute: "Certified Force 
Science Analyst." (2010). 
18. Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths: "Instructor Certification in the 
Management of Excited Delirium and In-Custody Deaths." (201 OJ. 
19. Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police Guest Panelist: "Police Chief Survival." 
(2011 ). 
20. TASER X2 Webinar :(2011). 
21. Lorman Institute: "Defending Police and Sheriff Liability Claims," (2011). 
22. Calibre Press Officer Survival:" Westminster, Colorado (2011). 
23. Martinelli & Associates, Justice & Forensic Consultants: "Lethal and Nonlethal Uses 
of Force," Dr. Ron Martinelli, Martinelli & Associates: Justice & Forensic Consultants, 
Inc. (2012). 
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24. TASER Axon Flex Webinar: TASER International (2012). 
25. Americans for Effective Law Enforcement:" Lethal and Less-Lethal Force 
Conference," sponsored by AELE (2012) 
26. Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths: "Arrest-Related Deaths, Excited 
Delirium, and Sudden In-Custody Deaths Conference," sponsored by the Institute 
for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths (IPICD), (2013). 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
1. 1962 - 1964: Campus Police Officer, San Jose City College, San Jose, California 
(campus patrol). This program consisted of approximately 15 campus police 
officers. 
2. · 1964 - 1971: Los Gatos Police Department, Los Gatos, California ( patrol, traffic, 
investigations, and assistant canine instructor). California POST Certified (Basic, 
Intermediate and Supervisory). I attained the rank of police sergeant in 1968. Our 
department consisted of approximately 18 sworn personnel in 1964 and grew to 25 
in 1971. 
3. 1966 - 1971: Assistant Manager of Security and Loss Prevention for the Emporium 
Department Store, San Jose, California (part-time). 
4. 1971 - 1982: Lakewood Police Department, Lakewood, Colorado (patrol, SWAT, 
police canines, vice, narcotics and organized crime: investigations: research and 
development; training and recruiting; internal affairs: and staff inspection. 
Colorado POST Certified Police Officer; I attained the rank of police lieutenant in 
1972 and was promoted to the rank of police captain in 1973. Our department 
grew from 66 sworn personnel in 1971 to 183 in 1983 
5. 1978 - 1980: Instructor, Metropolitan State College, Department of Criminal Justice 
(taught, "police supervision" and the "police culture" on a part-time basis). 
6. 1982 - 2007: Chief of Police, Westminster Police Department, Westminster, 
Colorado (overall command of, and responsible for, patrol and traffic operations, 
SWAT, SET (Special Enforcement Team targeting street gangs and pattern 
criminals), police canines, criminal investigations, crime prevention, internal affairs, 
recruiting and training, media relations, criminalistics, property and evidence, 
police records, code enforcement and animal control) and liquor enforcement: 
Colorado POST Certified; Our department grew from 83 sworn personnel in 1983 to 
181 sworn in 2007. 
7. 1999 to present: Newspaper Columnist. I have written numerous management 
and criminal justice-related articles and columns for the Westminster Window, the 
Rocky Mountain News, the Denver Post, the Colorado Municipalities Magazine, the 
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin and the Command Post. A complete listing of these 
articles and columns is available on request. 
8. 1985 to Present: Law Enforcement Consultant, Police Practices and Security/Public 
. Safety Expert involved in a variety of civil, criminal and personnel-related cases and 
situations. (See "Consulting Services" section below). 
9. 2010 (January to October): Interim Chief of Police, Town of Lochbuie, Colorado 
(overall command of police department operations and planning). Colorado 
POST Certified; Our department consisted of six sworn officers. 
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
1. · Life member, International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). 
2. Past President and current member, Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police 
(CACP), and past chairman of the association's legislative and professional 
accreditation committees. 
3. Past President of the Denver Metropolitan Association of Chiefs of Police. 
4. Current member,_National Tactical Officers' Association (NTOA). 
5. , Current member, American Society of Industrial Security (ASIS). 
6. Current affillations_with the Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths, Force 
Science Institute, Police One, the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), 
Americans for Effective Law Enforcement (AELE), TASA, and Expert Consulting 
· Services of Colorado (ECS). 
7 .. Current memberL Retired Peace Officers of Colorado (RPOC). 
8. Past President, Westminster 710 Rotary Club. 
9. Past President, Westminster DARE Foundation. 
10. Past Member, North Metro Drug Task Force Board of Directors and West Metro Drug 
Task Force Board of Directors. 
11. Past Member, Denver Metro Crimestoppers Board of Directors and the Westminster 
Public Safety Recognition Foundation Board of Directors. 
12. Past member, Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). 
13. Current member, FBI Law Enforcement Executive Development Association. 
14. Former member, Metropolitan State College Curriculum Development Advisory 
Council, Criminal Justice Department. 
15. Former member, Jefferson County District Attorney's Office, Adult Diversion Board 
. of Directors. 
16. Two-time award recipient, Westminster 710 Rotary Club's, "Vocational Excellence 
• Award," presented for maintaining high ethical business practices. 
17. Three-time award recipient, Denver Regional Council of Governments, "Innovation 
in Policing and Police Productivity Awards," for police productivity monitoring, the 
implementation of a police/citizen complaint review team program and a regional 
crisis intervention-training program for police officers. 
18. Honored by Colorado Congressman Mark Udall and the United States House of 
Representatives on June 13, 2007 (Volume 153 No. 95 of the Congressional 
Record), for, "leadership and fortitude," as well as, "four decades of public service 
and a "life-long commitment to public safety." 
19. Recipient of the Westminster Police Department's Medal of Meritorious Service for, 
"lifetime achievement in law enforcement (September, 2010). 
20. Current Certified Police Officer, State of Colorado. 
CONSULTING SERVICES 
I was a professional police officer, supervisor and administrator for 47 years, and served in 
five different police organizations. In August of 2007, I retired as the Chief of Police for the 
City of Westminster, Colorado, after having served in that capacity for 25 years. I have 
been directly involved in the criminal justice system for 52 years. 
I have also been self-employed for many years as a law enforcement consultant and 
expert witness in the areas of police practices as well as security /public safety practices, 
and after my retirement as chief of police, formed my own small company, "Professional 
Police Consulting, LLC." Currently, I specialize as a police practices expert in police 
administration, policies, procedures, tactics, training, conduct, behavior, and use of force. 
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I also specialize in consulting projects such as police internal affairs investigations, internal 
audits concerning the handling of property and evidence, grievances, and job suitability 
evaluations. I also specialize as a security/public safety practices expert involving 
premises liability issues, security policies, procedures, and practices; and public safety in 
general. 
I have provided a variety of consulting and expert services in the states of California, 
' Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Utah, 
and Wyoming. 
HISTORICAL CONSULTATION WORKLOAD (1985-PRESENT) 
Since 1985, my workload distribution as a professional consultant and police practices 
expert is as follows: 
• Civil: Represented police/governmental entities 63 
• Civil: Represented citizens suing police/governmental entities 45 
• Personnel: Represented police officers 6 
• Personnel: Represented police management 6 
• Administrative: Internal affairs and administrative investigations 15 
• Administrative: Policy/procedure evaluations and audits 7 
• Criminal: Represented police officers 3 
• Criminal: Represented citizens 7 
• Security: Represented business establishments 18 
.• · Security: Represented citizens 9 
Total: 179 
COURT QUALIFICATIONS AS AN EXPERT WITNESS 
l . 1985: Jefferson County District Court: Police personnel management and 
administration (Defense Witness for Police Department). 
2. 1992: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Defense Witness for Police Department). 
3. 2002: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado: Police tactics and use of 
force (Defense Witness for Police Department) 
4. 2003: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Defense Witness for Police Department) 
5. 2004: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics, use of force 
and affidavit preparation (Defense Witness for Sheriff's Department) 
6. 2004: City of Lafayette Personnel Board: Po/ice personnel management and 
administration (Defense Witness for Police Department) 
7. 2007: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
(Witness for Citizen Plaintiff) J 
8. 2007: City of Sheridan, Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management 
and administration (Defense Witness for Police Department)) 
9. 2008: United States District Court: Las Cruces, New Mexico; Police tactics, use of 
force and search warrant affidavit preparation. (Defense Witness for Police 
Department) 
l 0. 2008: La Plata County District Court: Durango, Colorado; Police tactics and policies 
(Witness for Citizen Plaintiff J · 
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· i 1. 2009: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado; Police tactics and use of force 
., ... ,· (Witness for Citizen Plaintiff) 
.:· ':[12. 2009: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
'' .: . administration (Witness for former State Trooper) 
13~ 2011: Denver County District Court: Denver, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety (Defense Witness for Nightclub) 
14. 2011: Denver County District Court: Denver,, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety (Defense Witness for Nightclub) 
•; : 15. 2012: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Witness for former State Patrol Captain)) 
:. 16. 2012: United States District Court: Albuquerque, New Mexico (Daubert Motion); 
, 
1
: : • : police practices and training (Witness for Deputy Sheriff) 
· 17. 2012: Loveland, Colorado Personnel Board: Police practices and police personnel 
administration (Witness for Police Officer) 
18. 2013: United States District Court: Denver, Colorado (Daubert Motion): Police 
practices and use of force (Witness for citizen plaintiffs) 
19. 2013: Denver County District Court: Denver, Colorado; Security practices and 
public safety (Plaintiff's Witness) 
20. 2013: Lake County District Court: Leadville, Colorado; Police practices and 
. ·excessive force (Defendant's Witness) 
21. 2013: State of Colorado Personnel Board: Police personnel management and 
administration (Witness for former State Patrol Captain) 
22. 2013: Mesa County District Court, Eagle County, Colorado: (Shreck Motion); Police 
practices and use of force; (Defendant's Witness) 
23. 2013: Denver County District Court: (Schreck Motion); Denver, Colorado; Security 
practices and public safety; (Defendant's Witness) 
24. 2013: Denver Career Service Authority: Police practices and use of force: (Witness 
for police officer) 
Daubert and Schreck Challenges 
• Daubert Motion (2012): "Plaintiff argues that Mr. Montgomery's testimony on 
general law-enforcement practices is helpful to the jury because it provides 
specialized knowledge about the law-enforcement context within which the 
alleged discrimination took place, and the Court agrees. Therefore, the Court 
holds that Mr. Montgomery's testimony is relevant to the extent that it is helpful to 
the jury to understand the specialized law-enforcement context of the events in 
question. 
With regard to reliability, Mr. Montgomery's qualifications involve primarily 
experience, and his experience is significant. He worked in various capacities 
within the law-enforcement community for forty-nine years, served as Chief of 
Police in Westminster, Colorado, for twenty-five, and was involved for significant 
periods in supervising the training of both lateral hires and new cadets. This, along 
with the other bases for expertise provided by Mr. Montgomery, is precisely the sort 
of experience which would qualify Mr. Montgomery to offer specialized 
knowledge and opinions on law-enforcement contexts, the area for which Plaintiff 
offers his expertise. Therefore the Court concludes that Mr. Montgomery is qualified 
to give opinions about general law-enforcement subjects and law-enforcement 
training procedures and techniques. 
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In the present inquiry, which involves the field of law enforcement training, little 
can be expected in the way of rigid formulas, error rates, testing, or involvement of 
the scientific community. Instead, the type of specialized knowledge achieved by 
Mr. Montgomery is the sort dependent upon experience involving years of trial 
and error, experience of slightly better and slightly worse results from different 
approaches, and common sense applied to broad knowledge and experience. 
Therefore, the sort of scientific certainty required for some experts' opinions is not 
necessary for Mr. Montgomery's opinions to prove helpful to the jury for purposes 
of Rule 702. That being the case, the bases given by Mr. Montgomery for his 
opinions, including primarily his extensive experience in the relevant fields, are 
sufficient to imbue his opinions with a level of reliability appropriate for their 
admissions. Accordingly, the Court holds that under the Daubert reliability 
analysis, Mr. Montgomery's opinions, to the extent that they are relevant, are 
sufficiently reliable to be admissible at trial." 1 
Daubert Motion (2013): "Defendants do not challenge Montgomery's 
qualifications. Defendants acknowledge that Montgomery has been involved in 
law enforcement for fifty years, and was a police chief for twenty-five years. Thus, 
the Court has little difficulty concluding that Montgomery is qualified to serve as 
an expert witness on police procedures. 
The Court has reviewed Montgomery's expert report and deposition testimony and 
finds that it is sufficiently reliable so as to satisfy Rule 702's requirements. No one 
here disputes Montgomery's experience and training in the areas of police 
procedures and standards. Given Montgomery's significant experience in the field 
of law enforcement, the Court sees no reason to preclude his testimony about 
· police standards and simply because it does not lend itself to application of the 
Daubert factors. 
The Court acknowledges that there will be significant overlap between the legal 
authorities that form the basis for Montgomery's opinions and the Court's final jury 
instructions. However, the Court sees a distinction between Montgomery testifying 
about whether the degree of force was reasonable (which the Court will not 
permit) and whether the degree of force used was in compliance with well-
established modern police standards (which is permissible). 
The same (rationale in Zuche/), is true of Montgomery's proposed testimony 
regarding the appropriateness of the use of force in this case. Therefore, like the 
expert in Zuche/, Montgomery's proposed testimony on the use of force in this case 
is admissible. Having reviewed Montgomery's expert report and deposition 
testimony, the Court finds that the proposed testimony will not intrude on the 
province of the jury and will, instead, be helpful to the jury." 2 
• Schreck Motion: (2013): "Applying the principles set forth in People v. Schreck, 22 
P.3d 68,79 (Colo. 2001) and People v Ramirez, 155 P 3d 371, 378 (Colo. 2007), the 
Court finds that the proposed testimony of Mr. Montgomery (and Ms. Duffy) meets 
the criteria set forth in C.R.E. 401, 401 and 702. Specifically, the objections noted in 
1 Eberle vs.Bernalillo County; Case No. 11-CV-141-WJ/WDS; William P. Johnson, Judge; United States 
District Court, District of New Mexico; May 16, 2012. 
2 Ortega et al. vs. City and County of Denver, et al; Case No. 11-CV-02394-WJM-CBS; Judge William 
Martinez, United States District Court, District of Colorado; February 25, 2013. 
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the within motion go to the weight, if any, the fact-finder may give to the 
proposed testimony and not it's admissibility. The Court finds that the testimony is 
relevant and probative of the issues related to Plaintiff's claimed damages . 
Further, while Defendant's implicitly raise the specter of the thoroughness or 
soundness of the analysis underlying this proposed testimony, the Court finds that 
the methodology is sufficiently reliable to warrant the presentation of this testimony 
to the jury. Defendant will have ample opportunity to challenge the opinions of 
Mr. Montgomery (and Ms. Duffy) through vigorous and thorough cross-
examination. While the proposed testimony is certainly prejudicial to the defense, 
it's not unduly or unfairly prejudicial and the probative value of the proposed 
testimony outweighs any potential prejudice to the defendant. On that basis, 
Defendant, G4S Secure Solutions (USA) Inc. F/K/ A The Wackenhut Corporations 
Motion To Strike Plaintiff's Experts: Dan M~mtgomery (and Kala Duffy) is now 
DENIED." 3 
Schreck Motion (2013): "First, the Court Concludes that Montgomery is generally 
qualified to provide an expert opinion regarding law enforcement practices by 
virtue of his extensive experience as a law enforcement officer and as a former 
police chief. In addition, Montgomery has disclosed the materials and authorities 
upon which he has relied in reaching his conclusion. The Court cannot conclude 
at this point that the materials used by Montgomery or his methods are unreliable 
as a matter of law because such an inquiry can only be made once the relevant 
evidence and testimony is presented at trial. In addition, the Court does not 
believe that allowing Montgomery to testify regarding the standards employed by 
outside police departments would confuse the jury or be unfairly prejudicial 
because it may be appropriate for Montgomery to discuss the similarities or 
differences that might exist between the standards employed by Eagle County 
and those applied in other jurisdictions. 
Such an issue could have some bearing on proving Bair's affirmative defense of 
comparative negligence if it is shown that the procedures applied in Eagle County 
are somehow deficient and that such deficiencies contributed in some way to 
Plaintiff's injuries. As such, the Court does not find at this juncture that 
Montgomery's opinions are speculative, unreliable, or unfairly prejudicial. IT IS 
FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Exclusion of Expert Dan 
Montgomery's testimony is denied." 4 
3 Liberty Mutual vs. Wackenhut Security; Case No. 2012CV1904; Judge Michael A. Martinez, Denver 
County District Court; April 29, 2013. 
4 Brownlee vs. Bair; Case No. 11CV4783; Judge Thomas M. Deister, Mesa County District Court; August 
12, 2013. 
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James v. City of Boise, et al 
Ada County Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY DAN MONTGOMERY 
1. Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial; 
2. Answer to Complaint and Request for Jury Trial; 
3. Photographs of the scene (Photos 1-22); 
4. City Defendants' Response to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production 
of Documents, including the Defendants' produced documents Bates nos. 
BC00001-22; BC00050-78; BC000104-122; BC000123-256 (audio files); 
BC000257-1260; BC0001270-1383. 
5. Deposition of Officer Daniel Barber; 
6. Deposition of Officer Steven Bonas; 
7. Deposition of Officer Steven Butler; 
8. Deposition of Officer Deidra Harr; 
9. Deposition of Officer Chris Davis; 
10. Deposition of Melene James; 
11. Deposition of Sergeant Timothy Kukla; 
12. Deposition of Officer Rodney Likes; 
13. Deposition of Officer Chris Rogers; 
14. Deposition of Lieutenant Douglas Schoenborn 
15. The ER report of December 26/27, 2010; (SARMC 1-14, 36-37, 47-51); 
16. Independent Medical Evaluation dated October 24, 2013; conducted by Dr. 
Robert Friedman. 
17. POST/IDAPA 11.11.01 - Rules of the Idaho Peace Officer Standards & Training 
Counsel 
18. Plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosures; 
EXHIBIT 
-1- I  
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James v. City of Boise, et al 
Ada County Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY DAN MONTGOMERY 
19. Defendants' Disclosure of Expert Witnesses; 
20. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment; 
21. Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment; 
22. Declaration of Officer Steven Bonas; 
23. Declaration of Officer Randy Arthur; 
24. Declaration of Kelley K. Fleming. 
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ORlG\NAL 
David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
John A. Bush, ISB#: 3925 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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FEB O 5 20\4-
cHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Cl@rk 
By ELVSHIA HOL.ME8 
DIPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S STATEMENT OF 
vs. ) DISPUTED FACTS 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Plaintiff, by and through her attorneys of record, submits the following Statement 
of Disputed Facts in Support of her Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, as follows: 
1. Melene James was at home preparing a last holiday dinner for her family 
on December 26, 2010 when she received a call from a friend who needed some 
' 
emergency work done on a denture. Ms. James was a denturist and she worked out of 
a lab that was approximately a block away from her home. The lab was under lease to 
an individual named Gene Vail. Mr. Vail is disabled and confined to a wheel chair. He 
had an arrangement with Ms. James where she was allowed to use the dental lab to 
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operate her business, Renaissance Dental Lab, and in exchange, Ms. James would 
help Mr. Vail with his business, including pick up or delivery of his dental appliances. 
(See, Deposition transcript of Melene James "James Depo." taken March 14, 2013 at p. 
22, II. 14-25; p. 24, I. 17- p. 25, I. 14; p. 36, I. 18 - p. 37, 1.19, Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit 
of John A. Bush "Bush Aff." filed concurrently herewith). 
2. Ms. James went to the dental lab and entered through a locked basement 
level door utilizing her key. She went into the lab, turned on the light, started the 
compressor, vacuum and water switches. She then put water in a pressure pot and 
placed it on a burner. She then went to work on the denture, grinding acrylic around a 
missing· tooth. She then repaired the area with the missing tooth, using what she 
described as a monomer polymer technique using powder and liquid to hold the new 
tooth. She then put the denture in the pressure pot and aired it to 25 pounds. Because 
the denture had to "cure", a process which takes about 25 minutes, she went outside to 
have a cigarette. While outside, she stayed near the stairwell because she remembered 
someone was on the comer of the block, kind of talking to themselves, when she first 
arrived. (See, James Depo., p. 39, I. 23 - p. 42, I. 20, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
3. When she was ready to return to the lab, she realized that she had left her 
purse, with her keys and her phone, inside. She was locked out. Several options went 
through her mind. She thought about going home and calling Gene but that meant 
leaving the lab and her equipment running which was a potential fire hazard. In 
addition, she was concerned about the pressure pot which was still sitting on the burner. 
She knew that one of the windows to the lab was usually kept unlocked because it was 
often opened to air out the lab, particularly when using chemicals that caused strong 
odors. Because Mr. Vail was disabled, making it hard for him to open the window if it 
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was latched, he had instructed Ms. James to leave the window shut, but not latched, so 
that he could open the window if she was not there. (See, James Depa., p. 43, II. 5-11; 
p. 45, I. 25- p. 46, I. 18; p. 47, I. 20 - p. 48, I. 17, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
4. Ms. James thought that it would save everyone "a lot of headache" if she 
just re-entered the building through the window, if it was open. Ms. James walked 
around to the northeast corner of the building and climbed into the window well. As she 
was trying to slide the window open, her hands slipped and her elbow struck the single 
pane glass and it broke. Three large pieces fell into the lab.1 Ms. James had no intent 
to break the window to gain entry. (See, James Depa., p. 47. I. 17- p. 49, I. 21, Ex. A, 
Bush Aff.). 
5. She recalls being cold and upset that she had broken the window. She 
still needed to get inside, however, and she started to climb in. She heard someone 
behind her ask if she needed any help. Mr. Hendricks, who had come over because he 
heard the glass break, saw Ms. James climbing through the window and asked if she 
was alright or needed help. Ms. James recalls that she didn't turn around because she 
didn't know if it was the person she had seen earlier. She remembers saying that she 
had locked her keys in the building and that she needed to get her keys. (See, James 
Depa., p. 50, II. 6-25, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
6. When she got back to the lab, she thought she should call Gene and tell 
him what happened but was worried that he would be upset. She opened up the 
refrigerator to get some water and saw a beer. She decided to have the beer to calm 
down. She then decided to complete the denture and call Gene to see what she should 
do about the window. She went back to work. She still had to take the denture out of 
1 The window had a pre-existing crack similar to the glass in the adjacent window. 
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the pressure pot, grind the rough acrylic off with a rota tool, then polish the denture on a 
lathe. After that work was complete, she placed the denture in a bag and went to the 
bathroom before calling Gene. That is her last memory before being attacked by the 
police canine, Ruwa. (See, James Depa., p. 51, I. 18- p. 54, I. 12; p. 55, I. 10- p. 56, I. 
23, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
7. Mr. Hendricks called 911 after seeing Ms. James entering the building. 
He reported hearing breaking glass at the dental office and then seeing a woman 
entering the basement area. He also reported that she had told him that she was going 
inside to get her keys and that she appeared intoxicated or under the influence of 
something, that she was lethargic and totally out of it. (See, Incident History dated 
December 26, 2010 "Incident Hist.," Ex. B to Bush Aff.). 
8. The first officer on the scene was Steven Butler who made contact with 
Mr. Hendricks. Office Butler indicates that he was told by Mr. Hendricks that he had 
actually seen Ms. James break the window. That, however, is not what Mr. Hendricks 
told the 911 dispatcher. Mr. Hendricks was interviewed by the City of Boise following the 
incident but his statement has not been produced either in discovery or in support of the 
City's motion. (See, S. Butler Narrative Report Supplemental dated 10/26/1 O [sic] 
"Butler Report", Ex. C to Bush Aff.; see also Deposition transcript of Steven Butler 
"Butler Depa." taken May 23, 2013, at p. 34, II. 8-21, Ex. D, Bush Aff.; see also, Fleming 
Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Call). 
9. Officer Butler did know that the person inside the building had said that 
she was entering because she needed to get her keys. Officer Butler actually saw Ms. 
James in the basement. He testified that he briefly observed her before she moved out 
of view, but that when he saw her, she was holding a beer in her left hand and 
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"manipulating several sharp dental instruments and a knife in her right hand". In his 
deposition, Officer Butler stated that when he observed Ms. James she was drinking a 
beer and holding a knife in her right hand. He described the blade as being 4-5 inches 
in length. He said she was not holding anything else. (See, Butler Report, Ex. C, Bush 
Aff.; see also, Butler Depo., p. 41, II. 11-14; p. 44, II. 16-21; p. 46, I. 21- p. 47, I. 8, Ex. D, 
Bush Aff). 
10. Officer Butler reported what he had observed to other officers. 
Pertinently, despite his statement that he observed Ms. James holding a knife, Officer 
Barber testified that he did not recall Officer Butler stating that she was holding a knife. 
Rather, he remembers Officer Butler saying she had some type of bladed tool. (See, 
Deposition transcript of Daniel Barber, "Barber Depa." taken August 29, 2013, at p. 42, 
I. 18- p. 43, I. 5, Ex. E, Bush Aff.). Sgt. Kukla similarly recalls Officer Butler's description 
as referencing a "cutting instrument" or some kind of "edged weapon". (See, Deposition 
transcript of Timothy P. Kukla, "Kukla Depo." taken August 19, 2013, at p. 9, I. 23- p. 10, 
I. 4; p. 14, II. 9-20, Ex. F, Bush Aff.). A bladed tool in a dental lab would be a normal 
piece of equipment unless one concludes that there is an intent to use it a weapon in 
which case it becomes an "edged weapon" or "knife." Ms. James testified that there 
were no knives in the dental office. (See, James Depo., p. 45, II. 7-24, Ex. A, Bush Aff.). 
11. Officer Butler is the only responding BPD officer who has indicated that 
he observed Ms. James and he states that he only saw her briefly before she left the lab 
area. As noted, Ms. James continued to work in the lab after she re-entered completing 
the denture and she was there to be seen. Even for the time that she was seen by 
Officer Butler, however, he observed her "manipulating" dental instruments, in other 
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words, doing exactly what she would have been required to do to complete the denture 
she was working on. 
12. There is conflicting testimony about whether any officers actually made an 
attempt to see what was happening in the lab after Officer Butler's initial observation. 
For example, Sgt. Kukla, who was initially the highest ranking officer on scene, testified 
that no one approached the building (after Butler's initial observations) because it was 
not safe. (See, Kukla Depo., p. 27, I. 23- p. 28, I. 9; p. 71, I. 17- p. 72, I. 3, Ex. F, Bush 
Aff.). Officer Bonas agreed with the fact that, because this was a basement, you could 
not see into the basement rooms unless you were standing at or near the railing of the 
window well. (See, Bonas Depo., p. 117, I. 23 - p. 118, I. 16.); see also, Photos of 
Northview Dental Center, Ex. R to Bush Aff.). 
13. Numerous BPD units arrived on the scene. Officer Butler, Officer Barber 
and Sergeant Kukla were the first to arrive on scene at approximately 5:30 p.m. At that 
point, the only information which had been communicated by Officer Butler was that a 
person was seen entering the window and that she was observed in the basement with 
a knife. (See, Kukla Depa., p. 38, II. 5-17, Ex. F, Bush Aff; see also, Bonas Depo., p. 
41, II. 9-25, Ex. G, Bush Aff). Within 10 minutes of arrival, a decision had been made to 
request a bite dog which was logged by dispatch.2 Dispatch advised that no bite dog 
was· available at that time. A decision was made to secure the perimeter o.f the building 
and wait until bite dog was available. (See, Kukla Depa., p. 17, II. 9-18; p. 22, II. 2-7; 
see also Incident Hist.," Ex. 8, Bush Aff.). Because the building was secure, BPD 
officers conceded that there was no "urgency." (See, Barber Depa. p. 74, II. 6-9, Ex. E, 
... 
·~ 
2 See, Incident Hist. at p. 1, entry number 174013, Ex. B, Bush Aff.; Officer 2511 is Daniel Barber. 
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Bush Aff.; see also, Kukla Depa. p. 47, II. 21-22; see also, Schoenborn Depa., p. 39, II. 
21-24, Ex. H, Bush Aff.). 
14. Officer Barber was apparently assigned the task of contacting the building 
owner to obtain a key for entry into the building. He was able to contact Dr. Carrick 
Brewster, one of the owners. Dr. Brewster indicated that he would have an assistant 
who lived nearby drop off a key. A person identified as a cleaning lady also arrived. It 
is unclear, however, whether that person was arriving to clean the office building or was 
contacted to drop off a key. 
15. Officer Barber talked with the cleaning lady and Dr. Brewster. The 
cleaning lady advised Officer Barber that other people (not associated with the dental 
office) worked in the building (i.e. the dental lab). (See, Barber Depa., p. 43, I. 20- p. 
44, I. 1, Ex. E, Bush Aff.; see also, D. Barber Narrative Report Supplement dated 
12/26/10 "Barber Report," Ex. I to Bush Aff.; see also; Def. Answer to Interrogatory No. 
22, Ex. J to Bush Aff.). However, Officer Barber states that he was advised by Dr. 
Brewster that no one should be in the building at that time on a Sunday evening, 
particularly if they had to break a window to gain entry. Consequently, the conservation 
with the cleaning lady ended. There is no evidence that the BPD officers ever 
investigated whether or not the person in the building actually worked in the dental lab. 
BPD should have known that if the dental lab was not associated with Dr. Brewster, it 
was likely under a lease arrangement and he may not control whether someone worked 
in the lab on a Sunday afternoon. 
16. The K-9 officer, Steven Bonas, was advised of the situation when he 
arrived on duty at approximately 6:00 p.m. when he was dispatched. He arrived on 
scene at 6:10 p.m. Deployment of a police canine is a decision to use force. (See, 
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BPD Standard Operating Procedure# P3.0001.0 Police Canine (K-9) Units "SOP K-9," 
Ex., K to Bush Aff.) As to that process, Sgt. Kukla testified that the decision is made by 
the K-9 handler but that the decision can be overturned by supervisors. (See, Kukla, p. 
43, II. 4-8, Ex. F, Bush Aff.). Before the decision to deploy the dog is made, the K-9 
handler and the supervisors who review that decision, must be given all of the factual 
information that is known at the time in order to determine whether the chosen use of 
force is the best tactical decision. (See, Schoenborn Depo p. 45, II. 7-16, Ex. H, Bush 
Aff.; see also, Kukla Depo., p. 42, I. 22- p. 43, I. 15, Ex. F, Bush Aff.; see also, Bonas 
Depo., p. 40, I. 16- p. 41, 4, Ex. G, Bush Aff.). 
17. According to Officer Bonas, when he arrived, he met with Sgt. Kukla, 
Officer Butler and Officer Barber.3 The purpose was to be briefed as to the situation 
and determine if use of the dog was appropriate. Officer Bonas conceded that he was 
to assess the totality of the circumstances in deciding whether to use force by deploying 
a canine. He determined, based on the information that he was provided, that use of 
the canine was warranted. (See, S. Bonas Narrative Report Supplemental dated 
12/26/10 "Bonas Report," Ex. L to Bush Aff.; emphasis added). 
18. Sgt. Kukla, who was part of the "debriefing" team that met with Officer 
Bonas, was then asked whether anyone told Officer Bonas that the suspect was seen 
"manipulating dental instruments." Sgt. Kukla stated that those facts were made clear 
to Bonas and that while he did not recall if anyone also told Bonas that the suspect was 
seen in a dental lab, he indicated that "we all knew it was a dental office, and the 
3 Officer Barber testified that he did not meet with Officer Bonas when deployment of the dog was being 
discussed. (See, Barber Depa. p. 32, II. 4-11, Ex. E, Bush Aff.). 
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downstairs was associated with that office." (See, Kukla Depa. p. 57, II. 6-16, Ex. F, 
Bush Aff.). 
19. Despite the stated lack of urgency, the decision to utilize the dog was 
made quickly and the actual entry into the building was even quicker. As noted, Officer 
Bonas was reported on scene at 6:10:27 p.m. By 6:17:55 p.m., the officers on scene 
were advised that a decision to make entry with a K-9 had been made. One minute and 
23 seconds later, dispatch reports that "the dogs away." Officer Bonas agreed that the 
decision to use the dog was made within the roughly 7 minute time frame noted in the 
incident history. (See, Incident Hist., Ex. B, Bush Aff.). 
20. The BPD officers at the scene testified that Ms. James was perceived as 
a threat to their safety, and actively resisting arrest, because, inter alia, she refused 
repeated commands to surrender despite warnings that a police dog would be let go to 
search for her. It is part of the policy at BPD, before a dog is allowed to search and 
potentially bite someone, that a warning is given and an opportunity is given for that 
person to surrender. (See, Bonas Depa. p. 122, II. 1-20, Ex. G, Bush Aff.; see also, 
SOP K-9 at p. 4, no. 6, Ex. K, ·Bush Aff.). 
21. Here, per the Incident History, one minute and 23 seconds elapsed 
between the time that officers were advised that entry was going to be made and a K-9 
announcement was issued. When asked in deposition about the assertion that 
repeated, or numerous, warnings had been given, Officer Butler testified that prior to 
entry, a PA warning was given utilizing the PA system of his patrol car. There is no 
indication in any of the written officer reports that a PA warning was given. (See, Butler 
Depa., p. 56, II. 3-15, Ex. D, Bush Aff.). 
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22. Officer Bonas testified that he recalled the PA announcement and that 
the decision to deploy the dog was made before the PA announcement was given. He 
also testified that the dog would have been out of the car because it would be useless if 
the dog was still in the car and the suspect came fleeing from the building. Officer 
Bonas agreed that all commands for Ms. James to surrender were made after the 
decision to deploy the dog had been made. (See, Bonas Depo., p. 71, II. 5-12; 80, I. 25-
p. 81, I. 10, Ex. G, Bush Aff.). 
23. Officer Butler testified that he was instructed by Sgt. Kukla to give a PA 
announcement regarding use of a police dog. His testimony does not square with 
Officer Bonas: 
Q. And this announcement on the PA that you are referring to, 
how much time before the dog entered the building was that 
announcement made? 
A. I would estimate about - - oh, I would say at least ten 
minutes. 
Q. I'm sorry. Did you say, "at least ten minutes"? 
A. Correct. From the time that I made that PA announcement 
until the time that officers entered the building, it was at least 
ten minutes - - likely more. 
Q. Could it have been 20 minutes? 
A. It could have. 
(See, Butler Depo. p. 56, I. 19- p. 57, I. 4, Ex. D, Bush Aff.; emphasis added). 
As noted, Officer Bonas was on location less than 10 minutes total before the 
decision to deploy the dog was made and he was on scene for 10 minutes or less, total 
before entry was made. 
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24. In discovery, the City identified their K-9 policy relative to a person search 
as "Handler Controlled" which meant that the canine could bark and hold or bark and 
bite depending on the command of the handler. (See, Def. Answer to Interrogatory No. 
17, Ex. J, Bush Aff.). However, Officer Bonas disagreed that the policy was as stated in 
discovery and he testified that the canines are trained, once off leash and searching, to 
bite the first person that they come into contact with. In other words, no command is 
necess~ry. So, for example, if the cleaning lady who was on site on the night of the 
incident had actually been in the office cleaning, instead of talking to the officers, and 
Ruwa found her first, she would have been bitten·. (See, Bonas Depa. p. 58, I. 8 - 61, I. 
25, Ex. GS, Bush Aff.). 
25. Officer Bonas and the entry team entered the building and searched the 
upstairs of the dental office. Officer Bonas unleashed the dog and it was allowed to 
search the building out of sight of its handler, Officer Bonas. There was no indication 
that anything was missing or that it had been burglarized. (See, Butler Depa. p. 87, I. 
24- p. 88, I. 5, Ex. D, Bush Aff.; see also, Bonas Depa., p. 82, I. 11- p. 83, I. 5, Ex. G, 
Bush Aff.; see also, Barber Report, Ex. I, Bush Aff.). The team then went to the top of 
the stairs leading to the basement where another announcement was made and the K-9 
was then commanded to the basement. At this point, he was out of sight and on a 
different level of the building from his handler. 
26. Within 2 seconds of being released to the basement, Ruwa went into 
"bark alert" which signaled to Officer Bonas that he smelled somebody but had not 
found them. Officer Bonas did not know where the dog was. Although he was trained 
to bite without it, Officer Bonas gave him a bite command to encourage him to locate 
the source of the odor and apprehend the suspect. Seconds later, Officer Bonas could 
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hear screaming. The team descended into the basement and found that the dog was 
' 
inside a bathroom with Ms. James who was still screaming. Officer Bonas stated that 
initially the door was open a few inches and then it closed with the dog inside the closed 
room with Ms. James. Officer Bonas gave commands to Ms. James, asking if she was 
armed, while other officers attempted to get the door open. When the door was 
opened, Officer Bonas could see Ruwa biting Ms. James on the arm. He commanded 
Ms. James to show her hands but, according to Officer Bonas, she "refused" those 
commands. Eventually, he gave several commands for Ruwa to lay down which he 
did. (See, Bonas Depa. pp. 85- 98, Ex. G, Bush Aff.). 
27. Ms. James was found lying on the ground with her pants, and panties, 
pulled down below her waist. Ms. James was pulled off the floor, handcuffed, searched 
and taken to an ambulance and then the hospital. (See, Harr Depa. p. 36, I. 7- p. 37, I. 
6; p. 39, II. 10-20, Ex. S, Bush Aff.; see also, Barber Depa., p. 65,. L. 6- p. 66, I. 3, Ex. 
E, Bush Aff.; see also, Kukla Depa. p. 64, I. 20- p. 65, I. 5, Ex. F, Bush Aff.; see also, 
Bonas Depa. p. 99, II. 6-11, Ex. G, Bush Aff.). 
28. The officers continued to clear the basement. They did not find any 
additional persons. They found no evidence of any burglary. Officer Nielsen was 
dispatched to the scene with instructions to photograph and otherwise inventory the 
scene. Officer Butler was shown a photograph taken by Officer Nielsen of the dental 
tools found at the scene and could not identify the "knife." (See, Butler Depa., p. 91, I. 
19 - p. 94, I. 8, Ex. D, Bush Aff.; see also, Butler Depa Ex. 16, Ex. M, Bush Aff.) No 
other officer has testified that they found a knife at the scene. 
29. At the emergency room, Ms. James was worked up for her injuries and 
she was notetj to have innumerable puncture wounds to her right arm, which were 
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painful and bleeding, puncture wounds to her right cheek, lacerations to her right angle 
mandible, puncture wounds her to left hand, a right ulnar fracture (oblique distal fracture; 
and chip off mid shaft radius) and aspiration pneumonia. (See, Select Photographs of 
Melene James' Injuries, Ex. N to Bush Aff.) Her BAG level was found to be .27. Ms. 
James admitted in her deposition that she was drinking while she was cooking dinner 
that afternoon for her family and she also had the beer at the dental lab which was a 24 
or 32 ounce can of steel reserve which has a very high alcohol content. Subsequent 
medical workup revealed a fracture to her spine, a suspected nerve injury, PTSD, and 
increased anxiety disorder (See, Select Medical Records of Melene James, Ex. 0 to 
Bush Aff.). 
30. Officer Barber also spoke with Ms. James' daughter at the emergency 
room and was informed that her mother worked in the dental lab and that she had gone 
to the dental lab that evening to work on a denture for a friend. (See, Barber Report, p. 
2, Ex. I, Bush Aff.). 
DATED this £:;ay of J¢ 3. 
· CO STOCK & BUSH 
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Plaintiff's Motion In timine seeks to exclude evidence, testimony and/or references to be 
made concerning six items, which will all be addressed below. The following subheadings are as 
,, 
stated in Plaintiffs Motion In Limine. / 
A. Evidence, tes~mony or reference to Plaintiff Melene James' criminal history, 
including but not limited to her history of malicious injury to property, 
criminal trespass, time spent in jail, probation violations, anger management 
courses and alcohol evaluation. · 
Plaintiff argues that any evidence or testimony to these matters is not relevant pursuant to 
I.R.E. 402 or the probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice 
under I.R.E. 403. Evidence that Plaintiff wa; on probation, had been ordered to undergo an 
, 
alcohol evaluation, and was prohibited from consuming alcohol during the probation period 
(incl~ding the date of this incident, 12/26/10) is relevant to the instant case and is not unduly 
prejudicial. Alcohol was a significant contributing factor to this entire incident. The jury is 
entitled t~ know of Plaintiff's alcohol problem, and to evaluate whether the violation of the terms 
. of her probation contributed to this incident. \ 
B. Evidence, testimony or reference that the urinalysis toxicology screening test 
Plaintiff Melene James underwent at Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center following the incident of December 26, 2010, showed a positive result 
for cannabinoids and a Blood Alcohol Content "BAC" level of .27 gm/di. 
Again Plaintiff argue~ that this evidence is not relevant, or if relevant, is unduly 
prejudicial. The intoxication and impairment of Plaintiff on ~he night in question is extremely 
relevant and important to this case. Defendants expect to present expert testimony from Gary 
Dawson, PhD, an expert in pharmacology and toxicology. Dr. Dawson is. e~pected to testify to 
the central nervous, system effects of ethanol and that they are additive with other CNS 
depressant drugs, in particular, THC, the principle active compound in cannabis (marijuana). He · 
will also testify to the impairment and behavior to be expected from Plaintiff with a BAC level 
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of .27 gm/dl. Dr. Dawson will further testify that Plaintiff consumed considerably more alcohol 
that evening than she is admitting to,. given she tested with such a high BAC level. This 
evidence goes directly to Plaintiffs veracity along with her ability to recollect the events of the 
evening in question. Plaintiff can still testify, as she did at deposition, that she did not use 
marijuana within a month of the positive cannabinoid screening. Further, she can testify that the 
positive cannabinoid result "was from an herbal relaxer Lobelia which created the false 
positive." (Pl.'s Answers and Resp. to:Def.s' First Interrogs. and Req. for Produc. of Docs., 
Answer to Interrog. No. 7, p. 15.) The lab test for blood alcohol level was ordered by her 
treating physicians, was relied on by t~e physicians in their evaluation and treatment of her, and 
may have a direct bearing on the injuries claimed by Plaintiff, including her claims of aspiration 
pneumonia. Plaintiff is tal<lng the position that she was an innocent victim, but the jury is 
entitled to evaluate her claim in light of the evidence that her BAC level was .27 gm/dl. This 
high BAC level would affect her behavior, reasoning, and actions such as breaking a window to 
access the building. The jury must evaluate the effect of the high BAC to her not responding to 
the frequent announcements that a dog was being used to search the building. Further, the level 
of her intoxication is important in evaluating her credibility and rec.all of events occurring on 
December 26, 2010. Plaintiff is also claiming PTSD for her failure to recall events, when the 
I • 
Jury may find it is more likely that memory issues are attributable to the level of her intoxication. 
The process of weighing the impact of unfair prejudice against the probative value of the 
evidence .is left to the trial court's sound discretion. The unfairness of any prejudice is the 
pivotal focus, but prejudice alone will not tilt the scale against admission of the evidence. 
"Probative evidence is always prejudicial to someone." State v. Palmer, 110 Idaho 142, 146, 715 
P.2d 355,359 (Ct. App. 1985), citing State v. Fenley, 103 Idaho 199,203 646 P. 2d 441,445 (Ct. 
~' 
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App. 1982). This evidence should be admitted as its probative value far outweighs the danger of 
unfair prejudice. 
C. Any testimony, argument, mention of or allusion to placing on _the verdict 
form any present Defendant who is not, at the time of trial, a party to the 
cause; either by reason of settlement or dismissal by order of the Court. 
Any person whose conduct caused or contributed to the accident and injuries is properly 
on the verdict form. "Indeed, in many instances, it will not be possible to establish liability for 
various reasons including immunity, settlement, failure to join as a party, unknown identity, 
statute of limitations, or numerous other possible causes. In determining whether or not to 
include additional parties on the verdict form, the question is not whether a judgment would or 
could be rendered against that person, but whether or not his conduct or his product caused or 
contributed to the accident and injuries." Vannoy v. Uniroyal Tire Co., 111 Idaho 536, 543-44, 
726 P .2d 648, 655-56 (1985). All persons whose conduct caused or contributed to the incident 
' . 
and alleged injuries should be on the verdict form, regardless of whether or not they are a party 
at the time of trial. 
D. Any comment or statement designed to suggest that Plaintiff's attorneys, or 
Plaintiff's attorneys in general, are the cause of too many lawsuits and/or a 
rise in insurance premiums. 
Defendants do not dispute that this would be improper testimony. 
E. Any comment or statement to suggest that an adverse verdict will financially 
' destroy or cause economic and professional hardship to these Defendants. 
Defendants do not dispute that this would be improper testimony. 
F. Cumulative expert testimony. 
The experts identified by Defendants will not be cumulative in their expert testimony. 
Defendants' identified experts include: Jack Ryan, Jerry R. Walbey, Gary Dawson, Officer 
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Randy Arthur, Officer Norman D. Carter, Dr. Peter Angelton, Dr. Lisa Nelson, Mark Babson, 
Rene Miller, and any expert witnesses disclosed by Plaintiff. All of these expert witnesses have 
specific areas of expertise and will testify as that particular knowledge applies to this case. The 
• nature of each experts knowledge and expertise and the substance of their expected testimony 
has been detailed in Defendants' Disclosure of Expert Witnesses. 
Def~mdants ask this Court to deny Plaintiffs Motion In Limine to the extent argued in 
this memorandum. 
DATED this J?d day of February 2014. 
~z:~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
150 N:Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Email: BoiseCityAttomey@cityofboise.org 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE . 
I hereby certify that I have on this /2.-;qf day of February 2014, served the foregoing 
document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
"· David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & 
BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
0 U.S. Mail 
ti! Personal Delivery 
0 Facsimile 
0 Electronic Means w/ Consent 
0 Other: 
-------
~;5~~ 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
Assistant City Attorney 
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BOISE CITY ATTORNEY · 
SCOTT B. MUIR, ISBN 4229 _ 
Assistant City Attorney 
KELLEY K. FLEMING, ISBN 6560 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
150 N. Capitol Blvd. 
P.O. Box 500 . 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208)384-3870 
Facsimile: (208)384-4454 
Email: BoiseCityAttorney@cityofboise.org 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes ORIGINAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
•(I~ l •'\:.. 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES 1-X, unknown 
parties, . 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of record, 
and respectfully submit this Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment as follows: 
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I 
ARGUMENT 
I. EXCESSIVE FORCE 
The very heading of Plaintiff's first argument is indicative of the confusion to follow in 
her brief: "Excessive Force was used to Seize an Innocent Person." You certainly do not have to 
delve deep into applicable law to understand that whether criminal charges against a suspect 
were ultimately dismissed has absolutely no bearing on the proper legal analysis of an excessive 
force claim. Likewise, Plaintiff's ensuing arguments are premised upon flawed assertions that 
are contrary to basic legal concepts un4erlying excessive force analyses. For example, despite 
Plaintiffs bald assertion to the contrary, the decision to call for a K-9 or to take the K-9 out of 
the police car or to let the K-9 into the building to search cannot be the pivotal point for a 
Graham v. Connor analysis. (PL' s Br. Opp 'n at p. 11.) This is because of the foundational 
'-
principle that a seizure actually has to occur before a Fourth Amendment excessive force claim 
~ 
may arise. Robinson v. Solano County, 278 F.3d 1007, 1013 (9th Cir. 2002). In addition, an 
excessive force claim must be based upon an alleged constitutional· violation, not upon a 
violation of departmental policy a~ asserted thematically by Plaintiff. Graham v. Conn(?r, 190 
U.S. 386, 393-94. Further, Plaintiff's pervasive contentions that the involved police officers 
could or should have take~ alternative actions are misplaced. Id. at 396. These issues and more 
will be addressed in greater detail below. 
First, Plaintiff claims that any amount of force, regardless of degree, was excessive. She 
initially bases this ass~rtion upon· alleged violations of Boise Police Department (BPD) policies. 
This is incorrect. The U.S. Supreme Court specifically rejected the notion that there is a generic 
right to be free from excessive force. Id. at 393. Rather, § 1983 provides a method for 
. . 
vindicating federal rights elsewhere conferred and analysis of an excessive force claim brought 
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under§ 1983 must begin ''by identifying the specific constitutional right allegedly infringed by 
the challenged application of force." Id. at 393-94 (emphasis added). Accordingly, Plaintiff's 
argument that no force should have been used because the use of force was contrary to BPD 
policy is misplaced. Although it may be one of several factors for the Court to consider, an 
excessive force claim must be based upon a constitutional violation not a departmental violation . 
• 
Jones v. Kootenai County, No. 09-CV-317-N-EJL, 2011 WL 124292, at *10 (D. Idaho Jan. 13, 
2011). 
Next, Plaintiff argues the force used against her was significant per the two determinative 
factors from Lowry v. City of San Diego - the duration of the bite and the resulting injuries. 
Lowry, No. 11-CV-946-~MA(WMC), 2013 WL 2396062 at *5 (S.D.Cal., May 31, 2013). First, 
Plaintiff indicates there is no way to know the actual duration of the bite but proposes, based 
upon an officer's audio recording, that the bite was at least 36 seconds. Plaintiff is correct that 
she has no way to know the exact duration of the bite because (1) she has no independent 
memory of her contact with Ruwa; and (2) the audio recording does not apprise us as to when 
Ruwa began or released the bite. However, multiple officers were present during the bite and 
have since testified to their recollection of the bite as being much less than 30 seco~ds. (Fleming 
Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 101, Ls. 9-12; at para. 7, Ex. F, Harr J:?epo, p. 36, Ls. 19-
24; p. 38, Ls. 18-20; at para. 12, Ex. K, Bonas Audio). There is also testimony that Ruwa 
immediately released the bite upon his handler's first command. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, 
Bonas Depo., p. 97, L. 8 through p. 98, L. 10; p. 99, Ls. 3-5; p. 100, Ls. 7-12; para. 12, Ex. K, 
- Bonas Audio.) Unlike Plaintiff, there is no indication from the record that the officers' memory 
may have been impaired by drugs or alcohol or that their testimony is contrary to the content of 
the audio.recording such that their testimony cannot be credibly disputed by Plaintiff. 
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Plaintiff then describes her injuries in medical detail for the purpose of supporting her 
assertion that they are severe. However, no matter how the game of semantics is played, 
Plaintiffs alleged injuries simply do not come close to the types of injuries suffered in other dog 
bite cases wherein the force used was deemed severe. See Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432, 1~41 
(9th Cir. 1994).'Although Plaintiff.instructs injury severity is a jury question, courts have granted 
summary'judgment in excessive force cases involving dog bites and injuries of a similar nature 
and this Court should do the same. Lowry 'v. City of San Diego, supra. 
Next, Plaintiff admits burglary is a serious crime but argues that officers in this case 
should have known better than to really suspect she was a burglar. Plaintiff states that being seen 
in a lit dental lab manipulating dental instruments and drinking beer rather than fleeing from Mr. 
Hendricks is not indicative of a burglary in progress. Those facts alone may not be indicative of a 
burglary but this case presents so much more. Responding officers had the following information 
l 
which is strongly and objectively indicative of burglary, not a person legitimately at work: 
• Plaintiff was found entering the building by crawling through a basement window 
that she had just broke out. (Fleming Deel., para. 11, Ex. J, 911 Call.) 
• She was entering the building in the above manner after normal working hours and in 
the dark. Id. 
• She -yvas reported to be highly intoxicated. Id. 
• She was seen drinking a malt liquor in the building. (Fleming Deel., para. 3, Ex. B, 
Butler Depo., p. 42, Ls. 13-25; p. 43, Ls. 1-19.) 
• Officers were aware that other thefts of local dental offices had been reported. 
(Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 66, Ls. 9-23.) 
• Although Plaintiff indicates Officer Butler's words "manipulating dental instruments" 
should be translated into working in a dental lab, Officer Butler actually specified his 
words summarized his observation of Plaintiff rummaging through dental instruments 
on a table. (Bush Aff., para. 6, Ex. D, Butler Depo., p. 46, L. 21 through p. 47, L. 7.) 
. \ 
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• An owner of the building told police no one should be in the building and provided 
police with a key so they could check it out. 1 (Fleming Deel., para. 4, Ex. C, Barber 
Depo., p. 61, Ls. 1-18.) · 
• Plaintiff was briefly seen ir,i the lit portion of the building but for the rest of the time 
police were on scene she was somewhere else in the darkened building. (Def.' s Br. 
Supp. Summ. J., pp. 2-5.) 
• She was warned loudly and multiple times in an otherwise quiet building that if she 
didn't surrender she could be bit by a police dog, and, even though some of these 
warnings were immediately confirmed by the dog's _loud barking, she never 
responded to them. (Def.'s Br. Supp. Summ. J., pp. 4-5.), 
After all is said and done we know Plaintiff was not actually committing a burglary but, 
at the time police were charged with handling the situation, it certainly appeared from the 
information available to them that a burglary was in progress. "The reasonableness of a 
particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, 
rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight." Graham, supra, 490 U.S. at 396. 
Next, Plaintiff argues she did not present any threat to the officers as long as officers did 
not go into the building. She proposes that the several officers required to maintain a perimeter 
of the building should have just waited around unless and until she decided to exit the building 
on her own accord.2 Despite the obvious flaws to such a law enforcement "response," it again 
must be pointed out that the actions of responding ~fficers should not be second-guessed after 
the fact.3 Graham, supra, 490 U.S. at 396 (evaluate from the perspective of an officer on scene, 
1 Plaintiff claims police should have placed little to no value upon the building owner's statement based upon 
infonnation provided by a cleaning lady. Only Officer Barber talked to the cleaning lady and he does not recall what 
she did or did not tell him. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 49, Ls. 4-22; at para. 4, Ex. C, Barber 
Depo.; p. 35, Ls. 14-25.) Officer Bonas testified Officer Barber told him the cleaning lady said no one should be in 
the building. (Fleming Deel., para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 49, Ls. 4-22.) 
2 Although Plaintiff believes there is no basis for officers to believe she was hiding in the building there is certainly 
a basis from the record. indicating she may have been passed out in the building ( on the floor of a pitch black 
bathroom after consuming a malt liquor and with a .27 BAC + cannabinoids, no response to repeated police 
warnings and no subsequent memory of events). (Def. 's Br. Supp. Summ. J., p.2; p. 4; p. 6; and p. 6, n.2.) . 
3 She also states the most obvious available alternative was to find out who was in the building. Officers were 
advised by a building owner that no one was supposed to be in the building and since Plaintiff was non-responsive 
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not with 20/20 vision of hindsight). Further, "[ w ]hether officers hypothetically could have used 
less painful, less injurious, or more effe~tive force in executing an arrest is simply not the issue." 
Forrester v. City of San Diego, 25 F.3d 804, 808 (9th Cir. 1994). See also Scott v. Henrich, 39 
F.3d 912, 915 (9th Cir. 1994)(officers need no~ use the least intrusive means of force available to 
. them).' 
Moreover, as previously stated, Plaintiff was suspected of being in the act of burglarizing 
a building. "The government has an undeniable legitimate interest in apprehending criminal 
suspects, and that interest is even stronger when the criminal is ... suspected of a felony." Miller 
v. Clark County, 340 F.3d 959, 964 (9th Cir. 2003)(intemal citations omitted). "Burglary is 
dangerous because it can end in confrontation leading to violence." Sykes v. United States, 131 S. 
Ct. 2267, 2273 (2011). PJaintiff was also reported to be armed with a knife and heavily 
~ 
intoxicated. "People under the influence of mood altering substances often act in an 
unpredictable, irrational manner." Lu~htel v. Hagemann, 623 F.3d 975, 983. (9th Cir. 2010). For 
these reasons and others previously argued in Defendants' original Memorandum, officers were 
justified in the belief that Plaintiff presented an i1?1mediate threat to their safety. \ 
Next Plaintiff contends she was neither actively resisting arrest nor attempting to evade . 
. . . 
arrest by flight on the basis that BPD policy defines failure to respond to verbal commands as 
passive resistance and BPD policy prohibits use of force in response to passive resistance. As 
previously explained herein, it is not a departmental policy that dictates the excessive force 
analysis, it is the law, something Plaintiffs brief is noticeably short on. As previously discussed 
in Defendants' original Memorandum, Plaintiff's conduct is properly considered active 
/ 
to the warning of a dog bite she would likely also have been unresponsive to a request for her identifying 
information. · 
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resistance under Lowry, supra, at *6, Miller v. Clark County, supra at 959, and Bryan v. 
MacPherson, supra at 830. 
' II. QUALIFIED IMMUNITY . 
. 
The qualified immunity analysis is comprised of two inquiries: (1) whether the facts 
Plaintiff alleged or has shown make out a violation of a constitutional right; and (2) whether the 
right at issue was clearly established at the time of Defendants' alleged misconduct. Pearson v. 
Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 232 (2009). With respect to the first prong, she argued no force was 
necessary bec~use if officers had evaluated the totality of the circumstances they would have 
discovered who she was and why she was there. Defendants previously addressed the totality of 
circumstances in detail as well ·as the pertinence of departmental policy compliance so we will 
rely on such prior address rather than restating the same here. Defendants will additionally point 
out that Plaintiff supported her second-guessing of officer actions with the affidavit of Dan 
Montgomery but, in that regard, the law provides ir officers of reasonable competence could 
disagree on the issue, immunity should be recognized. Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341 
(1986). ·. 
Plaintiff completely failed to address the second prong of the qualified immunity inquiry. 
Rather than discussing whether the right at issue was clearly established, Plaintiff instead 
proceeded to reiterate her points · on alleged departmental policy violations. Defendants have 
shown that they are entitled to the protection of qualified immunity in this matter and summary 
judgment must be granted for them on this basis. 
III. STATE LAW CLAIMS 
Plaintiff concedes that the record does not support a conclusion that Defendants acted 
with ill will. (Pl.'s Br. Opp'n at p. 20.) Rather, Plaintiff argues there are questions of fact as to 
whether officers committed an intentional wrongful or unlawful act without legal justification or 
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excuse, whether or not injury was intended. Defendants previously discussed the existence of 
probable cause and the legal justification provided thereby. (Def.'s Br. Supp. Summ. J., pp. 19-
20.) Plaintiff did not. Defendants are entitled to immunity from liability under Idaho Code § 6-
904 with respect to Plaintiff's assault, battery, false arrest and wrongful imprisonment claims due 
to the conceded lack or ill will and the legal justification of probable cause. 
In support of her negligent failure to train claim, Plaintiff asserts Ruwa was not being 
used consistent with the Handler Controlled method. In this case it cannot be credibly disputed 
that Ruwa bit Plaintiff only after first being directed to do so by his handler. (Fleming Deel., 
,, 
para. 5, Ex. D, Bonas Depo., p. 89, Ls. 4-10.) hi addition, regardless of the BPD's· chosen canine 
method, Ruwa was certified as a police dog by the State. (Bonas Deel., para. 7; Arthur Deel., 
p!1fa. 6.) Further, as a member of the BPD canine unit, Ruwa trains every Tuesday in excess of 
the industry standard. (Arthur Deel., para 7.) Finally, both Ruwa and his handler, Officer Bonas, 
have been trained in the use and application of BPD canine policies and procedures which are 
within industry standards. (Id., at para. 8.) In light of the fact that the method used is within 
industry standards, Plaintiff does not get to dictate a different method as a basis for supporting 
this claim. Accordingly, summary judgment is proper on this claim. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the· above arguments, the Defendants respectfully request this Court grant 
summary judgment in its favor on all claims presented. 
DATEDthis ll dayofFebruary,2014. 
~~ 
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David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
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199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENEJAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) SUBPOENA FOR TAKING 
vs. ) DEPOSITION OF JARED HENDRICKS 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) March 12, 2014 at 9:30 a.m. 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO: 
JARED HENDRICKS 
3839 Highway 21 
PO Box 1073 
Boise, ID 83631 
WE COMMAND YOU, That all and singular business and excuses being laid 
aside, appear and attend before M & M Court Reporting, a notary public in and for the 
State of Idaho, at the law offices of Comstock & Bush, 199 N. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 
500, Boise, Idaho, 83702, (208) 344-7700, the 1ih day of March, 2014, at 9:30 o'clock 
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a.m. to take your deposition in the above-entitled action. Oral examination will continue 
from time to time until completed. 
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the time and place specified 
herein, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved parties may 
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your 
failure to attend as a witness. 
DATED this.& day of February, 2014. 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT oMAR - 4 2014 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF~~= ~8=• Cerk 
. t.:MY 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, 
TIM KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, AND 
DOES 1-X, unknown parties,, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVPI 12-16734 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. BACKGROUND 
This case arises from injuries sustained by Plaintiff, Melene James ("James"), when 
"Ruwa," a police dog, apprehended and bit her during what police mistakenly believed to be 
James' burglary of a dental office building. In reality, James was performing denture work for a 
neighbor when, after inadvertently locking herself out of the building, she broke a basement 
window to gain re-entry. James is a denturist who shared leased space in the building for her 
denture lab. She has brought claims against the City and four police officers, alleging torts 
sounding in federal and state law. The defendants have moved for summary judgment on all 
claims. 
II. FACTS 
The following facts are undisputed except where noted. Dr. Carrick Brewster, D.D.S. 
owns a building where he has an office. It is located at 7337 Northview Street in Boise, Idaho 
("Office"). The building is a single story office building with a basement. Th~ basement has 
windows to the outside in large but relatively narrow window wells. The window wells have 
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wrought iron metal railing around them. There is a dental lab in the basement of the building, 
which is leased by Gene Vail. Mr. Vail had an understanding with James that allowed her to use 
part of the space in the lab in exchange for her labor. James was working in the basement lab 
early on the evening of Sunday, December 26, 2010. 
Mr. Jarod Hendricks was in a residence across the street from the office building when he 
heard shattering glass. Aff. Fleming, Exh K (911 recording); Pl's SOF 17, citing Aff. Bush, Exh 
B (Incident History). He walked over to investigate. According to his 911 call, made at 17:22 or 
5:22 p.m., he discovered a female climbing in through a broken basement window of the office 
building. He asked the woman if she was okay, and she "kinda looked at [him] kinda crazy" and 
told him "she was trying to get her keys out of there." Mr. Hendricks commented that she 
"look[ed] like she [was] under the influence of drugs or major alcohol;" "lethargic," and "totally 
out of it." He informed 911 that she was located in the "basement part" of the building. Id. 1 
1 James claims that she was asked by a neighbor to perform some emergency dental work that 
evening. She lives one block from the office. She walked to the office. She claims when she 
first arrived, she saw someone on the comer of the block talking to himself. Using her keys, she 
entered the lab through the basement door, turned on the light and got to work. After fixing the 
denture, she placed it in a pressure pot to cure, a process which takes 15 minutes. Plaintiffs 
S.O.F. at 12. She went outside to have a cigarette and the door locked behind her. She realized 
her purse, keys and phone were all inside the locked lab. Because the equipment she was using 
presented a risk of fire hazard if left unattended, she opted not to return home to call Mr. Vail to 
get a key. Instead, she decided to enter through one of the windows to the lab which was 
typically left unlocked in order to easily air out the lab. Id. at 3. As she tried to slide the window 
open, her hands slipped and her elbow shattered the glass. Id. at 1 4. Cold and upset that she had 
broken the window, James started to crawl through the window when she heard a voice behind 
her ask if she was alright or needed help. Worried that the person behind her was the same 
person she saw earlier talking to himself on the comer, James stated that she locked her keys in 
the building but did not tum around to address the person directly. Id. at 1 5. After she regained 
entry, James states that she opened a beer found in the lab refrigerator to calm down and resumed 
her work. After her work was done, she went to the bathroom, which is the last thing she 
remembered before encountering police dog Ruwa. Id. at 1 6. James does not explain how her 
blood alcohol content was .27 as a result of drinking only one fortified beer more than an hour 
prior to her blood alcohol content being tested. 
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The first officer on the scene at approximately 5:30 p.m. was Officer Steven Butler. Aff. 
Bush, Exh. D (Depo. Butler 21:12-14). Upon arriving, Officer Butler spoke with Mr. Hendricks 
about what he witnessed.2 Mr. Hendricks informed Officer Butler he believed she was still 
inside the basement of the building. Aff. Bush, Exh C (Narrative Report) & Depo. Butler 32:8-
34:21. Upon investigation, Officer Butler observed the broken window and then spotted James 
through a different basement window, holding a 4-5 inch bladed instrument he described as a 
"knife" in her hand, drinking a beer, and rummaging through dental instruments on a table. 
Depo. Butler at 35:1-39:1; 41:9-44:23; 47:4-49:19. Officer Butler's Narrative Report states that 
she was "manipulating several sharp dental instruments including a knife in her right hand." Aff. 
Bush, Exh C. She was approximately 6-8 feet away from Officer Butler. Depo. Butler 52: 15-17. 
The light was on. Id. at 51:24-52:5. After a few seconds, she moved out of his view. Id. at 50:2-
51:5.3 
Officer Barber and Sergeant Kukla were on the scene a few minutes after Officer Butler's 
arrival. Depo Butler 54:14-55:9. Officer Butler relayed what he saw to other officers. Id. at 
51:6-10. See also, Pl's SOF ~ 9. According to Officer Barber, Officer Butler told him that he 
saw James in the office area near the broken window and that she had an "edged weapon" in her 
2 Officer Butler wrote in his post-incident narrative report and testified in his deposition that Mr. 
Hendricks told him he actually saw James breaking the glass. Aff. Bush, Exh. C (Butler 
Narrative Report) and Exh. D (Depo. Butler 34:4-21). Hendricks told the 911 dispatcher, 
however, that he only heard the breaking glass. Aff. Fleming, Exh. K (911 recording). While 
James attempts to paint this as a disputed fact, Defendants do not assert that Hendricks ever saw 
James break the glass. Rather, they maintain that Hendricks heard the glass break. Further, this 
"dispute" is immaterial to the Court's opinion. The clear impression conveyed to police was that 
whoever was seen entering the basement window had broken the window glass to gain entry. 
3 Photographs of the building show that to view into the basement, one must get close to the 
window well rail and even then the view is quite limited. See Bush Aff. Exh. R. 
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hand. Aff. Bush, Exh E (Depo. Barber 19:11-19).4 
After the additional units arrived, the officers established a perimeter around the office 
building to prevent escape. Depo Butler 54:4-10; Depo Kukla 17:9-14; 18-5-13. Officer Barber 
spoke to a cleaning lady who appeared on the scene and contacted the building's co-owner, Dr. 
Carrick Brewster, who soon arrived on scene. Depo. Barber 33:15-35:24 & Aff. Bush, Exh. I 
(Barber Narrative Report). According to Defendants' discovery responses, the cleaning lady 
told Officer Barber there were other people who worked in the building. "She tried to describe 
what the lady looked like, however, Mr. Carrick Brewster reiterated that anyone who had to 
break into the building was not supposed to be there so the conversation ended." Aff. Bush, Exh. 
J (Defs' Disc. Resp. to Int. 22, p. 19); Depo Barber 60:7-62:4.5 Sergeant Kukla personally 
observed the broken window and saw several pieces of glass still on the ground. Depo. Kukla 
12:2-23. 
4 He did not think that James had a "knife" from Officer Butler's description, but rather a "bladed 
tool." Id. at 42:18-43:19. Similarly, Sergeant Kukla testified that Officer Butler told him he saw 
James with "some kind of cutting instrument" or "some kind of edged weapon." Aff. Bush, Exh 
F (Depo. Kukla 9:25-10:4; 14:9-20). James testified there were no knives, or anything that looks 
like a knife, in the dental office. Aff. Bush, Exh. A (Depo. James 45:7-24). Any dispute as to 
whether the tool seen was a knife or a blade edge tool is immaterial. It is undisputed that Police 
believed that the "suspect" had a blade instrument that could be used as a weapon and were 
unaware of whether she had any other unseen weapons, conventional or otherwise. James has 
not disputed the Defendant's additional observation and concern that there are many objects in a 
dental office building or dental lab that a suspect could use as a weapon, particularly given the 
advantage of cover, concealment and lying in wait. 
5 As discussed infra, Plaintiff asserts that if police would have continued to investigate who 
might be in the building by getting a description of the tenant who normally worked in the 
basement, James, and by noting evidence Plaintiff claims may be inconsistent with a burglary, 
they would not have sent in Ruwa or otherwise used force to arrest James. However any such 
dispute goes to the issue of the existence of probable cause to effectuate James' arrest and seizure 
rather than the amount of force used in actually effectuating that arrest. 
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At approximately 5:40 p.m., one of the officers made a K-9 request, which is "general 
protocol for officers responding to a scene that is a burglary and a potential suspect inside." Id. at 
17:15-18; 30:17-31:19. Thereafter, several other officers arrived, including Defendant Officer 
Steven Bonas, the K-9 officer, and his dog, Ruwa. Officer Bonas was debriefed by the officers 
and told by Officer Butler that James was armed with a knife. Aff. Bush, Exh. G (Depo. Bonas 
41:9-42:8) and Exh. L (Bonas Report). Bonas was aware of several recent burglaries of dental 
offices in the area. Depo Bonas 66:9-23. Togethe~, Bonas, Kukla and Butler discussed whether 
the situation would be appropriate for canine deployment and decided it would be. They 
recommended deployment to Lieutenant Schoenborn, also on the scene, who approved. Depo. 
Kukla 44:6-46:15. 
The concerns and considerations leading to the decision to use Ruwa in searching the 
building and apprehending the suspect included, among others: 
• The fact he suspect was seen armed with a knife. 
• Knowledge that dental offices may contain non-traditional weapons. 
• The fact the suspect(s) would have tactical advantages (i.e. cover, concealment) and 
could easily be lying in wait. The interior of the building was dark. All lights 
appeared to be turned off except for a small portion of the southeast downstairs area. 
• The suspect(s) ignored my commands to surrender despite being told a police K-9 
would be used and they would be bitten. 
• Officers searching the business for James and any additional suspects would have 
their weapons drawn for their protection, increasing the danger to all parties involved, 
thus making the use of a police dog a safer manner to locate and possibly apprehend 
James. 
Bonas Declaration, ,r 9. 
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Approximately 15 minutes after initially seeing James through the broken window, 
Sergeant Kukla commanded Officer Butler to make a "canine announcement" over the PA from 
his car, warning James to surrender or a dog would be unleashed upon her and she would be 
bitten. The anno~cement was made prior to entry into the building.6 Depo. Butler 56:3-63:20; 
64:12-19. James did not respond. Id. at 63:23-25. The "Entry Team,"consisting of at least five 
officers and Ruwa, proceeded to the front door and opened it. Id. at 89:6-18; Depo. Kukla 50:11-
16.7 Officer Bonas gave another canine announcement at the front door prior to entry. Depo 
Bonas 82:15-20. While clearing the ground level floor, Officer Bonas gave a second 
announcement. Id. 83:10-84:5. After clearing the ground floor, the team arrived at the top of an 
enclosed staircase consisting of 10-12 stairs leading to the basement, with a blind comer at the 
6 Since Officer Butler did not include in his report that he made the canine announcement over 
the PA, James asserts the fact is disputed whether he did or not. However, Sergeant Kukla also 
testified there were "at least two" canine announcements from the PA prior to entry into the 
building. Depo Kukla 50:5-16; 52:10-53:17. Officer Bonas testified that one PA announcement 
was made. Depo. Bonas 22:17-23:18. Lieutenant Schoenborn testified that he did n9t 
specifically recall a PA announcement but, under the circumstances, a PA announcement would 
have been "standard operating procedure." Aff. Bush, Exh. H (Depo. Schoenborn 32:1-10). 
Officer Harr likewise testified that a PA announcement was made by Officer Butler. Aff. Bush, 
Exh S (Depo. Harr 28:11-29:13). 
James claims that the evidence is conflicting about when and if such a "car announcement" was 
made. The Court notes that exactly how long in advance of the entry into the building the car 
announcement was made is unclear, as is whether more than one announcement was made over 
the car PA. However, that at least one such an announcement was made is undisputed in the 
record. James asserts that evidence that an announcement was made is in dispute because it is not 
documented. However, James cites to no requirement that this routine warning be documented. 
The absence of documentation in this context is not evidence that the announcement was not 
made, particularly in light of the undisputed testimony of the officers on the scene that at least., 
one such car announcement was made. 
7 The Court has listened to the belt audio of the entry into the building and the apprehension of 
James using Ruwa. The audio reveals three explicit and loud warnings to surrender or be bitten 
by the police dog. In addition, Ruwa can be heard barking very loudly after each announcement. 
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bottom of the stairs. Depo. Bonas 84:6-87:6. Officer Bonas could see light at the bottom of the 
stairs, but did not proceed into the basement prior to releasing Ruwa. Id. Instead, he remained at 
the top of the stairs and gave a third canine announcement. Id. at 84:6-14. He explained that he 
did not proceed into the basement because "[w]e have a blind comer looking down the staircase, 
so I have no idea who could possibly be down there lying in wait." Id. at 89:22-90:3.8 All the 
while, Ruwa is barking loudly immediately after each announcement. A review of the audio 
reveals that Officer Bonas' three announcements were spaced by 2.5 minutes and 7 minutes. Aff. 
Fleming, Exh. K (Bonas audio). 
Approximately twenty seconds after the third announcement, Ruwa was given the 
command to search. Officer Bonas released Ruwa down the stairs and Ruwa went into "bark 
alert," indicating he located James' odor. Depo Bonas at 87:4-88:12. At that point, Bonas gave 
Ruwa the "bite" command to actually locate and hold James. Id. at 89:4-10. Within seconds, 
James was heard screaming. Id. at 91:6-16. The team proceeded down the staircase and saw 
James and Ruwa in a small bathroom with the door partially opened. Id. at 91: 17-92:22. They 
8 James asserts that it was a breach of policy to not give the announcement while physically on 
basement floor. The policy provide that the "warning shall be repeated on each level of all 
multilevel structures." The policy however contains an exception for when "tactical 
considerations" preclude an announcement physically on each level. See Bush Aff. Exh. K at p. 
4. Bonas testified that he gave the canine announcement at the top of an enclosed staircase 
consisting of 10-12 stairs leading to the basement. He could see light at the bottom of the stairs, 
but did not proceed into the basement prior to releasing Ruwa. He explained he remained at the 
top of the stairs because "[w]e have a blind comer looking down the staircase, so I have no idea 
who could possibly be down there lying in wait." Instead, he released Ruwa down the stairs who 
went into "bark alert," indicating he located James' odor. Further, Officer Bonas did indicate in 
his deployment report that he made the third canine announcement at the top of the stairs leading 
to the bottom floor. Bonas Deel., Exh. D. James has not presented any evidence disputing the 
tactical concern (officer safety) with descending the stairwell with the dog and ~topping to give 
an announcement while exposed at the bottom of the stairs rather than giving the announcement 
at the top of the stairs as was done in this case. 
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opened the door and saw Ruwa biting James' right arm. Id. at 97:5-7. She was lying on the floor. 
Id. at 99:24-6. Because the bathroom was "pitch black," the team could not see her hands to see 
if she was still armed, and James initially ignored commands to show her hands. Id. at 97:5-11; 
100:7-12. Seconds later, ·when James' hands could be seen, Officer Bonas gave Ruwa 
commands to release her. Though Bonas gave Ruwa multiple various commands, he testified 
that Ruwa immediately released James.9 Id. at 98:1-99:5. Officer Bonas' audio reveals the 
attack lasted no more than 36 seconds. 
James was cuffed and Officer Harr helped James pull her pants up. She noted that James 
"was completely out of it. Intoxicated ... completely lethargic, just slumped over, like completely 
out of it." Bush Aff., Exh. S (Depo. Harr 38:5-17). She did not have a knife in her possession. 
Depo Bonas at 102:10-12. She was never directly interviewed by police because she was 
"heavily intoxicated." Aff. Bush, Exh I (Barber Report). James was immediately treated by the 
·Ada County Paramedics and taken to St. Alphonsus. Bonas Report, p. 2. 
At the emergency room, James was noted to have several puncture wounds to her right 
arm, right cheek, and left hand. She had lacerations on her jaw, a right ulnar fracture, and later 
developed aspiration pneumonia. PL SOF ~ 29, citing Exh. N to Bush Aff. Her BAC level was 
.27 and she tested positive for cannabinoids. Aff. Fleming, Exh A. Subsequent medical workup 
revealed a fracture to her spine, and she had suspected nerve injury; also James claims PTSD and 
increased anxiety disorder. Id., citing Exh. 0 to Bush Aff. 
9 James cannot recall the attack and has not disputed this account. While the audio reveals 
multiple various commands being given to Ruwa, it is not possible to understand what is going 
on with the dog and thus the audio does not work to dispute the officers' testimony. 
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James remembers nothing about the incident with Ruwa. The last thing she remembers 
about the evening is going to the bathroom. Depo. James 56:19-23. 
III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
A motion for summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law." McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769-70, 820 P.2d 360, 364-65 (1991), quoting 
IRCP 56( c ). A fact is "material" for summary judgment purposes if it is relevant to an element 
of the claim or defense and if its existence might affect the outcome of the case. Rife v. Long, 127 
Idaho 841, 849, 908 P.2d 143, 151 (1995). The burden of proving the absence of a material fact 
rests at all times upon the moving party. McCoy, 120 Idaho at 769, 820 P.2d at 364. This burden 
is onerous because even "[c]ircumstantial evidence can create a genuine issue of material fact." 
1d., quoting Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466,470, 716 P.2d 1238, 1242 (1986). 
In order to meet its burden, the moving party must challenge in its motion and establish 
through evidence the absence of any genuine issue of material fact on an element of the 
nonmoving party's case. Smith v. Meridian Joint Sch. Dist. No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 719, 918 P.2d 
583, 588 (1996). If the moving party is successful in this endeavor, the burden then shifts to the 
nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact. Id 
The standards for summary judgment further require the district court to liberally construe 
the facts in favor of the non-moving party and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record 
in favor of the non-moving party. McCoy, 120 Idaho at 769, 820 P.2d at 364. This means that all 
doubts are to be resolved against the moving party, and the motion must be denied if the 
evidence is such that conflicting inferences may be drawn therefrom, and if reasonable people 
might reach different conclusions. Id, citing Durtschi, supra. 
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The requirement that all reasonable inferences be construed in the light most favorable to 
the non-moving party is a strict one. Id. Nevertheless, when a party moves for summary judgment 
the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of evidence 
is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. Id. It is well established that a party against whom 
a motion for summary judgment is sought "may not merely rest on allegations contained in his 
pleadings, but must come forward and produce evidence by way of deposition or affidavit to 
contradict the assertions of the moving party and establish a genuine issue of material fact." Id., 
quoting Olsen v. J.A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720, 791 P.2d 1285, 1299 (1990); IRCP 
56(e). 
IV. CLAIM ANALYSIS 
1. THE § 1983 EXCESSIVE FORCE CLAIM. 
Congress has created a cause of action against private individuals who, while acting 
under color of law, violate the constitutional rights of private citizens. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides 
in pertinent part: 
Every person who, under color of any statute, [ ... ] subjects, or causes to be subjected, 
any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivations 
of any rights, privileges or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the 
party injured. 
In order for Ms. James to prevail on a§ 1983 claim, she must show that (1) the officers 
who deprived her of her rights acted under color of law, and (2) that the action actually deprived 
her of a constitutional right. In this case, subsection (1) is not disputed by either of the parties; 
police officers carrying out their duties act under color of law. Rather, it is subsection (2) which 
is at issue with Ms. James alleging her constitutional right to be free from excessive force was 
violated. 
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A. Excessive Force Standard 
A Fourth Amendment claim of excessive force is analyzed under the framework outlined· 
by the Supreme Court in Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989). All claims that law 
enforcement officers have used excessive force-deadly or otherwise-in the course of an arrest 
must be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment and its "reasonableness" standard. Id. at 395. 
This requires balancing on the one hand the "nature and quality of the intrusion" on a person's 
liberty with the "countervailing governmental interests at stake" on the other hand to determine 
whether the use of force was objectively reasonable under the circumstances. Id. at 396. 
The U.S. Supreme Court has said that "the 'reasonableness' inquiry in an excessive force 
case is an objective one: The question is whether the officers' actions are 'objectively reasonable' 
in light of the facts and circumstances confronting them[.]" Id. at 397 (citations omitted); see, 
e.g., Jackson v. City of Bremerton, 268 F.3d 646,651 (9th Cir.2001). "The question is not simply 
whether the force was necessary to accomplish a legitimate police objective; it is whether the 
force used was reasonable in light of all the relevant circumstances." Hammer v. Gross, 932 F.2d 
842, 846 (9th Cir. 1991) (emphasis in original). 
In Graham, the Supreme Court indicated that relevant factors in the Fourth Amendment 
reasonableness inquiry include "[1] the severity of the crime at issue, [2] whether the suspect 
poses an immediate threat to the safety 'of the officers or others, and [3] whether he is actively 
resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by flight." 490 U.S. at 396. The Court did not, 
however, limit the inquiry to those factors. "Because the test of reasonableness under the Fourth 
Amendment is not capable of precise definition or mechanical application," the reasonableness of 
a seizure must instead be assessed by carefully considering the objective facts and circumstances 
that confronted the arresting officers. Id. "The 'reasonableness' of a particular use of force must 
be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 
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vision of hindsight." Id. "If an officer reasonably, but mistakenly, believed that a suspect was 
likely to fight back, ... the officer would be justified in using more force than in fact was needed." 
Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194,205 (2001). 
"Because [the excessive force inquiry] nearly always requires a jury to sift through 
disputed factual contentions, and to draw inferences therefrom, [courts] have held on many 
occasions that summary judgment or judgment as a matter of law in excessive force cases should 
be granted sparingly." Santos v. Gates, 287 F.3d 846, 853 (9th Cir.2002); Liston v. County of 
Riverside, 120 F.3d 965, 976 n. 10 (9th Cir.1997) (as amended) ("We have held repeatedly that 
the reasonableness of force used is ordinarily a question of fact for the jury.").10 In this regard, 
the Idaho Supreme Court follows suit. See, e.g., Sprague v. City of Burley, l 09 Idaho 656, 668, 
710 P.2d 566, 578 (1985) (whether officers used excessive force in effecting arrest "is clearly a 
10 Reticence in taking the excessive force inquiry away from the jury in a police dog bite cases is 
most pronounced in Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432,1440 (9th Cir. 1994) (Reinhardt, J.) (reversing 
summary judgment for defendants on policy governing use of police dogs; "[b ]ecause questions 
of reasonableness are not well-suited to precise legal determination, the propriety of a particular 
use of force is generally an issue for the jury"). In a number of other police dog bite cases where 
summary judgment was not granted, key disputed issues of fact existed or are distinguishable 
factually from the current case. See e.g., Kopf v. Wing, 942 F.2d 265, 268--69 (4th Cir.1991) 
(reversing summary judgment for defendants when armed robbery suspect was attacked by dog 
and beaten by officers); Marley v. City of Allentown, 774 F.Supp. 343, 346 (E.D.Pa.1991) 
( denying defendant's motion for judgment as a matter of law because release of police dog to 
attack unarmed suspect who "possibly" had stopped fleeing "may be objectively unreasonable"), 
affdmem., 961 F.2d 1567 (3d Cir.1992); McGovern v. Vil!. of Oak Law, 2003 WL 139506, at *7 
(N.D.Ill. Jan. 17, 2003) (denying summary judgment on the plaintiffs excessive force claim 
where the plaintiff was hiding under a trailer, and after attempted to surrender was then bitten by 
a police dog); Vathekan v. Prince George's County, 154 F.3d 173, 178 (4th Cir.1998) (reversing 
Sl;lJ11IDary judgment for defendants on excessive force claim since question of whether officer 
gave verbal warning prior to deploying of police dog into residence was disputed); Watkins v. 
City of Oakland, 145 F.3d 1087 (9th Cir.1998) (affirming the denial of defendant's motion for 
summary judgment on an interlocutory appeal because plaintiff claimed that the officer allowed a 
police dog to bite him even though he complied with the officer's requests and was no longer a 
threat). 
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question of fact for the jury."); Kessler v. Barowsky, 129 Idaho 647, 657, 931 P.2d 641, 651 
(1997)(reversing district court's grant of summary judgment in officers' favor, finding that 
whether officers used excessive force was disputed factual question). 
That said, summary judgment is appropriate if the Court "concludes, after resolving all 
factual disputes in favor of the plaintiff, that the officer's use of force was objectively reasonable 
under all circumstances." Scott v. Henrich, 39 F.3d 912, 915 (9th Cir.1994); see also Graham, 
490 U.S. at 397.11 In considering this question, "the Court must be cognizant that "all 
determinations of unreasonable force must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are 
often forced to make split-second judgments-in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and 
rapidly evolving-about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation." Jones v. 
Kootenai Cnty., 2011 WL 124292 (D. Idaho Jan. 13, 2011), quoting Graham, 490 U.S. at 396-
97. The court may grant summary judgment where, "viewing the evidence in the light most 
11 The following police dog bite cases are but a few that exemplify that summary judgment is 
appropriate in police dog bite excessive force cases where the use of the canine was objectively 
reasonable: Miller v. Clark County, 340 F.3d 959 (9th Cir. 2003)(Summary judgment appropriate 
because use of dog to find and hold bite of suspects arm for up to one minute was objectively 
reasonable where suspect was hiding in woods); Matthews v. Jones, 35 F.3d 1046, 1052 (6th 
Cir.1994) (affirming summary judgment for defense where dog first located suspect who had fled 
after traffic chase into dark woods, and dog then attacked when suspect moved despite police 
officer's order to remain still); Lowry v. City of San Diego, 2013 WL 2396062 (May 31, 
2013)(summary judgment granted to city where officer used canine to search for and bite 
suspected burglar hiding in dark office building); Reed v. Wallace, 2013 WL 6513346 (D. Minn. 
2013)(use of police dog to twice locate and bite person suspected of burglary hiding in woods 
was objectively reasonable such as to merit summary judgment); Edwards v. High Point Police 
Dept. 559 F.Supp.2d 653 (M.D.N.C. 2008)(Summary judgment for objectively reasonable use of 
police dog to find and bite suspect hiding in deep pocket of kudzu); Robinette v. Barnes, 854 
F.2d 909 (6th Cir. 1988)(summary judgment for defendants in pre Graham case applying similar 
balancing test affirmed where dog used to locate and bite a burglary suspect hiding in the dark; 
suspect died from bite to neck). 
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favorable to [the plaintiff], the evidence compels the conclusion that [the officers'] use of force 
was reasonable." Hopkins v. Andaya, 958 F.3d 881, 885 (9th Cir. 1992). 
The case before this Court is unique. Unlike most excessive force claims where the 
parties' accounts of the events markedly diverge, the operative facts here are undisputed. 12 The 
officers' observations are not in dispute nor are the material facts of James apprehension by use 
of the police dog Ruwa. The question before this Court, then, is whether, in light of these 
undisputed facts, the only reasonable conclusion is that the use of force was objectively 
reasonable. For the reasons set forth herein, the Court finds it was. 
B. Evaluation of Quantum of Force 
First, the Court must "evaluate the type and amount of force inflicted" to "assess the 
gravity of a particular intrusion on Fourth Amendment rights." Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432, 
1440 (9th Cir. 1994). The use of dogs to find, bite, and hold concealed suspects is not per se 
unreasonable. Id at 144 7 (9th Cir.1994 ). However, "under some circumstances the use of such a 
'weapon' might become unlawful." Mendoza v. Block, 27 F.3d 1357, 1362 (9th Cir. 1994). 
12 While James disputes what conclusions the officers should have made from James' conduct 
and that the officers should have investigated further to be certain that a burglary was in fact 
occurring, these facts go ultimately to whether there was probable cause, not the force used to 
effectuate · the arrest after determining that probable cause existed to make the arrest. See 
discussion infra. James does not materially dispute the facts of the arrest itself. This is 
significant because the excessive force analysis does not take into account the validity of the 
officers' probable cause conclusion. See generally Beier v. City of Lewiston, 354 F.3d 1058, 
1064 (9th Cir. 2004)("establishing a lack of probable cause to make an arrest does not establish 
an excessive force claim and vice-versa"); Arpin v. Santa Clara Valley Transp. Agency, 261 F.3d 
· 912, 921-22 (9th Cir. 2001)(use of force to make arrest may be reasonable even in the absence of 
probable cause). James conceded at oral argument that her sole federal claim is one for excessive 
force only. 
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The general consensus of courts, particularly those within the Ninth Circuit, is that a 
police dog bite can constitute anything from a moderate to significant or even severe intrusion on 
4th Amendment rights, depending on the duration of the bite and the seriousness of the injuries. 
In Miller v. Clark County, the Court found that a bite lasting between 45 - 60 seconds which 
caused "severe injury" to suspect's arm was a "serious" intrusion, although not deadly force. 340 
F.3d 959, 964 (9th Cir. 2003). In Chew v. Gates, where the dog bit the suspect three times, 
dragged him several feet and nearly severed his arm, the intrusion was "serious." 27 F.3d at 
1441. In Beecher v. City of Tacoma, the court found the intrusion to be "significant" where the 
suspect testified he was bitten for two minutes and sustained severe leg injuries with permanent 
scarring and disfigurement. 2012 WL 1884672 (W.D. Wash. May 23, 2012). Finally, in Lowry v. 
City of San Diego, the court determined that where the encounter with the dog was "very quick" 
and required only three stiches, the intrusion was "moderate." 2013 WL 2396062 * 5 (May 31, 
2013). 
Here, Defendants admit that James experienced a "moderate to serious" intrusion to her 
4th Amendment interests. James suggests the intrusion was "severe." Officer Bonas' audio 
reveals the attack lasted 36 seconds at most. Aff. Fleming, Exh. K. Ja.II1:es does not dispute this. 
Pl's Memo, p. 6. Defendants contend it lasted "a matter of seconds, well under a minute." Defs' 
Memo, p. 5. Without question, James sustained significant and lasting injuries. In light of these 
undisputed facts, the intrusion was more than "moderate," but it did not arise to the level of 
deadly force or severe. The characterization of "significant" or "serious" seems most 
appropriate. The duration of the bite and the extent of injuries are most analogous to Miller v. 
Clark County, where the court found the intrusion to be "serious." Likewise, this Court finds the 
intrusion upon James' rights to be a "serious" or "significant" one. The intrusion was something 
greater than "moderate" but less than "severe." 
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C. Governmental Interests at Stake 
Next, James' Fourth Amendment interests must be balanced against the governmental 
interests at stake. Key to this inquiry are "the severity of the crime at issue, whether the suspect 
poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers or others, and whether he is actively resisting 
or attempting to evade arrest by flight." Graham, 490 U.S. at 396. But this list is not exhaustive. 
"Instead, we examine the totality of the circumstances," including whatever factors may be 
relevant in a particular case. Marquez v. City of Phoenix, 693 F.3d 1167, 1174-75 (9th Cir. 
2012). 
1. Severity of Crime 
The first Graham factor is the severity of the crime at issue. Graham, 490 U.S. at 396. 
The government has an undeniable legitimate interest in apprehending criminal suspects, and that 
interest is even stronger when the criminal is suspected of a felony. Miller v. Clark County, 340 
F.3d at 964. In Miller, the fact that the suspect, originally apprehended for a misdemeanor, had a 
prior felony of fleeing from police justified the Ninth Circuit's finding of this element in the 
government's favor. 340 F.3d at 964. See also, Coles v. Eagle, 704 F.3d 624, 628-29 (91h Cir. 
2012) (court found this factor weighed in government's favor where suspect was believed to have 
stolen a car, a felony). 
The suspected crime at issue in this case is burglary. In Idaho, burglary is classified as a 
felony and defined as the unlawful entry into a building with intent to commit any theft or any 
felony. LC. §18-1401; §18-1403. Punishment for burglary includes incarceration for up to ten 
years. I.C. § 18401 et. seq. However, burglary alone is not necessarily violent. State v. Miller, 
2010 WL 2348613 at *4 (Idaho Ct. App., June 14, 2010) (stating that defendant's prior burglaries 
where he broke into unoccupied homes belonging to family and friends were "not violent or 
exceptionally egregious."). That said, "[b ]urglary is dangerous because it can end in 
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confrontation leading to violence." Sykes v. U.S., _U.S._, 131 S.Ct. 2267, 2273 (2011). The 
Ninth Circuit has emphasized that "when officers suspect a burglary in progress, they have no 
idea who might be inside and may reasonably assume that the suspects will, if confronted, flee or 
offer armed resistance. In such exigent circumstances, the police are entitled to enter 
immediately, using all appropriate force." Frunz v. City of Tacoma, 468 F.3d 1141, 1145 (9th 
Cir.2006). See also, Sandoval v. Las Vegas Metro. Police Dep't, 854 F. Supp. 2d 860, 874 (D. 
Nev. 2012) (discussing seriousness of burglary and holding that officers were justified in using 
force despite their belief that a burglary was in progress was mistaken); Reed v. Wallace,2013 
WL 6513346 at *3 (D. Minn. 2013)(calling burglary "an inherently dangerous felony"). Further, 
James concedes "the fact that burglary is a 'serious' crime." James Memo. in Opp. to Summary 
Judgment at p. 10. 
Where a suspect is believed to be armed in committing the crime, the severity factor 
weighs heavily in the government's favor. See, Mendoza, 27 F.3d at 1362-63 (finding Graham 
factors favored police where potentially armed suspect fled arrest for a bank robbery and refused 
to surrender upon warning); Crenshaw v. Lister, 556 F.3d 1283, 1292 (11th Cir. 2009) (where 
suspect was believed to havl:? committed two armed robberies and actively fled from police, the 
severity of crime element weighed against suspect); Edwards v. High Point Police Dept., 559 
F.Supp.2d 653, 660 (M.D.N.C. 2008)(no excessive force where police dog was deployed upon 
hiding armed robbery suspect who failed comply with officer's order to show hands). 
However, even in simple burglary cases where there is no evidence that the suspected 
felon is armed, courts have found in the government's favor on the severity prong. For instance, 
Lowry v. City of San Diego, the court found in the government's favor on this factor where the 
suspected crime was a late night burglary and the suspect did not respond to warnings. 2013 WL 
at *5. The fact that the officer's suspicions were incorrect- the suspect was really an intoxicated 
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employee sleeping it off on the office couch- did not alter the court's view. Id. at* 4. See also, 
Gutierrez v. Hackett, 131 F. App'x 621, 624 (10th Cir. 2005) (where the suspect broke into and 
fell asleep in a car and failed to respond to warnings, the deployment of the police dog was found 
reasonable). 
James argues that the circumstances do not reasonably suggest a burglary in progress and, 
therefore, the severity element weighs heavily against Defendants. 13 However, this goes to the 
issue of whether the police had probable cause to believe a crime had taken place and thus to 
seize James. Courts have concluded that the question of whether probable cause to make an 
13 Her expert, Dan Montgomery, states that there were several red flags which should have led 
the officers to question whether James was actually committing a crime: 
• Females generally do not commit forced entries. Aff. Montgomery ,r 11. 
• Burglars who have been spotted generally do not continue the crime. Id. at ,r 12. 
• James communicated with Mr. Hendricks that she was retrieving her keys from 
inside; a statement which is consistent with someone being locked out of the 
building. Id. 
• Burglars prefer to operate in the dark rather than a lit room. Id. at ,r 12 
• Burglars do not typically drink a beer while committing the crime. Id. at ,r 13. 
• James was seen using dental instruments in a place known to be a dental lab. Id. 
• The officers learned from the cleaning lady that there was a female who worked in 
the building, but did -not follow up after being told by the building owner that no 
one had a right to be in the building if ~ey had to break a window to get in. Id. ,r 
14. 
In sum, Mr. Montgomery opines that these factors should have suggested to the officers that 
additional follow-up should be done to identify James. Had the officers completed their interview 
of the cleaning lady and obtained the names and numbers of the tenants, Mr. Montgomery states 
"it is virtually certain that the officers would have connected the dots and figured out that 
[James] worked there and was in fact working that e".'ening." Id. at ,r 16. 
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arrest or to seize a suspect is separate and distinct from the question of the amount of force uses 
in making the arrest. See generally Beier v. City of Lewiston, 354 F.3d 1058, 1064 (9th Cir. 2004) 
and Arpin v. Santa Clara Valley Transp. Agency, 261 F.3d 912, 921-22 (9th Cir. 2001). At oral 
argument James conceded that her sole feder_al claim is an excessive force claim. Thus the focus 
for summary judgment must be on the force used to effectuate the arrest. Once police 
determined there was probable cause that a crime was committed and the person refusing to 
come out of the basement (James) committed the crime, the police, for safety sake, necessarily 
must use the amount of force reasonably necessary to make the arrest, regardless of whether the 
suspect is actually guilty. 
Furthermore, despite James' arguments to the contrary, the undisputed facts confronting 
the police the evening in question would lead any re~sonable officer to conclude that a burglary 
was taking place. Jame~ entered the building on a Sunday evening by climbing over a wrought 
. iron railing, dropping down into a window well, breaking a window and entering the building. 
She was extremely drunk (blood draws taken mor~ than an hour after her entry through the 
broken window shows a BAC of .27). No reasonable police officer would have concluded that 
this was remotely likely to be anything other than a burglary. The totality of the circumstances 
and information from trustworthy sources, including the building owner and the witness who 
called 911 and was interviewed on scene, invariably support a reasonable officers' conclusion 
that a crime had taken place and that the intoxicated person seen entering the building likely 
committed such crime. 
The police reasonably and correctly believed they had probable cause to conclude a crime 
was taking place and James probably committed it. The fact police were ultimately incorrect in 
the reasonable conclusions they drew from their investigation is immaterial. See e.g., Lowry, 
supra; Sandoval, supra; and Gutierrez, supra. 
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Indeed, viewing the circumstances from the · perspective of a reasonable officer on the 
scene, and not utilizing hindsight, which is what this Court is required to do, James' expert's 
characterization of the events14 is conclusory and unduly favorable to James and ignores 
important and undisputed facts. 15 First, Mr. Montgomery lias offered no statistics supporting his 
contention that females generally do not commit burglaries and there is no justifiable reason to 
believe that women are not as capable as men in doing so. Further, women do commit burglaries 
and police cannot be expected to not act because of a suspect's gender. Second, James' 
statement to Mr. Henricks that she was retrieving her keys is entirely consistent with someone 
committing a crime yet feigning legitimacy to minimize the witness's suspicion (a person who 
locks their keys in a building generally does not break a window to regain entry). Third, that she 
was in a lit room drinking a beer while handling dental instruments does not reasonably suggest 
she is "working." People do not generally drink while at work in a dental lab, nor do they go to 
work by breaking a window while "under the influence of drugs or major alcohol" as Hendricks 
reported her to be. Further, it is not reasonable for the officers to assume she was working 
considering it was a Sunday evening - an atypical schedule for a dental building - especially 
where there are no facts suggesting she was seen actually working on a dental appliance. 
14 See supra, footnote 13. 
15 James' argument appears to suggest that a summary judgment standard should be applied 
retroactively to determine if Police had probable cause; that is looking at each piece of evidence 
individually in the light most favorable to James to determine if it could possible support an 
inference of an innocent occurrence rather than the occurrence of a crime. Of course, this is not 
the correct standard. Instead, the Court must look at the totality of circumstances and the credible 
evidence to determine if a reasonable police officer would have concluded that a crime was likely 
occurring or had occurred and that James likely committed it. Once probable cause is established, 
no constitutional violation occurs for the decision to make an arrest or seizure of James. The 
question before this Court is the amount of force used to make that arrest or seizure. 
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Moreover, a worker who broke a window would likely have cleaned up the shards of broken 
glass before proceeding with work. The fact that that one room was lit is not unheard of 
considering that only the basement area was lit and the suspect was thought to be significantly 
chemically impaired. Further, not all burglars immediately abandon their crime and take flight 
from the scene when spotted entering, particularly those whose thinking is significantly impaired 
by alcohol and/or drugs. It is apparent that James gives far too much credit to the collective 
intelligence and judgment of burglars. 
While Mr. Montgomery finds fault with the officers not following up with the cleaning 
lady or obtaining more tenant information, this Court finds the officers' actions were reasonable 
· and justified given the building owner's statement that no one should be in the building, meaning 
the tenant would not try to enter in this way. Coupled with the officers' unheeded and repeated 
warnings to surrender and the officers' knowledge that there had been recent burglaries of local 
dental offices, 16 these undisputed facts lead to an inescapable objectively reasonable conclusion 
that James was committing a burglary, was potentially armed and under the influence. Even had 
the officers not seen James with a weapon, because she refused to answer the pleas to surrender, 
until the police could see the suspect's hands, they would have to assume James might be armed. 
This is necessary to ensure their own safety. These circumstances could reasonably give rise to a 
violent situation and put the officers' and James' safety in serious jeopardy. Therefore, this 
Court finds the severity of crime element to weigh heavily in favor of Defendants. 
16 James notes that one of the burglaries cited by Defendants occurred after the event in this case 
and challenges the character of some others; however, it is undisputed that police were aware that 
there had been some burglaries in dental offices and other medical offices prior to this event. The 
factual issues raised by James as to the exact nature of this history in this regard, including how 
much had been taken in prior crimes, are immaterial. 
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2. Immediate Threat 
Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others has 
been deemed "the most important single element" of the Graham factors. Smith v. City of Hemet, 
394 F.3d 689, 702 (9th Cir. 2005). The threat must be evidenced by objective factors rather than 
by a simple statement that an officer feared for his safety or the safety of others. Bryan v. 
MacPherson, 630 F.3d 805, 806 (9th Cir. 2010). 
The Defendant officers were entitled to assume James posed an immediate threat because 
the objective factors indicated she was armed with a bladed tool, intoxicated, and hidden within 
the basement of a largely dark building with which the officers were unfamiliar. James had the 
advantage of cover and concealment and could be lying in wait. The dental lab and office also 
likely contained numerous potential items that could be used as a weapon against the officers. 
See Miller v. Clark County, supra. 
In Miller, the Ninth Circuit found in officers' favor on this element where the suspect 
defied orders to stop and fled into dark woods with "treacherous" terrain, ignored warnings that a 
police dog would be deployed, was wanted for a prior felony of fleeing from police in a manner 
which evinced "a willingness to threaten others' safety," potentially had mental health problems 
and was known to be not "law enforcement friendly." 340 F.3d at 965. Further, the officers 
found a large knife in the car from which the suspect fled, indicating he had a propensity to carry 
a weapon. Id. 
Even more instructive is Robinette v. Barnes, where the Sixth Circuit found reasonable 
the officers' belief that a burglary suspect hidden inside a darkened building in the middle of the 
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night who failed to respond the officer warnings posed a threat to the safety of the officers. 17 
854 F.2d 909, 913-14 (6th Cir. 1988). In fact, the court stated that where an officer was "forced 
to explore an enclosed unfamiliar area in which he knew the [ suspected burglar] was hiding ... 
the officer was justified in using whatever force was necessary, even deadly force, to protect 
himself and the other officers and to apprehend the suspect." Id. at 914. Although the suspect 
died from wounds after the police dog was deployed, the court found the use of the dog to 
apprehend him was not only reasonable, but "can make it more likely that the officers can 
apprehend suspects without the risks attendant to the use of firearms in the darkness, thus, 
frequently enhancing the safety of the officers, bystanders and the suspect." Id. 
Similarly, in Lowry v. City of San Diego, the "immediate threat" element weighed in 
favor of the city where the officers were searching for an unknown burglary suspect at night in an 
unlit building without knowledge of whether the suspect was armed or not. 2013 WL at *6. 
"Under these circumstances, the officers reasonably and objectively feared for their safety and 
any possible hostage's safety." Id. 
Plaintiffs point to the Ninth Circuit's analysis in Chew v. Gates to suggest this element 
should be approached with caution. In Chew, the suspect was initially stopped for a traffic 
violation. 27 F.3d at 1442. He provided his driver's license, smoked a cigarette and engaged the 
officer in conversation before suddenly fleeing from police. He hid in a large scrapyard for an 
hour and a half before the police dog was deployed and mauled him. Id. Analyzing the 
"immediate threat" prong, the court found no evidence that the suspect engaged in any 
threatening behavior or that he did anything other than hide quietly. Id. The police had time to 
17 Although Robinette was decided prior to Graham, the court analyzed the excessive force claim 
under a reasonably objective standard. 
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consult with their superiors and summon a helicopter to the scene. "The officers were not forced 
to make 'split second judgments' in circumstances that were 'rapidly evolving."' Id. at 1443. In 
light of these facts, the court determined that a rational jury could "easily find that Chew posed 
no immediate safety threat to anyone." Id. at 1442.(emphasis in original). 
The opinion in Chew was cobbled together with two different compositions of the 
majority, and even the two judges who constituted the majority for constitutional analysis could 
not agree as to what compelled the outcome on this issue. 18 Chew is unique in its conclusion 
regarding immediacy of threat. This court could find no other case that concludes that the threat 
of immediate harm analysis should be viewed such as to allow for the option to not arrest19 the 
suspect or to "wait out" a hiding suspect. 
Because the examination is of the arrest itself, the immediacy of the threat to the officers 
or public that exists during the making of or in order to make the arrest is what is relevant. The 
immediacy of the harm must be examined in connection with the police actually trying to make 
18 Two judges decided that the constitutional violation issue was a question of fact, on two 
differing grounds, and a different majority of two judges concluded that the individual defendants 
were immune. The opinion as to the issue of immediacy appears to be an aberration, and Judge 
Stephen Trott's dissent in the case is well taken. 
19 This Court's search did not include cases dealing with the use of deadly force on a fleeing or 
retreating unarmed suspect. In this respect, Chew can be reconciled if one accepts the conclusion 
of one judge composing part of the majority on the immediacy analysis that the use of a canine 
constitutes deadly force. No other case appears to reach such a conclusion regarding canines, 
including Robinette, wherein the suspect died from his injuries. 
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the arrest, not in waiting out a hiding defendant. James analysis20 would make the arrests in 
Miller, Robbinette, Lowry, Reed, and Edwards all excessive, as well as any other case where 
police did not elect to simply let the suspect be or wait until they quietly surrendered. 21 Judge 
Stephen Trott, in his dissent in Chew, aptly stated: 
Chew obviously was not going to surrender on his own initiative. . . Nightfall was 
approaching. It is narve to believe Chew was not buying time until darkness 
became his ally. Should the police have left their dogs in their kennels and 
conducted a massive dumpster by dumpster search for Chew before it got dark? Is 
that a reasonable way to conduct this operation? Were the police required to 
maintain their perimeter until they starved Chew out? Should the police have 
given up and gone home? 
Chew, 27 F.3d at 1124. 
Indeed, it is only logical to consider the immediacy of the threat at the time the force was 
used. Therefore, the analysis should focus on the circumstances directly confronting Officer 
Bonas at the time he and the other officers entered the building and then ultimately gave Ruwa 
;!~ 
the -command to apprehend James. The question is whether Bonas and the other officers faced a 
reasonable threat of immediate harm in carrying out their sworn duty to go into the building and 
bring James out, not if they could avoid their duty by refusing to go in at all. As in Robinette and 
20 James argues that the facts do not reasonably suggest the presence of any threat, let alone an 
immediate threat, to the officers. She states, without citing authority, that the "immediate threat" 
must be considered by reference to the circumstances before the officers entered the building 
with the dog, not while they were inside. James points out that before entering the building, 
which occurred approximately 50 minutes after their arrival, the officers had secured a perimeter, 
interviewed a cleaning lady and building owner and consulted with superiors. James asserts that 
from an objective perspective, there did not appear to be a sense of urgency. Further, their 
observations of James did not suggest outright aggression - she was seen drinking a beer and 
holding a "bladed tool" and reported to be "lethargic" and "totally out of it, according to Jam.es. 
21 At oral argument, James conceded that the officers did not have to wait James out. Instead, 
her focus was on the investigation into whether there was a need at all to arrest James because 
she was lawfully in the building and if officers would have done a more thorough investigation 
they would have discovered this fact, according to James. 
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Lowry, Officer Bonas was apprehending a burglary suspect in an unfamiliar, darkened building at 
night where the suspect did not respond to several warnings to surrender. He knew she was in 
possession of a "bladed tool" and was reported to be "under the influence of drugs or major 
alcohol." He did not know whether there were other accomplices inside the building or possibly 
even potential hostages. Upon reaching the staircase to the basement, he gave one last warning 
which went unanswered. He could either proceed into the basement and risk and ambush or 
instead he could deploy Ruwa. At that moment, Officer Bonas was forced to make "split second 
judgments" under circumstances that were "rapidly evolving." The threat of harm was 
immediate and objectively reasonable. 
For these reasons, this Court finds the immediacy of threat factor, the most compelling of 
factors, also weighs heavily in Defendants' favor.22 
3. Resisting Arrest 
The third Graham factor is whether the individual actively resisted arrest or attempted to 
evade arrest by flight. Graham, 490 U.S. at 396. Since there are no facts indicating that James 
attempted to evade arrest by flight, the inquiry must be whether her failure to respond to officers' 
warnings to come out or risk a dog bite constitutes active resistance of arrest. 
22 James also tries to argue that the use of force occurred when the decision by the Boise Police 
Department ("BPD") was made to involve Ruwa in the search for James, which decision was 
made prior to entering the building, citing BPD policy and the officers' deposition testimony. 
However, because the use of the dog is contingent upon the suspect's failure to respond to the 
giving of warnings to surrender, until the last warning was given and James refused or failed to 
respond, and as a result the dog was unleashed and given its verbal command to find James, the 
decision to use Ruwa was not "made" in a final sense. Even once in the house, the decision was 
still contingent on James lack ofresponse to the warnings. 
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Miller v. Clark County suggests that hiding may constitute evasion of arrest. Miller focused on 
evasion of arrest by flight and hiding, not by active resistance. The court pointed out that even 
though the suspect paused his flight to hide, at which time he was bitten by the dog, the pause did 
not change the fact that he was trying to evade arrest. 340 F.3d at 965-66. The court held that 
the use of the dog during the hiding phase of the flight was not excessive force. Here, the dog 
was used while James was believed to be resisting arrest by hiding in the building and refusing to 
come out despite numerous warnings and commands for her to do so. In that respect, from the 
police's perspective, she was no different than Miller who hid in the woods. 
Even more compelling is the case of Lowry v. City of San Diego, which confronts the 
precise issue of whether a burglary suspect's failure to respond to police cornrn:ands to exit 
constitutes active resistance to arrest. The court noted that the suspect's failure to respond 
reasonably gave rise to the officers' belief she was ignoring them and evading arrest. In reality, 
the suspect did not hear the warnings, but the court found her failure to hear the warnings "d[id] 
not contradict the evidence establishing· that warnings were voiced." 2013 WL at *6. 
Recognizing the suspect was not "actively and physically" resisting arrest nor fleeing from the 
officers, the court nonetheless found this factor to weigh in the government's favor.23 
This Court must conclude that when a suspect hides in an area that gives them the 
protection and advantage of concealment and cover, and places the police at risk should they 
23 In Chew v. Gates, the court found under relatively similar circumstances that the factor cut 
"slightly" in the government's favor. In Chew, the suspect initially fled from officers but, unlike 
the brief "pause" in Miller, had been hiding in a junkyard for two hours before being found and 
bit by the police dog. The Ninth Circuit noted that the suspect did not offer physical resistance to 
his arrest and, although he initially fled, he had been hiding for a considerable amount oftime. 27 
F.3d at 1442. 
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pursue because of the tactical disadvantage of the cover, this must be considered "active" 
resistance or "evading." This is what the Defendants reasonably believed was occurring when 
James appeared to refuse to surrender and no less than four warnings went unheeded. To the 
police officer who must go into the woods or into the darkened unfamiliar building, it is no more 
passive or less treacherous than chasing a suspect on foot or even in an automobile pursuit. 
Under Miller, Lowry and Chew,24 James' failure to respond to the officers' commands 
could reasonably be characterized as active resistance to arrest or evading arrest. 25 
24 In addition, a number of other courts have considered whether a suspect in hiding is considered 
to be resisting for purposes of excessive force analysis. See e.g., Samarco v. Neumann 44 
F.Supp.2d 1276, 1293-94 (S.D. Fla. 1999)(use of dog to bite suspect who was hiding in bushes, 
noting that the court was unaware of any cases holding use of dog to be excessive and 
unreasonable where suspect was "hiding or fleeing"); Edwards v. High Point Police Dept., 559 
F.Supp.2d 653 (M.D.N.C. 2008)(Summary judgment granted were police used bite dog to arrest 
suspect hiding in deep pocket of kudzu and refusing to show hands when found); Reed v. 
Wallace, 2013 WL 6513346 (D. Minn. 2013) (Summary judgment granted where police bite dog 
used twice to apprehend burglary suspect believed to be hiding in woods; suspect did not respond 
to warnings because suspect was too intoxicated by illegal drugs to respond). 
25 In her briefing, James also cited the BPD use of force policy which defines "Passive" 
resistance as "[a]ny type of resistance where the subject does not attempt to defeat the officer's 
attempt to touch or control him/her, but he/she still will not voluntarily comply with verbal and 
physical attempts of control (e.g., dead weight, does not react to verbal commands, etc.)." Bush 
Aff. Exh. P, p. 2, (Use of Force Policy, section 1.01.01). James then goes on to cite the BPD 
policy that a dog is considered an "Intermediate weapons" and that such weapons will not be 
used unless a suspect is proving physical resistance, not including passive resistance. Id at p. 6 
(section 1.02.00). 
The problem with this interpretation is its circular inconsistency. Under the Canine Policy, one of 
the explicitly approved uses of the police canine is to search a building in which a suspect may be 
located in hiding. Bush Aff. Exh. K, at p. 3. If resisting by hiding in a building is considered 
passive resistance such that intermediate force cannot be used, why then does the Canine Policy 
specifically allow the use of a dog for this purpose? The logical and only reasonable answer is 
that the definition of passive resistance is not intended to include a suspect in hiding. Indeed, it is 
clear that the term "passive" resistance is meant to have meaning only with respect to a suspect 
with whom the officer has actually encountered. It is meant to apply to a suspect whom the 
officer has physically encountered who does not resist but simply refuses to respond to the 
officer's commands or attempts to place the suspect in to custody. 
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By all accounts, Officer Butler gave at least one PA announcement from the loudspeaker of his 
car. Officer Bonas then made three additional announcements; one prior to entering the building 
and two inside. From the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, it appeared James was 
intentionally eluding and thus evading the officers by hiding. This factor weighs in the 
Defendants' favor. 
4. Totality of Circumstances 
The totality of the circumstances analysis may include such factors as alternative levels of 
force, warnings, or the conformity of the defendant officers' actions with department guidelines. 
Jones v. Kootenai County, 2011 WL at *10, citing Brooks v. City of Seattle, 599 F.3d 1018,1030 
(9th Cir. 2010). Additionally, whether the suspect was emotionally disturbed or intoxicated may 
be relevant. Glenn v. Washington County, 673 F.3d 864,872 (9th Cir. 2011). 
a. Provision of Warnings 
The giving or not giving of a warning before using the force in question is a factor to be 
considered in applying the Graham balancing test. Doerle v. Rutherford, 272 F.3d 1272, 1284 
(9th Cir. 2001). "[W]arnings should be given, when feasible, if the use of force may result in 
serious injury .... " Id. at 1284. Here, it is undisputed that the officers gave several warnings to 
James, both prior to entering the building and throughout the building search. The fact that 
James did not hear them is immaterial to the inquiry. Lowry, 2013 WL at* 6; Reed v. Wallace 
2013 WL 6513346, supra. However, James points out that while several warnings were given, 
had a warning been given at the basement level, which BPD policy allegedly requires, she may 
have heard it and exited the bathroom. Aff. Montgomery at if2 l. 
Viewing this element from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene who did 
not know James was in the bathroom and could either not hear the warnings for this reason, or 
perhaps could not hear them because she was too intoxicated, the provision of at least four 
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warnings within a maximum time period of thirty minutes is adequate. Further, as discussed 
previously, the policy does not require the giving of an announcement on each level if the 
"tactical considerations" preclude it. It is undisputed that the tactical situation did not permit the 
officers to safely go down the stairs and expose themselves to give an announcement. Instead, as 
is evident from the audio, the officers gave an announcement at the top of the stairs and did so 
loud enough such that it was reasonable to believe anyone in the basement would hear it. Thus, 
this additional factor would weigh in the Defendants' favor. Indeed, from the officers' 
perspective, to avoid being bitten, all James had to do was comply with the warnings and 
instructions. 
b. James' Mental/Emotional State 
The plaintiffs mental and emotional state has been considered by courts in evaluating the 
totality of circumstances under the Graham test. Luchtel v. Hagemann, 623 F.3d 975, 980 (91h 
Cir. 2010). In Luchtel, the 9th Circuit observed that "[p]eople under the influence of mood-
altering substances often act in an unpredictable, irrational manner .... They can exhibit 
superhuman strength and, despite their physical size, can inflict serious injuries while resisting 
arrest." Id. 
This factor should be determined in Defendants' favor in light of Hendricks' 911 report 
that James appeared to be "under the influence of drugs or major alcohol," "lethargic," and 
"totally out of it," and the officers own observation of her drinking a beer. James does not 
contest that she was significantly under the influence of alcohol and tested positive for marijuana 
use. James argues that this factor could also weigh in her favor as the officers could have 
concluded that James' lethargy and intoxication made it unlikely that she would attack. 
However, the analysis must be examined from a reasonable officer's perspective, and to ensure 
the officer's safety when entering a darkened and unknown environment in which a potentially 
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armed suspect is believed to be hiding, the officers must assume that the suspect's intoxication 
would make her potentially aggressive and unpredictable, not passive and docile. A wrong 
assumption could easily result in the officers' or other's injury or even death. Therefore, this 
favor weighs significantly in favor of Defendants. 
c. Compliance with Policies 
The conformity of the officers' actions with department guidelines is another factor which 
may be considered by a court under the totality of circumstances prong. Jones, 2013 WL at *10. 
Defendants argue that the officers followed BPD policies and procedures in deploying Ruwa at 
all times. They attach a Declaration from Officer Bonas setting forth the text of the applicable 
policies and explaining how they were met on the evening of James' arrest. Deel. Bonas (Jan. 2, 
2014)." Copies of the policies are attache_d to his Declaration. 
James argues that certain policies were violated as follows: 
• Officers failed to follow up on information that the building had tenants; 
• Officer Bonas failed to give a warning at the basement level of a multi-level 
building and allow for a reasonable period to elapse for James to respond; 
• Officer Bonas and Kukla used passive resistance (i.e., failure to respond to 
warnings) as a basis to justify deployment. 
The latter two policies have previously been discussed and dismissed as not being violated. The 
Standard Operating Procedure for K-9 units ("K-9 SPO") in place at the time of the incident sets 
forth the training and use requirements for canines: Bonas Deel., Exh A (SPO#P3.0001.0). 
According to the po.licy, "[a] primary use of department canines is for locating suspects in 
buildings ... where search by officers would create an unnecessary risk." Id. at BC000052. As for 
building searches, the K-9 SPO sets forth specific mandatory steps to be taken. Id. With regard to 
the alleged failure to follow up on information that the building had tenants, the policy only 
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mandates that "[w]henever possible, the building's owner should be contacted to determine 
whether there may be tenants or others in the building and to ascertain the building's layout." Id. 
Here, the building's owner was contacted, the officers learned that tenants leased space, but the 
owner effectively stated that no tenant or anyone else who had a right to be there would have to 
enter by breaking a window. Despite James arguments to the contrary, there was no reason for 
responding police to believe that James, who entered by breaking the basement window in a 
heavily intoxicated state and was seen briefly in the basement drinking a beer, was a tenant. The 
Graham Court and its progeny have warned against using 20/20 hindsight analysis, which is 
exactly what James is urging this Court to use. The policy was not violated. 
James' contention that Bonas did not give James a reasonable amount of time to respond 
is unfounded. The applicable policy states that "[b ]efore beginning the search" the handler shall 
give the canine warning and a "reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the suspect to 
respond." Bonas Deel, Exh A at BC000053. According to Officer Butler, the first 
announcement was made from his car's P.A. system approximately several minutes prior to 
entering the building. Thereafter, Officer Bonas testified to giving another canine announcement 
at the front door prior to entry. He cleared the top floor and gave a second announcement At the 
top of the stairs leading to the basement, he gave a third announcement. All the while, Ruwa was 
loudly barking after each announcement. A review of the audio reveals that Officer Bonas' three 
announcements were spaced by 2.5 minutes and 7 minutes. Approximately twenty seconds after 
the final warning, Ruwa was given the command to search. James has offered no evidence or 
expert opinion suggesting these intervals are unreasonable other than her naked, conclusory 
argument. 
James' argument that canine use for passive resistance constitutes a policy violation is 
similarly unavailing. Under the K-9 SPO, the use of canines is considered a "use of force" and, 
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therefore, must conform with BPD's Use of Force policy. Bonas Deel., Exh A at BC00052. The 
Use of Force policy in effect at the time of the incident is attached as Exhibit P to Bush's 
affidavit. Section 1.02.04 is specific to canines and states that "[c]anine teams are available to 
conduct building searches for offenders in hiding" among other things. 26 "Canine handlers are 
responsible for determining whether a situation justifies canine use and the appropriate tactical 
measures that should be taken." Id The decision to deploy a canine must be based on a 
consideration of the Graham factors. Id. Since the Use of Force policy specifically authorizes 
canine use for suspects hiding in buildings and all objective signs indicated James was hiding, no 
violation occurred. 
Because the undisputed factual record does not reasonably support James' claims of 
policy violations, the Court finds this factor weighs in Defendants' favor. 
d. Alternative Levels of Force 
"Whether alternative levels of force were available is particularly salient." Jones, 2011 
WL at * 10. While police officers "are not required to use the least intrusive degree of force 
possible" when carrying out an arrest, it is still appropriate to consider what their options were. 
Id., quoting Forrester v. City of San Diego, 25 F.3d 804, 807 (9th Cir. 1994). 
Defendants argue this factor weighs in their favor since the alternate means of securing 
James were inadequate. Besides issuing verbal warnings, the other means available to the 
officers included guns, tasers and a 40 mm non-lethal gun which shoots beanbags or rubber 
bullets. Defs' Memo, p. 12. However, Defendants state none of these alternatives are effective in 
locating a potentially armed burglary suspect during a search of a darkened building while the 
26 The canine-specific section of the Use of Force policy is also attached as Exh. B to the Bonas 
Deel. 
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suspect appears to be hiding. 
Plaintiff's expert, Mr. Montgomery, suggests that an alternative method of canine 
apprehension could have been utilized. Aff. Montgomery, ,r,r 22-23. He states that BPD trains 
its dogs under a "Handler Controlled" ("HC") method as opposed to the "Bark and Hold" 
method. Under the HC method, dogs are trained to bite or bark based on the direction of the 
handler. Indeed, the record here demonstrates that Bonas gave Ruwa the "search" command and 
released Ruwa down the stairs. When he located James' odor, he went into "bark alert." At that 
point, Bonas gave Ruwa the "bite" command to actually locate James herself. 
Mr. Montgomery does not describe the "Bark and Hold" method or explain why it is a 
preferable option. He merely asserts as a conclusion, without offering proof, that the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police and the U.S. Department of Justice have 
recommended "bark and hold" model policies. Further, Montgomery offers no evidence that 
only the bark and hold method is constitutional. Indeed, this Court has reviewed a large cross 
section of K9 excessive force cases, and it has found no consensus or even suggestion, that only 
the bark and hold method is constitutional. Indeed all of the dog case cited by the Court in this 
opinion involved policies other than the bark and hold policy, most of them the "bite and hold" 
method. 
Meanwhile, Officer Bonas testified that the HC method used by BPD and used by him in 
this incident is safer for both the dog and the officer than limiting the dog's role in the 
apprehension to barking. Depo. Bonas 90:4-10. In light of Officer Bonas' testimony and James' 
lack of support for her assertion that the "bark and hold" method was a more advantageous 
alternative, the "alternate levels of force" factor weighs in the Defendants' favor, in light of the 
fact the other methods may not have been more effective in apprehending James and likely would 
have exposed her and the officers to greater danger. 
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D. Intrusion v. Governmental Interest: Reasonableness of Force 
The final step in analyzing James' excessive force claim is to determine the "dispositive 
question of whether the force that was applied was reasonably necessary under the 
circumstances." Miller v. Clark County, 340 F.3d at 966. Under the circumstances known to the 
officers at the time Ruwa was released to apprehend James, the use ofRuwa was ideally suited to 
search for and detain her. From an objective perspective, her actions clearly gave police probable 
cause to believe she was committing a burglary. While the degree of intrusion or injury was 
significant, each Graham factor as well as the totality of circumstances test overwhelmingly 
weighs in Defendants' favor. 
There is no question that James suffered significant injuries as a result of the dog bites, 
and the intrusion on her constitutional right was likewise significant. However, having found the 
Graham factors significantly favor Defendants, this Court further finds that the government's 
interest in utilizing Ruwa under the circumstances far outweighs the intrusion on James' liberty. 
Indeed, James struggled to identify anything excessive about the actual seizure of her apart from 
the claim that a more thorough investigation prior to deciding to arrest and seize James might 
have led police to understand that no crime had occurred. Had James in fact been a burglar even 
James must concede that arrest and seizure of her was reasonable. Since the use of Ruwa was 
objectively reasonable under the circumstances, summary judgment in the Defendants Officers' 
favor on James' § 1983 claim is warranted. 
2. § 1983 EXCESSIVE FORCE CLAIM AGAINST CITY OF BOISE ("MONELL CLAIM") 
The Court's resolution of the§ 1983 claim in the Defendant Officers' favor also disposes 
of the claim as it applies to Defendant City of Boise. In Monell v. Department of Social Services, 
436 U.S. 658 (1978), the Supreme Court held that a municipality is a "person" that can be liable 
under § 1983 where "the action that is alleged to be unconstitutional implements or executes a 
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policy, statement, ordinance, regulation, or decisions officially adopted and promulgated by that 
body's officer." Id. at 690. At the same time, the Court concluded that a municipality may not be 
found liable "unless action pursuant to official municipal policy of some nature caused a 
constitutional tort." Id. at 691. The Court did not address the full contours of municipal liability 
under§ 1983, but established that a municipality cannot be held liable on a respondeat superior 
theory, that is, solely because it employs a tortfeasor. Id. 
Where, as here, there is no constitutional violation by the officers, there can be no 
municipality liability. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that no principle "authorizes the award 
of damages against a municipal corporation when ... the officer inflicted no constitutional harm." 
City of L.A. v. Heller, 475 U.S. 796, 799 (1986) (stating that whether "the departmental 
regulations might have authorized the use of constitutionally excessive force is quite beside the 
point" where there is no constitutional violation). Therefore, as against the City of Boise, James' 
§ 1983 claim fails as a matter of law because she has not suffered a constitutional injury.27 
27 In resisting the City of Boise's motion for summary Judgment, plaintiffs offered no Monell 
analysis or argument whatsoever. While James did make one passing allegation in her 
Complaint that might be read to encompass a Monell claim, it was so vague and devoid of factual 
support and context specific to that claim such that it made it virtually impossible for Boise to 
meaningfully prove the absence of a question of fact relative to such a claim. Neither in the 
complaint nor at summary judgment has James pointed to an uncorrected repeated course of 
conducted depriving citizens of their right to be free from excessive force, nor did James identify 
how Boise has "implement[ed] or execute[d] a policy, statement, ordinance, regulation, or 
decisions officially adopted and promulgated by that body's officer." However, because the 
Court has found no constitutional violation, it need not determine whether a Monell claim against 
the City otherwise survives summary judgment, 
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3. Qualified Immunity of Defendant Officers28 
As a general matter, government officials can benefit from qualified immunity in § 1983 
suits if they followed a reasonable interpretation of the law. Miller v. Idaho State Patrol, 150 
Idaho 856, 864, 252 P.3d 1274, 1282 (2011). If a government official violates the claimant's 
constitutional rights, qualified immunity "generally turns on the objective reasonableness of the 
action assessed in light of the legal rules that were clearly established at the time it was taken." 
Id., quoting Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635,639 (1987). Thus, courts ruling on a claim for 
qualified immunity are essentially confronted with two questions: (1) whether, accepting the 
plaintiffs assertions as true, the defendant invaded the plaintiffs constitutional rights; and (2) 
whether the defendant acted reasonably given the state of American law at the time. Id. The 
qualified immunity standard "gives ample room for mistaken judgments' by protecting "all but 
the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law." Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 
335, 341-43 (1986). 
Qualified immunity protects officers from the "hazy border between excessive and 
acceptable force," and ensures that before they are subjected to suit, officers are on notice their 
conduct is unlawful. Saucier, 533 U.S. at 206. Qualified immunity is "an immunity from suit 
rather than a mere defense to liability; and like an absolute immunity, it is effectively lost if a 
case is erroneously permitted to go to trial." Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 376 (2007). 
28 "[A] municipality is not entitled to the shield of qualified immunity from liability under § 
1983." Brandon v. Holt, 469 U.S. 464, 473 (1985); see also Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432, 1439 
(9th Cir.1994). Nonetheless, a claimant must still prove municipal liability exists under Monell. 
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As to the first inquiry - whether the facts alleged by the plaintiff show the officer's 
conduct violated a constitutional right - this Court has already determined as a matter of law that 
no constitutional violation occurred. However, even if a violation had occurred, the officers are 
still entitled to qualified immunity if "the officer could nevertheless have reasonably but 
mistakenly believed that his or her conduct did not violate a clearly established constitutional 
right." Jackson v. City of Bremerton, 268 F.3d 646, 650 (9th Cir.2001) (citing Saucier, 533 U.S. 
at 206. The plaintiff has the burden of establishing that the law was well-established. Miller v. 
ISP, 150 Idaho at 865, 252 P.3d at 1283. If the law did not put the officer on notice that his 
conduct would be clearly unlawful, summary judgment based on qualified immunity is 
appropriate. Saucier, 533 U.S. at 202. 
Whether the law is clearly established is a question of law. Id. Since the Court must 
determin(? the state of the law at the time the events took place, subsequent legal developments 
should only be viewed as illuminating the law as it previously existed. Id. 
James argues that the "law" to be analyzed is whether an offi'cer's failure to follow policy 
and procedure regarding use of force constitutes a constitutional violation- a law, James asserts, 
is well established. Pl's Memo, p. 18. However, the Idaho Supreme Court has cautioned against 
defining the question too broadly, which would "essentially vitiate the qualified immunity 
doctrine." Miller v. ISP, 150 Idaho at 865.29 The question must reflect the facts of 
29 See also Mendoza v. Block, 27 F.3d 1357 (91h Cir. 1994)((asserted "legal right cannot be so 
general as to allow a plaintiff to 'convert the rule of qualified immunity ... into a rule of 
virtually unqualified liability simply by alleging [a] violation of extremely abstract rights."') 
quoting Anderson v. Creighton 483 U.S. 635,639 (1987)(brackets in original)). 
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the case. Id. 30 Therefore, as Defendants urge, the inquiry should be whether a reasonable police 
officer would have known as of December of 2010 that it was unlawful to utilize a police dog to 
search for and bite and seize a hidden and potentially armed suspect during a burglary in progress 
for up to 36 seconds until it can be determined that the suspect is unarmed. Defs' Memo, p. 17. 
In 1994, the Ninth Circuit noted in Chew v. Gates: 
"[w]hen the incident that led to the filing of this lawsuit occurred, the use of 
police dogs to search for and apprehend fleeing or concealed suspects constituted 
neither a new nor a unique policy. The practice was long-standing, widespread, 
and well-known. No decision of which we are aware intimated that a policy of 
using dogs to apprehend concealed suspects, even by biting and seizing them, was 
unlawful. At the time of the incident in question, the only reported case which had 
considered the constitutionality of such a policy had upheld that practice." 
Chew, 27 F.3d at 1447, citing Robinette v. Barnes. 
Four years after its decision in Chew, the Ninth Circuit reiterated in Watkins v. City of 
Oakland that since Chew "there had been no change in the law that would have alerted [the 
defendant] that his use of a police dog to search and bite was unconstitutional." 145 F.3d 1087, 
1092. In 2003, the Ninth Circuit determined in Miller v. Clark County, supra, that the use of a 
police dog to bite and hold a suspect until deputies arrived on the scene did not violate the 
suspect's constitutional rights. 340 F.3d at 968. In Lowry v. City of San Diego, supra, a 
California district court found no constitutional violation under facts very similar to those here. 
2013 WL 2396062. In sum, as of December 2010, there was no clearly established law 
30 Despite repeated attempts to allow James to annunciate a more useful, narrow and focused 
inquiry at oral argument that would meaningfully put officers on notice of illegal conduct in 
advance, James could not do so. James argued at hearing "it's a clearly established rule of law, 
that the least amount of force is justified when dealing with non-violent offenders who is not 
threatening the police, not fleeing and not actively resisting arrest." The problem with this 
question besides being too broad is that it relies on a hindsight analysis of James' situation. 
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proscribing the use of police dogs under circumstances presented to the officers here. 31 
Therefore, even if summary judgment was not proper on James' § 1983 action, the Defendant 
Officers would be nonetheless entitled to qualified immunity from the claim. 32 
4. State Law Claims 
A. Immunity under § 25-2808 
Idaho Code § 25-2808, entitled "Dogs Used in Law Enforcement," provides: 
Neither the State of Idaho, nor any city or county, nor any peace officer employed 
by any of them, shall be ... civilly liable in damages for injury committed by a dog 
when: (1) the dog has been trained to assist in law enforcement; and (2) the injury 
occurs while the dog is reasonably and carefully being used in the apprehension, 
arrest or location of a suspected offender or in maintaining or controlling the 
public order. 
This Court has determined that the facts here are almost entirely undisputed and, in 
viewing these facts in a light most favorable to James, the officers' conduct met the "objectively 
reasonable" standard of the 4th Amendment. Therefore, it would follow that their conduct also 
satisfies the "reasonably and carefully" requirement of the statute, rendering Defendants immune 
from civil liability for James' injuries. Unfortunately, there is little case law interpreting § 25-
2808. However, James conceded at oral argument that if the use of the dog was constitutionally 
reasonable as it related to excessive force claim, then the immunity provision bars their state law 
31 See also Miller v. Clark County, supra, where the bite lasted just under one minute. 
32 Because this Court finds the officers are protected from the § 1983 claim by qualified 
immunity, there is no need to address Defendants' separate argument requesting dismissal of the 
claim against Defendant Rodney Likes. 
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claims.33 
There is simply no evidence that Ruwa was not used reasonably and carefully. As 
discussed later in this Memorandum Decision and Order, there is no evidence that Ruwa's 
training was negligent or that once a decision was made to apprehend James, that Ruwa was used 
in an unreasonable manner. Indeed the thrust of James' contention is that no force, including but 
not specific to a police canine, should have been used, because had the police not negligently 
investigated the crime, they would have concluded no crime had taken place.34 However, the 
exception to the immunity provision is specific to the negligent training or the unreasonable use 
of the dog itself; that is some unreasonable conduct specific to the use of the dog, not the more 
general decision to apprehend and arrest a subject, including by the use of force. There is no 
evidence of unreasonableness specific to the way in which Ruwa was used in this case. 
Idaho Code§ 25-2808 grants immunity to Defendants. The Court also notes that James' 
state 'law claims also barred on separate grounds as discussed below . 
B. Assault, Battery, False Arrest, and Wrongful Imprisonment 
The Idaho Code provides: 
[E]very governmental entity is subject to liability for money damages arising out 
of its negligent or otherwise wrongful acts or omissions and those of its 
employees acting within the course and scope of their employment or duties, 
whether arising out of a governmental or proprietary function, where the 
governmental entity if a private person or entity would be liable for money 
damages under the laws of the state ofldaho .... 
33 James, at oral argument conceded "I think if this Court finds that the use of force in this case 
was not - there are no questions of fact as to the use of force as to whether or not it's excessive 
and thus constitutional, then yeah, I think the Court probably has to make the same findings on 
the tort claims. If I'm arguing it logically follows one way, I have to concede it logically follows 
the other way." 
34 A claim for negligent investigation of a crime by law enforcement has not been ·recognized in 
Idaho. See Wimer v. State, 122 Idaho 923 (Ct. App. 1982). 
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LC. § 6-903(a). · 
This rule is subject to several exceptions, including one for intentional torts. Absent 
"malice or criminal intent," government employees acting within the scope of their employment 
are not liable for claims "arising out of' assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, and 
others. Miller v. ISP, 150 Idaho at 869,252 P.3d at 1287, citing Id. § 6-904(3)(emphasis added). 
Further, "[i]t shall be a rebuttable presumption that any act or omission of an employee within 
the time and at the place of his employment is within the course and scope of his employment 
and without malice or criminal intent." Id. § 6-903(e). 
Because there is no dispute that the officers here were acting during the course and scope 
of their employment, the burden is on James to show some evidence that the officers acted 
maliciously or with criminal intent. Miller, 150 Idaho at 870, 252 P.3d at 1288; LC. § 6-903(e). 
Malice here means "the intentional commission of a wrongful or unlawful act, without legal 
justification or excuse and with ill will, whether or not injury was intended." Id. (internal quotes 
omitted). Criminal intent "is satisfied if it is shown that the defendant knowingly perf~rmed the 
proscribed acts." Id. (internal quotes omitted). 
The record is devoid of any facts indicating the officers acted with malice or criminal 
intent. James concedes the record does not support a finding of malice, but asserts there is 
evidence to suggest criminal intent. This Court disagrees. As set forth in the excessive force 
analysis above, the officers' apprehension of James was not a proscribed act. The undisputed 
facts gave the officers a basis to reasonably believe that a burglary was in progress and the 
suspect was armed, or at least could be armed, was intoxicated and hiding. Under these 
circumstances, the officers' actions were not contrary to well-established case law governing the 
use of canines in apprehending potentially dangerous suspects. Therefore, this Court finds 
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summary judgment appropriate on James' intentional tort claims, including the assault, battery, 
false arrest and wrongful imprisonment claims under the ITCA. The same is true with regard to 
the Intentional infliction of emotional distress claim as discussed below. 
C. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 
· To recover for intentional infliction of emotional distress, a plaintiff must show that (1) 
the defendant's conduct was intentional or reckless, (2) the conduct was extreme and outrageous, 
(3) there was a causal connection between the wrongful conduct and the plaintiffs emotional 
distress, and (4) the emotional distress was severe. Spence v. Howell, 126 Idaho 763, 774, 890 
P.2d 714, 725 (1995); Payne v. Wallace, 136 Idaho 303, 306, 32 P.3d 695, 698 (Ct.App.2001); 
Davis v. Gage, 106 Idaho 735, 741, 682 P.2d 1282, 1288 (Ct.App.1984). Liability for this 
intentional tort is generated only by conduct that is very extreme. Edmondson v. Shearer Lumber 
Products, 139 Idaho 172, 180, 75 P.3d 733, 741 (2003). The conduct must be not merely 
unjustifiable; it must rise to the level of"atrocious" and "beyond all possible bounds of decency," 
such that it would cause an average member of the community to believe that it was 
outrageous. 35 Id. 
35 Examples of conduct that has been deemed sufficiently extreme and outrageous by Idaho 
courts include: an insurance company speciously denying a grieving widower's cancer insurance 
claim while simultaneously impugning his character and drawing him into a prolonged dispute, 
Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 219-20, 923 P.2d 456, 464-65 (1996), 
prolonged sexual, mental, and physical abuse inflicted upon a woman by her co-habiting 
boyfriend, Curtis v. Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 605-07, 850 P.2d 749,756-57 (1993), recklessly 
shooting and killing someone else's donkey that was both a pet and a pack animal, Gill v. Brown, 
107 Idaho 1137, 1138-39, 695 P.2d 1276, 1277-78 (Ct.App.1985), and real estate developers 
swindling a family out of property that was the subject of their lifelong dream to build a Christian 
retreat, Spence, 126 Idaho at 773-74, 890 P.2d at 724-25. 
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Here, the Court has found the Defendants' response to the incident at issue was 
constitutionally appropriate. Ruwa was justifiably deployed to apprehend James and the attack 
lasted no longer than necessary to secure her arrest. While the conduct of a private individual 
letting loose a dog to violently bite a person would be potentially sufficiently outrageous to 
support this claim, the conduct, when constitutionally undertaken by peace officers to arrest a 
subject under these circumstances, does not rise to the level as to be intolerable in a civilized 
society. Nothing about Defendants' conduct could be considered extreme or outrageous in this 
context and, therefore, summary judgment on this claim is warranted in Defendants' favor. 
Furthermore, the Court is not convinced that the current claim is anything more than same 
conduct that is alleged to be an assault, battery and false imprisonment repackaged in the guise of 
another more general tort, called intentional infliction of emotional distress. Where the 
legislature has granted immunity to the Defendant's under the "intentional tort" exception to 
liability for the underlying assault, battery and false imprisonment, calling it by another name 
does not get around the immunity extended by the legislature for such conduct. Surely the 
liability that James seeks to impose for intentional infliction "arose out of' the conduct 
constituting the alleged false imprisonment, assault and battery. Simply "changing the legal 
(footnote no. 35 cont.) By contrast, in some cases where conduct was arguably unjustifiable, it was 
nevertheless held not to be sufficiently outrageous or extreme for liability. See, e.g., Brown v. 
Matthews Mortuary, Inc., 118 Idaho 830, 801 P.2d 37 (1990) (loss of corpse was not extreme or 
outrageous); Hatfield v. Max Rouse & Sons Northwest, 100 Idaho 840, 850-51, 606 P.2d 944, 
954-55 (1980) (auctioneer's sale of equipment at "ruinous" price below minimum set by seller, 
and issuance of multi-payee settlement check that caused intra-family conflict); Payne v. 
Wallace, 136 Idaho 303, 32 P.3d 695 (belligerent yelling of profanities in presence of a child 
after an automobile accident); Sadid v. Vailas, 943 F.Supp.2d 1125 (D. Idaho 2013) (dean's 
allegedly defamatory comments to newspaper citing reasons for firing professor was not extreme 
or outrageous even if unjustifiable). 
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theory on which the claim for recovery" is based does not eviscerate the immunity otherwise 
provided. 36 Absent a showing of malice or illegal conduct, the defendants' are immune from the 
intentional infliction claim. 
D. Negligent Failure to Train, Supervise and Control Ruwa 
Plaintiffs alleging negligent supervision tort claims against governmental entities must 
present evidence "concerning whether those who had the duty to supervise should have 
reasonably anticipated that those subject to their supervision would commit a [ compensable 
tort]." Kessler v. Barowsky, 129 Idaho at 654, 931 P.2d at 648, citing Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 
466, 473, 716 P.2d 1238, 1245 (1986) (holding that state entities can be liable for negligent 
supervision). 
This claim fails. The claim itself contemplates the existence of a compensable underlying 
tort, which is not present here. Even if there were, James has not presented any substantial 
evidence that Defendants failed to properly train, supervise and control Ruwa.37 James has only 
presented the affidavit of Mr. Montgomery to buttress this claim. However, in conclusory 
fashion, the affidavit simply asserts that Ruwa was not trained to the "bark and hold" method and 
that some other agencies or some private, fraternal organizations recommend this method as a 
"best practice." Even assuming that this is true, the fact that another method of training or 
36 See lntermountain Const. v. City of Ammon, 122 Idaho 931, 933 (1992) (concluding that a 
claim of estoppel was subject to immunity for misrepresentation claims, holding that "immunity 
is not abrogated by merely changing the legal theory upon which the claim for recovery for the 
misrepresentation is based."). 
37 As with the intentional tort claims, James has conceded that a finding of no constitutional 
violation necessarily leads to the conclusion that the negligence claims also fail. 
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utilization apart from what Boise Police utilizes might constitute a "best practice" does not mean 
another practice is negligent. Further, there is no evidence that Boise Police are required to 
conform their practices to the standards of these private organizations. Mr. Montgomery's 
opinion that Ruwa should have been trained under the "Bark and Hold" method is wholly 
conclusory and appears to be based solely on his naked assertion that it is believed by others to 
be "best practice." He has not demonstrated why the handler control method is unacceptable. He 
does not demonstrate that the Bark and Hold method adequately eliminates the risk to the police, 
the dog and its handler, the public or even the suspect. He wholly fails to explain why it is a 
preferable option. 
Meanwhile, Officer Bonas ~as explained that the handler control method is safer for both 
the dog and the officer as opposed to limiting the dog apprehension solely to barking. It is a 
method approved by the State of Idaho and taught as a reasonable method consistent with Idaho 
POST standards. 
Indeed, the evidence submitted by Defendants establishes that both Bonas and Ruwa were 
trained consistent with and certified by the Idaho State POST pursuant to methods the State and 
Boise Police have determined are appropriate, including the handler con~ol method.38 Under 
this method, dogs bite or bark based on the direction of the handler. The undisputed facts 
demonstrate that Bonas gave Ruwa the "search" command and released Ruwa down the stairs. 
38 Defendant has presented a Declaration for Officer Randy Arthur, BPD's canine trainer, 
attesting in to the training and certification of both Ruwa and Officer Bonas. Deel. Arthur (Jan. 
2, 2014). Bonas also submitted copies of his and Ruwa's certifications and the detailed policies 
relative to the training and use of dogs like Ruwa, and testified that Ruwa met such training 
standards and his use was consistent with the department's policies. See Bonas Deel. and 
exhibits. James has presented no evidence to rebut the evidence that Ruwa and Bonas were both 
certified and properly trained and utilized in accordance with BPD policy. 
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When Ruwa located James' odor, he went into "bark alert." At that point, Bonas gave Ruwa the 
"bite" command to actually locate and secure James. By all accounts, Ruwa was acting in 
accordance with his training. James asserts that Officer Bonas testified he understood that Ruwa 
would not wait for a bite command, but that he would bite whomever he encountered in the 
office. This does not, however, for purpose of this case, create a question of fact. The 
undisputed fact is that Ruwa engaged James consistent with the handler control method. It is 
undisputed that Ruwa did not engage James by biting her until after being given a command to 
do so. 
As James has presented no evidence of negligent training, nor evidence that Defendants 
should have reasonably anticipated the commission of a tort by use of Ruwa, summary judgment 
on this claim is proper. 
V. CONCLUSION 
. 
The undisputed material evidence leads to the conclusion that any reasonable jury would 
find that the individual Defendants did not use constitutionally impermissible excessive force in 
their arrest and seizure of James. Further, while James concedes she has only asserted an 
excessive force claim, the evidence nonetheless shows that there was probable cause to arrest 
James. Even if this Court were to conclude that the excessive force claim were subject to a 
question of fact, the inescapable conclusion would be that the individual Defendants are entitled 
to immunity. 
Likewise the Defendants are immune from the state law claims under the Dogs Used in 
Law Enforcement Act, and under the Tort Claims Act, including the intentional infliction of 
emotional distress claim. This claim also fails for the additional reason that James has not made 
a sufficient showing as to each element of the claim. Similarly, the negligent training and 
supervision ofRuwa claim, in addition to being subject to immunity under the Dogs Used in Law 
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Enforcement Act, fails as James has not demonstrated a material issue of fact as to the alleged 
negligence in the training or supervision of Ruwa. Accordingly, Defendants are entitled to 
Summary Judgment as to all claims asserted. 
ORDER 
Based on the foregoing facts and reasoning, and the record in this case, Defendants are 
entitled to Summary Judgment. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that Defendants' 
motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED, and all claims asserted in the complaint are 
DISMISSED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
lJ .t"-Dated this ~ay of March 2014. 
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CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, 
TIM KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, AND 
DOES I-X, unknown parties,, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVPI 12-16734 
JUDGMENT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, adjudged, and decreed that all claims asserted in the 
complaint are dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this !t,_ % of March 2014. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) . 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, by and through her counsel of record and, pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B), moves this Court for reconsideration of its Memorandum 
Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment entered on March 4, 
2014, and Judgment entered on March 4, 2014. This Motion is based upon the 
pleadings on file herein, the record created in opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, the arguments made before the Court during the hearing on 
February 19, 2014, .the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) and the Supplemental Affidavit of 
John A. Bush filed concurrently herewith. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
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BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
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1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. Rule 11(a)(2)(B) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, by and through her counsel of record and submits 
this Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B). The Motion and supporting Memorandum seek 
Reconsideration of this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment entered on March 4, 2014, and Judgment entered on 
March 4, 2014. This Memorandum is based upon Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, 
the pleadings on file herein, the record created in opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, the arguments made before the Court during the hearing on 
,,. 
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February 19, 2014, the Supplemental Affidavit of John A. Bush filed concurrently 
herewith and the arguments and grounds set forth below. 
I. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) states, pertinently: 
Motion for Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration of 
any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any 
time before the entry of final judgment but not later than 
fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A 
motion for reconsideration of any order of the trial court 
made after entry of final judgment may be filed within 
fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order; provided, 
there shall be no motion for reconsideration of any order of 
the trial court entered on any motion filed under Rules 50(a), 
52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b). 
Review of new or additional facts is specifically contemplated by the Rule. When 
considering a motion under this Rule, the trial court should take into account any new 
facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory 
order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the new 
facts. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank, 118 Idaho 812; 800 P.2d 
1026 (1990). 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Questions of Fact Exist as to the Whether Ms. James was Armed 
Plaintiffs took the deposition of Jared Hendryx on March 12, 2014.1 As the Court 
1 Mr. Hendryx's deposition was initially set for December 12, 2013 but was cancelled when the witness failed to 
appear. Prior to that, Plaintiff had been attempting to secure the testimony of Mr. Hendryx for several months. 
After the deposition was cancelled, Plaintiff attempted to make contact with Mr. Hendryx no less than 10 times, 
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will recall, Mr. Hendryx was the person who observed Ms. James entering the dental lab 
through the broken window. Mr. Hendryx testified: 
1. He did not see Ms. James break the window and he never told any 
officers that he had. 
2. He observed Ms. James entering the building and she stated she had 
locked herself out of the building. 
3. He relayed that information both to dispatch during his 911 call and to the 
officer who first arrived at the scene. 
4. He walked over to the railing of the window well area with the first 
responding officer when he first arrived. 
5. He stood with the officer at the railing of the window well for 10 - 15 
seconds. Ms. James was standing in the room, drinking a beer, not really 
doing anything. She wasn't ruffling through the drawers or any of that kind 
of stuff. During the time that he was observing Ms. James, with the 
officer, she was not holding anything in her hand that appeared to be a 
weapon, such as a knife. 
6. Mr. Hendryx moved away from the window when other officers began to 
arrive. One officer came to where Mr. Hendryx was with the initial 
responder. They started whispering, so he backed away at that point. 
7. Mr. Hendryx recalls both officers standing at the railing. 
8. Mr. Hendryx walked across the street to his grandfather's house. He went 
inside. He did not ever hear a PA announcement from any of the patrol 
cars. Mr. Hendryx did note that his grandfather had installed expensive 
windows in an effort to decrease sound because he lives on a busy street. 
Mr. Hendryx admitted, however, that even with those windows he was 
able to hear police sirens from within the house. 
(See, Deposition transcript of Jared Hendryx taken March 12, 2014 "Hendryx Depo." at 
p. 5, I. 10 - p. 13, I. 8, Exhibit A to the Supp. Bush Aff.). 
As the Court will recall, Officer Butler was the first to arrive on scene and he 
and forwarded an Affidavit for his review and signature. When Mr. Hendryx became non-responsive, Plaintiff 
subpoenaed his attendance for an appearance at a deposition. (See, Supplemental Affidavit of John A. Bush "Supp. 
Aff. Bush" at ,i 3, filed concurrently herewith. 
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made contact with Mr. Hendryx. Thereafter, Officer Butler walked to the window well 
where he states that he observed the suspect. Contrary to Mr. Hendryx, however, 
Officer Butler claims that she was armed, holding a knife in her right hand. In addition, 
lest the Defendants suggest that Ms. James picked up a knife, or bladed tool, after Mr. 
Hendryx backed away from the railing when the second officer showed up, the record 
reflects that Officer Butler is the only person who states that he saw the suspect. No 
other officer at the scene states that they observed Ms. James prior to the dog attack. 
The second officer who stood at the rail with Officer Butler has not been identified but 
had that officer observed that the suspect was armed it would be reasonable that such 
information would have been in the police report. Moreover, Mr. Hendryx stated that he 
observed Ms. James for 10-15 seconds which is consistent with the time that Officer 
Butler stated that he observed the suspect. Officer Butler testified: 
Q. Okay. How long did you observe her doing the 
things that you just described? 
A. A very brief period of time. 
Q. Seconds, minutes? 
A. Seconds. 
Q. Okay. And then what did she do? 
A. She moved away from the window out of my view, 
and I'm not sure what she did after that. 
Q. And how far would she have to move to be out of your view? 
A. I'm not sure. 
Q. Can you estimate a foot, ten feet? 
A. I cannot. 
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(See, Butler Depo., p. 50, II. 2-14, , Ex. D to Bush Aff. filed on February 5, 2014). 
In addition, despite an inventory taken post arrest, there is no evidence in this 
record which reflects that a knife or weapon, which Ms. James was purportedly holding, 
was found at the scene. Officer Butler was shown photographs taken by Officer Nielsen 
and he could not identify the alleged weapon. (See, Plaintiff's Statement of Disputed 
Facts "SOF" at ,r 28). 
In light of the above, the Plaintiff would respectfully submit that whether or not 
Ms. James was "armed" is not an undisputed fact. Moreover, the assertion that she 
was armed played a significant role in shaping the conclusions of the officers at the 
scene, and also this Court, in determining that force was justified. For example, the 
Defendants (and the Court) use the fact that she was armed to justify the belief that Ms. 
James was an immediate threat to officer safety. The assertion that she was armed is 
also used to imply that a person who would arm themselves would also have the intent 
to use force to resist arrest. If, as Mr. Hendryx suggests, Ms. James was doing nothing 
more than standing in, the room drinking a beer, then is it is reasonable, and fair, to 
question whether or not the officers' beliefs were objectively reasonable. 
B. Questions of Fact Exist as to PA Announcements 
This Court found that it was an undisputed fact that at least one PA 
announcement was given and that at least four warnings in the time span of 30 minutes 
were given. For example, the Court states that Officer Butler gave the first PA 
announcement from his car, several minutes before entry. However, Officer Butler did 
not testify that the PA announcement was made several minutes before entry. Rather, 
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he testified he made the PA announcement at least 10 minutes before entry and he 
believed it was likely more. ( See, SOF ,r 23). 
Officer Butler's testimony is contradicted by Officer Barber who testified that the 
PA announcement(s) was made from his car. Officer Butler's testimony is also 
inconsistent with Officer Bonas, who testified that all announcements, including the PA 
announcements, were made after he made the decision to deploy the dog. (See, SOF 
,r,r 21-23). The record reflects Officer Bonas was not even on the scene for 10 minutes 
before the dog was actually deployed. (SOF ,I 19). 
Regardless, Mr. Hendryx's testimony also raises a question of fact as to whether 
a PA warning was given or not. He did not hear any PA announcements, let alone three 
(3) as claimed by Officer Kukla. Again, as argued previously, no officer documented 
that a PA announcement was given. While the Court dismisses that fact on the basis 
that there was no requirement to document it, a jury could infer that that it was not 
documented because it did not happen which would be consistent with the timing of the 
warnings, as testified to by Officer Bonas and the testimony of Mr. Hendryx. Whether 
or not PA announcements were made is also a factor that the jury may consider is 
assessing the credibility of the officers and their stated belief that Ms. James posed an 
immediate threat to their safety. 
C. The Court Improperly Makes Factual Determinations 
This Court has essentially dismissed the Plaintiff's argument that it was 
unreasonable for the officers to cut off the flow of information regarding who may be in 
the building, relying instead on the owner's statement that no one should be in the 
building if they had to break a window to gain entry. The Court characterized Plaintiff's 
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argument as asserting a claim for negligent investigation. 
The Plaintiff has not alleged a "negligent investigation" claim. Rather, the very 
nature of the inquiry, i.e., whether or not the officer's actions were "objectively 
reasonable" given the circumstances presented, necessarily places the "investigation" 
at issue. 
This Court has made a factual determination that "there was no reason for the 
responding police to believe that James, who entered by breaking a window in a heavily 
intoxicated state and was seen briefly in the basement drinking a beer, was a tenant." 
Yet, the officers themselves obtained information that there was a female who worked in 
the basement and was unconnected with the dental office. That plainly implies a tenant 
relationship and the Plaintiff is entitled to have all reasonable inferences of the factual 
record resolved in her favor at this stage of the litigation. Rather than listen to the 
cleaning lady's description of the individual, the officer's cut short the conversation 
' 
because of the comments by the building owner. There is no evidence that the officers 
ever advised the building owner that the person who broke the window, whether 
intoxicated or not, was seen entering and advised the person who saw her that she had 
locked herself out. 2 
The Court has also concluded that Ms. James' statement that she was retrieving 
her keys is "entirely consistent with someone committing a crime and feigning legitimacy 
to minimize suspicion." However, that is but one reasonable inference. Another 
inference is that she had locked herself out and was attempting to get in to obtain her 
2 In addition, the Court has not accounted for the testimony of Mr. Montgomery who opines that it was completely 
unreasonable for trained officers to not follow up on this information, and it was unreasonable to rely on the 
victim for the reasons stated in his Affidavit. 
. 
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keys. Regardless, the point is that the police had the information that she stated had 
locked herself out of the building, which was her stated reason for entering, and they 
had to consider that information as part of the totality of the circumstances. 
D. Effect of Factual Questions on the Court's Analysis 
Questions of fact as to whether Ms. James had "armed" herself affects every 
aspect of the Court's opinion. For example, in its analysis of the Graham v. Conner 
factors, the Court relied on case law which states that where a suspect is armed in 
committing the crime, the severity factor weighs heavily in the government's favor. The 
Court found that the officers were entitled to assume that Ms. James was an immediate 
threat to their safety because, inter alia, she was "armed with a bladed tool." Whether 
or not Ms. James was armed also affects the reasonableness of the officers' actions 
when they chose to react to the owner's statement that no one should be in the building, 
rather than following up on the information received from the cleaning lady. 
As to the warnings, the Court has found that the officers had a reasonable belief 
that Ms. James was hiding in an effort to avoid arrest. The Court also finds that at least 
four warnings over a 30 minute period were given. However, if there are questions of 
fact as to whether any PA warnings were given, the question of the officers' objective 
reasonableness is necessarily different. This is so because the record reveals that 
Officer Bonas gave the initial warning approximately 1 minute and 23 seconds before 
making entry with the dog. From that point, until contact was made by the canine, 
apparently 10 minutes passed. That is a significantly different factual scenario and it 
also does not take into account the information about the lack of criminal activity which 
was present when the officers "cleared" the upper level of the dental lab. 
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Finding questions of fact as to whether or not there was a constitutional violation 
also impacts the Courts analysis on qualified immunity and application of the immunities 
under the Idaho Tort Claims Act. For example, the very first step of the qualified 
immunity analysis starts with whether or not a constitutional violation has occurred. If 
the Court finds questions of fact as to that issue, it would necessarily have to make a 
similar finding in assessing the qualified immunity factors. Even the Defendants 
argument as to what right was at issue is premised on the assumption that it was 
appropriate to use a bite dog to locate an "armed" suspect who was "hiding." Again, 
whether or not she was "hiding" is based, in large part, on the officers' belief that she 
was non responsive to repeated warnings over a long period of time. 
II. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, the Plaintiff would respectfully request that the 
Court reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order in light of the additional facts 
presented by the testimony of Jared Hendryx. 
DATED this /~i---day of March, 2014. 
TOCK & BUSH 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this f!_,R day of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
D U.S. Mail 
IZI Hand Delivery 
D Facsimile (208) 384-4454 
D Email 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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By CHRISTINE SWEET 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES ) 
1-X, unknown parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN 
A. BUSH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. Rule 
11 (a)(2}(B} 
I, John A. Bush, being of lawful age, and being first duly sworn upon my oath, 
depose and state: ·-
1. That I am an attorney, duly licensed by the State of Idaho Bar Association 
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to practice law in the State of Idaho. 
2. That I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs in the above-referenced 
lawsuit. I make this affidavit upon my own personal knowledge. 
3. That beginning as early as June of 2013 my office began calling Jared 
Hendryx to speak with him about this matter and arrange a time for his deposition. My 
office left numerous messages on his voicemail and messages with his wife, however, 
the phone calls where never returned. Personal contact was not made until November 
of 2013, at which time arrangements were made for his deposition which was set to 
occur on December 12, 2013. Approximately five minutes before his deposition was to 
start, Mr. Hendryx called and advised that he would not be attending and we would 
need to reschedule for a later date. He indicated he would call us back with his 
availability. On December 13, 2013, my office again tried to call Mr. Hendryx on his cell 
phone and home phone but the calls were never returned. Over the course of the next 
month, we attempted no less than 10 times to contact Mr. Hendryx, yet Mr. Hendryx 
remained nonresponsive. On January 14, 2014, my office emailed a draft Affidavit for 
Mr. Hendryx to sign outlining his previous conversations with us. Mr. Hendryx never 
responded to the email. Finally, due to Mr. Hendryx's lack of contact, on February 10, 
2014, I issued a subpoena to take Mr. Hendryx's deposition. After several attempts to 
serve him at his home in Idaho City, service was finally executed on February 14, 2014, 
at his job site in Boise. Mr. Hendryx's deposition was subsequently taken on March 12, 
2014. 
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3. That attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the 
Deposition transcript of Jared Hendryx taken March 12, 2014. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUG T. 
1 
' 
....-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this \ ~ day of March, 2014. 
µ~~ 
Notary Public, S~te pf Idaho 
Residing in r!s,> 'd-<-
My commission expires In / 7 / / ~,.... 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on thisL day of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
D U.S. Mail 
~ Hand Delivery 
D Facsimile (208) 384-4454 
D Email 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political ) Case No. 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; ) CV PI 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, ) 
unknown parties, ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
DEPOSITION OF JARED HENDRYX 
MARCH 12, 2014 
REPORTED BY: 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710 
Notary Public 
1216734 
EXHIBIT 
I A 
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THE DEPOSITION OF JARED HENDRYX was taken on 
2 behalf of the Plaintiff at the Law Offices of Comstock & 
3 Bush, 199 N. Capitol ~lvd., Suite 500, Boise, Idaho, 
4 commencing at 8:57 a.m. on March 12, 2014, before 
5 Beverly A. Benjamin, Certified Shorthand Reporter and 
6 Notary Public within and for the State of Idaho, in the 
7 above-entitled matter. 
8 
9 APPEARANCES: 
10 For the Plaintiff: 
11 Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
12 BY MR. JOHN A. BUSH 
13 199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
14 P • O • Box 2 7 7 4 
15 Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
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I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF JARED HENDRYX 
Examination by MR. BUSH 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
None. 
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JARED HENDRYX, 1 
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 2 
cause, testified as follows: 3 
4 
MR. BUSH: Let the record reflect that this is 5 
the time and place for taking the deposition of Jared 6 
Hendryx pursuant to the notice and the Idaho Rules of 7 
Civil Procedure. 8 
9 
EXAMINATION 10 
QUESTIONS BY BUSH: 11 
Q. Mr. Hendryx, we'll just start by having you 12 
introduce yourself for our record, just state your name 13 
and spell your last name, if you would, for our court 14 
reporter. 15 
A. Jared Hendryx, H-e-n-d-r-y-x. 16 
Q. It's my understanding that on December 26, 17 
2010 you were a witness of sorts to something that 18 
occurred in a dental office here in Boise. Do you 19 
recall that? 20 
A. Yes. 21 
Q. And why don't you just tell us for our record 22 
what it is that you were doing that evening that led you 23 
to be where you were. 24 
A. I was going to my grandfather's house for 25 
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Christmas dinner. I had both ofmy sons with me. We 1 
parked across the street in the dental office. And my 2 
oldest son had got out before us, went across the 3 
street. And I was gathering stuff and brought my 4 
youngest son, was bringing my youngest son across the 5 
street. 6 
We hadn't made it across the street yet, but 7 
in the parking lot I heard the glass break, and out of 8 
curiosity I went over to check it out. 9 
At that time I had looked down in the window 10 
well, I guess, and saw someone climbing through the 11 
window. She was halfway through the window, legs 12 
dangling down. Standing above her I asked down if she 13 
needed any help. And she turned around and mumbled 14 
something, and I couldn't understand her. And I asked 15 
her again, Is there anything I can do to help? 16 
Obviously a scenario to where I could tell something was 17 
wrong. 18 
Q. Did this person, did she appear intoxicated? 19 
A. Appeared intoxicated, and at the time I felt 20 
that she was more than intoxicated. I wasn't sure if 21 
she was on drugs or whatnot. It was kind of dark, so I 22 
kind of just saw the silhouette basically. 23 
Q. When you asked her if she needed any help, did 24 
she ever respond to you? 25 
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A. After the second time I asked, yes. 
Q. What did she say to you? 
A. She mumbled that she had left her -- she had 
locked her keys inside. 
Q. And then did she proceed to go into the 
basement area? 
A. At that point I kind of rolled my eyes and 
said, Okay, and I walked away. I did not see her enter 
in the building. But as I was walking away to go across 
the street to call the police, I assumed that is when 
she entered the building. 
Q. So after you saw her and she said to you, I 
have locked my keys inside, then you started to go back 
across the street to your father's place? 
A. Grandfather's, yes. 
Q. And at some point you decided that this seemed 
kind of odd, I take it, and you decided to call the 
police? 
A. Yes. At that point I was watching her climb 
through the window, I already had planned on calling the 
police. 
Q. And so when you called the police, did you 
describe basically what you just described for us on the 
record? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And did you tell the police what the person 
had told, what they had told you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did the police arrive? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And after the police arrived, did you talk to 
them? 
A. Yes. After I got off the phone with the 
police, I went back over to the parking lot, standing 
a ways away, just kind of kept an eye on things. 
The first officer that showed up was there 
within minutes, and I kind of flagged him down, waved 
him over, and at that time made contact with him. And 
we both walked over to the window well -- hand railing, 
window well, and I pointed down to where Melene was. We 
could see her standing there. She was inside the 
building at that time. 
Q. Let me stop you there for a minute, 
Mr. Hendryx. When you say you walked over to the 
railing and looked down, when you are standing on that 
railing, what kind of view do you have into the room? 
A. It was a pretty clear view. I would say it's 
a 22 degree angle looking down. We could see -- I could 
see every bit of her. The window well was probably 3 
feet up off the ground, off the basement floor, a pretty 
[Page 7] 
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1 large window so we had a very good view. 1 
2 Q. But given the angle, were you able to see the 2 
3 entire --we know now it was a dental lab. Were you 3 
4 able to see the entire dental Jab as you recall? 4 
5 A. For the most part, yes. 5 
6 Q. The further away that you got from that 6 
7 window, given the well -- and I can show you a picture 7 
8 that shows that it's a pretty deep window well. 8 
9 But the further away you get from that railing 9 
10 and the window, if you know, how is the view into that 10 
11 basement area? 11 
12 A. If I was to walk 5 feet back away from the 12 
13 hand railing, the view would obviously get quite a bit 13 
14 worse. But anywhere in between the 5 foot to the 14 
15 railing itself, you can see fairly well into there. 15 
16 Q. Do you remember the officer's name that you 16 
17 were with? 17 
18 A. I do not. I cannot say that I ever received 18 
19 the officer's name. 19 
20 Q. I'll represent to you that the first officer 20 
21 on the scene was a fellow named Barber, Officer Barber. 21 
22 I take that back. It was Officer Butler. 22 
23 And Officer Butler in his report indicates 23 
24 that you told him that you saw this woman actually break 24 
25 the window, but that doesn't seem to be accurate with 25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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what you remember. 
A. That is not accurate, no. The breaking of the 
window, the sound is what prompted me to walk over. 
Q. So you didn't actually see her break it. 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. And you didn't tell anybody that you did. 
A. No. 
Q. So while you were with the officer, whoever it 
was, at the railing, what did you observe? I'm talking 
about you. Obviously you can't speak for what he 
observed, but what did you observe? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
was a six-pack. It was more beer on the countertop is 
basically what I remember seeing. 
Q. Okay. So while you are sitting there watching 
her, she is just basically standing there drinking a 
beer, and the only thing she's got in her hands is a 
beer. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Then do you kind of back away at that point? 
A. At that point more officers showed up. One 
officer came in the same area that we were at, and they 
started whispering. I never heard what they said. And 
at that point I kind of started backing away because 
more cops were starting to show up and surround the 
building. I just wanted to be out of the way and not 
interfere with anything. 
Q. Did you ever see anybody else? You've got the 
officers. But other than this person who was going into 
the building, did you ever see anybody else? 
A. No, I did not. And I do remember relaying to 
the officer as I was standing there watching Melene --
so I now know her name. 
Q. Right. 
A. I do remember relaying to him that she is the 
only person that I've seen in there. I can't claim that 
there is anybody else in there. The whole time that 
[Page 10] 
I've been there I have not seen anybody else. I said, 
Take it for whatever it's worth. She's the only person 
that I've seen in there. 
Q. So when the other officers arrived, I know 
they were kind of going around the building, but did any 
of the other officers go up to the railing? 
A. The second officer that showed up came to us 
when we were standing at the railing, yes: ' 
Q. You don't remember his name, or her? 
A. I never did receive any names from any 
officers. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Standing there with the officer, standing at 
the railing, I basically watched for 10, 15 seconds. 
She was just kind of standing there drinking a beer, 
standing there, really not doing anything. Wasn't like 
ruffling through the drawers or any of that kind of 
stuff. She was just standing there. 
Q. And then kind of what happened from there?_ 
A. From there, like I said, I backed away from 
14 the railing, Jet them do their thing. I just basically 
11 
12 
13 
Q. Was she holding anything? 
A. Yes, she was holding a 24 ounce beer. 
Q. Anything else other than that? 
A. Not that I can recall. 
Q. Did you see any other beer or any other 
alcohol or anything? 
A. I did see some other beer on the counter. I 
can't remember if it was another 24 ounce can or if it 
[Page 9] 
15 stood out of the way, remained in the parking Jot for 
16 maybe 2 more minutes, and decided at that point I should 
17 just get out of the whole parking Jot and go back over 
18 to my grandfather's place. 
19 Probably at that point there were five, maybe 
20 six police cars at the scene at the time. 
21 Q. Your grandfather's place is right across the 
22 street? 
23 
24 
25 
A. Directly across, yes. 
Q. So did you go back there? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Did you go inside? 
2 A. I went inside, yes. 
3 Q. And for the next -- I don't know exactly, but 
4 I think the events that then transpired, I think our 
5 record shows it probably lasted somewhere around an 
6 hour. 
7 A. That would be my guess, yes. 
8 Q. From time to time did you look out the window 
9 or see what was going on? 
10 A. Yes. I had multiple family members in the 
11 house and, of course, everybody was standing at the 
12 windows watching. I pretty much got tired of it after 
13 about 5 or 10 minutes and didn't really watch anymore. 
14 Q. Did you stay in the upper -- I don't know 
15 anything about this house. Is it one level? 
16 A. A split-level home, so the windows that we 
17 were looking out of were definitely of a clear view 
18 across the street. 
19 Q. Did you stay on the upper level? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. During that period of time, that hour or so 
22 while things were going on across the street over at the 
23 dental office, did you ever hear any announcements, PA 
24 announcements from any of the police? 
25 A. No, I did not. 
[Page 12] 
1 Q. I'll represent to you that there has been some 
2 testimony in this record that there were as many as 
3 three different PA announcements over the PA system from 
4 one of the patrol cars where they were -- they say that 
5 they were warning whoever was inside the building that 
6 they may come in with a K-9, a dog. Did you ever hear 
7 anything like that? 
8 A. I did not. 
9 And I will make comment that my grandfather 
10 had specifically put in really expensive windows to 
11 decrease the sound because he does live on a very busy 
12 street. So once the doors and windows are closed you 
13 can hardly hear any of the traffic even passing by. 
14 Q. Have you been in that house at any point in 
15 time where, even though he's made those modifications, 
16 where you heard sirens from either fire trucks or police 
17 cars driving by on Cole Road, for example? 
18 A. Yes, I can hear police sirens. 
19 Q. During the time -- I think you've already 
20 answered this, but let me make sure. .. 
21 But during the time you were observing Ms. 
22 James, did she ever have anything in her hand that 
23 appeared to be a weapon, such as a knife or anything 
24 like that? 
25 A. No, she did not. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MR. BUSH: Mr. Hendryx, thank you very much. 
That is all the questions I've got. 
THE WITNESS: Absolutely. 
(Deposition concluded at 9:10.) 
(Signature waived.) 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
which time the witness was put under oath by me; 
That the testimony and all objections made were 
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or 
under my direction; 
That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I am not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
interested in the action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
12th day of March, 2014. 
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
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CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By JAMIE MARTIN 
DEPIJTY 
Attorneys for Defendants, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, 
Steven Butler, Tim Kukla, and Rodney Likes 
. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
ORIGINAL 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM 
OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
COME NOW, the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of record, 
' 
and respectfully submit t~s Response Memorandum Opposing Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration as follows: 
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BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff, Melene James, sued the above-captioned Defendants for excessive force 
pursuant ~o § 1983 as well as for various state law claims all of which are related to a dog bite 
. . 
sustained during a burglary investigation at a local dental building. This Court previously granted 
summary judgment for Defendants on all claims. This Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and its Judgment dismissing all claims were , 
entered March 4, 2014. Thi~ matter is currently back before the Court on James' Motion for 
Reconsideration filed on or about March 18, 2014. 
GOVERNING STANDARDS 
A motion for reconsideration is a motion which allows the court - when new law is 
applied to previously presented facts, when new facts are applied to previously presented l_aw, ~r 
any combination thereof - to reconsider the correctness of its order. Johnson v. North Idaho 
College, 153 Idaho 58, 62 (2012). Such motions are governed by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
ll(a)(2)(B), which requires that the motion be filed within 14 days from the entry of final 
judgment. "The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the 
sound discretion of the trial court." Jordan v. B~eks, 135 Idaho 586, 592 (2001). 
A party may present new evidence when a motion is brought under Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) but 
is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472 (Ct. App. 2006). However, 
when summary judgment could be prevented only by the presentation of new evidence raising a 
factual issue for trial, evidence that does not rise to, that standard will not require that an order for 
summary judgment be vacated. Id at 4 73. If a trial court's conclusions were correct on the 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S 
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previous record, and it does not thereafter receive any information that would change its previous 
ruling, there is no basis for it to overturn its initial decision. Id. 
,, 
ARGUMENT 
A. Hendrix's testimony that he did not see Plaintiff with a weapon does not create a material 
, factual dispute sufficient to vacate the order for summary judgment. 
Plaintiff seeks reconsideration on the basis that questions of fact exist as to whether she 
was armed. In support of this contention, she provides testimony of Jared Hendryx that he did 
not observe Plaintiff holding a weapon. In addition to the common sense fact that a lay person 
and a seasoned police officer may assess a potential crime scene very differently, there is no · 
indication that Mr. Hendryx ever told any officers that he believed Plaintiff was unarmed. By 
contrast, the record is clear that Officer Butler testified he saw Plaintiff with a knife and that he 
actually conveyed that-ll!-formation to the other responding officers (whether described as a knife, 
bladed tool or edged weapon). Regardless of whether Plaintiff actually had a knife, the key fact 
is that Defendants) were advised that Plaintiff was armed. "The 'reasonableness' of a particular 
use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than 
I 
with the, 20/20 vision of hindsight." Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, J96 (1989). 
Reasonableness is assessed by considering the objective facts and circumstances that confronted 
, . 
the officers. Chew v. Gates, 27 F.3d 1432, 1440 (9th Cir. 1994). Accordingly, Hendryx's 
testimony on this point should not affect the Court's analysis. 
Plaintiff further COJ?.tends that if she was doing nothing more than standing in the room 
drinking a beer then the objective reasonableness of officers' beliefs is questionable. (Mem. in 
. " 
Supp. Of PL's Mot. for Recons. at p. 5.) Such ~tatement fails to account for the numerous other 
factors that officers and the Court considered apart fr~m Office/Butler's observation of Plaintiff 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S 
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with a knife, including: (1) Plaintiff was heavily intoxicated, (2) she was hidden in the basement 
of a dark building at night, (3) the building was unfamiliar to officers, (4) Plaintiff had the 
advantage of cover and concealment, (5) Plaintiff had access to numerous items in the dental lab 
that could potentially be used as a weapon against the officers, (6) she did not respond to several 
warnings, and (7) it was unknown to officers whether Plaintiff was alone. (Mem. Dec. and Order 
at· p. 5, 22-26.) Moreover, the Court analyzed the foregoing facts in conjunction with cases 
whose resolution did not turn upon whether a suspect was armed, e.g. Miller v. Clark County, 
I 
Robinette v. Barnes, and Lowry v. City of San Diego. If a trial court's conclusions were correct 
on the previous record, and it does not thereafter receive any information that would change its 
previous ruling, there is no basis for it to overturn its initial decision. Johnson v. Lambros, supra, 
at 473. 
B. Hendrix's testimony that he did not hear a PA announcement does not create a material 
factual dispute sufficient to vacate the order for summary judgment. 
I -
In support of their motion for summary judgment, Defendants pointed out that repeated 
warnings were provided to Plaintiff by officers regarding use of the canine. Plaintiff contends 
that questions of fact exist as to whether one of those warnings, a PA announcement, was 
actually ever given. She supports this contention by identifying perceived inconsistencies in 
testimony from Officers Butler, Barber and Bonas as to the timing of said announcement as well 
as from which patrol car it originated. Even if the officers' testimony is believed to be . 
inconsistent ?n those points, it cannot reasonably be disputed that they all agree on the i1;11portant 
fact that 'at least one PA announcement was in fact made prior to entry into the building. 
Moreover, the PA announcement was just one of several warnings provided by law enforcement 
to Plaintiff, the rest of which cannot be disputed because they were captured on audio recording. 
' Thus, the asserted inconsistencies (when and from which car and if there was more than one) are 
. 
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r 
not material. See, Fragnella V. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 255,276 (2012) (When a trial court is asked 
t1J reconsider the granting of a motion for summary judgment, the summary judgment standard 
will apply to the trial court deciding the motion for reconsi~eration, i.e. whether the evidence 
presented a genuine issue of material fact to defeat summary judgment.) 
Plaintiff next asserts the deposition testimony of Jared Hendryx raises a question of fact 
as to whether a PA announcement was made. This assertion is based upon Mr. Hendryx' s 
testimony that he did not hear a PA announcement. Notably, he testified he did not hear it, not 
I 
that it was not made. (Supp. Aff. John Bush in Supp. Of Pl.'s Mot. for Recon. at Exh. A. at p. 12, 
Ls. 21-25:) He also testified that when other officers began arriving on scene he remained in the · 
parking lot for maybe two more minutes. (Id. at p: 11, Ls. 4-18.) Mr. Hendryx testified that he 
left the scene, walked across the street and into his grandfather's residence in which really 
.., expensive windows had been installed for the purpose of decreasing sound from the busy street 
upon which it was located. (Id. at p. 11, L. 21 through p. 12, L. 25; and p. 13, Ls. 1 through 13.) 
Thus, his statement that he did not hear an announcement under these circumstances cannot 
reasonably be interpreted as creating a factual dispute sufficient to defeat summary judgment. 
Johnso,,n v. Lambros, supra, 143 Idaho at 473 (when summary judgment could be prevented only , 
by the presentation of new evidence raising a factual issue for trial, evidence that does not rise to 
that standard will not require that an order for summary judgment be vacated.) 
CONCLUSION 
Although Plaintiff submits previously unattained testimony of Jared Hendryx as ~ basis 
for seeking reconsideration, such testimony is essentially inconsequential to the thorough 
analysis this Court previously undertook in its Memorandum Decision and Order. Considering 
the totality of the circumstances at play, Hendryx's testimony that he did not see Plaintiff with a 
weapon and that he did not hear a PA announcement is simply not sufficient to create a question 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S 
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of material fact that would justify vacating the order for summary judgment and dismissal of all 
claims. Accordingly, the Defendants respectfully request this Court deny reconsideration. 
DA TED this ~ day of April, 2014. 
) 
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document on all parties of counsel as follows: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
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David E. Comstock, ISB#: 2455 
John A. Bush, ISB#: 3925 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO., _____ '"iwii.;--~ ...... -
A.M ___ --',~~ 1-li!: 
·,'. . 
APR 1 5 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DAYSHA OSBORN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, ) 
) Case No. CV Pl 1216734 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
VS. ) 
) 
CITY OF BOISE, a political subdivision ) 
of the State of Idaho; STEVEN ) 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM ) 
KUKLA, and DOES 1-X, unknown ) 
parties, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, City of Boise, Steven Bonas, Steven 
Butler and Tim Kukla, AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, Cary B. Colaianni, 
Boise City Attorney, Scott B. Muir, Assistant City Attorney, Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., Boise, Idaho, 83702, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, Melene James, appeals against the above-
named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
NOTICE OF APPEAL • 1 
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entered in the above-entitled action on March 4, 2014, and the Judgment entered in the 
above-entitled action on March 4, 2014, the Honorable Steven J. Hippler presiding. 
2. That the Plaintiff/Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, and the District Court's Decision referred to in paragraph 1 above is appealable 
under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(1 ), I.AR. 
3. The Appellant requests a review of whether the District Court erred by 
granting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and dismissing Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
' 4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. The Plaintiff/Appellant requests the preparation of the reporter's transcript 
for the hearing on Defendants'/Respondents' Motion for Summary Judgment and 
Plaintiff's Motion in Limine which occurred on February 19, 2014. The Plaintiff/Appellant 
requests the transcript be provided in hard copy and electronic format. 
6. The Appellants request the following documents be included in the 
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: 
a. Complaint and Demand for Jury trial filed on October 4, 2012; 
b. Defendants' Answer to Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury 
Trial filed on November 29, 2012; 
c. Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning filed on January 7, 2013; 
d. Order Setting Proceedings and Trial filed on January 22, 2013; 
e. Plaintiff's I.R.C.P. Rule Expert Witness Disclosures filed on 
December 2, 2013; 
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f. Defendants' Disclosure of Expert Witnesses filed on December 27, 
2013; 
g. Motion for Summary Judgment filed on January 7, 2014; 
h. Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed on January on 7, 2014; 
i. Declaration of Kelley K. Fleming filed on January 7, 2014; 
j. Declaration of Officer Randy Arthur filed on January 7, 2014; 
k. Declaration of Officer Steven Bonas filed on January 7, 2014; 
I. Plaintiffs Statement of Disputed Facts filed on February 5, 2014; 
m. Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed on February 5, 2014; 
n. Affidavit of Dan Montgomery filed on February 5, 2014; 
o. Affidavit of John A. Bush in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed on February 5, 2014; 
p. Plaintiffs Motion in Limine filed on February 5, 2014; 
q. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion in Limine filed on 
February 5, 2014; 
r. Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine filed on 
February 12, 2014; 
s. Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed on February 12, 2014; 
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t. Affidavit of Service (Subpoena for Jared Hendryx Deposition) filed 
on February 19, 2014; 
u. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed on March 4, 2014; 
v. Judgment entered on March 4, 2014; 
w. Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 
11 (a)(2)(B) filed on March 18, 2014; 
x. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) filed on March 18, 2014; 
y. Supplemental Affidavit of John A. Bush in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) 
filed on March 18, 2014; and 
z. Response Memorandum Opposing Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the 
reporter, Christie Valcich, located at the Ada County Courthouse, 
200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, 83702. 
b. That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee 
for preparation of the reporter's transcript as required by Rule 24, 
I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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¥ 
• • 1 I J. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has 
been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20, I.A.R. 
/ 
DATED this \') day of April, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/ 
I hereby certify that on this 17 day of April, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
, Boise City Attorney's Office 
150 N. Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
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[XI Hand Delivery 
D Facsimile (208) 384-4454 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
. . 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-X, unknown · 
parties, .· 
Defendants. · 
DEPUTY 
This matter came before this Court on the Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Court's Memorandum Decisiop' and Order on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
entered on March 4, 2014, and Judgment entered on March 4, 2014. The Court has considered 
the arguments and for the reasons specified at the hearing on April 21, 2014, finds that the 
. . 
additional testimony of Jared Hend~ does. not change the Court's granting of Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment and resulting Judgment ~ntered on March 4, 2014. The Court 
. 
therefore denies Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration. 
DA.TED this·· · ·a 5 day of April 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. I he~eby certify that I have on this ___,( ..... O'_._day of~2014, served the f6regoing. 
document on all parties of record as follows: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 · 
boisecityattorney@cityofboise.org 
Attorney for Defenddnts 
John Bush ; 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. ·capitol Blvd. Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 . 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
... 
' . 
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Personal Delivery 
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FILED ~ 
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. MAY 1 6 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
ByLARAAMES 
DEPUTY 
. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA . 
MELENE JAMES 
Plaintiff, 
V.' 
.. CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho; STEVEN 
BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
RODNEY LIKES, AND DOES I-?(, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-2012-16734 
ORDER AUGMENTING CLERK'S 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
.• 
) 
Defendants having requested augmentation of the record on appeal and good cause 
having been shown, 
. ; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the hearing transcript of April 21, 2014,. and Order 
Denying Reconsideration be prepared as part of the appeal record. 
DATEDthis-~ay.ofMay2q11.' 
.,. . 
• .r 
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-~ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have on this llo 
doc~ent on all parties of record as follows: 
Scott B. Muir 
Assistant City Attorney 
P.O. Box 500 . . 
Boise, ID 83701-0500 
boisecityattorney@cityofboise.org 
Attorney for. Defendants 
~ 
. John Bush 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
Attorneys at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd. Suite 500 ': 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701-2774 
decomstock@comstockbush.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
day of May, 2014, served the foregoing 
'tt_ U.S. Mail 
D Personal Delivery 
D Facsimile 
D Other: 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
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U.S. Mail 
Personal Delivery 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF :IDA1c5t-tR1STOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
, By KELLE WEGENER · 
Docket No. 42053 ~~n 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho: 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, 
TIM KUKLA, 
Defendant-Respondents, 
-and-
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
. 
LODGEMENT OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL 
! 
Notice is hereby given that on May 16, 2014, 
I lodged a transcript, 100 pages in length, for the 
• above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk 
of Ada County in Judicial District. 
(Signature of Reporter) , 
• 
Christie Valci~h, CSR-RPR; 
May 16, 2014 
Hearing Date: February 19, 2014 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAI-fil"IRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KELLE WEGENER 
Docket No. 42053 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
v. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho: 
STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN BUTLER, 
TIM KUKLA, 
Defendant-Respondents, 
-and-
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, 
unknown parties, 
Defendants. 
LODGEMENT OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL 
DEPUTY 
Notice is hereby given that on May 27, 2014, 
I lodged a transcript, 24 pages in length, for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk 
of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
{Signature of Reporter) 
Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR 
May 27, 2014 
Hearing Date: April 21, 2014 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political subdivision of 
the State ofldaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42053 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
1. Exhibit J (DVD) to Declaration of Kelley K. Fleming, filed January 7, 2014. 
2. Exhibit K (DVD) to Declaration of Kelley K. Fleming, filed January 7, 2014. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 28th day of May, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
,,,, ...... ,,, ,, ,, 
,,,, '.\\\ JUD/cl ,,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. ~ ~ ........ •./< ;,,,,, 
Clerk of the District#,~·· ~~ s-rArn·• •• ~ \ 
.. u • .e. ~ • ;.-; .• 
.. • C" • ,c, : LDe : E- : - o\l - : n : ~ :-i: By • \\0 •  . :... .. 
• •• f,., .. 
Deputy Clerk 7n. ··· .. • ~ $ 
,, VI, ••••••• C,c;:) 1' 
",,, .. 'Iv AND FOR !>-~~ ,,,,, 
.,, ,,, 
........... 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political subdivision of 
the State of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42053 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personall~ served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of.the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
JOHNA.BUSH 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: MAY 2 8 2014 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
SCOTT B. MUIR 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICJi,,1•111111••,,,, ' 
Clerk of the District Cqtili.'\ tii'tH IUD;;',,,, 
........ ,~ o••••••e L/.: I 
.. .--.~ .. .. ~/' ,:. $0"'.·· ·.~ ,:. 
\r "~\'€;~ By 'L- L-,€. • - • -3 : 
- •:;:,;,-Deputy Clerk : ~ • : - : 
":. ~ •. IDAHO : I:} : 
,:. (:> •• •• ~ 
,:. .. .. ~ .. 
,., ..;,, ······•·· .,~"' .... . ,, -11)'!) c;<)" .. . 
,,, FOR AUt>. , .. ,,, ,,, 
.......... ,, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MELENE JAMES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF BOISE CITY, a political subdivision of 
the State of Idaho; STEVEN BONAS, STEVEN 
BUTLER, TIM KUKLA, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
RODNEY LIKES, and DOES I-X, unknown 
parties, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42053 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
15th day of April, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
